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PROBLEMS IN ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC WELFARE
PROGRAMS

TUESDAY, JUNE 6, 1972

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FISCAL POLICY

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 318,
Old Post Office Building, Atlanta, Ga., Hon. Martha W. Griffiths
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Griffiths and Blackburn.
Also present: Alair A. Townsend, technical director; James R.

Storey, staff economist; Sharon S. Galm, staff counsel; Patricia Kelly,
legislative assistant to Representative Griffiths; Leslie J. Bander,
minority economist; and Drew V. Tidwell, legislative assistant to
Representative Blackburn.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. We are going to begin these hearings. I am
sorry that Mrs. Vickers is not here yet, but we will start.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GRIFFITES

Chairman GRIFFITHS. This morning the Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy of the Joint Economic Committee begins 3 days of hearings
on the administration of public welfare programs in the city of At-
lanta and the State of Georgia. These hearings are a continuation of
similar sessions already held with State and local officials in New York
and Detroit.

These hearings are a part of a 2-year, comprehensive review of all
public welfare programs. This study is examining public assistance,
the social insurance programs, veterans' programs, and food, health,
and housing programs, focusing on how these programs actually work
together in combination to meet the need recognized in our society
for such assistance.
* These programs affect over 60 million persons and cost $100 billion

a year, and yet, for years we have examined these programs one by
one. But both the Congress and the executive branch are becoming
increasingly aware of the fact that we can no longer afford to legislate
and administer the programs in a piecemeal fashion when so many
of the programs affect the same persons. Thus, we must leave Wash-
ington and go where the programs have their impact to take a hard
look at how welfare programs work at the point where they deal first-
hand with recipients.

( 827)
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The purpose of these hearings is to learn more about the rules and
regulations under which programs are administered at the local and
State levels, and the actual administrative procedures which are fol-
lowed. The Congress has enacted some very complex programs, one
after another, with too little regard for whether they are admin-
istratively feasible at reasonable cost. Thus, our witnesses are drawn
from people who have some responsibility for program administra-
tion.

Since members of congressional committees dealing with these pro-
grams rarely visit local areas, we have to be able to tell them how the
Federal rules are implemented at the local level. Certainly there is
agreement that the current programs are inequitable, and that many
needy persons do not get the type and amount of aid necessary. Cer-
tainly there is agreement that most recipients are honestly in need
of assistance. What is not generally understood, I believe, is whether
or not these programs-in their current structure-can be made more
administrable, and just what it will cost to achieve greater effective-
ness and efficiency of operation.

We must try to ascertain if it is possible to simplify and streamline
the administration of these programs without first simplifying the
eligibility requirements and benefit conditions.

Any program, no matter how well administered, can have instances
of fraud, ineligibility, and error. So we expect to learn that some
workers have encountered some fraud and made some errors them-
selves. The real question, however, is at what cost, given this complex-
ity, can the system be run so that a balance is achieved between ad-
ministrative control and fairness to the recipient. And, can anyone
accurately and fairly administer a system with so many items to
check, so many conditions for eligibility, and so many overlapping
programs?

This is why we are here, and we will proceed now to our witnesses.
In order to allow more time for discussion, we will submit their testi-
mony into the record at this point rather than have them read. Our
witnesses this morning are: Barbara Ann Brady, caseworker, Fulton
County Department of Family and Children Services; Jack E. Mead-
ows, caseworker, Fulton County Department of Family and Children
Services; Carol L. Robinson, casework aide, Fulton County Depart-
ment of Family and Children Services; Doretha Spencer, caseworker,
Fulton County Department of Family and Children Services; and
Nancy F. Vickers, intake eligibility caseworker, Fulton County De-
partment of Family and Children Services.

I am happy to be joined this morning by Representative Black-
burn of Georgia.

We will extend your statements in the record, but we would like
each of you to just briefly give us the highlights that you would most
like us to take from your statements. Will that be all right?

Representative BLACKBURN. Certainly. I'd just like to greet the
chairman of our committee, welcoming you to Atlanta, as well as the
staff. We are very proud of our part of the country, and I think that
we can make a contribution to the committee's activities.

I personally want to publicly express my gratitude to the chairman
for initiating these hearings because to me the whole welfare problem
is so fragmented; for example, I'm on the Housing Subcommittee of
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the Banking and Currency Committee, and we have enacted social
welfare programs in our housing program. We've public housing,
we've interest supplement payments for homeownership; we've got
a variety of programs and yet we are not coordinating our efforts with
the efforts of the Ways and Means Committee, or the Labor and Edu-
cation Committee, of perhaps the Agriculture Committee with its
surplus food communities program. There is a whole variety of
programs and no one has ever really taken the time to look at them
in toto.

I think that the chairman is to be congratulated on her efforts to
try to bring some order out of the chaos that now exists.

And, again, welcome to Atlanta.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much. We are already very

impressed and everyone has been most helpful and most cooperative.
Would you like to begin, Mrs. Robinson, and just state briefly the

highlights of your testimony?

STATEMENT OF CAROL L. ROBINSON, CASEWORK AIDE, FULTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Mrs. ROBINSON. I think the most important thing
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would you use that microphone please?
Mrs. ROBINSON. I think the most important thing that I mentioned

in the written statement as far as dealing with our clients and the
rules and regulations is the fact that the grants are so low in rela-
tionship to the needs that our clients have. The amount of money is
not sufficient for the demands that we put on them to remain eligible,
like the work requirements and things of this nature. Also, there is
an inequity in the rules. A great deal of the rules are enforced on in-
dividual levels so far as the caseworkers land casework aids are com-
cerned. It's more or less up to the individual's interpretation as to how
he carries out these rules, as to how it applies to each individual client.

Also, these rules and regulations are constantly changing. It makes
it confusing to the client as well as to the people who are trying to
administer these rules and regulations. -

Another thing is the large caseloads, the number of clients we are
having to service and the amount of work we have to do for each
of our clients. It makes it very difficult to follow the rules and regula-
tions to a T. Because there are so many cases, it is impossible to
follow through each one to the absolute letter of the rule.

I think that's about all.
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Robinson follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROL L. ROBINSON

One of the primary responsibilities of eligibility workers, like myself, is
redetermining the eligibility of our clients-on an annual basis for recipients
of Aid to the Aged, Blind or Disabled (AABD), and on a semi-annual basis for
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children. We are also responsible
for taking action on any changes that occur between these redeterminations
that would affect the amount or disposition of the checks (i.e., changes of address,
changes in the number of persons in the household and/or grant, changes in
income, etc.).

In redetermining the eligibility of AABD recipients, we are only required to
have a Form 160, Declaration of Need, completed. No personal contact is required,
although often these clients call and request the worker's assistance in com-
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pleting the form. Verification of any income they may have is necessary only if
the worker has reason to doubt the validity of the client's statement. The most
common discrepancy is in the amount of Social Security benefits reported. Often
our clients, particularly the OAA recipients, get confused as to the current
amount of their benefits. In such cases, the worker can usually refer to the
most recent Form 332, State Office Notice of OASDI Benefits, Claim Number, and
Account Number, in the case record for the current amount.

Redetermining the eligibility of AFDC recipients is a totally different matter.
A personal contact with the client is mandatory. This contact may be made at
the welfare office, at the recipient's home, his place of employment, or wherever.
If the client moves to another county during the redetermination, the personal
contact is made by a worker in the other county.

All AFDC income must be verified. Wages may be verified by seeing recent
pay check stubs or by securing written or verbal verification from the recipient's
employer. Child support is usually verified by Form 85, Verification of Court
Orders, Warrants, if support is paid through the Adult Probation Office; by see-
ing the check or money order the client receives: by written or verbal verification
from the person who is paying the support; or, by written or verbal verification
from "someone who is in a position to know" the amount of child support being
received by the client (i.e., Housing Authority, a relative or friend who delivers
the payment to the client, etc.). Verification of Social Security benefits is obtained
by seeing the check or award-letter, or by sending Form 1610, Social Security-
Public Assistance Agency Information Request and Report, to the Social Security
Office requesting the amount of the benefits. Any other income is verified through
the source, if at all possible. As a last resort in verifying any type of income,
we take a written statement from the client as to the amount she receives. This
statement must be signed in the presence of the worker.

Once the necessary information is secured, and verified if necessary, all cases
have a new budget worked to determine the amount of the grant. The basic
budgetary allowance, which is determined by the number of persons included
in the grant in relation to the number of persons in the household, is ascertained
by consulting a chart furnished by the State.

For instance, the monthly basic budgetary allowance for an AABD recipient
living in a household with two other people would be:

Food -------------------------------------------------------------- $42.00
Clothing -__________________ 4. 75
Medicine chest and incidentals- -________--------- 7. 00
Heating ------------------------------------------------------------ _ 1. 80
Cooking ----------------------------------------------------------- _ 1. 30
Lights --------------------.---------------------------------------- 50
Water -____________________ 1. 00
Transportation ----------------------------------------------------- 5. 00
Shelter -_________________________ 15. 33

Total -------------------------------------------------------- _78. 78

A Recipient of Aid to the Blind may have up to an additional $12 included
in his budget to purchase food for a seeing eye dog. An allowance of up to $100
($140 if meals must be furnished) may be added to an AABD recipient's budget
if he has to hire someone to provide personal care for himself. The maximum
monthly grant an AABD recipient can receive is $91.

The monthly basic budgetary allowance of an AFDC mother with one child
who lives in a household with one other person is:

Food -------------------------------------------------------------- $82. 06
Clothing ----------------------------------------------------------- 13. 60
Medicine chest and incidentals -1----------------------------- ----- 1.50
Heating -__--____________ 4. 00
Cooking ------------------------------------------------------------ _ 2.90
Lights ------------------------------------------------------------- _ 1.00
Water -__________ 2.00
Shelter -_____________________ 30. 66

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 147.72

The maximum monthly grant for them would be $79.
After the basic budgetary allowance is determined, the net income of the recipi-

ent must be computed. AABD recipients get a special exemption of five dollars on
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their total income. On earned income of OAA and AD recipients, the first $20 and
half of the next $60 is exempted. For AB recipients the first $85 and one half of
the earned income of AFDC recipients is the first $30 and one third of the
remainder. In addition, all recipients receive a work expense exemption on
earned income.

In compliance with a recent court order, we are no longer giving a flat work
expense allowance but are computing this allowance on an as paid basis for
any work related expenses "which are reasonably attributed to the earning of
income." This would include any mandatory payroll deductions such as social
security, federal and state withholding taxes, any transportation costs the client
incurs going to and from work, lunch costs, child care costs, and any other
expenses the client must assume "as a prerequisite for employment and/or as a
condition of continuing employment."

The exempted income and work expense allowance are totalled and sub-
tracted from the recipient's gross monthly income to arrive at his net monthly
income. This net monthly income is then deducted from the basic budget al-
lowance to determine the deficit (or surplus) amount. If a deficit occurs, a
second chart is consulted to determine the grant amount for that deficit amount
If there is any change in the grant amount, the client is notified by letter.
If the client disagrees with the action taken on his case, he has fifteen days
in which to notify the agency that he would like to appeal.

Another responsibility of eligibility workers is compiling medical and so-
cial data reports for AFDC incapacity decisions and AD disability reviews.
This involved interviewing the client, writing up a report on his incapacity or
disability, setting up a medical appointment if necessary, and submitting these
completed reports to the State Medical Review Team in AD cases, or making
a decision ourselves on AFDC incapacities.

At the office where I work, each eligibility worker averages about 50-60
redeterminations (about 80% AFDC), between 25 and 35 special reviews, and
approximately five medical-socials per month. This may not seem like a great
deal of work, but the synopsis of our duties I've given does not begin to relate
the numerous responsibilities delegated to eligibility workers, nor does it give
a full account of the volume of work that is involved in executing these duties
and responsibiilties. The eligibility section is grossly understaffed and eligibility
workers are underpaid in relation to their responsibilities. With the separation
of eligibility and services, even more responsibility is being placed on eligibility
workers.

Although the separation and the new procedures that go along with it have
not become fully operational here yet, there are a few observations I would like
to make. I believe that assigning caseloads to eligibility workers rather than
service workers will be advantageous. Eligibility workers usually have more
frequent contact with the recipients and the majority of the matters recipient's
call their workers about pertain to eligibility. By contacting the eligibility work-
er directly a lot of unnecessary "channeling" will be eliminated.

An important outgrowth of the separation of services and eligibility is the
much needed structuring of services. This structuring, I feel, will be beneficial
to 'both the service workers, who will now have definite guidelines to follow,
and to the client, who will now be assured of getting a response to his request
for services. One suggestion I have that I believe might improve the quality
and effectiveness of services is to have service workers "specialize" in certain
areas. For example, one worker might handle requests from women over 35 years
old for job training and education. This worker would be familiar with all
training programs, community schools, and any other resources available to
these clients. Another worker might handle requests for family care services
such as budgeting, food purchasing, etc. I feel by having workers concentrate
on certain areas they might have a better chance of giving the dlient the best
possible assistance with his particular problem. This might alleviate the prob-
lem of most service workers being la "jack-of~all-trades but master of none."
Ibelieve our clients deserve better.

I'd like to consider our clients for 'a moment. I'm sure, rather, I know the
primary concern and complaint our clients have is that the grants are too
low. And I agree. An AABD recipient, living alone, wtih no other income
would receive $1092 per year. An AFDC mother with one child who live by
themselves, and have no other income would receive $948 per year. An AFDOC
mother with four or more children would receive $2208 per year if she has
no other income and she and her children live alone.
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Although the low grants are the major complaints of our clients, there are
other problems. The current welfare regulations tend to be punitive, inequitably
applied, sometimes unrealistic, and often dehumanizing. We tell a client that
in order to remain eligible for assistance she must lose 30 pounds. So we give
her a few dollars and a card that entitles her to 50 pounds of flour, peanut butter,
rice, cheese, beans, corn meal, butter and grits! Or we tell a recipient that she
must either be in job training, working, or at least looking for work to remain
eligible. This client may have a fourth grade education. She can't get into WIN
because she has a hangnail on her toe or one of her kids has a cold. VR won't
accept her because she doesn't have a disability. (A fourth grade education in
today's job market not a disability?) Even if this client wants to find a job,
by the time she pays rent and utilities, buys food and clothing, I'm sure there's
not much left for job hunting expenses. I'm sure double binds like these weigh
heavily on our clients.

Another major problem with our system is that it often leads to the disintegra-
tion of families. An unemployed male cannot get help for his family as long
as he is considered able to work and his wife able to care for their children.
Rather than see them starve, he leaves. I think families should be helped before
the father is forced to leave (for the mother is forced to commit fraud by saying
he left when actually he is still around.) Unemployed males should be able to
receive assistance for their families without deserting them. Counseling and job
training should be made available to them because once they leave the chances
of them ever returning are slim.

There are a few comments and suggestions that other eligibility workers have
expressed that I feel merit inclusion:

Promotional opportunities within the continuing eligibility sector. The present
system promotes casework aides to either services or intake which means, with
the exception of those who are ineligible for promotiton, there is a constant turn-
over in eligibility.

Constant changes in policy are confusing to both clients and staff.
Too much emphasis on AFDC and not enough on ABD (i.e., more adult pro-

tective services are needed.)
There is a misuse of staff.
Internal failure to communicate policy and inconsistency in interpretation

of same agencywide.
Conflict between stress on services and punitive nature of AFDC eligibility

requirements.
Not enough staff to handle work resulting in a high rate of error.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you, Mrs. Robinson.
Mr. Meadows.

STATEMENT OF JACK E. MEADOWS, CASEWORKER, FULTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Mr. MEADOWS. I think one of the most important things in my
testimony, along with Mrs. Robinson, is the amount of the grant our
recipients may receive. In fact, one of the most difficult jobs I have,
being an intake worker, is interviewing someone who is over 65 that
worked practically all of their lives, paid in social security, and now
that they have retired they find out that they are getting $115 a month
total income. Perhaps the place they worked did not provide a com-
pany pension for them and social security is all they can get. And if
they have as much as $111 a month total income, I have to tell them
that as far as the State of Georgia is concerned they have enough
money to live on. "I'm sorry, but there is nothing we can do for you."
We can't even offer medical assistance, because in order to be eligible
for medical assistance, medicaid, a person must be eligible for a wel-
fare check. So if we are not able to raise the amount of the grant they
can receive, I think it would be very beneficial if we could at least
provide some sort of medical coverage to supplement the medicare
that they get.
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From the clients I have talked with, medicare will cover a good deal
of their hospitalization expense, but so many persons over 65 have
great private doctor expenses, going to the doctor for treatment and
not being actually hospitalized. If there is a way they could be reim-
bursed through medicare most of them evidently are not a.ware of it,
because that is one of the biggest complaints that I have. I tell them,
"Well, you have enough money to get by on as far as the State is
concerned if you get $111 social security." And they say, "But I have
to take medicine for my high blood pressure and for my heart condi-
tion, for my diabetes, and I have a $35 a month drug bill. Doesn't that
affect the situation?" I have to tell them, "No, I'm sorry, it does not.
The rule says $111 a month, and that's it."

Also, another area that concerns me is the working poor, particular-
ly in AFDC families where children are concerned, and the father
is in the home and is underemployed-maybe not even getting the
minimum wage. And the mother is required in the home, not able
to work maybe because of the number or the age of the children.
And there is just nothing at all that we can do for them. Although
recently, with this separation of services from eligibility, hopefutly
we will be able to help them in the area of services even if they are
not eligible for money payment.

But these two areas are the greatest concern to me. The amount that
our recipients can receive and the working poor not being eligible for
any assistance from us.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Meadows follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACK E. MEADOWS

As an Intake worker with the Fulton County Department of Family and
Children Services, Atlanta, Georgia, my responsibility is to determine the initial
eligibility of applicants for public assistance. My training for this position con-
sisted of a six week staff development coxrse. At the time a person is hired,
he does not know whether he will go into eligibility or services, so the staff
development course must prepare the new worker for both areas of resplonsi-
bility. There is quite a large bulk of material to be digested during this six
week period. Most new workers in my staff development group, including my-
self, had no prior knowledge of casework procedures or laws governing pub-
lic assistance. However, I do feel that an adequate job was done in preparing
us for our new positions. We were familiarized with laws and policies gov-
erning public assistance and the manuals in which they are contained. We
were familiarized with the forms used for determining eligibility for public
assistance and with other community agencies and resources available to our
applicants and recipients. Of course our training was continued by our indi-
vidual supervisors when we were placed on the job.

The laws and regulations governing public assistance in Georgia are ex-
tremely complex. The ones pertaining to eligibility and services, as far as case-
work staff are concerned, are contained in a three part State Public Assistance
Manual. The manual under goes constant revision through Manual Transmittals.
These manual updates occur when Mhere is a change of law or policy relating
to Public Assistance.

As far as I am concerned, the laws governing the amount of assistance a
person is entitled to receive are absurd. I will use as an example the Georgia
State Department of Family and Children Services Standards for Assistance
Budgets, Aged, Blind, and Disabled Programs. For one person living alone, the
maximum amounts are: Food, $42.00; Clothing, $4.75; Medicines and Incidentals,
$7.00; Heating $4.20; Cooking Fuel, $2.80; Lights, $1.50; Water, $300; Trans-
portation $5.00; and Shelter, $40.00. In other words the State Legislature is
saying that an Aged, Blind, or Disabled person can live on $110.25 per month!
I doubt that anyone in the State of Georgia has ever received an electrical bill
of $1.50 or less for a month's service or has been able to find a livable dwelling
for $40.00 a month. The only way a person could possibly survive on this
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amount of money would be to live in public housing, eat nothing but Surplus
Foods, never become ill and require medicines not covered by Medicaid, and get
all his clothing and household items from charitable organizations. Unfortunate-
ly, there is not enough public housing available, Surplus Foods are not adequate
and do not take into consideration special diets needed by many aged and
disabled persons. But to make matters worse, the maximum grant is only $91.00
per month. Even if a person receives no other income, he cannot receive the
$110.25 that the State says he needs to survive!

As far as my workload is concerned, Intake workers do not have caseloads
as such, I feel that it is manageable. An efficient Intake worker should be able
to handle an average of fifty applications a month and do an adequate job. The
average number of applications taken per worker per month at my office is
about forty-five (45) to fifty (50).

The basic form used to determine eligibility is the Declaration of Need-form
160. When properly completed, this form tells the Intake worker the composi-
tion of the household, information concerning the whereabouts of the father in
AFDC cases, any income the applicant has, and any reserves or resources the
applicant may possess. There is also a section to indicate casework services de-
sired by the applicant. As far as verification is concerned, our policy is to accept
the applicant's word unless we have some reason to doubt the information given.
If we have reason to doubt certain information, we verify it by whatever means
are available, such as seeing birth records, etc. The only exception is that all
income of AFDC applicants must be verified by seeing paycheck stubs, talking
with employers, seeing Social Security checks, etc.

I feel that one of the most serious failures of this agency has been the
necessity of an applicant being eligible for a direct money payment before he
was eligible for services. I am happy to see that this is changing. The problem
now is in the logistics of divorcing eligibility from services after all the years of
being tied together. Personally, I feel that the two functions, to be completely
separated, need to be handled by two separate agencies. One solution would be
for the Federal Government to assume the responsibility for determining eligi-
bility for money payments. Perhaps this could be done by an expanded Social
Security Administration. This would relieve some of the financial burden on
the state as well as standardizing payments and eligibility rules. Services could
then be handled by persons with specialized training in casework procedures.

When a person applied for a money payment and requested services also, he
could be given the location of the service agency and it would be his respon-
sibility to follow through. No paper work would need to change hands. The
service agency could set up their own procedures for handling these individuals.
In the case of mandatory services, such as employment or child support in
AFDC, a mandatory referral could be made. In this case an exchange would be
needed between the two agencies to make sure the referral was carried out.
We are currently doing this on AD cases when a condition of eligibility is that
they cooperate with Vocational Rehabilitation. Mandatory referrals for public
assistance eligibility could be handled in the same manner.

All in all I feel that the changes we are now experiencing in public assistance
are a step in the right direction. Much more needs to be done in the area of
the working poor and in assuring that the aged, blind, and disabled recipients
have sufficient income to purchase the basic necessities for a decent life.

Chairman GRIFFITH&. Thank you Mr. Meadows. Miss Brady.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA ANN BRADY, CASEWORKER II, FULTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Miss BRADY. This is probably going to be repetitious but I think
those of us who have been a caseworker for any length of time have
come across the same problems.

Like Mr. Meadows and Mrs. Robinson, the amount of the grants
concerns me most. Payments are simply too small. No matter how
large a family is, the most that we can oiler and authorize is $184.
This can be for a mother with 10 or 11 children. It's extremely dif-
ficult to help people find a better way of life-housing, jobs, clothing,
or anything like that on a grant we both know is too small.
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I find I spend a lot of time saying, "I understand your problem and
I wish I could do something about it." But, when money is the prob-
lem, there is no way I can get more for them.

Again, the regulations are inequitable, particularly in regard to aid
to families with dependent children. Rules are very discriminatory
against a husband. If there is a father in the family and he is unem-
ployed or underemployed but not totally disabled, we cannot authorize
assistance for that family. I think this leads very directly to the break-
up of homes-that is, when a man who has a job but is not supporting
his family finally has to realize that the kindest thing he can do for
them is to abandon them so that they can at least draw welfare, be-
cause that will give them a regular check and will give them medicaid,
plus either food stamps or donated commodities. Maybe the best he
could do for them was construction work on Saturdays.

I am also concerned about the separation of services and financial
eligibility. In theory I think it's good, but the part that is giving me
a problem is that the service workers are not familiar with eligibility
rules. It is not included as a part of staff development in the compre-
hensive way it should be. In the whole welfare question, I think that
helping a client who is poverty stricken remain eligible for financial
assistance until he can be self-supporting is the greatest service that
can be rendered. I don't see how service and eligibility can be com-
pletely separated when money is the big question.

Also, I think caseloads are too large. With a caseload that is more
than one worker can handle, the emergencies are the things that end
up being dealt with. That can be a lost check, an evicted family, some-
thing like that. Thus, the clients who are able to verbalize their need
for help onta first-come, first-served basis are helped.

I think additional staff and smaller caseloads would result in im-
proved service and fewer eligibility errors. This gets into the question
of fraud, which seems to concern most of the people in the country.

As I said earlier, I think the grants need to be raised, and I don't
see that the voting public is ever going to let the legislators raise the
grants until a public relations campaign can do something about the
rotten reputation welfare has. With news commentators or newspapers,
the best way that they can get a listening audience is to get on the air or
get in print and go on and on about 'the lazy welfare bums" or the
"mother who keeps having one child after another simply to raise her
gant." Well, this is false, and I think that this whole image needs to

oechanged.
Since I have been here, I have had approximately three different

caseloads. Among all those people, I have come across I think two
cases of fraud which were fraud by the books. In reality, the people
did not know they were breaking the rules.

I think if this downgraded image of the welfare recipient is done
away with, and instead a realistic picture is portrayed, the public
would want to help these citizens in the United States who can't help
themselves. I think they would be willing to allow legislation to spend
a little extra money that is needed to help these people become self-
sufficient and not merely exist.

Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Miss Brady follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA ANN BRADY

At the present time, I am on a temporary assignment with the Special Projects
Division where I am working with the Homemakers, the WIN Program, a pro-
posed Eviction Project, and some of the Model Cities functions. As a "floater",
I do not have an individual caseload, but do come into contact with clients
(present, potential, and former) in all the categories of Public Assistance.

In the Homemakers Department, my job is to serve as the Home Services
Supervisor's alternate and assistant. This entails screening and assigning the
requests for a homemaker, making home visits to discuss the service in detail
with the client, and keeping in touch with both the homemaker and the client
for the duration of the service.

With the WIN Program, my assignment has been to assist the Supervisor who
is the liaison between the WIN teams and the district offices. In an attempt to
promote more and better referrals to WIN, we have been traveling to the various
district offices to hold question and answer sessions with service workers and
supervisors. We have been soliciting suggestions and complaints which can be used
to iron out some of the red tape involved in helping an eligible client become
enrolled in the program. In general, we have made ourselves available either
in person or by telephone-to answer questions and expedite referrals. One of our
particular services has been to hold group meetings for clients who are interested
in some type of training and/or employment. At these meetings, WIN is ex-
plained in detail, as are the regulations on child care, medicals, etc. This
group approach has gotten a favorable response from worker and client alike. It
is a time saver for the worker, and for the informality of the setting makes
clients feel freer to ask questions and express their feelings, pro and con.

In conjunction with the Homemaker and WIN Programs, I attend Model
Cities meetings and other community meetings whenever either of these two
programs are involved.

The proposed Eviction Project is being developed in response to community
needs as determined by the Research Center of the Community Council of the
Atlanta Area, Inc. The hardships encountered as a result of eviction rank among
one of the most pressing unmet needs, as revealed by this study which began in
the fall of 1969. Statistics obtained in Fulton County for a two-year period
show that approximately 20,000 dispossessory warrants are filed each year, and,
that these warrants result in about 1,000 actual evictions. After discussion with
various agencies, officials, and potential sponsors, it was decided that Fulton
County's Department of Family and Children Services was the best agency to
administer the project. Since this agency agreed to be responsible for implement-
ing and operating the project, I have been assisting the Director of Special
Projects in developing it to the point where it will meet Title IV-A guidelines,
the approval of the original developing committee, and be workable within the
framework of our rules and regulations. In addition we are assessing needed
services, soliciting cooperation from other public and private agencies, and try-
ing to keep the entire operation within a $100,400.00 budget. A tentative imple-
mentation date was set for 7-1-72. At this time I don't know how close we will
come to meeting that deadline-assuming that the final draft is accepted for
IV-A funding.

Before my present assignment, I was a service worker in a regular district
office. Prior to that (before the separation of services and financial assistance) I
had a caseload of clients (both AFDC and AABD) who were being serviced
jointly by Family and Children Services and Vocational Rehabilitation.

In general, I feel caseloads are too large for both the service and the eligibility
staff. I think the frustration of seeing what needs to be done but not having time
to do it is one of the primary causes of the large staff turnover. The constant
turnover is, in turn, hard on the client who hesitates to form a relationship with
the caseworker because experience has taught that this worker probably won't be
here too long. Based on my own experience with a caseload, the magnitude of the
job too often left time only for emergency services to those clients who were able
to verbalize their needs. Among the most frequent requests were the following:
help in finding and moving to housing which would be better and cheaper, assist-
ance in obtaining clothing and additional food, transportation to and from medi-
cal appointments, help in finding a doctor who would accept medicaid payments,
assistance in legal matters, help in finding training and employment, and above
all, some advice on how to manage on an income that we both knew was totally
inadequate. In addition, there were constant questions about how to apply for
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Social Security, Veteran's benefits, and public housing. One of the most pressing
emergencies was when a client's check was lost or stolen. Since he usually got the
next month's check before the missing one was replaced, I had to help him figure
out how to last until then. This usually meant interceding with the landlord, and
trying to scrape up emergency money and food from private agencies in town.

With the exception of a six-weeks' staff development session when I came to
the agency, almost all my training has been on-the-job. My educational back-
ground consists of a bachelor's degree from a liberal arts college. I learned about
the majority of community resources from other more experienced caseworkers
and from the clients themselves.

Like most people who plan to stay in the field, I would like to see certain
changes. I believe the first necessity is raising the direct money payments and
allowing more exemptions for earned income. It's very difficult, if not impossible,
to help a client break out of the welfare cycle when he is just barely managing to
exist. People who are poorly fed, poorly sheltered, and poorly clothed have to be
concerned with immediately basic needs. I wonder how motivated some of us
would be if we didn't know where the next meal was coming from.

Secondly, I feel AFDC regulations should consider the under-employed and
unemployable man as well as the man who is disabled. A man who cannot support
his family shouldn't have to feel that the best thing he can do for his wife and
children is to abandon them so they can at least draw welfare.

Regarding the separation of services and financial eligibility, I feel that every
service worker needs to be thoroughly aware of eligibility rules and requirements.
Helping a poverty-stricken person remain eligible for assistance until he or she
can be self-supporting is the most important service there is!

As I mentioned earlier, I think caseloads are too large. More staff and smaller
caseloads would result in improved services and fewer eligibility errors.

Finally, I think the whole area of welfare needs one of the best public relations
campaigns that has ever been waged. Legislation can never make life better for
the poor until we can erase the old stereotype of the "lazy welfare recipient".

One measure of a country's progress is its ability to care for those who can't
care for themselves. Unless the voting public agrees with this, it will be impossible
to help millions of citizens attain a decent standard of living.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. Thank you very much, Miss Brady.
Miss Spencer?

STATEMENT OF DORETHA SPENCER, CASEWORKER I, FULTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Miss SPENCER. Like Miss Brady, I think this is going to be somewhat
repetitious.

As she stated, just being a case worker we all run into basically the
same types of problems. I am an intake caseworker like Mr. Meadows,
and my job is basically eligibility and I know very little about serv-
ices. I have been in eligibility for about 2 years, which is the length of
time that I have been with this agency, and I have done eligibility
work all this time.

I have talked basically in my paper about the rules and regulations
since I feel that they are causing the downfall of the welfare system.

To begin, I talked mostly about the AFDC family, which is the
largest category that I deal with. My first criticism is that we run
the able-bodied AFDC fathers out of the home. These are families
that are not able to receive assistance because the father is in the home.
They are underemployed, as we said before, underpaid, and in order
for the family to survive the father has to leave the home. And now
we are spending just about 50 percent of our time trying to find these
fathers whom we have run out of the homes. We're spending 50 per-
cent of our time trying to find them to make them support the same
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family that they had to leave because they could not support the
family on the amount of money which they were earning. Some of
them may not be working at all. But this is what we are doing.

I think that we are discriminatory when it comes to the point of
certification of a mother who is working and the father is out of the
home. She is making a small income and is not allowed the work-incen-
tive exemption, of $30 and a third of her gross income I feel that a
working mother who is trying to help her family is penalized when she
comes in and she is ineligible if she is not making such a meager
amount as to make her eligible for assistance without the benefit of the
work-incentive exemption. Without the $30 and a third deduction, we
work the initial budget giving only direct work related expenses. If a
mother is eligible without the $30 and a third, then she is eligible for
assistance. I feel that is discriminatory because the mothers who are
not working and are not trying to help their families can come in and
get on assistance just because they say they don't have any income.
Thank you.

(The prepared statement of Miss Spencer follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DORETHA SPENCER

I serve in the capacity of Intake Caseworker in a branch office of Public Assist-
ance Division of the Fulton County Department of Family and Children Services
located at 906 Gordon St., S.W. Atlanta, Georgia. In this position I am responsible
for holding initial interviews and taking applications on all applicants for Public
Assistance, General Assistance, (County Emergency Funds) and Social services.
I process the Public Assistance and General Assistance applications and transfer
the applications for services to the proper service worker. Until recently I was also
responsible for delivering emergency services to the applicants in my caseload as
long as the applications were pending action. With the separation of services and
eligibility, I am classified as an eligibility worker and have the primary respon-
sibility of making investigations and determining which applicants are eligible for
money payments.

Our basic application form #160 is so designed that we are supposed to be able
to determine one's eligibility for direct money payment by reviewing information
on the completed form. However, I feel that it is inadequate in that It Is not
geared for those applicants with limited educational ability. As a result much of
the worker's time is spent trying to obtain information from the client which
the client did not understand was being asked on the form.

The size of my caseload fluctuates depending on various factors but primarily
depending upon the seasons and the area or neighborhood in which I am working.
It is larger during special holidays such as Christmas and Easter, the beginning
of the school year and the winter months. Normally, I handle an average of 40
applications per month. I feel that this is moderate and I am manazing adequately.

I did not have any department sponsored training for my position but my pre-
vious position was also eligibility in nature and that helped to make the trans-
fer from one position to the other much simpler. However, the agency does have
a staff development class which basically gives an overview of the nature of
service and eligibility positions. It is not very extensive and consequently, not
very adequate. I feel that we should have separate training programs for service
and eligibility workers and they should be as extensive as necessary.

In my two years of service in Public Welfare my observations and experiences
have led me to conclude that the system in its present situation has defeated it-
self. I attribute the failure to (1) the laws, regulations, and administration
of the system and (2) to the very limited opportunities available to welfare recip-
ients for improving their condition.

I see no hope but to start from the bottom and rebuild the system for we have
allowed things to get too far out of hand to hope that a few changes here and
there will make the system work. We must start with our laws and regulations
because that is where the trouble begins. Many of them are outdated, unrealistic
and discriminatory and have assisted in the continuous inflating of Welfare rolls.

Our laws and regulations break up many AFDC homes, encourage unwed
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mothers not to marry, gives them public assistance and protects them from
being cut off when they should and in some instances could be helping them-
selves. We are helping to make public assistance a way of life for generation
after generation for many families. Invariably, it is those who are in need and
are trying to help themselves who are denied assistance. Many of those whom
we can reach and can possibly help to pull them out of their ruts, we turn our
backs on. Those whom we will never reach or really help, we continue to play
games with them.

At this point I shall briefly discuss some of the laws and regulations that have
prompted our system to failure and where possible give recommendations for
change and improvement.

In requiring that an able bodied, natural father is absent from the home be-
fore a mother and her children are eligible for assistance is obviously breaking
up many homes and is doing more detriment than good for the family. Most of
the fathers have little or no education and are not able to find jobs that pay
enough to support their families. So, in order for their families to survive they
have to leave home so that they can get public assistance. We run them off and
then waste fifty per cent of our time trying to find them and make them support
the same family they couldn't take care of while present in the home. On the
other hand, if the father is a step-parent the children can receive assistance. I
fail to see the difference. A man is in the home and some portion or maybe all
of the family's income is public assistance.

I suggest that AFDC families be allowed to receive assistance with the fathers
present in the home. Assistance payments should be determined on the basis of
need. The fathers should be required to work at all times unless incapacitated
and the mothers should be required to work when the youngest child is old enough
to be placed in a nursery.

In making this change we must also be ready to offer jobs to our clients. This
brings us to another of our present problems. We are requiring mothers to work
when we know very well what the job market is like. Most of the available jobs
are menial and pay so little that many clients feel that they fare better by sitting
at home and depending upon public assistance. On the other hand there are those
who feel that every little bit helps and they are willing to try to help themselves
but still need our assistance to make ends meet. These people are often penalized
if they apply for assistance while working. At the point of intake we do what is
called a trial budget when earned income is involved.

In this budget we omit certain exemptions that are given at all other times.
If an applicant is eligible without the deductions, then he receives assistance.
If ineligible without *them, he receives no assistance. This is ridiculously dis-
criminatory against applicants who have obviously tried to make it without as-
sistance for if the same applicant is unemployed when she applies for assistance
and goes to work immediately after being certified she gets all of the exemptions
and in most cases continues to be eligible for assistance. It is inconvenient for one
to have to resign from a job just to get assistance and then return to the difficult
task of finding another job.

Another very serious problem in our system is fraud. Again, our relaxed laws
and discriminatory regulations prompt it and when we discover fraud cases we
never do anything to discourage further practice. I have never heard of one client
being prosecuted for fraud. When we discover them we write reports and submit
them to Administrative Authorities. That is the end. We never hear any more
about it. Sometimes a client's grant is terminated and sometimes they plead
ignorance and all is well. I feel that more thorough investigations should be made
at the point of intake because most applicants are quite aware that our regula-
tions are much more relaxed than they have been and they feel that it is very easy
to get on welfare. They know that we take their word about almost everything
without proof or further investigation. Recently we began to verify income of all
AFDC families but then most of them claim not to have income when applying for
assistance. I recommend that we do more investigating and less paper work. To
assist us with out-of-town and out-of-state investigations we should have watts
lines installed between every Welfare agency in the country. There is a tremen-
dous breakdown in communication and cooperation. This causes some families to
suffer when the certification of their applications are delayed for months and
months due to our inability to verify that a family is no longer receiving assist-
ance from another county.

In AABD categories, specifically the AD category, I feel that there should be
some other way of giving temporary assistance without going through the regu-
lar AD application for permanent and total disability. We take the complete
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application on every applicant who claims disability even when they make it very
clear that they only want temporary assistance. So we waste a great deal of time
processing applications on applicants with gunshot wounds in the leg, sprained
ankles or headaches and dizzy spells. It seems that we could use the time and
money that we spend writing reports and paying for medical examinations to
give them the temporary assistance that they need. I also feel that some provi-
sion should be made for the State Medical Review Team to see applicants who
apply for permanent assistance. Many clients are hostile towards workers when
they are denied assistance although we explain that we do not make the decision
as to whether they are permanently and totally disabled, we feel the hostility.
We also realize that the physician's report is most important, the social data is
also necessary and plays a very important part. Words can't possibly express all
about one's condition.

Realizing that many applicants will not be permanently and totally disabled
as defined by state law, they may be too old or too disabled to be hired or to meet
competitive labor demands. Because of this, I feel that the age requirement for
the OAA category should be lowered at least by five years. When a person is 60
years old and disabled to work but not eligible for AD he is left in the cold with
nothing.

A problem to all categories is the amount of allowable reserves. The maximum
is $800 for singles and $1,600 for a couple. With the tremendous increase in
burial expenses, this seems to be quite unfair. Most families cannot afford life
insurance on their meager income and assistance grants.

These are only a few of many laws and regulations that I feel should be
changed in order to move toward a more workable welfare system. In addition
to these changes we must make a very sincere effort to avoid so many frequent
changes in policies. This high rate of change and instability creates a working
atmosphere of confusion and uncertainty which ultimately keeps the percentage
of error steady on the rise.

I don't have any serious criticism about the manual, but I think that its ar-
rangement is rather complex. It takes an awfully long time to learn how to find
specific material in a moment's time. In addition, we get so many manual trans-
mitals with so many changes that it's impossible to stay on top of everything. In
addition to the recommendations that I have mentioned I feel that the following
suggestions should also be given some thought and consideration.

1. Staff should always be given more voice in determining policy and change
because we deal directly with the people and know more about their needs and
attitudes and how change affects them.

2. We need to eliminate some of our administrative positions and put our
trained social workers in the communities with the people and their problems. We
are wasting education and training to high paying positions which serve little
or no purpose.

3. Some consideration should be given to instituting a medical program for
people other than Public Assistance eligibles and those 65 and over. Many ap-
plicants state that they could stretch their small income much further if they
didn't have to worry about their high medical expenses.

4. There should be no special degree of relationship to children for anyone who
wishes to receive assistance for any child that he has cared for and supported for
long periods of time. Foster parents are not related to the children for whom they
receive assistance and I fail to see a logical difference.

5. The general public needs to be educated as to the difference between public
assistance and other types of assistance.

Chairman GRiuFITHS. Could that lady quit her job, get on assistance
and then go back to work?

Miss SPENCER. Right, that's just about what she wou]d have to do
to get assistance. I would like to say a little about the forms.

Our basic form for the application is the No. 160, and I don't think
that the form is explicit enough. I think it causes problems because
so many of the clients are undereducated and they don't understand
the questions that we're asking. Consequently, we spend most of our
time filling out the forms for them because they can't read aand write.
We have to fill the forms out for them and explain step by step what
everything means. I think if the forms were more explicit and they
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understood the questions that we were asking, they would be able to
give the proper information.

I would also like to talk about allowable reserves. We have a set
figure of about $800 for allowable reserves. I don't know how long
this has been on the books, but I don't think it is in keeping with the
times, because everything is more expensive now. The $800 is supposed
to be for funerals, emergencies, and this type thing, but nobody can get
a decent burial for $800 anymore. Furthermore, one serious emergency
could completely exhaust $800, leaving a client with nothing.

Another point I discussed is the age requirement for old-age assist-
ance. I feel that the age requirement should be dropped back maybe
5, 6, or 7 years. We have a lot of clients who come in to apply for aid
to the disabled, and this has been our hardest program in Fulton
County. It's very difficult to get accepted for permanent and total dis-
ability. And a lot of people are not able to work and are in such poor
condition that nobody will hire them. They can't get assistance and
so they are just left out in the cold. There is nowhere for them to go if
they are not 65 years old and do not qualify for old-age assistance. I
feel that we should have some type of program to help them until they
meet the old-age assistance requirements. So I recommend that we
drop the age requirement back or give some type of temporary assist-
ance to them until they are able to meet the age requirement.

Representative BLACKBURN. What is that age now?
Miss SPENCER. It's 65.
Representative BLACKBURN. You feel it should be dropped back to

57 or 60?
Miss SPENCER. At least 55 or 60, because although we have a golden

age employment office, I don't think that it is helpful to many of our
people who are 60.

Chairman GRiEFFius. Sounds good.
Miss SPENCER. Yes; it sounds good, but we haven't gotten many

results, at least I haven't.
Well, I want to comment a little on my caseload. In the past it's

been pretty rough, but I think things are getting better now. I am an
intake worker and my caseload fluctuates. It depends on the seasons.
For instance, Christmas and Easter and when it's time for school we
have many more people coming in to apply. But just in the regular
season like now, in the summertime, I think it's rather moderate. And
I think I handle my caseload adequately. I handle about 35 to 40 appli-
cations per month. But I think we are properly staffed at my particular
branch office.

One further comment or suggestion is that something should be done
to inform the general public of the difference between welfare assist-
ance and other types of assistance, particularly the older people. Many
of them come in to apply for public assistance because they feel they
are entitled to it because they have worked and paid taxes all of their
lives. I don't think they really understand what public assistance is.
When they come in, if they are 65 and over, they say, "Well, John Doe
told me I should come down and get my old-age pension." They don't
understand that they have to be eligible or in financial need according
to our standards in order to be eligible for payment.

I think those were the basic things that I discussed in my narrative.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you, Miss Spencer. Mrs. Vickers?
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STATEMENT OF NANCY F. VICKERS, CASEWORKER I, FILJTON

COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Mrs. VICKERS. I certainly agree with everything that the other work-
ers have said. I don't think I can state any of these things any more
clearly than they already have. But I would like to say that I did men-
tion in my statement also the method we have of determining the
grant amounts in AFDC when there is a working mother involved.
I think this is very inequitable, especially since it might tend to
encourage deceit or unemployment at least until after the mother is
already on the welfare rolls.

Another rule that I pointed out which I feel is unfair is the rule
having to do with determining corrective payments when a mistake is
made by the worker in certifying an application. Ordinarily a correc-
tive payment for the amount that the client would have gotten is
made to the dlient. But, unless this mistake is caught within 2 months
after certification, it's just not done. We are not allowed to authorize
a corrective payment. This seems unfair since our redeterminations of
eligibility are only routinely done at 6- and 12-month intervals, so it's
almost impossible to catch any mistakes within 2 months after certifi-
cation.

Also, a comment about the several changes in procedure that have
come about lately and have been coming about ever since I first started,
or ever since welfare started I suppose. I think it would definitely be
a good idea, I know this is done in some cases, to have pilot projects
to try out any new system and any new procedure before it is im-
plemented statewide. In just about any new system there are different
things that have to be worked out before they can actually be put into
practice. It might look good on paper the way it is originally set out
to be, but in practice sometimes these things don't work as well and
there have to be changes made. It puts the workers and the clients
under a great deal of pressure and often causes a good bit of mis-
understanding.

Another thing I mentioned in my statement is the difficulty many
intake workers have in obtaining medical information from private
doctors. I think severail of us are intake workers and we have 60 days
to complete an application for aid to the disabled (AD) and 30 days
to complete an application for AFDC. Many times in AFDC and in
AD we have to call on private doctors to give us medical information
on these clients, and they often take an unreasonable length of time
to get this medical information back to us. Our clients are already in
need. If they weren't they would not be coming to us. And when they
have to wait 2 or 3 months to get a check, this just makes their situa-
tion even worse, and if they are sick and don't have any way to get
medical treatment or the money to pay for it, naturally, they just
become sicker. I feel that in some of these forms that we send to the
doctors authorizing payment for examinations, perhaps a statement
should be included that unless they return the forms within a reason-
able length of time the money payment for the examination would
not be authorized. Thank you.

(The prepared statement of Mrs. Vickers follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY F. VICKERS

As an intake worker it is my responsibility to determine eligibility for General
Assistance, Public Assistance and/or services and to either certify or deny these
applications. Once eligibility is established, the case is transferred to an eligibility
worker and/or a service worker. I am often the client's first contact with the
agency, therefore I have the additional responsibility of presenting the agency
to the client and of making sure he knows what the agency expects of him and
what he should expect from the agency.

Most new workers begin their career with the agency with 6 weeks of staff
development, during which time they learn casework techniques and agency regu-
lations and procedures. This training is supplemented by visits and meetings with
other aspects of the agency (donated commodities unit, WIN unit) and with other
interrelated agencies (VR, Atlanta Evaluation Center, Labor Department).

As an intake worker, I do not have a definite or stable caseload. My caseload
fluctuates from month to month. Since several intake workers have recently been
added to our staff. I've found that my caseload has become quite manageable. I
take an average of 30-35 applications per month. Some of these applications can
be disposed of in a matter of minutes; others may take weeks or even months.

Each application begins with a personal interview in which the applicant, with
the worker's help, fills out the declaration form (the 160-AABD or the 160-C).
Information requested on this form includes basic identifying data (name, ad-
dress, date of birth, social security number) information pertaining to household
composition, reasons for parental deprivation (in AFDC), names and addresses of
medical treatment sources, shelter and utility arrangements, and sources and
amounts of income. The applicant's signature on this form indicates that the in-
formation he has given is true to the best of his knowledge and that he agrees to
notify the agency of any changes in his circumstances which may affect his
eligibility.

The applicant indicates his need for any of the services provided by the agency
on the interim 160 or Request for Services. If he has an immediate need for serv-
ices, he is referred to a service worker at this point.

Three basic requirements must be met in AFDC. (1) There must be a dependent
child under 18 in the home, (2) the family must be in need according to the fi-
nancial standards set by the state, and (3) there must be parental deprivation
caused by the desertion, divorce, death, imprisonment or incapacity of one or both
parents. In AFDC, all income in the household is verified, either by a pay stub or
statement from the employer or agency providing the income, or by a statement
from the adult probation office or absent parent who contributes child support If
parental deprivation is caused by an incapacity of one or both parents, medical
information is obtained from a physician and the caseworker makes a decision as
to the extent of this incapacity based on the doctor's report and social data ob-
tained from the applicant.

Information pertaining to the whereabouts, place of employment, and social
security number of the absent parent is also obtained, if possible in an effort to
seek child support.

To be eligible for AD or AB the applicant must be in need according to the
financial standards set by the state and he must be determined permanently and
totally disabled by the State Medical Review Team. In order for the Review
Team to make a decision, the intake worker must obtain and submit medical in-
formation from the applicant's physician and social data obtained from the ap-
plicant. Income is not verified unless there is reason for doubt.

Eligibility for OAA is based on age (65) and need. There is again no verifica-
tion unless there is reason for doubt.

There have been numerous changes in agency procedures and regulations since
I began my career with the agency in July, 1969. In some cases there have been
pilot projects in a few counties to determine how workable a new system is be-
fore it is actually implemented state-wide. In any new system there are "bugs"
to be worked out, especially since those who legislate these changes are not in-
volved in working face-to-face with the client, filling out the forms, or actually
putting these changes into practice. Therefore, pilot projects are indespensable
as far as determining the effectiveness of any new system or procedure and should
be carried out before any new system goes into effect. Many workers feel that
they are involved in a system of trial and error. Certain procedures, often having
been changed several times, are now the same as they were three or four years
ago. Perhaps there would not be the need for so many changes if the workers were
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allowed to present their opinions as to the workability of any new procedure
and I definitely feel that this hearing is a step in the right direction.

There are two agency regulations which I feel are especially unreasonable. The
first is the method of determining financial eligibility for an employed AFDC
applicant as opposed to a person who already receives AFDC. Only certain work
expenses can be deducted from an applicant's income before this income is ap-
plied toward her family's needs. However, to determine continued eligibility for
a recipient of AFDC, these work expenses plus $30.00 and one-third of the re-
mainder of her income are deducted before applying the income to the needs.
This encourages unemployment or even deceit at least until the applicant is
already receiving assistance.

The second regulation I would like to mention has to do with corrective pay-
ments. If the worker makes a mistake in determining the client's needs and the
client does not receive the full amount for which he is eligible, the agency can
authorize a corrective payment to be made to the client. However, if the mistake
is not discovered within two months from the date of certification, no corrective
payment is authorized. Redeterminations of eligibility are only routinely made at
six and twelve month intervals, therefore it is almost impossible for the worker
to discover errors within two months from certification.

Another problem I have had to deal with as an intake worker is the delay
caused by many private physicians who fail to return the medical information on
AFDC and AD applicants in a reasonable amount of time. We are allotted 30
days in which to dispose of an AFDC application and 60 days for an AD applica-
tion. We are authorized to pay up to $20.00 for a medical examination. Many ap-
plications are pending beyond the agency's standard of promptness simply be-
cause of the physician's delay in sending the medical information to us. This
creates an unnecessary hardship for the client who has immediate needs to be
met. In conclusion, there are four recommendations I would like to make:

(1) Pilot projects should be set up to determine the workability of any new
procedure before it is implemented throughout the agency.

(2) The same deductions should be used in the initial determinations of
eligibility in AFDC as are used in redeterminations of eligibility.

(3) Corrective payments should, if necessary, be authorized as late as 6
months in AFDC or 12 months in AABD after the date of certification.

(4) Private physicians should be informed before the medical examination
is authorized that payment will be withheld unless the agency receives the
requested information within a reasonable length of time.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear at this hearing. I hope
my testimony will prove to be beneficial.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. Thank you very much. I would like to say
to all of you that the thing that has impressed me, not only here but
in New York and Detroit too, is that the farther you get from Wash-
ington and HEW, the more commonsense everybody has who is con-
nected with this thing. It's very refreshing to hear people talk who
seem to know what they are talking about every day.

Your statements were really excellent, and I am delighted.
Mr. Blackburn, would you like to begin the questioning?
Representative BLACKBURN. Well, I'd like to express my own appre-

ciation for the witnesses having prepared their testimony and having
come before us today. I agree there is a great deal of time that has
gone into preparation of these statements and I think you each should
be congratulated on them.

I particularly was impressed with your statement, Miss Spencer.
I think you really made some valid observations here.

I notice in your recommendations you say:
We need to eliminate some of our administrative positions and put our trained

social workers in the communities with the people and their problems. We are
wasting education and training to high paying positions which serve little or no
purpose.

In effect, you are saying that the administrative agency is getting a
little fat at the top, aren't you?
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Miss SPENCER. Yes. More or less.
Representative BLACKBURN. I don't know if there is any standard

means of administrative personnel for the number of people being
served. Are we looking into any statistics on that?

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes; we'll be glad to have her tell us.
Representative BLACKBURN. Maybe we can draw a profile across the

country, and if we find that some agencies have got as many casework-
ers as they have recipients, we'll know that something is out of line
there. Fire the caseworkers and hire the recipients; that will eliminate
two problems. Not the caseworkers, you understand, I'm talking about
the higher bureaucrats.

I notice here you mention the problem of fraud and you make the
statement you have never heard of one client being prosecuted for
fraud. Is this even in instances where the fraud is recognizable as being
planned and deliberate?

Miss SPENCER. Yes. I have known of several fraud cases that have
been written up and submitted to our administrative department, but
I've never heard of anyone being prosecuted. I discussed this with my
supervisor who has been with the agency for about 6 years, and she tells
me that she knows of only one client who has been prosecuted for fraud.
Therefore, I feel that very little is being done to punish clients who are
deliberately fraudulent.

Representative BLACKBIJRN. What this would do, it seems to me, is
put a premium on fraud. If anyone can perpetrate a fraud, and if they
can get away with it with no fear of retribution at the end when discov-
ery takes place, I think an incentive for fraud is created. This bothers
me and I think this is something the committee is going to have to look
into. I would certainly urge any of the personnel who are with us today
who are involved in the administration of these programs to give this
matter more attention, because it is the sort of thing that creates a public
disgust with welfare in general. And I think every one of the witnesses
has observed that with the public image of welfare being what it is
today, you are not going to increase the benefits. Probabilities are that
they may be made more difficult to obtain. So I think realistically those
who are administering the program should begin taking some action
to decrease fraud.

You mention that most applicants are quite aware that our regula-
tions are much more relaxed than they have been, and they feel it is
very easy to get on welfare. Do any of the rest of you have any obser-
vations on that? How about you, Mrs. Robinson?

Mrs. ROBINSON. Would you restate your question, please?
Representative BLACKBURN. Most applicants are quite aware that

our regulations are more relaxed than they have been. Do you agree
with that statement, that the people you are dealing with feel that the
regulations are not as stringent now as they were at one time?

Mrs. ROBINSON. I haven't come across that, per se. I think that the
general mannerisms of the clients would convey this type of thing. I
mean, a lot of them are not so concerned with, like -when it comes time
for redetermination we send them a form and ask them to come in or
or call. You might not hear from them until you have tried to con-
tact them three or four times. I think that this type of thing might
bring across the idea that they think the rules are not as stringent. A
lot of the clients I've seen, though, have not been on welfare long enough
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to have been familiar with things in the past as compared with the way
they are now. A lot of clients that I see are in their teens, maybe they
have a child, 2, 3, 4 or 5 years old and have not been on welfare that
long. So I would not say that they necessarily have that feeling. Some
of the older clients seem to have an attitude like that, for instance, with
the work requirements-the regulations that a mother with a child
3 years old or older must either be in a training program or seeking
employment unless there is a physical reason why she cannot do so.
And for the clients who don't fall into any of these categories, noth-
ing happens to them because the rules also state that we can't close this
case on this basis unless there is a specific job that this client has re-
fused to take. And with caseloads the way they are, it's impossible for
a caseworker to go out and find a job for her clients.

Representative BLACKBURN. You are just dependent on the welfare
recipients' word that they have not been offered a job and you have to
accept that?

Mrs. ROBINSON. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. I wonder if any of you have any

thoughts as to improving the methods of locating fathers who have
abandoned their children. And let me make this observation. I agree
with your general thought that the man-in-the-home rule is a hard-
ship, and it should be mitigated in some way because it does tend to
break up the family unit, and I think that's a very bad thing for not
only the family but for society in general. I would lhke to see the family
Unit preserved. But I also have a firm belief in individual responsibili-
ties, individual actions, and if a man has seen fit to father a child, I
thing he ought to see fit to support it, or do the best he can to support
it. Now, what can we do in the way of implementing our Government
machinery to help locate fathers who have dallied and then fled the
scenea

Mrs. SPENCER. Well, I was going to comment on that in my paper but
I discussed it with someone and I was told that there is a law that is
going to give us the privilege of getting addresses from the Internal
Revenue Service. But I also think something else that would help would
be for us to be able to call or send some type of form to the social
security office for that information, because if the fathers are working
that office will have their place of employment and that will at least
help us to locate some of the fathers.

Representative BLACKBrRN. You mentioned something I was just
thinking of and that is if the father leaves Atlanta, say, and goes to
Birmingham and works, he may have a right susbtantial income over
there and yet the mother can say she doesn't know where he is and then
she is eligible, and the father is escaping his obligation. I would think
that maybe we could make some changes in the law.

Do you have any observation on that, Mr. Meadows?
Mr. MEADOWS. Well, I think I did read just recently that we are

going to start cooperating, or rather Internal Revenue Service will be-
gin cooperating with us, as far as using tax record information to find
absent fathers. I think one problem of doing it through social security
is getting the father's social security number. If we have any idea, since
the mother might say, "Well, he left and has gone to Birmingham,"
we can use the Birmingham social security office. But, when you don't
have any idea at all where the father might be, I think it would not be
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very feasible in trying to do it through social security because I under-
stand most of the records are kept on the local level. There would not be
any central file we could go to. And another problem is we don't have
social security numbers on most of the fathers. The wives just simply
don't know them. I couldn't tell you my wife's social security number.

Representative BLACKBURN. We need to require that lovers exchange
social security numbers in the future.

Chairman GRiFFiTHs. I've been pressing the Ways and Means Com-
mittee for about 7 years to require that every child at birth be given a
social security number and that that number be put on the birth certifi-
cate along with his thumb print; and that the social security numbers
of the parents be placed there too. This, I think, will be enormously
helpful. The Federal Government is really doing in everybody by not
having those social security numbers as an absolute identification. The
real truth in the case of the father who went to Birmingham is that
even if you had his original social security number, he can get a new
one by just writing in. You don't even have to be human to get a social
security number, they passed them out to dogs in some cases. So they
are wrong. The Social Security Administration is really wrong in this.

Mr. MEADOWS. We are now, just recently, starting to get social se-
curity numbers for every person who is going to receive welfare, not
just the mothers but the children also. Yesterday I filled out an applica-
tion for a social security card for a 3-week-old baby. So we will start
getting numbers for these people. Hopefully, everyone who receives
public assistance will have a social security number.

Chairman GREiyTHs. At the present time if you have a child born in
your family and you give that child $100 and put it in a bank account in
its name, you have got to get a social security number for the child. Or,
if you give a child a bond or a stock, the child must have a number. The
only people who don't have to have social security numbers are the peo-
ple who are getting checks from the Federal Government or the State
government. We are really doing in ourselves, in my opinion.

Go on.
Representative BLACKBURN. I'm wondering about this. Is it possible

there are some duplications of welfare recipients; is it possible that, say,
a child may be living with grandparents in Atlanta and the mother
may be living in Savannah? Is it possible that the mother can be re-
ceiving benefits and the grandparents can be receiving benefits for the
same children?

Miss SPENCER. That's quite possible.
Representative BLACKBURN. You mentioned a social security number,

but say you fill out a social security number of the child in Atlanta,
for the grandparents, and the mother goes to Savannah and applies,
and she has got the birth certificate and she can bring the baby in with
her for that visit; it would still be possible, wouldn't it, for the same
child to have two social security numbers perhaps?

Mr. MEADOWS. I'm sure it would be.
Representative BLACKBURN. Is there any device that we can arrange,

I mean aside from punishing the mother if she commits a fraud of
this sort, which I think would be a pretty clear fraud? Can you make
any suggestions as to how we might prevent this? How frequently do
you think this happens; does this happen in 1 percent of the cases, or
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2, or do you have any thoughts at all? Does anybody care to hazard a
guess?

(No response.)
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Meadows, do you have any ideas on it?

Miss Spencer?
Mr. MEADOWS. I haven't come across any of those cases myself. I

wouldn't have any idea what percentage it might be. I wouldn't have
any statistics or data available to make a generalization and say 1
or 2 percent, or any percent. But personally, I have not found such a
situation. But that is not to say that it does not exist, because we don't
always see the children when the mother or grandmother are certified,
and that would not prohibit the mother from bringing the child in,
in Atlanta and then sending him to Savannah to go in with the grand-
mother. Just right off the top of my head, I can't think of any way
that could absolutely be stopped or be made impossible to happen.

Representative BLACKBURN. How about between Atlanta and De
Kalb County, say?

Mr. MEADOWS. There too, I think there would be no difference there
than in Savannah. One of our requirements when a person does apply
for public assistance, if they have been in Fulton County for fewer
than 6 months, is that we do write to either the State or the county
that they moved from. Of course, in Georgia it would be to the county
where they lived previously. If they were out of State we would write
out of State for verification that they are no longer receiving benefits
from that State or that county. So if someone just moved from De Kalb
to Fulton County and admitted that they had been in Fulton County
less than 6 months, we don't really verify the length of residence that
strictly anymore because there is no residence requirement for public
assistance. Someone might come in and tell me they've been in Fulton
County for 6 years. If I didn't have any reason to doubt her giving
that information I would not necessarily verify it. But if the person
does say, "Well, I've only been in Fulton County for 3 months, I moved
f rom such-and-such a place in De Kalb County," in that instance I pick
up the phone and call De Kalb County. It's close enough for a local
call, bht if it were another county I would verify it.

Representative BLACKBURN. I'd like for some others to comment on
whether they think that there is some frequency of duplication of bene-
fits for the same child, for example.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mrs. Robinson?
Mrs. ROBINSON. I think I have heard of about three such cases in the

last couple of weeks. In a situation where the child was with the grand-
mother and the mother was receiving assistance. But the difficult part
is when we do our routine investigations we don't necessarily have to
go to the home to see the client. The client can come to the office. But
even if we did go to the home the children may or may not be there. If
there are children there they may or may not be the children of the
person we are interviewing. There is no way that we can really be sure.
We can't take fingerprints or anything to make sure that this child is
actually the child of the recipient that we are interviewing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What about the situation where the grand-
mother has the children in Atlanta, and the truth is that the mother
has a $9,000 a year job at Ford in Detroit and maybe the father does,
too. Is that a possibility, too? You can't check that out, can you?
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Mrs. ROBINSON. The only information we get is the whereabouts of
the parents, if the grandmother knows. Sometimes she doesn't know
where her daughter or son is. There is no requirement and no way we
can trace them down unless the grandmother gives us the information
that the parents are working in another city and are able to support
the children.

Representative BLACKBURN. All of you have commented that in pre-
paring your applications for your clients you have to take the word
of the client in such matters as to whether there is a father available
and working somewhere and able to support the child, unless there is
reason to doubt. Now, what circumstances generally arise to cause you
to believe there is reason to doubt the honesty of the client? Have you,
any of you, ever doubted the honesty of the client? Maybe I should ask
that. Mrs. Vickers?

Mrs. VICKERS. Just about the only reason we would have to doubt is
perhaps if this person had received welfare before and we have infor-
mation in the case record, and perhaps she had committed some type of
fraudulent action before and had been found out. And she may now
be trying to get away with the same thing. We would probably inves-
tigate that if there is any indication in the record from the past appli-
cation. Another way we have, our clients are pretty good about check-
ing up on each other and calling us and letting us know if there is
something amiss.

Representative BLACKBURN. Why is that, what is the incentive for
having one client blowing the whistle on another one?

Mrs. VIcKERS. It could be someone who is applying and found to be
ineligible and they call up and say, "Mrs. Brown lives down the street
and her husband lives there and they are both working, and they have
two Cadillacs out in the yard," and so on and so on. Often these are just
quack calls, but they are usually investigated unless we know there is
just no reason at all to believe that the caller is on the level.

Representative BLACKBURN. What about you, Miss Spencer, have
you run across any cases of the same child being claimed by two differ-
ent people perhaps?

Miss SPENCER. Only one, but I think we prevented the duplication
of assistance. The mother left the father here in Atlanta. She took
their children. The father came in to apply for assistance for the chil-
dren and wanted us to help him get the children back. The mother was
in Florida receiving public assistance. Well, it took quite a few weeks
to clear the problem up because there is a terrible communications
breakdown from agency to agency and town to town. Therefore, it's
always just one person's word against the other. In this case the father
was saying that he had the children a part of the time. The mother
was saying that she had the children with her all of the time. Well,
somebody was obviously lying. But, anyway, we didn't give him any
assistance because we finally came up with the fact that the children
were in Florida with the mother and the father finally admitted that
they were there.

Representative BLACKBURN. The mother then was receiving assist-
ance in Florida?

Miss SPENCER. Yes. The father had some of the children originally.
The mother left with one or two of the children but she was receiving
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assistance for all of the children in Florida However, she finally came
back and got all of them.

Chairman Ginmrrns. I see.
Representative BLACKBURN. Miss Brady, I see you have been very

sadly neglected here. I'd like to have some observations from you on
the matters we have been discussing.

Miss BRADY. In one of the instances I had where fraud was con-
cerned the father was receiving a check for the entire family. He had
kicked his wife out of the house, left the two children with his mother-
in-law, and then had gone to live with his girlfriend who was getting
welfare. She was supporting him on her welfare check. So I made ar-
rangements with the grandmother to have the check terminated in his
name and reinstatde in her name. In the meantime, I was also trying
to get in touch with him to find out just what he had to say about the
situation. But he died.

Representative BLACKBURN. You mean the father?
Miss BRADY. The father died before we found him. He was totally

disabled in order to get a check in the name of the family.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Otherwise he could not have gotten the check

anyway. If he were just unemployed or underemployed he would not
have been eligible.

Representative BLACKBURN. How do you define illegitimacy and
what is age of illegitimacy among your dependent children?

Miss BRADY. I can't quote any statistics on it. I define illegitimacy
as a child born of parents out of wedlock.

Representative BLACKBURN. I'm wondering, how do you determine
that? If a mother has five or six children, for example, if she answers,
"Yes, unmarried," do you also ask, "Well, are all the children fathered
by the same man," or do you just assume that because she is married

Miss BRADY. No, I would ask the mother. We get each child's name
and birth date and the father's name. And then I say, "Are you or
have you ever been married to the father of this child," and then I
take her word for it.

Representative BLACKBURN. What is the incidence of illegitimacy
using your definition, do you have any estimates on that?

Miss BRADY. I really would feel ill at ease quoting a figure I don't
know. I would like to step back for just a minute to the issue you
were bringing up about locating the absent fathers. I agree that this
needs to be done, and we need to let parenthood be a two-way respon-
sibility. But while we are doing this I think we have to have some
means to protect the confidentiality while we are looking for the father,
or else we might end up breaking up a lot of happily married families.
We're assuming that the father is footloo-e and fancy-free. and in
many cases he is married and is supporting a family. I think this
needs to be taken into consideration when we're asking him to sup-
port his other children. I think it should be done in a way that does
not break up a family unit.

Representative BLACKBURN. I certainly agree with your statement
there that we don't want to be breaking up families that are otherwise
well matched. But when you say. I believe the words you said, in many
instances the father is married and supporting a family, and ap-
parentlv happily so.

Miss BRADY. I can't say in many, in some.
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Representative BLACKBURN. Apparently though it is not an infre-
quent occurence?

Miss BRADY. Correct.
Representative BLACKBURN. So then the question about the ultimate

illegitimacy could be a substantial question if someone studied the
records.

Miss BRADY. Yes.
Representative BLACKBURN. By that I mean more than 1 or 2

percent.
Miss BRADY. I think it would definitely be more than 1 or 2 percent.
Representative BLACKBURN. Well, are we encouraging illegitimacy

through our welfare laws?
Miss BRADY. Could you clarify that just a little?
Representative BLACKBURN. Well, I mean because we are not as

diligent as we should be in tracking down the fathers, and we do
allow the mothers to receive some payment for children where other-
wise they would receive nothing if they had no children. Are we creat-
ing a financial incentive to permit illegitimacy where otherwise it
might not occur?

Miss BRADY. The money a mother gets for a child is certainly not
an incentive to have another child. You know, one mother and one
child can get $79.00 a month, and that's no moneymaking deal.

Representative BLACKBURN. If she is living with her parents any-
way and getting nothing, $79 a month is more than she was getting
before.

Miss BRADY. Somebody is supporting the child though, and I don't
think $79 a month is going too far toward doing it. I don't think
anybody is making money in a situation like that.

Representative BLACKBURN. Do you think that many of your aid-
to-dependent-children mothers are aware of birth control devices, or
they wouldn't want to be bothered anyway?

Miss BRADY. No; most of the ones that I have talked with have been
more than happy, they have been thrilled to know that there is some
way that they can prevent further unwanted births. I think it needs
to be more widespread, but I think we are definitely making progress
in that direction. I have had many mothers who have been responsible
for looking for some type of birth control.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I would like to ask you now, how are your
welfare offices set up, Mr. Meadows; would you explain how the func-
tions are divided?

Mr. MEADOWS. Well, we have three basic kinds of units that you
will find in each of our branch offices. That is not to say there are only
three different units or types of units in our agency. But these three
basic units are found in each office. And that would be intake, which is
what I do. We see the people when they first come into the office to
apply for assistance and we determine the initial eligibility. Then we
have the service workers, the service unit. This is under a separate
supervisor and the units are not mixed. I should say normally that
you just would not have intake workers and service workers sitting
sid& bv side in their units.

Chairman GRiuFrHs. Do you have an individual office?
Mr. MEADOWS. No, I don't, I have a room. I guess from about the

corner of that podium maybe back to this table and over to the wall,
and there are eight of us in there. There are eight desks.
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Chairman GROFFrTHs. Is there any type of privacy for the person
coming in making application?

Mr. MEADOWs. We do have interview rooms where we interview the
clients individually. A small enclosed room.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. It's actually a closed room?
Mr. MEADows. Right. You can hear from one room to the other be-

cause the walls don't go all the way to the ceiling, they are open top
offices. But there is, I think, adequate privacy. But one of the com-
plaints I would have as far as my office goes is eight workers in such
a small area. We sit with three desks pushed together, sharing a com-
mon telephone for the three of us. It's just hard to concentrate on get-
ting the work done. I'm not saying there is a lot of idle conversation
that goes on, there is not because we all have more than enough work
to do to keep us busy. But just in the normal course of business, calling
your clients on the telephone to ask information, verify information,
we are constantly bothering each other because of the lack of space.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Once an application is accepted, are your
responsibilities for that case closed?

Mr. MEADOWS. Yes. As soon as I determine whether or not the
person is eligible and I certify the case, our responsibility ends.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many applications do you handle on an
average day?

Mr. MEADOWS. Well, it would be hard to say by the day. I think
our monthly average would be about 40.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Forty. Miss Spencer, how many do you han-
dle a month?

Miss SPENCER. About 40.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And you, Mrs. Robinson?
Mrs. ROBINSON. I'm an eligibility worker.
Chairman GRIFFIrHS. How are your cases assigned?
Mr. MEADOWS. Well, in my office, I suppose this varies from office

to office, we have eight intake workers and we are assigned 3 days a
,week to take applications. One day a week is called our office day
where we are not bothered by applicants coming in for applications.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But on the day you are supposed to take
applications, it is whoever comes in. is that it?

Mr. MEADOWS. Well, there are four of us, four of the eight are on
intake a certain day. Our names are just put on a piece of paper. The
first name gets the first application and on down the list all that day.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is this true with you, too, Miss Spencer; is
this the way it's done in the office where you work?

Miss SPENCER. Yes, except we don't have as many intake workers,
and we are on intake almost every other day or every 2 days. We have
two workers on per day.

Chairman GRIFITHs. I see. And you, Mrs. Vickers?
Mrs. VICKERS. There is a little difference. We have one visiting day

and we are on intake 4 days a week. We have 1 day to visit and do
office work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you handle applications for all categories
of public assistance?

Mrs. VICKERS. Yes; I do.
Chairman GRIFFrrIs. For general assistance?
Mrs. VICKERS. Yes.
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Chairman GRFFITHS. For medicaid?
Mrs. VICKERS. Yes.
Chairman GRIEaTHs. For commodities for people on public assist-

ance?
Mrs. VICKERS. Yes.
Chairman GRrl}Frris. Do you, too?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFTHS. And you?
Mr. MEADOWS. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFrTHs. Who has the responsibility for making the

final determination as to whether or not someone is eligible, do
you?

Miss SPENCER. I do.
Chairman GRiFFiTHs. Each of you?
Mr. MEADows. Yes. We determine whether or not they are eligible,

and, of course, this goes through the supervisor's office and she checks
it.

Chairman GRIEmFrs. All right. If they are eligible for general
asistance, then what else are they eligible for? If they are eligible for
ADC, what else are they eligible for?

Miss SPENCER. Medicaid coverage and commodities.
Chairman GRFTHs. Under what circumstances and for what

categories can you take applications by mail or by telephone?
Mr. MEADOWS. Normally what happens in the case of a telephone

application, a person will call in and say, "I want to make an applica-
tion for welfare and I am not able to come into the office." This would
be assigned to one of the intake workers and a home visit would be
made. We have 1 day a week when we go out to see people who say
they can't come in.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Under what circamstances and for what
categories are personal interviews with the applicants required? That
would be all of them, is that right? You have to have personal inter-
views.

Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFTHS. Let's say a woman comes in to apply for ADC,

she has three children, her husband has deserted her and she has no
income. Is this form No. 160 the thing you fill out?

Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIF.FITHS. How many of these people can fill this out for

themselves?
Miss SPENCER. Not very many.
Chairman GRUFITHs. You have to fill it out for them?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFyHs. It's not really a simple form, in my opinion.
Mrs. VicKERs. No.
Chairman GRIFTHs. What, if any, are the mandatory items which

you have to verify on ADC? Do you have to verify income, or that the
husband has deserted, or that she has the children, or what?

Mrs. VICKERS. Just income.
Chairman GRIyrrHs. Just income, is that it? How do you verify

income.
Mrs. VicKERs. By seeing a pay stub or by calling their employer. Or,

if the income is from child support, we can call the probation officer
that it comes through or the absent parent.

80-329 0 - 72 - vt. 3 -3
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Chairman GRnFrIs. If she doesn't have an employer, if she says,
"I have no employer," what do you do?

Miss SPENCER. There is nothing we can do.
Chairman GR=Tars. That's the end of that. Mrs. Robinson, do you

have something you want to say?
Mrs. ROBINSON. About verification?
Chairman GRAMs. Yes.
Mrs. ROBINSON. I guess it would be included under income. If they

are working we have to verify any work-related expenses that they
have that they would like to claim as a deduction. This would in-
clude things like any mandatory deductions from their paycheck
stub. Say for instance, if they pay union dues, we're supposed to
verify the fact that they are working in a closed shop. This is the
only time that union dues are considered mandatory. If they say
they have to buy uniforms for their position, we have to verify the
fact that they do, indeed, have to buy these uniforms. It's not on
that form 160.

Chairman GRrFimrms. Do you have to verify every item regarding
income under No. 12 on form 160-social security, veterans pension,
railroad retirement, other pensions, salary or wages; do you have to
verify all that?

Mrs. ROBINSON. If they claim it.
Chairman GRiFErrns. If they claim any of it?
Mrs. ROBINSON. Yes.
Chairman GRIF'iTHs. Contributions from others and court pay-

ments all that has to be verified?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIrFFrNs. Now, what if you should get the woman into

public housing, do you take that into consideration in the grant or
not?

Miss SPENCER. Not any more. There was a time when low rent, in
public housing affected grants but it doesn't anymore. We can't really
get them in public housing anyway. The only thing we can do is refer
them to AHA to make their application and advise them of the long
waiting list.

Chairman GRiAMps. She has three children, how much money do
you give her, how much money does she get?

Miss SPENCER. The maximum is $149.
Chairman GRirTHs. If she has no income at all, she gets $149.

What does she get in the way of commodities?
Miss SPENCER. Whatever is being given during that month.
Chairman GRIFrrnas. I see. Isn't this given in bulk?
Miss SPENCER. Yes; it is.
Chairman GRATHS. I seem to remember one reason I voted for

food stamps was that you could have a little 80-pound woman who is
eligible for commodities taking three streetcars or three buses across
town, and when she arrived she was handed 80 pounds of rice in one
sack.

Miss SPENCER. A lot of times they have to pay people to pick it up,
and that's additional money that they don't really have.

Chairman GRIFFTEHS. At any rate, she gets some commodities. Is
there a free school lunch program in Atlanta, and are her children
eligible for free school lunches?
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Miss SPENCER. I'd say most of them are.
Chairman GRIFFrTHS. Are all children eligible for free school

lunches in Atlanta or just welfare children?
Miss SPENCER. I think it's based on their income.
Chairman GRIEFITHS. Do they get free milk?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFITHS. Are they given free breakfasts?
Miss SPENCER. I don't know about that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is there any free breakfast program in

Atlanta?
Miss BRADy. Yes.
Chairman GROFFITHS. Some children would get free breakfast, free

milk, free lunch, the mother gets commodities, they've got $149,
and she could be put in public housing; is that right? Yes.

Mrs. ROBINSON. If this lady lives with someone else, say for in-
stance her parents-and her parents have a significant income, she
might not be able to get surplus food. It depends on the income of the
family as a whole.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Now, supposing that her family has
tossed her out in the cold, what do you do about furniture? Is she eli-
gible for some sort of an allowance for furniture?

(Negative nods from all witnesses.)
Chairman GRIFFITHS. No furniture. So with $149 they have to find

somebody that will let them come into the house and live with them;
is that right? Now, supposing you give her the money and she gets all
these other things she is entitled to, whatever she is entitled to. A
medicaid card, she gets that?

Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Supposing then she comes back and she has a

job offered to her but she needs to put the children someplace. Do you
give her babysitting money?

Miss SPENCER. No.
Chairman GRmrFTHs. No? Why not?
Miss SPENCER. We allow whatever she pays for child care in the

budget. But we don't give any extra.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. She can't make a separate claim for baby-

sitting fees? In a lot of States they can. Originally there was money
put in the Ways and Means bill that would have permitted States
to build nurseries. They would have gotten 85 cents on the dollar. As
far as I know, no State ever did that. New York alone lost $250 mil-
lion in 1 year. But Wilbur Cohen was then Secretary of HEW and he
translated this thing into babysitting money. In Wayne County, Mich.,
last year $20 million were paid in babysitting fees.

Miss BRADY. Is this in addition to the regular welfare check?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. MEADOws. The way it works in Georgia, once a person gets a

welfare check, there is no way they can get another penny from the
welfare department.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. You have no clothing allowance?
Mr. MEADOWS. That monthly check is it, period.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. No clothing allowance, no allowance for

furniture.
Mr. MEADOWS. No, it's just a welfare check once a month, period.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's it, okay. Now, I want to ask you this.
Supposing a woman came to you, Mr. Meadows, do you think that in
every case you, Miss Spencer and Mrs. Vickers would make the iden-
tical same determination, or is it possible that she would get a dif-
ferent answer if she went to each of the three of you?

Mr. MEADows. I think all of us, given the same information, would
make the same decision. There really isn't very much room for per-
sonal differences. The only time that a different decision could pos-
sibly be made, I would think, is if the father is in the home and claim-
ing disability. It is a casework decision-and by casework decision I
mean it can be made by the individual caseworkers-as to whether or
not the father is indeed unable to work at the present time. Of course,
that must be based on some verifiable medical information. But, given
the same doctor's report, it is possible I guess, that two caseworkers
might make a different decision. One would say, "Well, based on this
medical report, the man can work." And the other might say that
based on the same medical report he can't work. That is possible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What would you do on work expenses now.
She does go to work. Will you explain to me the allowance on work
expenses?

Mrs. VICKERS. We are able to deduct, first of all, anything that is
taken out of her paycheck as a mandatory deduction.

Chairman GRIFFrrHS. By mandatory deduction do you mean the
first $30?

Mrs. VICKERS. No; mandatory deductions are taxes, social security,
union dues, mandatory insurance, mandatory retirement that is taken
out of her paycheck. We can deduct the amount that she has to pay
for child care. We can deduct verified work expenses, things that she
has to have in order to be on the job-if she has to buy uniforms, if
she has to pay for transportation to and from work.

Chairman GRn-Ts. Let me ask you, if she buys a car, do you allow
her the payment?

Mrs. VICKERS. We allow 10 cents a mile.
Chairman GRIFFrms. 10 cents a mile. On that 10 cents a mile she

has to handle insurance, the payment on the car and the expenses.
Mrs. VICKERS. Yes.
Chairman GRluFITHS. Okay. Go on.
Mrs. VICKERS. Also, if she is in a job where she has to meet the

public, we can allow a certain amount for cosmetics and personal
hygiene products.

Chairman GRIFFITrS. I would think, Miss Spencer, that you and
Mrs. Vickers might be much more considerate on cosmetics than Mr.
Meadows. Would you or not, would you think? At least you could
fluctuate on this, couldn't you?

Mrs. VICKERS. Yes.
Chairman GROWrrTHS. So it could make a difference as to which

person she is seeing, could it or couldn't it?
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Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Mrs. VicKERs, Yes, it could. I think that there definitely needs to be

some type of standard as to how much we can allow. This is one of
the things I was talking about in my statement. This has changed
three or four times over the past 4 years. We have just been doing it
this way since about May.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, we change the law every year. HEW
puts out about 15 different sets of regulations and in the Georgia
Legislature they pass some other laws. So it's really a mess, frankly.

Mrs. VICKERS. This is the way it was done, I think, in 1968, and it
changed two or three times, and now it's back to the same way.

Chairman G~rFFrrHs. Right. Yes, Mrs. Robinson?
Mrs. ROBINSON. A little interjection about the car. We don't have

very many clients with cars, but if the car is less than 5 years old we
have to send in a form to get the value of the car. I think this is
applied toward the allowable reserves, so this may be counted against
her budget. It might be included like a savings or income in consid-
ering her budget.

Mr. MEADOWS. But if it's used for transportation to and from work,
we don't have to do that. It's just if they have a car and it's not used
for going to and from work or for looking for work, then it's counted
as a reserve.

Chairman GROWTHs. Do you allow her to have a telephone, is
that a work expense?

Mr. MEADOWS. There again it depends upon the job. If she's a
telephone solicitor she would have to have a telephone.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What if she is a person who is called to
work, she only has to go to work 3 days a week and she goes
when they call her. Would she be permitted to have a telephone?

Mr. MEADOWS. I think under the latest rules we were given she
would be. It's very general, it leaves it open-anything that can be
verified to be a work expense. If we called the woman's employer and
he verified that she didn't have a regular work schedule, that he
called her when he wanted her, I would say that would be a work
expense.

Chairman GRIFvrrHs. Suppose you get her on and first she gets
the full amount of the money, $149. Then she comes in and says, "I
have a job, I'm making $300 a month." Will she lose all the welfare,
or can you take out enough in these work expenses that she still gets
some of the welfare?

Miss SPENCER. Most likely the check would just be reduced be-
cause the $30 and a third work incentive would knock out so much of
it she would be eligible for something.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that she would still have some welfare?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFrrHS. She not only would have some welfare left,

she's still going to have that medicaid, isn't she?
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Miss SPENCER. Right.
Chairman GRIFuINs. And she is still going to get those commodi-

ties, isn't she?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman Gmirxrms. The kids are still going to get free lunches,

aren't they ?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman G=rrrs. Free milk?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman Gwrxrms. Now, if she came in in the beginning with

the job of $300, you're not going to let her on at all, are you?
Miss SPENCER. Well, it just depends on how much she is making,

the number of dependents she has and the amount of her work ex-
penses.

Mrs. VrcKERs. It would be much harder.
Chairman GRIFMrrHs. It would be much haxder to get any welfare,

wouldn't it?
Miss BRADY. She would have to be eligible without the $30 and a

third deduction.
Chairman GRIFFIiS. So, in reality, the law is really saying to that

woman, "Quit work, get on welfare, and then go to work," isn't it?
Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFrIs. That's what it's saying to her. And I notice

Miss Spencer mentioned this, it's also saying to her, "Leave your
husband because then we will pick you up on welfare," isn't it?

Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GRnFnITis. The law is breaking up the home. This is all

coming straight out of Washington; we aremtelling them to leave their
husbands. In fact, aren't we really saying to her, "If you leave your
husband and either take a boyfriend into the home or a stepfather,
these children are still going to be on ADC in Georgia," aren't we?

Miss SPENCER. That's right.
Chairman GrRIFITHs. Just as long as they are not his children,

the family may be eligible.
Miss SPENCER. That's right.
Chairman GRIFrxTEs. So we are breaking up the home, aren't we?
Miss SPENCER. Yes, we are.
Chairman GRiFFiHS. As quickly, Mr. Blackburn, as -we get the

equal rights amendment through Georgia we're going to stop some of
this. That could just take care of this whole problem, because this is
really wrong. Part of this has come about, really, because only men
have ever written welfare laws until I got on the committee, and men
are not going to support any other able-bodied man. They just are not.
That is really what you are seeing in the law. They can't refuse to
support children. They won't. But they just are not going to support
men. So you get a stepfather mixed up with it. And we have found
out that the WIN program, although we put it out just to train women,
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is training men first; fathers first, stepfathers second; they don't
want to be trained, and only then the mother. And the mother is the
one who wants to be trained, but she comes in last. That's also
ridiculous.

Now, I would like to ask you, What is this form 130-G used for?
Mrs. VICKERS. General assistance, county funds.
Chairman GERFFiTHs. One heading on this form is entitled "Things

for caseworkers to do." Under this heading it has a checklist for 13
forms, some of which I can't find mention of in the manual. About
how many of these forms do you have to fill out in addition to the
130-G?

Mrs. VICKERS. We have to fill out the 133, which is the property and
income form; the 103, which is the statement the client signs to the
effect that he is a resident of Georgia, and so forth. And a 112 which
is the face sheet giving information about the members of the house-
hold, past employment of the applicant, address, and so forth.

Chairman GROITHS. Now, are you using the departmental forms
100 and 107-1 to help locate absent parents through Internal Reve-
nue and Social Security records ?

Mrs. VICKERS. Yes, we have been.
Chairman GRI'rrris. You are using those. Going through part 3,

section 9 of the State public assistance manual, I count a total of at
least 35 forms which may be used at one point or another. Do each of
you have to use all 35 forms at one time or another, depending on the
circumstances? Have you used every form referred to in the assistance
manual?

Mrs. VICKERS. I don't think so. I've used most of them though.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long does it take to become familiar

enough with all these forms so that you feel confident about when
and how to use each of them? How long have you worked for the
Welfare Department, Mr. Meadows?

Mr. MEADOWS. About a year and a half, September will be 2 years.
Chairman GRIE'rrHs. Do you think you have used all the forms?
Mr. MEADOWS. Out of the 35, probably at one time or another I have

used all but maybe two or three of them. I'm not sure what all 35
are.

Chairman GRIFWHs. For example, when would you have to use
form 109, the resources clearance form?

Mr. MEADOWS. That would be if an applicant has a bank account at
such and such a bank, and they are not sure what the balance is. If
she has more than $800, that's our reserve limit. She would not be
eligible. We sent it to the bank and verify the amount of saving she
has.

Chairman GRxurrrHs. How about form 125, the record of insurance
policies, have you ever used that, Mrs. Vickers?

Mrs. VICKERS. Now that is included on the 160.
Chairman GRIMMTHS. What about form 159, affidavit as to paternity?
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Mrs. VicKims. That's used in all cases in which there is illegitimacy
involved.

Chairman GRlIua'Hs. It sounds to me like all of you, along with
everybody else across the country, are really overwhelmed by paper-
work. There is a remarkable amount of paperwork, isn't there? Do
you find it burdensome or is it productive? What do you think, Miss
Brady?

Miss BRADY. I'm not dealing with so many papers now, but when
I was, it was extremely burdensome for about 2 years. After that
time I was familiar enough with it to where it did not get in my way.
It was time consuming and it did not always help, but it wasn't the
hindrance it was when I had to look up what every form was for,
where it went and how many copies went with it. That can be very
time consuming.

Chairman GRErrrNs. I would like to submit for the record at this
point, some forms and a description of how they are used. They were
provided as background material for us in preparing for these hear-
ings by Mr. Gilbert Dulaney, the director of the Fulton County De-
partment of Family and Children Services.

(The forms referred to follow:)

INTAKE AND REDETERMINATION PROCESSES-AN OUTLINE OF
ACTIVITIES AND PROCEDURES

THE INTAKE PROCESS

The intake process generally consists of taking applications for assistance,
processing these applications, and preparing them for continued service. Many
people are involved in this process at the county level and many man hours
are.spent certifying a single recipient for assistance. The amount of paper-
work that goes with this process is voluminous. A minimum of 12 forms must
be completed for a single applicant. In cases where a medical determination
is necessary, the number of forms involved can run as high as 20.

Some of the various staff involved in processing a single application are the
receptionist, the intake worker, the intake supervisor,, the intake typist, the
Medical Social Consultant and her typists, Central clerical staff, Registration
staff, Accounting staff, and more. The central figure in the process is the intake
worker. This paper focuses on the intake process from the point of client entry
into the system to the point where final approval or denial of the application
is made. Not included are the emergency services the intake worker oftentimes
provides applicants.

The format of the paper is a brief narrative of one section of the process
followed by an example of the forms used in that section of the process. On
the following pages is an abbreviated flow chart of the entire process for AFDO
and APTD applications. Following that is a detailed analysis of these two types
of applications. A comparative summary of OAA and AB intake processes is
also included.
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APPLICATION PROCESS (AFDC)

State
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APPUCATION PROCESS (APTD)
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INITIAL INTAKE PROCEDURES

Upon entering the intake office, the applicant is asked where he lives to de-
termine if that is the proper office to initiate an application (Fulton County has
16 decentralized offices to facilitate access to the Department's services). If it
is not, the applicant is informed of the proper offices, given a form to present to
that office, and a bus token if needed.

If the applicant is applying at the right office, he is given an intake informa-
tion sheet, or SERVICES REQUEST FORM, to fill out. When returned to the
receptionist, a call is made to the master file to determine if the case is already
active or if it had once been active. If there is a case, the case record is loaned
to the intake worker. At this point, the applicant is assigned an intake worker.

The intake worker reviews the Service Request Form to determine what type
of assistance programs. if any, the applicant may be eligible for. If the applicant
is applying for AFDC, a DECLARATION OF NEED form 160-C is given out.
For AABD applications, a DECLARATION OF NEED form 160-AABD Is given
out. These forms are completed by the applicant with the assistance of the intake
worker. In addition, if the applicant wishes to apply for donated commodities
(surplus foods), two forms are completed and sent to the Commodities Certifica-
tion Unit.

FCDFACS 661
(Rev. 9-70)

Date ----------------

Address -------------------------------------------------------------

The person listed below wishes to make application for assistance and lives
in your area.

_________________________________________________________________________

Last name Husband's name Wife's name Maiden name

Address Census tract

Case number Closed date

Remarks ---------------------------------------------------------------
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
SERVICE REQUEST

CASE LOAD * CENSUS TRACT DATE OF APPLICATION_

C # SOCIAL SECURITY # RACE SEX_ -

ASSISTANCE: Aged ( ) Blind ( ) Disabled ( ) AFDC ( ) GA ( )

YOJR NAME BIRTHDATE:
Last First Maiden

PRESENT ADDRESS HOW LONG?

PREVIOUS ADDRESS HOW LONG?_

YOUR HUSBAND'S OR WIFE'S NAME BIRTHDAIE_

HUSBAND OR WIFE LIVING IN THE HOME WITH YOU? Yes ( ) No

LIST ALL PREVIOUS MARRIAGES: 1. 2.

3. - - 4. 5.
(If additional space is needed, please turn over and use back of this sheet).

YOUR OWN CHILDREN LIVING IN TiM HOME WITH YOU: LIST OLDEST FIRST:
NAME Birthdate Father's Name

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
(If additional space is needed. please turn over and use back of this sheet).

O0IERS LIVING IN THE HCME WITH YOU RELATIONSHIP

1.

2.

3.

4.
(If additional space is needed, please turn over and use back of this sheet).

DOES ANYONE WHO HAS LIVED, OR IS NOW LIVING IN YOUR HOME RECEIVE ASSISTANCE? YES C ) NO
NAME RELATIONSHIP

2.

3.
d:If additional space is needed, please turn over and use back of this sheet).

YGIR PARENTS' NAMES
Father Mother (Maiden Nmea)



Form t60.C
(7 70)

GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FA-,.LY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

DECLARATION OF NEED FOR AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

Date:
Deportment of F-mily and Children Services

Cose No.:

Name:qt xMsoN ^T

|1. MY ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE

Address: I.T.I .. ......... .. U-1 Telephone No.

2. 1 AM NOW Check one: n Widowed E Divorced E Seporated L Living with husband or wife Li Single

13. MY RACE IS |____________________ 4. MY SEX IS |Check one: n Male r Female

Is. PERSONS IN MY HOUSEHOLD List your snme on line (1) below, then list all other people living in this home who cook and eat with you.5. PERONS INMY HOUEHOLD Fill is all blocks. Write "none" if black does not apply.

NAME BIRTHDATE RELATIONSHIP DSFOM 7 UtCASSACSH/SHlNAME BIRTNOATE RELA~~~ ~ ~~TIoNSIINCOME IS FROM OOES tHE OR SHE RECEIVE IS HE/nHE
SOME PUSLIC ASSISTANCE? IN SCHOOL?

2 a Yes Q No l

2 r- Y., ° N.

3 DYes nNo

. Yes nNo

5 E]Yes QNo

6 .Yes aNo

7 DYes DNo

8 5 Yes 5 No

9 D Yes D No l

10 C Yes nNo

11 D Yes DNo

12 E Yes O No

(IF MORE THAN 12 SPACES ARE NEEDED, PLEASE ATTACH A SEPARATE SHEET)

OSC;'
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16. CHILDREN IN NEED

Complete this section for oil children in need. The address of parents in the home may be omitted. Under the port entitled reason assistance is being re-
qoested for child give the teason ench porent is unable to support the child, such as "Not Able to Work," "Death," "In Jai," "Seporoted," "Divorced," "In
Hospital." "Left The Children," "Never Morried," "Mother's Income Not Enough," "No Work Available For Mother" or "Needed in Home."

FIRST NAME OFCHILD FULL NAE OF PARENTSPARENTS' REASON ASSISTANCE IS BEINGFIRST NAME OF CHILD | FULL NAME OF PARENTS SOCIAL SECURITY NO. ADDRESS OF PARENTS REQUESTED FOR CHILD

FA:

l I MO:

FA:.

2 MO:

FA:

3 MO:

FAI

4 MO:

FA:

5 MO:

PA:

6 MO:

FA:

7 MO:

.FA;

8 MO!

PA,

9 MO:

FA:

10 MO:

2.
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7. MEDICAL INFORMATION

If either parent of children for whom aid Is needed Is in the home and unable to work, give:

.. 3

NAME OF PARENT NAMA'AND ADDRESS OF DOCTOR O~~~~~NAME AND ADDRESS OF HOSPITAL. CLINIC.NAMZE oF PARENT NAME AND ADDRESS OF DOCTO OR OTHER SOURCE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

Do you or someone in your household have active tuberculosis and have been put on a special diet? Q Yes 9 No

Do you, your husband or wife, or children have diabetes (sugar) and have been put on a special diet? 9 Yes E No
If you have answered Yes to either of the two questions above, it will be necessary to get a statement to prove this from the health center, clinic, or doctor
who ordered the special diet

8. YOUR DESIRE FOR ASSISTANCE

If you are applying for assistance for children other than your own, do you wish to be included In the children's payment? 9 Yes E No.
If the answer to this is no you will not need to give information requested about your or your husband's or wife's income and property; however, completeall other information requested on this farm.

9. HOUSING ARRANGEMENT

Check the ene boe below that fits your living arrangement; AMOUNT PAID
BY YOU RENT 1 PAID (CHICI ONt,

A. 3 Free - no cast to me

B. 9 Rented house . $. . Weekly 9 Monthly 9 Yearly

C. C Rented apartment . . Weekly D Monthly 9 Yearly

D. 9 Rented trailer $ 9 Weekly D Monthly n Yearly

E. D Housing project. . . . $ a Monthly

F. 9 Someone else's home (friend or relative) .. . $ 9 Weekly D Monthly a Yearly

G. a Room and board . 9 Weekly 9 Monthly 9 Yearly

H. 9 Nursing home (give name) C 9 Monthly

1. C House (or trailer) which I own or am buying

J. 9 House (or trailer) which some other member of my household owns or is buying

His (or her) name is_
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10. HOME OWNERS OR BUYERS|

If you checked 1. or J. under Section 9, Page 3, complete the following:

Assessed value of the home according to the County Tax Book
(Do not include value of household goods, cars, trucks, etc.)'

City Taxes .

State and County Taxes

Fire Insurance by the year

Monthly House Note

Does the Monthly House Note include Fire Insurance? 5 Yes E No

Does the Monthly House Note include Taxes? 5 Yes 5 No

S.

... S
... S-

l 11. UTILITIES |

If you do not live in a housing project, fill out A. only:

A. (1) The following are not included in my rent and I pay all or part of them:

l51 Heating Fuel 5 Cooking Fuel 5 Lights 5 Water. Water is from: D City Water 5 Pump 5 Well 5 Spring

(2) The following are included in my rent and ore furnished by my landlord:

5 Heating Fuel a Cooking Fuel 5 Lights a Water. Water is from: 5 City Water 5 Pump 5 Well 5 Spring

(3) Someone else pays for the cost of the things checked below, at no cost to me:

|5D Healing Fuel a Cooking Fuel 5 Lights 5 Water.

If you do live in a housing project, fill out B. only:

B. (1) Rent to the housing project includes cost of the following; 5 Heating Fuel 5 Cooking Fuel a Lights 5 Water

(2) If I use more than allowed, I pay extra for the following: 5 Heating Fuel 5 Cooking Fuel 5 Lights 5 Water

00

00

Form 160.C 4.
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12. INCOME |

This stotement is about any income you, your husband or wife, or children who are in need have. Fill in all blanks. Write "None" if black does not apply.

SOURCE OF INCOME MY INCOME P FUSEANOS CHILDREN'S SEEtIS MONTOL
OR WEW YEYMLY?

Social Security $ S
Veteran's Pension

Railroad Retirement

Other pensions or retirement (specify)

Salary or wages from working (complete 13. below)

Income from self-employment (farm or other)

Interest from savings for past 12 months

Insurance (Explain)

Contributions from others and support payments

Other income (Explain)

Income from rent of rooms or other property

13. STATEMENT OF EXPENSES CONNECTED WITH EARNINGS Complete only if you, your husband or wife, or children in need ore employed.

Name Name of Employer

Total pay before deductions is $ 5 Each Week [5 Every two Weeks 0 Twice a Month 5 Monthly

Do you work overtime? 5 Yes 0 No. Do you receive tips? 5 Yes 5 No

Amounts deducted each pay period: Other expenses connected with earnings:

Withholding To. $ Child core S .- per n week 5 month
Required Insurance $ Care for sick or disabled

Retirement $ persons in home .. per 5 week 5 month
Social Security $ Other expenses (explain)

Union Dues $ . . per 5 week 5 month
Other (Exploin)

S$

I

00
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r14. PROPERTY

This statement is obout the property you, your husband or wife, or children in need own. Fill in oil blanks. Write "none" if blank does not apply to you.

VALUE OF no
MINE HU

Money on hand . $

Savings account or money for burial (not insurance) .. _....._

Checking account

Stocks or bonds

In safe deposit box ............

Money still owed me (or us) from sale of property _

Other money owed me (or my husband or wife)

Car or truck - year model _ _ Tax value $ -

Other vehicle - year model _ Tax value $ __

Property other than home place - assessed value $

Other resources, such as livestock, machinery, tools .......

Do you, your husband or wife, or children in need have insurance with 0 face value of more than $1,000? Q Yes , No.
If you checked yes complete section 15. below.

ALUE OF
ISBAND'S
R WIFE'S

VALUE OF
CHILDREN'S

$

115. DATA ON LIFE INSURANCE Complete only if you checked yes to the question about insurance, above.

NAME OF INSURED NAME OF COMPANY POLICY NUMBER DATE ISSUED FACE VALUE

1 $

2 $

3 $

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 $
6 ._I_ _ _ $

6.

00
-40=
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16. FOOD STAMPS OR SURPLUS COMMODITIES

Do you and your family receive food stomps or surplus commodities? Q Yes Q No

If you checked no, would you like to receive food stomps or surplus commodities? Q-1 Yes Q No

|17. SERVICES |

Check those problems below with which you would like help from your social worker:

i Medicol osd henlth 9i Housing i-1 Family counseling i Children's school attendance

id Budgeting 5 Legol aid i Food purchasing 9 Disciplining children

9 Job training and educotion Ei Finding child care 9 Family planning 9 Other

9 Job placement 9n Clothing 9 Meal planning

I understand thut the statements mode an this farm may be verified by this department and I mill cooperate in such verification. n0

I understand that Georgia has a fraud low and I can be punished for not telling the truth.

I understand that I have the right to appeal if I am dissatisfied with the decision on my case.

I agree to report any changes in my circumstances to this deportment.

I certify thot I have read, or hod read to me, all statements entered an this form and that information given is true to the best of my knowledge.

Date: Signature:

If signed by mark, witness sign below:

iSinoturs of Stusbood or Wi.)

ISioecfur. of WituIso.

I(fono of m'm oron ivin diins hlel In filling out thi, fore)

IAMd-so of Witsss)

(TeIlphon num., o f persoe P.vin- gilesnt WIp In filling out forn)

For 1-w C
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SUMMARY SHEET DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAGE - FOR COUNTY DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 8.

Pertinent information regarding eligibility:

Give basis of deprivotion for: Father(s)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mother(.)
Allowoble Reserves: Savings: $ Property: $S. Cash volue of Insuronce S Total: $_

Total needs: $ Total income: $ Surplus/Deficit: $

Action by county:

A Direct money payment for: n AFDC 5 AFDC/FC
Approved

| Medical assistance only

l Denied or otherwise disposed of beca____

5 Payment continued

5 Payment terminoted becouse

Cerlified for: 5 Surplus commodities 5 Food stomps

lDom. cooplemedI
ISlonomome of womla,)

(A.moun f p,-fml



Form 1tdAAc. GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT (,. AMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES17.70)
DECLARATION OF NEED FOR AID TO THE AGED, BLIND OR DISABLED

Date: ___
County Department of Family and Children Services

Case No.:

Name;

l1. MY ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ARE

Address: A . T.- Telephone No.- _
12. I NEED THIS KIND OF HELP BECAUSE Check one: E I am 65 or older r I am blind a I am disabled, but not yet 65

l 13. 1 AM NOW | Check one: 5 Widowed 5 Divorced E Separated C Living with husband or wife 5 Single

l 14. MY RACE IS |________________ _ Is. MY SEX IS | Check one: 5 Mole 5 Female 6. MY AGE IS _ _ Years
17. PERSONS IN MY HOUSEHOLD List yoor name an line (1) below, then list all other people living in this home who cook and eat with yo.u

POSHL ill in all blocks. Write "none" if block does not apply.
NAME 5IETCOATE ~~~~RELATIONSHtIP INOME FOMH0 E COR SHEc RECEIVE isHESH

: = ~~~NAME _BIRTHDAYSTOE INCOME 1S FROM E P U 'IS FSISTNE/ SHEO?-
tO ME ~~~~~~~~~~PUBLIC ASISiTANCE? IN SCHOOL?

4 _______E_ _ Ye, Nao

2 ______ 5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Yes S No -J3 
51Ye, DNa

4 n Ye, 0 No

5o ___= _ 5 go . = - - - -0 -2 Yes Noa

(IF MORE THAN 12 SPACES ARE NEEDED, PLEASE ATTACH A SEPARATE SHEET)
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8. HOUSING ARRANGEMENT

Check the one box below that fits your living arrangement. AMOUNT PAID
By YOU RENT IS PAID (CHECK ONE):

A. 5 Free - no cost to me

B. 5j Rented house . ..... S......

C. n Rented apartment . . . .... $

D. D Rented trailer ,

E. El Housing project $

F. M Someone ese's home (friend or relative) $ -

G. M Room and board .. _ _.

H. M Nursing home (give name) __ __ -$ _

1. D House (or trailer) which I own or am buying

J. U House (or trailer) mhich some other member of my household owns or is buying

His (or her) name is ___ _

9. HOME OWNERS OR BUYERS

If you checked 1. or J. above, complete the following:

Assessed value of the home according to the County Tox Book
(Do not include value of household goods, cors, trucks, tc.) . _ -

City Taxes $

State and County Taxes

Fire Insurance by the year

Monthly House Note

Does the Monthly House Note include Fire Insurance? U] Yes n No

Does the Monthly House Note include Taxes? [l Yes. U No

U Weekly

C] Weekly

U Weekly

U Weekly

U Weekly

U Monthly U Yearly

U Monthly U- Yearly

U Monthly U Yearly

U Monthly

C Monthly [U Yeorly

U Monthly U Yearly

U] Monthly

$ _________

$ ______________________

$ -

2.
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|10. UTILITIES|

If you do not live in a housing project, fill out A. only:

A. (1) The following ore not included in my rent and I pay all or part of them:

l Heating Fuel U Cooking Fuel a Lights 0 Water. Water is from: U City Water n Pump a Well n Spring

(2) The following are included in my rent and are furnished by my landlord:

O Heating Fuel n Cooking Fuel a Lights U Water. Water is from: 5 City Water fl Pump U Well fl Spring

(3) Someone else pays for the cost of the things checked below, at no cost to me:

U Heating Fuel E Cooking Fuel U Lights U Water.

If you do live in a housing project, fill out B. only:

B. (I) Rent to the housing project includes cost of the following: C Heating Fuel D Cooking Fuel 5 Lights [- Water.

(2) If I use more than allowed, I pay e0tra for the following: U Heating Fuel 5 Cooking Fuel U Lights 0 Water

I11. PERSONAL CARE

If you (or your husband or wife) hire someone to prepare food, keep house, and give care to you (or your husband or wife) give the following information:

I (we) pay S __ each {W____________ To_______ AND___________________________________

I (we) give this person free meals when he (she) is at my home. U Yes U No

12. MEDICAL INFORMATION I Please give the following medical information:

I (or someone in my household) hove active tuberculosis and hove been put on a special diet. 5 Yes U No

I (or my husband or wife) hove diabetes (sugar) and have been put on a special diet. U Yes 0 No

If you have answered yes to either of the two questions above it will be necessary to get a statement to prove this from the Health Center, Clinic, or Doctorwho ordered the special diet.

Name and address of your doctor:

Name and address of hospital, clinic, etc., where medical information about your condition can be obtained:
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|13. INCOME|

This statement is about any income you (or your husband or wife) have. Fill in all blanks. Write "none" if block does not apply.

My HUSBANISOURCE OF INCOME MY INCOME OR WIFE'S

INCOME

Social Security $ $
Veteran's Pension ....

Railroad Retirement

Other pensions or retirement (specify)

Salary or wages from working (complete section 14 below) ...

Income from self-employment (farm or other)

Interest from savings for past 12 months

Insurance (Explain)__

Contributions from others

Other income (Explain)

Income from rent of rooms or other property

114. STATEMENT OF EXPENSES CONNECTED WITH EARNINGS | Complete only if you or your husband or wife are employed.

Name Name of Employer

Total pay before deductions is $ [_ 5 Each Week F3 Every two Weeks [D Twice a Month 5] Monthly

Do you work overtime? 51 Yes 5 No. Do you receive tips? [5] Yes [] No

Amounts deducted each pay period: Other expenses connected with earnings:

Withholding Tax $ Child care $
Required Insurance $ Care for sick or disabled

Retirement $ persons in home $

Social Security $ Other expenses (explain)

Union Dues $ $
Other (Explain)

$S

_ per 5 week 5 month

pqr EJ week [ month

per 5 week n month

4.
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15. PROPERTY|
This statement is about the property you (ar your husband ar wife) own. Fill in all blanks. Write "none" if blank does not apply to you.

WHOSI IS 1t HOW MUCH lS

HUSLAND'S WIFE'S IT WORTH

Money an hand $
Savings account ar money for burial (not insurance)

Checking account

Stocks or bonds

In safe deposit box ...

Money still awed me (ar us) from sole of property

Other money owed me (ar my husband ar wife)

Car ar truck - year model _ _ Tox value $
Other vehicle - year model _ Tax value S

Property other than home place - assessed value S

Other resources, such as livestock, machinery, tools

Do you (or husband ar wife) hove insurance with face value of more than $1,000? Q Yes Q Na.If yes, complete section 16 below.

16. DATA ON LIFE INSURANCE Complete only if you or your husband or wife have insurance with a face value of more than $1,000

NAME OF INSURED NAME OF COMPANY FlUCv NIOR. DATE _SSED F _ _=
| ~~~~NXME OF INSURED NAME OF COM*PANY FIC UR r DT SUD FACE VALUE I

___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ $

3

A

5

. 6 . _ _ _ _
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17. TRANSFER OF PROPERTY

Have you (or your husband or wife) given away land, money, automobile, savings, or any other valuables in the last two years? C Yes Q No.
If you answered yes, complete the following:

The valuables disposed of were

and the value was S

|18. SOCIAL SECURITY|

From your Social Security card, Medicare cord, Social Security check, or Social Security award letter, give the following for both you and your husband
or wife,

You

Social Security number,

Social Security Claim Number,

119. FOOD STAMPS OR SURPLUS COMMODITIES |

Do you and your family receive food stamps or surplus commodities? a Yes r No

If you checked no, would you like to receive food stomps or surplus commodities? a Yes C No

i20. SERVICES

Check those problems below with which you would like help from your social worker:

O Medical and health C Housing C Family counseling 0 C

a Budgeting a Legal aid C Food purchasing E D

C Job training and education C Finding child care C Family planning M C

O Job placement C Clothing D Meal planning

Your husband or wife

:hildren's school attendance

Disciplining children

)ther

xlCiO

CiO

F..r 160O.AABD 6.



7.

I understand that the statements mode on this form may be verified by this deportment and I will cooperote in such verification.

I understand thot Georgia has a fraud law and I can be punished for not telling the truth.

I understond thot I hove the right to oppeol if I am dissatisfied with the decision on my case.

I agree to report any changes in my circumstances to this department.

I certify that I hove read, or hod read to me, all statements entered on this form and thut information given is true to the best of my knowledge.

Date:

If signed by mark, witness sign below:

(Slog- r- f W l._..)

Signature:

isinata,. atf Hurbond or Wlf.)

(N.o. F per.on gVing cfliot htp In fuliyg out this tar)

ITotpho.a nuar., of Pe.rLn glMne t dtlnr hotp In imli 5 our furr

Forn 1i6AABD

lA r.., o WItn.

10
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SUFMARY SHEET DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAGE - FOR COUNTY DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Pertnoent fnotion regarding elrgibility: _____ - _

8.

Allowable Reserves: Savings: $ Property: $_ _ Cash value of Insurance 5 Total: $

Total needs: $ Total income: $ Surplus/Deficit: $

Action by county:

A Direct money payment for a Aged n Blind FC Disabled n IC/MA
Q Approved

f Medical assistance only

o Denied or otherwise disposed of because

O Payment continued

O Payment terminated because

Certified for: Q Surplus commodities 0 Food stamps

(D-te compIoIt)

(Sigen.,u- cf wrck.,)

(Am.cunt of pamnt)

00
00
0

-



FUL'tO COURT,

APPLICATION DA.T_

CERTIFICATION CATE

USDA DONATED COMMODITIES
DISTRIBUTION FORM

IDIETIFICATIOR CARD N OO .-

1-C.tC .

ALICAWTR OIOATIRE

GILBERT-G. ULNEYCOUNTY OIRECTOR O.F.CS.

s ICRAT R

Remaros:

.DONM08

TWWN -I fAMULY RACE 0(0 P... 0. OTH(R 0REEB

OTHE( It(50. Vn I001Z0D TO RECEIV- TWO0

(LIG~BILITY PERIOD
ICOECK 0.(1

I 40. 0 3 00. 0 ..EU.. C

Y P.... SAENT

00
00



FULTON CC "Y DC FORM #1 (REV. 5/71)
APPLICATI DATE FOR DON. COM . _ USDA DON- D CO!4YODITIES IDENTIFICATION CARD _ _ _

APPLICATION FORM FCDFCS __
NAME

(please print) last first int. address ELIGIBILITY PERIOD

1 MO / 3 MOS./7 ANNUAL /7
signature of caseworker # ' in H.H. race sex PA, ON, PA/ON A. PA7 PA PENDING A. PA ACTIVE

B. ON B. GA B. IIST. PA
CERT.

caseload # other person authorized to pick up food
PICK UP DATE NEW TBI DATE

supervisor's initials (check market schedule)

OTHER NEEDY
relation- net mthly. income employer or source

last name first age ship employed amount verified of income employable

2. _

7. __ _6 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PA: LIST NAMES type of' type of type of

last name first name grant lest name first name grant last name first name grant

1. _ _ 5. 9.

2. = = 6. 10_ _=

4 . 1___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 12. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



TELEPHONE NUMBER

PRO}....TY OWNED: REAL ESTATE
address

FULTON COUNTY RESIDENCE______________
date verified

TAX ASS3SSMET EVALUATION_

SPECIFY WIHETIFER USED AS RESIDENCE_

MONTHLY RENTALS RECEIVED IF ANY_

FROM WHOM

AUTOMOBILES: MAKE:

YEAR MODEL: VALUE_ _

I AND OTHER MEMBERS OF MY FAI!ILY HAVE THE FOLLOING RESOUHCESi:

CASH ON HAND

CHECKING ACCOUNT f7
name of bank

address

MEDICAL EXPENSES: DOCTOR, DRUG, HOSPIJ"L BILLS

LIST

(SPECIFY IN WHOSE NAME)

00
00
C4n

SAVINGS ACCOUNT /7
name of bank

INDICATE WHICH
address

I DECLARE, UNDER THE PENAL'TIES FOR PERJURY, THAT TWA FOREDOIFG APPLICATION, INCLUDING ALL STATEMENTS,
HAS BEEN EXAMINED BY HE OR READ AND EXPLAINED TC D:, ANT, TO THw: BEST O' MY KNO.-ILEDGE AND B7LI-F, IS
TRUE AIM CORRECT. NEITHER I NOR MY FAMILY WILL SELL, TRADE, OG WILLFULLY DESTROY ANY FOOD GIVEN TO US.

signature of applicant or agent's signature

(FOR C. C. UNIT ONLY)

/7 APPROVED

DATE

C/Wa Ints.
.

/7
/7
1-7

1 MO.

3 MOS.

ANNUALLY

'7
/7

CANCELLED DATE_

REOPENED DATE

CANCELLED DATE _

Gilbert G. Dulaney, Administrator

DATE
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THE AFDC APPLICATION PROCESS

After completion of the 160-C, the AFDC applicant must sign an AFFIDAVIT
AS TO PATERNITY form 159 for each child which is illegitimate. This is
required by Federal law. The intake worker then completes a BUDGET SHEET
form 113 for each applicant. This sheet itemizes all resources and expenses of the
applicant.

All eligibility requirements are then reviewed by the intake worker. The
intake worker requests proof of income (if applicant does have an income)
which is usually in the form of check stubs. In addition, if the applicant re-
ceives child support he must present proof of this at this time. Often, this
requires contact with the father of the children.

When all eligibility requirements are reviewed and existing resources dis-
cussed, the initial decision as to eligibility is made. Generally, four different
decisions can be reached at this point. They are:

1) The applicant withdraws his application after all eligibility requirements
are explained.

2) The applicant is found to be ineligible due to budgetary standards or
available resources.

3) Insufficient information prohibits a decision being made at this point.
4) The applicant is determined eligible for assistance.
For each decision reached at this point, a separate series of events follows

in the continuing application process.
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Form 159

GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

AFFIDAVIT AS TO PATERNITY

Case No.

State of Georgia

County of

I, N. 0f Affiant residing at
Strant Add-

CiY or Tow. Georgia; solemnly swear and declare Na 0F Flte

whose last known address was ,-__Ciyor__ __ ___ _ to be theStin city or Town Sware
father of my child whose name is and who was born

Bi thd.ie atHow-Howotl IGin Newli located at

Stret City or Town Slat.

I further swear and declare that the said N.- Of Pathe the father of

my child N of Child and I have never been legally married.

Under penalty of law, I swear and declare the above facts to be true.

Sinator, of Affient

(Sinatures and addresses of two witnesses are required when affiant signs by mark.)

Witness: Witness:

Address: Address:

Sworn to and subscribed before me this day of 19

Notary's seal

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. S - 5
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

BUDGET SHEET

0 INITIAL DETERMINDTION E SEEDETR.IN.TION 0 SPCCIAL REVIEW

NAMES oP APPLICANTS ONe RECIPIENTS CATEGORlY IN PERSONSL DATE NODDED COMPLETED l
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- E11..

a.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-E 11 E .
a.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c n=

O PERSETEL COME _ 0 AW ON : LICETNSED PER ETOL CASEE~E DOS ARLIORNSEE PEROSSNL ACRE COME

S CLOSOrEN .40 El El S _ a1 C OILLISA SATE S LESS JhOCOE 0 VETSOR PATMIT SD

O TOTAL REQUIREMENTS s COE RCED. WIEC C SONIC ITEMS PRNISES WITO.AT C0OT AROUNT

*LESS ..SI ITE-S --.I~E.

l tOUN U TONE~l T OLL91 _ s _5 _ 2 OOLOTTINA

|O LOSS SNEI ISC A ILINES D. 101 A MREICIOR COORS .ITCIORNTOLS_
| SASPLON REPICI ACFEL EER ERTIA_

IA SMOOST OP GRAND S _AR _5 L PR COOCI _I NN .E N IAT 1NOU IE LI.. _.T

A RESB ORT APAEVLS _T DOTER

O NASSER OFTILDEPN _ SCRELTR_

_. *RRRPS AOSEE INCOME 5 - .EDEMPTEEONEOC

E0 IOIEL IA E IT R E S L. -S

COMPEODO...N OF1. ARAN OF ERNE ISOROEPIN OROD COSTTO OP- . MAT- OP NOOESMPTOEEVOTION OMOONT7

I S OSSAMONDED RERORDI. IS- L1ES EMLE OP R.ARTOR. 1-- .

IOEI- E ISO OTEPEC. INT SEPRE i-

NOST.OTAL .. - - T.A (LIE DET -OL EE.

SE.l.MS flo .0T. . - I--- - T.. 500 T STEP .L .- 1..

OETS.LM.ERL I.T..NE M- _I_ T.1 AMOUNT D MEONTLO RINCSDEI OF NT M TE_ T AMOUNT

I S E MODSSL. E_ 1000.. IS S.D .... L EA...O TEEMS _

T LESS AMU.I OF E.... IEM EEPIO t+ B LESS A1ODNT DF EOTL I N- EElMTON1-+ -

IS TOTAL EEMTE- R IN COME * D*EMENMI EPRSE_ ICE 10_

10 A E 0 .......... TET00 OS LION O oASO _
E^RNED~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II- -NEO.E II I EI...ItOE

I CD". E. E. - ... E .

5DBE __L.. - .1 _- 5D 111 _. _.

-5IlO L E7PENSE 114^+10.1 _ 14 ES TOT rl E11- SE N10.E+14
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1. APPLICANT WITHDRAWS APPLICATION

In this case the applicant, once aware of the eligibility requirements, decides
to voluntarily withdraw his application for assistance. To officially close the case
at this point, the intake worker must go through a series of clerical procedures.

First, the intake worker completes the back of the 160-C stating why the case
is being closed at this point. Secondly, a NOTIFICATION FORM, form 116, is
completed which will be used to officially notify the applicant of the decision made
on his application. Following the Notification Form, a PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AUTHORIZATION/JDISPOSITION form 301-A is completed, as well as a CASE
STATUS FORM, form 4. These forms are sent to the typist in the intake section
who then types a SERVICE REQUEST CARD, form 101 and types a portion of
form 301 from the information on the 301-A.

The typist then forwards these forms to the Registration Unit where the rec-
ords of the Department are closed out and the relevant forms are sent to the State
Department of Family and Children Services. The specific activities and proce-
dures of the Registration Unit will be discussed later.

2. APPLICANT DENIED ASSISTANCE

The procedures involved when an applicant is denied assistance are similar to
the procedures explained above. The 101 is stamped, indicating a denial at this
point. The intake worker completes the forms 301-A, 4, 116, and the back of the
form 160-C. These forms are forwarded to the typist, who types a form 101 and
a portion of the 301 and sends them on to Registration.
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NOTIFICATION FORM

County Deportment of Fomily ond Children Services

Cog. Number:

Dote
Moilcd: , 19

After coreful investgti-n nod considerotion, it hao been determined thot, in accordance with the regulotionsgoverning the gronting of public ossistnce. your

I ) Applicotion hbs been opproved for o monthly poyment of $
Applicoton hus been opproved for Intermediote Core.

I Applicotion hao been opproved for Medicol Assist-nce Only

( ) Monthly vendor poyment hog been oppr-ved in the omount of S-
( ) Monthly money poyment hro been increosed from $ to $

Reoson:
I ) Monthly vendor poyment hos been increosed from S to $

Reason:

Monthly money poyment hos been tronsferred from to County.
( ! Intermediote Core cn$e h.s been tronsferred from to County.

I ) Medicol Assistonce Only cose hbs been tronsferred from to_ _ County.

( ) Applicotion hog been denied -s ineligible. Reoson__ -

( Applicotion hos been discontinued on bosis of your decision or oction Reogon:

The obove ction is to become effective __ od mill continue until you ore otherwiseodvised in writing, It is to your odvontoge to notify this office immediotely of ony chonge in oddress or circumstonces.if for ony renson. you think thot proper considerotion hs not been given to your situotion, you hove the right of op-peal to the Stute Deportment of Fowily ond Children Services for u fuir heoring. The he-ring would be held in yourcounty by o represen-utive of the Stnte Deportment. Any member of this stuff will be glad to furnish the neceoryforms und help you in filing your oppeul -nd to ossist you in every woy possible to prepore for the heoring. You moybe represented ot such u he-ring by others, including legal counsel. The services of on ottorney ot u fuir heuring willbe provided upon request without cost to you.
If you wish to appeal, your request for o heoring must be filed within 15 colendor doys from the ubove moiling

dote.

COPY FOR APPLICANT/RECIPIENT
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FCDFACS - 4 (Rev. 3-71)
CASE STATUS CHANGE AND DISPOSITION

70: REGISTRATION iI ACCOUNTING D_ CASE NO. 60-

CASE NAME: DATE:

RECIPIENT:

NEW ADDRESS: CENSUS TRACT:

OLD ADDRESS:

TRANSFER FRON: TO:_

NAIL iI HOLD iI CANCEL iI CHECK FOR momTHS OF:_

I / REASON FOR CANCELLATION OF CHECK:

CHANCE TO ALTERNATE PAYEE: RELATIONSHIP:

DATE OF EVENT: VERIFICATION OF DEATH:

The above recipient bee moved and the case has been transferred to the
proper caseworker by the computer. The transferring caseworker has
5 davs to send the case to the appropriate District or Satellite office.

/ I OTHER REIARKS:

CASE LOAD NMBER: DATE:_ _ _

P0MMt'2°6, RGEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

SERVICE REQUEST

ASSINRARCE AGED R LIN R EDISERCER E AFDC E GA [ SFRVICE _AIR HERRING E
NAME OF APPLICANT AE X TTE G1 RATESEA ~ ~ _LE. APPLICAR0AC NIGER

T.RNAME | EIRST AR C MICE_5 2R:

MEMBERS OF FAMILY EAR RRAARR A | DTRT

I I
_ _ | D~~ATE All AIS NE1 DATE -[AIEE

3 _ T AS XXXXR,--EE TO- 0

6 RENEDE AS ISNELIGIME A lENIER ASINEIGIMLE E
7 RISPASE EROR RH E HIERSE R H .HR.

8 _ TRHANSFER VRAM.: CERRTiR

OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLD AXX XEXIX R X CEARHIN SHETIUS.:

0

i2 CLEA-I i

|I12 SRI CLEARHRCE: .
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3. INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY

When there is insufficient information available at this point to determine
eligibility, a series of procedures are undertaken to obtain this information. There
are usually two major categories involving insufficient information. The first
category is medical information which would be used to determine AFDC in-
capacity, and the second category is information substantiating income and other
resources. When the intake worker determines the lack of sufficient information
which may delay certification for assistance, she will investigate eligibility for
general assistance.
a. Procedures for determining incapacity

At this point, the intake worker (with the aid of the applicant) completes a
social data report form 181-2 and a basic medical examination record form 181-1,
which are the basis for determining incapacity. If the applicant prefers to be
examined by one of the Fulton County DFACS physicians, he will be asked to
sign a choice of physician form 11. The intake worker then fills out a release of
medical information form 117 and has the applicant sign it.

Next, if the applicant prefers to use a private physician, the intake worker
phones for an appointment. If an Agency physician is to be utilized, the intake
worker makes an appointment through the Agency's medical social consultant by
completing and forwarding three copies of a clinic appointment form, form 532.
The applicant retains one copy. The intake worker then completes the 301-A
and sends it to the typist who will type a 101 and a 301 and forward them to the
clerical services section.

At this point, the intake worker will also complete an authorization of exami-
nation form 375 to be used for those applicants using a private physician. The
form 375, together with the forms 181-1 and 181-2 are sent to the intake typist
who types four copies of each. Three copies of the 181-1, four copies of the 375,
and a copy of the 117 are sent to the private physicians. For the Agency physi.
cians, the medical social consultant sends three copies of the 181-1 and one each
of the 117, 181-2, and the 11.
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Applicant for: C] AABD(D) E]
cipient of: E] AABD(D) E

GEORGIA STAT! DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SOiVICES

BASIC MEDICAL EXAMINATION RECORD ,.
Ti.i .od b. CONFIDENTIAL)

AFDC Dr. of Famlhy ond Child.. S-n,...

AFDC , Ga.

Section I - IDENTIFICATION (To be completed by County Departmerit)
1. Non- I.0. OIDDI.O -T'| 2. Dot, of Rinrh: I I. I'l | olRD

S. Addr,., rT..T .OW .T T.T.

6 ERo.Imiig PhYDDo .... ....

7. Doo Loat HoopithnId: ". Rnooon 9 Ho.itol,

10. P.,oon Sloltmnont oF D).obtltloollnoopooitoo (Don. of On..t),

It. Op-ioo. (DOo.-i D,,,ron),

12. Aood.d. (Dw-ib. .Dont):

13. Dto I. Signoto of Cooo,

Section II - HISTORY (To be completed by examining Physician)
1. Chif Conpoint (Potiot. Do-totnont of Diobiliy)l,

2. P,o..t.I,..

3. fot Hin,, (Ito....- ot Iniy Co-tibdooY ft DI1obItIiy

4. SYD RInow (Poioivo Fldi.
9
.0o.y),

5. Cti noMdilrin..

6. HIloty of Alohollio: t Y(.. [No | 7 H7H4, of Hobit Formiog D,.g, [ Y.. [ONo

. WpIIbpY -Typ-, FiuooY of Attod, On MNdiowolt Q YV.. M No

9. Pio..o off ootEon E Oto pi0t t Oh 10. A. yo, Potloot' P.,.-ool PthY.iei Y.. [ No
C] Ho-. [ N.,oitg Hoo Hoo Long,

I... Ia.
fs._ -DX
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" 050 t It-I ioc o ... ...

Section III - PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
1. H.ight | 2. W.ight. 3 LUod Systolic 4. Urin. ysis Sgor, Albonin

I Prss..r Dio...i. Airro

3. Pls. 16. Rspitotion. VDRI la "MC; .9 HGE
10 Visio Without Glosss. Right, Lft: II. Visioo oith Glossos.., Rht Loft
12. H.ooing. Right, Loft, Dis-ono. (In Foot) Ordinory Conoorsotion Msnrd, Rht left
13. Plso IndWkot. P Positiro Findings

P_ Nml N. Nsgotoi Findings

_ 1. H od Any Ab-ornoliy

2. Eo, No. A Thr-ot Any Abhoroolity

.3 Notoplhoyno Any Di-soso

4. Thoto. Any Diooso

S. Trooss .Toors

_ Sin., Murnors. Rhythm Angino
6 Hood Dyspn-o, Ed-o FPalurs, Cyonosis

AHA Hoo Clossificoion
7. Longs RoIs. Eponsion

S. AbdoMnn MA"s"'s Tondornoss
Linot P .l o i n

9. Hrnio

t_ .Skion Any Di.oos

11 _oo o o R ofl oss. ILo otion &
Degoe of PnY.'os

12 Citoftno. Cloidicorin, Etc.

_ _ 13Lpnslhrtis . Any Di-os

14 ERotniis. Ed.o.n Ulsors

is. Rostol

16. G onitooin ry hM oliworc , Infsrion,

17. G.nitnn

1 0. B o oss joints A rlh r,i ,s T ypo S ooo ly
Limitoiior in Dotoil

19. MAtol Roordorion Mild, MAdorots

2S. Psyohiotris Disordors

21. Othto

14 i Di.gos- in Ordr of Pothologkol Signiloonfo.
Indod ony Lo-orotory. XRoy, or ERG R.po,-s
IPIo. Indod ANA Root Coinio)

WHERE POSITIVE FINDINGS ARE INDICATED.
PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND EXPLANATION OF FINDINGS

(EXAMPLE: 6. Erstayged. cyanosio. ede-, AHA C(7o-ijicalion - IIIC)

Plende review ort ho deynin i Medico) Eligibility Section hon adeqoale infornrliorsf evaloiclion-

15. Prognosis Disolity P.,nonont, Q Y.. No M.y bh I .pro. d ocith Ttot nton Yos E- oNo
16. Work Ability, 5 FPll Tio 5 P.t. Tino Linitoions

17. REoon ndsd MAdicoions, Studios or Trottnt

18. Idicoto YToo Opinion os - Patoints Ability to Polln T oropooit Rogi-n

19. Doto 20 Signotrs of Eooniniog Physision

lT
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
SOCIAL DATA REPORT

A. IDENTIFICATION: n AD 1 AFDC 5. County rome

1. No.e of Indiciduol 7. C.. -b
Wi.$-) f ~iddl.) (W.,) | (CW. .r.c. o Sycbol1

2. Addreu_____c_| 8. Se 9. Race
3. Idiidul'sstaus El A. Applicoct l B. Recipient 10 Birhdob
4. Sociol riputstatu 0 A. Initial innetgtian 0 B. REi-ettigtion II. M-rital sttus _

B. CURRENT ASSISTANCE AND BENEFITS, (Coeplete applicable ite-)
1. Public Assistance (a) To opplicont (b) To others in household
2. Other agencies (Such as DP0H. VRD, Workmcnb' Compensoion, OASDI -dote of enttlement)

3. V -taron Q Y., [ No Retining psion thtough Veterans Administration b Y. El No
Hod hospitolicotion through VA? _ Doht and sit

C. PRESENT CONDITIONSs
1. LiAgg1 Alone Q With spous a childrn [1 With parents 0 With nonrelanes

1.Ln arongete. E With spouse With children With relOties 0 Nursing home or isitutian

2. Dnsribe cmposition of household, approuimte ages and health of members, type of hausiug. nomsr of other AD
or AFDC recipients.

EDUCATION:
1 Grde complted (circl one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12
2 College or addiional education (specify) _
3. Special training (descibe)
4. uolity of student -_ 5. Reoon far tminting shool

E. EMPLOYMWENT RECORD OR HOMEMAKINGs (Da not list employer's name)
1. D.TE rot F r11

r. cc rte rmn T DEXCR1"lO oF WORKERIO M2wson FOe LEAVINO

2. If reiectd far mork bcause of disability, cplin.:

3. Describe haw disability affects homemaking and child caring roles

Who is responsibl for homemaking oed/or child care?

5. Does employme-s of the typo individuol has performed euist ie commanity? 0 Yes E No If "Yes de-cribe.
s peson doing any mark cam?_
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F. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION:

1. Office of Rehobilitaion Services status (Dote referred) Deninion and pio.n.

2. Other reotoe-t ond/or r-hobilitotive elforf : (Hoot, T.nor Clini.s, ETMH, DPH, ony He-ith Clini.)

G. LIMITATIONS o0 ACTIVITY: (Desoription of indihduol o- o diobled penon)
1. Bedridden [1 Choir El Housebound [3 Ambolotoy
2. Onset of pre ent disobility (Pleos- fill in dote)

How hos condition chonged recenly?
3. Discuss ol physicol ond mantol limitoio-s, hoodicops, remoining nepociti-s Describe how ond to fhot eWtent person does thingn

for eI, how well get oround, help required from other, .suol doily octivities, etc. Compore preent dcivites to those prior to
present llives. Inciode fomily'3 nod opplicn..s omitode toword disobility;

H. 1. 1i pnrson now us efoily employed? (d-ecribe)

2. Amoont of monthly gross income from above employment (include monetory voice of income in kind)

3 1s it persons pnttnrn to pnrlorm seosonoi work when o vilobbl?

4 How hoc he monoged to lice since onset of dsebility?

5. Whnn and how was person first known to -i ogency7

Dire compeiat _Sig- ture ol In-figosor_
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FCDFCS # 11

CHOICE OF PHYSICIAN

I understand from my Caseworker that I may choose any registered physician
to do a physical examination to be used in determining my eligibility for
Aid to the Disabled or Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Since I
have no private physician, I prefer that my examination be done by one of
the Fulton County Department of Family and Children Services physicians
who complete the examination at Grady Hospital.

(Signature)

Form 117
(REV. --61

GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

Date: __

To: _

Address:

I hereby authorize
(N.M- OF PERSON 0R AGENCY AUT..O..ZEO.

to the Department of Family and Children Services full information about my physical and/or mental condition, for

use n determining eligibility for Public Assistance.

IS I S N A S -R E

-to furnish
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FCDFACS 532 (Rev. 5-69)

F'LTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

CLINIC APPOINTMENT

G.RADY HOSPITAL GENERAL ADMISSIONS CLINIC ENTRANCE
80 Butler Street

PLEASE REPORT ON at o'clock
(day) (date)

For Medical Examination at the DFACS Clinic
3rd Floor - Room F 331

Name Race Case #60

Grady Clinic Number

Name
Caseworker -'

Date_
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

AUTHORIZATION OF EXAMINATION

County Department , Georgia

Date

has made application to us for

Upon presentation of the original copy of this form by the above mentioned person you are authorized to perform the
examination required for the attached report, and upon rendering your report, together with your signed duplicate and
triplicate copies of this authorization, we will pay your usual customary fee for persons of similar economic circum-
stances. However, because of budgetary limitations, our payment for this examination cannot exceed $20.00.

DIr-or, Co-n, Orxpoon.I of Faoily .ad Childore S-rvices

ORIrINAL:
T. bo ditoeo d lo ppgeoo F.e p -.o. Ho 1o F0m b., h. h,1 fi. l

To:

roar a7s
{R1 V. 7.7, 1

_ ,19-
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The above are standard medical procedures. However, alternate procedures
exist for other conditions. Some of these are:

1. Information may be needed from other sources.
2. A medical examination cannot be authorized because an Agency financedmedical had been performed within the past 6 months.
3. Psychiatric or psychological information is needed.
When the medical information is returned to the Agency, form 375 Is for-warded to the business services section. At this point, a decision as to eligibility

based on incapacity is made. The decision Is made by the intake worker and hersupervisor.
If, from the information now available, the applicant is determined to beineligible, the intake worker completes the form 181-2, the back of the 160-C, aform 116, and a form 4. The worker then sends these, along with the 301-A, the301, the 101, the 113, and the 181-1, to the clerical services section.
If the applicant is determined eligible, the same clerical procedures are fol-lowed as when not eligible with the following additions. The intake worker

completes a tickler file reminder, form 101-1, to notify service staff when medicalredeterminations are due. In addition, a case history schedule, form 100, is com-pleted which provides statistical information for the computer, along with aform 500 and a 1 card. In cases where child abandonment is involved, a notice ofabandonment form 119 is completed by the intake worker. This is Federalrequirement.
The intake worker now must make up a service folder on the case. A blank facesheet form 112, a copy of the form 500, the 100, the 181-1, and the 181-2 are In-cluded. The rest of the information is included in the eligibility folder.
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FCDFCS-101-1

TICKLER FILE REMINDER

TICKLER DATE:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Form 101-1 in this Tickler File indicates that the following report or investigation
is due_________ __

Medical
Social
Vocational Rehabilitation
Quality Control
Action on Appeals
Intra- Agency
Requested by:

Original to Caseworker
Copy to Casework Supervisor
Copy for Tickler File '

( ) Corresponder
( ) Recipient Ot
( ) Special ReqL
( ) _ _ _ _

( ) Transfer in
Closure

( ) Other

ice
utside State
iest by Caseworker

Date Completed:

( )
( )

C)
C)
( )
C)

CASE # 60-



FCDFACS - 100
(Rev. 10-70)
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CASE HISTORY SCHEDULE

SECTION I

A. Case Number and Symbol 60- Suffix

B. Case Load Ut
C. NameI

D. Street & Number or Route|

E. City 4 statel Izim Code

_ SECTION II Code Column

A. Budgetary Requirements $
B. Income (gross) $
C. Budgetary Deficit |

D. Amount of Irant $

E. Number in Budget No.

0. Recipient of Medical Assistance Only
(enter Code 1 for yes, Code 2 for no) Code

P. Social Security Number No.

I. Social Security Claim Number No.

J. Name of Public Housing Project
(enter Code) Code

K. Source of Income circle applicable items and

N. None enter letter in Code Column
W. Wages Code
S . Social Security
P. Property
U. Unemployment or Worlmen's Compensation Code
R . Railroad Retirement
C. Contributions (Parent, Spouse, Others)
D. Disability Insurance Code
I. Investments
V. VA Pension or Compensation
0. Other (specify) r__de

L. Shelter Arrangements (circle one and enter Code) Code

1. own Home - No 'Mortgage
2. Own Home - With 'Mortgage
3. Rented - Public Housing
L. Rented - Private Pousing
S. Boarding
6. Contributed Housing
7. Private Institution - Profit
B. Private Institution - Non-Profit

_ SECTIONII I _

A. Second Parent Included (enter Zontro] Number) Cede
B. Caretaker Included (enter Control Number)
Z. Number of Children in Grant (enter in jode uoiurnl_______. _

F. Number of Children in Grant Recipient of MAO No.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 6
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SECTION IV Page 2 CODE co

A. DATE ANNUAL INVESTIGATION COMPLETED (eter month, day and yearl

B. DATE NEXT ANNUAL REINVESTIGATION (enter month)

C. EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPROVAL (enter month day and year)

D. REASON FOR LAST APPROVAL CODE

F. BIRTHDATE (enter month and year) mo | yr

G. CENSUS TRACT

N. SEX AND RACE (circle one and enter in rode colmmn)

1. White Male 2. White Female 3. Non-White Male 4. on-White Female CODE

I. MARITAL STATUS (circle one and enter in Rode column)

1. Single 2. Lega Ceremony 3. Separated 4. Widow(er) CODE

5. Divorced or Legally Separated 6. Legal Common-Law

L. PLACE OF BIRTH (circle one and enter in code co1mmn)

1. Unknown 2. Rural Georgia 3. Urban Georgia 4. Rural Otside Ga. CODE

5. Urban Otide Ga. 6. Fulton County

N. EDUCATION NO.

0. RELIGION CODE

P. MAJOR DISABILITY (AD. AFDC, MAO) CODE

PRESCRIBED SERVICES (circle applicable items in the code column) CODE

PART I -DEFINED PROBLEM AREA CODES

Unmarried parents and their children with Bpecified proble 21
Families disrupted by desertion or impending desertio
Families with adults with potentils or Bel f-uppor- -23-22
Dependent Children in need of protectio. 24
Chrldrn ,with npecial problems -25
No problems active for thi ca e99

PART II -SPECIFIC SERVICE AREA CODES
Edoctiwn Or vctional t-aii- l
Health care (mentel and phy ical) 82
Improved financial functioning -3
Maintaining family life and improving family functioning 4
Maintaining or improving social relationships and participation in comuity -85

Maintaining hoc..
Protection of child-en -87
Protective service for adults
Returning persona to h ome or community from institutional c.E9
Self-care s iC.r
S., E-Gnup-. -. 1
Other

PART III -DEFINED PROBLEM AREA CODES (DAA, AS, AD, MAO)Protection 30
Environment 31
Self-support __32

No problems Active for thin cane 99

Signature of Worker Date
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FCDFACS-100
(Re.- 10-A71

A same of Child

B. Birthdate

C. Sex and Race

D. Birth Status

E. Recipient of MAO
1. Yes 2. No

F. School Attendance
1. Yes 2. No
3. NA, Under 6

G. Physically Handicapped
1. Yes 2. No

H. Mentally Retarded
1. Yes 2. No

I. Juvenile Delinquency
.Yes 2. No

J. Custody Hearing
1. Yes 2. No

K. Grantee-Relative

L. Whereabouts of Mother

M. Whereabouts of Father

N. If approved for AFDC
Because Father in Jail.
Give Offense

Q. Was Father Reported to
Law Enforcement Officials
1. Yes 2. No

p. For Child Born Illegitimate
Has Child Been Legitimatized
by Legal Action or Affidavit
-iled with Health Department
_. Yes 2. No
3. NA - Child Born Legitimate

Q Control Number

Case Numbe 60-

Signature of Worker Date
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INTRA-OFFICE COMMUNICATION

I. IDENTIFICATION

TO:

FROM:

Client's Name

Applicant ( ) Date of Application

Other recipients in household

Case Number

Recipient ( )

(Specify)

II. CHANGES

1. Address change from

to

New Rent Amount

2. Household member added

removed

Name

Name

3. Wage change to Receiving Social Security Amount
Amount Amount

4. Other

5.

6.

Amount Specify Source

Enter ( ) Leaving ( ) Nursing Home ( ) Hospital ( )

Add ( ) Remove ( ) Person in grant
Name Birthdate

7. Other Pertinent Information

(Over)

DFACS 500
EMERGENCY ( ) DATE
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-2-

Ill. DISPOSITION

1. The Action Indicated Below Has Been Taken

OAA
AB

For AFDC
AD
MAO

( )
C)
C)
()
( I

Recertifi

Approved
Increased

Has Been Decreased
Pending
Terminated
Denied
Quality Control
Suspense

ication: Donated Commodities
Action Taken on 500

C I
C)
C)
C)
C I
(I
(I
C)
(I
C)

Date

Amount

If applicable
Date
Date

Date
Initials of Worker_

2. Reason For Above Action If Appropriate

3. Termination Conference Needed ( )

IV. CLIENT SERVICES NEEDED

Medical and Health
Budgeting
Job Training and Education
Job Placement
Housing
Legal Aid
Find Child Care
Clothing
Family Counseling

( I
C)
( I
C)
( )
C)
C)
C)
C)
( I

Food Purchasing
Family Planning
Meal Planning
Children's School Attendance
Discipling Children
Protection of Children
Personal Representative
Protective Payment
Locating Absent Parent
Food Stamps - Donated Commodities

( ) Other

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
(C)
(C)
(I)
( )



FCD FACS Race

Case No.

Surname Woman (Maiden)

Caretaker

Recipient or Payee Type Date Effective Date Closed

I
n
n E
IV

PHONE NO.

I I

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

SPECIAL
ASSISTANCE

Review G t or| Grant Recurrent Special or
Date Supp. Income A Date Quarterly

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0o
(D

CASE
NAME

__I____ __ I! 11_ _ _ I
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMIIY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT OF A CHILD
RECEIVING AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

Dote

Sheriff

Re.
tArD. ..... I

I-------

The Socjol Security Act requires that all inst-nces of desertion or abandonment of Ehildren by porents be brought to
the attention of the proper low-enforenent officials when eligibility for Aid to Fonilies with Dependent Children is
established ond Old furnished.

This is to odvise that a poywent of Aid to Fowilies with Dependent Children wos furnished, effective

, 19 , to the above-newed poyee in beholf of the following-listed Ehildren who
appear to hove been obondoned:

NAME OF ARAN.ONIN. PA-RNT(.1

To:

"I'll).r- rv .s
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT or FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

FACE SHEET

ADDRESS AND

MEMBERS OFSIOUSETTSLM oHA coN ee r DTO UATE ATE

2 l

4l

5

7

a

9

TO

12

CHILDREN OF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT NOT IN HOUSEHOLD

NAME.. RMR.. RE.ARIS

3

a7

9

ID

....... ....

--. 1 ......:

bos ,

-. E .0.

c...-
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PAST EMPLOYMENT RECORD OF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT, SPOUSE. AND/OR PARENTS

NO. NAME AND OMENENS or EMPLOYER TYPE OF JO- M MATE or EMPLOYMENT

_e AT __T =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_ _ _ RIAGES
MARRIAGES

i Ii� l�
I II

i I
I

i�

i

1 :--It
I I

i

11
I

I I

II
I LI I iI
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Many times in AFDC incapacity cases, a referral is made to Vocational Re-
habilitation. If this is the case, a REFERRAL AND PLAN FORM, from 123
or 123-A is completed and sent to Vocational Rehabilitation.
b. In8uffleient information other than medical

In cases where information is needed other than medical information, many
of the procedures are identical to those described above. The 301-A, 301, and the
101 are completed and sent to the Registration Unit.

Then, depending on the type of information needed, a form is partially com-
pleted and signed by the applicant. If Social Security information is needed, a
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION form 1610 is used. Property information is
obtained through a DATA ON REAL ESTATE FORM, form 108. For child sup-
port, a VERIFICATION OF COURT ORDERS form 85 is used. Information
needed from banks requires a RESOURCE CLEARANCE form 109. Any other
information can be obtained through a RESOURCE CLEARANCE REQUEST
form 651.

These forms are routed through the Registration Unit which seeks out the
information requested. Many times, the intake worker makes direct contacts with
sources of information for verification.

If the applicant is not eligible, the intake worker completes the back of the
form 160-C, the form 4, and the form 116 and sends them with the forms 113,
101, and 301 and 301-A to the Clerical Services Section. If eligible, a 1 Card and
a form 100 are completed along with a 119 (if necessary) in addition to the other
forms. A service folder is made up also.
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=~f*Xs TI. WORM.A BP-AtMT er FAMIL AD CILBEIN SERVICES

DOR-A DBPAITMENT RE DDCUA1oD -OFFICE OB EEBABILIFATFIBB SBE-IRES

SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION REFERRAL AND PLAN FORM
1.REFERRAL To. ADORESS: DA7E

PROM: ADDRESS: COUNTY BFS & PHONE NUMBER:

CLIENT S FULL NAME LAST. FIRT MIDDLE) APP BIRTHRATE: RACE | SEA EDUCATION I MEDICAL & SOCIAL REPORT

ADDRESS: PRNE NUMBER: USUAL OCCUPATION

DTBECTIOASE

VR CASE NUMDER: | ME1CeID NUMDER: ISOCIAL SECURITY NUMDER: PRVOSEFRADT:

APPARENT PRIMAV- ssllv

11. .SRE INC R-E. FOR IOINT POR

o SCREENER IN

O SCREENED OUT REASON CODE

CASELOAD

111 SOCIAL SERVICES DIFCSI:

APR O D L EM S :

PLANS: O 1) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: TVPL_ AMOUNT B BATE OF CERTICATIONIFIC

O (2) MEDICAID SERVICES THIS RECIPIENT RAS ENTITLEMENT TO COVEREB MEDICAD SERTICES ON BATE.:

O (3) SOCIAL SERVICES

IT REHABILITATION SERVICES IVBI:

VOCTIONA ODJECTlvE:

A. PRODLEM:_

B. PLANS: 0 1) DIAG. El () EVAL. 0 1R3)E ETAL 0 (14) MED. SER. 0 (S) TRAINING 0 R) COON A GUIDANCE

O I1) JOB PLACEMENT & FOLLOW-OP O IE SERTICE FOR FAMILY MEMBER

P. OTHER AGENEY SERTICES

PoLLoW UP SERVCES:

SIONATURE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -T O.Dfi 1tRKRD o -s JIT LA. .OATA .... I..osEO

TO COUNTY DFCS
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Dttt~~~~~t w~~~n"-iii liiisz~~~~~~~~~noM F~~on.m Avvnned.I. T.= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Bdodi B.-.S NO. 72R751

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION BY STATE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AGENCY
(Fod' .i Categoy or GC erIl Assistone Cos..)

1. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION RELATES TO
A...... ... b. ' tI hrT, os .oAT' ..... .. d. .> Tsuls^cOvz

2. C iAC.!.,

r

L

DISTRICT MANAGER
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

The individual(s) shown is unable to provide an award of disallowance notice from the Social Security Administration with ref-
erence to an application for benefits under title II or XVIII of the Social Security Act, as amended.
Please furnish this office information available from your records, regarding the entitlement of the individuals listed. The infommation
requested is needed to determine our claimant's eligibility. The information will be used only for the purpose stated and will not be
disclosed to any other organization or individual.

IF THE WAGE EARNER'S ACCOUNT NUMBER IS UNKNOWN OR CLAIM NOT LOCATED, COMPLETE a THROUGH e.
. PLCK oirA . bC sea C. CO

d. 4 1T1 an....... S Aue.. 5 i OnueiO uaeSK

4. "~ MTHE WAC CA1X I--...AO EF SODTEWAKgR~ X~ Y I 'tS' I~ WO T. AsKmrtuYsoi nui~a Tue LOSTiu,~e. N S OT... A _ Tee ON.

LiES ' ENO YES E NO 1

6. Ole T-E WAea 5.... WOES K .. T.O.OCA . saSo 7 .. T.e NKOO-ST .. aT, .N uKTa. OI A . I.L.iTT

8. .MiSlT .... . n.... TA i K.e ........ TIO N..oCxv~~~w^NT~ Sw Iws oT. , W_~c A..1A`.. v ~ I ,_. ... TE~ST. I -1c.C..
w~~s m~~os (bton~~h. Y v(Mooih Yur) oswsas

EITHER "A" OR "B" BELOW, MUST BE COMPLETED FOR GENERAL ASSISTANCE CASES:

A This agency has in its files written authorization from the claimant to obtain
OASDHI benefit and age information (If "No. " cmplet. "B. ' Yes =jNo

. Please furnish the information requested above.

...... sf Ao.cr ..E.11R T.To .l o A.THz[ ... I...

_rT.

PuNS SSA-1610 5....

FOR SSA DISTRICT OFFICE USE
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION REPORT
RE. FATE

ENTER NAME AND ADDRESS OF REQUESTING AGENCY

F 1

L i

THE RECORDS OF THf SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION DISCLOSE THE FOLLOWING:

I.) EtMONTLT /b)[ESPECIAL ACE 72 (CI 0H.P.T-AL (d) OJSUPPLE..TL
EENEFIT MONTHLY BENEFIT INSURANCE MEDICAL INSUR

AWARDED AWARD~- E.R.. ENFITS *NCE BENEFITS
AWARDED AWARDED

NAME OF CLAIMANT CLAIU NUM.EER TYPE OF ODTE OF FIRST MO. MONTELY LUMP
NAME OFCLAIMANT CLAIM NUMBR BENEIT BI ENTLED BENEI SU

. IF MONTHLY BENEFIT CASE CIVE
DATE FIRST CHEC. DUE (ElIiRA) jAMOUNT

3. lal O APPLICATION IN PROCESS OF DETELOP-ENT IN THE DISTRICT OFFICE

(b)IE APPLICATION IN THE PAVUENT CENTER

4. O NO APPLICATION FILED

E. O APPLICATION DISALLOWED

CAGE IJRENIDENCE .. CI.ECSCII EJOTIER

R CLi WAGE EARNER NOT INSURED

.) HA. _ OC S (b) NEEDS OC DS

RENA---

NISTRICT MANAGER
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FCDFACS #85 (Rev. 8-66)
(Dunlicate)
Verification of Court Orders, Warrants

Date

TO: R & R UNIT

, Caseworker _____Supervisor

Caseload Number Extersion

Court Services Section

RE. A/R

6o-
Case Number Current Address

Spouse/Paramour Against Whom Action Taken

Last Known Address

Social Security Number

Caseworker checks applicable items to be verified

( ) I- VERIFICATION OF SUPPORT ORDER THROUGH THE ADULT PROBATION OFFICE

A. Date of Last Court Order

B. Status of Compliance with Court Order

C. If Court's Order become unenforceable, indicate reason

D. Record of Support payments

Signature of Probation Officer

Date

FRO;M:
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( II VRIFICA'ION OF SUPPORT ORDER THROUGH SOLICITOR GENERAL'S OFFICE
(Unxforn Reciprocal Enforcenent of Support Act)

A. Date client appeared at Solicitor's Office to initiate action

B. Has URESA petition been filed? Yes (When?)

No (Why Not?)

C. Provisions and Date of Foreign Court's Order

D. Record of Support Paynents

III. VERflICATION OF THE ISSUANCE OF A WARRANT

A. Abandonment - Bastardy - Other_

B. Date Issued (to be filled in by caseworker)

C: Warrant Number

D. Warrant Served? Yes No _

E. Disposition at Commitment Hearings:

Bound Over to Criminal Court on

Dismissed - Lack of Evidence on

Dismissed - Want of Prosecution on

Other

Date Completed by P & a Unit:

By:
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

DATA ON REAL ESTATE
I CAS MER

PROPERTY CLASSIFIED AS. HOME PLACE 0 OTHER THAN HOME PLACE I IS . .PRR.TS .OR .ORD .H .ESIDRATEE CLASS OF

PROPERT RECORDED IN. NAE.

I...ATION OF 1.P..TRTY

LIPE INTEREST ONLY C TEN 0 NO

NAME AND ADDRESS OP FIRE INSURANCE COMPAN.'

AMOUNT OF FIRE INSURANCE POLICY S_ _ ANNUAL PREMIUMS S

.AM .. N.. AD DRESS ... MOT.AGE

PURPOSE AND HATE OF MOROD______________________________________________

STATE OP REPAIR

POTENTIAL RESOURCES FROM PROPERRTT

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY SINCE LAST TRANSFER OF PROPERTY RENDERIND
||DETERMINATION OF ELIIRILITT C YES 0 NO INDIVIDUAL INCLIDIRLE QYES . HO

.IVE SOURCE OF INFORMATION REGARDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY.

FINANCIAL DATA ON PROPERTY SEPARATE COLUMN TO BE USED FOR EACH DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY

|UNPAIC ALANCE ON MHRTDAUCEII | * | * A

MONTHLY PAYMENT ON M-RTUA.E E * | *

|AUSESEO VALUE | S | S

URNITURE. ___ __ ___ __
|~~~~~~~T F UR

NTHLY AVERAGE COST OF TAES. INTEREST. S , , 5

MORT.A.E PAYMENTS AND APKEEP | 5 A A

|MONTHLT COME FROM RENTALS S A | A

||DATE PROPETY RECORDS VRFE

|INITIALS OF WORER AND DATE

YTTER PERTINENT INFORMATION

|DATES OF CLEAR....

USE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS

11 ... IOF ..... M7 cm. .--- -I

.. T. ... CT.O. 01 -. F...T.O.

..-. IFI

DESCRIPTI.N DF
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=1Z,.'47. RESOURCE CLEARAN-.
BANKS - LOAN ASSOCIATIONS - U. S. POST OFFICE

COUNT DEPARTMENT OF FAMAILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

ADDRESS CITY GEORGIA

DATE

RE:

THE AROVE NAMEG INDIVIDUAL HAS APPLIED TO THIS AGENCY FOR ASSISTANCE AND HAS GIVEN US PERMISSION. AS EVIDENCED BY
THE SIGNED AUTHORIZATION FOR RESOURCE CLEARANCE SET FORTH HEREUNDER. TO HAOE THE NECESSARY FINANCIAL INVESTI.
GATION. THEREFORE. WE SHALL APPRECIATE YOUR ENTERING THE INFORMATION ON RESOURCES IN THE SECTION PROVIDED THERE.
FOR AND RETURNING THE COMPLETED FORO TO US AT THE EARLIEST DATE POSSISLE.

AUTHORIZATION FOR RESOURCE CLEARANCE

DATE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

1. THE UNDERSIGNED. HERESY AUTHORIZE REPRESENTATIVES OP COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY
AND CHILDREN SERVICES TO BE GIVEN ANY INFORMATION THAT THAT THEY MAY DESIRE CONCERNING MY RESOURCES.

ADDRESS ADDRESS

INFORMATION REQUESTED ON RESOURCES

TYPE DATE - AMOUNT DATE. - AMOUNTTYE DEPOSITS PART 12 MONTHS WITHDRAWALS PAST 2 MONTHS BALANCE ON DEPOSI

I. CHECKIN ACCOUNT

2.SAVINGS ACCOUNT _.

WAS INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DURING PAST TWELVE MONTHSl 0 YES E NO IF YES.. GIVE DATES AND AMDUNTS.

IS THERE A SAFETY DEPOSIT BOO? 0 YES 0 NO

DOES THIS PERSON OWE YOUR CONCERN ANY MONEY? 0 YES E ND IF YES'. GIVE DATE. AMOUNT. TERMS. PURPOSE OF

LOAN:

DOES THIS PERSON OWN ANY STOCK OR CERTIFICATES IN YOUR CONCERN? 0 YES 0 NO IF YES . GIVE DATE OP

PURCHASE. AMOUNT. AND AMOUNT ANNUAL DIVIDENDS PAID.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 7

DARN .-OSO 510 ATUOE

PEPRER I I III-IEY -. MOR.DIAL AND . -PLI.HTEOS A S ... . PILE RI.ISAVR IR GAs -OLDER.

1S GNE.D .IGN-D
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FCDFCS 651 RESOURCE CLEARANCE REQUEST Date:
(Rev. 8-65) Case No.-

Race:

.0: Resource and Research Unit From: PWW
RE- A/D Sex: B/Date: Mo. Day Year__
And/or: _Sex _B/Date: Mo. Day _Year_

Aliases:
Address:
Prev. Addresses-

A. ( ) DFCS 106 (Authorization attached)
Company Policy No.
Agent Date & Office last premium paid

B.() DFCS 109 (Authorization attached)
Checking C ) Special ( ) Regular ( ) Savings - Give Account #_

Postal Other: Specify_

Addressee

C. ( ) Auto Value:
Make Model Cylinders
Body Type Rnin() Yes () no

Workmenls Compensation - FCDFCS 652 (Authorization attached)
File# %Date of injury

Employer's ham and Ad _ _ __ _ _

E. ( ) S cial: Indicate items to be verified and give information to identify resources
; be -expflo-redW

Farmland lying idle
()Re Property owned in other counties
Timber
Tome-repairs and alterations required by building codes
)Property transfers and titles
Wills and Estates
) ilitary Service Records (Date and address of induction and serial #)

Piso Sentence
( ) Records of Arrest (Give birthdate and all addresses)

107-1 (Last address known cannot be less than 9 months old)
( Dvce

Marriage
Other Litigations

( ) Othgedr:
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4. AFDC APPLICANT DETERMINED ELIGIBLE AT POINT OF INTAKE

If all relevant Information is available at the point of intake, the applicant
can be determined eligible and an instant certification begun. Once this determi-
nation is made, the intake worker completes the 301-A, the back of the 160-C, the
116, the 100, the 4, the 1 card, and a 119 if necessary. The supervisor stamps
"certify" on the 4 and on the 101 and initials and dates the 301-A. This date is
used as the official certification date. The intake typist types the 301 and the 101
and sends the forms to the Clerical Services Section. The intake worker then
makes up an intake folder as described previously.

THE APTD APPLICATION PROCESS

After completion of the 160- AABD the intake worker completes a budget sheet
form 113 for each applicant. Once budgetary needs and resources are reviewed,
three different decisions can be reached. (1) The applicant can voluntarily with-
draw his application. The procedures for doing this are the same as discussed
under AFDC applications. (2) The applicant can be denied assistance based on
financial eligibility requirements. Again, the procedures for this are identical
with AFDC. (3) The third possibility, which occurs the greatest number of times,
is that disability has to be determined.

To begin this process, the intake worker completes forms 181-1 and 181-2. (If
the disability is for psychiatric reasons, form 181-P is completed. If it is for
tuberculosis, form 181-TB is completed and sent to the Fulton County Health
Department.) The applicant then signs forms 11 (if relevant) and 117. The pro-
cedures for routing these forms to the proper physicians are identical with those
discussed under AFDC incapacity.

At this point, the applicant is evaluated for general assistance and referral to
Vocational Rehabilitation. These proceses are taking place while the intake
worker awaits the return of the medical information.

When the medical information is returned, one copy of the 181-1 and the 181-2
plus any other medical information is forwarded to the medical social consultant.
She, in turn, forwards them to the State medical review team. Generally, four
types of decisions can be received from the SMRT.

Firstly, the applicant can be denied assistance outright based on the disability.
In this case, the procedures are identical as when an AFDC Incapacity is denied.
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Fem l.lP 000**GEOIC STATE DEPARTAENT OF FAMILY AND CHIIDREN SERVICES

PSYCHIATRIC DATA REPORT
_~~~~~~~~I-. _h . .p. L.

Pleae retEum tlels ErIeCE tao

THIS REPORT IS CONFIDENTIAL
Co..tty Depart-ent of Family end
Childre Sereece

SECTION I -(To be cempleted by Conn.ty Dapaet..et)

N le F.tm 15.04001 (Las) .30 (.Date) (Sal) (R te) (CaeNoetteet

Home addrss:
ISiteetled onmN. .telRD) (Citet 001 (C-et-ty)

IndividunlE EIwt-UE 0 Applita.t for- AABDiD) t AFDC ; O Reoipi.et of. AABD(D) O AFDC

SECTION l-_(T. be -enpleted by so-r-e af Pyebiistrk Te..tmelt)

Name of Institotion

Ali.S(eE) (if any)

2. Previos cmmitments: Admissi-

O Coart ..mmitment O Volontary commitment

-Age given at time of eam-ititmt_

Admission Diehbrgge

Admi-si-o

3. Dat-s of farlaughn.

to

4. Date of t disohrge:

5. Teretment eeived: O Doag therpy

O Other (Ope-iy)_

6. Strliaatian rerammended O Yes O N.

7. Hospital mark and adjostmeet reeod:

O Shoek therapy O Pay6tho.e..py O O-opatio..al therapy

O Peeforead? O Yes O No

S. AreaE of obvioan iterest or ptitude:

-lt or ID- ... --me
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9. Final diagnosis:

A. Was psychological evaluatio made? 0 Yes Q No (If Yes, please attach report.)

10. Release status- Q Stable remission 0 Improved l Unimproved 0 Other ('pe-fy):

A. Is patient to co-tinue drugs following release? 0 Yes 0 No

B. Behavioral pattern at time of release:

C. At releae, patient was able to function at: C Pme-illess levl 0 Close to former level 0 Far below former level

11. Prognosis:

A. Prognosis in general, recurrences likely, et.:

B. Vocational potentials:

0 Return to former employment 5 Sheltered or supervised employment only

o Vocational training Q Job placement 0 Homemaking 5 Unemployable

C. Was patient referred to Vocational Rehabilitation? 0 Yes 0 When 0 No

12. What follow-op treatment is indicated?

A. Has referral been made? 0 Yes To whom? 0 No

13. Is patient known to County Health Department? 0 Yes 0 No

14. Signifiant physical findings:

Comments:-

Date:
(lPcchi. Ist, Pnchooist. oc ftrdoalrc Oo-ioi Worakc
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Foot -.-TM GEORGIA STATn DEFARTIANY OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INFORMATION ON TUBERCULOSIS CASES UNDER TREATMENT IN COUNTY

red I. CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I - (T. be filled it by COa.ty DeP.Arlest)

N e (FtO) 05411) (LE)INS DaS ) (1001 (5001 (CO. N:,=tN)

Home ddr o,:

Indtivdol'.s lae:e 0 Applihnt for- 0 AABD(D) O AFDC Cl Reripleot of: l AABD(D) C AFDC

SECTION 11 - (TR be -o.pleted by liraItb Depertteat SF Pbhyidelo)

1. Loetion of ofio h..ere ptient -reeiV.g treatmeot

2. If oder printe physidia for tIhorolWoo -oaditioa, n-m phydeiia

3. Diog.osis at tia. of Ist hospit.l admisiR,

4. Cmrent dignoe apd 5t1tn. (ohe-k)

A. Clasolfi.otioa O Miaipml 0 Modoraloly d ..e..d O Fnr F d-SSOcd

B. Stet lu OAcstie No. of SoSnthsO.lQoiroroat: No. of mloothsO.....l loatirs No. of monthsO Activity oadtermiaed

6. Lotst -m01S Orolt-oe Dote O Nesatire C Pocitive C Typiol C Atypienl

Correst -e-ommeOdOtion- s to trtment (hoapitaliti-onoSItioS bed Feet, berothborpy. to.)

7. Cntrent persitted ho.r of speoffied setivity nd bei for i.erreaslg (pl-s. be as spreefie o posibl.):

A. Bed relt reeo-ao.eded dorig day: N-mb-r of hoour

B. Welking esrte.: Nnobor d hors C. Work timc .lloed: Nooober of hos_

8. Prog.ose

A. Do yop co-oider thie peess a reopiottr eripplc? 0 Yee O N.

B. Usnui ooopUtion

C. P-og.osi. fo retprn to th. t7po of o-oop

i. O.eapatiosa limittooe to b ohdero_

E. Approasmate dete amy rotorS te work with limiudtotS specified is D. abS,

F. Cat paUlti - eore a B Heth otod a. food hder? Ye. C O No
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9. H- the pti.et bee. refWr-d to Voo tion.t l ehbailiottioo? 0 Ye. 0 No

A. If Yr., gi d.tn

B. If No h reerr-l pi..oed? 0 Y. 0 No C. If Ye., gle ppromate dote___

D. If pUtiet h.. cot be.o refred or reWerrl oot ploced. hy?

10. 1. ptiet obh-retg th. foIlomiog

A. Koepig olinh oppoitmeote O Ye. O No C. Folb i- tio fSor protoeto df o ther. 0 Ye. O No

B. Fol.o1i-g iotrootioo Sor - ettmet O Ye. E No D. Carryig oot other fotrotic-o 0 Ye. 0 No

If No to coy of th cbo-e, mht foter *ccot for thest problem.?

11. Date of tot cmmnootl _12. &hedoted date of coot romicotioc

18. 1. odmLiono to Battey or other e-.atori. meommed ed? 0 Ye. 0 No

14. Ic -c.ider-tioo of the total medool ood ooel fotor. of thi proo, do yoo -coider tht thie per.oc rooove-y coo he b oc--plihed

more effeotily ..d with dequnte eafety at home or m the hoepitol? (oheok) 0 Home 0 Hospltel

15. 1 reto-ree from Bottey or other e-aatori, ootplet the folomig

A. Dote of dmieelo_ B. Dat of dhthrg

C. Typ of dihbmhrg

D. I ditoiplicty or AMA, ge reoo

E. 1. patiect villiog to retoro to eanatori-? 0 Ye. 0 No

If Yee, ill appliatio he filed? O Ye. 0 No

16. Chest Crgery

A. Dte performed Typ

B. HNo. het .orgory bero receommeded cod refo.d I O Yet O No

17. Liet ignlicaf t non-tbhereoloo. .o.diti.o
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Secondly, an unqualified "yes" may be received from the SMRT. In this case
the intake worker will receive a form 181-3 which becomes part of both the
service and eligibility record. The procedures for certifying the applicant are
identical with AFDC incapacity procedures.

Thirdly, the disability may be approved with qualifying conditions. In this
case a form 101-1 is initiated to remind the service worker and client when re-
examinations are due. Again, the procedures for certifying the applicant are iden-
tical with AFDC incapacity cases. The qualifying conditions may be other than
periodic reexaminations. Sometimes a vocational rehabilitation referral is re-
quired before approval.

Fourthly, the SMRT may request that further information be obtained before
a decision be made. If further medical information is required, the intake worker
will receive an information request form 122, which must be re-submitted to the
examining physician. If psychiatric or psychological information is required, the
intake worker will receive a form 190 with which to seek this information. Upon
receiving the additional information, the intake worker re-submits this informa-
tion to the SMRT and the decision begins again.

OAA APPLICATION PROCESS

The OAA process is very similar to the APTD application process, with the
major exception that there is no need to verify disability. Almost all OAA appli-
cations are instant certifications, denials, or withdrawals. The only situations
in which'an OAA case is held are those in which age, resources, or income must
be verified when the client is uncertain of the exact information. Age need only
be verified if the applicant is 65 and does not know the date of birth, or is 66
or older and does not know the year of birth. Age is normally verified by use of
the form 1610 which is sent to Social Security, but any proof of age is acceptable.

AB APPLICATION PROCESS

AB applications are similar to APTD applications. Instant denials, voluntary
withdrawals, and instant certification procedures are identical to APTD pro-
cedures. Medical eligibility procedures differ in that 181-1's, 181-2's, and 11's are
not used. Instead, a report on eye examination form 115 is initiated by the intake
worker and is typed in triplicate. It is then sent to an examining optometrist,
opthomologist, or physician skilled in diseases of the eye who will then complete
it. This will be either the applicant's normal doctor or a doctor whom the intake
worker locates.

The forms are sent to the State Medical Review team as soon as they are
returned to the intake worker. The State Medical Review Team will deny, ap-
prove, or approve with qualifying conditions. In each of these instances, the pro-
cedures will be identical to those used for APTD, except that AB forms will be
sent with the case record rather than APTD forms.
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11*71,T.1 I GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

REPORT ON EYE EXAMINATION
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CI.LRIaAL SERVICES PROCEDURES FOB INTAKE

Clerical Services is responsible for four basic sub-processes in the application
process. The first process is that of clearing a case at the time of initial intake
to check if there is an open or closed record already in existence. The second
process is that of registering the application and opening a new case record if
necessary. The third process is that of certification: Completing the certification
forms and forwarding them to the State. The final process is denial, or com-
pleting the denial process when this is necessary.

REGISTRATION PROCEDuRES

Case rec'd
reviewed, &
assigned for
clearing

V
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CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES

DENIAL PROCEDURES

1. CLEARING A CASE

This process is initiated when the intake worker or clerical worker telephones
the Registration Unit to clear the case. Registration then checks the master index
cards by the applicant's name, relatives' names, household members' names, and
the street address to determine if there is an active or closed case on file. If there
Is a record on file it Is loaned to the intake worker, or the intake worker is told
where the case can be found. If there is no active case, the intake worker is noti-
fied of this fact.
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2. REGISTRATI10N

Every application must be registered within three days of the receipt of the
application. The handwritten 301-A and the typed 101 and 301 are received
by the Registration supervisor and attached to the case record if one exists.
She reviews the case, stamps it "Received" indicating the date and time, and
assigns it alphabetically to the proper Registration worker for a second clearing.
The Registration worker again clears the case by all names and by street address.
If no active or closed case is discovered the 101 is checked by the clearing worker
and the 101, 301, and 301-A are sent to a first typist. If an active case is found
on a member of the applicant's household, the clearing worker writes the case
number on the 101 and writes "active," the caseload number, and the worker
with whom the case is active. The case is then sent to the first typist. Finally,
if a closed case is found, the clearing worker stamps the case "Reopen", indicat-
ing the date, and sends it to the first typist. The first typist removes the strip
attached to the back of the 301 and forwards it to the State to notify them of
the application. Next, the hard copy of the 101 is removed and filed. The case
is then stamped "Registered", indicating the date. On new cases, the first typist
also types out a 1 Card, an Out Card, and a new folder; assigns a case number
to the case and enters the number on the Case Registration Ledger form 102;
and stamps the number on the Out Card, 1 Card, and case folder. The material
is then sent to the second typist. The second typist completes a MASTER INDEX
CARD, form 104, on the application or updates the master index card if one
already exists. A white 104 is used for the first grant in a household and a blue
104 for additional grants A STREET CARD is also typed or updated. The cards
are cross-referenced to other recipients or former recipienfs who are relatives or
members of the same household. All cards are then filed and the case record is
returned to the caseworker with the 101, 301-A, and 301 attached. If the case
is an instant certification it is sent to the Medical Certification Unit. If the
case was denied at intake, it is sent to the Typing and Clerical Unit.

GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
0DEV. SI.IN.52* MASTER INDEX CARD

SURNAME MANS F-RST NAME WOMAN S FIRST NAME WOMANS M..IED NAME CASE NO.

CROSS REFERENCE:

MEMBERS OF FAMILY BIRTS. .EL. INHUEO
9

OTYA,
BATE SEE TIDN TO OTHERSINHUEOSL

SEA. BATE M.'E AB

3. CERTIFMCATION

A case is first received for certification by the Medical Certification Unit.
They assign the case a suffix and an identification number. If there is already a
CASE NUMBER SUFFIX CONTROL CARD, form 127, they enter this in-
formation on it, along with the date of application and date of Medicaid eligi-
bility. If the case is new, a new 127 is made up. The case is then forwarded to
the Research and Resources Unit where it is geographically assigned to the
proper service worker. This information is then entered on all three copies of
the form 4. One copy of this is attached to the case record, one sent to Registra-
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tion to be entered on the 104, and one is returned to the intake worker. The Re-
search and Resources Unit checks the 100 against the 301-A to assure that both
are accurate and pulls the 100 from the case to keypunch the information from
it for statistical information. The case is then forwarded to the Typing and
Clerical Unit.

The Typing and Clerical Unit types the 116 in duplicate from the handwritten
.copy. The original is mailed to the applicant and the copy is filed in the record.
Typing and Clerical also types a letter to explain the check to the applicant,
form 116-1 and a MEDICAID CARD form 326. These are mailed to the ap-
plicant along with the 116. They also type two copies of the 119, one of which
is filed and one of which is sent through the Administrator's office to the
County sheriff. They then complete the 301 which is sent to Business Services.
When all of these procedures are completed, the case record is sent to the
proper service worker. Finally, Accounting stamps the 301 with the Administra-
tor's signature, registers the application in their control file, and forwards the
301 to the State.
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Zx GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

CASE NUMBER SUFFIX CONTROL RECORD

FOR INDIVIDUALS APPROVED FOR MONEY PAYMENT OR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ONLY UNDER HOUSEHOLD CASE NUMBER

ASSIGNMENT OF NUMERICAL SUFFIX TO THE CASE NUMBER FOR EACH AGED, BLIND, OR DISABLED RECIPIENT,
v SECTION A: AND FOR EACH AFDC PAYEEVRESFONSISILE RELATIVE INCLUDED IN SPECIFIED HOUSEHOLD

CARE NU....Fl NA.. or A. B. D FE.CI- lYT 0 Ar1c F.l PO..-.'. I A TS ""INAlSR SR CASl
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A SSIGNMENT OF IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EACH ELIGIBLE PERSON INCLUDED IN AFDC CASES RECORDED IN SECTION ASECTION B: OINCLUDS DREPRDENY CHILDREN. CARETAKER. SECOND PARESIIISFOB UC R FOCERUDDY IAYMEN

NUI E O| F o LIrISUR PROENlS" ID AFRO CASED TERMINATION I D NUDE oF EL.CIOHLDPERSONID IN AFRO CU-. S .. MI..TI.D
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22 37

21 38
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25 40

* INDIVIDUAI IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR EACH ELIGIBLE PERSON INCLUDED IN AFDC CASES RECORDED IN SECTION A

THIS RECORD MUST BE KEPT UP-TO-DATE AT ALL TIMES

_

I
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County Department of Family and Children Services

Georgia

Dea _

Please read this notice carefully and keep it. You may need to refer to it later
for information.

YOUR FIRST CHECK WILL BE MAILED to you from the State Office in
Atlanta, Georgia, within the next two weeks. In the future, your check will be
mailed to reach you on the first day of each month on which there is a mail de-
livery. If you do not receive it shortly after this date, see your Mail Carrier or
Postman first. If it cannot be located, then see your County Department, they will
look into the matter for you and help you secure another check. PLEASE DO
NOT WRITE THE STATE OFFICE ABOUT SUCH MATTERS since they can
be handled better through your local County Department of Family and Children
Services.

PLEASE KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING THINGS:

1. IF YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS, notify your County Department of
Family and Children Services immediately. When you notify your County
Department of Family and Children Services that you have changed your
address, they will see that your check is mailed to your new address. DO
NOT WRITE THE STATE OFFICE TO CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS as
addresses can only be changed by your County Department of Family and
Children Services.

2. IF YOU LOSE YOUR CHECK AFTER RECEIVING IT, please notify your
County Department of Family and Children Services, who will help you
secure another check from the State Office.

8. DO NOT ENDORSE YOUR CHECK UNTIL YOU GET READY TO CASH
IT. If you send it by someone else to have it cashed, endorse it yourself be-
fore sending it. If you cannot write, get two persons who can write to wit-
ness your endorsement by mark (X), having these two witnesses to write
their names and addresses in full on the back of your check. Your name
should be written on the back of the check EXACTLY AS IT IS ON THE
FRONT OF THE CHECK

4. DO NOT FOLD, BEND OR OTHERWISE MUTILATE YOUR CHECK.

5. IF YOUR FINANCIAL CONDITION CHANGES, NOTIFY YOUR
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES AT
ONCE.

Sincerely.

, Difrector
County Dewartmett of Family and Childrert S.,ici.
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STATE OF GEORGIA
STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

ATLANTA. GEORGIA

CENTIFICATE
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4. DENIALS

A regular denial from the Central office and any instant denial is received by
the Typing and Clerical Unit. They type a 116 notifying the applicant that his
application is being denied, and complete the 301. The 116 is then mailed to the
applicant, the copy filed, and the 301 sent to Business Services. Business Services
then stamps the 301 with the Administrator's signature and forwards it to the
State. The procedure is similar for district or satellite offices, except that the
forms are typed in the district or satellite office with the 301 being sent to Busi-
ness Services, the 116 to the cilent, and a memo to Registration to mark the case
closed on the 104. In both situations, the case is then sent to the appropriate
closed files or to the proper worker if the case is continued for GA or services.

REDETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY PROCESS

The eligibility of every AABD recipient must be redetermined every year and
the eligibility of every AFDC recipient twice annually. This is in addition to
Special Reviews which must be completed every time a client's material conditions
change, and Medical Reviews which must be completed periodically to redeter-
mine medical eligibility.

The redetermination process is essentially an abbreviation of the intake proc-
ess. It re-evaluates the recipients financial status on a regular basis and assures
that no one will continue to receive public assistance who is financially able to
care for himself according to State eligibility standards. On the following page
is a flow chart of this process. Following the flow chart is a narrative with ex-
amples of forms utilized in the process.

80-829 0 - 72 - pt. 3 - 8
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REDETERMINATION PBOCESS

Recurrent
lists sent
to casewkr.

Case

Recip; noti-
fied of clo-
sure, worker
waits 15 days

302 sent to .
state, case
closed, ser.

jwkr. notified

same

302 sent to
statei ser-
vice worker
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302 sent to
state, ser-
vice worker !
notified
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Each month a computer generates a list of recurrents which must be com-
pleted for the following month and address labels for mailing to recipients. Lists
of necessary recurrents by caseload are sent to the service workers and their
supervisors. Address labels and lists by unit are sent to the eligibility super-
visor.

When the lists are received, each caseworker reviews them to assure that none
of the recipients have been transferred to another caseload. If any recipients
have moved, the caseworker fills out a REINVESTIGATION ASSIGNED IN
ERROR form 95 in septuplicate and routes one copy to Research and Re-
sources, one to the proper Supervisor I, one to the proper Supervisor II, one
to the proper eligibility worker, one to his Supervisor I, one to his Supervisor II,
and keeps one copy. By this process, the recurrent is reassigned to the proper
worker.

Once it has been assured that the recurrent lists are up to date, a 160-AABD,
160-C, a RECURRENT NOTIFICATION form 201-AABD, or 201-C, and a re-
turn envelope are mailed to each client for whom a recurrent is due. The eligi-
bility worker then waits approximately ten days, during which time the form is
hopefully completed and returned. If the form is not returned during this time,
the eligibility worker attempts to contact the recipient. If repeated contact
fails to locate the client, the case may be closed for loss of contact. In most
situations, however, contact is made and the form is returned.

At the time the form is returned, If brought into the office (or soon thereafter,
if It is mailed), the eligibility worker must make a personal contact with all
AFDC recipients. At this time all financial information must be verified with
check stubs (preferably over the entire six month period for AFDC), letters from
fathers verifying child support, etc.

Once income is verified, the eligibility worker completes the 113 budget sheet
and determines eligibility. Once this decision is made, one of four situations
are possible: 1) the grant is terminated; 2) the grant is decreased; 3) the grant
is increased; 4) the grant is redetermined to remain the same.

REINVESTIGATION ASSIGNED IN ERROR
Date:

To: Caseworker No. ; Section
From: Caseworker No. ; Section
Case name: ; Case No. 60-

The above name appears on my Recurrent ( ), Quarterly ( ), Medical
and Social ( ) list for in error. Please
add to yours.

DEPARTMENT oF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

(Month-day-year)
DEAR : It is necessary from time to time to determine that every person

who receives a welfare payment continues to be eligible to receive the check.
In order to get the information needed, we are sending you the enclosed form
for you to fill out. Please return the form to us as soon as possible but no later
than seven days. An envelope is enclosed for you to mail the form to us.

Each question on the form must be answered. If the question does not apply
to you, write the word "none" in the blank. Fill in the exact dollar and cents
amount on the questions regarding money. Papers you have on hand, such as
rent receipts, stubs from salary checks, bank statements, insurance policies, etc.
will help you give the correct information. If any of the questions are not
answered it may be necessary to return the form to you. If you want help with
the form, you may ask a relative or friend. DO NOT PAY TO HAVE THIS
FORM COMPLETED. If there is no one to help you with the form, please let
us know so we can make arrangements to assist you.

After you have answered all the questions, read the form again carefully
and sign your name on page four-seven. If someone helped you complete the
form, that person should also sign his name on the same page.

Sincerely,
Eligibility Worker

County Department of Family and Children Service&.

(Address)

(Phone)
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DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

(Month-day-year)

DEAR : It is necessary from time to time to determine that every person
who receives a welfare payment continues to be eligible to receive the check.
In order to get the information needed, we are sending you the enclosed form
for you to fill out. Please bring the completed form to the Department of Family
and Children Services on ---------- at -----. If you are unable to come into
the office, please call or write so we may make an appointment to visit you at
home.

Each question on the form must be answered. If the question does not apply
to you, write the word "none" in the blank. Fill in the exact dollar and cents
amount on the questions regarding money. Papers you have on hand, such as
rent receipts, stubs from salary checks, bank statements, insurance policies, etc.
will help you give the correct information.

If you want help with completing the form you may ask a relative or friend
or a worker from the Department will assist you. DO NOT PAY TO HAVE
THIS FORM COMPLETED.

After you have answered all the questions, read the form again carefully
and sign your name on page seven. If someone helped you complete the form,
that person should also sign his name on page seven.

Sincerely,
Eligibility Worker

County Department of Family and Children Services.

(Address)

(Phone)

(1) If the grant is to be terminated, the eligibility worker sends the client
a NOTIFICATION OF REDUCTION OR TERMINATION form 131, notifying
him of this and waits 15 days. After the 15 days, if no appeal is requested,
the eligibility worker completes the back of the 160 explaining the action, an
AUTHORIZATION OF STATUS CHANGE/TERMINATION form 302 is com-
pleted and coded for termination, 4's are sent to Accounting, if necessary, to
cancel the next check, a 500 is sent to closed files with three form 4's attached.

(2) If there is a reduction in the grant, a 131 is sent to the client notifying
him of the reduction and the case is held for 15 days. If no appeal is requested,
a 500 is sent to the service worker giving notification of the change, the back
of the 160 is completed, and the 302 is altered and sent to the Drug Unit. The
client is then recertified for donated commodities and the case is refiled to await
the return of the 302 from the State.

(3) If there is an increase in the grant, a 116 is sent to notify the client.
The 302 is then completed reflecting the change. If it is completed too late to
make the change for the following month, a SUPPLEMENTAL PAYMENT
AUTHORIZATION form 304 is completed and sent with the 302. If a change
should have been made for the preceding month, due to caseworker error, a
CORRECTIVE AUTHORIZATION form 303 is filled out by the eligibility
worker and typed by the Clerical Services Section. This also accompanies the
302. The eligibility worker then recertifies the client for donated commodities,
completes the back of the 160, sends a 500 to the service worker notifying him
of any changes, and refiles the case to await the return of the 302 from the
State.

(4) If there are no changes, the 302 is updated, the recipient recertified for
donated commodities, the back of the 160 completed, the service worker notified
by a form 500, and the case refiled to await the return of the 302 from the
State.
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NOTICE OF REDUCTION OR TERMINATION

County Deportment of Family and Children Services

Case Number: ______ ._______. ______

F
Date: 1 9_

L I

After careful investigation and consideration, it has been determined that, in accordance with the regulations
governing the granting of public assistance, your

Monthly money payment will be decreased from $ to $
Monthly vendor payment will be decreased from $ to $

( ) Money payment will be discontinued.
Intermediate Core will be discontinued.
Medical Assistance Only case will be discontinued.

Reason:

You have a right to a further conference on this issue and you may request such a conference by contacting your
county department staff either orally or in writing within 15 calendar days. When a conference is requested you or your
representative will hove the opportunity to discuss your situation with your county department staff, obtain further ex.
plonotion of the reasons for the above stated action and to present information to show that the proposed action is in-
correct. During the conference you may speak for yourself or be represented by legal counsel, a friend or other spokes.
man. The opportunity for a conference does not in any may diminish your right to a fair hearing.

If, for any reason, you think that proper consideration has not been given to your situation, you have the right of
appeal to the State Department of Family and Children Services for a fair hearing. If you wish to appeal, your request
for a fair hearing must be filed within 15 calendar days from the date given at the top of this form, regardless of
whether or not o conference is requested. Your assistance payment mill be continued at the current level through the
month in which a fair hearing decision is rendered unless a determination is made by the State Deportment that the
issue is one of Stote agency policy and not one of fact or judgment relating to the individual case. The hearing will be
held in your county by a representative of the State Deportment. Any member of this staff will be glad to furnish the
necessary forms and help you in filing your appeal, and to assist you in every way possible to prepare for the hearing.
You may be represented at such hearing by legal counsel, friend, or other spokesman. If an attorney is desired, you willi
be advised of legal services which ore avoiloble without cost to you.

You may request a conference and a fair hearing either orally or in writing by notifying your county deportment
staff, If you do not request a conference or a fair hearing within 15 calendar days, the action as indicated above will
be taken an your case, effective

-- . ..... -- _. -- . .__ 1- -- -. 111.

gory 1XA

ItV. IC.711

I
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GEORGIA STATE DEPANTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
SUPPLEMENTAL PAYMENT AUTHORIZATION

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE DIRECT MONEY PAYMENT

SECTION I -RECIPIENrS IDENTIFICATION

Name of
A. Recipient: . . 155L31**ITIAII C. Case Number: ....

Nome of
B. Poyee: D. Counl y

SECTION 11 -AUTHORIZATION

Amount of
Increose aword for the month of From S To S Increase $

R DOAL AWARD IN.. ASSU DOIWRN CULNOT D--1- 0A END- .O CRENT MON

THI5 FRM" IS TO BE USED ONLY FRo AWARD INCREASES AUTHORIZED BETWEEN CLOSING DATE AND END Of CURRENT MiONTH

C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

GEORGIA STAE -EAR-ET OF FAILY A..CIRR5SRIE
CORRECTIVE AUTHORIZATION

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE DIRECT MONEY PAYMENT

SECTION I - APPLICANT/RECIPIENT'S IDENTIFICATION

Raem of
A. Rec lip ent: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D. Case Rueber: __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

II.*ST-F IRsT-VIOOLE INITI^LI IEoAe-see AL-SUYFIRSVASYMOL
Nwn of r_ Grantee , ,_ Persronal rn Protective

3.Fayee: R2-Relat ivel JN-Gdn. R5-Repr. t c6-cayee
Iailing Address

C. Street or R.F.D.: E. County:

Zip
City:_ State: _ Code:

SECTION 11 - CORRECTIVE AUTHORIZATION

A. Date of incorrect action_ B. Reason for corrective actiei o
IsANTR-DAA -CEARI)

C. Issue corrective paysent as specified belon: AMOUNT OF NERSONS OF ELIGIOLY
AMOUNT OF ~ ~ ~ PESOS AFIC ONILY)

MOMNR-YEAR CORRECTIVE PAYMENT ADULTS CH.IULDRE.N.

2.-
3.

I .SUTAREAF-CIE

(DAE AT .~o-~lE. 01 CO.T DIE'. IT 1.11 A 1
AREW A==
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CLEaBCAL SERVICES PROCEDURES FOB REDmzEBmINATIONS

The processes for recurrents are much simpler than those for applications.
The recurrent 302's are sent to the Research and Resources Unit where the
Medicaid eligibility forms (127's) are updated to reflect any chlanges, and any
changes are keypunched to update statistical information. The 302 is then sent
to Business Services where it is signed and forwarded to the State. If a case is
to be closed, it is then sent to the proper closed files and Registration notes on
the master card that the case is closed and where it has been closed. If a 303 is
necessary, Typing and Clerical types it and forwards it to Business Services.

Chairman GRTITHs. OK. When we send back this record to each
of you to correct, Mr. Meadows, would you send any additional forms
that you might have?

Mr. MEADOWS. Yes.
(The forms referred to follow:)
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FORK 1001

FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT Or FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
AUTHORIZATION OF CLOSURE - GENERAL ASSISTANCE

A. Race Number in Family Case Number
Name of

B. Recipient
First Middle List

Mailing
C. Address

CASE CLOEED

Reason for Closure

Effective Month of

Date Investigation Completed

VISITOR APPROVED
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PCDFACS 1000 (Rev. 2/60)

Re-in4-nt

AITrHICRIZATICN FCR PAWMENT

Address a ---

Total Needs 5 Income $ Deficit No. in Grant

Instructions for Pavwent Ai3SD Record of Payment

Pay as indicated below to Recipients
Eligi- through $

bility through $

Dates through $__

Also make payment tos

Eligi- through S

bility through $S

Dates through $

* nereny ..er..tiny... tn e recp rict Rnty A l OXlA n eec~
I nereuy certity Ape ppg r va-ls Code

PWWI Supv. Approval Code

Race_

Date Invt. Completed

A. Applicant/Recipient of OAA or Food Program (If OAA denied, code continued GA as A)
A-i. Case active with VR

B. Applicant/Recipient of AB or Food Program (If AB denied, code continued GA as B)
B-i. Case active with VR

C. Applicant/Recipient of AFDC or Food Program (If AD denied, code continued GA as C)
C-i. Case active with VR
C-2. Custody

D. Applicant/Recipient of AD or Food Program (If AD denied, code continued GA as D)
D-i. Case active with VR

E. Emergency (Not involved as Applicant/Recipient of AABD, AFDC, or Food Program)
E-1. Homeless Fulton County Resident
E-2. Pregnancy
E-3. Dispossessory
E-4. Emergency assistance to employables
E-5. Other (specify)

P. Other
F-i. Transient care, including temporary care in shelters, overnight lodging, etc.
F-2. Applications for Medical Care and/or Burial only
F-3. Payments to vendors for Medical Care and/or Burial

F-4. Foster care of children in family homes or institutions

r'se No. 60-
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PCDPW 103
(Rev. 5-57)

FULTON COUNTY IIPARTID1T OF FAMILY
AND CDHILERN SEICES

APPLICATION FOR GENERAL ASSISTANCE

I, the undersigned, do hereby declare that I am now residing
in Fulton County, Georgia.

I further declare that I am currently in need of financial assist-
ance and request the Department to determine my eligibility to receive
General Assistance to meet these needs. Furthermore, I believe that I
have inadequate resources with which to meet my current living expenses.

I understand that a representative of the Departent shall inves-
tigate fully my personal residence, resources and the ability of other
family members and relatives to assist me.

I will cooperate fully in the above investigation by providing the
Department's representative with all information requested of me insofar
an is possible.

Date of Application Signature or Mark of Applicant

Signature of Witness of Mark

Case No. 60-

(This application must be signed in ink.)
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INTERIM 160

REQUEST FOR SERVICES

Check those problems below with which you would like help from your caseworker. If
you check any areas, an appointment will be made with you soon.

MEDICAL

Information about Medicaid coverage; special health problems of any member of family;
information about clinics that are available, time, place, etc.; help with household
work or care of children because of illness; need to hire personal care attendant
(limited nursing care at home); nursing home care.

| LEGAL

Information about available legal services - legal problems such as: Eviction; land-
lord/tenant problems; public housing; sales contracts; debts; garnishments; divorce
(where child custody is involved); custody; child support or legitimation.

D IMPROVEMENT OF LIVING CONDITIONS AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Need to find better living arrangements; repairs to home; personal relationships
with family members.

D SCHOOLING

Problems children are experiencing in school; need for special schooling; tutoring;
classes for adults.

L JOB TRAINING/JOB PLACEMENT

Information about training available in community; information about or referral to
employment office; other problems connected with working mothers; child care while
you work.

EZ CARE OF FAMILY

Meal planning - nutrition, food purchasing; budgeting; clothing needs; discipline
of children; special needs of children or family.

Z FAMILY PLANNING

Information about the birth control pill or other methods; information about clinics-
time and place.
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D TRANSPORTATION

To doctor, clinics, or for surplus food.

0 OTHER PROBLEMS NOT LISTED ABOVE (DESCRIBE HERE)

3 I did not mark any of the above. I do not wish any services other than money
payment.

Sign Here:

Date:

' FOR COUNTY DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:

Case Number

Telephone Number

Name:

Address:

Date Referred to Service Worker:

-
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Form 519 G9r ia Dasrsmnt of Hover R--urs
(7 721 AFDC EMPLOYMENT ASSESSMENT

Case Name Case Number

County Deptr-tmet Date

Case Worker

A- Race: 1 -White; 2 -Black; 3 = Americas Indian; 4 - Oriental; 5 -Other
B. Spanish Surname: I = Mexican Amorican; 2 = Puerto Rican; 3 - Other Spanish; 4 = Not Spaoish in Origin
C. Assistance Steturs 1- Applicant; 2 -Recipient

IN APPLICABLE ITEMS OF "D., REPORT FOR ALL PERSONS WHOSE NEEDS ARE INCLUDED IN THE
ASSISTANCE PAYMENT:
D. Number of Persons Included In the A ist Payment

1. Number of Persons Registered for employment (Enter number(s) on this line and in applicable boo(es) belom):
C a. Father (Name & I.D. Number)

M ( Date Registered -Month and Year)
Other Person(s) (Prefix M' if Mandatory; "V' if Volunteer):
[b. l Name& I.D. Number)

(Date Registered-- Month amd Year)

C (Name & I.D. Number)

(Date Registered - Month and Year)
Cd. {Name & I.D. Number)

(Date Registered -Month and Year)
Ce. (Name & I.D. Number)

(Date Registered - Month and Year)
2. Number of Persons Assessed as Exempt From Registration By Reason of -(Enter number(s) on this line and in

applicable box(es) belom):
Lie. Being child(ren) under age 16y b. Being child(ren) 16 to 16 attending school full-time

c. Being ill (Name & I.D. Number)
d. Being aged (Name & I.D. Numberw

a. Being incapacitated and referred to VR (Name & I.D. Number)
f. Having illness or incapacity of another member of household (Name & I.D. Number)

nC . Having child under 6 yve of age (Name of mother or caretaker & I.D. Number)

Ch. Being remote from WIN Program
C1 i. Having male relative registered in WIN (Name & 1.D. Number)

3. Number of Persons Whose Registration Status is Not Determinable (Must be resolved mithin 30 days)
(Name & I.D. Number)

E. Number of Person Who Refused to Register (Enter number(s) on this line snd in applicable box(m) belowe):H 1. Father (Name & I.D. Number)
2. Mother (Name & I.D. Number)
3. Other Adult (Name & I.D. Number)
4. Child muer 16 (Name & I.D. Number)

06gDrigenl R.- 'Hw as been adroed of law ri-gt to volunteer for rgrsttion.Ha Rug R.v1wded
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For 619
R= Sid. INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 519: AFDC EMPLOYMENT ASSESSMENT

This form is prepared in duplicate to represent the employment assessment
status of the case at the time eligibility is determined. A new form should be
prepared whenever there is a change in the registration status of any member in
the assistance group.

The original is to be filed in the case record, and the copy is to be sent
to the Statistics Section, State Office, for use in preparing required reports.

Case Name Enter the name of the case as it appears on County
records, surname first.

Case Number Enter the case number, including code, serial,
suffix and symbol.

County Department Enter the name of the County Department preparing
the Assessment.

Date Enter the date of this Assessment as Month, Day
and Year. (Example: June 1, 1972 = 06 01 72)

Case Worker The case worker preparing this Assessment should sign
in the space provided.

Part A. Race Enter the code applicable in the space provided.

Part B. Spanish Surname Enter code 1, 2 or 3 to show the type Spanish surname,
or code 4 if surname is not Spanish in origin.

Part C. Assistance Status Enter the code applicable in the space provided to
indicate case status as either applicant or recipient.

Part C. Number of Persons Enter the number of individuals included in the AFDC
Included in assistance payment. This is the sum of items D.1.,
Assistance Payment D.2, and D.3.

D.1. Number of Persons Registered. Sub-items l.a.
through l.e. should total to the number entered
in the space for item 1.
NOTE: The Prefix "M" (Mandatory Registration)
or "V" (Voluntary Registration) is to be used to
indicate whether that individual's registration
is mandatory or voluntary under Public Law 92-223.

D.2. Number of Persona Asesea lExempt. Sub-items
.a. through 2.i. should total to the number

entered in the space for item 2.

D.3. Registration Status Not Determinable. Enter the
number of persons in the space provided to the
left, as in items 1. and 2. above.

Part E. Number of Persons Enter the number of individuals who refused to register
Who Refused to in the WIN Program. This is the total of items E.l.
Register through E.4.
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Ul UI

PART A

CACEft NUMBER IC." tbrW .Sy."? Cvn )CASE NAME

Z| | I~l~lIII~i]IJI4S 1| 4| SEX [
LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INIT. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER M F

| ||| 
7

OATE OF |F| F|I I ~~~~~~~~~~J J BIRTH
ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP COUNTY CODE Mo. y,,

S. HIGHEST m .LABOR m N MP. = 1.YT
au 9. SCHOOL m 10. FORCE NFATHER

GRADE STATUS
TELEPHONE .LMo. Y. No Y. N.

I GROUP . SPANISH SURNAME

Wlft Nw. Am od. OHi n o l- M.o. Am. P-no Oh.

I FAMILY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _tt REGISTRANrS |
CO....ITIOtt | | l l l l I CSTATUS

TS AP A4. Al AU. AB MM". Vo.INS_ 6915 ISt20 21 .s 650 & O

17. MDNTHS ONE1 1i MONTHSESINCE LAST E~lRECEIVING FFWELFARE MU la FULL.TIME JOB 19 FOOD STAMPS V.m.
VYn No

REGISTRATION STATEMENT. I HEREBY REGISTER FOR MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT AS REQUIRED BY SECTION
<b10 Mt OF THlE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT Al AMENDED IN 1571, AB A CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR AFOC BENEFITS.

ISI n of R nl IDMn of Signo,.)

ADIRESS OP ORIGINATING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS ADDRESS OF WIN OFFICE
DFCS OFFICE

bllto.w of A - P.Fyn.oM Staf Mfotn1) lD.I_

PART t

IL REGISTRANT STATU CHANGU:

0Bw Isidlyll

El Ro~~~Afuoed io FllPuo.RlChod tB U Rod to EIxIIIPoSMt i LfttlWolflon. OWf h

PREPARE INf TWIPLICA M:

Or"Ilns te GSES W dN:sklore E Nto .rhnllnfadW Un/It; nd Vp/skoe to asoIstnce pamnh I? aSE ft-&ffV
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

PROPERTY AND INCOME
C A SE N A MR E R ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A. SWORN STATEMENT OF PROPERTY AND INCOME

STATE OP GORGI COUNTY O _

GEORGIA DO SOLD. NLY SWEAR, FOR PURPOSC OF DETERMINING

ELIGIBILITY FOR RECEIPT HF_ __ AT I DO N ACK
ANY PROPERTY I..L AN.O.. .ERO.AL OR INCOME -YCER TOGS ROAR WHICO I HATE CONCORD ASS DESCRIBED E-LOW

REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY ICEECH AND DESCRIRE APPROPRIATE ITEMSI

, HOME PLACE

o . OTHER REAL ESTATE_

o1 * CASH_
o1 N STOCKS-
o1 . BONDS
o RM ONEYTLOASEDOU

El S. TRACES
ol ID. YARD LOCHISERT

o3 B. BOATS.

o 12.OH POE I C
C] olDTE PDERrIsc.r

INCOME -CEDO ASH DESCRIBE APPROPRIARE ITESI

F1 I WAGES
o Z ROOHERS A./.R BOARDERS.

H. RENTAL FROM PROPERTY IL-DR. SONSE. ... R.E.TB. (RH I

E 4 LEASES OL. E PR IDR LUONS. RET IC_-

o N SMALL .SA-NESC

o 5 FARM
o 0. PENSIONS AND ESEFITS IET.RENTBEPIrlTB. ADS*. R DTP DTs EIC

o2 9 OTHER INCOUE ISPHEcIPT

I SWEAR AND DECLARE THE ASHE FACTS TO RE TREE ASH APl" MT SIGNATURE OSR MASH ERETO. IS TlE PFRESENCE o THE ANDERSIGNED

WITNESS. ON TO'S RYE _________DAY OPFS___

-I ..

I... -Z.-E 71-1
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PROPERTY AND INCOME

a. EVIDENCE OF INCOME

5 OF CE1 FA- -E .o
..... N ..... E EVE-. ..T D.C

C. EVIDENCE OF RESERVES

TIIE .1 ..... IE .1 SO RCE .OF DENCE. FATO ECOTARL...ED DATE C
TYPE OF RESERVE FARM OTHEF EVENTS. ANC EVIDENCE ORTAINE A

,m SAVINGXXXXXXX_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rs~EcI1sVXXXXXXX IX

XI.......I.. L __X

-_ _ _ _ [ C O O H I C V _ _ _ i i _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I L-NEF AMONT FROM FORM I 10. 'LIST NET AMOUNT FROM FORM IR. JLIST ONLY CASH VALUE COS.I.ERE. A9 RESEVE.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 9

CTROO ETIRSMSRR _11 -T . - IAIRi I

... 1.11 ..C...

1. -...

.. ...... . .......

.. ...- I... I--

11 ..

II 11
I ..

t2a CONTRIB�10N%

.I.

-.F ....-

=

I...-1,1-t 7-

.. .. L .. -.. BUIES

-

s
AOO--OAL - .... TION _
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FCDFACS 130-G
(Rev. 9-68)

Case Number 60-

Application Date

Applicant

Address

Previously Known to Agency? ________Reason for last closure__

Referred by

A. Crisis Precipitating Application-

B. How Managed Prior to Crisis and Since Crisis Occurreds
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FCDFACS 130-0

Page 2

C. Residence: From To

Whom to contact:

Verification:

D. Rent:

Amount: To Whom Paid:

E. Claiming Disability: Disabled?

In Treatment? Yes No

If In Treatment, Where?

F. Grady Clinic Numbers:

G. Last Work Experience:

H. Child Care Plan Available? Yes No * If yes, who and

Where?

Amount paid. Child tnder 3 yrs. of age?

I. Relatives:

1. Responsible in Home:

2. Non-responsible in Home:

3. Responsible Out of Home:

#26 sent to:

Otherwise verified:
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FCDFACS 130-G

Page 3

J. Reserves and Resources:

K. Things for Applicant to dot

I. Things for Caseworker to dot

Forms Completed:

103 106 - 117 _ _ 181-1 _ 517 -

103-C _ 109 133 _ _181-2

103-G 112 159 8 18

Surplus Food Referral? If No, reason why client did not wish Surplus

Foods

Vocational Rehabilitation Referral?

M. Comments:
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FCDFACS 13(-0

Page h

Caseworker

Date Investigation Compnleted

G.A. Approved. Yes No
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CONTACT SHEET

CASE NME

CASE NU U_ __R

DATE WORKER TYPE CONTACT: OI TC NV

DATE WORKER TYPE CONTACT: 01 TC RV

DATE WORKER TYPE CONTACT: 01 TC HV

DFACS-501



Chairman GRIFFITHs. Georgia law requires mothers who apply for
ADC on behalf of illegitimate children to give in writing under oath
the full name and last known address of the father of the children.
Do you routinely require mothers who apply for ADC to name the
father of any illegitimate child, and do they name them?

Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Mrs. VICKERS. That's the form 159. If they do not know who the

father is they have to write a statement as to why.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If the mother refuses to name the father of

the child, what action do you take?
Mrs. VICKERS. She's not eligible.
Chairman GRIHS. She is just not eligible and that takes care of

it?
Mrs. VICKERS. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Is there any attempt to contact the

father before ADC is approved?
Miss SPENCER. When they give a last known address or place of

employment or some leading information that might possibly help to
contact the father, I try before certification.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If the father is not contributing to the family
support, is the mother required to take legal action?

Miss SPENCER. Only if all other efforts fail is she advised to take
legal action.

Chairman GRIFITrHS. You raised the following situation earlier.
Suppose the father is married to another woman and supporting
four children. Then a woman names him as the father of her child
and he is hauled down to court and required to support that child too.
Isn't the real truth that he may abandon the first four kids and
you will have to take them on ADC? Do you have a chance to use
judgment in it or not?

Mrs. VICKERS. Yes; we do. In some cases the mother might be afraid
that by getting child support from the father he'll get visiting priv-
ileges, and she may be afraid of some harm that would come from him
to her and the children which has not come to her in the past. We
would not force her into putting herself and the dependent children
into a dangerous situation like this. If there is a good reason for the
father not to support, for instance, if the father is in school, he is not
reuired by law to support.

Chairman GRITHS. If he's in school?
Mrs. VICKERS. If he's a student and he has no income.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, I think he shoud get an education, but

I also think the little pregnant girl should be educated too. They
have the greatest responsibility of anybody, they should be educated
first.

Is it an intake, service, or continuing eligibility worker who is re-
sponsible for efforts to try to locate, contact, and get support from
fathers? Who does it?

Mrs. VIC1KERS. The service workers.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The service worker.
In February of this year a private consulting firm reported to the

Georgia Department of Family and Children Services on how to
improve the collection and enforcement of support payments within
the State. This firm found that the caseworkers' caseloads are too
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large to allow them to give the necessary time to child support activ-
ities. Do you agree?

Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Miss Spencer, do you think that is right?
Miss SPENCER. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mrs. Vickers?
Mrs. VICKERS. Recently we have had a change in our system and

there are three mandatory services: employment and training for the
women whose children are over 3 years old; child support for anyone
who is not getting it; and protective services if there is any case of
abuse or neglect of the children. And if there is any one of these three
factors in any certain case, we have to open a service case. And we
also open service cases if they request services. But even if they don't
request services and they are not getting child support from the father,
we open a service case.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. The Georgia law provides that aid to depend-
ent children shall be provided to dependent children living in a suit-
able family home. How does the welfare department define a "suit-
able home?" Did you know that was the law?

Mr. MEADOWS. I think probably what that means is that in order
to receive assistance for a child, there must be a relationship there.
What I mean is, say the mother has abandoned and the father has
abandoned, and somebody else wants to receive assistance for the
child. It must be a family member within a certain degree of rela-
tionship which is set forth in the manual. A grandmother can receive
for a child but a cousin can't. That's what I would think it meant. I
have read that and that is what I would interpret it to mean.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
In King v. Smith, decided by the Supreme Court in 1968, the Court

held that States may not deny AFDC assistance to dependent chil-
dren on the basis of the mother's alleged immorality or to discourage
illegitimate births. Do you ever, or have you ever denied assistance
to a family where the mother is "immoral ?" Do you have any protec-
tive payments to families-do you pay the money to a friend who then
sees that the children are taken care of?

Mr. MEADOWS. There is a provision for that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. There is a provision, do you have any such

cases, Mrs. Robinson?
Mrs. ROBINSON. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You do?
Mrs. ROBINSON. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Does it work?
Mrs. ROBINSON. As far as I've heard, it does.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I was not very impressed with that provision.

I was on the Ways and Means Committee when we added that amend-
ment and to me it sounded pretty silly. It seemed to me that if you
discovered a family incompetent to handle its funds, it was probably
going to have incompetent friends, too. I didn't understand exactly
how that was going to work.

Mrs. ROBINSON. In the cases I have known of it is not friends, it's
another relative generally. The one that comes to mind most quickly
is a case where the mother is incapacitated, she's mentally retarded,
and she has several children and she lives with her mother. The grand-
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mother is the protective payee for the daughter and the daughter's
children.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. Do you have neglect complaints, are they
called in to you?

Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you do when you have complaints

about neglect. Let me give you an example. I was talking with a
young man in Washington the other day who told me that the woman
living right across from him had six children and was drawing
AFDC. Every morning at 8 o'clock she put all six kids out in the
yard, locked the doors, and they were not permitted back in until
suppertime because she spent the day prostituting. Finally one of the
neighbors was so fed up with the whole thing that she called the
welfare department and the police. Do you have calls like this or
do the police get them, and if you get such calls, what do you do?

Mrs. VICKERS. We would investigate this, or a worker from the
Division of Children and Youth would investigate it. They handle
a good many protective service cases.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is there such a thing as removing these chil-
dren from the mother's control?

Mrs. VIcKERs. Yes. But I don't believe we can authorize that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you do it, Miss Brady?
Miss BRADY. If the woman is receiving AFDC, and I were the serv-

ice worker, it would be my responsibility to go out and investigate the
situation as thoroughly as possible. That includes talking with the
mother to see if it wasn't just a crank call on the part of the neighbor.
If the neighbor's facts were verified, then with the help of my super-
visor, it would be my responsibility to follow up and file a petition at
juvenile court for the emergency removal of these children and place-
ment with the Department or in foster care until the situation was
either remedied to the point where the children could go back or there
was some other resolution for it. This is assuming that the judge agrees
with us.

Chairman GRFFITHS. I see. With a family on AFDC where a
daughter of 14 becomes pregnant, have you ever filed a neglect petition
against her own mother ?

Miss BRADY. No. And I don't think I would in that instance unless
there was some other problem. This is a matter of judgment. But I
wouldn't file a neglect petition because the daughter became pregnant.
That would be discriminating against the welfare recipient.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why isn't it neglect?
Miss BRADY. The mother is not with the daughter 24 hours a day. I

don't think you can consider a mistake a case of neglect. Maybe it's a
one-time mistake.

Chairman GRIMTHS. Supposing she has the first baby at 13, and
the next daughter comes along and she has a baby at 14, and another
daughter at 15. Isn't that an unsuitable home?

Miss BRADY. That is becoming one now. I would probably talk with
the mother to see if she has discussed birth control with her daughters.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Who decides if a recipient is employable, do
you, Mrs. Vickers, Miss Spencer, Mr. Meadows, who decides that?

Mrs. VICKERS. We base this on the age of the children and the appli-
cant's ability to work.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. What does the clili's age have to be?
Mrs. VICKERS. If her youngest child is over 3, she is employable.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is over what?
Mrs. VICKERS. Three years old. She's employable unless she has some

type of physical disability and we have to call on medical information
to determine this.

Chairman GRIFFrTHS. I would like to tell you that I am the only
person on the Ways and Means Committee who believes that the
mother should go to work no matter what the age of the child, because
the real truth is that the middle-class mother is already doing that.
Finally one of the men who had a very valuable secretary who had a
baby and came back to work 4 weeks after the baby was born-and she
was paying taxes to support everybody else-decided too that it might
be a good idea if we stopped talking about the age of the child and
actually gave these women a chance to work. The truth is, it's a dis-
crimination against them. Yes?

Miss SPENCER. I agree with that, too, but the people whom we are
talking about don't have enough free nurseries. If they had some-
where to put their children it might work, but as the situation is
now I think they should be allowed adequate time for securing child
care. This would not necessarily be age 3 because there are a lot of
mothers who find places or people to care for their children if they
really want to work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you know that all over the world, not
just this country but all over the world, they have found that mothers
don't like to put their kids in nursery schools or in day care centers.
The most beautiful center I ever saw in a poverty area in Singapore
that made any poverty area in America look like elegance and afflu-
ence, and they had a hard time getting those women to bring their
kids into that day care center. It was beautiful, absolutely beautiful.
But you have a difficult time, mothers generally make arrangements
for their own children.

If you decide that a person is employable, where do you refer her,
Mr. Meadows?

Mr. MEADOWS. As an intake worker if she asks me about places
to go for employment I would refer her, depending upon her back-
ground, what kind of job she indicated an interest in, and her ability
and educational background, to maybe a private employment agency
or the State labor department. But as intake workers now with the
separation of eligibility and services coming about, I would not be
required to necessarily refer her anywhere. What would be done is
a request for casework services. She could indicate that she desired
and was interested in job training and/or placement, and a service
case would be opened, and the service worker would work with her
toward employment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And when the new WIN amendment goes
into effect July 1, what's going to happen? Is that the way it is going
to work?

Mr. MEADows. That is the way we started doing it in May.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you tell women about the disregard of

work expenses and the 30-plus-one-third work incentive so they know
they can increase their income by working?
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Miss SPENCER. No. Sometimes when they call up about an explana-
tion as to why they were denied and explain that they can't live off
the small amount of income they make on the job, I sometimes ex-
plain it to them then. But just in the application, I don't.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You don't. Do you?
Mrs. VICKERS. No; not usually, unless they ask. If they ask me

what would happen if they went to work, I explain it to them.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I urge you to tell them all, explain it to them

because it's really there to urge women to go to work, to give them
a chance to go to work. What we're trying to find out is whether
there is an incentive to go to work and whether this really will help
them go to work. Maybe it would do that.

Did you want to ask some questions, Mr. Blackburn?
Representative BLACKBURN. Just a couple of things have come to

mind here during your questioning period.
I feel that one of the most descriminated against group in America

is social security recipients. They are people who have worked, they
have contributed, their employers have contributed, and then, when
they are old and get the social security, we say, "If you go out and
work, we're going to take your social security away from you." Do
any of you know of instances where this creates a hardship; that is,
where you have some elderly couple and the man might like to get a
job somewhere, but he finds out that, if he does work, they take away
his social security? Have any of you ever run into that?

Miss SPENCER. I think I've handled about three cases of that nature.
it has actually happened to specifically one man that's disabled. He
was receiving social security and then he started back to work. Con-
sequently, his grant was terminated. Soon after that he wasn't able to
work any more, so he didn't have any income, and came in to apply
for assistance with us. He had reapplied for social security, but at that
time he did not know if he would be able to get it.

Representative BLACKBURN. Along the line that Mrs. Griffiths has
mentioned, and I think it is important, too, that you discuss with your
recipients the advantages of working, and that they will be able to
retain some of their earnings. Do you think that the 30 plus one-third
is an adequate incentive for someone to go to work? Should it be
changed on a more graduated scale? Should we increase that $30
deduction, and then, instead of having a one-third deduction, have a
10-percent deduction on the first additional $50 and then gradually
go up until they have worked out of it? Do you think we should have
the loss of welfare benefits on a more graduated scale? From what
I understand, if you take into account the free school lunches and the
free milk and the medicaid, these are right substantial financial advan-
tages for a family. If a person is working and they get to the threshold
where, if they make another $10 a month it all goes, then they are
going to have an incentive not to earn another $10 a month because
they are going to lose perhaps $75 a month in benefits. Do you have
any facts about that, making the reduction in benefits on a more
graduated scale?

Miss BRADY. Yes, I do agree with you on that. It takes a while for
a family on welfare, when a mother does start to work, to get on her
feet, and I don't think we should pull the rug out from under her quite
as suddenly as we have to sometimes. Our exemptions should be either
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greater or on a graduated scale, like you say. Another one of the bene-
fits of welfare besides the money is the medicaid. If a mother goes to
work and is making enough to pay the rent and buy the food, if she
does not have big medical bills she can get by. But there have been
many times when I have tried to help a client figure out how they can
get just a dollar of welfare because they need the medicaid so badly
for five or six children.

Representative BLACKBURN. You mean to pay for their share of
medicaid?

Miss BRADY. The only way a recipient can get medicaid is to be
eligible for a check also, and it does not depend on the amount of the
check. It can be as small as a dollar.

Representative BLACKBURN. So if you can justify under your regu-
lations a $1 monthly payment, then that triggers these other benefits?

Miss BRADY. Then the medicaid goes with it.
Representative BLACKBURN. Has anyone computed the value of these

other benefits? Of course, I know no one figure is going to answer
because some have greater medical expenses than others. But, cer-
tainly the free lunch, the free breakfast, the milk, and these things
could be computed.

Miss BRADY. That's very good for the children, but also consider the
disabled adults and the aged adults who are living alone and getting
just enough social security to get by. If we can give them just a dol-
lar of welfare, they can get medicaid, and they are the ones who have
terrific medical bills as a rule.

Chairman GRIFFInrS. The subcommittee's first staff study, showed
what benefits a woman with three children on four programs would
receive in New York, Detroit, Chicago, and Atlanta. And it works out
to the fact that most of the time she is doing quite a lot better than
she would be if she were working and could not receive welfare sup-
plementation.

Representative BLACKBURN. At the rate she could expect to earn?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. At the rate she could expect to earn.
Representative BLACKBURN. You mentioned that you are using

the services of the Internal Revenue Service to help locate fathers
who have abandoned their children. In about what percentage of the
abandonment cases are you being successful in locating the fathers,
and how long does it take? I'm just wondering, with Internal Rev-
enue Service, for example, if a man moves to another city he will not
personally file an income tax return until the end of the year. So
you've got a built-in timelag, haven't you, before you can find him.
Or is it possible that they find him by reason of his employer deduct-
ing and paying into Internal Revenue? How long does it take in your
general experience and how successful has it been?

Mr. MEADOWS. Here again, that is not one of the responsibilities that
we as eligibility and intake people perform. I've never done that
myself, try to locate a father through either Social Security or Inter-
nal Revenue, because that is a function of the service worker who
handles the case on an ongoing basis. As soon as I determine that a
person is eligible, I get as much information about the whereabouts
of the father as I can to pass on to the service worker. Once I have
done that, I don't know the results of any search for the father.
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Representative BLAcKBuRN. So it is not within your sphere of ac-
tivity then to find out, so you would have no basis on which to guess
or give us an estimate.

Chairman GyIumrns. Mrs. Robinson, can you give us a brief de-
scription of what your job entails and at what point cases come to
you?

Mrs. RoBINsoN. As an eligible worker I handle the redetermina-
tions for AFDC and aid to the aged, blind, and disabled (AABD)
cases. In this particular role, the AFDC cases are reviewed every 6
months and up until now we have received a computer printout, and
they are divided among the eligibility workers. Up until now we have
been averaging around 50 recurrents a month with about 80 percent
of those being AFDC cases. What we usually do is mail out a form
to schedule appointments for the AFDC cases. There is a mandatory
personal contact with all AFDC clients at the time of their redeter-
mination. We schedule these appointments either at the client's home
or at our office or wherever is convenient for the clients. If he is work-
ing and he can't get off his job any way to make a visit at his home or
at our office, we might arrange to go out there to see him on his lunch
hour or something like this.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. With your workload, are you able to keep
current with your redetermination reviews which HEW requires?

Mrs. ROBINsON. We have to.
Chairman GRIrTHrrs. Do you get behind?
Mrs. ROBINSON. We manage to get them done when they are sup-

posed to be done.
Chairman GR~IFTEs. I see. You are also responsible for making

any changes in grant levels and so forth between these redetermination
reviews, aren't you?

Mrs. ROBINSON. We do special reviews, right.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Do people often voluntarily report that their

incomes have gone down and their grant should be larger?
.Mrs. ROBINSON. Yes; more so than the other way.
Chairman GRiOWrrHs. They are not so apt to tell you that their in-

come has gone up; is that it?
Mrs. ROBINSON. A lot of them do, but it tends to be more the other

way.
Chairman GRIFFms. I see. In Your really excellent statement you

say that you perform special reviews. What are these special reviews?
Mrs. ROBINSON. Any changes in circumstances that would affect the

amount of the grant, or the disposition of the check. Say for instance,
if a client moves, his check would be going to the wrong address. He
would call in and we would change the address. If in moving, the
household composition has also changed, this might affect the amount
of the grant. So we work a new budget on him. If they had an in-
crease in income we would have to verify the amount of the income. If
they recently acquired a job we have to verify the amount of their
wages and any work expenses they have to go along with this job.
Medical and social reports also often come as special reviews. In
AFDC cases if the mother has a child that is 3 years old or older she
is supposed to be working. If she is not able to work then we do what
we call a medical-social report. We interview the client and determine
how her particular incapacity affects her ability to hold a job. This
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might be either social incapacities, as we call them, and/or medical.
Social incapacities are things that are outside what the physician
would find that would also affect the client's ability to hold a job-for
instance, if this client lived in a rural section of Georgia, say she might
have 10 children, she lives 10 miles from the nearest city. No public
transportation, no private transportation is readily available. It would
be almost impossible for her to find somebody to keep the kids, and
then she would have to walk 15 miles to get to a bus to go someplace to
look for a job. So this might be considered a social incapacity. For a
medical incapacity, we get the necessary medical information. If the
client has a private physician we call and try to arrange a medical
report from the physician. If she doesn't, she is scheduled into our
clinic at the county hospital and we make an appointment for her to
have a medical appointment with the doctor. We get the medical infor-
mation back. In AFDC cases we then have to consider the information
and try to determine whether this client is able to secure employment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you ever find cases where maybe the client
has faked some of this, or where a client who really didn't want to
work made himself pretty obnoxious to an employer?

Mrs. ROBINSON. To an employer or to a physician?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. To an employer or to a physician.
Mrs. ROBINSON. Yes. On the employment situation though we ask

them, if they have a child over 3, "Do you have a job?" "No." "Are
you looking for employment?" "Yes." If they are looking for employ-
ment, the conditions are that they be employed, in training, or seeking
employment. If they are looking for employment we don't have very
much to do but take their word for it.

Chairman GRIFFrrHS. You argued for specialization among service
workers in order to give clients better service. Would you elaborate on
that a little?

Mrs. ROBINSON. Yes. I feel that perhaps if a service worker were
dealing with specific areas of services, say for instance, finding employ-
ment for a certain category of client, say a woman who is middle aged
and has very little formal education, I think that the worker could
become more familiar with all the resources that are available. By
continually working with these same type clients, she might get a
better background of what is available to them-having caseworkers
dealing with 20 or 30 employable or trainable women, trying to get to
all the resources that are available

Chairman GRIFFITHS. For AFDC families you require verification
of income which a client reports, but do you do any research for
unreported sources?
. Mrs. ROBINSON. The size of our caseload makes this rather prohib-

itive. I had a case where there was a certain young lady who had
one child. She did not claim any income. She had an apartment, the
rent was, say-I don't remember, maybe $80 a month. She had a tele-
phone. She got $79 a month. And to me it seemed a little bit ridiculous
that she could claim only $79 a month but was paying $75 a month rent,
plus the telephone, and she had to buy food. So I called her up and
asked her how much child support she was getting, and she told me
then that she was getting such and such amount of child support.

And I wanted to mention about locating fugitive fathers. I think if
the rules were a little less punative to the mothers, they might be more
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willing to give us information about the whereabouts. A lot of times
I'm sure that the mothers have an idea where these men may be located,
but I'm sure in the back of their mind they are thinking, "If I give
them information and they find him, he might give me $10 for 2 months
and then I might not hear from him anymore. But my welfare check
will go down, and then I'm not getting that and I'm not getting this
either. So it would be better for me not to bother with him at all and
I can be assured of getting my welfare check."

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's correct. Welfare is really considerably
more dependable than a husband.

Representative BLACKBURN. My wife hasn't said that.
Mrs. ROBINSON. You may not be able to depend on a certain amount,

but you can depend on something.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I was watching a TV program one night and

there flashed on the screen, "The wages of sin are tax free." That's
quite true. Welfare has been used as a cover in some instances to hide
various kinds of illegal income. For instance, I noticed that in one
of the eastern cities a woman who was on ADC and had been for
years was, in fact the largest distributor of heroin in the whole city.
Now, would you be able to locate any sort of crime like that, or
would you point it out, point out any questionable thing to the police
department?

Mrs. ROBINSON. If we uncovered it. I'm sure in a situation such as
that the person involved must know to do the necessary things, where
we would not have time necessarily to investigate. If, for instance, a
recurrent is due and the lady calls and says she wants to come into
the office to complete the forms, then there is no reason for an eligi-
bility. worker to go out to the home, since the woman says she wants
to come in. Even if we do go out to the home, it's only for this one
particular segment of time. She could, you know, cover that up quite
easily.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In your statement you say:
We tell a client that in order to remain eligible for assistance, she must lose

30 pounds. So we give her a few dollars and a card which entitles her to 50
pounds of flour, peanut butter, rice, cheese, beans, cornmeal, butter and grits.

Under what conditions would you actually require someone to lose
weight in order to remain eligible?

Mrs. ROBINSON. If she's a mother with a child over 3 years old and
she says she cannot work, we send her to the doctor. The doctor says
that he will not grant disability to her because she has been in to him
before and she was told to lose a certain amount of weight and she has
not followed through, so that he feels that she should not be given dis-
ability. So we tell the lady, "The doctor says if you don't lose 30 pounds
that you're going to be required to go to work." The lady might have a
long list of other problems too.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You know, I think I'm going to have to start
a new campaign. I think we're being unfair to fat people. I find out
that in the WIN program in Detroit they actually refused to permit
people to enroll in WIN who were too fat. I think that's unconscion-
able. What has that to do with whether you can work or not? And you
say that the recipient:

Can't get into WIN because she has a hangnail on her toe or one of her kids
has a cold.
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Mrs. ROBINSON. A slight exaggeration, but-
Chairman GRIFFITrS. Are they that rigid about minor ailments?
Mrs. ROBINSON. One of the most common denials is slight urinary

tract infection; or slight pelvic inflammatory disease. Most people at
one time or another might have a urinary tract infection. It doesn't
prevent very many people from continuing their usual daily activities.
But it does prevent a client from getting into a training program
which is WIN.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You comment that since you don't have AFDC
training for unemployed fathers or for working men whose earnings
are very low, it encourages men to leave their wives. Actually, I think
this has to be said loud and clear. How many homes do you think that
this kind of rule has broken up?

Mrs. ROBINSON. I couldn't give you a number, but I imagine it's
quite a few.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. A percentage of your cases.
Let me ask, you mention also the high turnover of employees in your

job. How high is the turnover?
Mrs. ROBINSON. In my particular position a great deal of the workers

have a degree, and when it comes time, whenever someone sees fit, they
are promoted. And when they are promoted, it's a promotion to either
intake or to services. I've been in my particular unit since September
and there have been some additional positions added, but there are
three of us who are still there, and there are now seven positions. I
think there have been two promotions, one resignation. There will be
another two or three that will be up for promotion within 6 months.
They will not necessarily be promoted at that time, but they will be
eligible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When you have new regulations put out, how
are you made aware of them?

Mrs. ROBINSON. By a manual transmittal.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have any meetings among the workers?
Mrs. ROBINSON. We have meetings where we go over new procedures

and policies.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Miss Brady, could you describe the home-

maker's service and who is eligible for it?
Miss BRADY. In our agency we have two homemaking divisions. One

takes care of the mothers with children and the other one is in the
model cities part of the city. The model cities one is the one T'in con-
nected with right now. To be eligible for a homemaker in this par-
ticular division, the person must live within the model cities area. We
service aged and disabled people who are living alone, or two disabled
people together. A mother.with children we refer to the other depart-
ment. The person must not have access to relatives or friends who could
come in and perform this service for them. The aim is to help a person
maintain his/her home. If we were not in the home they would prob-
ably have to be in a hospital or a nursing home or some type of
institution.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In my opinion it's a very valuable service.
Miss BRADY. It's one of the most valuable I have ever seen.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I personally feel that if we made homemaking

services available across the country we would cut down tremendously
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upon the cost of nursing care, nursing home care, and hospital care.
Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I have been working a long time on selling this

to the committee.
Miss BRADY. Keep at it.
Chairman GRiFFITHS. I'm having a very hard time, but I think it

makes more sense than anything else we could do.
Miss BRADY. I've seen the benefits of it. I have seen where we can

go into the home with a homemaker for maybe 3 or 4 months and
help a person get back on his feet. The homemaker can do the cooking,
the cleaning, the grocery shopping, she can accompany them to the
hospital, she can provide the friendship and the contact necessary to
help this person to get over what problem it was that knocked him off
his feet.

Chairman GRIFYrrrs. Is this service ever available to a mother on
ADC?

Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GlaFFITHS. How frequently and under what circum-

stances?
Miss BRADY. Well, it would be under the same circumstances-the

need would be there and there would be no one available to meet the
need except the homemaker. A lot of times this will be when a mother
has to go into the hospital. Rather than farm the children out all over
the city, we can have a homemaker go in during the day, or from the
time the children are home from school, and then arrange with a neigh-
bor or somebody else to take over during the time we can't be there.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is a housekeeper ever made available to a
woman on ADC?

Miss BRADY. A homemaker and a housekeeper are really the same
thing, except our homemaker does go home at night.

Chairman GRI17FITHS. The best case I ever heard of in my district,
I might say I almost fainted. A woman called who was drawing $600
a month on AFDC, $200 of it was for a housekeeper. In addition to
that, she had bought a home under section 235 and she had medicaid.
Her children got free lunches and so forth. I really thought she was
doing pretty well, in view of the fact that I had had a letter just the
day before from a woman who was working as a medical technician
in a hospital who drew $5,300 a year as opposed to $7,200, and the
woman in the hospital didn't get anything free. I think that the in-
equities within the system are really the greatest problem that you
have with welfare. Take the fact that the working woman can't get
anything. You've first got to get on welfare, then you can get some of
these benefits. We have to correct this, Mr. Blackburn.

Representative BLACKBURN. It's all my fault. I'm not even on the
Ways and Means Committee.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You're going to help me.
You mention in your statement that you have been holding group

meetings of clients and also met and talked with service workers about
the WIN program, what it is, who is eligible, and so forth. Does this
imply that workers, too, need more information and more training
with respect to WIN?

Miss BRADY. Yes.
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Chairman GRYFFITHs. You mention that service caseloads were too
large to be a real service to the clients. Do you think separation will
help here?

Miss BRADY. I personally have questions about separation because,
as I said before, I think in welfare where money is concerned, the two
go very much hand in hand. That's strictly a personal observation, and
I may e wrong.

Chairman GRIFFiTHS. Do you think there is a difficulty in the client's
mind and in the eligibility worker's practice in separating out what is
service and what is related to eligibility and function?

Miss BRADY. Yes; for a client to know who to call he has to be just
about as familiar with the rules as we do. He has to know if it's an
eligibility question, he contacts his eligibility worker. Or if it's a
service function, there is another person to contact. If his case should
be transferred to WIN, then there is another set of workers with
whom to become familiar. And none of these are the intake worker who
originally saw him.

fChairman GRIFFIrrs. Do you think in practice that this is too dif-
ficult to follow?

Miss BRADY. Yes. I don't have a caseload right now, but I have
many clients we are serving with the homemakers who will call and
say, "This is my name and this is my address, and this is my problem.
Could you please tell me who to call?" Then I start looking. At least
I have the books available to me. I don't always know where to find
them, but I do have a place to look.

Chairman GRiFrHs. How hard is it to find doctors to take medicaid
patients ?

Miss BRADY. It's getting more and more difficult because the doc-
tors have to fill out a lot of forms they don't think they have time to
fill out, and then they have to wait for payment. One doctor who has
just recently quit accepting medicaid patients said it was such a hassle
to get the payment. It wasn't the people and it wasn't the amount of
the payment. it was just that it might come 3 to 6 months later. And he
was tired of it. You know, he could see other patients and not have
that problem.

Chairman GRIFITHS. My heart really doesn't bleed too much. I've
seen some of the payments. A few of those in Michigan, the first 18
months, got a million dollars.

Miss BRADY. I don't feel sorry for the doctors, but the clients who
need a doctor I do feel very sorry for.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have any comments on the training
you received?

Miss BRADY. No, the staff development I had at the beginning was
before the separation of services and eligibility so most of it was con-
centrated with eligibility.

Chairman GRIMYES. You state that it's hard to urge a client to
manage money when there isn't enough to cover his daily expenses. As
a matter of fact, how do people cope with this problem?

Miss BRADY. They get used to a standard of living that is far below
what we would settle for ourselves.

Chairman GRIFMTTHS. Is there any role or any need for budget
counseling?
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Miss BRADY. Yes, but I don't know what budget counselor can stretch
what isn't there.

Chairman GRIn'rHs. Could you describe the background and pur-
poses of the eviction project you are working on?

Miss BRADY. Yes. It originally started with a group of concerned
citizens and representatives from various agencies in town in the fall
of 1969. It has now gotten to the point where a proposal has been writ-
ten and is being readied to send to the State. We have to iron out some
more of the difficulties before it will meet guidelines. If it is funded, it
will be with IV-A funds. One-quarter from the community, three-
fourths matching, and it will offer emergency services. It would be
for people living in a designated geographical area who are evicted
and who meet the guidelines to be serviced by the project. You know,
in Georgia when a client is evicted, his possessions are still set right out
on the street.

Chairman GlFrrnH. How many people would you say are evicted
annually in Atlanta?

Miss BRADY. In a 2-year study, from approximately 20,000 war-
rants-dispossessory warrants being served in Fulton County-these
warrants resulted in approximately 1,000 evictions per year. I find a
lot of people are surprised that the marshal and his men go in and
actually carry the furniture out and set it on the street, but that's what
happens.

Chairman GRiFFrrHs. What does the welfare department do, do you
pay the bill?

Miss BRADY. Right now?
Chairman GRIuTrrHs. Yes.
Miss BRADY. If the person is already getting welfare, no more money

can be given. It's then the service worker's problem to see if some
arrangement can be made with the landlord, if he can hold out until
such time as she can solicit funds from other private agencies in town.
If she can't work out an agreement with him, then the next step would
be to contact emergency shelter, the Salvation Army or the Union
Mission, and see if they could take this person or family for a period of
time.

Chairman GRiFFrrHs. Do you have a problem with lost checks?
Miss BRADY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFrTHS. How many checks are lost?
Miss BRADY. Let's see. When I had a caseload I would say the aver-

age, say out of 250 people, was five a month. These are mostly stolen,
not lost.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. Do the people to whom the check was issued
afterward ever cash the check that was lost?

Miss BRADY. That only happened to me one time. And that was
because the lost check got into the person's hands and he thought it
was the duplicate check that our agency was sending out. But as soon
as he cashed it he called and said, he got the duplicate check and we
discovered it wasn't the duplicate. We simply canceled the order for
the duplicate.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. How many lost checks would you permit them
to have?

Miss BRADY. Well, as long as they say it's lost, it's considered lost.
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Chairman GRIuIrriHs. And if it were afterward discovered it was
not lost but they did cash it, what would you do?

Miss BRADY. Then it's reported to the State, and probably the next
month's check would be canceled.

Chairman GRIFFrriHs. I see.
Representative BLACKBUTRN. Let me inject a question here.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Surely.
Representative BLACKBURN. Suppose you found that a "friend" was

actually cashing the check, so it would be treated as a stolen check.
Have there ever been any prosecutions for that?

Miss BRADY. Yes. I had one client where a so-called friend stole the
check, but the client prosecuted and the matter was taken to court and
the friend was given a sentence and fined.

Representative BLACKBURN. The friend had actually stolen the
check from the client?

Miss BRADY. Yes, the friend had stolen the check, but had given
none of the money to the client.

Representative BLACKBURN. That was the question I was going to
ask next. Have you had any instances where you have discovered that
the check was not actually stolen but it was a conspiracy between the
recipient and the check-casher to defraud the Government?

Miss BRADY. I haven't had one just as you described it, but I had one
similar where a man would lose his check just about every month. So
I finally told him something had to be done, we had to get the check
sent to a safe address, he would have to get a mailing address.

Representative BLACKBURN. How many months did this go on before
you reached the crisis stage?

Miss BRADY. About three times. He had a friend who was a lawyer
and we arranged for his mail to be sent to the lawyer's office. The
lawyer would verify that he got his check, and then if it got out of
his hands, that was his problem.

Representative BLACKBURN. Thank you.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I would like to congratulate the State of

Georgia because the sad fact is that in a lot of other places some few
recipients are losing these checks regularly and they are regularly
cashing them themselves. In New York, I believe, they don't even raise
any complaint until four have been lost in a year.

Chairmian GRIFFITHS. They are issuing duplicate checks and the
people cash both of them. In the State of Michigan there happened
to be a large loss of checks, I believe, last November or December.
And it spread around that the auditor-general was checking up on
this, and the next month only 17 were lost while hundreds had been
lost before.

Before we quit, I would like to ask you what causes this increase
in welfare around Easter and Christmas.

Miss SPENCER. Well, around Christmas they want to buy toys and
clothes and things for the children. They want their children to have
Santa Claus just like everybody else. And around Eastertime every-
body likes new clothes and this requires additional money which they
do not have after paying their monthly bills.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If they are eligible at Christmas why aren't
they eligible in November?
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Miss SPENCER. They have just gone along on what they had be-
fore, and now they are not able to get their hands on as much money
as they need to get these additional things.

Chairman GRiFFiTHs. This is when the checks were lost in Michi-
gan too, so I guess they were going to use that additional check for
Santa Claus.

I would like to thank all of you and I want to say again not only
how well I think you are doing your jobs, but how much good com-
monsense you have. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed talking
with you and how much I appreciate your telling us how this system
works in Georgia. I hope that from the findings and observations
of this committee will come a better system, one that makes more
sense and that is more equitable to everyone than what we have now.

Thank you very much, and we will send you the copies of the record
for you to correct.

(Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 2 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman GRIFFITIHS. Our witnesses this afternoon are Mrs. Dollie
Buck, who is an application and assignment consultant with the Atlan-
ta Housing Authority, and Miss Katherine Perry, who is a caseworker
in the commodity certification unit of the surplus commodities food
program. Miss Perry is employed by the Fulton County Department
of Family and Children Services.

Copies of their statements and the statements of this morning's
witnesses are available at the front of this room when the afternoon
session concludes.

Our witnesses tomorrow morning will be the Directors of the Depart-
ment of Family and Children Services in Fulton, Fannin, and Talbot
Counties. Tomorrow afternoon we will hear from employees of the
WIN program, public assistance employment counselors, and un-
employment insurance and State emnlovment service personnel.

We are so happy to have you here, Miss Perry and Mrs. Buck, thank
you for coming. Our first witness is Miss Perry.

STATEMENT OF KATHERINE E. PERRY, CASEWORKER I, FULTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Miss PERRY. The Fulton County distribution program has been in
operation since 1961 and has steadily grown until it now serves more
than 60,000 people a month in Fulton County alone. The food program
is under the joint efforts of the U.S. Department of Agriculture; the
Department of Education; the Department of Family and Children
Services; and the Fulton County government.

My job as a caseworker I, in the commodity certification unit is to
certify and recertify all households meeting the eligibility require-
ments in Fulton County.

Households, are certified rather than individuals. This term means
a group of related or nonrelated individuals, exclusive of boarders, who
are not residents of an institution or boarding house, but who are living
as one economic unit, sharing common cooking facilities and for whom
food is customarily purchased in common.
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Public Assistance households mean households in which all members
are receiving grants under the federally aided public assistance pro-
gram authorized in the Social Security Act. An other needy household
is one in which no member receives a grant. A combination household is
one in which some individuals receive a grant but others do not.

A public assistance household is certified for 1 year and this can
be done by a caseworker in the field. An other needy household is certi-
fied for 1 month at a time unless their source of income has been
regular and steady for 1 year or longer. That is the main reason we
have so many clients coming to our office each month. These are either
the other needy or combination households.

A caseworker in the field can send a change-of-status form to our
office for a public assistance household. This is done to notify us to
recertify the household for another year and, also, to inform us of any
changes in the household composition.

The following is an example of a month's work of certification and
recertification by the two caseworkers and one casework aide in our
office:

In April, 1972, we served 16,160 public assistance households
which equals to 54,417 individuals, 899 other needy households or
26,663 individuals, and 799 combination households or 2,935 in-
dividuals. The number of individuals seen by the three workers
in the office averages 900 a month. Our work consists of the in-
dividuals actually coming to our office to be recertified or certi-
fied, or a caseworker in the field sending us a new application or
a recertification form.

When a client comes to our office, we pull his/her case record if he/
she has been receiving the food previously. We then discuss all points
of eligibility. For a new application the soft copy and the hard copy
is completed. The soft copy is used in our office as our case record
and the hard back is sent to the market for the client to sign each
time he receives the food. At this time we also notify the market of
who has been recertified. We take the client's word for verifications
of income, residency, reserves, etc. for 1 month and let him get the
food. Before he can pick up the second month, he must bring the
written verifications. The market usually tells the client when it is
time to be recertified. One of the workers from the certification office
takes our recertification lists along with the processed hard backs to
the market daily.

In order to be certified for the food the following items have to be
verified on all other needy persons: residency within the county, all
sources of income, whether or not they are working or seeking employ-
ment, all reserves on hand, child support, if any; and medical and drug
bills when the income is over the scale.

We are able to verify income by a pay stub, or by having the client
get a form filled out by his employer stating his earnings, or by having
a form filled out concerning the amount of a government check.

A rent receipt or a tax statement is brought to the office to verify
residency. If the client is seeking employment, a Georgia State Em-
ployment Service card must be seen monthly. This is obtained from the
Georgia State employment office.
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In order to be eligible for commodities a person must be: (1) resid-
ing in Fulton County; (2) must have cooking facilities available; (3)
not residing in an institution or boarding house; (4) and must be in
need.

For other needy households or combination households, need exists
when the monthly income is less than:

Monthly
Number in household: income

1 ---------------------------------------------------------------_$100
2 ------------------------------------------------ 1 60
3 --------------------------------------------------------------- _215
4 ------------------------------------------------ 2 65
5 --------------------------------------------------------------- _285
6 --------------------------------------------------------------- _320
7 --------------------------------------------------------------- _345
8 --------------------------------------------------------------- _365
9 ------------------------------------------------ 3 85

10 --------------------------------------------------------------- _400
11 _---------------------------------------------------------------420
12 --------------------------------------------------------------- _440
13 or more------------------------------------------------------ 465

We have certain deductions when obtaining net income. A flat de-
duction of $35 is used for each person in household who is working. We
can deduct the actual amount of money spent on medical expenses (re-
ceipts must be seen), we deduct for child care, excess shelter and utili-
ties based on their income, and we do give an excess transportation de-
duction. This is figured by deducting the amount over $15 (10 cents a
mile is the standard) used for transportation to and from work.

The Old Farmers Market is located 3 miles from the certification
office. It is open Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., and
from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. The market is also open one Saturday a month
from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. The food is distributed to the clients by prison
labor and the market serves between 800 and 1,000 people each day
it is opened. We also actually move the market to a community center
in South Fulton and in North Fulton 1 day a month for those who
cannot get to the Old Farmers Market.

When a client comes to the market, he brings cardboard boxes to put
his food in. He shows his card to one of the staff at the market, signs his
hard back and is ready to receive the food. He puts his'cardboard boxes
on a conveyor belt and as he pushes his boxes down the line, the prison
labor drops the commodity items into his boxes. The amount of food he
receives depends on the number of people in his household.

Our relatively new program-food-to-the-people project-is one
that we are very proud of. In April of 1971, the program was set up
where a church could pick up in bulk for a number of households
without going through the regular lines at the Old Farmers Market.
This is strictly a volunteer program on the part of the churches.
Someone from the church actually goes to the market and picks up
the food in bulk for the number of households they are serving. Our
certification unit has previously prepared a list of the eligible house-
holds and the actual amount of food they should be receiving.

We are responsible for recertifying each household on the church
pickup list. We also complete a distribution sheet showing the actual
number of each item each household receives. A copy of each of these
is sent to the market and to the church 1 week before the pickup
date.
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The church then has individual volunteers who deliver the food
to the families. At present (May 1972) we had 20 active churches
serving 551 families, 1,599 individuals. We are adding two more
churches to our list effective June, and another in July.

At present our office is working on a handbook-cookbook to better
serve our clients. Since many of them do not know how to use the food
for variety in a meal, we are giving them a number of recipes using
each commodity item. We are also giving special diets for heart pa-
tients, diabetes, old-age clients and low-salt diets. There will also
be a section on proper storage of food.

Because of the number of clients that we serve each month, it is
very difficult for the three workers to handle the volume of work.
Not only do we serve the clients in the office, but also have to process
the 38 applications and the 55 change of status forms we receive daily
from the caseworkers in the field. This involves going through our
60,000 case records in our five filing systems to clear the record. At
this time, we record in the case record to bring it up to date, and is-
sue a card and appiontment slip to go to the market if necessary.
We are trying to expand our food-to-the people project because we
feel these are the people who do need the food most desperately.

We are unable to serve any additional clients through this pro-
gram at present because of the volume of work that exists for the
three workers. For this reason we are requesting additional staff to
further develop and expand the food-to-the-people project, and to help
us to process the applications and change of status from the case-
workers in the field.

Because of the great amount of work at the market also, it is
very difficult for them to operate with such a small staff. The market
also needs additional distribution centers so that the clients can pick
up their food easier. Approximately 20 percent of certified house-
holds do not receive the monthly food because of the lack of trans-
portation to the market and the distance from their homes to the
market.

The commodity program could be more efficient if there was more
staff. Our three workers not only have the duties already discussed
but we also are needed frequently to refile the records we have pulled
when the clients come in, file the new records, and answer the phone.
This can be frustrating because the records that need filing accumulate
and often times the record is needed again and cannot be found.

I feel very strongly about the handbook-cookbook being processed.
So much of this food is wasted because the clients do not know how
to store it or how to cook it. This also has been held up because of mass
amount of work we handle.

I was employed by Fulton County Department of Family and
Children Services in August, 1971, as a casework aid. At that time
myself and several other new employees were placed on the job-in
training. Usually a new employee goes to a 4- or 5-week staff develop-
ment class to learn all aspects of the job. At the time I was hired,
I was needed on the job immediately. I was trained as an eligibility
worker at that time. In February, 1972, I was promoted and trans-
ferred to the commodity certification unit and again on-the-job trained.
My training has been very sufficient because of my personalized
instruction from both of my supervisors. I have not had any trouble
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with complexity of rules and regulations, just difficulty trying to
handle the mass amount of work.

Chairman GRIFFrTHs. Miss Perry how many distribution centers
for commodities are there in Fulton County?

Miss PERRY. We have one main center on Murphy Avenue, and
then twice a month we actually move the food and conveyor belts
and everything to a point in North Fulton County and in South Fulton
County because we feel like these people are too far away from the
distribution center to come here and pick up their food.

Chairman GERIFFITHS. What would be the the longest distance that
anyone would have to travel now to those centers to pick up their
commodities?

Miss PERRY. I don't have any exact figures on that, but in talking
about time it takes many clients about 3 hours or so to get to the
market because of lack of transportation. Some of them end up walk-
ing. I have actually had clients that have been up at 6 o'clock in the
morning on the road and have not arrived at the market until 9
o'clock in the morning.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long are the centers open?
Miss PERRY. Our center is open Monday through Thursday from

9 o'clock until noon, and 1 to 2:30 o'clock the first full 3 calendar
weeks of the month. It is closed each Friday for inventory.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have public transportation available?
Miss PERRY. To pick up the food?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Miss PERRY. No, we don't.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The persons who have had to walk, did they

have to walk the first part of the way and .then can they use public
transportation?

Miss PERRY. Well, there is a problem. Some of the clients do use
buses; but we issue approximately 35 pounds of food per person a
month. For example, a lady goes to the market to pick up food for
three people in her household. That's over 100 pounds of foods, and
it's almost impossible for her to be able to maneuver that amount of
weight on a bus or some type of public transportation. Then they do
take taxis, but there is the problem of expense. They have to pay a
great deal to this taximan to take them to the market. Or they will pay
a man in the neighborhood to pick up their food, and again they will
pay him $5 to go to the market and pick up their food for them, and
that's a lot of money to them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes, indeed. What is the busfare?
Miss PERRY. Right now busfare is 15 cents. That has been in effect

about 2 months and I don't know how long it's going to last.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Who staffs the centers?
Miss PERRY. The distribution centers?
Chairman GRiIFFITHs. Yes.
Miss PERRY. The manager and the three staff members are hired by

the Fulton County Commissioners, but the actual food is distributed
by prison labor.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have you ever had any trouble?
Miss PERRY. Not any violence or anything like that because they

are under guard, but the labor does try. to do things like, "Hey, I'll
give you an extra piece of cheese if you will give me some cigarettes,"
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or something like that. They do try to switch the food around. But
that's the purpose of the guards being there.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Nevertheless, I'm sure that the labor is ac-
tually glad to have the opportunity to do this helpful work; is that not
right ?

Miss PERRY. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITrs. I once sat on the criminal court and I under-

stood that this is one of the main problems with the prison. The prison-
ers really want something to do.

Is there a separate way for determining eligibility for nonpublic
assistance recipients?

Miss PERRY. We don't have to verify any of the income of persons
who are receiving public assistance because we know that the case-
workers are doing that when they redetermine their eligibility. We
only verify income for an "other needy household," which is someone
not receiving welfare.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you do it?
Miss PERRY. They will come into our office and we will take an appli-

cation on them. We ask them how much they are making; do they re-
ceive child support; do they receive any Government checks. We have
to verify that they live in Fulton County. We do take their word for
it that first month, and at this time we give them a piece of paper
which is one of our little forms and one of them is called a "Dear Em-
ployer" form that they actually take to their employer and have him
to fill it out stating how much they make. And we have another form
that is called the "Dear Cashier" form that we use to verify any type
of Government checks they receive, social security, VA. And then they
have to bring this back to us the next month before they can receive
food again.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How much money could a man and wife and
two children be receiving and still get commodities?

Miss PERRY. For four people in a household the maximum income
is $265 a month.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is that set by the Federal Government or does
the State set it?

Miss PERRY. I'm not exactly sure. I've been using those standards
ever since I've been down there but I'm not sure who sets them. That
is net income. They can be making more than that and we do have
deductions.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You can deduct something?
Miss PERRY. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We can come next to that. What do you

deduct?
Miss PERRY. We deduct any amount that they are actually paying

monthly for medical expenses. If a lady has to go to the doctor twice
a month and it's $15 a visit, we can actually deduct that amount or any
monthly prescription drugs that have to be filled. But this also has
to be verified. They have to bring in a receipt where they have paid.
We have an excess shelter deduction. The way our standards are set
up, 30 percent of the income is what they should be paying for shelter.
Anything over this 30 percent is considered excess and can be used as
deduction. This, too, has to be verified.

I
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that medical bills, prescriptions, and ex.
cess shelter costs can be deducted. Anything else?

Miss PERRY. We also have the work expenses, the same thing as the
public assistance eligibility.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Miss PERRY. We have an excess transportation to and from work. It's

a little bit different from public assistance. We give 10 cents a mile for
the actual distance to and from work, and then anything over $15 is
considered excess.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you actually deduct the $30 and one-third
that AFDC deducts from earnings?

Miss PERRY. We don't use that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. But you use the expenses of getting back and

forth to work?
Miss PERRY. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. At 10 cents a mile and anything above $15?
Miss PERRY. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If there were two families with equal incomes,

one of which is on AFDC, the AFDC family may also be eligible for
commodities while the other is not, isn't that right?

Miss PERRY. The way it's set up, this is one thing that concerns me.
We certify households, not individuals.

Chairman GRIFFITS. I see.
Miss PERRY. Which means that if a family is receiving welfare and

they are living with other relatives that are not receiving welfare, we
have to take into consideration the income of that other needy family.
If their income is over scale, then the public assistance family cannot
receive the commodity food.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why do you do that?
Miss PERRY. That's the way the regulations are set up. The only way

that a household can be separated so I can certify just the public as-
sistance family would be if we had a written statement stating thai
they cook, eat and store their food completely separately at all times.
And that's based on the fact that if they just ate two meals a week
together. then the commodity food would be used in those meals. And
so it would be shared. That is one thin ' that really disturbs me because
so many low-income, families have to live with their relatives because
they can't afford to live on their own or they can't find suitable housing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In H.R. 1, we bought out the food stamps in
the cash payment. Now, we considered removing the commodity dis-
tribution and Mr. Mills asked Mr. Poage and Mr. Poage objected
strenuously. He insisted that we continue the commodity distributions.
And I got the idea that Mr. Poage, who was chairman of the Agricul-
ture Committee, wanted to get rid of those commodities.

Miss PERRY. There are some problems with it. Many of the clients
don't know how to properly cook the food or store it and use it, and
it's wasted. We have calls sometimes sayinr there is 5 pounds of flour
out in the street, and it's because they really don't know how to cook
with it so that it will be tasteful for the family. That is one reason
why we are working on cookbooks now but we just haven't had that
much time.

Chairman GhIFFTTHS. I noticed that cookbook idea. I think that's
very commendable.
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Miss PERRY. I do too, I just wish we had time to get it going.
Chairman GRrFFiTHs. I believe it would help if you could work

one up. Let's go back a little. Supposing you have one family on AFDC
and supposing they live in a one-room apartment. Right next to them
is a family with exactly the same income but not on AFDC. Is it pos-
sible that only the family on AFDC would get the commodities and
not the other family? Supposing it's a woman with three children in
both cases.

Miss PERRY. It is possible. Because a straight public assistance house-
hold is automatically certified. Like I said, we don't question income or
anytihing. For the other needy family, our income scale is so low that
possibly the same income would make them ineligible because AFDC
uses different deductions than we do. So their net income would come
out actually less than an "other needy" family.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. This is an inequity. Just like we heard this
morning, if you have a modest job you can't get any welfare, but if you
quit your job we will give you welfare, then you can get the job back.
This is the same thing in commodities too, isn't it?

Miss PERRY. Right.
Chairman GRIFFHms. The family who had the same amount of

money as the one on welfare would be well advised to quit working
because then you get commodities.

Miss PERRY. Except if an "other needy" family states they are not
working, we do require them to bring in a Georgia State Employment
card once a month showing they are seeking employment.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. The manual states that for purposes of eligi-
bility to obtain surplus commodities, net income will be determined in
the same manner as for public assistance. Can you tell us what this
means, how do you compute net income?

Miss PERRY. It has all changed in about the last month, but we take
the gross income and we can take out the same deductions as in welfare
except the first $30. We can't do that, that is strictly for AFDC fami-
lies, and AABD doesn't even get that deduction. So it makes a big
difference.

Chairman GRiFFrrHS. Do you count the earnings of children?
Miss PERRY. Yes, we do.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. This is one of the things that makes me mad.

This is why you couldn't get the papers delivered in a city, because a
child's earnings have heretofore been counted by welfare and it has
removed the money from the welfare grant. That's what we try to get
rid of now so that the earnings of children can't be counted. You ought
to put somebody in the family to work, period.

Miss PERRY. If the child is a full-time student we don't consider it.
Ohairman GRiFrrrHs. And you have already told us about trans-

portation. In certain circumstances you can waive the income eligibil-
ity limits and make someone eligible for commodities even if he has
income higher than the eligibility ceiling, isn't that correct?

Miss PERRY. We can certify someone on a hardship.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What kind of circumstance is that?
Miss PERRY. For example, if a man has medical bills. I had a man

one time and he owed something like $8,000 in medical bills and his
income was over scale. Because every penny just about that he was
putting out was toward that and he still had children to support, we
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could certify him for a month on a medical hardship. But then he
would have to come in the next month and show that he was actually
putting out his money, as much as he possibly could, toward paying
for these bills.

Chairman GRnWFiTHs. If someone tells you they have a car, earn-
ings, savings account, or receive social security, you can check with
the bank or social security or whatever. But do you ever check such
sources independently to see if there are unreported sources of income?

Miss PERRY. We don't have the time to.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Your statement notes that if there is a person

seeking employment in the household group, these cases must be re-
viewed every month for continued eligibility for commodities. Is it
required that able-bodied people actively seek employment?

Miss PERRY. Yes; it is.
Chairman GRirFFHs. What evidence of job search is required?
Miss PERRY. A Georgia State employment card. It has a date on it

which shows when they actually went to the State employment office.
Chairman GRiFFiTHS. I see.
The State manual additionally says that commodity recipients who

are also public assistance households will have their eligibility re-
viewed "at intervals that are coincident with the redetermination of
the eligibility to receive the public assistance grant." Does this mean
that one review will serve for both programs?

Miss PERRY. Yes; it does. A caseworker will send us a form when
they do the redetermination.

Chairman GRO rTHs. They do it, not you?
Miss PERRY. They send it to us and we do it in our records.
Chairman GRnFFITHS. Well, that takes care of that.
You've been working with low-income people and their provisions

for food. How would you evaluate the effectiveness of the commodities
program?

Miss PERRY. At present there are a lot of things that I would like
to change, simply because I think that it is a shame that so much of
the food is wasted, and it is. And I think it is also a shame that some
of the people that need the food the most desperately are unable to
receive it because they don't have any transportation to the market,
or they don't have the money to pay someone to pick it up for them,
and it is not in walking distance from their home. To me, the person
who needs the food the most would not have access to any transporta-
tion. They would not have a car.

Chairman GRIY=rrS. So that there is an inequity in the sense that
the neediest families may not even be able to get to the market to pick
up the food?

Miss PERRY. Right.
Chairman GRiFF'rrns. It isn't really giving the food away to say that

we will give it to all who reach a certain point, because some can't
reach that point, whatever that point is. But the waste of the food
that is given by the persons receiving it, this is-

Miss PERRY. But, really, it's our fault because they don't know how
to cook it; they really don't. And we need someone like home services
or someone to demonstrate how to use it. If they eat this food, they
should be receiving every nutrient and vitamin that is needed. But
when you get 5 pounds of flour and you don't know what to do with it,
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you're not going to sit there and eat it out of a bag. And there is a
problem there.

Chairman GRITHs. If they could be taught to bake bread, would
they actually have the facilities to bake the bread?

Miss PERRY. One of our requirements is that they do have to have
cooking facilities in their residence. One thing about this cookbook
is that we have learned of an unbelievable number of things to use
for measuring cups-how to use an old peanut butter jar, what it's
equal to, and different things like this-so they would not actually
have to go out and buy cooking utensils. They could use some of their
old everyday household items.

Chairman GRIFFiTHS. What do you see as the relative advantages
and disadvantages of food stamps versus commodities?

Miss PERRY. That's a big question. One thing that disturbs me about
the food stamps is that so many people would not know how to prop-
erly buy the foods and use them. They would not know what they
would really need for a well-balanced meal. The commodities actually
give you all the nutritious value you need. Someone else could go in
the store and buy all the wrong things and would not be receiving a
well-balanced meal. But there again, there are people that could use it
and put them to good use and could get more out of them than the
actual food.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you a nutritionist?
Miss PERRY. No, I'm not.
Chairman GRIFFrrHs. I think that is really a very interesting point

that you made. What is the major area in the commodities program
which you feel could be improved?

Miss PERRY. I would like to see more distribution centers because
I think that is a great problem. With one center, they serve approxi-
mately a thousand people a day in 41/2 hours, and there are about,
I think, 12 labor men out there, maybe a few more than that, I'm not
exactly sure. It's so fast and the clients do wait in line, it's an all-day
process. Also, I would like to see a little more communication between
the caseworkers in the field and our office because we have three work-
ers and we see approximately 900 people a month, and that does not
count the 80-some-odd forms we receive from the caseworkers a day.
And you can see right there why we don't have the time to demonstrate
how to use the food. And you know, that's my major concern.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Blackburn?
Representative BLACKBURN. I think you've done a very fine job,

Madam Chairman. I would like to get clarified on one matter. Regard-
ing the 10-cent-per-mile allowance against earnings for travel, is that
10 cents per mile allowed irrespective of the method of transportation
or is that only when they go in a private car?

Miss PERRY. Only when they go in a car. Also, if a lady pays someone
$5 a week to take her, we consider that, and anything that is over the
$15 limit is considered excess fare too.

Representative BLACKBURN. I understand. Describe to me, what a
person would normally expect to receive in surplus food. Let's suppose
I'm the head of a household with three children and I'm one of your
clients this month. What would I generally expect to receive if I came
out ?
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Miss PERRY. You could get yellow grits, cheese, peanut butter, flour,
cornmeal, dried beans, some kind of canned sandwich meat, dried eggs,
powdered milk. Each month you either get a chicken-well, cans of
chicken, pork, or beef; they alternate.

Representative BLACKBURN. How much chicken would you get?
Miss PERRY. I have some of the forms.
Representative BLACKBURN. Does it depend on the size of the

family?
Miss PERRY. Right, it's 35 pounds per person in the household.
Representative BLACKBURN. Thirty-five pounds of surplus food?
Miss PERRY. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. What portion of that would be a pro-

tein, a meat product?
Miss PERRY. Very little. Most of it is the cornmeal, the flour, the

beans, the dried prunes, and the eggs, and things of that sort.
Representative BLACKBURN. Well, now could you give me any idea

if I have, say two children and a wife, would I get two chickens or
three for the month, or would I get chicken once on Sunday for the
month, or would we divide the legs up?

Miss PERRY. I can tell you. Okay, for one person they would get one
can of the chopped meat.

Representative BLACKBURN. How large a can would that be? Would
that be like spami?

Miss PERRY. About this size [indicating].
Representative BLACKBURN. You mean a couple of pounds?
Miss PERRY. It's enough to last a month. They go once a month.
Representative BLACKBURN. You call this sandwich meat?
Miss PERRY. Yes; it's a chopped meat. And then they get another

meat which would either be a chicken or pork or a beef, one.
Representative BLACKBURN. How much?
Miss PERRY. They would get one can of that too.
Representative BLACKBUIRN. Does one can of chicken contain one

chicken?
Miss PERRY. I don't think it's a whole chicken.
Representative BLACKBURN. I have to ask because I am not familiar

with canned chicken. Is the chicken boned or is it a whole chicken?
Miss PERRY. It's a boneless chicken.
Representative BLACKBURN. So the can is full of chicken which you

can eat?
Miss PERRY. All of the food is name brand food, it's just covered up

with USDA labels.
Representative BLACKBURN. As I understood the original purpose

behind the surplus food program, it was to help us distribute the sur-
plus commodities that we were getting into our Commodity Credit
Corporation by reason of guaranteeing levels of income to farmers or
income for sale of certain commodities. And am I to understand that
the goods that are being distributed may alternate from month to
month because the surplus varies?

Miss PERRY. No; you receive the same items every month except for
the change in the meat, unless, you know, sometimes the market will
run out of something and you won't receive all your food. You can look
at this, it's a list but it's the same items every month.

(The lists referred to follow:)
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Representative BLACKBURN. What would you estimate is the per-
centage of the surplus food that is wasted each month because it is not
used, either in dollar value or in weight?

Miss PERRY. I really wouldn't have any idea because we have never
done any type of survey.

Representative BLACKBURN. You have never followed up? But there
could be some families who have received flour every month for the
last year and have thrown the flour away because nobody knows how
to make biscuits?

Miss PERRY. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. And there has been no followup on

that?
Miss PERRY. No, there hasn't.
Representative BLACKBURN. In making the determination that the

person is seeking employment, you say he has a card that shows he
has been to the Georgia employment office. Does the Georgia employ-
ment office make any determination as to the qualification of the man
for the job sought?

Miss PERRY. Yes, it does.
Representative BLACKBURN. They won't give him a card unless he is

seeking a job for which he is qualified?
Miss PERRY. When a man goes in they ask him what he is qualified

to do, and they register him on the card as, let's say, construction
worker, laborer or something. And they will seek that type of em-
ployment for him.

Representative BLACKBURN. But you are confident that a man could
not go in who is qualified for construction work and say I'd like to be
a bank president and they could get the card? That doesn't happen, as
far as you know?

Miss PERRY. Not as far as I know. But we really don't have much
communication with the employment office.

Representative BLACKBURN. Am I to understand that your only out-
let is at the farmer's market?

Miss PERRY. Yes, sir.
Representative BLACKBURN. Does that cover Fulton County only?
Miss PERRY. We serve approximately 60,000 people a month from

Fulton County.
Representative BLACKBURN. I agree that that farmer's market is a

poor location. I don't think there is any public transportation out
there.

Miss PERRY. You can catch a bus but it's really almost dangerous, it's
mostly the women that go out there. and it's really hard on them.

Representative BLACKBURN. It wouldn't be a satisfactory way to
travel. I think you should have some additional centers for disbursal.
I wonder about a cookbook, because if somebody doesn't know how to
make a biscuit, I doubt if they would be able to read the book.

Miss PERRY. That's one thing, it's pictures. We have really put a lot
of thought into the level we have to do this on, and it would actually
show someone how to stir, and what measuring is, and things like that.
So that we know they would understand.

Representative BLACKBURN. I think you've answered this, but just
for my own clarification, if a family became certified for public assist-
ance and that's good for 1 year without any further review on your
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part, suppose they became ineligible 2 months after the original certi-
fication. Would you continue to give them-

Miss PERRY. No; we receive an IBM list at the end of the month that
tells us what public assistance cases have been closed.

Representative BLACKBURN. All right.
Miss PERRY. We pull all those records and automatically cancel the

food eligibility.
Representative BLACKBUJRN. All right. Thank you.
Chairmnan GRIrFTrHB. What is the average value per person of the

commodities for 1 month?
Miss PERRY. About $15.
Chairman GRiTFFITHS. About $15. Do the commodities change every

month?
Miss PERRY. No. It's the same items. Maybe one or two would change.
Chairman GRIriTHS. The commodities program gives benefits that

only partially are tied to income. That is, your benefits don't vary if
your income goes up or down. So the net income cutoff for a family of
four persons is $265. What if the family's income rises to $270, would
they not get anything?

Miss PERRY. If there were no possible deductions they would not. We
sometimes give a leeway of up to $5 at the most, and this is judgment.

Chairman GRiFFITHs. So if they got up to $275 they are- just out?
Miss PERRY. Right.
Representative BLAcKBsRN. For a family of four that would be $60

in benefits they would lose for earning $5 more.
Chairman 6RiFFITHS. You see, that is the problem with all these pro-

grams. The benefit reduction rate is so high you are better off if you
don't do anything, and that's what we find. The rules, benefits, and ben-
efit schedule change from one program to the next. You have one set
of eligibility and you get this and that, so really, you work at your
peril.

In your statement you say that you are unable to serve anv addi-
tional clients with commodities because of the volume of work. Does
this mean that you cannot accept any new applications?

Miss PERRY. No; I don't mean that at all. We receive applications
daily, but everyone at our office would like to work on the cookbook or
give community demonstrations or something to show how to actually
use the food.

Chairman GRTFFITHS. How many more people do you think want to
participate in the commodities program?

Miss PERRY. Want to receive the food?
Chairman GRIFFiTHs. Yes; that would be eligible.
Miss PERRY. That would be eligible?
Chairman GRIFFT S. Yes; that would be eligible, Do you think you

have all the eligible people?
Miss PERRY. I'm sure we do.
Chairman GRrFFTTHS. Oh, do you?
Miss PERRY. I feel sure we do because we don't even turn anybody

away. We see people, we see approximately 60 people a day and most
of them are new applicants.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When we send you this record to correct, will
you please send us all the forms you have to fill out?

Miss PERRY. I sure will.
Chairman GRiFrns. All right, we would appreciate having them.
(The forms referred to follow:)
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IDENTIFICATION CARD No
Fulton County Surplus Food Programe

Head of Household - Recipient
H0

Address St. Address city Zone

X X Distribution Locatiop
j No. in Family P. W. ( ) Other Needy ( )

Signature of Head of Household or Recipient
Xo 4

X a Signature of Agent .Authorized to ReceiveGILBERT G. DULANEY, Administrator Fulton Countyz Department of Family and Children Services

Date B________B

FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Record of Family Distibutien of

USDA Donated Feeds

AUTHORIZATION TO PICK UP FOOD

Date

TO: SURPLUS FOOD DESTRIBUTION CENTER
FULTON COUNTY, GEORGIA

This is to authorize
Nae

and/or N to

that I am entitled toreceive until further notice.

I.D. Card No.

act as my agent and pick up food

(Signed)
Head of Household
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DATE

TO:

RE: Name

Case #

The above name appeared on a recertification list recently and we are unable to recertify
this client because:

[ There are Other Needy people in the home who mast come to our office to be recertified.
If these people are no longer in the home, please advise us accordingly,

Number in household does not agree with our records, Please send Change of Statup
and list names.

jj We do not have an application in our files on this family because:

O It-was cancelled over two years ago and the application destroyed,
Q They receive food as Other Needy and a new P.A. application is needed.

0 They have never received food at all under this name.

SURPLUS FO0DS--FULTON COUNTY DEPT. OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
ROOM 804 50 WHITEHALL ST. S.W.

572-2llh

ATTENTION MR/MRS EMPLOTERs

has applied to our office for Surplus Foods.
In order to establish his eligibility, it is necessary for us to verify all
incore in the household?

de are asking, therefore, that you fill lf the following statements

workse for me Unw-ber of days)
dayiiaweek at a salaryt per dwokwsefeo.

SIGINRD

DATE

SURPLUS FOODS--FULTON COUNTY DEPT. OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
ROOK 804 50 WHITEHALL ST. S.W.

572-2144

ATTENTION CASHIER:

has applied to our .ffice for Surplus Foods.
In order to establish hia/her eligibility, it is necessary for us to verify all
Income in the household.

We are asking, therefore, that you fill in the followdng statements

I have cashed to Social Security check
in the amount Of_._-

SIONED

DATE
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DAhTE_

TO:

FRO'1: DONATED COWI)ODITIES CERTIFICATION l!NIT

SUBJECT: Name

Case _

The above named person has been certified for months to receive food for

people. The Identification Card number is and the

pick up date is_

Please write this information in the appropriate place inside the service

folder.

Thank you -

FULTON ODU4EY DC FORM #1 (REv. 5/71)
APPLICATION DATE FOR DON. CGa. USDA DONATED COWODITIEM IDE' IFICATION CARD _

APPLICATION FCRM FCDFCS _ _

(please print) l..t first 1st. addr-. ELIIRILITY PERIOD

1 eM. /71 3:./7 AoUwAL /7
signature of com..or.er rA. PAO77 A. PA 

7
P1115 A. PA rTIVx

B. Ox B. GA A. I: i.PA

i|l i)7d slethr person .uthori..d to pink up fsod CiA?.

PICK UP DATE NEA TRA DATE
ooyrrnumor's initialS Isisci market - t .ods.)

OTRER NEWEr
_ee, misty .incl e-ploer or oc-

last se irst a~e ship -mlye rot IeiBd o iL.ss mployabl.

3.

5.

6.

7.

9.

PA. LI.T NAMES te f toom f type of

last nim first na rost let -me fi/rt s r.nt lasta fist name rst

1. 5. 9

z. 6. 1

Ii. 12.
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TLEPLRONE MUXBER

PROPETY OWNRED, REAL FMTATE

PULTON COrUTY RESIDF __C
d~t. HrEf.Ard

TAX ASSISSEIT EVALUATION

SPECIFY 4RHFllt USED AS RESIDEECE_

MOrTHLY REETALS R-CEIVED IF ANY

FRON WHOM

AUTQKOBILD I ___ MAKEI

TEAR MQDEL- FA _ _ _

I AID OTR MErBERS OF ME FA"TL7 RAVE THE FCLLVA,'EF RESOUHCl3,

CASH ON HAND

CHECKING ACCOUNT /
adn of bk

address

MEDICAL EXPErSES, DOCT'R, DRUG, HOSPITAL BILLS

LIST

(zHEEFrn SE ws S HAr.E)

SAVINGS ACCOUNT /7
INDICATE WRrI -_f_ _ __ _

.ddress

I DEcLARE, 5SDER THE PNALYTES FOR PERJURM, THAT TEE ForEGOINGS APFLICATION, rNCLDDIPZ ALL STATEMENTS,HAS HEM EXAMINED bT HE OR READ AIM EXPLAINED TO ui, A0, TO TRS &ST O;' MTY KEoLED.EE A;Q BQ LF, ISTRUE ATD CORRECT. NEITHER I NOR MT FAnEILY rILL SELL, TSADE, OA WILLFLLY DEST&LT A3r FOLD OIVIE TO US.

DATE
Signiture of ppllewt or .g.nt'. rig~ntar.

(FOM C. C. UNIT ORLY)

C APPROVED

DATE

C/W.$ Iot.

/J 1MQK.

C 3IMs.

C ANrNUALLY

L7 CAFCZLLED DATE

£7 REOPENED DATE _

£ CANCECLED DATE__

Oilbtrt 0. D.Ioy, Ad.Iitretor

USDA DONATED COMMODITES-FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND
CHILDREN SERVICES

When you return for recertification as directed by caseworker, please bring thefollowing checked items:
-rent receipt, house note receipt, or house tax statement
-wage statement
-verification of amount of Social Security check
-Georgia State Employment Service Registration card (GSES)
-bank balance (checking or saving account, or both)
-receipts of medical bills (doctor, drugs, and hospital)
-- other _______________________________

These forms must be seen by caseworker for you to be recertified for food.
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RECORD OF RECERTIFICATION

Name of Head of Household

Instructions: Space entitled "Comments" should be used to indicate changes in
household by deleting or adding names, changes in income, change from PA to
ON or vice versa or any other comment relevant to recording of required infor-
mation. If recertification is denied, state the reason. If additional space is
needed, use the next available space. Use both sides.

Date--------------Recertified for_-____ persons for_-___ months through______
(last day of the last month for which recertified).
COMMENTS: I

Signature of Caseworker

Date_-___________ Recertified for- --- persons for------months through______
(last day of the last month for which recertified)
COMMENTS:

_____________________________________

Signature of Caseworker

Date_-__________- Recertified for------persons for- _-----months through______
(last day of the last month for which recertified)
COMMENTS:

Signature of Caseworker

Date--------------Recertified for------persons for------months through______
(last day of the last month for which recertified)
COMMENTS:

_____________________________________

Signature of Caseworker

FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES-SURPLUS FOOD CERTIFICATION SECTION

Date .
To: Mr. Thomas McDaniel, Commodity Distribution Supervisor.
From: Mrs. Frances 1. Findley, Casework Supervisor 1, Surplus Food Section.
Subject: Recertifications.

Number of
persons Pickup

Name (last name first) ID No. included I month 3 months Annual TBR date

ID CARD No ------------------

FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES, DONATED
COMMODITIES DIsTRIBuTIoN PROGRAM, ATLANTA, GA.

NOTICE OF FOOD DISTRIBUTION

You may pick up your donated commodities at:
Place: Old Farmers Market Distribution Center, 1050 Murphy Avenue SW.
Date: ------------------------------------------------------------------
Time: 9:00 a.m.-12 :00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Please come on the above date if at all possible.
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It is not necesary that you take all of the food available to you each month.
If you cannot use certain food do not take it.

Remember, you may not sell, trade or give away any of this food.
Bring some kind of container to carry the food. A sturdy bow is best. You will

receive about 35 lbs. of food for each person in your family.
The person whose signature is on the identification card must come for the

food. If you are unable to pick up your food, send your identification card, pick
up date and written authorization for this person to pick up your food.

You must bring your identification card.
Please bring this letter with you.

CHANGE OF STATns FORM

FULTON COUNTY DONATED COMMODITIEs PROGRAM, FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICE

1. ID # -------------------------------
2. FCDFCS # -------------------------

3. Name: -------- __--------------------------------------------------
(Please Print) Last First . Middle Initial

4. Current Address: ---------------------------------------------------
5. Change Distribution Center From : … ______-______-To:__________________
6. Change in No. Certified From :_------------------- To:._________________
7. List Change of Household Group Below:

Name PA or ON Add or Delete

(Use back of sheet if additional space needed)

8. Recertify Client for: (Check one) 1 Mo. ( ) 3 Mo. ( ) 1 Yr.
Number in household_--------------

9. Name of Person Authorized to Pick Up --------------------------------
10. Combine Certification of:

-____________________________________________ ID #-----------------
and ----------------------------------------- ID #-----------------
and cancel ID #_-----------------

11. Client has had card stolen. Cancel old ID # and issue a new one._________
12. Client has lost card, and needs a duplicate __-________________________
13. Date------------------------ Signature of Worker_--------------------

Caseload # -------------------
Supervisor's Initials_--------------------

14. Record Changed at Certification Office (
Record Changed at Distribution Center (

Certifications for month of- Date ,,s
Name of church -Address _- - __-_
Person in charge - Phone-.- _
Area served Pickup date ,

ID card Number Supp. card
No. Name Address of HH ID No. TBR date
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- s

Number in family

Dry beans, 2 lb. pkg.

Corn meal, 5 lb. pkg.

Flour, 10 lb. pkg.

Rice, 2 lb. pkg.

Dry milk, 4½ lb. pkg.

Lard or shortening, 3 lb.

Peanut butter, 2 lb. can

Rolled oats, 3 lb. pkg.

Chopped meat, can

Cheese, 5 lb. loaf

Raisins, I lb. pkg.

Grits, 2 lb. pkg.

Egg mix, 6 oz. pkg.

Butter, 2 lb. can

Evaporated milk, can

Beef, pork, chicken, turkey, can

Canned vegetable

Instant potatoes, I lb. pkg.

Juice, can

Syrup, bottle

Prunes, I lb. pkg.

Apple sauce, can

Macaroni, 1 lb. pkg.

066
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REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEER

Caseworker--------------------------------------------- Date_______-

Telephone_----------------------- Caseload Number

Specific service requested

___________________________________________________________________________-

___________________________________________________________________________

When is service needed?

______________________________________________________________

Name of client------------------------------------ Telephone_-----------

Address

___________________________________________________________________________.

Age- -_______________ Sex_----------------- Date ------------------

(This area for Volunteer Department use)

VOLUNTEERS ASSIGNED TO THIS REQUEST

Volunteer Names Length of Assignment Performance Telephone Number

I- ------------------------------------------------------------------------

W as Job Com pleted?_------------------------------------------------------

Comments

Chairman GRnrITHS. Our next witness is Mrs. Dollie Buck.
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STATEMENT OF DOLLIE BUCK, FAMILY SERVICES CONSULTANT,
ATLANTA HOUSING AUTHORITY

Mrs. BucK. It is the responsibility of the tenant application and as-
signment office to receive all applications from people desirous of gain-
ing occupancy with the Atlanta Housing Authority. In addition, the
tenant application and assignment office determines the eligibility
status of the applicant and advises them accordingly.

Requirements for admission are based on the following: net income,
family composition, attainment of retirement age, disability, or dis-
placement by urban renewal or other governmental action. The inter-
viewer determines unit size by family composition. Prior to acceptance,
verification of income from employment and child care support forms
are processed. In the case of elderly or disabled supportive medical
reports are obained from the hospital or private physician.

The income of employed applicants is periodically reverified to
avoid the establishment of incorrect rent grade upon housing avail-
ability. When an applicant meets the eligibility requirements, rent
grade is computed by regulations establishing admission policies of
the Atlanta Housing Authority, or the Brooke amendment. The ap-
plicant is favored with the lesser of the two computations. Families
whose income exceeds the regular admission limits may be admitted
under the special income limits in regular public housing if they are
displacees by governmental action or in leased housing.

The need for more input into our selection and assignment proce-
dure brought the creation of the application and assignment con-
sultant's office. Social and family problems could be identified and
resolved prior to the actual assignment of families and individuals to
housing. This is particularly true of elderly and handicapped in-
dividuals who normally have problems in adjusting to living alone.
Obviously, if left unattended, these conditions will continue to seri-
ously impair our ability to reduce dependency and to provide the
quality environment in low-rent public housing for people who can-
not otherwise afford decent, safe, and sanitary housing in a suitable
living environment.

(The following forms were attached to Mrs. Buck's statement:)
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

Previous Address Address

Fome T.ont? MK . MoiNome

Atlanta Housing Authority
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Applicant

Awflioopbo No

Ellaibillty Slopo s Uni 5I.. _ _

Pr.-p o oo.,.ory - Urmo y_

R.d. Gpd.
Prrolot Pr.ft..nc.(I) _

_ PERSONS TO oc-~pY H i opf, 5 oP OROoo opf NAP *0 ARORES OPel Enn N I hh-r M PLsOYERlvrPL TOTAL INCOME

6~~~~~~~~~~~~00 NOOClIC~PS I PO Op~e lNEo PEop VE .Oofll~ TtTiY op ~ ir POnI EXACT UN

17POP,, - T Old M Astoc P..

_-1. _T_ _ _Aidto_ _Blind PE.Fpoo

9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ ____ Geeo Public.... _________

2 T. P., _ _ __ _ _

5 To P.,

6 No ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~OTOER INCOME RECEPVEO VEIPFER S p1 , CPA . -0 0-OAT

7 Old Age AssistoAnce Per

Aid to Dependent Children PEP
- - ~~~~~~~~~~~Aid to theBlind P., ______

______________________________ - - __________ -- ~General Public Relief P.,

IC ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ppivote Welfore Agency P.P, _______

I1I1_ _ _ Soci;l SecUrity Benefits P.P

'Date of Morrioge Baby epected? - e.5Eoo.Coo do0. r oS..0 e CJO...Yd.
1. If Divorced or Separated Show Dote ond Previous Nome _ rhcProe

5
S Oil OR OT Pp

Alimony, Support Poyments PEP
Seenice Stetus and Record DAV DVS V S (C-No. Contributions Gifts per

-oSE A.0 SERIAL M.0 ColpOAR e. .OP Ro S R.- Tp-. OP v.IP.d Op
P0 Rod S-i. OP S.E 0i000 P RIPO Scholorships Gronts-ln-Aid P.

TOTAL PAST YEAR EXACT

_if my application is approved, my first request is for housing in

Nd t Ase Yes C No

I . . - ..- . -.I I * I
I Lash in Ecess at $100 I I Stocks and Bonds

Of
Checkin Account over $2001 Real Estote A

| Sovings Account TOTAL ai

y second choice is in_. If no unit of appropriate size is
,ailable in either one of the above, I mill accept housing in any other project ihere a unit
appropriate size is available. Yes No o

AFFIDAVIT: I understand that this is not o contract and does not bind either party. I have no
bjection to inquiries being made for the purpose of verifying the facts stated above. I under-
tond that if I have failed to give complete and correct information I will be subject to having
my application cancelled.
SIGEDfl DATE 19 -

-.- ---- C C -

and Witnessed by:
,.....v -. -

Interviewved



a. RECORD OF PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF DWELLING UNIT at
(Address)

(Answer eoch Qu.atim belaw and ex.lain Sanditin
indicted ry answer of "YES" )

ITEM I) SUSTANARD CHARACTERISTICS Sco. I OT.E1 OEiCIE,,CIBES SUo- " OESRC"CT"O5 OF ITI 559STceioiI
If ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~2/ C-i*RCTS5ISTiCS AND OTiE DEFICIENCIE

Does location of dwelling unit constitute a Does location of dwelling unit
III LOCATION OF r~major hazard with respect to sioth respect to fire

(1) LOCAT:ON OF Fi . . .i. re. Yes- No- heal th or safety? Yes. No.
DWELLING Health' Yes -... No -... Is__playspace_____ _________________

UNIT Safety? . . . . Yes_ N qNo
Is environment detrimental' Yes No

Are major repairs needed in
Foundations? . Yes. No_ Are minor repairs needed? Yes. No .
Stairs) . . . . . Yes . No- Is structure seriousiy in.

(2) CONDITION OF Wolls' Yes..-. No-... fested? .. . .. Yes. No
STRUCTURE Roof' . Yes- No. Is structure occosionolly

Is structure constantly damp? Yes . No. domp . . . . Yes_ No.

Is dwelling unit without potable
running water? . . Yes_ Nc- Does dwelling lock facilities

Are structure & Dwelling unit for running hot water? Yes__No_ Ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(3) WATER without potable running Is supply of running hot water
SUPPLY water' . . . . Yes. Na. inadequate? . . Yes. No.

Are entire premises without Is water pressure too low? Yes No_
potable running woter? Yes No-

(4) SEWAGE
SYSTEM

Are connections locking between
Plumbing fixtures and adequate
sewage disposal system? Yes-No-

Are drains clogged? Yes_ No_
Are sewer connections

faulty? . . . Yes._ No_

Is dwelling unit without unsable
flush toilet' . Yes-No- Is toilet in need of minor

Are structure & dwelling unit with- repairs? . . . Yes- No_
15) TOILET out usable flush toilet? Yes-No . Does toilet open off kitchen? Yes. No-

FACILITIES IIs private inside flush toilet
Are premises without any located apart from rest of

toilet facilities? ,, YesN No- dwelling unit? . Yes-No _

16) BATH
FACILITIES

Is dwelling unit without usable
bathtub or shower with
running woter? . Yes_

Are structure & dwelling unit without
usable bathtub or shower with
running water? . Yest

Are premises without usable
bathtub or shower with
running w-t.r' Yes

No_

No-

Are both focilities in need of
minor repairs' YesN _

Does bath have cold running
woter only? . . Yes N

- F F--I + I~~~NO_

17) KITCHEN
FACILITIES

Is dwelling unit without adequate
and safe connections for a
cooking stove? . Yes_ No -

Is dwelling unit without installed
sink with runnino water? Yes_ No_

Are stove connections safe, but
in poor condition or
inadequate? . . Yes_.No.

Does sink have defective or
bad plumbing? . . Yes_ No_

Is storage space inadequate? Yes. No -
Is kitchen located in bed-

room? .Yes.... ._ No._

=
h



Is dwelling unit entirely
without electric wiring? Yes- No-

Is any port of the dwellng unit
not wired for electricity Yes_ No_

Is installed electric wiring
so makeshift as to be unsafe? Yes-No.

Is electricol system safe but in-
adequate or inconvenient? Yes. No.

Are heating facilities inadequate Is heat inadequate for corn-
(91 HEATING for healthful living? Yes. No. fort? .Yes-No

FACILITIES Are heating facilities unsafe? Yes.No . Are heating costs excessive? Yes .No.

Do bedrooms or toilet have
If there a windowless room windows opening only on air-

in the dwelling unit? Yes NNo. shaft or narrow areaway? Yes-No.
11 01 LIGHT ANDIsteeorthnoerm

VENTILATION Is there mare than one roam Do some rooms require arti-
without windows? Yes. No. ficial light all day? ' Yes-No

Is there more than one family Are sleeping rooms separated by
using a single family accom- makeshift partitions? . Yes.No.
modation? . . . . Yes-No - Is it necessary to pass thru sleeping

(11) SPACE Do number of persons per square rooms ta get to toilet or to
AND foot of sleeping area exceed get outside? . . Yes-No.

PRIVACY approved standards? . YesNo - Is closet space nadequate' Yes No.
Is family both overcrowded

and doubled up? Yes-No.

(12) BUILDING
CODE VIOLATIONS (Specify)
NOT COVERED AgOVE

I/ Score 50 points for any one question in each box answered with 2/ Score I point for each question
"Yes", and score 5 points for each additional question in the answered with "Yes" .. Ttotl
some box answered with "Yes".Tt._._._._._._._. TotoI

b R PRESENT HOUSING COSTS dHOUSE e TOTAL SCORE INDICATING URGENCY OF NEED:
Rent o a Per_ Rentincludes EXISTING CONDITION
Amountoforrers: $_ Reosonforarrears: KEEPING Check Score

Good a (I) Family is:
Estimated cost of tenant purchased utilities Fair ( Ia) Actually without housing 3
Electricity, $ per Heating fuel _ S_ pe._p ; (b) To be displaced or about to be evicted Q

Gas, S..pe... Ice, $-per, ; Other, (Specify)_ Bad 0 Ic) Living in unsafe, insanitary or overcrowded
Total Housing Casts: per Filthy M housing conditions . . . 0
Remarks. 12) Health factors present . . .a

c. HEALTH FACTORS. (Record presence of chronic illnesses or physical Urgency of Need - Total Score
impairment and person affected) Rermorks_

The above information was verified by means of a home visit made an or by
(Dot.)

(Signed) -on

(D..)

(8) ELECTRICITY

co
co
CJT



SUMMARY AND DETERMINATIONS

Age of Head of Family Number in Fomily. Minors Workers - Veteran or Service Status (circle one): DAV DVS V S NV

Monthly Amount Previously Paid for Rent and Utilities S Present Housing (underline one): Substandard Displaced Without Housing About to be Evicted

ELIGIBILITY FACTORS

1. Is this a family? C Yes C No 7. Is income within maximum limit? a Yes l No

2. Were persons who will sign lease born in the U. S.? D Yes C No Gross Income S

3. Has non-subversive certificate been signed? 1 Yes 0 No Less Deductions

4. Does family not own a dwelling in Metropolitan Atlanta? C Yes C No Net Income

S. Is the family presently located in the Atlanta area? C Yes C No Less Exemption for Minors

6. Does the family meet previous housing requirement? C Yes : No I

Remarks: Net Income for Rental

Less Disability & Death Benefits

Income for Admission

Computation Eligible C Yes D No
Recommended Dote

Approved Dote

Reverificotion Prior to Certification

MEANS OF
Factors to be Checked VERIFICATION

1. Family Composition: Minors Workers Total -

2. Family Income

Some No. of Workers? D Yes D No

Some Employerls) C Yes I] No

Change in Earnings C Yes C No

Current rate of poy. . per

Current overtime

3. Housing Condition

Dote and Initial
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(Rev. 4-28-72)

APPLICATION PR03RESS SHEET

Date of Application Project

Name of Applicant

Verification to be Submitted

lNFtEMATION NEEDED DATE MAILED DATE RECEIVED

_ DISPLACED

__AHA 122

_FOMER TENANT CLEARANCE

_ PRESENT EMPLOYENT FMRM

_PREVTCU5 EMPLOYMENT

TTPS

__ETTER TO D P W -

_SOCIAL SECIRTPY

____RITEEMENT RC PENSION

_ALLOTMENT FRCJM SERVICEMAN _

_LETTER TO VA

DIVORCE OR SEPARATION_ _

_ADULT PROBATION OFFICE

_LETTER FROM NURSERY, BABY SITTER

_COLLEGE FCRM

_SCHOLARSHIP LETTER

_BANK STATEMENT & BONDS

_PROPERTY CLOSING STATEMENT

_MEDICAL STATEMENT, GRADY FORNMS

_ELDERLY SPONSORS

_ AFFIDAVITS

_-MARRIAGE CERTMICATE

_BIRTH CERTIFICATE

REMARKS:

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4.

4. I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4 4

I 4

4 .4

t .9.

1 4.

-� 4.

80-329 0 -72 -pt. 3 - 12
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HA 1orm No. 150
(Rev. 2-11-72)

HOUSING SCGOE

Name:

Adress:

1. Families who are displaced or about to be displaced by Low-Rent Housing or Urban
Renewal Projects and persons who are displaced or about to be displaced by Atlanta
Airport expansion.

a. Elderly family (600) ........................... _

b. Serviceman, family of deceased serviceman, or Veteran (575) ... .

c. Other families (550) ...........................-

d. Single non-elderly (540) ...........................-

2. Families who are displaced or about to be displaced by Other Governmental Action.

a. Elderly family (500) ...........................-

b. Serviceman, family of deceased serviceman, or Veteran (475) ... .

c. Other families (450) ...........................-

d. Single non-elderly (440) ...........................-

3. Families without Housing.

a. Elderly family (400) ...........................-

b. Serviceman, family of deceased serviceman, or Veteran .(375.....

c. Other families (350) ...........................-

4. Families about to be without Housing.

a. Elderly family (300) ...........................-

b. Serviceman, family of deceased serviceman, or Veteran (275))....

c. Other families (250) ...........................-

5. Families living in Substandard Housing.

a. Elderly family (200) ...........................-

b. Serviceman, family of deceased serviceman, or Veteran (175))....

c. Other families (160) ...........................-

6. Families living in Standard Housing.

a. Elderly family (150) ...........................-

b. Serviceman, family of deceased serviceman, or Veteran (140.)....

c. Other families (130) ...........................-
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AHA-103. EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION

ATLANTA HOUSING AUTHORITY

To Employer of: Return to:

Applicont ..... .. --- APPlication Office

Address ..... tlanta,^ Georgia 30303

Your employee is seking o better home. However, he connot be considered for o low-rent public housing unit until this
completed form is returned since our regulotions requirerthot only fomilies determined to be low-income con be odmitted.
Accordingly, you will be helping him by completing this form ot your eorliest convenience.

Very truly yours,

_ .. ............ ....... .......... ..................................................................................................

Dote (Tenont Selection Supervisor)

1. Occuption . . . . 2. Employed from (Dote) ...................... to.

3. Permonent ....... , .Temporory . ......... 4. Is sociol security deducted? ...... ......................

5. Basis of pay: (Check more thon one if opplicoble) 4. (a) Sociol Security Number.... . .... ....... .....................

WagesSalory .. Commission .................... Tips .................. Other (Specify).

C] hour Hours per week at regular tie..
El day
CJ week Houts per week overtime (average).

6. Rote of pay S . ......... per C two-weeks
] semi-monthly Is time ond one-half poid for overtime.

E] monthly
Days per week (if day work) ..........................................................................

7. If employee receives any compensation in the form of commission, bonus, expense account, tips, free meals, cdr fore,
etc., please indicate and show ceurrent rote of payment or value received (estimate where necessary).

..........................................................................................................................................S .................................................S.. p e r ........... ...........

8. Total Gross Earnings During Post 12 Months - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $......................................................

or for any lesser period during these 12 months - - - - - - - - - $....................................................

9. Number of days allowed per yeor with pay for Vaotion. Sick Leave.

Firm.:

Sign ture...................................................... ........... ........................................

T itle ....................................................................................................................

Telephone No...........................................................................................

D at ............................................................
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AHA FORM NO. 64
(Rev. 1-7-71)

AFFIDAVIT ON CHILD CARE

I, hereby certify that I care

for the child/children of Mrs. -

while she works. She pays me $_

day/week.

Baby Sitter's Signature

Date

I, Mrs.

I pay her $-

l solemnly swear that I employ

take care of my child/children.

per day/week.

Applicant's Signature

per
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TELEPHONE: 525-662:

HOUSING APPLICATION AND ASSIGNMENT BRANCH
121 HUNTER STREET, S. W.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303

Fulton County
Department of Family and Children Services
165 Central Avenue, S. W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Gentlemen:

We are required by Federal law to verify the income of all families
applying for admission to our low-rent public housing projects. The
person identified below is a member of one of these families and is
understood to be receiving welfare assistance.

Full Name of Recipient

Address

Case Number

(If not available, show full name of spouse).

Will you kindly fill in Items 1, 2, and 3 and return to this office.

Supervisor

1. Type of Grant

2. Amount of Grant

3. Other Income (Social Security,

4. Remarks_

Date

Administrator

.
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HOUSING APPLICATICY: AND ASSIGNMENT BRANCH
121 HUNTER STREET, S. W.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303

Adult Probation Office Re: Name
Fub-on County Courthouse

Age g

Address

Gentlemen:

We are required by Federal law to verify the income of all families applying for
admission to, or continued occupancy in, low-rent projects.

It is understood that the above-named person has been directed by court order to
make support payments through your office to _ ,
mother of the following children:

1. 5. 9.
2. 6. 10.

3. 7.

8. ~~~~~~~8.
Very truly yours,

Chief, Housing Application and
Assignment Branch

1. Date of court order_

2. Amount ordered to be paid by court perr

3. Total amount actually paid for past 12 months_

4. Date of last payment Amount o

5. Change within past 12 months_

6. Total arrears from date of court order to present_

Remarks:

Date Probation Officer
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AHA FORM NO. 68
(Rev. 3-17-71)

AGREEMENT BY APPLICANT AND SPONSORS

The applicant names_

sas alternate sponsor.

The applicant understands and agrees that as a condition to admission the
sponsor and alternate sponsor are authorized to enter his/her apartment
at any time to assume full responsibility for his/her care in case of
disability, including removal from the premises, and to receive and remove
his/her property.

The sponsor and alternate sponsor will also assume responsibility for
arrangements in case of death.

The undersigned sponsor and alternate sponsor agree to accept the
responsibilities detailed above. The alternate sponsor will act in the
event the sponsor cannot be contacted or for any reason is unable to take,
or does not take, appropriate action.

Applicant_

Sponsor

Address_

Phone Number_

Alternate
Sponsor_

Address

Phone Number_

Date

as

sponsor and_
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TELEPHONE: 525-6621

GRADY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Atlanta, Georgia

Date

Atlanta Housing Authority
Housing Application and Assignment Branch
121 Hunter Street, S. W., Room 305
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Gentlemen:

Our records indicate that: Name

Address

Clinic Number

Diagnosis

Physician's last report relative to patient residing alone

Sincerely yours,

Medical Social Worker

. .
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ARA FORM NO. 203
(Rev. 4-18-72)

TENANT SELECTION - FAMILY SERVICES REFERRAL

NAME

ADDRESS CITY

TELEPHONE NO. ADULTS CHILDREN

DATE OF REFERRAL PERSON MAKING REFERRAL

REASON FOR REFERRAL

PROBLEMS WITH CHILDREN NEIGHBOR RELATIONS

FINANCIAL_ MARITAL PROBLEMS JUVENILE DELINQUENCY _

EDUCATION_ EMPLOYMENT LACK OF FOOD

HEALTH PROBLEMS LACK OF FURNITURE

WELFARE REFERRAL AGENCY REFERRAL

EMERGENCY HOUSING MENTAL PROBLEMS_

OTHER

INITIAL INTERVIEW
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CATEGOR_ _ _ _

FAMILY STATISTICAL DATA

NAME AGE STATUS_ _ __

AGE . . STATUS

ADDRESS APT. #

CITY_ TELEPHONE_

BLACK WHITE OTHER

URITAL STATUS BIRTHPLACE

FAMILY OFt U.S. CITIZE _ A f VETERAN

SERVICEMAN _ DIBALEID VETERAN DECEASED VET OR SERVICEMAN

NANES OF OTHER )TE OF FANILYs

NAME RELATION SEX AGES

4.

STATUS

1 1. 1

I 4. 4. 1

I 4* 4 I

I 9. .9 I

a & .& I

I 1. 4.

PREINANTt _ YES NO MONTH Duk��
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EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME

EMPLOM: R_ HOW LONG?

ADDRESS: OCCUPATION

JOB STATUS: PERMANENT TEM(PORARY PART-TINZ SEASONAL

SALAE:S

INCOME OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS__

OTHER INCOKI TOTAL:

PRESENT LIVING CONDITIONS:

SUBSTANDARD:

OVERCROWIED:

DISPLACED:

WITHOUT HOUSING:

REFERRALS:

DATE AGENCY REASON DISPOSITION

FAMILY SERVICES__
DANE

ELIGIBLE FOR PUBLIC HOUSING: YES NO

IF NO, GIVE REASON:

RECOHMENDATIONS:
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CUMULATIVE DATA SEET

APT. #

OCCUPANT VACATED ON

RELOCATED TO

HOME
CONTAfCTSP VTATq'

OFFICE
irVrTTr nrw1¶ nmUw

TIME SPENT
unTTmd uTxnme

- . ---. . -______________ s.-. - .. av.

4.-4 I l�I

4 I 4 1 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4 4 I 6 i�I

4. 4 4 4 1~~~~~~~~ 1

4. .9 I 4 1 1

_ _ _ _ I _ _ _I __ I__

ax& ~~~~~CONKENTS

-I

-I

-I

-I

-I

-I

-I

-I

NAME

ADDRES
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AHA FORM NO. 206
(Rev. 4-18-72) Page 2 of 2

CUMULATIVE DATA SEET

DATE rClnOawU

I

-I

-t

I1

-1

I1

-1

-t

-I

-t

-t
-I

-1
- I

-t
-I

-t
I1

-I

I

I

I
I

i

I
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, Mrs. Buck, could you describe to us the
length and type of training you received for your job as an application
worker?

Mrs. BUCK. There was no formal training. I started out with the
Atlanta Housing Authority as a temporary worker in one of the
housing management offices. After that I was sent to maintenance as a
receptionist-clerk-secretary to the superintendent of maintenance.
From there I was sent to receptionist of applications. From there I
was promoted to application interviewer, and from there I was pro-
moted to family service consultant.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think that's a pretty good training.
Mrs. BUCK. I have really worked in all phases, I started in manage-

ment, maintenance, application and now the social service branch.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. A very fine and intelligent man told me one

time that he sincerely believed that if all the secretaries walked out
of the big industries in the city of Detroit, they would have to close
the industries.

Representative BLACKBURN. That's supposed to be a management
secret.

Mrs. BUCK. I think in doing the type of work and dealing with
people who come in to apply for public housing, I think that I am
working with the people. This is where you acquire anything you
might need, just working directly with the people. You will never
get it in a college or university.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would you describe for us what in general
the job of application and assignment consultant entails, what you
do?

Mrs. BUCK. When a person is referred to us through the application
office, he is usually referred because he has an outstanding problem.
The No. 1 problem is he does not have finances. No. 2, he does not have
a bed to sleep in. When we get the referrals, we try to find a bed for
him to sleep in and money for him to move in. This is very difficult. We
do not have resources available for giving people, everyone who comes
in in this situation, financial assistance. We can get them a place to
live, we can waive move-in expenses, and this is normally what has
been done in helping families who come in and need our assistance. But
most of them who come in are emergency situations. They are living
at the Salvation Army House, Union Mission for men and women,
mother has put them outside, and these are the type problems that are
referred to us.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have furnished housing?
Mrs. BUCK. No, we do not. We only furnish stove and refrigerator

in public housing. But we, as family service consultants, go out and
beg for beds and also furnishings for the people that come in and
need them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I would like to know the general procedure
that is followed when somebody applies for public housing. Suppos-
ing a couple with children comes in and says their income is $4,200.
Are they interviewed ?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes, they are. This is a husband, wife and two children.
Chairman GRIFFITH1S. Yes; but the income limits for a family of

four is $4,800?
Mrs. BUCK. Right.
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Chairman GRIFFrTHS. I see. Will they have to provide pay stubs
to indicate that they are working?

Mrs. BUCK. No; they do not. We have an employment verifica-
tion form that is given to the man, usually it's the man that is em-
ployed. The woman usually says she is not employed. And we give
him an employment verification form. He takes it to his employer
and brings it back or mails it back to us.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. DO you find that some of the women are
employed?

Mrs. BUCK. Most of them are employed.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Would you call their current and past

employers?
Mrs. BUCK. Current, right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If the family head is receiving old age as-

sistance, do you or anyone call the public assistance agency and verify
this?

Mrs. BUCK. We call only in emergencies where they have to be
helped immediately. Otherwise, we have a form letter which is sent
to the department of family and children services with the person's
name. Sometimes when they come in they have a case number and
we can send that along.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you do about social security if they
say they are getting social security ?

Mrs. BUCK. If they are getting social security, we have to verify
social security. I don't like the way it's done, but it is done by a
person bringing in the social security check. So this means you have
a big influx of people on the 3d of the month into the application
office bringing in their social security check itself for verification.
And they are probably not going to be housed for months and
months.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What if they get hit over the head or some-
thing with the check in their hands. What if they are robbed are they
sometimes?

Mrs. BUCK. I don't think this has ever been considered.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, I'd start considering it. What about

veteran's pensions?
Mrs. BUCK. This has to be brought in for verification. All checks

have to be brought in for verification before they are cashed.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What if they tell you they have a $500 savings

account?
Mrs. BUCK. We ask them to bring in the savings book or a bank

statement. They do not necessarily have to bring in the bank book.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why does your application form ask if there is

a veteran in the household?
Mrs. BUCK. We give a veteran priority.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you give women veterans priority?
Mrs. BUCK. We do give the woman her husband's veteran priority

if she is separated, but not if she is divorced from him. She loses
that priority if she is legally divorced from him, but if she is separated
she still gets that priority.

Chairmain GRIFFITHS. Wall, what if she is the veteran?
Mrs. BUCK. She gets that priority.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. Congratulations. I notice there are nearly
50 questions and subquestions about the applicant's housing conditions,
such as whether there are major fire hazards, bathtub or shower, elec-
tric wiring, and so forth. Also, persons are given a rating as to their
housekeeping. Does all of this require a dwelling unit inspection?

Mrs. BUCK. No. We once had home visitation. That's where they had
people who were supposed to go out and actually inspect where the
applicant was living and the conditions that they found, but we
don't do this anymore. We use the housing score sheet, and we usually
accept the applicant's word as to the conditions under which he is
living.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is this required from the Federal offices?
Mrs. BUCK. Yes; it is. They set up the housing scoring system.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you add up these scores, the numbers,

to get the right score?
Mrs. BUCK. We don't add it up. The form is set up itself with the

housing score under that specific category. For instance, a family about
to be without housing, if it's an elderly family, gets a 300-housing
score. That's that, period. This is on the housing score sheet itself. So
if an elderly family comes in without housing, they are going to get
a 300-housing score. A serviceman, deceased serviceman or veteran,
275, you know. And families about to be without housing, it's pre-set
up, it's categorized.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have a priority for families that are
being dispossessed because of a Government action?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes; we do. That's our second highest priority.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Where the highway comes in or they knock

down the building in which they are living?
Mrs. BUCK. Right; it's strict coding with us.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. There are six others under the heading of

eligibility. The first ask: "Is this a family?" What is considered not a
family?

Mrs. BUCK. It's hard to say what is considered not a family, because
first of all when they come in they don't know the rules and regula-
tions. So they always come in and say, "I want to apply for my
husband, myself, and my children." You very seldom find anybody
that comes in and say I want to apply for me and a friend.

Chairman GRIFFITH. Or "myself, my sister's children, and my boy-
friend;" they don't say that.

Mrs. BUCK. We do get a lot of "me and my boyfriend."
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Oh, really?
Mrs. BUCK. We really do. They are planning to get married.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, do you insist that they be married be-

fore you let them in or not?
Mrs. BUCK. Yes; we do.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you?
Mrs. BUCK. We do in the case of the young couples. They must pro-

duce a marriage certificate before we certify them. We will take the
application, process the application, but we will not certify them
until they have brought in the marriage certificate.

Chairman GRIFFFTHS. If a grandmother is living with her daughter
and grandchildren, is this a family?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes; it is.
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Chairman GRIFFITHs. The second question asked is, "Were persons
who are family heads born in the United States." How do you ascer-
tain that?

Mrs. BucK. We ask the head of the family, "Were you born in the
United States," if they say "Yes" we don't pursue it any further. If
they say "No," it sometimes requires our asking for a waiver of citi-
zenship from the executive director, because we have to have this.

Chairman GRrnTHs. I think that is a very good idea. It's my un-
derstanding that we probably have a million people in the United
States illegally; at least a million.

Mrs. Buck. Right.
Chairman Giin'nTns. And they are taking up jobs, they are taking

welfare and other things that really should be available to American
citizens.

Mrs. BUCK. Right. We have so many of them coming in that are
attending the universities from Nigeria. Most of the students who come
in to apply are from Nigeria and are in the Atlanta University system.
And in Tech and Emory they are usually from Cuba.

Chairman GROWTHS. How many units of public housing do you
have in Atlanta ?

Mrs. BucK. Forty-some thousand, I'm not sure of the exact figure.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have you had any new housing put up in

recent years ?
Mrs. BucK. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFuTrs. Good.
Mrs. BUCK. We have had approximately five new projects opened

within the past 3 years.
Chairman GRiFFrTHs. Do you have trouble with vandalism in the

housing?
Mrs. BUCK. Very much so. Vacant units especially.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have some housing that is high rise

and some
Mrs. BUCK. Garden-type apartments.
Chairman GRIFFITms. Do you have more trouble in the high rise?
Mrs. BucK. No; we have more trouble in garden-type apartments.
Chairman GRIFFrrIHs. Really?
Mrs. BUCK. Very much more. We have hardly any vandalism in the

high-rise apartments.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you aware that in the city of St. Louis they

have high-rise public housing that is only 15 years old that is going
to have to be torn down?

Mrs. BucK. You're kidding.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. No.
Mrs. BUCK. You see, in our highrise apartments we have senior

citizens. We don't put families in our high rise apartments.
Chairman GRrFFiTHs. Maybe that accounts for it.
Mrs. BUCK. We only put-
Chairman GRIFFITHs. The senior citizens are nice.
Mrs. BUCK. Right. We put senior citizens in there, that becomes

their permanent home. They take good care of them, they don't move
out. We have senior citizens now that have been waiting for 2 years for
a unit to become available in a high-rise building.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 13
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's too bad. The third question asks, "Has
nonsubversive certificates been signed." What is the wording of the
nonsubversive certificate?

Mrs. BUCK. I don't think there has ever been such a thing. I have
never seen one. It's just on the application and I really feel it should
be left off because nobody has ever used it, and I haven't talked
with a person that has ever seen one.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's interesting. The last three questions
ask whether the family owns a dwelling in Metropolitan Atlanta,
whether the family is presently located in the Atlanta area and
whether the family meets the previous housing requirements. The ques-
tion is, can any one of these questions serve to disqualify a family?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If they don't live in the Atlanta area they

don't get in?
Mrs. BUCK. We require that you live within the five-county metro-

politan area to be eligible for public housing, Fulton De Kalb, Clayton,
Cobb, or Gwinnett. If you do not live within this five-county area,
you are ineligible for public housing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If the head of the family was not born in the
United States, is that person still eligible?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes; provided we get the waiver of citizenship that I
mentioned before from the executive director. We give the background
of the family head, why he is in the United States, how long he has
been here, how long he is expected to be here, general information of
the family. That's required from the family bringing it into the office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If a person applies and waits that 2 years you
told us about, do you reverify the circumstances before you admit
them?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes; we do.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you do it?
Mrs. BUCK. You asked earlier about social security verification. If

a person was receiving social security and has been waiting for 2
years, and we get to that person's date of application to certify him
for public housing, we have to ask them to bring in the next social
security check, because if he brought in his first one and he hasn't
brought in another one since and he has been waiting 2 years, actually
that social security figure has changed, he's gotten raises in social
security.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What if we give that 25-percent raise in social
security, will that disqualify some of these people?

Mrs. BUCK. Very few. Because for most of them, this is their only
source of income. So I don't think it will keep many of them from
being eligible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You know, every time there is a social security
increase, it disqualifies some people from veterans pensions, medicaid,
or food stamps.

Mrs. BUCK. It's always going to affect somebody.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You give social security and a lot of people go

off veteran's pensions. You give them $12 and they lose $98, or
something like that.

Mrs. BUCK. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that it works very badly together.
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Let's go back to this vandalism problem. What do think can be
done to stop it? This is nationwide.

Mrs. BuCK. I know it is.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It's so unfair to the people who are living there

to be subjected to this.
Mrs. BuCK. It really is. The only way we have found here in Atlanta

of keeping the apartments from being vandalized is to keep them filled
up. You don't have vandalism in units that are occupied. It's always
vacant units. Children in the community throw rocks just to break
out the windows. They have solved this somewhat by boarding up
windows in the units when they become vacant and they are boarded
up until a new family moves in. But they have not solved the problem
of hoodlums breaking down the doors and going in. We have had
cases recently where it was discovered that they were having pot
parties in one particular project on Saturdays and Sundays. This was a
four-bedroom apartment. The woman had signed a lease, she had not
moved in. Once she signed the lease this was her apartment to move in
whenever she wanted to. Somehow the key got into her 18-year-old
daughter's hand and she was inviting all her friends over to this apart-
ment on Saturday and Sunday until somebody in management found
out about it, went out and investigated, and caught them in the act
there.

Chairman GRIFFITRHS. Could you describe the kind of services that
you give? As I understand, you are a service worker.

Mrs. BuCK. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What kind of services do you give and to

whom do you give them?
Mrs. BucE. Most of my services are given to-elderly people and dis-

abled. For instance, we require that a disabled person or a person who
is going to live alone procure a medical statement that he is capable of
living alone. I take them to a private physician, they usually have their
own private physician, or to Grady Hospital.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. So you spend part of your time as a chauffeur.
Mrs. BuCK. I really do. I've had to take people who did not have

transportation to go sign their lease, I have taken them out to sign this.
I have taken them to see the apartment and when they are ready to
move in I have had to take them to move in. I have actually moved
families into public housing with my car, taking all their belongings,
by taking trips with their belongings, two trips or three trips.

Chairman GImFFITIIs. What do you feel are the most necessary and
useful services for the majority of public housing tenants which you
give?

Mrs. BucK. I think that social services help in public housing is the
most beneficial service in public housing. We have social service con-
sultants, aides, and homemakers in all our public housing apartments.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have nurseries?
Mrs. BuCK. Not in all of them. We do have nurseries and we are

opening up more nurseries.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why can't you get together with Miss Perry

and get those commodities delivered to those public housing projects?
Mrs. BUCK. I think that they are working on this. She would be a

good person to get together with, too. Another thing we have in com-
mon with Miss Perry is that our homemakers are going to be helping
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them with the surplus food, in preparing surplus food. They are going
to be going in and trying to show them how some of these commodities
can be used.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many service workers like you are there
who work with the applicants or tenants?

Mrs. BUCK. Within the application office there are only two.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. For all these 40,000 units?
Mrs. BUCK. No; we are the two in the application office.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mrs. BUCK. And we handle the cases that come into the application

office that are problems and emergency situations. After they go into
public housing, they have to go under the family and service workers
on the project site.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you refer cases to other social agencies?
Mrs. BUCK. Yes; we do. We refer them to welfare.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Are there any other additional comments

or recommendations on the application procedures and services that
you would care to make?

Mrs. BUCK. I really don't have a lot of comments to make about that.
The only thing I would like to see is more public housing units be-
come available to us. At this time we have 6.700 families waiting to
get into public housing. Most of them have been -waiting 2 years.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I congratulate you on putting in at least five
projects in recent years. I don't think there has been a public housing
project put up in the city of Detroit in the last 20 years.

Mrs. BUCK. And I thought every city was as on-the-ball as Atlanta
is.

Chairman GRIFFrTHs. No; it's been many, many years since there
has been a public housing project put up in many areas. Now, there
have been relatively inexpensive housing projects put up, but they
have been put up by pension funds and by churches and so on. And
they are put up for a restricted group of people., you know, the people
who are members of that church or some union or some such thing as
that. But no public housing.

Mrs. BUCK. And then we also have leased housing.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We are going to hear about that. Now, the

leased housing, does that come within your domain?
Mrs. BUCK. Yes; I do work with families that are going into leased

housing too.
-Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is that leased from private individuals?
Mrs. BUCK. From private individuals.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. One of the problems with that is, or would be,

that you cannot attach a welfare check for payment of rent, isn't that
right?

Mrs. BUCK. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITILS. So when you get those people in there, what

kind of law applies in getting them out? How long can they stay if
they fail to pay the rent? What happens?

Mrs. BUCK. If they fail to pay the rent naturally they are evicted
within a certain period of time.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long is the time?
Mrs. BUCK. This depends on the individual manager. Some mana-

gers will evict them the first month, some will give them a waiting
period. So it really depends on what the manager wants to do.
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Chairman GRiFFITHus. Do you have any questions Mr. Blackburn?
Representative BLACKBURN. I sure do. I'd like to continue on the

problem of evictions. We have found in some areas of the country that
tenants' rights organizations are almost encouraging some tenants not
to pay their rent. And then when legal proceedings are brought, the
OEO lawyers will file petitions in court and keep the thing balled up
in court for a year and a half. When they finally get a final court order,
they find that the marshal who has the legal responsibility for dis-
possessing is some 2 years behind in actually levying his dispossessory,
and of course, in the meantime the remaining tenants in the area are
beginning to say, "Why should I pay my rent, old Joe hasn't paid his
in over a year and a half, so I'm going to do the same thing." You
haven't had that problem in Atlanta?

Mrs. BUCK. No, we haven't. We do have resident association pres-
idents that influence people to a certain extent. I don't believe they
have had but one rent strike. They had one this year in one of the
housing projects. But they solved the problems. The social service
workers get with the resident association presidents and they try to
work out their differences. So there is a good communication and
good relationship among the two.

Representative BLACKBURN. I'm happy to hear that from my area
because I'm afraid it is not true in all areas of the country.

Let me ask you on the question of vandalism. If you find the par-
ents of a child who has caused extensive damage, do you try to get
the parent to assume responsibility and pay for the damage?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes, -we do. If the damage is so extensive that the
family feels they can't pay it, they sometimes move out. And oh,
within 6 months to a year they come back to reapply. This is when
we present this little bill to them again. We will take your applica-
cation, Mrs. So-and-so, but we cannot certify you to public housing
until this outstanding bill of $250 or $300-we have had them as high
as $800 in damages-is paid. Then they go to Legal Aid. And Legal
Aid tells them that they don't owe this. So then there is a big battle
between Legal Aid and Atlanta Housing and it goes back and forth.
Usually Legal Aid wins and they go back into public housing.

Representative BLACKBUJRN. You mean the taxpayers are paying to
build the projects, they're paying to repair the damage that has been
caused by the child, and then they are hiring the lawyer to avoid
paying the damages?

Mrs. BucK. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. Well, that's all right, I guess. I don't

agree with it necessarily.
Mrs. BucR. We don't agree with it either.
Chairman GRiFiTHs. We are destroying the housing stock of

America.
Mrs. BUCK. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We are going to be checking with HUD,

they're letting it happen too.
Mrs. BUCK. Legal Aid normally wins every case that comes up

against the Atlanta Housing Authority where a person owes money.
Representative BLACKBURN. Let me ask you some questions that will

have some impact on our policies probably this year in Congress. In
the Housing Act of this year we have given the administrators of
public housing discretion to allow families to remain in public hous-
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ing when their income is increased beyond what would today be the
maximum limit. And the philosophy behind that is that it would be
desirable perhaps to keep some of the higher income families in
the units because they would tend to be the more stable families and
maybe present a better example for some of the other families com-
ing in. Do you have any thoughts on that?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes. They normally are referred to Urban League
counseling service if they become over income for a 221 or a 235 certifi-
cate to get into their own home and become homeowners. But I feel
just like you just mentioned, we should keep some over income families
in public housing to keep the financial status and dignity a little higher.
I feel that we are just-it's low income as it is, and the income is not
going to get so high that we couldn't keep some of the higher income
families in.

Representative BLACKBURN. Well, of course, we've got this dilemma.
To the extent that we allow higher income families to stay in, you've
got these 6,000 low income families on the waiting list who would like
to come in. But you feel, based on your experience, that the advantages
to be gained by allowing this economic mix would override the other
disadvantages.

Mrs. BucK. Right; because most of them waiting to get in are welfare
recipients. Most of them aren't even working. So I feel like we should
keep these people in here who have good jobs, and they are not trouble-
makers, they have established themselves in the residence, in the com-
munity. And I just feel like it would be to housing's advantage to
keep these higher income people in.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think she makes a real good point; I think
that's very good sense.

Representative BLACKBURN. This is the thinking behind the com-
mittee's action. When you look at the different levels of assisting fami-
lies to have housing you find that we've about four different approaches
now: we've public housing; we've rent supplements. There is a pro-
posal that we go to just a flat housing allowance, you know, and just
let every family take their money and go out and find what they can
with this housing allowance. And of course, we've got leased housing.
All of these have some advantages and some disadvantages regarding
cost to the taxpayer. Some of them have advantages as far as flexibil-
ity to the family as to where they want to live. Do you have any
thoughts as to which of these methods are better in the long run, the
least expensive, or do you think we need a mixture of these programs?

Mrs. BUCK. I think we need a mixture of these programs. Leased
housing, to me, is a waste of the Federal Government's money. I just
can't see how they can have the Atlanta Housing Authority take over
a group of apartments and give them, subsidize so much money, and
then they say, "Well, you've got to be in a certain income bracket be-
fore you can go in here." And here are thousands of people over here
waiting for any decent place to live, and these units are sitting here
vacant for months and months and months.

Representative BLACKBURN. You mean the leased housing is worse?
Mrs. BUCK. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. Why is this?
Mrs. BUCK. Because we don't have enough families who meet the

income requirements.
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Representative BLACKBURN. And who don't earn enough money?
Mrs. BUCK. Enough money.
Representative BLACKBURN. Even with the supplement?
Mrs. BUCK. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. So the economic cost of maintaining

these units is so high, even with the supplement, that the beneficiaries
are not able to take advantage of it.

Mrs. BUCK. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. I wasn't aware of that. Of course, one

of the advantages of leased housing is that it remains on the tax rolls
of the local community so that the schools, roads, and so forth are be-
ing paid for out of the rentals of the property. Let me ask you a
question with some social implications, and without getting into any
political realms here any more than I have to.

What is your thought as to whether or not the tenants in public
housing would like to be relocated in the suburbs? This is getting
to be a matter of considerable discussion now, whether or not we
should locate public housing in the suburbs, and whether or not there
should be not only racial mix but economic mix. And I'm wondering,
from your experience, do you think the tenants would want this,
would it be to their advantage? What would be your thoughts on it?

Mrs. BUCK. I'm sure it would be to their advantage in more ways
than one, but most of them don't want to move out of the city. Most
of them have grown up in the ghetto type of area, they were relocated
in the urban renewal areas, and they have now gone into public
housing. But their first comment when they come in to apply is: "I
don't want to go too far out." This means they want to stay as close
within the city as they can.

Representative BLACKBURN. They sort of feel they have their roots
in the ground where they are, and they don't want to be relocated?

Mrs. BUCK. Right, and they want to remain in their old communi-
ties. If urban renewal comes through and clears the land, so that public
housing can be built, you have to promise these families that when
these apartments are completed they can come back. I think it is a
rule that the Federal Government promises them, "You have top
priority, you can come back." And they get mad, you know, if they
don't get back into that location. It's a clean vicinity now, it's been
cleaned up. Public housing, they have gotten a shopping center
around them so they want to come back to this. But out there on the
outskirts of town, they have never been out there so they don't even
know what's out there. They are unfamiliar with the beautiful shop-
ping center. They just know what has happened to their old
community.

Representative BLACKBURN. Lat me ask you, what has been the ef-
fect of the Brooke amendment on the financial stability of public
housing in Atlanta?

Mrs. BUCK. I wouldn't know too much about it because I don't have
to deal with rent computations.

Representative BLACKBURN. You are not involved in the operational
aspeot of housing?

Mrs. BUCK. No, I'm not, but I know about it. It's hard to get, I
think, the tenants to understand why there are changes in rent. But
I don't have to come in contact with it.
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Representative BLACKBURN. Is there any public housing located in
the Model Cities area of Atlanta?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes. We have one housing project within the Model
Cities area.

Representative BLACKBURN. Is that one of the relatively new units?
Mrs. BUcK. Right; it's Martin Luther King.
Representative BLACKBURN. I'm familiar with that. How successful

is it, is it full of tenants now?
Mrs. BUCK. Yes, it is. We have the high-rise building and the garden

apartments. We rarely have a vacancy.
Representative BLACKBURN. Do you find that your elderly prefer to

live together in their own apartment complex, or do you find that
they like to be mixed up in different age groups with children?

Mrs. BUCK. No; they would rather live in the high-rise buildings
that are provided for senior citizens.

Representative BLACKBURN. They like to have elderly people on each
side of them because they get along better than they would taking
care of 10-year-old children?

Mrs. BUCK. Right. They fall out with each other and they sometimes
move out because they cant get along with old lady so-and-so next
door, you know. But they like living there where they have their own
clubs, art clubs, and things of this sort. So they really don't want the
garden-type apartments.

Representative BLACKBURN. I'm glad to hear you say that, because
I believe in the housing act this year we've got some requirement that
there be a certain age mix in public housing projects. And frankly,
I resisted that. At the White House Conference on the Aging, this is
one of the things they all agreed on. They have raised their children
and they would take care of the grandchildren occasionally, but they
don't want to live with them anymore.

Mrs. BUCK. They sure don't want to live with them anymore. If
you can do anything about it, please don't put them in there. If you
can do anything about it, don't put our senior citizens in there with
families and children in these garden-type apartments.

Representative BLACKBURN. You spoke about students applying for
public housing. Aside from the question of residence and citizenship,
what is the eligibility of a student for public housing? Is a student eli-
gible for public housing? If I come in and I'm just a young fellow
with no family or anything, would I be eligible?

Mrs. BUCK. No; because you see, you have to be a family.
Representative BLACKBURN. You have to be a family?
Mrs. BUCK. Yes.
Representative BLACKBURN. By definition. So if I brought my girl-

friend I would have to marry her, then we could have a family and we
could go from there.

Mrs. BUCK. Right.
Representative BLACKBURN. I have no further questions.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do public housing developments tend to be iso-

lated, physically and socially, from the rest of the community or not?
Mrs. BUCK. I sometimes feel that they are isolated from the other

community.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think that is undesirable?
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Mrs. BUCK. Really, I do. In the schools you will hear the children
say, "Well, he lives in the project," and you're kind of stamped and
labeled, you know.

Representative BLACKBURN. Let me ask a question. I hate to inter-
rupt but this is an appropriate time to ask the question. This raises
again the question about these alternate methods of assisting families
in their housing. If we put them in public housing, you do have this
social stigma, whereas if a family were receiving, say, a rent supple-
ment or leased housing, they w6uld not be in a project, they would be
living in a private residence, perhaps, and it would not have that social
stigma. Is that something to be considered?

Mrs. BUCK. Yes; if private residence could be provided some kind
of way so they could get this stigma off of them.

Representative BLACKBURN. I have no further
Mrs. BUCK. We do have 30 homes in an area where it's just like public

housing, you know. But this is a trial thing and I don't know too much
about it. I just know that they selected 30 families to go into low-
income houses. They built 30 model homes.

Representative BLACKBURN. But it avoids the stigma of being a
project.

Mrs. BUCK. Right. And they are taught to keep the yards up and
everything, you know. But they are iow-income families, they have to
meet the same requirements of getting into public housing.

Representative BLACKBURN. The eligibility.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We know that the eligibility they are bound

by is income, but in public housing you also look at household ex-
penditures in determining eligibility and rent. What are some of
these expenditures, for example? Is child care deducted, transporta-
tion costs, utilities, medical expenses, or what?

Mrs. BUCK. The only deduction we give there is child care to the
working mother. We only give a child care deduction to the working
mother.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But you don't give transportation?
Mrs. BUCK. No, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We had persons involved in public assistance

administration this morning who said that the changes in rules, laws,
forms, and procedures were so frequent that they can't keep up with
them. Could each of you think back over, say the last 2 years, and
describe the major changes in eligibility criteria and application pro-
cedures and the impact they had on your work? Miss Perry?

Miss PERRY. I have been with the commodity program only since
February, but I wouldn't know really far back. But this morning
when they were talking of the work expense deduction, the same thing
has happened to us. We have gone back and forth on that, you know.
They've changed it about three times in the last couple of years.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You ought to see what has happened to food
stamps. They have really changed the system on food stamps.

Miss PERRY. We have changed our form some too, but not any
tremendous amount.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What about you, Mrs. Buck?
Mrs. BUCK. I've been with Atlanta Housing, this is my sixth year,

and there have been so many changes it's hard to say.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It makes you dizzy.
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Mrs. BucK. Right. I'm thinking over, you know, by the time you
get used to one rule, it is changed. So it's hard to say. I think the most
significant change in applications has been a couple of years ago. The
unwed mother, when she came in to apply, oh, this was something
that was pushed under the chair almost. She was definitely ineligible.
If a mother living in public housing became pregnant, she had to
move out. Rules of this type. And I think that has been the biggest
change, significant change. Because it has just opened the doors for so
many people that needed public housing.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. You have both mentioned that you use com-
plex means of verifying income, computations, and figuring bene-
fits, and so forth. Do you think that your procedures could be simpli-
fied, and if so, how?

Miss PERRY. One of our main problems is we actually give these
forms to the client when he is in our office. Most of the time they can-
not read the forms and they forget what they are supposed to do with
them. We give them a list of things they are supposed to bring back
next month to be certified, and they cannot read the form. When they
come back the next month they are not filled out properly and they
don't have the right information. What I would like to see is some way
where we could verify through other agencies, but at the present this
is the only way we have to do it. I think it would be easier for me to
verify someone's social security by a phone call. What they have to do,
they take their check to either a bank or the housing authority or some-
thing, and when they cash the check they fill out this form. But the man
is so excited when he gets the check that half the time he forgets the
form, and then he doesn't get the food the next month because he
doesn't bring in any verification.

Mrs. BUcK. I agree with Miss Perry. I feel that we should accept the
applicant's word. I don't think it is even necessary to have some of these
older citizens especially, and these other people, come in one month to
apply and the next month come back to bring their social security check
or VA check. I feel that we should accept their word.

Chairman GRIFFrrHS. This is peculiarly true of the aged, disabled,
and the blind. You know, things are not going to really improve very
much for them unless they win the Irish sweepstakes or something.
And we will all read about that in the paper. So that for those cate-
gories, it seems to me

Mrs. BUCK. Right. These are the ones I feel too.
Chairman GRIFFrTHS. It's pretty rough on them.
Mrs. BuICK. The young mother, you know, is going to gc'shopping

anyway, she is always out in the street. It's all right, you know, if she
has to bring in this verification.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. But not for the others.
I want to thank you both, you have been very good witnesses, you've

been very kind, you have been very helpful, and I appreciate your
being here.

And this subcommittee is adjourned until tomorrow morning at 10
o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, June 7,1972.)
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
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OF THE JOINT ECONO-MIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 318,

Old PoAt Office Building, Atlanta, Ga., Hon. Martha W. Griffiths
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Griffiths.
Also present: Alair A. Townsend, technical director; James R.

Storey, staff economist; Sharon S. Galm, staff counsel; Patricia Kelly,
legislative assistant to Representative Griffiths; and Leslie J. Bander,
minority economist.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the
Joint Economic Committee will resume its'hearings.

Our witnesses today are directors of welfare in three counties-two
rural, and one urban.

Mr. Bennett, will you please proceed?

STATEMENT OF JAMES BENNETT, DIRECTOR, FANNIN COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Mr. BENNETT. Thank you.
This statement is in three parts. Part I deals with welfare as admin-

istered in Fannin County. Fannin County has an area of 396 square
miles. Its 14,000 residents are mostly Caucasian. The county seat is
Blue Ridge with a population of 2,000. The towns of McCaysville,
Morganton, and Mineral Bluff are also located in Fannin County.

Part II deals with problems in public welfare in general and rural
America in particular.

Part III deals with my solution.

PART I-LOCAL WELFARE PROGRAMS

In Fannin County, as in all other counties throughout the State of
Georgia, the Department of Family and Children Services has the full
responsibility for administering all its programs within guidelines
drawn up by the Georgia .State Department of Family and Children
Services and certain Federal agencies. The county department deter-
mines how the programs will be directed, but must always pay heed to
certain State and Federal regulations and standards. The way in which
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policy and program objectives will be carried out is the responsibility
of the county department.

The county department authorizes assistance payments for such pro-
grams as aid to the aged, aid to the blind, aid to the disabled and aid to
families with dependent children, all of which are financed through
State and Federal funds. The county adds to State and Federal financ-
ing of such programs as day care, adoptions, poster care, et cetera. It
becomes apparent then that this department administers many pro-
grams which have available matdhing funds for grants and staffing.

Some larger counties also operate programs which are financed
solely by Federal funds. This complexity of jurisdiction by State and
Federal agencies over programs operated by the county is also evi-
denced in the medicaid and food programs. The county handles only
the certification for the Georgia medicaid program while the funding
is, in actuality, through Federal and State health departments. The
county operates a food stamp program which is funded by State and
Federal moneys but distribution costs are taken care of by the county
government with the staff of the family and children services making
certifications.

The Fannin County Department of Family and Children Services is
a locally administered department in theory only. In reality, the ad-
ministration of the department is greatly influenced by many other
local and State agencies.

It is obvious then, that the county department is hindered in offering
its programs to community individuals by the number of agencies to
which it must be responsible. To watch a county department attempt
to maintain the delicate balance required between conflicting stand-
ards from regulatory sources reminds one of a tightrope walker who
breathtakingly inches his way across a chasm with a 10-foot stack of
china plates in each hand.

On the one hand, Federal regulations require complete separation
of services and eligibility while on the other hand, additional staffing
is made virtually impossible by the strict regulations of the State merit
system. Needless to say, efforts to meet Federal regulations have been
severely limited. This is just one of many conflicts in regulations under
which the department operates.

In administering local welfare programs, it becomes extremely dif-
ficult to meet eligibility standards. These standards and procedures
for determining eligibility are changed almost every month in the
year. Workloads increase even while staff struggles under the pressure
to cut mistakes to a minimum. Eligibility regulations become so com-
plicated that they, in themselves become the cause for numerous errors.
Not only are eligibility regulations cumbersome-they are changed far
too often. This puts the caseworker in the position of constantly learn-
ing and relearning.

The county department must learn to cope with changes in pro-
cedures made by Federal and State courts. The most recent court
change has been the application of work expenses. The actual appli-
cation of this ruling was reinterpreted to the counties within a month
of the court ruling.

In the last few years, major changes have also been made in regula-
tions concerning working mothers, substitute fathers, and residence.
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While many court decisions have been beneficial to the clients, act-
ing upon these same decisions has presented major problems for the
local department.

Casework time which would normally be spent serving clients is
also spent in effecting other changes such as food stamp eligibility
changes and policy changes made by the State department. This in-
cludes such overall changes as the amount of grants paid in various
categories and the percenta e of the total budget which will be paid.
Also when social security benefits are increased, this causes review
of the entire public assistance and food stamp caseloads-a major op-
eration. Efficiency and accuracy become impossible under such condi-
tions. Efficiency is hindered by the complexity of the work, the number
of changes causing relearning of regulations, and the volume of the
work. Standards in making workloads realistic cannot be met due to
lack of funds for hiring additional staff and the constantly increasing
caseloads.

When new staff members are hired, the training procedure is tedious
and time consuming. Eligibility casework is very detailed and can be
frustrating. The complicated nature of the work, the size of caseloads
and constant changes all add to the frustration and increase error
rates.

Many of our simplified methods can be complicated and confusing
to caseworkers and clients alike. Clients cause errors when they are
unaware -of regulations or they willfully misrepresent facts. Under our
present method of determining eligibility, the client is responsible for
providing eligibility information. This contributes to client errors.
Clients are confused by changes in regulations and voluminous paper-
work.

County departments have been ordered by both State and Federal
Governments to separate services and eligibility, and this is being
done, statewide. The question is whether or not there can ever be true
separation. The department is aware that services and eligibility are
still entwined in eligibility determinations.

Clients will soon be confused further when the Talmadge amend-
ment goes into effect. Heretofore, service workers have been striving
to maintain independent social services, but under the new amendment,
acceptance of services is mandatory. The service worker will be faced
with threatening termination of assistance if employment and training
services are refused. Clients have already been confused as to who to
call for what-eligibility or services, and they are apt to become more
so. It is no wonder they are suspicious and uncomfortable with service
workers who are still involved with eligibilty standards.

Primary emphasis will be put on training employment and child
support services to the neglect of some other equally important serv-
ices. In some cases, client needs may be greater in other areas.

It is still unclear as to whether or not complete separation will be the
most advantageous plan to follow for the benefit of the client.

Regulations for services changes just as often as do regulations for
eligibility. This causes problems for service caseworkers. The attempt
has been made to free service workers of paperwork but service paper-
work is increasing. It has also been necessary at times to pull service
workers off their regular duties to help with mass caseload eligibility
reviews.
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Roughly speaking, over one-half the service worker's time is spent
completing required paperwork. This includes service plans, cor-
respondence, referral forms and report of contacts. This is a far cry
from freeing service workers from paperwork.

Caseworkers are confused as to the defintion of the role of the
service workers. When separation went into effect 2 years ago, the
broad definition of the service worker was one who would be involved
in long-term, general planning with the client. The attention has now
shifted to short-term, specific planning such as training, employment,
child care, family planning, et cetera. Such an about-face has confused
caseworkers who are finding it hard to define their roles.

In rural counties such as Fannin, the offering of services is severely
limited due to absence of community resources to meet client needs.
While it is realized that the role of the service worker is to provide
information and referrals, it is discouraging to find that there is no
available houisng, no hospital, no classes for special children, even in
the public school system no employment for men, no dental or mental
health clinics, no medical specialists, et cetera.

Referrals are fruitless and the morale of the service worker is low.
It is sad to face the fact that a client's situation cannot be altered.

Workloads for eligibility and service workers are constantly increas-
ing thereby putting tremendous pressure on the Department. This
increase accounts, in large part, for applications pending beyond
standard of promptness. Applications have increased rapidly during
the past few years.

Normal departmental activity has been disrupted by manual trans-
mittal and county letter changes. These originated in either the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare or the State department
of family and children services. In many cases, short deadlines were
given to implement required changes or gather necessary data. Regular
workloads were put aside and service and clerical workers were
assigned to help eligibility staff in most instances. This involved many
hours which caseworkers would have spent with clients working on
eligibility or services. This also accounts for delay in completion of
applications within required time limits.

Recently certain responsibilities have been shifted from the State
department to the county department such as determination of in-
capacity in AFDC, pretermination hearings and sample validation.

The department has also been involved in policy studies and special
studies, all of which have increased workloads tremendously.

At full staff Fannin County department consists of three stenogra-
phers, one casework aide, four service workers, and three eligibility
workers, one casework supervisor, and a director. We are county
administered and have an administrative board. Besides the adminis-
trative duties, we consider this board vital to the maintenance of com-
munication with the community.

The eligibility staff is responsible for determining and maintaining
eligibility for both public assistance and food stamps. The service staff
provides service work for clients and potential clients. At one time, we
had a speciality worker for food stamps. We found that this often
meant duplication of efforts. It was possible for a service worker, eligi-
bility worker, and food stamp worker to be working with a client at
one time. We found this to be uneconomical in an area where travel
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often requires many miles for one visit. We have made no effort to
separate our clerical staff into eligibility and service units and feel that
any effort to do so would be unsatisfactory.

PART II

Problems in administration and public welfare of rural counties are
demanding and require immediate attention. Before any attempted
answers, let us look at some of the problems.

Foremost among our problems in rural America is that of distance.
One city block can conceivably supply a full caseload for an urban
caseworker. I have read studies where a caseworker is assigned to one
apartment building. In Fannin County, a caseworker must often drive
60 miles to visit two or three clients. Rural counties are not only
sparsely populated, but they don't have poverty pockets. A have not
family may live next door to a have family. This point and the lack
of knowledge of it was brought forcibly to my attention some time
back when I accompanied the county commissioner to apply for a
neighborhood facility with HUD in Atlanta. This facility was to be
used for our office, a recreational facility and a general meeting place
for the community. Our idea was to locate the facility in Blue Ridge.
The gentleman from HUD kept wanting to locate the facility in a
"poverty pocket." He also informed me that I could not have my office
in the facility since I did not deal directly with the poor. Our efforts
to explain the demography of Fannin County and the fact that I deal
directly with our clients were to no avail. We left defeated and frus-
trated and we have never tried again for a neighborhood facility.
Transportation is another problem in rural America. A trip to the
local welfare department often amounts to a $5 taxi ride.

The myth of the "Welfare Cadillac" is a savage distortion that
makes me furious every time I hear it. The average welfare client in
Fannin County has no transportation available to him except that
which he hires, begs, or we supply. (Volunteers average 5,000 miles
per month.) Add to this the fact that 50 percent of our clients are
functionally illiterate if one uses our client's ability to complete our so-
called simplified eligibility forms as a yardstick and our present crisis
in public welfare is apparent. (See attachment 3.)

The much-discussed separations of casework staff has finally been
accomplished, and I understand we will soon separate our clerical
staff. Part of our staff approve and part don't. Service staff approve
and eligibility staff do not. After years of demeaning ludicrous de-
tective work in which we were told to believe nothing our clients
told us (I have verified residence of neighbors I had known all my
life) we are suddenly told to believe everything our clients tell. After
a stinging rise in errors and fraud we are again supposed to be
suspicious.

Separation was based in part on the premise that our new simplified
eligibility process would permit the client to do most of the work
in establishing his own eligibility. Most clients cannot complete their
forms properly and this fact combined with the almost incompre-
hensible myriad of regulation and policy changes forced by judicial
decisions, new mandates, Federal and State legislative bodies and
supervisory bodies such as State Department and the shortage of
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eligibility caseworker staff has forced a radical increase in both the
error and fraud rate. Two years ago I was shocked if a quality control
reviewer found an error in one of our case records. Today, I am
shocked if they don't.

I don't mean to paint a desperate picture; fact is, our clients have
gained considerably and staffs are willing to put forth the effort to
make mass changes and adjustments if they benefit the client. How-
ever, they are tired of being blamed by the hierarchy and elected offi-
cials looking for publicity getting campaign material. I am trying to
say that we are willing to run the maze and take the gamble of our
fellow citizens will understand and support us.

Another separation premise is that the service caseworker will be
able to provide pure service. In rural America services can be in-
definable. Have you ever heard a good definition of services? In the
past year, I have traveled to Wisconsin, Washington, D.C., and Cali-
fornia seeking the magic formulas for services and I have always
left disappointed and confused. It always come out something like
this-that which if applied correctly will allow every American to be
a self-supporting, productive, fulfilled citizen. Hogwash! I make it a
practice to never set goals which are beyond my reach and I, there-
fore, have never subscribed to this definition of services and I have
never made the mistake of telling the citizens of Fannin County I
was going to accomplish this miracle. Glutinous claims such as this
to legislative bodies year after year have created such a credibility
gap that Americans are demanding new and untried answers. We
must face the reality that we are not going to solve the problem com-
pletely. Progress it attainable. America can be a better place for our
poor. But, we will always have children who have been deserted by
their mothers or fathers or both. We will always have people born who
cannot support themselves because of birth, accident, or sickness. We
will always have people who reach old age without the magical num-
ber of points required to draw their "pension." Something can be done
for them. Some, but not all, can be rehabilitated to the point of self-
sufficiency.

Most of our real service programs have been developed by our com-
munity with my staff acting as a supporting agent: Our summer camp
for AFDC children with the help of solicited gifts including money,
man-hours, and property, gifts ranging from commodities from the De-
partment of Agriculture to clothes from a church group in Florida,
housing from Farmers Home Administration, including low-interest
home loans for new homes or a family's first indoor bathroom, a tu-
torial program developed around high school students who care enough
to throw in an Easter egg hunt and a Christmas party for AFDC
children just for good measure, a county-owned nursing home which
provides for the indigent, our volunteer drivers who average traveling
5,000 miles per month, a service staff who completed an employment
application for every possible recipient for an unbelieving plant man-
ager (one was hired). Yes, I think we have a good service program but
much needs to be done. Services cannot be provided by mandate. They
must be developed in the community with whatever resources are
available. Unfortunately, present trends seem to favor development of
services by the Federal Government in the State and this, in my
opinion, leads to the polarization of services on a regional basis. Fa-
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vored practice is to draw a circle on a map around "umpteem" num-
ber of people and locate the service in the largest urban area within
the circle. Granted, this leads to efficiency in delivery but I contend
inefficiency of usage.

In Fannin County's case this means locating a youth development
center, a mental health clinic, or a social security office in either Dalton
or Gainesville, which necessitates the crossing of a mountain range
to the west or east some 70 miles distant. On a map it looks close, much
nearer than Atlanta, but in fact requires approximately the same driv-
ing time. Usual practice is to assign counties to the east in Gainesville
to the west Dalton-Fannin County being somewhat to the center
goes to Gainesville part of the time and Dalton the rest. The district
welfare office is in Gainesville while the district health office is in
Dalton. State and Federal officials never seem to realize that enough
people are in between the mountain to operate our own facilities. Ninth
District Opportunity (our CAP agency) on whose executive board I
served at one time creates the height of irony. This CAP agency serves
16 counties in northeast Georgia and has its offices in Gainesville, Ga.
Mind you, Gainesville is in Hall County, which has its own CAP
agency and is not served by Ninth District Opportunity. A large per-
centage of their budget is administrative and almost all of this is spent
in Hall County. Why aren't more programs developed on the local
level? The programs that can be developed without added taxes have
about been exhausted and counties in Georgia are limited in their tax-
ation methods to that of property taxes. Property taxes have reached
their limit in Fannin County. Most of the cost of public welfare in
Georgia is formed by the State and Federal Government since July
of 1971 and implementation of House bill 1194.

The mood of our State officials seems to be that if they pay the bill
they should administer the program with the possible exceptions of
revenue-sharing proposal for Federal programs seem to presuppose
a Federal takeover. In my opinion this would be a disaster unless
adequate safeguards are built in to allow for local needs and deter-
mination and I don't think this is possible in a Federal or State ad-
ministrative program. A perhaps too-simple solution would be to
realize that all tax dollars originate from the same place-an indi-
vidual or business in a community and whenever possible he should
be able to spend that tax dollar as he deems best. Whether it be on the
Federal, State, or county level, adequate safeguards could be set up
to protect our civil liberties and misuse of funds at least as ade-
quately as is presently being done.

I realize that many knowledgeable people oppose the unlicensed
granting of funds to local communities and I realize there is some
merit to their opposition; however, the net results of our present
method of allocating funds by application and the use of voluminous
studies often means that the area that can afford to hire the expertise
necessary to fill out applications for such programs as Hill-Burton
Appalachian projects and HUD, and OEO funds may not need them
the most. Fact is the areas that need these Federal programs the most
are the least likely to obtain them. A no-strings-attached grant pro-
gram might produce era of colossal nature, but I would like to com-
pare it with our many Federal grant programs already in existence.

While it is true that many of our programs and problems such as
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defense and national transportation network cannot be dealt with on
a local level, I believe we are best equipped to meet our brothers'
problems of a social nature. Fannin County has different needs than
Fulton County and nobody knows that better than Gilbert Dulaney,
Fulton County administrator, and Jim Bennett. We cannot always
solve the problems of our fellow citizens, but we are in a position to
hear and recognize their needs and you would be surprised how much
redtape we sometimes dodge to deal with a problem.

Traditionally communications through our bureaucracy has been
one way-down and never up. This has been further hindered by the
newness of our profession and the great demand which exists for pro-
fessionally trained social workers. Educators start as teachers, some
become principals and this follows in most professions, but not in the
field of social work. I am president of the Georgia County Welfare
Association comprised of some 2,000 administrators, child welfare
workers, and child welfare aides, and while I know some do exist in
urban areas, I don't know one professionally trained worker who
works as a caseworker. They go straight to the top often without the
beneficial grassroot experience to administrative position which re-
quire knowledge, aptitude, and ability not always found in a good
social worker. We must find a way to retain professionals on a local
level and a way for them to influence and develop policy from that
level. We must also face the reality that this can t be accomplished
without benefit of improved salary and professional advancement
without leaving the client. Our association has attempted for the past
several years to communicate needed changes through the hierarchy
with varying degrees of success-some with the State, none with HEW.
Our inability to deal on the Federal level supports my contentions
that localities should be given more options. Examples of mismanage-
ment are rampant.

An applicant who received a lump-sum social security payment of
$700 and reapplied the following month is eligible, even though he
still has the $700. A recipient who gets his $700 and reports to the
agency as he should is closed for 1 month, jeopardizing his medicaid
coverage even though he has no other reserve. Just as illogically, our
nursing homes are full of elderly people who could stay in their own
home and who would rather do so if we could budget adequately for
personal care. We cannot budget over $100 even if they have other in-
come for personal care, but we can pay a $300 vendor payment to the
nursing home.

Answers to our problems are not easy. There is much being done
and much more needs to be done. H.R. 1 is not a solution. I am unal-
terably opposed to H.R. 1 for many reasons. I don't believe a program
that has survived and evolved for 35 years has nothing more to offer
people. Surely we have learned lessons which can be useful in solving
future problems.

The provisions of H.R. 1, in my mind, constitute a thinly disguised
guaranteed annual income maintenance program. Birth in the United
States should guarantee lifelong maintenance only if each person is
willing to do all within his power for himself. Georgia residents re-
ceive no welfare check for unemployed fathers and I believe most
Georgians prefer this to continue. This fact does not indicate a cal-
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lousness on our part. I do believe in work programs. Every citizen
should be guaranteed a job if he is willing to work.

Many theorists believe that every man wants to work irrespective of
his income correlation. I don't subscribe to this theory. My present job
might be satisfying as an end in itself; but I have worked in factories,
a stock boy in a department store and hospital, and as a heavy equip-
ment operator, none of which I Would have done without the stimulus
of income.

H.R. 1 would further remove our input at the local level. Current
plans call for retention of all present employees; however, many would
be required to move. Part of our strength is found in our deep roots.
How many would be willing to relocate ?

Our social security system seems to be the pattern for H.R. 1. Our
social security office is located in Gainesville. Representatives visit
Fannin County each Tuesday. A visit to the courtroom where the rep-
resentative meets the clients would convincingly demonstrate that so-
cial security has not yet arrived in rural America where welfare work-
ers have traditionally done considerable legwork both for social
security and vocational rehabilitation.

I have never understood the excellent reputations of social security
when 10 percent of my salary is required to support it. (Five percent
from employees and five percent from employers.) Perhaps, part of the
success stems from the millions of dollars spent on public relations. I
question the wisdom of the vast sums of money spent by the social
security administration in preparation for the passage of H.R. 1 when
its passage is not and may never be a reality. The proper procdure
would be to pass legislation and allow sufficient leadtime for imple-
mentations.

PART III

Any successful future social program would encompass the follow-
ing points:

First. A local office responsible to and for its citizens with latitude
and resources to develop and deliver services to all citizens.

Second. Guidelines which would discriminate enough to insure that
only those in true need received long-term financial assistance.

Third. Any long-term financial assistance would be sufficient to pro-
vide subsistence above the poverty level.

Fourth. A general assistance program sufficient to meet short-time
emergency needs.

Fifth. A comprehensive health program.
Sixth. A work program encompassing both the public and private

sectors of our economy sufficient to employ all men and women who are
able and desire to work.

Seventh. A food program to reach every needy American.
Eighth. A revitalized public educational system which stresses voca-

tional education for those who are unable or do not desire to attend
college.

It is not really important what we call the local delivery office. It
can be a social security office, a welfare office, or a human resources of-
fice, but it must be there. A good education on the collection and use
of the American tax dollar, be it social security, property tax, or gen-
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eral revenue might generate enough tax reform to supply the neces-
sary revenue to finance the program.

I endorse your efforts in holding this hearing and I offer myself
for any questions or use you might have of me.

(The following information was supplied by Mr. Bennett:)

Admini8trative-.July 1, 1971 to May 31, 1972

Salaries ------------------------------------- _________________ $76,768.17
Travel -------------------------------------------------------- 8,399.29
Supplies and equipment---------------------------------------- 4, 53L 20
County warrants------------------------------------------------ 4, 689.93

M. C. Roberts Foundation:
On hand, July 1971_----------------------------------------- 546.26
Received -------------------------------------------------- 465.10
Disbursed - ------------------------------------------------- 146.00

Balance May 31, 1972- - _______________________________ 865.36

Camp share:
Received -------------------------------------------------- 1,113.50
Disbursed ------------------------------------------------- 711.89

Balance May 31, 1972- - ________________________________ 401. 61

Public assistance:
Applications ------------- _---------------------------- 335

Approved ------------------------------------------- 158
Rejected ----------------------------------------------- 152

Recipients:
AA (5,191)______________--____---------------------------$5,203,622
AB (144)- - ________-- ___________------------------ $10,003
AFDC (1,297)_---------__.__ ----------------------- $132,533
AD (1,646) - ----------------------------------- $111,641

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM, JuLy 1, 1971 TO MAY 31, 1972

Number of fraud cases: 20.
Amount Collected: $1,199.00.
Amount Outstanding: $799.50.
Total Value of Coupons Issued: $413,024.00.
Amount of Bonus Coupons: $252,165.25.
Amount of Cash Received: $160,858.75.
Number of Individuals Participating: NA: 6,570; PA: 6,869; NP/PA: 2,433.
Number of Households Participating: NA: 1,798; PA: 3,049; NA/PA: 749.
Number of Individuals Eligible: NA: 6,865; PA: 7,250; NA/PA: 2,523.
Number of Households Eligible: NA: 1,877; PA: 3,196; NA/PA: 774.
Total number of applications: 425.
Approved: 328; Denied: 90; Pending: 7.

Average Number of Individuals Participating Monthly: NA: 597; PA: 625;
NA/PA: 221.

Average Number of Households participating monthly: NA: 163; PA: 277;
NA/PA: 68.

Average number of individuals eligible monthly: NA: 624; PA: 650; NA/PA
229.

Average number of households eligible monthly: NA: 171; PA: 291; NA/PA:
70.
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GEORGIA ST i DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHl1ORr SERVICES

DECLARATION OF NEED FOR AID TO THE AGED. BLINU OR DISABLED
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a8. HOUSING ARRANGEMENT

Check the one box below that fits your living arrangements AMOUNT PAID
A. 5 Free -no costBto me R- YOU RENT IS PAID (CHECK ONE).

|A. 0 Free -no cost to me

8. i-J Rented house . ) , ./ $, 5 Weekly 5 Monthly 5 Yearly
C. 5 Rented apartment. ...... ....... .... 0 Weekly El Monthly 5 Yearly
iD. 5 Rented trailer > . . .. 0 Weekly 0 Monthly 5 Yearly
E. 0 Housing project ....... .S W C Monthly
F. 5 Someone else's home (friend or relotive) 0 Weekly E Monthly 0 Yearly
G. i Room ond board . 4.. i .-. Weekly 5 Monthly 5 Yearly
H. i Nursing home (give name) 5J Monthly

1. 5 House (or trailer) which I own or am buying ' 6 e
J. 5 House (or trailer) which some other member of my household owns or is buying

His (or her) nome 1, -sI

9. HOME OWNERS ORBUYERS | -- L/.fiJ / ;/6K /
If you checked 1. or J. above, complete the following, 7' 7

Assessed value of the home according to the County Tax Book
(Do not include value of household goods, cars, trucks, etc.) .. . -t, .
City Taxes ..... ............................ t )
State and County Taxes J / 4 z .,j $ _6_ _ N
Fire Insurance by the year ... 2 '37J' . $ U
Monthly House Note ... .

Does the Monthly House Note include Fire Insurance? 7¢,Yes 5 No 1 , c 3 , ' . 4 / , X f>
Does the Monthly House Note include Taxes? ' 5;yez. 0 No 7 j Q/

7 r 2 j /- 7/g '(/

- I .I

opp-
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If you do not live in a housing projece fill out A. onlp p of them '-

A. (i) The follovin9 ore not Ielcuded In my reI d Ipy a I-or porl o'

o Hooting Fol. 'Joking Fu;g h Ligirts Water Isfront $City Water 0 Pump 0 Well Q SpringH

(2) The following atm included In my rent and ore fornished by my landlords

o Heating Fuel 0 Cooking Fuel 0 Light. Q Water. Wter Is from, 0 City Water 0 Pump 0 Well 0 Sprin

(3) Socmonn else poys for the cost of the things chncked belaw, t n cost to ats,

o Hooting Fuel Q Cooking Fuel Q Lights 3 Worer,.

if you do live in a housing project, fill out E. onaly

B. (1) Rent to the housing project Includes cost of the followin9g Q Heating Fuei Q Cooking Fuel light. 0 Water

(2) If I use mor than allowed. I pay eutra for the followingl 0 Heating F. o king Fuel Q Lights 0 Water

11. PRSONAL CARE | ) _

If you (or your husband or wife) hire someone to prepare food, keep house, and give -are to you bc your husband or wife) give the following Infor otlon O

lime) pay $S o ~ / onsoeo sfeooa/;ease oS.i

I (we) give this peon free reolI when h (she) it at my home. 0 Yet 0 No H o i, r/5 t7 r t

12. MEDICAL INFORMATION Pleote i1ve the following medicl informtion, c

I (ar someone in my household) hove active tobercolosis and have been put on a special diet. 0 Yes . Ho j 0 c No

I (ar my husband or wife) have diobetes (sugar) and have been put on a special diet. 0 Yes 0 No ;,- ,i h
If you have answered yes to either of the iwo questions above it will be necessary to get a statement to prove this from the Heolth C Cno or Doctor
who ordered the speciol diet.

Nome and address of your doctor

Name and address of h., wil cinil _ n obout your condition eon be obtained,

=n.
7 , , -,- - ,, 61.11 I., J 'A �Ilf

\,f3,20 P - �� /,, .1"'�) , a-a�xT4-4 J,& oJ-W,�f - 7,-'Z,� iS
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Th13. INCOME i

This statement in about any income you bor your husband or wife) have. Fill in all blanhks Write "none' if block does not apply.

_ . . ~~~~MY HUSEAND'5S HSICM
SOURCE Or INCOME MY INCOME OR WIFE'S WEEKILY, MONTHLY

INCOME OR YEARIYt

Social Security $, __j// s s
Veteran's Pension .. . . .. .

Railrood Retirement....... ...... ......
Other pensions or retirement (specify)

Salary or woges from working (complete section 14 below) .

Income from self-employment (form or other)
Interest from savings for post 12 months

Insuronce (Explain)

Contributions from others.
Other income (Explain)___ ___ __ __ _ ___ __

Income from rent of rooms or other property - -

|14. STATEMENT OF EXPENSES CONNECTED WITH EARNINGS Complete only if you or your husbond or wife ore employed.

Nome_ Name of Employer

Total pay before deductions is $S _ [ Each Week 0 Every two Weeks 0 Twice a Month a Monthly

Do you work overtime? Q Yes [ No. Do you receive tips? Q Yes C No

Amounts deducted each pay period: Other expenses connected with-eornings:

Withholding Tax . . . . $ Child core S. .$_ _
Required Insurance . $ Core for sick or disabled

Retirement ...... .... $ persons in home S
Social Security $ Other expenses (explain)

Union Duer. S . $S$
Other (Explain)

__ ~S _______

per 3 week 0 month

per 0 week 0 month

per E week 0 month

0



15. FPROPERTY|

This statement is about the property you (or your husband or wife) own. Fiji in oil blanks. Write "none" if black does not apply to you.
=~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O MUC =

Money on hand

Savings account or money for burial (not insurance) 474 P4 -
Checking account .. . . .

Stocks or bonds . _.. .

In safe deposit box. . -

Money still owed me (or us) from sale of property jjyfi kfC ' 8i4 _

Other money owed me (or my husband or wife) . -e _

Car or truck - year model _ _ Tax value $ ' _

Other vehicle - year model _ Tao value $ /I All
Property other than home place - assessed value s -

Other resources, such as livestock, machinery, tools ro ,$: -/4jo-

Do you (or husband or wife) have insurance with face value of more than $1,000? E Yes 0 No.
If yes, complete section 16 below.

WHOSE IS It

HUSBAND'S I IFE'S

ve A7

NOW MUCH iS
IT WORTH

S

I -svveBr I

I 4

f -I

I 4

l l1

116. DATA ON LIFE INSU ANCE Complete only if you or your husband or wife have insurance with a face value of more than S1,000

NAME OF INSURED NAME OF COMPANY POLICY NUMEER DATE ISSUED FACE VALUO

2 4f1 t =

23_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $
34_ _ _

4 _ _ _ _

6 _ _ _

P-
I=
CAD0

__ __D _ _ _ _ _ _ 7 -

F-a lliO.AABD S.
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17. TRANSIER OP PROPRRTY

Have you (Or your husbond or wife) given away lond, money, aulomobile, savings. or any otier valuables in the lost two yeors? C03-Yes 0 No. /!3
If you answered yes, complete the following,

The valuables disposed of wer f s>' l.t / 'c9 -- 4 /3' (p b O' -<

,/4 h-, z / >2~? 252 /" r-.'~ - c 'p 'C,' ____ YJ'/fH - t'I oernd the value was $A-.

18r. SOCIAL SECURITY X PL5 ^-, W qA'

From your Social Security card, Medicare cord. Social Security check, or Social Security award letter, give the following fur both you and your husband
or wife. ,i (,'{&7)2sJ e jtl.e d e Xi7 6

rUw Your husband or wife

curity number, 6 . C 6rsn'

curity Claim Numben 00

119. FOOD STAMPS OR SURPLUS COMMODITISS | . 9 t5; 1 , !, & j

Do you and your family receive food stamps or surplus commodities? Yes I•o

If you checked no, would you like to receive food stomps or surplus commodities? Q Yes 3/40 /
9~~~~~si d{ l-.13 .J

|20. SERVICESI

Check those problems below with which you would like help from your social worker: .yz ' i

1-1 Medical and health E0 Housing 0 Family counseling _i d7 Children's school onendonce

0 Budgeting 0 Legal aid 0 Food purchasing 0 Disciplining children .'YICo-ue

0 Job training and education 0 Finding child core 0 Family planning 0 Other i ______

0 Job placement 0 Clothing 0 Meol planning

- -



A C,

I understand that the statements mode on this form moy be verified by this deportment and I will cooperate in such verification.

I understand that Georgia has a fraud lva and I con be punished for not telling the truth.

I understand that I have the right to oppeal if I om dissatisfied vith the decision on my case.

I agree to report any changes in my circumstances to this department.

I certify that I have read, or hod read to me, ll statements entered on this form and that information given is true to the best of my knowledge.

Signoture,

(Signaur of Husbnd - Wi.)

(m.-

(lT.I.phn n u b., af -. ngi g t a n t a t

JV2 2 (i7 4 • ; z/ fz A- 4

0-/< 44;( g7 &_'lt<
4,116 ' 35 } ' 9 L'--'5 4

7.

CO
CD

I-

Ftun 16O.AABD

9
Dot.n

If signs _

(Sign.ur of Wito..

Addre.. of Wis.

71--

Z'�5
'W'� - -7

. , "i

'� '7 4%'(1
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SUMMARY SHEET DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAGE -FOR COUNTY DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 8.

Pertinent informotion regarding eligibilityi

Allowable Reserves: Savings: $ ,.. 7 * °,Z Property. $ Cash volu. of Insuronce S Total: $J;07. d-0 i

Total needs, S Total income: $ Surplus/Deficit: S Cz. | o

Action by county.

o Direct money payment for Q Aged E Blind Q Disabled Q IC/MA
Q Approved

j Medical ossistonce only

O Denied or otherwise disposed of because

-- rment continued

O Payment terminated becouse

Certified for: 3 Surplus commodities 5 Food stomps

(Ob- 0 oompbi2- X ISi.nol f smrI.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you, Mr. Bennett. Mr. Dulaney, you
are next. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF GILBERT DULANEY, DIRECTOR, FULTON COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Mr. DtTLANEY. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Fulton County Department of Family and Children Services

operates a county-administered, State-supervised system as do the
other 158 counties in Georgia. This department is responsible for
directly administering all programs it operates under certain regula-
tions and standards of the State department of family and children
services and various Federal agencies. This means, in effect, that the
department decides how to administer its programs in all aspects,
except for those aspects which are dictated by State and Federal
agencies. The major responsibilities left to the county department are
the specific procedures with which to carry out policy and program
objectives.

This department operates program which have wide ranging
auspices and matching formula for grant moneys as well as staff.
The major public assistance program-old-age assistance, aid to the
blind, aid to the disabled, and aid to families with dependent children-
of course, are State and federally financed programs. Child welfare
programs operated by the department-foster care, adoptions, institu-
tional care, day care, et cetera-are State, Federal, and county financed.

Other programs operated by the Department are financed wholly
by Federal funds, such as the Model Cities homemaker program and
the housing aid to the aged project. The mix of Federal and State
agencies with regulatory powers over programs operated by the
county are further complicated in the medical assistance programs
and the donated food program. Actual funding of the medicaid pro-
gram comes from Federal and State health department sources
with only the certifications handled by the county department of
family and children services' staff. The donated food program is
funded by State and Federal sources but costs of distribution are
funded by the county government with certifications handled by the
county department of family and children services' staff.

Still other programs are funded wholly by county funds such as
general assistance and the county-owned children's institution. Some
child welfare programs are supplemented by county funds.

Although we can say that Fulton County Department of Family
and Children Services is a locally administered welfare agency, actual
administration of the agency is directly affected by the Departments
of Health, Education, and Welfare; Housing and Urban Develop-
ment; Labor; Agriculture; State department of family and children
services; State merit system; State health department (welfare and
health have recently been merged into a single State agency); and
the county administration. Of course, indirect influence on administer-
ing these programs is felt by a host of other community social service
agencies.

MAJOR ISSUES IN ADMINISTRATION

It can be readily seen that the matrix of regulatory agencies under
which this department operates poses serious problems in administer-
ing programs to serve individuals in the community.
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New or changed regulations from one regulatory source may hamper
or at least disrupt services offered under another auspices. For exam-
ple, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has ordered
separation of services and assistance functions. This means massive
structural and personnel changes. However, complex and rigid State
merit system regulations on personnel have made staffing of this
new system difficult and cumbersome. This drastically handicaps ef-
forts in implementing the Federal regulations.

There are many other conflicting regulations, standards, and proce-
dures which the local administration must operate under, all of which
contribute to hampering service delivery to clients.

Another major issue in local administration related to the above
involves personnel and efficiency in operations with regard to eligibil-
ity. At the same time that pressure is applied to keep the error rate
down in eligibility determinations, the caseloads for staff with this
function are rising and the procedures for determining eligibility
are made more conducive to error.

Error rates are a function of two things: caseworker errors or
client errors. Caseworker errors can be caused by mistakes in deter-
mining eligibility or insufficient checking of eligibility factors on the
part of the worker. Client errors are caused either by ignorance of
regulations or outright fraud.

If we look closely at caseworker errors, I firmly believe that causal
factors would be systemic and not due to inefficiency on the part of
individual workers. First of all, eligibility procedures are much too
complicated and change far too often. For example, to process one
client for eligibility for public assistance requires as many as 27 forms.
The procedures for determining eligibility require that the worker
apply a host of tangible variables as well as intangible variables, such
as incapacity.

Changes in eligibility standards and procedures can occur as often
as nine times a year. These changes are generated at various levels.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare changes certain
procedures and conditions. The State and Federal courts do likewise.
For instance, in the past few years changes were made in the area of
residency requirements, man in the home regulations, substitute father,
working mother, and most recently, itemization of work expenses,
all of which I am sure you are well aware.

Court decisions have been a major administrative problem for local
departments. Although many of their decisions were justified and
have aided the clients, many have put undue strain on the administra-
tion of the programs which in turn hinders service delivery to the
clients.

Two examples are the striking of the residency requirements and
the itemization of work expenses. Both decisions included long com-
plex administrative procedures to gain information relevant to these
rulings. Casework time which would normally be spent serving clients
must be spent gathering data for the courts. Other decisions such as
fair hearing regulations mandate specific procedures for local depart-
ments which in themselves may be good but taken in the context of the
entire departmental operations drastically and negatively affect serv-
ices to other recipients.

Other changes are generated by surplus food eligibility changes,
public housing rent and policy changes, State Department of Family
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and Children Services' changes in policy, and the amount of grant and
percentage of need to be paid. In addition, changes in social security
benefits initiate major changes in eligibility determination procedures,
standards, and regulations.

In addition to the complex nature of the work involved and the num-
ber of changes and relearning of procedures which takes place, the
volume of work further handicaps these workers in being efficient. At
present, this department is trying to bring the eligibility workload
down to 42 redeterminations a month per worker. We feel this is a
realistic workload. However, due to many factors-especially the lim-
ited resources with which to hire staff and the rapid growth of the
caseload-this figure has been most difficult to achieve.

Even if we can achieve the standard of 42 redeterminations per
month, these people must contend with a host of special reviews due to
change in'status of their clients as well as procedural changes. Proce-
dural changes often mean going over work which has been done to re-
determine eligibility based on the new procedures or regulations. So,
it is not uncommon that workers have to drop their routine work to
review their entire caseload.

Another major problem in this area which contributes to the error
rate and is directly related to the problems mentioned above is staff
turnover. Staff turnover can be attributed to a variety of factors but
a major one which must be considered is the frustration level of these
workers caused by the size of the workload, the constant changes, and
the complexity of the work.

This problem is compounded by the nature of the eligibility deter-
mination position. Under the State department of family and children
services and the State merit system classification, the position of eligi-
bility determination goes to the case aide, whose starting salary in
Fulton County is less than $500 a month and in most of the rest of the
State less than $450. With the present tight job market, many appli-
cants take these positions in hopes of being promoted to a higher pay-
ing caseworker position in 6 months or a year. Because of this, very
few case aides remain at their job long enough to really master the
position and many of those who work at case aide positions are not
very interested in or dedicated to the position, as such.

In the area of client error, it is easy to see how this maze of regula-
tions and paperwork can confuse clients. The simplified method of
eligibility determination contributes to client error in that they become
responsible for providing the basic information on which eligibility
is based.

Although this department has not experienced a large amount of
client fraud, some does exist. But to merely refer to these people as
"cheaters" and "liars" does not really give us a clear understanding
of the underlying reasons for this behavior. Eligibility policies which
encourage family breakup, grants which are insufficient to meet family
needs, and multiple benefits which means no real increase in aid all
contribute to make honest people try to beat the system.

SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

A major problem of the service delivery system is a lack of clarity
in the division of social services from assistance payment eligibility
determination. Both Federal and State governments have mandated
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that the department administratively separate eligibility from serv-
ices, and the process of implementing this mandate is being completed.
It is becoming apparent, however, that services are just as intimately
as ever bound up in eligibility determination.

Undoubtedly, the most important services rendered by the depart-
ment, in terms of number of clients involved, are child support col-
lection services and services for employment and training of employ-
able AFDC mothers. As many as two-thirds of service cases are opened
for services in one of these areas. When the Talmadge amendment be-
comes effective, local departments will be required to set up admin-
istratively separate service divisions to deal solely with AFDC em-
ployment cases. The acceptance of these services is mandatory by State
and Federal regulations for clients to be eligible for AFD(C.

The primary purpose of these services is to make the client inde-
pendent of welfare. The WIN employment training program is only
available to those receiving assistance and is primarily oriented to-
ward reducing the need for assistance payments. When employment,
training, or child support services are refused, the impression which
the service worker may be able to maintain of independent social
services must yield to a threat of assistance termination.

The ramifications for the clients of this situation of administrative
but not actual separation of services from assistance eligibility are
manifold. The clients are confused as to whom to call for what, and
may feel that they are getting the runaround as they are referred
from eligibility to services or vice versa. They are justifiably suspi-
cious of service workers whose principal interests are still connected
to assistance eligibility. With renewed emphasis on employment and
child support services other services must again be pushed aside, even
though in some situations they may relate more directly to the clients'
needs. And, finally, the separation necessarily complicates communi-
cations between workers who are working on basically the same prob-
lems and leads to a greater possibility of communications breakdowns
which can only hurt the clients.

Employment, training, and child support services can, in many
situations, prove to be very helpful to the clients but they should
be integrated into a universally available service system based on the
need of the client to be most effective. Separation must be carried to
its logical conclusion: Two totally separate systems. The recent widen-
ing of eligibility for services in Georgia to include more than just pub-
lic assistance recipients is an indication of a willingness to go in this
direction. But services are still intimately connected with assistance
eligibility and the advantages to the client of administrative separa-
tion have so far not been demonstrated.

Another problem is the many and rapidly changing regulations
governing the delivery of services. As was stated previously, case-
workers are subjected to a steady barrage of mass reviews and special
studies, and the advantages of separation for freeing caseworkers for
eligibility paperwork are being eaten away by growing service control
paperwork. Tentative results of a study being completed on one of our
federally funded service projects indicate that for every 10 minutes
of direct client contact, and 30 minutes of indirect contact, phone calls,
referrals, and so forth, the caseworker spends 90 minutes completing
paperwork.
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Compounding the problem of changing regulations are what appear
to be changes in the focus of casework. In 1970, when separation of
services and eligibility began, the task of the service worker was de-
fined as follows:

Service worker: The staff member who acts in the client's behalf by helping
him resolve his problems. The service worker performs this function by help-
ing the client develop and utilize his own potential for improved social func-
tioning, and by referring him to existing community resources which can be
of benefit to him.

The focus of the program was on evaluation of social deficiencies
and long-term planning of the treatment of these. The focus of serv-
ices now seems to be much more short term and pragmatic. The pri-
mary emphasis is not so much on general problem resolution as on
specifically finding jobs, child care, family planning, child support,
and training. The approach is: "Do what you can and get out, do not
cultivate the dependency of the client if you cannot concretely improve
his situation." The change may be for the better but the magnitude
of the change has confused caseworkers and made it more difficult for
them to define their roles.

Additionally, the lack of community resources in relation to exist-
ing needs is a serious problem affecting the delivery of services. The
primary role of the caseworker is to offer information and referrals.
When the housing authority has a waiting list of over 6,000 applicants
and unemployment in the central city is running over 8 percent it is
difficult to finid satisfaction in making referrals to public housing or to
the labor department. It is difficult for caseworkers to maintain their
morale when the material changes they can affect in a client's situation
often appear so miniscule because of the lack of alternatives for the
clients to their present situations.

WORKLOAD FACTORS IN ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAMS

In addition to the complexity, confusion, and contradictory nature
in which local welfare departments are forced to operate under, there
is the pressure of a rapidly expanding workload. As the committee is
well aware, caseloads in the entire country are growing at a tremen-
dous rate. This growth rate directly affects the administration of pro-
grams to the clients. It causes errors in determining eligibility and
does not allow for the provision of quality services to the clients.

1. NormaZ workload
The major indicator of workload is the number of cases active with

the department. As of January 1, 1972, the department had a total of
31,507 public assistance cases. Of these 8,504 were OAA; 407 AB;
17,715 AFDC; and 4,881 AD cases.

The public assistance caseload experienced drastic increases over the
past 7 years. From July 1, 1965, to July 1, 1971, the total number of
cases increased 104.5 percent.

The AFDC load, which by mandate and client need requires the
greatest amount of casework activity, increased 492.4 percent during
this same 7-year period. The average yearly increase for this period
was 34.85 percent with the largest increase of 49.8 percent occurring
between July 1, 1969, and July 1, 1970.

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. 3 - 15
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NUMBER OF ACTIVE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE CASES, JULY 1, 1965-71

Public assistance Year-
category 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

AFDC - 2,778 3,706 4,713 5,733 8,266 12,380 16,458
OAA -8,224 8,316 8,569 7,672 7,701 7,772 8,750
AD -3,476 3,565 3,588 3,687 3,856 4,099 4,784AB -395 394 400 417 417 413 413

Total -14,873 15, 981 17, 270 17, 509 20, 240 24, 644 30,415

This rapid rate of increase in workload has put tremendous pressure
on all aspects of the department. Every part of the Agency-casework,
administration, personnel, accounting, et cetera-has been forced to
expand at this tremendaus rate to maintain a viable level of organiza-
tional effectiveness. Yet, this has not been accomplished to a satis-
factory degree as evidenced by the existence of applications pending
beyond standards of promptness.

As would be expected, the number of applications over this 7-year
period experienced approximately the same rapid growth. From 1965
to 1971 the average monthly application handled by the department
rose by 73.7 percent. AFDC experienced an 88.7 percent increase. AD
applications, which involve the most time-consuming process, rose
93.2 percent during this period.

AVERAGE MONTHLY APPLICATIONS, 1965-71

Year-
Public assistance
category 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

AFDC -391 370 396 409 496 706 738
OAA -171 183 168 212 183 166 184AD -293 334 352 367 407 479 566AB -7 7 9 9 8 9 10

Total -862 894 925 997 1,094 1,360 1,498

Again, this rapid increase in workload caused tremendous strain on
the organization and administration of public assistance. To merely
maintain stability in public assistance and provide for newly mandated
programs and functions, the Department's staff underwent tremen-
dous growth during this same period.

As of January 1, 1972, the department employed 282 caseworkers
and casework aides in public assistance. In 1971 alone, the department
hired 161 caseworkers, casework aides, and supervisors. Many of these
were to replace vacancies in existing positions, yet many were employed
for new positions. Another indication of growth is the fact that, since
1967, 31 new supervisory positions have been added in the public
assistance division.

From July 1, 1965, to July 1, 1971, the number of public assistance
caseworkers and casework aides grew by 139.8 percent. The average
annual rate of growth for this period was 15.9 percent. These positions
were not only used for routine public assistance caseloads but for other
functions.

The effort to maintain caseload sizes to a level which would facili-
tate organizational effectiveness is dependent on many variables, the
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most important of which is the availability of resources. Given these
constraints faced by the county department in hiring new staff, the
ratio of public assistance caseworkers to total caseload has remained
relatively stable.

NUMBER OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE CASEWORK STAFF, JULY 1, 1965-71

Year-

Positions 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Casework aide 9 17 62
Caseworker- 1 - 98 96 113 i31 161 180 159
Caseworker 11 5 19 24 21 31 31 35

Total- 103 115 137 152 201 228 247

Ratio of public assistance caseworkers and casework aide staff to public
assistaince cases July1, 1965-1971

1966 ----------------------- -1----------------------------------- 1:144
1966-_____________________ ___ ___ _____________.___ 1:139
1967 -------- 1:126
1968 --- 1------------------------------------------------------------- 1:115
1969-1:1_ _1-------------------------------------------- 1:101
1970 -1:108
1971 --------------------------------------------------------------- _1:123

Considering these two factors alone, the average public assistance
service caseworker has been left with a caseload of approximately
225 cases. This is considerably higher than what is indicated by figur-
ing the ratio of the gross number of workers to the total agency case-
load.

A third factor which has had a large impact on workload is the
rapid increase of AFDC cases. In 1965, AFDC cases were only 18.7
percent of the entire public assistance caseload. By 1971, they repre-
sented 54.1 percent of the total. This is significant when we consider
how AFDC cases require much more caseworker activity than other
cases.

First of all, it is mandated that AFDC cases be redetermined for
eligibility twice a year while redetermination for AABD cases is
done just once a year. Secondly, AFDC cases require more service
activity.

In a study just completed December 17 by Touche Ross & Co. for
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in Fulton County,
it was found that 71.1 percent of services rendered by public assist-
ance service workers were for AFDC cases while only 28.9 percent
were for AABD cases.

Therefore, even if actual caseloads had remained relatively stable-
which was not the case-the rise in proportion of AFDC cases
would have increased the workload for eligibility functions by 30
percent and increased the workload for service functions by 38
percent.
2. Supplementtal activities

In addition to the rapid growth in cases and applications, the county
department was involved in numerous supplemental activities which
put a severe strain on the public assistance workload. These activities
related both directly and indirectly to the mandated activities of the
department.
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It would be nearly impossible to even estimate the man-hours of
caseworker time spent on these activities. However, we can say with
certainty that they consumed large amount of caseworker time which
would normally be spent in working directly with clients either in
the areas of intake, eligibility, or services.

We have itemized the activities over a 4-year span from January 1,
1968, to December 31, 1971, which caused major disruption in normal
caseworker activity. These activities are listed in chronological order
giving the dates the county department received its instructions, iden-
tification of the formal mode of instruction, and a brief description
of the activities involved. Thirty-six instances were identified over the
4-year span. The disruption in normal client-related activity ranges
from a few hours to a few months (such as in MT 196).

One factor in these disruptions which is not identified is the time
frame for which these activities were to be completed. This is relevant
in that many times the time given to complete these activities was
such that a majority of the normal activity of the public assistance
division had to come to a virutal halt. In addition, the time frame
given oftentimes dictated that caseworkers not directly involved in
the supplemental activity had to be pulled off their normal assign-
ment to aid those workers directly involved in order to meet deadlines.

It must be said at this point that these supplemental activities are
not necessarily deemed irrelevant or harmful to the clients by this
Department. Rather, the point is that they must be considered in
any discussion of the agency workload in that they are very much a
part of that workload. In turn, they become directly relevant to any
discussion of reasons for applications pending beyond standards of
promptness.

Mandates for involvement in the activities listed below were gen-
erated at the State department of family and children services or
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and channeled
through the State department of family and children services to the
county department. The activities can be categorized into three types.
The first would be responsibilities given to the county department
which previously had not existed or were previously State depart-
ment of family and children services' functions. For example, the
county department was given the follow.7ing new responsibilities dur-
ing the 4-year period in question: Determining AFD:C incapacity;
holding pre-termination evidentiary hearings; and validating a sam-
ple of its public assistance cases. Of course, there are others.

A second type of activity involved changes in benefit policies, stud-
ies to determine such changes, and other miscellaneous reviews. These
activities on individual case records involved from a sample of cases
to the entire agency caseload, such as in overall benefit changes. With
a present caseload of over 30,000 cases, the impact of such activities on
the agency workload becomes evident.

The third type of supplemental activity is categorized as special
studies. These studies are not included in the listing below. However,
they definitely are a workload factor. Such studies usually involve
firms contracted by the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare or the State department of family and children services and con-
sume caseworker and administrative time through interviews, ques-
tionnaires, and other data collection methods. It is estimated that be-
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tween 15 and 20 such studies were conducted within the county depart-
ment over the 4-year period in question.

(The list referred to follows:)

SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY LISTING-JANUARY 1, 1968 TO DECEMBER 31, 1971

January 17, 1968.-AFDC Freeze-County began vigorous activity to certify
clients before potential freeze on AFDC cases on April 1, 1968.

January 30,1968.-CL 148-MAO Cases-All MAO cases reviewed and the report-
ing month was entered on form 304-MAO.

March 15, 1968.-Memorandum-AFDC-FC-A schedule completed on every
AFDC child in Foster Care.

March 29, 1968.-CL 153-AFDC Services-Cards on all AFDC cases certi-
fied in January, February, or March of 1968 completed reflecting services
rendered.

April 5, 1968.-Memorandum-AABD Services-Cards on all AABD cases
certified in January, February, or March of 1968 completed reflecting services
rendered.

November 16, 1968.-OL 227-Substitute Father-All closed AFDC cases since
January 1, 1968 screened to determine which ones were closed because of
Substitute Father rule. Clients had to be contacted and re-instated if eligible.
Retroactive payments had to be computed.

December 31, 1968.-MT 24-AFDC Employment Assessment-Every active
AFDC case reviewed and an Employment Assessment form (form 338) com-
pleted.

December 31, 1968-CL 235-AABD-Cards on all AABD cases certified in
January, February, or March of 1969 completed reflecting services rendered.

April 28, 1969.-CL 245-Improved Benefits Issuance System (IBIS)-Staff De-
velopment time consumed for staff to learn new administrative system.)

May 16,1969.-CL 248-AFDC Budgetary Changes-Every AFDC case reviewed
changing budgetary standard, maximum grants, exempt income, etc.

June 11, 1969.-MT 66-AFDC-FC-Foster Care children's cases reviewed to
identify those who were receiving AFDC.

June 11, 1969.-CL 252-AABD Services-Cards on all AABD cases certified in
July, August, or September of 1969 were to be completed reflecting services
rendered.

August 6,1969.-MT 69-Stepparent Rule-All AFDC cases reviewed, identifying
those closed because of Stepparent Rule. Clients contacted and retroactive
payments computed where relevant.

November 3, 1969.-CL 266-Reconciliation of DFACS and Social Security Rec-
ords-A list of cases checked with regard to names, numbers, etc.

January 7, 1970.-MT 89-Restraining Order on Residency-All applications
denied between June 2, 1969 and August 4, 1969 had to be reviewed. Retro-
active payments reviewed where relevant.

January 15, 1970.-MT 92-AFDC Incapacity-County became responsible for
this increasing workload of Caseworkers. Was handled by State Medical
Review Team.

January 16, 1970.-CL 272-AABD Services-Cards on all AABD cases certified
in January, February, or April of 1970 were to be completed reflecting services
rendered.

January 28, 1970.-MT 97-Corrective and Supplemental Payments-These pro-
cedures instituted, adding to paper work of Caseworkers.

February 13, 1970.-MT 100-1969 Social Security Amendments-All AABD
cases reviewed for changes in budgeting standards and maximum grants.

February 19, 1970.-MT 102-AFDC-FC-Foster Care cases reviewed to identify
those who might be eligible for AFDC at the time they entered Foster Care
under certain conditions.

April 13, 1970.-MT 117-Pretermination evidentiary Hearings-County became
responsible for holding hearings on reductions and terminations.

April 23,1970.-MT 118-AABD Benefit Increase-AABD cases reviewed to cor-
rect State iDFACS generated 302's.

May 4, 1970.-CL 281-1969 Social Security Amendment-Tables sent to counties
were incorrect. Benefits re-checked and re-computed. Corrective and supple-
mental payments forms completed.

June 30, 1970.-CL 285-AABD Services-Cards on all AABD cases certified in
July, August, or September of 1970 had to be completed reflecting services
rendered.
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August 14, 1970.-CL 291-Separation od Services and Eligibility Functions-
Staff time spent on reorganizing and separating case records.

August 27, 1970.-CL 293-1970 Adult Recipient Study-AABD cases reviewed
and SRS NCSS-106.1 HEW schedule completed on cases.

November 24, 1970.-MT 141-County Validation of Eligibility-Eight Case-
workers pulled from caseloads to work on validation. This was previously State
DFACS responsibility.

January 5, 1971.-MT 141-Contact With Client (AFDC)-Personal interview re-
quired on every AFDC recurrent or initial. Mail-out form eliminated. This
needed because of Federal requirements for increased quality control.

February 8, 1971.-CL 301-AFDC Study for HEW-Sample of AFDC cases re-
viewed and SRS-MCSS-109.1 schedule completed on cases.

March 26, 1971.-MT 167-Disposition of PA Records-All case records screened
to eliminate discontinued forms.

April 15, 1971.-MT 170-1971 Social Security Amendments-Mass review of all
cases increased budgetary standards and maximum grants.

May 19, 1971.-CL 307-AFDC June Payments-302 forms filed on all AFDC
cases and the information entered on budget sheets.

June 14, 1971.-CL 314-Special Review of AFDC Cases-Cases with $40 or less
reviewed and information given to State DFACS.

October 6, 1971.-CL 329-Child Abuse Report-Form 431 completed on all above
cases.

October 15, 1971.-MIT 196-Policy Changes in Determination of Need-All cases
(30,000) reviewed and all budgets reworked. Began verifying income for all
AFDC cases.

November 24, 1971.-CL 334-PA Checks Returned by USPO-County becomes
responsible for returning checks to clients.

Mr. DULANEY. Another factor making up the overall workload for
the public assistance division during this period is the reorganization
and expansion of facilities undertaken by the Department. As pre-
viously mentioned, the separation of eligibility and service function
was a major reorganization experienced by the Department. Case-
workers were required to generate service records from existing case
records on every case. Caseloads were reorganized and staff assigned
new functions, either as service workers or eligibility workers.

3. Reorganization and expansion of facilities

Aside from this major disruption in normal activity, the rapid rise
in the number of cases called for drastic restructuring. To facilitate
the 139.8 percent increase in public assistance staff, new office space
had to be established. Since 1967 (merely a 5-year period), 16 new
branch offices have been opened up around the county. These offices
have from 10 to 60 staff and serve entire sections of the county. New
offices, of course, have led to administrative restructuring as well as
caseload restructuring.

Date opened Branch office

February 1967 - South Fulton District.
March 1967 ---- --- Northwest District.

Do Perry Homes Satellite.
June 1967 -Carver Homes Satellite.

Do -Glenn-McDaniel Satellite.
September 1967 - --- -- -- - North Fulton Satellite.
July 1968 - ---------- -------------------------------------------------- Fair Street Satellite.,

Do -Bowen Homes Satellite.
October 1969 -Bankhead Courts Satellite.

Do -15 Peachtree St.
November 1969-1 7 Houston St.
December 1969 -Model Cities.
February 1971- ------- ------------------------------- John F. Kennedy District.
March 1971 -Northeast District.

Do-- - - -121 Hunter St.
Dctober 1971----------------------------------West End District.

l Closed April 1971.
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Also, the rapid and extensive expansion of the agency has necessi-
tated periodic time-consuming mass transfers of cases to equalize
caseloads throughout the agency.

These major reorganizations have severely disrupted normal work-
load activities and, in turn,- adversely affected the department's effec-
tiveness.

LOCAL EFFORTS IN ADMINISTRATION

Although it has been difficult for this department to merely keep
abreast of increased workload and the many changes incurred over the
past few years, efforts are being made to improve services to clients at
the local level. Within the framework of the existing hierarchical
standards and regulations, things are being done to both make the sys-
tem more efficient and to fill some of the program gaps. Some of these
efforts are:

First. A computerized control system to facilitate control of service
cases and communications among service workers and eligibility work-
ers.

Second. A computerized information system for child welfare cases
to facilitate caseload control, the placement of children in the most
suitable foster homes, and the recruitment of foster homes.

Third. A doubling of efforts in public relations to communicate
agency services and client needs to the community. This is carried out
via annual reports, quarterly reports, and various publicity campaigns
and programs.

Fourth. A greater effort in the area of volunteer services to both aid
clients where there are gaps in services and involve the community in
program activities. One major effort is a countywide program of volun-
teers to deliver surplus food to recipients.

Fifth. Continued efforts in the area of staff development to better
train staff and bring existing staff up to date on changes in policy and
technology. These efforts, however, ha~ve been hampered by other man-
dated priority areas.

Sixth. The initiation of special programs under separate Federal
funds to serve in areas where existing programs cannot provide serv-
ices. These programs are the model cities homemaker program and
the housing aid to the aged program. Projects in the application stage
would provide better emergency care for children and eviction services
for families.

Seventh. Continued efforts to decentralize services so that they are
more readily accessible to those that need them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Many of the problems which I have cited in this paper stem from
insufficient attention to reality in State and Federal legislation, regula-
tions, and court decisions. It is finally at the local level that the ideals,
which prompt these legislation, regulations, and court decisions and
are expressed in them, must be operationalized in terms of staff,
finances, and client needs. Perhaps many of the problems we are facing
could have been avoided if more time had been devoted to pretesting
programs and open-minded consultation with local administrators and
their staff, as well as with the clients themselves.

The inequities, inefficiencies, and ineffectiveness of the present social
welfare system in this country obviously cannot be solved by Congress
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alone or by the Supreme Court, nor by merely pointing to inadequacies
in administration of the programs. There are, however, several steps
we can take to make this system a more viable vehicle for serving the
needy in this country.

First. All adult assistance programs should be incorporated into
the Social Security System. This could be done by providing to all
those eligible a sufficient payment to live on regardless of past work
history. In addition, payments above the minimum payment would be
made based on the number of quarters worked under social security
and not how much they earned.

Although this would receive criticism from those who want to keep
social security a system based on contributions, it would certainly cut
down on duplication of administering programs to adults and, in turn,
the costs involved would be diminished.

Second. Assistance programs to families should be federally funded
and administered locally. Federal funding would equalize payments
as well as relieve local governments of the burden of costs. I firmly
believe that local administration is a preferred way to operate these
programs because they should be close to the people they are serving.
Accessability and responsiveness would be fostered through local ad-
ministration.

Third. Generally, there must be a closer coordination between this
Nation's economic policy and its social policy. We have a Council of
Economic advisers but we do not have a council of social advisers.
Things like minimum-wage laws and tax laws must be coordinated to
best serve all of our citizens. From this base we can best eliminate in-
equities and inefficiences in our social welfare system.

Fourth. And, finally, I would strongly recommend that a greater
effort be made to involve local agencies in planning for programs
which they must administer.

I thank the committee for giving us this opportunity to voice our
concerns and give our recommendations on the present welfare sys-
tem. I certainly hope that this information will be helpful to the com-
mittee. Please feel free to call upon us if there is anything else our
department can do to aid in your study of public income transfer
programs.

Chairman GRIEFITHS. Thank you very much, Mr. Dulaney.
Mr. Duncan, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH R. DUNCAN, DIRECTOR, TALBOT COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you.
Talbot County is a rural county located in west central Georgia

approximately 35 miles from Columbus. It is not unique in that it is
experiencing problems similar to those in scores of other rural areas.
In its peak as an agricultural leader in the 1850's it boasted a popula-
tion of 16,534 people. As agriculture has diminished as a way of life
the population has continued to dwindle with each census until it now
stands at 6,625. This mass exodus of population to the city has left
much need in many areas.

It is the job of the department of family and children services in
Talbot County to help meet these needs. Presently our county has 548
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public, assistance cases. This includes 233 old-age assistance cases with
an average monthly payment of $51, seven aid-to-the-blind cases with
an average monthly payment of $72, 219 aid to families with depend-
ent children cases with an average monthly payment of $89, and 89
aid-to-the-disabled cases with an average monthly payment of $58.
The total number of individuals included in these payments is 1,039.
The total public assistance awards are now running $37,163 per month.

Recently we have changed from the food distribution program to
the food stamp program. The number of public assistance and non-
public assistance cases in this program has continued to rise. Presently
we have 297 cases containing 1,159 individuals in this program.

Casework services are provided all of the public assistance and food
stamp cases. In addition to me, our present staff consists of five work-
ers in the eligibility section and four workers in the service section.
There are four employees in the clerical section that give supportive
services to the eligibility and service sections. One of these individuals
has the responsibility of selling food stamps.

Supervisory assistance is provided the county from the district level
by an administrative field representative and a social services field
representative. Consultative services are provided the county by the
State office.

In the past 5 years our department's total caseload has increased 51
percent with the AFDC increase being 208 percent. In addition to this
we have inititated a food program, medicaid program, and have had
numerous State changes. To obtain the additional staff to implement
these changes has been difficult. Once adequate staff is obtained it is
difficult to retain because of the constant changes in regulations and
programs and the despair that many staff members feel when they are
not able to accomplish the goals of department and client.

There are problems which are peculiar to many small rural coun-
ties. Among these are lack of community resources such as United
Givers, doctors, dentists, and a general assistance program. The citizens
of our county do not have the benefits of an employment counselor
visiting the county on a regular basis.

Transportation for any type service is a problem. The rural tax-
payer is likely to consider the welfare recipient as an undeserving in-
dividual rather than as a member of a culturally deprived group.

Public assistance and food stamp regulations are cumbersome and
time consuming. For example, with the food stamp client, we have to
determine expenses for telephone bills, electric bills, fuel bills, mort-
gage expenses, rent, drugs, doctors, and hospital bills. The public
assistance procedure is almost as involved. A simplification of eligibil-
ity requirements is needed.

I feel that a national program of income maintenance to meet the
needs of all aged and handicapped individuals is needed. This could be
administered *by the Social Security Administration since they
presently pay social security benefits to a large percentage of our adult
caseload and already have much of the machinery to accomplish the
job.

I also feel that a standardized nationwide AFDC program is needed
which could be administered by the States. Any new AFDC program
should have written into it adequate provisions for work and job train-
ing if a member of the group is able to engage in such work or train-
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ing. For our experience in the WIN program, which was initiated in
our county in 1969, we find that being a rural county has certain dis-
advantages. Our major problem in the rural area is lack of adequate
transportation for our clients to get to a job or training program.
Another problem is lack of industries or job openings in our area. We
have had many WIN participants in our adult education class who
have been there too long simply because there was no job available.
Day care centers and adequate in-the-home child care remain a prob-
lem. We also need an effective motivational system which will make
the client realize the advantages of working or accepting job training.
In spite of the many problems we have encountered, we are pleased
with some of our clients' successes.

In summary it should be pointed out that while the problems of the
rural areas are in some respect different from those of urban areas, they
are just as important and should be dealt with in any future planning.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I would like to thank you gentlemen, Mr.
Bennett, Mr. Dulaney, and Mr. Duncan. I would like to tell you that
these are the three best statements that we have received in any of
these hearings. You have shown more knowledge of the subject and
a greater understanding and a greater effort to correct it. I am deeply
grateful to you, they are very good statements. I would particularly
like to thank Mr. Bennett and Mr. Duncan for coming in some dis-
tance from more rural counties.

I grew up in an extreme rural area of this country and I know that
your problems are different, and perhaps you can tell us even with
more insight exactly what those problems are and how people arrive
at the situations than we have in urban areas. So I want to tell you
that your statements will appear in the record as if given, but because
we have lots of questions, I would like to begin with the questioning,
and we will have a discussion of the problems. Then we will send you
the record and you may correct any statement in it that you find you
should correct.

I would like to ask you, Mr. Dulaney, we have heard that the office
hours and the number of distribution centers for surplus food com-
modities are insufficient. Do you know of any plans to expand the
number of distribution centers and keep them open longer?

Mr. DITLANEY. Fulton County government, through its county com-
missioners, is the direct administrative agency for the actual distribu-
tion of food, as was brought out yesterday. Our department is work-
ing very closely with them to implement two additional distribution
centers located in high concentration areas of the users of the donated
food program. In addition to the two new distribution centers, they
are in the process of developing with us programs for some house-to-
house delivery to shut-ins and families who are extremely hard pressed
to pick up their food. Another service to make the distribution of the
food to the people easier is going to be provision of a large van that
will go to a certain type of shopping center or something comparable.
This will enable us to get in close proximity of homes whereby recipi-
ents can more conveniently pick up food. I think we are probably
one of the first counties, outside of King County, 'Seattle, Wash., to
make application to serve the people in Fulton County with both the
donated food program and a food stamp program, giving the people
that we serve an opportunity to elect the type of food program that
they want.
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This application was made, as permitted under the law, on the food
stamp and donated food program, last May or June 1971. The reply
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture indicated that no dual
programs were being approved, although the one in Seattle, I under-
stand, federally court-ordered dual program for food in Seattle.
Recently, just this week, we received a letter-I'm sorry, I did not
bring it with me-from the Assistant Secretary of the USDA which
indicated that now the Department of Agriculture would approve
dual programs for local communities, also, since we had previously
submitted an application for Fulton County to operate a dual pro-
gram, we were being given advance notice that applications were now
being accepted to reapply for the dual program.

The commissioners in Fulton County, I believe, are fully com-
mitted to operating the dual program, if it is administratively fea-
sible. We will be working toward this end very intensely during the
next 2 or 3 weeks providing them the necessary information that they
will need to adopt the appropriate resolution to apply for the dual
program.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. Do you have lots of old people that would
be qualified either for stamps or commodities that do not get them, that
do not apply?

Mr. DULANEY. We presently have an active public assistance case-
load in Fulton County with approximately 32,000 to 33,000 families.
Slightly less than half of these participate in the donated food pro-
-gram, so we would have 16,000 to 17,000 families-the elderly, dis-
abled, and families with children-who do not participate in this.
There are several factors involved in reasons why they do not partici-
pate. No. 1, the elderly, of whom we have quite a large number who
do participate. However, due to the infirmities of the elderly, such as
high blood pressure, diabetes, and other illnesses of this nature, the
donated foods generally are not conducive to their good health because
of the limited variety of food being offered. We feel that because of
this we would have a high participation from the aged and disabled
group in the food stamp program compared to the commodity program.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. In some areas it has been pointed out to me that
elderly people are reluctant to apply for food stamps, and that they
feel that if the food stamps could be sent with social security checks,
or could be picked up at the bank-and in some areas they are picked
up at the bank, food stamps-that this would mean that more of them
would use the program. Would you think that would be helpful?

Mr. DULANEY. My knowledge of the food stamp program is very
limited, as is my knowledge of the participation by the people. We
think, though, we would have higher participation in the food stamp
program. I do not know the reasons for reluctance on the part of clients
to participate. Of course, they would have to be certified and then be
given authorization to purchase the stamps, at a location designated
for this purpose. There is a pilot project starting up in Georgia in
which the stamps will be sold by the post office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's a good idea.
Mr. DULANEY. That's in Columbus, Ga., Muscogee County. There is

a plan underway, I understand, at the State level. The State people
tomorrow might further discuss with you the sending out of authoriza-
tion to purchase stamps directly, along with the checks going to the
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elderly people. This does not assist them, however, in the purchase;
they still have to go somewhere to purchase the food stamps.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. DULANEY. Of course, we feel in our community here in Atlanta

that due to the large number of banks, and large number of branch
offices, the banking system would be the most suitable system, rather
than the post office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think it is too, because it is much closer.
Mr. DULANEY. I also believe the State is discussing the possibility

of withholding from a recipient's check the amount of money the
recipient would have to pay for these stamps, and the stamps would
then be mailed to the recipient. This would be a better system still for
those who are receiving aid (a check), as all they would have to do is
take their cqupons to the grocer of their choice and purchase. They
would not have to go anywhere to purchase them.

Chairman GRInFrrHs. Would it work for you, Mr. Bennett?
Mr. BENNETr. Well, I believe so. We have the food stamp program,

and I think we have excellent participation from the elderly people in
Fannin County. There are three primary methods used in Georgia
for selling the coupons-the banks, county commissioners, or the
public welfare office. Of the three that are currently being used, I think
I would approve most of the public welfare office selling the coupons
because I have found that they are more likely, as a matter of fact, to
come to our office to buy them. We are more accessible than, say, the
commissioners' office. They don't want to sell them every day, they
want to sell them on as few days as possible. The banks, I think, have
been involved in the sale of them with varying degrees of success, de-
pending upon the bank. Some of our banks were coerced, I guess would
be the best word to use, into selling the coupons and they resent it, and
I don't think our clients felt very comfortable going to the bank.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Duncan, what do you think?
Mr. DUNCAN. We are relatively new to the food stamp program. We

began the first of March. I feel that the local welfare department is
the best agency to sell the stamps, and that there is more control over
personnel, reports, setting hours and the like. At present, although
our department sells the stamps, we sell stamps out of the courthouse.
Our county is small, and all the transportation is a problem. The
clients are participating very well to begin with. The number of
clients participating in the food stamp program already has equaled
those who participated in the food distribution program. And I believe
we are going to exceed this number. I would not doubt that we could
possibly double the amount of people eligible in the county for food
stamps that actually have not come in to apply.

Chairman GRIF}rITHS. Do you think one reason that they have not
come in to apply is that they don't know about the program, or why do
you think they have not come in?

Mr. DUNCAN. Well, I think the people know we have the food stamp
program. A lot of the people, I believe, don't believe that they can
qualify for the program. Starting in July we plan to start an outreach
program in food stamps, and we have advertised some on this in the
local paper. It's general knowledge in the community that we do have
the program and that all a person needs to do is apply for the food
stamps.
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Chairman GRIFFrrHs. One time some years ago when Detroit washaving a slight recession I sent a notice in a newsletter as to under
what circumstances you were eligible for food stamps. The newsletter
went to about 40,000 people in my district. It has the highest percent-
age of owner-occupied homes in any congressional district in America,
with the fewest poor homes. It broke down the switchboard, peoplecalling up to ask for food stamps. The response was absolutely
fantastic. And these were people whose average income, I think, was
something like $6,500. I mean, they did want them because they had
been laid off from work and they were really interested in getting the
food stamps. Of course, one of the problems was that no matter where
you lived in that county, you had to go downtown to the welfare office.
This has been one of the big problems, I think, in the distribution.
And, surprisingly, food is one of the things the American Govern-
ment is really anxious to give away. The Agricultural Committee isdemanding that everybody eat it up so that they can grow some more.

I have been meaning to ask this question, and I would like to ask it
now. We really, as a committee and as a nation, can handle the cate-
gories, the aid to the blind, the disabled and the aged. This is not going
to break this country. The thing that worries Congress is this aid to
dependent children. This program has grown in astronomical pro-
portions. In a brief time 10 percent of all America's children are going
to be reared on aid to dependent children. I notice in every one of your
areas this has grown, and I would be particularly anxious to have Mr.Bennett and Mr. Duncan tell us, why has it grown? In your judgment,
what has happened that this thing has grown so?

Mr. BENNETT. Well, in Fannin County, it is not an increase in popu-
lation, as we ave stayed approximately the same. Well, as a matter
of fact, we've lost population down to, about a year ago, and we have
started gaining. We have a population somewhere around 14,000 now.
I think the primary reason for the increase in AFDC is court decisions.
These people have been eligible or needy all the time, but the courts
have stepped in on this, and rules such as substitute father have been
laid aside. Residency has been laid aside. Very little legislation, I feel,
has taken place to increase the roles. Of course, in Fannin County wehave not had as dramatic a growth in AFDC as Mr. Dulaney. When Ifirst was employed by the Department we had between 60 and 70AFDC grants, eligible families per month. We have 111 at the presenttime. And while this does represent dramatic growth, the primaryreason, I don't think, is any increase in the number of children thatneeded care, but the change in the rules that have allowed for provid-ing the care. And I suppose in my instance, when I first was employedas director of the department, there was quite a stigma attached toapplying at the local welfare office. I've tried very hard to remove thatstigma because I personally don't see the difference between a welfarecheck and a social security check when you paid in maybe a hundreddollars for your total benefits and draw for the rest of your life. Itcomes out of the same taxpayer's dollar, in other words.Chairman GRIFFITHS. But the increase, even in your county, is about
the same increase as all over the United States.Mr. BENNETT. I suppose so, I had not realized that.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You see, in 5 years it's doubled. A short time
ago ve had only 5 percent of America's children and now it's going
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to be 10 percent. You still don't provide AFDC if there is an able-
bodied man in the house, do you?

Mr. BENNETT. No, ma'am. Georgia has, on the State level, pushed
for this passage in our legislature for the past 3 or 4 years. I person-
ally don't approve of it. I think that any able-bodied man, if he is
willing to work, should be provided some type of work, but personally
I would hate to see able-bodied fathers on the welfare roles, and I
don't believe the people of Fannin County would approve of this either.
As a matter of fact, we're accused of it quite a bit anyway, and I spend
a great deal of my time explaining to people that no able-bodied man
draws public welfare in Georgia unless there has been a slipup in the
system somewhere.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Which court decisions forced you to pick ull
children that you were not taking care of before?

Mr. BENNETT. Well, the substitute father. Before the court deci-
sion, if a lady had one illegitimate child we would pay public assist-
ance. If she got pregnant again we called this "prima facie" evidence
that she was seeing another man so we would cut her off the rolls,
period.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If she had two?
Mr. BENNETT. If she had two. We would come back later sometimes,

and if she could prove that she was no longer seeing the gentleman
we would come back sometime later and pick her up on the rolls again.
But it was a difficult thing to do.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Mr. Duncan, what do you think causes
this?

Mr. DUNCAN. I can really agree with Mr. Bennett on the reason for
the increase. The court decisions, liberalization of the regulations, the
$30 and a third exemption of earnings.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You hardly ever close a case anymore be-
cause of earnings, is that right?

Mr. DUNCAN. It's very difficult to close a case, once a case is ap-
proved. Our caseload in Talbot County from when I went to work
5 years ago has grown from approximately 70 cases to 219 cases. And
I attribute it to the changes in the regulations, the court decisions
and the liberalized regulations. And this is, I think, quite an increase.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes, but of course, the same court decisions
would not have affected the largest areas in the country because they
were already taking care of many families even where the father was
in the home. So there has to be some other sort of explanation. Now,
I think possibly the $30 and a third disregard does have something to
do with it. You can rarely close a case anymore because of increased
earnings. I was reading last night a thesis on Michigan's situation as
to whether or not the work incentive had really worked to get any-
body off the welfare rolls, and it looked to me like it had not. What it
did work to do was to get more money for the recipients through a com-
bination of earnings and AFDC-at a lower cost to the taxpayer, but
the taxpayer still was paying. And the work incentive program had
simply gotten more money for the personnel out there, and the tax-
payer was not paying as much for the earning supplements. But still,
they were not closing the cases. So that what you have is a work incen-
tive program that puts the woman into a very high paying category
before she can actually get off the rolls.
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I know that it operates differently from state to state, and I believe
the GAO showed us that in California a woman would not go off the
rolls with a certain number of children until she was earning $12,000.
I raised this question in the Ways and Means Committee, and one of
the members who was from California said, "Why are you telling us
these horror stories? I employed a woman on welfare in my office.
I pay her $5,000, she has three children. She will not go off the rolls
until I pay her $8,000." You see, she was getting some welfare.

And I noticed these caseworkers saying yesterday that they tried at
least to keep a person drawing $1 in welfare because recipients could
also receive all these additional benefits if they have $1 in welfare-
they get medicaid, they get food stamps, they get free lunches for the
children, free milk, and so on. And this is really what the purpose of
this committee is, to discover how all these programs intermesh.

Mr. BENNETT. Madam Chairman, I would like to comment on this
301/3 exemption. This causes a good deal of problem and I think it
alienates a lot of taxpayers. It's very difficult to explain this 301/3 to
fellow employees of welfare recipients. A mother who comes in and
applies for a job works right by the side of a woman who draws pub-
lic assistance and who comes in and she applies for a job. Welfare
recipients do have the other benefits which you mentioned, and the
nonrecipient is well aware of these benefits. And you just can't explain
to her why she is not eligible for public assistance. We need a work
incentive program, I agree. We have cases in Georgia, I know of one
in particular, where an AFDC mother was employed by the welfare
department, the family and children service department. She was
making more than her fellow caseworkers.

Chairman GiRIFITHs. This is one of the big sources of contention
for caseworkers in New York and Detroit. They have employed some
.of these eligibility workers from the welfare rolls and these women
are sitting there drawing more money than anybody around here. So
that you have a real bone of contention among workers. It produces
some peculiar results. I would like to say to you, Mr. Dulaney, that
I think we ought to take down that statement of Webster's above the
Speaker's rostrum in the House of Representatives and put your
statement up, when you state: "Many of the problems which I have
cited in this paper stem from insufficient attention to reality, State and
Federal regulations and court decisions." I couldn't agree with you
more, I simply couldn't. That's exactly right. A lot of this legislation
is created based on myths. Last year we were fighting about whether
or not we were going to give food stamps to strikers in the old food
stamp bill, and with the effort to stop that you are going to be working
with intolerable regulations. In the GM strike in Detroit, the welfare
caseload went up something like 67,000 in a month, while we were
wasting time debating whether we were going to give them food
stamps or not. If we were looking at the real world, we were already
giving them welfare, we were already subsidizing this strike.

Well, at any rate, I do thank you and I think that you have made
a real effort to show us what the problems are.

I would like to ask you now some further questions. Both Mr. Dun-
can and Mr. Dulaney have argued that the adult categories should be
administered by the Federal Government, but that the family program
should continue to be administered locally, although perhaps with na-
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tionally standardized rules. Yesterday all of the workers seemed in
agreement that it was difficult to administer the family programs. Why
do you feel the Federal Government should run the adult but not the
family programs?

Mr. DULANEY. I particularly think this is true now that the social
security system is well established and has been in effect a long time. I
think you recall yesterday the young lady stating that the elderly per-
son came in and was ready to get his old-age pension. I really would like
to expand on this recommendation just a little more. I think all fed-
erally financed programs for the ibenefit of people who receive checks
because of disability, particularly veterans' pensions from non-service
connected disabilities, should be under a federally administered pro-
gram-one program, no supplementation whatsoever between pro-
grams. This is what you get into now-supplementation; we supple-
ment the Veterans' Administration; we supplement social security
through the aged and disabled programs, and there is really no need.
This is a three-way administrative situation which is costly to the
taxpayers.

In some instances it is hard to administer. The VA payments might
go up; Congress announces that they have increased benefits for veter-
ans on non-service-connected pensions and they are getting a welfare
check. We come right along and reduce our check by tihe amount of the
increase, and the same thing happens with social security increases.
The result is that these people are terribly disappointed. Only half of
the aged people whom we are helping also receive social security.
Handling of resulting complaints-telephone calls plus staff time re-
quired to explain this to these aged recipients-is most time consuming
and seemingly unnecessary. "Now, Congress voted me an increase in
social security and I didn't get it, you took it away from me." It's very
difficult. It seems to me there could be a very simplified program where-
by the amount of money is sufficient for a person to live on without
going to another organization or agency for supplementation of the
money payment.

Chairman GRIFFITHnS. All right, suppose we wiped out these pro-
grams and we substituted a program from the Federal Government of
giving every man and woman in any of those categories $150 a month.
Do you think that would be sufficient?

Mr. DULANEY. It certainly would look good to us in welfare because
our maximum now is $91, if the recipient is not getting supplementa-
tion through social security.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they get $91 each?
Mr. DULANEY. No.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. $91 a family?
Mr. DULANEY. It's $91 per individual, but based on the living situ-

ation. The average monthly payment to approximately 8,000 aged
recipients in Fulton County is about $49 a month, because of other sup-
plementation. It would be a relatively small percentage of 8,000 people
getting the $91, so $150 to those people would look very good to them.
It would not look too good, however, to people in States which pay
a larger amount for subsistence.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I believe that there are few States that are
paying more than that, $150 to an aged person. Of course, if you really
got with it and looked at the total payout in every State in the Union,
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the thing to do when you are getting ready to retire is look down the
list and move to the one that is paying the best.

Mr. DUTLANEY. That's possible.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Duncan, what would you think?
Mr. DUNCAN. I also recommended social security administering the

ABD (aid to the aged, blind, and disabled) programs for the State
since they have the machinery now to do this. They have easy access
to records that we do not have access to, such as Internal Revenue
records, VA records, and other records. A lot of these are not available
to us. I believe in a national standard for an AFDC program, but
I can't see any particular advantage in Federal handling of this over
the State.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I personally think that what we should have
done in place of revenue sharing was to have picked up these welfare
bills, all over the country. We will send a check and we will set up the
standards and you will run it. You could have handled the machinery,
but it seems to me it would have been a more sensible solution to re-
define responsibilities of the Federal Government. I don't know why
you are in any better position to be poor in Detroit than you are in
Georgia. It looks to me like you are a poor American, wherever you
are, and ought to be taken care of. It would have helped the States
enormously, because this was the bill, this and education, that is really
strongest. They really can't afford it. So, if the Federal Government
handled it, I think it would have been a great help.

But for the benefit of the social security people in this room, I would
like to say, however, that I feel if we are going to pick any of this up on
social security, then you ought to dip into the general fund of the U.S.
Treasury and not necessarily increase the tax on social security to pay
it, nor to change the method of distribution. We should be paying part
of that social security cost now out of general funds because part of it
is certainly unrelated to anything anybody ever paid in. As you are
aware, there was at one time a great number of people over 72 who
were just picked up under social security.

I would like to ask you, I understand the Senate Finance Committee
has now produced an amendment to H.R. 1 which would require that
every woman with a child name the father of a child before she is
entitled to get any aid. She also will have to assign the right to col-
lect from the father to the State government. In addition, there has to
be a division set up in every district attorney's office to collect from
fathers. How much additional work would this be to you, or would
it be none? Now, when the woman comes in to apply you already
require that she name the father, don't you?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. This wouldn't be any particular work. But you

have got to put out a form that she sends over to the District Attorney
then to collect.

Mr. BENNETT. I really don't believe it would bother us in Georgia
because we do require that she name the father. Sometimes we feel like
we go to a lot of trouble for nothing because nothing is ever done
about this. If we find the father and get the mother to swear out a war-
rant, or whatever is necessary to go to court, we can never get the legal
authorities to do anything.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why not?

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -16
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Mt. BENNETT. Their contention is that it costs more, in the case of
runaway fathers, than it's worth. Of course, I think you are speaking
more to illegitimate children when you are talking about assigning the
benefits and so forth. But they say that it costs more to run these fathers
down and start them to paying than it's worth. I think if we would run
a few of them down and let them know that this is the way it's going
to be, it might not be so hard in the future to get them to pay. They
just move off now, and that~s it. Nothing is ever done.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. What do you think, Mr. Dulaney?
Mr. DULANEY. I don't think the procedure you described would

require too much additional work on our staff because they do name
the father now and they do have a reporting system to which they must
refer. You might be interested to know that beginning in July, Fulton
County, in association with the State department of family and chil-
dren services, will be initiating a pilot project called child support
recovery system. Yesterday some of the caseworkers brought up the
fact that, and you stated this yourself, the welfare check is more stable
than child support from the deserting father. The system will always
involve us. We have been sending referral forms to the Fulton County
sheriff's office, but in the future they will go to a child support recovery
system staff in the State office, and we will furnish them basic infor-
mation regarding the absent father. They will attempt to locate him,
get voluntary contributions from him for child support; or, they will
pursue court action in getting court-ordered support.

This money will be collected by the State, not paid to the mother,
but paid to the State. In the event the father is erratic in his pay-
ments the mother will always be assured of a certain amount of the
welfare check. Then if the father supports regularly, the State at the
end of each month will send her a supplemental check, deducting from
the State's share, after it has been computed, her share of the child
support that has been paid, to reduce the amount of the assistance
payment, to me, appears to be a very good system. At issuance it will
cut down on casework time because it will not be the constant com-
puting of budgets and making changes. If the father doesn't pay for
2 months, we go in and raise the grant, and presumably if we get be-
hind him he will begin to pay regularly again. As it is now, we have
to go through the same procedure and reduce the grant, et cetera.
This will be a stable grant without all the changes. The caseworker will
not have to be involved with whether support is being paid or not, et
cetera. As I stated before, this appears to be a very good system. I
would have to agree with Mr. Bennett that the courts are somewhat re-
luctant to pursue obtaining of support payments unless the mother
herself is pushing them to get the man into court; when she does
this and he is known, has a job and can support, generally support
is ordered.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think, Mr. Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. I don't feel it would be much more trouble for the

department to do this. I do feel that there is going to be a difficulty
in making sure that this is uniformly applied to al1 the counties. In
some counties, or areas, the district attorney doesn't push this thing
of getting support. The courts constantly talk about being over-
loaded with work, and the court, it seems, would need some help if
we prosecute all of these cases-go through the court to get support.
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They would need some relief themselves to handle the cases we would
send to them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I sat on the criminal court in Detroit and
they had a division set up to collect from fathers. They put some real
tough policewomen in it and they collected. They had one of the best
collection records in the whole country. I think they collected some-
thing like $20 million, and it was really remarkable. In some of the
cases they discovered that the father wanted to pay, he didn't want
his child reared on aid to dependent children. And we found fathers,
even 20 years ago when I was sitting there, that were making as high
as $15,000 a year, and the mother was still seeking aid to dependent
children. She didn't want the father mixed up in it, which I think
is really too bad. She is depriving the father of the child.

Before I forget it, I would also like to ask you whether you have
something called a suspense file in Georgia. That is, do you, when you
notify a person that they have been drawing welfare but they are not
eligible now, do you continue that person "in suspense" until their
right of appeal has been exhausted?

Mr. DULANEY. It is 15 days.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Fifteen days?
Mr. DULANEY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What if they call up and tell you themselves,

"Look, my husband has returned and he is supporting me and I don't
need the check"? What do you do then?

Mr. DULANEY. Voluntarily close the case.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Right then?
Mr. DIJLANEY. At the next available moment.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You do ?
Mr. DUTLANEY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, congratulations. I have discovered that

that is not done everyplace. Some of those people are continued in
Detroit. I believe they send two more checks. And you know, that is
quite disgusting to the person who called up. It's very annoying to
them because by this time they have decided they are paying the taxes
to pay for that check and they are mad about it. If the workers are
not any more on the ball than that, they don't like it.

Mr. DULANEY. Certainly when a person calls up and says, "We
don't want the check anymore," regardless of what the reason is, the
check is immediately stopped. I noticed in our AFDC statistical report
for the past 12 months we had approximately 600 mothers who vol-
untarily requested closure of their case. I do not know the reasons
'for this.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In Detroit apparently you've got to take two
more checks, I regret to say.

Mr. DUNCAN. Madam Chairman.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. DUNCAN. The regulation is that if a father returns from prison

and they don't request the closure of the case, they are entitled to two
additional checks in Georgia, as an adjustment period.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mr. BENNETT. Unless he find employment.
Mr. DUNCAN. With employment, within the $30 and a third, meet-

ing his need.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. We've got this sort of enlarged, I'm afraid,
in Detroit.

Mr. DULANEY. There is no adjustment period given to an AFDC
mother when the father, who had deserted, returns to the home.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In Detroit we seem to extend it if the father
returned, or if she goes back or something, and we go right on sending
checks. One of the workers themselves came in and told me about this.
So I inquired and the worker said, "We are losing millions on this
annually." I tried to get her to tell me exactly how much they lost,
but I couldn't find out.

Mr. Dulaney, on page 3 of your statement you say that the proce-
dure for determining eligibility has been made more conducive to
error. Are you referring here to the use of the declaration and the
elimination of most verification and investigation?

Mr. DrLANEY. Yes; that's primarily what I am alluding to there.
Chairman GRIFnTH. Have you notice increasing error in the eligi-

bility rates as a result of your quality control review since these proce-
dures have been implemented?

Mr. DULANEY. I believe there has been.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Really? Do you think that is true too, Mr.

Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. I think that's true.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think so, Mr. Bennett?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes; I think our separation of eligibility and services

has quite a bit to do with our increasing rate of error, or fraud, or
whatever it is called. This move was made presupposing that the
client would pretty well establish his own eligibility, and this has just
not been the case. A simplified eligibility form, the declaration form,
is much too complicated for the average client to fill out. So we have
to do a caseworker's review on these forms now, and each eligibility
caseworker has to review many, too many forms. They just don't
have the time to review them as they should.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think the declaration system is a good
idea or not?

Mr. BENNETT. If you had simplified eligibility standards, perhaps we
would be able to have the simplified eligibility form. But our standards
or criteria for establishing those rules are complicated to the extent
you don't have a real simple form. We find very little fraud in Fannin
County, most of it is error. In my report I attached a form 160 or
simplified eligibility form as completed by a client. If you look at
that you will see that it takes a caseworker a great deal of time to go
through the form. Actually she could have done the work in an inter-
view much faster herself.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes; we did look at it, and we looked at that
statement of yours, Mr. Dulaney, that 10 minutes that a caseworker
spends with la client as opposed to the 30 minutes he spends verifying
information and an hour and a half making out forms.

Mr. DELANEY. Yes; that's correct.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's terrible, that is absolutely terrible. And

you feel, Mr. Bennett, and what about you, Mr. Duncan, that if you
just let the caseworker talk with them and make out the form in the first
place it would be simpler?
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Mr. DUNCAN. If we could get the client into the office to do the form,
it would save time. The form was designed, as Mr. Bennett said, for the
client to fill out to give you the basic information to recertify the per-
son. I believe you could, if you could get the client in, save time over
the procedure we are using now.

Mr. BENNETT. Part of our problem, I should say, is that we do every-
thing one way or the other. You know, that's the unfortunate thing.
We can't, are not allowed, to use a great deal of commonsense on the
local level.

Chairman GRnOWHs. I would like to say, as I said yesterday, that
there seems to be more commonsense at the local level though, than there
is in HEW.

Mr. BENNETT. I think this is because we are more aware of what
goes on with the client. We have daily contact with the client, we
know what he requires. If we could say, suppose that 50 percent of our
clients could fill out their own forms, there is absolutely no reason
for the caseworker to fill them out. But if it takes a caseworker twice
as long to decipher a form that has been filled out by a client, then
the caseworkers could do the form much faster, much more efficiently
themselves. But when we went into this system, we were told absolutely
to get the clients to fill out their own form. If they could not fill out
their own form, then get some neighbor or some family member to fill
it out. We just are not allowed a great deal of latitude in how we do
this. The same is true when we were told to accept a statement. I spent
hours of time as a caseworker verifying residence or some other eligi-
bility point which was already known by me. People in a small county
that I have known all my life, yet I had to call their neighbor and ask
them if this person lived in Fannin County. You know, it just made me
feel a little bit ridiculous. And then we go from that 1800 and are
urged to accept every statement of the client, unless we have, you know,
a real good knowledge as to some error. So we operate in circles, but
never going through the middle. It seems like we go from one extreme
to the other.

Chairman GRiMTHS. Maybe H. & R. Block could get into the busi-
ness of filling out these forms. That might be quite possible.

Mr. BENNETT. I understand they have some problems with Internal
Revenue right now, and we don't want to add to that problem!

Chairman GRirrrHs. Wouldn't you, though, have a reduced possi-
bility of fraud in Fannin or Talbot Counties because the fact is that
you know the people?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIMITHS. Aren't the neighbors quite good at helping out?
Mr. BENNETT. Neighbors and clients. We receive quite a bit of infor-

mation about our clients from other clients. I guess this is human nature
to think that everybody is getting a better deal than you are. And so
they point out these things to us quite regularly.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. But now the problem when you get into Fulton
County is that then people become anonymous, isn't that right, Mr.
Dulaney, and you don't get that much help any more, you don't know
them and you don't get very much help?

Mr. DULANEY. Well, it's amazing how much help we do get.
Chairman GRimTHs. Well, I know you do.
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Mr. DIULANEY. Of course, it's true you become somewhat isolated in
a large city, but we do get quite a few complaints from the general
public as well as welfare recipients. All of these are promptly in-
vestigated whether we feel they are valid or not valid, and the reports
of any complaint of this nature come to our office. I get an ultimate
report myself and look at it to see whether fraud has or has not oc-
curred, or if a person was out on a witch hunt or something of this
nature. I would assume fraud would be much easier to commit in the
city than it would be in Fannin or Talbot County.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In my own district, a woman who lived in
the only centrally air-conditioned house in the block, had a swimming
pool, was, unfortunately, left by her husband, so she got on welfare.
The welfare department helped with the payment of the house, and
told her to take in a roomer, which broke down the zoning ordinance
in my opinion. Finally she got a job and the neighbors began com-
plaining. Then her husband began giving her some money under the
table, and she told the neighbors the name of the lawyer. I wrote the
welfare department, told them the whole thing, and said, "now you
investigate this." They came back with the statement that it's all
absolutely legal, they can't get anything from the husband, and this
and that. So I sent out a letter in response to the neighbors, and on
that afternoon she drove home in a new Torino. She's still on welfare.
Now, she is leaving for Germany, taking a little trip to Germany. And
I'm telling you, I never am going to be able to explain this to any of
the neighbors.

Mr. DULANEY. I imagine the most common instance of what you
might call outright fraud would be where the absent father voluntarily
contributes to the mother and/or children and she fails to notify the
department. This type of contribution is one of the most difficult
things we have to verify.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But the thing that a lot of the neighbors don't
understand is that it is not fraud if she is living with somebody making
$10,000 and she is not married to him.

Mr. DULANEY. That's right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And she is drawing aid to dependent children?
Mr. BENNETT. Or with a stepfather, this is something I think we

failed to point out earlier. I indicated the rising number of AFDC
cases. The stepfather rule, whereby you can't deny a child AFDC
if the stepfather is not supporting. In other words, in Georgia almost
any stepchild can draw AFDC, and a lot do that should not. This is
outright legal fraud.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Of course, the problem is the law.
Mr. BENNETT. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What the law is saying to that woman is.

"leave your husband, join up with another man, you can even marry
him. But don't stay with your husband because we are not going to
support your children if you stay with your husband. Just find some
other man." The law is wrong, in my opinion.

How much of a change has there been in these procedures from the
declarations of the past? Were you really investigating each and every
case thoroughly in the past?

Mr. DULANEY. We had certain items that must be verified; right.
Residence, children in the home, whereabouts of the father, and things
of this nature.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. What did you do?
Mr. BENNETT. Well, the same. We investigated pretty thoroughly,

especially the initial application. Of course, we have come back to that
in AFDC. We are again verifying income and other eligibility points.
We are back around again.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, all of you have pointed out that the eli-
gibility requirements and procedures are too complex, and Mr. Dulaney
mentions that it can take 27 forms to get someone on public assistance.
Specifically, how could these procedures and requirements be simpli-
fied? What could you do?

Mr. DULANEY. There doesn't have to be a great deal of legislation,
rule or regulation change to simplify the determination of eligibility
for financial assistance in order to be able to reduce the number of
forms. Computerization in many respects could reduce the large num-
ber of forms. The forms we alluded to in our report-the 27-would
include accounting and procedural forms which Fannin and Talbot
Counties would not necessarily be involved in. We would need addi-
tional interoffice forms because of our decentralized program that
we have in Fulton County. This is just a matter for observation, but
still, it is entirely too many.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What would you suggest we do?
Mr. DUNCAN. First of all I would simplify the regulations. As

a first step we must simplify those, and then after we do that I think
we can reduce the 'number of forms required. We don't use 27 forms,
but sometimes it seems like we do.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When there are benefit increases in Federal
programs such as veterans' pensions and social security-and you men-
tioned this-do you have to recalculate all these welfare payments?
How much of an undertaking is it?

Mr. BENNETT. It's a tremendous undertaking, and especially when
you have food stamps. One change in social security can require a com-
plete recycling of all your public assistance cases and also all of the
food stamp cases. Not all, but those who get some social security. A
change in one necessitates a change in the other. In the months of,
I believe, December, January, and February of this year, we went
through our complete food stamp caseload monthly for 3 months,
and this is quite an undertaking. Our food stamp program in Fannin
County is as large as our public assistance program, and the regula-
tions are just as difficult, if not more so.

Chairman GRImTHS. Well, they are more complex under the new
regulations.

Mr. BENNETr. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What are you doing about referring all of

these people to the employment office that are now going to get food
stamps?

Mr. BENNETT. Well, we refer them, and it has been beneficial.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Really? Good.
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am. To give you one instance, we had one

gentleman who was obviously bootlegging and we could not prove it.
We had the food stamp people from the Department of Agriculture
come down and they were run off summarily, but we had referred this
gentleman to the Labor Department previous to this change in the
regulations, and he was offered a job at $1.75, I believe, somewhere
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around minimum wage. He said he was a qualified carpenter and that
he didn't have to work for that kind of wage although he was on min-
imum purchase food stamps. I closed hi's case, but had to reopen it be-
cause of this regulation. After the regulation was changed, we put him
to work. He's working now and so are several others. I think this has
taken away some justifiable criticisms of the program. And I support
it wholeheartedly. If there is work available, I think they ought to
work. If it is not available, that's another matter and we should help
them.

Chairman GRITFIS. Of course, it's foolish to have two different
regulations. You should have been able to put him to work under the
welfare program. You shouldn't have to have had to-

Mr. BENNETT. He did not receive welfare, just food stamps.
Chairman GRInFINs. I see. Yes.
Mr. DUNCAN. In our food stamp program, in March, we had ap-

proximately 300 cases. We have referred approximately 15 to the
Department of Labor. None of these 15 has been placed on a job by the
Labor Department as of yet. Since March we have been visited by the
Labor Department counselor to check with these employables only
twice, and we don't have a regular employment service counselor to
visit. In Talbot County and I don't know if other rural counties are
like this, the general public doesn't have the benefits of an employment
service.

Chairman GRIFFrrns. So that you are making a real distinction be-
tween those on welfare and the general public.

Mr. DUNCAN. No; neither one has the benefit.
Chairman G1InFFrms. I see.
Mr. DUNCAN. On a regular basis, that is.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Now, would there be instances where

say a $5 increase in social security may make someone ineligible for
public assistance, medicaid, food stamps, and so forth and so on?

Mr. DULANEY. Yes, ma'am; we have quite a few.
Mr. BENNETT. Every time we get an increase in social security we

go through this maze of explaining to the local population, pastors
of churches and Congressmen and Congresswomen why we had to close
certain cases.

Chairman GRitiFris. You see, these programs should have been
looked at overall a long time ago. But of course, several of the pro-
grams have just begun to grow within the last few years. First we
had only a pay out in welfare, but when you begin to add medicaid to
it, and housing, and other programs such as food stamps, then you
really botch up the thing when you have different requirements under
each system, and so forth and so on. And, some people are being
deprived.

Y es.
Mr. BENNErr. I think that is especially true where different agencies

are involved. The medicaid program is an excellent example.
Chairman GRIMM&IS. Nineteen Congressional committees and 11

Federal agencies are passing these benefits out all the time, writing
up new regulations. They should all be one.

Mr. BENNETT. Going back to the point that you mentioned earlier
with these two gentlemen, I disagree on federalization of the aged and
disabled and blind programs. I don't necessarily disagree with placing
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these on a Federal basis, but I think just to do that would not solve
our problems. I doubt that we would not have problems with all these
other programs we are talking about now such as food stamps; they are
mostly Federal now. I think we are going to have to quit looking at
social security and Veteran's Administration and these things as
sacred cows, and somehow see that all of these things need changing.
And like you mentioned, whether or not this comes out of social secur-
ity payment or general revenue, what's the difference? I pay the tax
and you pay the tax, and it really makes no difference Which pocket
it comes out of. But it comes out. The three of use are under two retire-
ment programs, social security aand local retirement system, and both
are mandatory. Our contribution would amount to some 20 percent
of our salary counting the State aand Federal governments' contribu-
tion. This, out of my salary, would buy a pretty good private retire-
ment system.

I think maybe we ought to look at dramatic changes like when
you get 65, you are automatically eligible for a given amount of
money, enough to live. I doubt that the $150 you mentioned would be
enough, especially if you do away with the other programs. If you
have food stamps, medicaid, all these fringe benefits that public
assistance recipients receive, present benefits would be worth more
than $150. I think we need to take a good, long hard look at it, and
whatever we have, I would like to see it tied drastically to the local
community because my problems are different than Mr. Dulaney's. I
know the people in Fannin County as he knows the people in Fulton
County. Maybe I know them better because they are my neighbors. If
we move these programs from the State to the Federal Government,
they get more-well, outright ridiculous. We've got regulations we
have been trying to change for 3 years. I will give you a good example.
If a recipient gets a lump-sum social security benefit of $700, as I men-
tioned in my paper, and he tells us, we close his case-even though he
has no other legal reserve and he is allowed a legal reserve of $800. If
he does not tell us, then we don't do anything. We don't count this. If
an applicant receives $700 from social security in a lump sum, we
count this as legal reserve instead of applying it to the public assist-
ance. This is obviously ridiculous.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. Of course.
Mr. BENNETT. We've tried for 3 years, the association of which I

am president, to get this changed. And every State director we have
had, and we've had three in that length of time, agrees that it is
ridiculous. But nothing can be done about it because this is a Federal
rule-you, know this is HEW, you don't change HEW.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The next time you write me.
Mr. BENNETT. I'll do that.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. And I hope that I can change it. That's really

what I am doing this work for, I'm going to be here, I hope, for a
long time to try to do something about it because the whole thing is
putting a terrible burden on some people, and has incredible in-
equities. It just isn't fair to the American people to operate these
programs like this, and it isn't fair to your departments. There should
be a better system and that is really what we are here to talk about.
I don't mean to talk back to you, but Congress never did look at these
programs all put together before. Nobody in Congress has ever checked
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them systematically before so that it is essential that we have the
best possible information that we can.

Mr. Bennett, if a mother refuses to name the father of her elligiti-
mate child, are she and the child ineligible for benefits?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFrrHS. If she refuses to cooperate in efforts to collect

support from an absent father, is she ineligible?
Mr. BENNETT. Not unless she initiates efforts. The present policy is

if she refuses to do so, we really don't push her too far. But once she
initiates this action and fails to follow through, then she is ineligible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If she refuses to sign a criminal nonsupport
claim against the father, is she eligible for assistance?

Mr. BENNETT. No, ma'am. She is eligible, that does not make her
ineligible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes. Do you follow these same procedures, Mr.
Dulaney?

Mr. DULANEY. Basically the same.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And Mr. Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right. I asked because caseworkers yester-

day said that if the woman doesn't name the father and agree to take
legal action, then she is ineligible. Yet there have been Supreme Court
decisions in these areas and in each case there was a ruling that clients
may not be denied assistance for refusing to name the father or to
cooperate in getting child support. I realize it's hard to keep up with
this, but of course we have to follow the law, no matter what.

These workers yesterday argued that the paperwork and the work
involved in checking amounts recipients also receive from social secu-
rity, unemployment, railroad retirement, veterans pensions, and so
forth, is overwhelming. Several also appeared concerned that there
are only checks on sources of income that clients volunteer informa-
tion on and that some clients don't mention income from earnings, and
they have no way of finding out if, in fact, there are earnings. If you
had access routinely to IRS, social security, and other Federal records,
would you feel more confident that your grant amounts were correct?

Mr. DUNCAN. I think it would help, but not everything is reported
to IRS.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Right. The bootlegging.
Mr. DUNCAN. That also is right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I tried a case, I came down here one time to

defend a boy, I think in this courtroom. And I remember Judge Rus-
sell was presiding that morning and they had a whole line of kids
lined up. It looked to me like they were about 18 or 19, and they were
all charged with income tax evasion, but they were really bootleggers.

Mr. DULANEY. I think the social security's system of verification of
income runs about 9 months behind in having current information.
This is one of the problems that the workers were stating yesterday
regarding locating absent fathers. The information is pretty late get-
ting to us because of social security's system of posting returns.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But would it cut down on your administrative
costs?

Mr. DULANEY. I think it would increase them probably.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Oh, really? What do you think?
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Mr. BENNETT. I think again this information should be available to
us to use at our discretion. Again, I think my situation might be dif-
ferent than in an urban area. To routinely check every client would
not be necessary, I believe. If we have some indication that they have
income, then we could check them. And I think to have these sources
available would be good.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Dulaney, the manager of the Atlanta
Manpower Center who will testify this afternoon writes in his state-
ment that his office has been able to get a response from bnly 63 per-
cent of the people referred by your department to the employment
service. Only 44 percent actually go to the employment service for
assistance in getting jobs. What happens to the others?

Mr. DtTLANEY. I wish I knew; I really don't know. It is difficult,
I know, to get these people to the employment service. I think, in many
respects, this is because they have had bad luck. Perhaps they went
to the employment service looking for jobs before and, therefore, when
they were referred by us, they probably went out on their own to look
for employment. We have a fairly high percentage of AFDC families
employed full time. According to our statistical report from 1971,
23 percent were employed.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are they cut off assistance if they don't go ?
Mr. DULANEY. Not really. It's according to what the circumstances

are. Many are referred who aren't necessarily required to be seeking
employment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have statistics on those who have been
cut off because they don't seek jobs?

Mr. DULANEY. Not really available to me.
Mr. BENNETT. We have food stamps. We close a considerable num-

ber of food stamps when they don't go. We do contact them again to
find out why they did not go but, if they don't go and have no good
reason and refuse to go, we close their food-stamp case.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When you get this record for correction, will
you put in the number of such cases.

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:)
We have terminated 19 households since January because of failure to comply.

We have reduced four households since January because of acceptance of em-
ployment. We have terminated one household since January because of employ-
ment.

Mr. DULANEY. May I correct something? I do have the figure, there
were 73 in 1971.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Oh, you do.
Mr. DULANEY. 73 cases.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have a problem of recipients falling

behind in their rent?
Mr. DULANEY. This is very common, I think.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, do you have any estimate of how

many recipients are behind in their rent or have been evicted in the
last year or month ?

Mr. DULANEY. No, ma'am, I don't.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would you have any way of supplying data

on the evictions?
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Mr. DULANEY. I think all I could tell you is that there are ap-
proximately 1,000 to 1,100 people evicted in Fulton County each year.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you very often have landlords writing
or calling to complain about recipients not paying their rent?

Mr. DULANEY. It's not as common a practice now as it has been in
the past. It used to be if anyone ever got behind landlords would call
either a caseworker or the administrative offices to encourage the per-
son to pay the rent.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is this a problem to you, Mr. Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. I'm not aware that being behind on the rent is that

great a problem in our county. I don't know of many evictions. Evic-
tions are very rare in our county.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Maybe your landlords are just nicer. What
do you think, Mr. Bennett?

Mr. BENNETT. We don't have a great number. Maybe two or three
evictions a year. Most of our clients feel like, we used to stress that a
certain amount of this money was in the check for rent and taxes,
if they owned their own home. We have people calling occasionally
demanding that we make the clients send the rent or that we pay it,
and it's not a real big problem. Our rent is considerably lower than
Mr. Dulaney's.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes. Mr. Dulaney, do you have some loss of
your housing because of vandalism?

Mr. DULANEY. I didn't understand you.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have some loss of the housing stock

because of vandalism of the house, do you know? For instance, where
people don't pay the rent in a good many cities and they are finally
put out, in some instances they destroy the house before they leave.

Mr. DULANEY. I have personally had some reports from landlords
that this has happened. It's a rare occasion.

Chairman GRrFFITHs. This is a big problem in some cities, along
with the nonpayment of the rent. Very few members of the Ways
and Means Committee would like to make this a direct vendor pay-
ment. The thing that has disturbed me about HEW is that they seem
to me to be saying that the welfare payment everywhere is so low that
in order to exist at all the people have to be cheating somebody, and
that the landlord has to take his lumps with the rest of the people.
The only thing that is wrong with that, in my opinion, is that housing
is really a national resource. And if you permit all this housing to be
destroyed, how are you going to replace it? Are we going to ask the
Federal taxpayers forever to build up housing because it has been de-
stroyed? Some private apartments in the city of Detroit have been
closed, and they are elegant apartments. They were far better built
than apartments today and they have been absolutely destroyed
and closed up because they cannot collect rent.

Mr. DULANEY. I would certainly hope we have a better class of
clients.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, maybe you do. Are there any signs that
the housing authority may try to reduce their number of public assist-
ance tenants for financial reasons?

Mr. DULANEY. We have not had any indication to this effect. I think
we are fairly successful in assisting our recipients in getting housing.
Approximately 30 percent of our total caseload does reside in public
housing.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. Isn't public housing raising complaints be-
cause they are not being paid enough rent for housing welfare reci-
pients?

Mr. DULANEY. Well, I think maybe the subsidies from the Federal
Government are taking care of their loss of income from the welfare
recipients.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you see any signs that private landlords
are reluctant to take public assistance recipients because of their low
income and problems of nonpayment or not?

Mr. DULANEY. No; I think we have some landlords in the city of
Atlanta who would cater to the welfare recipient because they know
they do have a steady source of income, also, I think our clients have
a fairly good reputation of paying the rent when possible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, I really congratulate you because this
is one of the chief complaints in all of the big cities.

Mr. DULANEY. It's a minor complaint to us.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. People are just destroying housing and you

can't get it put back, so you are to be congratulated, and the people
of Atlanta are to be congratulated.

Mr. DULANEY. I think vacant houses and vacant apartments are
vandalized quite frequently here in Atlanta, but not particularly
where the recipient is moving out.

Chairman GRnnHs. I might say that in every place we have been
told, "the grant is too low, the grant is too low, the grant is too low."
We have done a little study ourselves that shows in the major ifi-
dustrial cities of the North a woman with three children would have
to be earning an income of about $3.75 to $4 an hour to meet the equiv-
alent of what she is getting in the major programs of welfare. But
if you could set the grant yourselves, what do you think a family of
four should have to live in your area, Mr. Bennett?

Mr. BENNETT. I would want to tie this to either the poverty level or-
oh, there is another Federal guideline besides the poverty level, the
name escapes me now, somewhat above the poverty level. If income is
all, no fringe benefits, I would want it up in that area, somewhere
around I would say $5,000, $4,800 to $5,000 for a family of four.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think, Mr. Dulaney?
Mr. DULANEY. I think it ought to be at least around $5,000 in the

city of Atlanta to have a f airly decent standard of living.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Duncan, what do you think?
Mr. DUNCAN. I think in a rural area, $4,800 would be adequate.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. $4,800? What did you say?
Mr. DUNCAN. Yes. $4,800 for a family of four. I think that would

be adequate. This is if the fringe benefits medicaid, food stamps, and
so forth, are not provided.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you feel that there should be a difference
between a family of four in a rural county and an urban county?

Mr. BENNETT. I don't. Because I think one of our problems, national
problems, is the move to the urban area. It would solve some of the
rural area problems and some of the cities problems too if we don't
make it more attractive to live in the city than in the rural areas.

Chairman GRIFFnTHS. I have got to congratulate you. I'd like to
invite you to come up and make a little speech in New York or some-
place. We will never convince those people. But this, of course, I think
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is really one of the problems, world problems. What do you think,
Mr. Dulaney?

Mr. DULANEY. I would have to disagree with Mr. Bennett.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Because you are in Fulton County.
Mr. DULANEY. No, ma'am; I'm from a very rural area too, and

believe if I elected to live in a rural community that the cost of living
would be considerably lower than it is in the metropolitan city. I am
100 percent behind redevelopment of the rural areas to get the people
out of the inner cities back to where they can have a decent living,
an opportunity for their children, and to receive benefits that are pro-
vided in urban areas. But, if an individual elects to live in a rural
area, he would probably be better off financially if we are going to
pay $6,000 to a family of four to live in Atlanta and $4,800 in Blue
Ridge, Ga. Even so, I'm not sure we wouldn't have some of Mr. Ben-
net's people coming down to Atlanta. To reverse the trend of the
people going to the cities we might pay the rural people more and
the city people less. This would be an incentive for them to disperse.

Mr. BENNETT. This difference in the cost of living is not as great
as it used to be. The food cost is very similar, and perhaps higher in
the rural areas now. Housing is rapidly becoming as expensive, espe-
cially in my county because of the influx of people from Florida,
Atlanta and other places retiring in the mountains. Medical costs,
because they generally have to come to Atlanta or Dalton or Gaines-
ville, is just as high. It's higher because of transportation. Clothing
is just as high. So the difference in living expenses is not as great
today as it was 10 or 15 years ago.

Chairman GRIFITHs. What do you think, Mr. Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. I think the basic difference in living expenses is the

shelter. I believe all the other items would be similar in the city or
the rural area. I believe that standardization for rural and city is
needed. Maybe this would bring some of the people back to the coun-
try that we have lost to the city.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The thing that bothers me is that when you
look for a job-and my husband and I did this, we selected a place
in the country we'd like to live, and you know, they didn't want us
to work there-you're not always wanted. So we had to select another
place. Now, we don't do that in welfare. What we are really saying
in welfare is, "You select any place you want in the country to live
and the rest of us will take care of you there." Aren't we really saying
that? Wouldn't it be just as well if we set a sum and said, "This is
the amount of money you're going to get, it doesn't make any differ-
ence where you live. And you find the place that that money fits
best." Wouldn't you think that that would make a little more sense?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am, I agree with you.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Because we are putting everybody in welfare

on a completely different category than those who work. You can't
announce to the Employment Security Commission, "Now I want to
live in Florida, you provide a job there." You go where the job is.
But for people on welfare we're setting a completely different attitude.
* Mr. BENNETT. I would like for them not to be able to shop for re-
sort areas and the highest welfare payments. I think the payments
should be somewhat standardized. But on the other hand, I would
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not want to dictate to them that they had to go to this area to live.
We would give them the choice.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes. It seems to me that one of the things
I think we are doing is putting welfare recipients in a completely
different category all the way around. A young man talked to me in
Michigan who was on unemployment compensation. He was a good
worker, he had worked two jobs. He decided since he was on unem-
ployment compensation he believed he would get everything he was
entitled to under welfare, and then he added it all up and he was mak-
ing more money than when he was working.

Mr. BENNETT. This is true. I have worked as a laborer and members
of my family have worked as laborers and some of them have been
unemployed. They really don't try to find a job for a while until they
are getting close to the time when the unemployment compensation is
running out. I firmly believe that there is no difference in this type of
payment and welfare, it's just called another name. You know, I don't
know any of the people that I talk to who believe in a program like
H.R. 1 which in my opinion amounts to a guaranteed annual income
maintenance program. I really don't know anybody who wants a
program like that aside from social workers and a few legislators
who think the people want this kind of program. I think we've got to
realize certain facts. My job at the present time is satisfying. It's
rewarding and I might do it if I didn't get paid, if I had enough
money to live on anyway. But I would not work in a factory or clean
house if I could get the same income without working, and I don't be-
lieve the average American person would either. I don't believe the
average American wants a guaranteed income. We are guaranteed
certain things by being Americans, but other Americans supporting us
if we are able to support ourselves. I don't think is one of them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. We have a guaranteed annual income for
women right now.

Mr. BENNETT. That's true.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And it's breaking up homes. This is what we

are really doing.
Now, there are some other things that bother me besides paying

everybody differently according to where you live, so that you are
treated differently than any other Americans. I don't think that any
American ought to be in a situation where he is not paying taxes. I
think it would make some sense if you paid everybody enough and
then took part of it back as taxes. Second, if we're going to have

-some people's income on which you can levy for child support or rent
payments, I don't think any income should be exempted from garnish-
ment. Now the reason, of course, that public assistance was exempted
from garnishment was that we said, "Well, they are being paid so
little," and the HEW attitude is, "They have got to cheat somebody,
let the landlord take his chances." But it seems to me that public as-
sistance income should be subject to the same situation as any other
income. I will admit that maybe we can't do it given the payment
levels right now, but if we could figure out a reasonable payment
level I don't know why people should get by without paying their
bills. If they can levy on my income, let them levy on everybody else's.
Would you think that was right or not ?
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Mr. BENNETT. Well, are we getting into-
Chairman GRIFFITHS. When you say let's give them $4,800 or $5,000

in your county for a family of four, don't you have people earning
that amount or less whose incomes you can levy on for the rent and
they are paving Federal income taxes.

Mr. BENNETT. I agree. In my opinion, the $4,800 or $5,000 would
not be handed out indiscriminately in my program. It would not be a
guaranteed annual income. I think we ought to have far fewer people
receiving a lot more. I think we ought to have work programs for
women and men. I really see no difference. A woman should work just
as well as a man if she doesn't have a husband or some other source
of income. I would like to see some type of short term payments until
jobs can be found, public or private. I like the old CCC camps idea,
you know. If you don't have a job, we'll give you one. Our roads need
cleaning up, a lot of things need doing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Georgia is well above the national average
in terms of the AFDC adult women who are in the labor force. In 1969
35 percent were working or seeking work, and 2.4 percent were in
WIN. By contrast, nationally only 19 percent of AFDC adult women
were working or seeking work and 7 percent were enrolled or waiting
enrollment in WIN. This pattern has held true for some time now in
most of the Southern States. Why do you think so many more AFDC
recipients are in the labor force in Georgia than in other areas of the
Nation?

Mr. DULANEY. I think here in Atlanta we have a high percentage of
AFDC recipient mothers in the work force because of the low amount
of public assistance which we pay here in Georgia. Although we say
we will pay $44, plus $35 for each additional child, actually we only
pay 70.2 percent of this amount, which really reduces their amount of
assistance. Again, I think the work incentive program has encouraged
mothers to seek and accept work, and there is work available in
Atlanta. We do have an unemployment problem of about 5 percent,
8 percent in 1970 in the central city, but there are jobs available for
people who really and truly want to work. I would attribue the high
percentage here in this locality to low grants, the cost of living, and
the necessity of having additional income.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think?
Mr. BENNETT. I agree with what Mr. Dulaney said, plus I would

add that our type of industry is geared to women labor-a lot of textile
industries and this kind of situation.

Chairman GRrFFITHS. I might say that a Massachusetts Congress-
man from Fall River told me that Fall River has the highest per-
centage of mothers working and fathers remaining at home of any
such area in the country. It also has the lowest juvenile delinquency
rate in the country. You know, daddy isn't going to put up with some
of this nonsense that mothers do. He manages the kids better.

Mr. BENNETT. This is absoluely true in Fannin County too. Our
biggest labr market is for women and we do have a lot of part-time
farmers who stay home.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And the kids don't get into trouble.
Mr. BENNETT. Right. I might also add that fathers who are given

custody of children give us far fewer problems with their children
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than we have with children in the custody of the mother in the case ol
a divorce.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The Ways and Means Committee and the Sen-
ate Finance Committee is always struggling to see to it that women
with children under 6 are not required to work. Well, I'm not
struggling to see that. I think that's absolutely wrong, because what
we are doing is saying that these children and these women are set
aside to be treated differently than any other women in the country.
We are saying to them that they don't even have a choice. They are not
going to be permitted to work. Why shouldn't they be permited to
work if they want to work? The middle class is working to pay the
taxes to support them. So I think that this is very unfair, very unfair.
We had a man in New York come in and testify. He was new on the
job. He was going to keep all the women with children under 6 at
home, too. I remarked to him that I hope he didn't remain long in the
job and he was quite shocked. But, I think it's terribly unfair.

Do you think public employment programs could work in your
counties?

Mr. DULANEY. Very definitely we need public employment oppor-
tunities for people who cannot go out and get a job without additional
training et cetera. There are plenty of opportunities to institute pub-
lic employment. As Mr. Bennett related earlier about the CCC pro-
gram, I happened to be brought up near the WPA days and I can recall
exactly what people with families did to help the community. They
built parks

Chairman GRIFFITHS. It did a great job.
Mr. DULANEY. Yes-built schools too, et cetera. I think that public

work jobs and public employment 'developed for worthwhile activity
to accomplish something that has purpose is really needed.

Chairman GRIrrITis. Are there any nonseasonal jobs available to
recipients in your county, Mr. Duncan?

Mr. DUNCAN. Nonseasonal work?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. DUNCAN. We h-a ve very little industry in our county.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are there farm jobs that would be available at

certain seasons? As a child I picked strawberries.
Mr. DUNCAN. There are the peach orchards, but not much other

farming is done except this.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are people removed from the rolls during the

time when those workers are needed or not?
Mr. DUNCAN. No; we average their benefits over a 6 month period,

12 month period.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What about you?
Mr. BENNETT. We have very little seasonal employment actually.

We have in our county one large apple orchard. This would be about
the only thing that we would consider seasonal. That, and reaping the
tourists.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What effect does WIN have in your county?
Mr. BENNETT. In my county?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. BENNETT. Well, this is a real interesting point. I understand we

are to have WIN effective July 1. I know absolutely nothing about
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WIN except what I have heard from Mr. Dulaney and other people
who have it. We're going to get i'n another one of these situations where
we have got a deadline and we find out about it June 30 and it is in-
au rated July 1.

Chairman GRIFFrrHS. How many of these directives do you get
from HEW, how often do you get them?

Mr. BENNETT. Very often.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You do?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am. I'd say on the average of at least four

to five major changes each year. Either from HEW or from our State
office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think that public employment would
work in your county?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am. As a matter of fact, I would like to go
back and disown the statement of $4,800 a year. I would rather think in
terms of families of one and two for old-age or handicapped or dis-
abled. I think we ought to institute some type of public employment
for every family, every person who is able.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And let the older people have a decent sur-
vival?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFrTHS. What impact will WIN make on your county?
Mr. DUNCAN. We entered the WIN program when it began. We are

pleased with some of the successes that we have had in WIN in that we
have had several clients that accepted training and received jobs and
were closed. But, the only problem, our biggest problem in a rural
county, is the transportation aspect and the job market. In conjunc-
tion with that we have many clients in our county that want employ-
ment, but there is nobody that will hire them. They don't have the skills
necessary, so I think-

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What kinds of WIN training do you now have
in your county?

Mr. DUNCAN. At the present time we have training in the adult edu-
cation class. We work in conjunction with the vocational-technical
schools in providing training.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you train them for?
Mr. DUNCAN. About anything the client has a capacity to do or

desire to do-licensed practical nurses and jobs in power manufactur-
ing, teaching them how to use machinery that would be used in this
type of work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What about you, Mr. Bennett?
Mr. BENNETT. We don't have a WIN program now, but we have a

new vocational school in our county that is used as a vocational high
school in the day and a vocational-technical school at night. We also
have been involved with MTDA training quite successfully for nurse's
aides, practical nursing, this type thing. And we have worked with the
vocational school in Clarksville, Ga. We send quite a few of our clients
over that way. We've been active in training.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Dulaney, the 1971 annual report of your
Fulton County Department of Family and Children Services noted
that:

At the close of 1971 343 cases were active with the WIN units. 166 WIN
trainees had entered employment at a savings of $1,924 in grant reductions and
closures.
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Do you know if that $1,924 is the total savings for this 166 trainees
or is that an average per case?

Mr. DULANEY. I would assume that is the total amount of savings.
I have current statistics for the last 6 months.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right.
Mr. DULANEY. We had 340 participating at the end of May. We have

had eight closures in the last 6 months due to employment. I believe
the other employments have been around 78 and we have close to a
$5,000 a month savings from the closures and the reductions in pay-
ments on those who went to work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would the savings include day care costs?
Mr. DULANEY. No, ma'am; that does not.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. When you add that day care cost then the

whole thing goes up, you lose money.
Mr. DULANEY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How much do you estimate was spent by the

Department of Family and Children Services and the Department of
Labor on these 166 trainees to produce that saving?

Mr. DULANEY. I am unable to determine that at this time.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Okay.
Your 1971 annual report also states the following:
Although WIN has had some very positive results in 1971, there was also

some discouragement as to its achievement. Enrollment was consistently below
maximum level and not as many people completed the program and found em-
ployment as had been hoped. In late 1971 studies were made to re-evaluate the
program. The results showed that the full extent of the health problems, educa-
tional handicaps and training expenses which the clients faced had not been
fully appreciated. The length of the training period necessary and the emo-
tional stress of a highly structured and achievement-oriented program were
more than many clients were prepared for. Steps have been and are being taken
to work with these problems but WIN training is not an easy panacea for the
problems of the poor.

Will you tell us what kinds of health problems are most prevalent?
Mr. DULANEY. I think yesterday they alluded to urinary tract type

situations, the overweight, obese, high blood pressure, and diabetes
health problems. We have actually run thousands of women through
medical examinations and evaluations for WIN, and an alarming
rate of welfare recipients have been discovered to have serious medical
problems.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Can medicaid take care of this here?
Mr. DULANEY. Medicaid can take care of treatment. This is one of

the responsibilities of our social work staff. When they get medical
reports back indicating that clients are not suitable for referral, they
start working with the family to get them in medical treatment where-
by they will be eligible for medicaid.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is the lack of a high school education one of
the handicaps in the educational programs?

Mr. DULANEY. I believe, if I recall correctly, that a large number of
clients who entered into WIN are functioning at a fourth- or fifth-
grade level, although they may have a high school diploma. Lack of
basic education, I guess, is one of the most discouraging things to a
woman who is motivated to get into training and to get a job, as they
have to spend a great deal of time getting their educational level up to
an acceptable degree for employment.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, most of the welfare reform proposals
are suggesting lots more training. Are you suggesting to us that we
can't expect too much from these programs?

Mr. DULANEY. No, ma'am, I am not. I think that in many respects
we have not given on-the-job training a fair trial. I think in many
cases on-the-job training has been successful; we have several WIN
graduates working in our own office and we are very satisfied and
highly pleased with their performance and some of them are making
very desirable salaries.

Chairman GRIYFITHS. What do you expect the new WIN amend-
ments to do in Fulton County?

Mr. DITLANEY. As Mr. Bennett said, we have not received this in-
formation. All I know about WIN and the amendments is the law.
We probably will not recognize the law when the regulations come
out to us. Pardon me for saying this.

Chairman GRIFFITIHS. I am going to tell Senator Talmadge that
he had better see to it that Atlanta gets the word.

Mr. DULANEY. We have not received directives in our State office as
to what we are going to have to do. They tell us that Fulton County
will have to have a separate administrative unit for preregistration,
certification and WIN. We do know that our WIN participants have
been reduced for the next fiscal year to take care of the statewide pro-
gram. We are anticipating getting their directive so we can get to work
on it.

Mr. BENNETT. Excuse me. This high cost of training is undeniable.
And one of the many complaints is that it costs more to operate the
WIN program than it saves. I think on any given period of time this
might be true. But I beleve the long-range effects wll be well worth
it. I wonder why we must always be catching up. Why can't we take
care of some of the education department problems before these people
reach adulthood? Why should a high school graduate come into a
program functioning at a fourth-grade level? Somebody is wrong way
back there.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, the teachers didn't want them to grow
up in that room in which they were, so they just passed them on to
the next teacher. That is really what is happening all over the country.
You can't flunk kids anymore. They all go on to the next class, and
nobody has to learn anything as far as I can figure out.

Mr. BENNETT. I used to be a teacher and every child can't learn
what we try to teach him in elementary and high school, but I think
we should recognize that a lot earlier than we actually do. We should
recognize that this person can function at some level and let's find that
level. If it's a vocational area, let's do that before they get 28 years old
and have four children. Why don't we do it back there in the sixth
or seventh grade when we first recognize this?

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I made a commencement address the other
night in Michigan in a high school in this small town where they also
had a technical high school. The graduating kids that I was talking to
did not have jobs. Some of them, of course, were going on to college.
They could not even supply enough people out of the technical high
school for those employers who were right there to hire them then.
This, I think, shows us we are making a few little mistakes in the area
of education.
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Mr. BENNETr. Fortunately, we have a vocational school situation
such as you mentioned in our county. I think it's the greatest thing that
has happened in a long time in our area. But we still have this problem,
between the grades of one through eight before they can go to the
vocational school, where we fling them out of school, I guess would
be the right word. We don't teach them to read, we pass them on from
grade to grade and by the time they reach the eighth grade they are
so disgusted with themselves and the system that they aren't about to
try anything that they are not forced to.

Chairman GRIFFITHrS. Mr. Bennett and Mr. Duncan, will the re-
quirements for separation of service and eligibility function under
the new amendment, even supervisory levels, result in top-heavy of-
fices in small counties?

Mr. DuNCAN. Are you referring to the requirements? I don't know
if it's been decided yet. With the Talmadge amendment, separate staff
will be from a different level, I believe, rather than from the local area
for the smaller counties.

Mr. BENNETT. I don't know-in small areas such as a county the
size of Fannin County, I don't think the separation is all it's cracked
up to be, especially in supervisory and clerical staff. I understand some
time along the line we are supposed to separate our clerical staff. I
feel sometimes we are doing this for a program that may come along
some time. And if we couldn't have enough leadtime when that pro-
gram comes along, other than anticipating and thereby denying our
clients of the proper attention, I think we have gained some things
in separation of service workers and eligibility workers. There are
certain things to be said for that. But I would like to see it stop right
where it is in rural areas.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In rural areas are you able to supply all of the
social services that the Federal law requires?

Mr. BENNErT. No, ma'ani; we have supplied all that is required that
is available; up until the last 2 or 3 months we didn't have a family
planning clinic and this type of thing. We have also been very in-
novative in coming up with our own services, which I might point out
is one of the outgrowths of having some local input.

Chairman GRiFnITs. Which services do you supply f or AFD'C
recipients, Mr. Duncan?

Mr. DUNCAN. We supply family planning services, legal services,
and employment services that ire can offer.

Chairman GmiFFITHS. Mr. Dulaney, we have understood that many
States and localities are developing much larger social services pro-
grams, including purchase of services from governmental and non-
governmental sources, in the fear that Congress may vote to close the
end of social service appropriations and base future Federal service
money on current levels of State efforts. Do you have reason to believe
this is true in some States, or do you know ?

Mr. DULANEY. I really don't know. It does not exist in Atlanta.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. It doesn't exist here.
Do you have some way of apprising people of the benefits that are

available to them? This is one of the complaints I hear all the time.
People would like a little book that shows them exactly what they are
entitled to. I asked workers in some of these big urban welfare centers
why this couldn't be done and they said, "Well, the rules change so fast
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that it would be very difficult to do." Do you think it would be difficult
or not, or do the people generally know already what is available to
them? I also discovered in some areas that the recipients know more
about the law than the caseworkers.

Mr. DULANEY. Than caseworkers do, that's true in some instances, of
course. What is available to people is explained to them at the time of
their initial contact. Also, there are informational pamphlets avail-
able but in trying to keep up with all programs and activities that
might be available and useful would be rather difficult.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do any of you grant home repair allowances
for welfare recipients?

Mr. DULANEY. No.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you, Mr. Bennett? You could grant up,

to $500 per house if Georgia has opted for this provision of the law.
Mr. BENNETT. No, ma'am. If I can I am not aware of it.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The Federal law permits States pay for re-

pairs to homes owned by welfare recipients.
Mr. BENNETT. What we do do is work with the Farmer's Home Ad-

ministration for repairs, adding bathrooms, kitchens, or new housing.
Housing is a problem in our area, and we do a lot of this. But I am not
aware of the $500.

Mr. DULANEY. Georgia has never implemented this. We in Fulton
County have a section 1115 project, housing for the aged, and we do
have $50,000 that we are in the process of spending on bringing homes
of aged recipients (homeowners) up to the city code standards. We
receive this through model cities money being administered by the
Atlanta Housing Authority for home repairs.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Duncan, what special problems if any, do
you think you have as an administrator of a rural county that is not
common in an urban county?

Mr. DUNCAN. I think in all large or small counties the problems are
common to all of us. We have more difficulty with some problems than
others. Particularly, as I think I mentioned, transportation is a difficult
problem for anyone in a rural county. That is one of the biggest prob-
lems, the accessibility of jobs and services such as a local social security
office, a local employment office, a local VA office which, naturally, a
larger area has that a rural area does not have. All of our clients and
citizens of the county have to go 45 miles to Columbus or to some
other city to get these services.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yesterday the young woman who worked in
the surplus food commodity program here pointed out that one of the
problems was the waste of the commodities because the people did not
know how to use them. Do you think that is a problem for rural
women?

Mr. DUNCAN. I have heard complaints. I have had people tell me
that so-and-so feeds his commodities to the hogs. I have heard this,
but I never have verified any of this to be the fact.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think?
Mr. BENNETT. Of course we've been in the food stamp program a

couple of years now. Back when we had surplus commodities, I think
this was true. A lot of people didn't know how to prepare some of
the food. But the biggest problem was that the staple items were of
such a nature that our old age people-most of our clients are elderly-
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and people with special health problems just could not use this and
they did feed it to their hogs. But then they could eat the meat.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Dulaney, is there currently much migra-
tion from rural Georgia counties to urban counties such as Fulton?

Mr. DUILANEY. I believe the migration has ceased or slowed down
considerably to what it was in the middle 1960's or early 1960's. I have
a little instant statistic here: 41 percent of the recipients in Fulton
County came from rural Georgia.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Really?
Mr. DULANEY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFrTHs. What factors do you think caused them to

migrate, Mr. Dulaney? Why do you think they come to Fulton
County?

Mr. DULANEY. For one thing, we have several medical factors in-
volved. We have three medical services, county medical services and
wards, Grady Hospital. Before medicaid came along, people were
allowed to live here 6 months and become eligible for medical services.
They very frankly would move to Fulton County or De Kalb County
(it's a joint two-county operation) in order to receive medical serv-
ices from Grady Hospital. Another large factor is that job opportuni-
ties generally are much more available in the metropolitan area than
in the rural, and the wage scale is considerably different. Now, take
for example Mr. Duncan down in Talbot. Maybe 4, 5, 6 or 7 years
ago, the going rate for a maid, say for Campbellton, was $15 a week.
Now, the maids there hear they can earn $50 to $65 a week in Atlanta.
Well, naturally this is an incentive to leave and move to Atlanta, and
so forth, to get a job which would pay them three or four times more
than in Campbellton.

Chairman GiunIrHs. Do you think there is just some of that busi-
ness that after they have seen Atlanta they don't care to live on the
farm?

Mr. DULANEY. I'm from a rural area myself, and I don't care to
go back.

Mr. BENNETT. I disagree with that, I think most of them want
to come back.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, now that you have a real problem with
crime in big cities there is some of that. And the problem of drugs is
so much greater in big cities that people don't want to subject their
children to it.

Mr. BENNETT. I can see the beginning of a mass exodus from the
cities as opportunities allow, both in public recipient categories and
in Mr. Dulaney's category. He will probably come up to Fannin
County and retire.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you encourage, do you help these people
move into Atlanta, Mr. Duncan, in case they want to come? Do you
help them?

Mr. DUNCAN. No; we'd rather they stayed in the country.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do these migrants from rural areas require

any special treatment or services that longstanding residents of Fulton
County don't require, Mr. Dulaney?

Mr. DULANEY. Yes; I would say so. I am not too familiar with this,
but I do know we get a little more directly involved when we have a
migrant family from a rural area. They have to be led around quite a
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bit. They particularly could not cope with any emergency situation
and are entirely dependent on our department when an emergency sit-
uation arises. This is the greatest thing they have to encounter in the
city that they would not have to encounter in a rural area. If someone
got burned out or very sick in Talbot County, the neighbors would
probably pitch in and assist and Mr. Duncan might not know any-
thing about the situation for 3 or 4 days. However, if they lived in
Atlanta, they would come to the welfare department for this service.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many checks do you folks have reported
lost or stolen each month? Do you have any, Mr. Bennett?

Mr. BENNETT. Very few.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You, Mr. Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. I think in the last 5 years we have had approximately

two that have been stolen, in which somebody actually got the check
and endorsed it. And two is all I can remember since I have been there.
That has been almost 6 years.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. We should write New York about that too.
Mr. DULANEY. My situation is a little different.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many do you lose?
Mr. DULANEY. We have 300 or 400 a month. I would like to clarify

something that seemed to me to be a little confusing yeserday to Mr.
Blackburn on lost and stolen checks. The county government, the State
government, and the Federal Government do not lose 1 cent in
Georgia when a check is fraudulently endorsed, stolen, or lost.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Say that again.
Mr. DULANEY. No government loses any money when a check is

stolen and eventually cashed.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You get the banks?
Mr. DULANEY. The banks are the ones who lose the money.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So the banks are not really anxious to cash

these checks.
Mr. DULANEY. One banker told me it cost them 9 cents to cash a

welfare check, a 9-cent loss for every check.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Georgia law makes it a fraud to obtain public

assistance, punishable as a misdemeanor. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare reports that in fiscal year 1970, Georgia au-
thorities referred 29 cases of suspected welfare fraud to law enforce-
ment officials for prosecution; one case was actually prosecuted. Do
you feel that the actual number of suspected fraud cases was 29? What
do you think?

Mr. BENNETT. We have never had a fraud case acted on by the judi-
cial system. We generally take care of it. We've learned that we take
care of it ourselves. We do collect quite a bit. We have several repay-
ments every month. My statement indicated that in food stamps, for
example, we had 20 cases of fraud. We have collected back in an 11-
month period $1,199, and we have $799.50 outstanding. So if it is
collectable, we get it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why don't you prosecute these cases?
Mr. BENNETT. Our judicial system is so cluttered with so many cases

that they are already holding extra court weeks. We don't have court
every day or every week in Fannin County; we have it four times a
year. Just recently four times a year, it was two times, every 6 months.
Now it's quarterly. This is a problem.
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Mr. DUNCAN. One thing I feel is that fraud regulations are not clear
to the different departments-how they should be interpreted, whether
or not we do actively prosecute or whether we don't. I think we could
use some clarification on that.

Chairman GRIFFiTHS. Don't you think one of the reasons too is that
the authorities look at the situation and they wonder why, for heaven's
sake, they should prosecute these people to get back $30 when the
people don't have the money anyhow, and it's real bad. They don't
look at $30 times a million people.

Mr. DUJLANEY. This is one thing we've seen. In cases we have actually
referred to the court, they will say: "Well, the person has nothing and
it's going to cost more to prosecute and put him in jail than the little
amount involved."

Mr. BENNETT. The interesting thing is that I think you will find this
different when you get food stamps. We have practically no fraud in
public assistance but a lot in food stamps, and we have never been able
to find out why.

Chairman GRFrFITHs. One of the problems they have had in Michi-
gan is that the food stamps were picked up by kids over at the Uni-
versity of Michigan who were there from the most affluent homes in
the city and the State. They didn't want to live in the dormitory so
they got apartments living outside, and here these kids we're driving
around in Cadillacs going to get food stamps, and getting them I
might say.

Mr. Dulaney, I understand that social security has had a pilot project
in Atlanta to test out problems in administering the aged program pro-
posed in H.R. 1. In particular, I believe they looked into the problem
of assigning social security numbers to all the aged. Do you know about
this project?

Mr. DELANEY. Yes; I was in on the planning stages with Social
Security. They are very good friends of ours.

Chairman GRiFFrTHs. How does it work out?
Mr. DELANEY. We have practically accomplished this. I have not

heard too many complaints from the caseworker staff who are dealing
with the representatives from Social Security, but we have nearly
accomplished 100-percent social security numbers for the aged group.
About 75 percent of all our recipients are recorded with a social secu-
rity number now.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I'm for social security numbers for everybody.
When you are born they would give the number to you and put that
and your thumb print right on the birth certificate. I think that it
would make life considerably simpler.

Michigan has this closed-circuit TV system where when you come
into a welfare office they can instantly tell you exactly what benefits
you have received anyplace in the State, which programs you have
been under, and what you are entitled to. The only problem is that they
can't guarantee that this is the only social security under which you
are operating. You may have six. We have learned of an individual in
New Jersey with 27 numbers. I was told some years ago that the Kansas
City payment office had many people who came in at the end of their
working life with all the social security numbers under which they had
ever worked, and handed them in and said: "Here is our total work
record and we want the full payment." I brought this to the attention
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of a gentleman in New York who was very informed on both welfare
and social security, and he said that there is nobody in the State of New
York that would have been so ill-informed; they would have collected
a minimum benefit under every number and they would have been much
better off, you see.

But somehow or other, in my opinion, it would just make life so
much simpler for everybody involved in welfare or in social security
or in any of the rest of these programs, if you had a number that you
knew identified the person in place of letting anybody get as many
numbers as they want when they want them. One day in the Ways and
Means Committee Mr. Mills took Commissioner Ball of Social Security
to task. He said, "I want you to know that this staff has checked this
out; they set up a phony address, a phony name, and they wrote in for
a social security number and 3 days later they had it." Mr. Ball looked
up and said, "Well, that's pretty good service." But that's really not
what we should be trying to do. We need a systematic program for
assigning social security numbers.

The State of Georgia pays about 20 percent of welfare payment
costs, 25 percent of service costs, but 50 percent of administrative ex-
penses. Do you think administration could be improved in Georgia if
the Federal matching incentives for these different things were more
equalized, or under H.R. 1, if we pick up the total tab for you on ad-
ministration? Would this help you?

Mr. DULANEY. I'm very sure it would, it would give us more money
to work with if we could continue to appropriate the same amount of
State money for administration. Of course, the difficulty we have pres-
ently in Fulton County is administrative funds. We are always pretty
tight for administrative funds.

Mr. BENNETr. I think this would stop some juggling of positions
to take advantage of the high rates. I really don't see any reason why
they shouldn't be funded at the same level.

Chairman GRimTHs. The thing for you to do is call some of these
administrative costs service costs; isn't it?

Mr. BENNErT. That's right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I want to thank all three of you, you were

really great witnesses. You were very helpful.
Mr. DULANEY. Thank you, we really appreciate it.
Chairman Giurnms. We are very pleased to have had you, thank

you very much.
Mr. BENNETT. Thank you, it was a pleasure to be here.
Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The audience can pick up copies of the wit-

nesses' statements for yesterday and this morning at the front of the
room.

This committee will adjourn until 2 o'clock when we will hear
from the people in the WIN and unemployment insurance programs.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12:13 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Our witnesses this afternoon are Edwin
Berry, a WIN team manager for the Department of Labor; Cynthia
Hanna, WIN team caseworker, Fulton County Department of Family
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and Child Services; Mr. Ferrell Sparks, manager of the Atlanta Man-
power Center, Georgia State Employment Service; and Dianna Ras-
kin, Unemployment Security Division of the Georgia Department
of Labor. I want to welcome you to the hearing.

Mr. Berry, we will begin with you.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN N. BERRY, WIN TEAM MANAGER, GEORGIA
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. BERRY. I would like to express my sincere thanks to Chairman
Martha W. Griffiths, subcommittee of fiscal policy, for the opportunity
extended me to participate in your hearing on administrative aspects
of the Nation's welfare programs.

I am sure by this stage of your committee's hearing that you have
come to the basic conclusion that welfare clients, administrators, pro-
grams and their operation are different in each area of this country.
The basic direction fcr any national program must and should be
established in Washington, D.C., however, the guidelines of any pro-
gram that have a profound impact on individuals, should permit nec-
essary changes at local levels. This statement should not be construed
to mean that the Federal Government would be relieved of its primary
responsibilities of implementing, monitoring, and directing welfare
programs, but would allow more flexibility in the actual operation at
local levels. Each area has problems peculiar to their locality. Local
administrators must, if programs such as WIN are to succeed, be
permitted to make minor modifications tailored to meet the needs of
citizens in their area.

Keeping in mind facts received in other parts of the country, where
the committee has visited, let us search the crystal ball to see exactly
where welfare clients are alike yet different, where Atlanta's problems
are not necessarily Boston's and how Georgia is more progressive than
the average New Yorker would like to admit.

Let us first look at a typical client enrolled in the Atlanta WIN team.
Miss Susan Jones, a black female is referred by her field caseworker

to the WIN team for possible enrollment. The medical record in-
dicates Miss Jones has minor female ailments and requires limited
dental work. An interview is scheduled and during this initial session
with an employment service counselor Miss Jones appears to be very
self-conscious, to lack confidence in herself and is apprehensive about
WIN program. It is discovered that she moved to Atlanta 2 years ago
from a small south Georgia town, completed the 11th grade, and has
a vocational goal of becoming a registered nurse. Through our case-
worker, Miss Jones will become acquainted wvith money management.
birth control, child care services, availability of clothing and surplus
foods and will be given an overview of the WIN program. Her initial
training will begin with 2 weeks of orientation where she will be given
detailed instructions regarding her rights and responsibilities in WIN,
acquainted with various aspects related to the world of work, and in-
troduced to both manpower and social staff personnel of the WIN
team. As her contacts with the employment service counselor become
more frequent, an employability development plan begins to form.
This plan will be subject to modification and kept current as Miss
Jones progresses in the training phase of the WIN program. Results
of initial vocational and aptitude test are discussed between the client
and counselor and in Miss Jones' case her test results indicate she is
functioning at a fifth grade level, which means that her desired occupa-
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tional goal is one that would require a great deal of time and effort
to achieve. Upon the recommendation of her counselor, the client agrees
she needs basic education and must finish her high school education.
Miss Jones further states that she has changed her mind regarding
the original occupational goal, and although she is not sure at this
time what she would like to be, she realizes that her first goal must be
to finish her formal education. She is placed in basic education and
more counseling will be performed so that a definite occupational goal
can be established.

Now that you have an idea of our typical client, let's compare her
to clients in other parts of the country; how is she like them, yet dif-
ferent. She is like a majority of other welfare recipients in that she
is poor and a U.S. citizen. Miss Jones is like some of WIN's other
clients in the United States in that she is a black female, single, and
has two small children. From this point on, she cannot be compared to
many other welfare recipients in other sectors of this country. Let us,
for example, compare her formal education with her functioning level.
Here we find a problem peculiar to Southeastern United States. The
yoke of our old dual school systems continues to burden our people. It
has changed drastically as there is definite improvement and we will
undoubtedly realize the fruits of labor in the years ahead, but our
problems are with us now and will continue for the next 5 to 10 years.
We cannot wait idly for the problem to cure itself. It is incumbent
upon us to meet the challenge now and it is in this basic sector of the
program that we need more time allotted to give our typical client a
fair shake in the competitive world we live in. Without this special
consideration for our enrollees the deck will be stacked so that Miss
Jones' chances of success are reduced considerably. There are other
basic differences which would make her different. These can be over-
come within our present and future organization; but, the lack of basic
education cannot be overcome. If future restrictions in the duration of
training are permitted to stand, I cannot see any real meaningful
success for a great percent of our WIN clients in the Atlanta area.

Let us look at the makeup of the Atlanta WIN Team II clients so
that we can see how Atlanta's problems are not really the same as
Boston's.

Our normal caseload is approximately 200 active clients. As of
March 31, 1972, we had a caseload of 192 and on April 30 it had risen
to 202. The following breakdown will give you an idea of the various
categories that our clients were in from March 31 to April 30, 1972.

Number en- Number en-
rollees as of Percent of total rollees as of Percent of total

Category Mar. 31, 1972 caseload Apr. 30, 1972 caseload

Orientation and assessment 14 7 17 11
Training:

Basic education - -58 29 56 27
Vocational training - -53 27 50 24
On-the-job training - -11 6 9 4

Job experience: Work experience 0 2 1
Holding:

Initial component ---- - 0 3
Job entry 10 10 81 10
Program related - - 3 6
Nonprogram related - -6 4

Job entry:
Direct --------------------------- 2 2 23
Indirect -------------------- 39 12 45

196 -202.
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The figures above do not reflect changes in status during the month
and I do not intend to go into individual transactions with this com-
mittee. Most of these figures and percentages would not vary greatly
from Boston's except possibly in one category; namely, basic education.
Actually the figures could be so close to a team in Boston that a casual
observer could in all good conscience state that there is not sufficient
difference to warrant comment, but there is a difference and it is not
reflected in the statistics. The big difference between Boston and At-
lanta is the individual that makes up our caseload. Let us examine
these figures in that light.

1. Atlanta's WIN Team II caseload is 100 percent female.
2. Ninety-seven percent of our clients are black.
3. Of 12 high school graduates tested, their average grade level were

as follows:
Reading vocabulary and comprehension---------------------------------- 5.9
Arithmetic reasoning and fundamentals- - ______-___-_________________ 6.1
Mechanics of English and spelling--------------------------------------- 5.5

Overall average- - ______________________________- - 5.8

These are but three basic differences, the first two listed are not prob-
lems but they require different operations in Atlanta than in Boston.
The third item is a problem, peculiar to Atlanta or any other major
urban area in Southeastern United States.

To handle the assigned caseload, Atlanta WIN Team II has eight
employment service personnel and five caseworkers plus the employ-
ment service manager. Attached is a copy of my job description.

The remark "Georgia is more progressive than most people in New
York would like to admit" is not meant to degrade the people of New
York State, but to point out there are many wrong impressions about
other sections of this country. I am a displaced "Yankee," who firmly
believes that the North can gain much knowledge and know-how in
handling welfare recipients from their southern brothers. In our fight
on reducing the number of welfare recipients we need the best ideas
from the entire country, there is no place for sectionalism.

In the WIN program, Georgia was one of the leaders in placing
caseworkers of AFDC and employment service personnel in the same
location and functioning as a single unit. This idea has worked very
well and the relationship is improving with age. Advantages to this
arrangement are as follows:

1. Provides faster service to the client in both the manpower and
social service fields.

2. Direct communications between the two agencies develops mutual
respect for each other's profession and problems.

3. Permits joint decisions by both agencies.
4. Program changes can be made more rapidly with minimal delay

by either agency.
Our WIN team provides services for the two most populous counties

in Georgia, Dekalb and Fulton counties. Combined they have a AFDC
caseload of 19,399. One reason for our success in working with AFDC
personnel has been the fact that each county has sent outstanding case-
workers to work in the WIN projects. This factor has contributed
greatly to make Georgia's a unique and successful program.

The only criticism I would make of my AFDC caseworkers, at this
time would be one of which they have no control and no power to cor-
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rect. I had always thought the Labor Department had too much paper
work, but we cannot begin to compare our paper work load with that
of AFDC caseworkers. Their reports require a narrative on each client
action. This system is archaic and needs to be changed but I do not
have the technical expertise in AFDC matters to make a definite recom-
mendation for change. I do believe any reduction in the caseworkers
paper work would boost caseworker's morale and would permit them
to give more in depth services to each client.

I would like to make the following comments regarding the 1971
amendment contained in Public Law 92-223, 92d Congress, H.R. 10604
of December 28, 1971:

1. The employer tax-incentive section of the bill will provide some
assistance in having employers hire WIN clients. This section of the
bill which was effective January 1, 1972, has had very limited response
in the local area. I believe it is too early to pass judgment on this new
section of the law.

2. Other sections of the bill will place a greater burden on AFDC
and employment service WIN personnel. I have not seen any definite
allocations of additional funds to provide for additional personnel.

3. The required percentage of 331/3 percent of WIN clients be as-
signed to OJT/PSE for on-the-job training is in my opinion excessive.
I believe in the initial year, of this revised program, a 15-percent goal
in this category would be much more realistic.

4. That new regulations for actual implementation of this bill were
not published nor distributed in time to permit proper planning and
training of operational personnel.

Our State office did not receive the new manuals-limited number-
until May 9 in Texas. State officials returned to Georgia May 15 and
have been busy since then reproducing pertinent sections of the new
manual. I believe major modifications in this or any other program
should be placed in State officials hands at least 4 months before im-
plementation and in the field operation office no less than 3 months
prior to activation dates.

COMMENTS CONCERNING THE FAMILY ASSISTANCE PLAN

We are all aware that final draft of this plan is still being finalized
in Washington. It is my understanding the minimum base grant is
$1,600 and that individual States would add to that base dependent on
each particular State welfare grants. Job training would be given and
adjustments made after the individual has become employed. I believe
the program has some merit but I find that the dangers of a spiraling
guaranteed annual income outweigh the advantages. Based on my pres-
ent limited knowledge of this proposal, I would have to state I am
opposed to a guaranteed annual income.

SUMMARY

As stated previously, I believe the limitations set on the duration
of training are not realistic. I do not honestly believe that there are
many areas of this country that can have their clients complete train-
ing within the average 6-month period desired. Georgia could not pro-
vide training to many of our present clients if we are not permitted
to exceed the maximum of 12 months.
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I have said many things in this summary statement and I have still
not solved many of the critical problems facing our welfare clients.
For many of our clients, we can ultimately bring them off the rolls of
welfare and for the remaining it may be a generation away. We can
improve our achievements but our leaders in Washington must realize
that it will be an expensive project and these problems of generations
cannot and will not be cured overnight. Besides, guidance, additional
funds, and patience, we need a mutual understanding between the man
on Capitol Hill and that caseworker in Buttermilk Bottom.

(The following description of duties was supplied by Mr. Berry:)

ASSIGNED DUTIES

1. General. Nature of work and supervision received. Under the direct super-
vision of a WIN Field Operation Manager and general supervision of a Director
Manpower Services Division is responsible for operation of Work Incentive
Project Center. Insures that the WIN Team comprised of seven (7) to ten (10)
staff members, works together as a unit to provide comprehensive manpower
delivery services for the benefit of the enrollee.

2. Enumerated detailed description of duties and responsibilities in decreasing
order of importance. (Use Additional pages if necessary)

a. Interpret and apply policies, plans and instructions received from the Cen-
tral Office and adapt the Employment Security Program to the needs and cir-
cumstances of the area served by the local office. Attend and participate in dis-
cussions in area and State staff conferences.

b. Plan, organize and supervise all local office (Team) activities. Develop a
plan of service for the effective operation of the office in bringing together
workers and jobs promptly and systematically to the satisfaction of employers,
employees and the needs of the community. Prepare written duty assignments
for all personnel to cary out this plan.

c. Assign, supervise and review the work of Team personnel. Assign local
office personnel to meet changing workloads as needed to provide an effective
quality service.

d. Review incoming correspondence and reports such as employer requests,
applicant inquiries and other queries and prepare answers.

e. Prepare training schedule and conduct weekly staff training conferences
on some phase of employment service or related programs. Select and train
individual staff members for specific duties. Prepare and grade performance re-
ports on assigned personnel. Recommend personnel actions, including appoint-
ments, salary increases, promotions, demotions and separations.

f. Analyze and evaluate all activities and functions and conduct group or
individual training as necessary to improve functional operating procedures.

g. Participate in community activities relating to manpower and human
resources development. Determine need for and devise plans to meet community
employment needs. Participate in activities of area planning and development
commission, chambers of commerce, community action committees, area man-
power coordinating, human resources development and employment. Promote the
use of employment service facilities and resources through community contacts.

h. Visit employers, explain various employment service tools and techniques
and aid in the use thereof, SIolicit orders for job openings, and promote the Em-
ployment Service Programs. Follow-up these contacts to ascertain results and
promote continued use of the Employment Service.

i. Collect information pertaining to labor supply, occupations and employ-
ment trends within the area.

j. Compile, analyze, interpret and disseminate labor market information to
employers, development groups, chambers of commerce and other organizations
interested in employment problems or in community employment planning.

k. Maintain records of registrations, referrals, placements, and other records
necessary for the proper functioning of the office. Prepare and submit weekly,
monthly, quarterly regular and special reports.

1. Develop and maintain a publicity program through use of direct mail, news-
paper and radio broadcasting media. Maintain liaison with and speak to civic
and other groups interested in elnl-loyment and economic development of the
community.
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m. Assure compliance with all Civil Rights laws as relate to Employment
Security Agency activities. Instruct local office personnel to insure compliance
in all local office activities. Explain Civil Rights Compliance requirements to
employers and attempt to persuade all employers to hire workers on an equal
opportunity basis without regard to race, color or sex. Tactfully inform employers
who refuse to remove discriminatory requirements that no service can be
provided.

n. Initiates and maintains caseload management to insure balanced workload
and effectiveness of practices of team members.

o. Organizes and participates with Family and Children Services, Educa-
tion Departments, and Vocational Rehabilitation in conferences to ascertain
satisfactory adjustment of WIN enrollees or the need for additional supportive
services.

p. Maintains 'liaison between the team and local Employment Service office,
County Department of Family and Children Services, Adult and Vocational Edu-
cation departments, Community agencies and private service contractors.

q. Coordinates referrals from the Department of Family and Children Services
into the WIN Program.

r. Coordinates team operations with the Department of Education, Vocational
Rehabilitation, and other public or private organizations providing program
component sites or supportive services to WIN enrollees. Responsible for develop-
ing and implementing contracts to provide these services.

s. Provides technical assistance in the development of WIN program com-
ponents, such as work and training sites, basic education, vocational education
in both public and private sectors.

t. Orients organizations associated with WIN to the WIN program and serves
as a liaison between them and WIN/Welfare team members. Participates in
numerous social service and community action committees.

u. Interprets Manuals, Bulletins, Memorandums, and instructions for applica-
tion of same to insure proper implementation. Uses named publications as basis
for providing staff training and education.

v. Reviews employee performance and makes evaluations.
w. Prepares and supervises preparation of routine and special reports to

higher administrative levels.
x. Develops team operating budgets and plans for use in program funding by

Manpower Administration. This budget is a comprehensive twelve-month docu-
ment dealing with monetary projections for staff and facility operations, con-
tract services, and incentive payments for a minimum of 200 and a maximum of
400 WIN enrollees needing comprehensive manpower services.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much, Mr. Berry, for your
statement.

Our next witness is Cynthia Hanna. You may proceed in your own
way.

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA HANNA, CASEWORKER II, FULTON
COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Miss HANNA. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The work incentive program (WIN) is a joint project of the Georgia

Department of Labor and the Georgia Department of Family and
Children Services. The enrollees in the program are all AFDC recip-
ients. In order to give maximum services the service workers are out-
stationed in the offices of the program. This gives each service worker
a twofold responsibility, to the regulations of family and children
services and as an actual member of the team.

The WIN program works on the team concept. Each person on the
team has specific responsibilities but each contributes his knowledge
of the enrollee to provide as much information as possible on which
to base vocational decisions concerning that enrollee. The role of the
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service worker is that of supportive services, however she often
provides social data which could influence a choice of vocational goals.

The actual referral is made by a regular service worker then trans-
ferred to the WIN unit. The WIN service worker receives the record
of the recipient as soon as the referral forms have been submitted to
the Labor Department. A home visit is made as soon as possible to let
the recipient know she has a new worker, to see if any problems have
come up, and to explain what will be happening as the referral is proc-
essed. The worker is available to provide further social information
should it be needed by a counselor to make a decision to enroll or not
to enroll the recipient.

Most of the people are marginally employable, having few skills,
and little self-direction. Although there have been many attempts since
the beginning of the program to set up criteria which would help both
the referring caseworker and Labor Department personnel identify a
recipient who would succeed in the program, the selection of enrollees
is still a matter of "educated" guess.

For each orientation class of newly accepted enrollees the service
workers have a prereferral orientation meeting to answer any ques-
tions. The general emphasis and regulations of the program are dis-
cussed and a representative or film from planned parenthood is
presented.

After the enrollee begins the program, the service worker has fre-
quent contact with her to work out problems which would keep her
from participating. The service workers are available to the client
without appointment as there are no private offices and the desks are
in plain view. Some of the services rendered on an almost daily basis
are; medical and dental information, legal referral, monitoring of
in-home child care plans, housing, budgeting, dealing with lost or
stolen checks, and emergency situations arising from this, authorizing
work incentive payments, recertification for donated commodities, food
preparation, family counseling, referrals for glasses, clothing, family
planning information, conferences with enrollees about their progress
in the program, and re-referral of enrollees previously terminated,
now ready to participate in the program again. The workers reinforce
the vocational plans which the employment counselors have made with
the enrollees.

At weekly team meetings, and in individual conferences with the
employment counselors, the worker is available to discuss problems
and to contribute information concerning the enrollee. The WIN
worker also has approximately fifteen (15) additional forms to fill out
and another set of statistics to report which pertain only to this
program.

The enrollee is followed as a service case for six (6) months after
job placement to help with the additional problems which could arise
after employment. If an enrollee is terminated from the program and
is a mandatory referral (all of her children are in school) the worker
provides sixty (60) days of counseling to either re-refer the recipient
to the program should she desire or to help her become employed. Con-
sidering the intensive services rendered, the frequency of contact, and
the additional responsibilities of the WIN service worker, a caseload
of 50 to 60 does not seem unreasonable.

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -18
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The purpose of the WIN program is counseling, training, and place-
ment of AFDC mothers and 16- to 18-year-old AFDC children, peo-
ple who have previously been unemployed or underemployed. As a
member of the WIN team, the caseworker is involved in all decisions
concerning the enrollees. Many of the problems in the program have
arisen from attempts on the part of the staff to reconcile differing view
points on employment. The Labor Department is relatively inexpe-
rienced in dealing with unskilled, multiproblem people. The casework
staff can see the need for these women to work to bring additional in-
come into their homes, but must realize that the very problems for
which they need the money will hinder their participation in the
program.

Most of the enrollees are not able to understand the necessity for
reporting on time, following through with assignments they do not
necessarily like, keeping appointments, or making long-term plans.
The regulations of the program do not take into consideration that
merely enrolling recipients into the program is not going to instill
the proper responses immediately, even if the person expresses a
desire to cooperate. By the time a recipient begins the 2-week orienta-
tion the regulations have been explained to her several times, but
there is still confusion. The enrollees continue to have different expec-
tations about the program. They acquire these ideas from the original
worker who talked to them about the program, from friends who
have been in the program before, and their initial experiences with
the staff while being enrolled.

After testing in orientation to see at what academic level the en-
rollee is functioning, most of them face at least a short period in basic
education. The average academic level is 5.3 although most of those
being tested have completed around the 11th grade. To bring their func-
tioning up to the grade they completed in school appears to the enrol-
lee as an interminable time in basic education with no other goal
in view. Most of the participants in the program have already failed
in conventional educational situations and frankly the adult basic edu-
cation presently being used based on the same principles is just not
doing the job.

Too often basic education has become a dumping ground for en-
rollees for whom a vocational plan has not been made. Optimally,
after 2 weeks of orientation and perhaps another month of voca-
tional evaluation and additional testing, the employment counselor
and the enrollee should be able to make at least a tentative vocational
plan. Misinformation, as well as lack of information about various
types of jobs seriously hampers the enrollees ability to make a realis-
tic vocational decision. Inservice training in job information, voca-
tional evaluation, and test interpretation would help the employment
counselors to guide the enrollee. More extensive exposure to different
occupations and a realistic view of some of the more commonly chosen
"glamor" jobs would help the enrollees have a clearer view and an
opportunity to weigh the pros and cons of their choices.

Training presents another problem. Often, the type of training
an enrollee desires is not available. All training except basic educa-
tion is purchased from other institutions and sometimes the classes
are filled or the type of training is just not being offered. On-the-job
training is another way of handling this situation but is not the solu-
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tion for every job. Some vocational training programs are 2 years long
and it is difficult for some of the enrollees to manage financially for
this long. Too often they must drop out for financial reasons. Enrol-
lees also find that once they enter a training situation that there may
be things they do not like and decide on another type of training. There
may be a time lag of 6 months before a slot opens in another training
situation. Financial problems often force enrollees to choose a voca-
tional plan with the shortest training time in order to be working
as soon as possible.

After training, the next task is to find a job. Even after a year
in a classroom the enrollee may find that a job is hard to get. Some
were trained in skills which are diminishing in demand, and are
repeatedly turned down as not having enough experience. Too often
they forget that the program can only refer them to a job, not guar-
antee it. More experience in filling out applications and interviewing
before placement might help.

Many of the enrollees find their problems increasing along with
their income. After the agency no longer pays childcare the cost can
be a very real problem. For people with many children, in order to
pay a realistic amount they must resort to neighbors and relatives
rather than day-care centers costing as much as fifteen dollars ($15)
per week, per child. For people in public housing, increased rent seems
to eat into their take-home pay. Unwise spending is also prevalent
as this new income becomes available. Many buy luxuries which could
have been putoff and the money gone to necessities more urgently
needed. The service workers need to concentrate on this area more
intensively in order to break the cycle of poor management.

As a member of the WIN staff, I feel that in spite of the problems
encountered since the beginning of the program much progress has
been made. The ability of the two agencies to work together has been
strengthened by the cooperation of local personnel. Several inservice
workshops on teamwork and communication were most beneficial
in providing a basis for solving problems. The fact that staff from
both agencies are housed together has been very helpful in providing
the maximum of services to the enrollee.

As a service worker with familly and children services, I see WIN
as a help for many AFDC mothers desiring to improve their em-
ployability. Not all recipients are going to be able to benefit from
this particular program. Inservice training for WIN screening serv-
ice workers in alternative plans will probably result in better referrals
and fewer failures for the AFDC recipient.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you Miss Hanna.
Mr. Sparks, you are recognized.

STATEMENT OF FERRELL C. SPARKS, MANAGER, ATLANTA METRO-
POLITAN MANPOWER CENTER

Mr. SPARKS. I am one of four employment service local office man-
agers within the Atlanta metropolitan area. Our office, the Atlanta
Metropolitan Manpower Center, is located in downtown Atlanta and
is assigned the responsibility of job placement and employability
development for job seekers in the five-county area surrounding the
city. We are responsible for providing employment assistance to indi-
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viduals of all job classifications, even though one of our offices spe-cializes in professional, clerical, and sales occupations. Two years agowe combined our industrial division with our Youth Opportunity
Center, which permits us to serve all age groups from this centrallocation. We are supported by manpower representatives stationed in16 neighborhood service centers in cooperation with Economic Op-
portunity Atlanta.

Our staff consists of 36 employment interviewers, 16 employment
counselors, and 26 management and supportive staff, which totals 78employees. Our employment interviewers are responsible for interview-
ing job applicants who are supposedly "job ready" and referring them
to prospective employers listed in a job bank log. They also call em-
ployers in an attempt to develop jobs for specific individuals. The em-
ployment counselors are responsible for providing employability as-
sistance to applicants who are encountering difficulties of choice, charge
or adjustment regarding employment. Our office is also responsible forrecruitment of individuals for entry into the Job Corps and subsequent
job placement after graduation. We presently have employment rep-
resentatives assigned to three narcotics treatment centers in Atlanta
to provide employment assistance to drug addicts who have completed
or are undergoing treatment for drug addiction. We are also providing
employment assistance at the Veterans' Administration regional offices
for veterans who are applying for veterans benefits who also desire
our services. This service to veterans is in addition to a special unit of
employment interviewers who provide preferential services to veterans.
We are also responsible for processing employer requests for certifica-tion of alien employees. The job bank operation and the employer re-
lations function do not come within my area of responsibility as in
many cities but is under separate supervision of the Atlanta area staff.

The Atlanta Metropolitan Manpower Center, our office in East
Point, the professional, clerical, and sales office, our office in Marietta,
and the mentioned outstations provide a well distributed network ofavailable employment assistance to job seekers in the Atlanta area,
especially in the poverty areas.

The service that our office provides is primarily a direct service tothe job applicant and the employer and is not directed toward anyspecial group of individuals with the exception of the activities sur-rounding our services to veterans. Individuals applying for employ-
ment assistance are assessed on an individual basis and directed to thesection that may best serve them. No special effort is necessary to di-rect our services to any designated segment of unemployed individuals.
Referrals from other service agencies and our outstationed persolnel
adequately expose the most needy individuals to our services.

Our employment interviewers and counselors each have a currentlisting of job openings made available to us by employers through thejob bank system. The applicant's qualifications are matched with theemployer's requirements and ideally a job referral is made. Very oftenthe most effective method of obtaining a job referral for an applicant
is to telephone employers and attempt, through job development tech-niques, to locate a suitable opening. Problems surrounding job refer-
ral will be mentioned later.

Employment counselors of our office have the responsibility of at-tempting to improve the employability of individuals by assisting them
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with any barriers to successful employment that they may have. This
service includes aptitude evaluations, personal counseling, referral to
available job training, referral to other service agencies, and many
other services regarding job choice, change or adjustment.

It is my understanding that this committee is primarily interested
in the administration of welfare programs and how they affect our
particular operation. The Atlanta Metropolitan Manpower Center has
only one structured working relationship with a department of wel-
fare. This relationship is with the Department of Family and Chil-
dren's Services and is conducted in the following manner:

1. The DFCS determines that a welfare recipient may accept employ-
ment and mails completed form with information, regarding the indi-
vidual, to our office.

2. It is our responsibility to contact the recipient and direct him/her
to our office for employment assistance.

3. Forms are completed and returned to the DFCS which indicates
what action, if any, occurred with the individual.

4. The DFCS is responsible for taking action regarding welfare pay-
ment that is in accordance with information on the completed forms.

Recently the number of referrals from DFCS has increased to ap-
proximately 125 per week. We have been able to solicit a response from
63 percent of the individuals referred to us and only 44 percent ac-
tually come in for assistance. We are referring approximately 43 per-
cent of those who come in for service and our placement ratio is ap-
proximately 30 percent. This means that approximately 6 percent of
the individuals referred to us by D'FCS actually are placed on jobs.

One problem is the lack of response to our efforts to get the individual
into the office for counseling. Another is that the individual is unable
to accept employment because of various reasons (health, no transpor-
tation, child care problem, et cetera). Also, it becomes apparent to some
welfare recipients that lack of effort to seek employment does not
jeopardize their welfare check. Followup action has been indecisive
because of lack of a common understanding of many aspects of the
program.

A common understanding of the objective of the program by DFCS
and Labor Department personnel would certainly increase the effec-
tiveness of this program. Decisive, positive action is necessary when
recipients neglect their responsibility to seek employment when
feasible.

The characteristics of these welfare recipients, very generally, typify
the average job applicant who visits our office for job assistance. Our
reputation with many employers of this area is one that suggests in-
ability to provide them with suitable applicants to fill their openings.
As a result they do not notify our office when they have openings that
are more desirable and have an acceptable salary. Employers do not
rely on our service to fill their "good" job openings, but will list their
openings only after all other methods of recruitment have failed. We
are considered to be a very poor source of recruitment of qualified
applicants.

The applicants are generally low-educated and unskilled individ-
uals who many times are seeking any type of employment. Lack of
transportation to job openings in the rural areas is a definite handi-
cap to this type of applicant. Employers have become more and more
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conscious of the fact that applicants sent to them from our office have
many handicaps and problems which would be a liability to them
if hired. Applicants who are skilled or semi-skilled or exhibit a poten-
tial to offer employers oftentimes can easily find employment them-
selves and do not desire or need our services.

The types of job openings that employers list with our office are
generally of two extremes. They are the highly skilled jobs with good
salaries and high requirements and on the other extreme, the low
paying, menial, "dead-end" undesirable jobs. In both cases the em-
ployer usually has been unsuccessful in his own efforts to recruit em-
ployees and lists the opening with us as a secondary effort. Many of
the job openings in between these two extremes have requirements
that are beyond the reach of job seekers or are undesirable because
of low salaries. Some of the job requirements that are difficuqt for
applicants to meet are:

1. Must have own transportation;
2. Good attendance and work record;
3. Must have reliable child care; and
4. Specific educational requirements.

Forty percent of the job orders placed with our office are in the
service and labor category, require hard work and are low paying
jobs. Applicants are reluctant to accept these jobs and expect our
interviewers to continue to search for a more desirable job to refer
them on. Many times only desperate need will force them to consider
referral to these job openings. Our interviewers and counselors in
an attempt to assist individuals in dire need of immediate employment
many times make poor referrals to employers.

I have briefly pointed out some of the difficulties that we are en-
countering as we attempt to provide employment service to applicants
and employers. The main issue is that there has been a decline in the
confidence placed in us by the people we are trying to serve. I think
that we must begin to integrate into our system a more positive serv-
ice to employers so that we can become a source of reliable, trust-
worthy, information and service to those who provide the jobs. The
Atlanta SMSA has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the
country at 3% which points out that there are jobs available but the
unemployed individuals are going to be those with many physical
and social problems which are most difficult to overcome.

I do not wish to emphasize the main problems of our operation
without stating that our services are greatly needed by those having
difficulty in helping themselves. By emphasizing assistance to indi-
viduals, we have allowed our assistance to the employer to diminish
to a very significant degree and this reduces our effectiveness with
our job applicants. I think that the tax credit provided to employers
who provide employment for welfare recipients as stipulated in the
Talmadge amendment to the Social Security Act is definitely a step
in the right direction. I am not in a policymaking position; however,
we in local office operations very definitely realize that more atten-
tions should now be directed toward improving our services to em-
ployers and that they should be given some incentive to hire indi-
viduals who may not meet their minimum requirements.

Our employment service operations as they combine efforts with
DFCS should provide incentive for welfare recipients to seek and
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accept employment and should have definite, authoritative alternatives
for those who are able but reluctant to accept employment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you, Mr. Sparks.
Miss Raskin, you may now proceed.

STATEMENT OF DIANNA RASKIN, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
DIVISION, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Miss RASKIN. Thank you.
The unemployment insurance program is a part of the Social

Security Act passed August 14, 1935.
It is not a welfare program.
Unemployment insurance is a means of safeguarding individuals

against distress for a limited period of time after they become unem-
ployed. It is designed to compensate only employable persons who
are able, willing to work, and who are unemployed through no fault
of their own. It is financed by unemployment insurance taxes paid
by employers who have one or more employees for 20 weeks during
a calendar year, or a total payroll of $1,500 for any calendar quarter,
and certain nonprofit organizations which employ four or more em-
ployees for 20 weeks during a calendar year. An employer's tax is
based on a percentage of his total taxable payroll per calendar quarter.

All tax moneys collected by Georgia are deposited to the credit of
the State of Georgia in an unemployment trust fund established
within the Treasury Department of the United States, and can be
used only for the payment of unemployment insurance to eligible un-
employed Georgia workers.

In order to be eligible for unemployment insurance benefits under
the Georgia Employment Security Law, one must be totally or par-
tially unemployed, able, available and has actively and in good faith
sought employment, is actively and in good faith seeking employment
and is bona fide in the labor market. One must report to the claims cen-
ter to file a claim (Form ESA-403), and show work history including
type of work for which he is qualified (Form ESA-851). The informa-
tion needed at time of filing includes last employer, period of employ-
ment, reason for separation, availability as to schooling, and receipt of
Social Security Pension, et cetera.

When work history shows Federal or covered State employment,
during current base period, wage and separation information request
(ES-931 or ESA-404) are submitted to the appropriate agency. If
history shows military service within the last 18 months at time of
filing, a copy of claimant's DD-214 and Form ES-970 is submitted
to central office for computation of wages.

Claimant is given a reporting booklet (ESA-506-B) briefly ex-
plaining the Georgia employment security law and his rights and
responsibilities. On claimant's second report day he is given a benefits
rights interview explaining more thoroughly his rights and respon-
sibilities.

A claimant is given a referral to the employment service for job
registration (Form ESA-AT-5) which must be returned by claimant
on next reporting day showing claimant has registered.

The claim is processed through data processing for a monetary
determination (ESA-411) to establish the number of weeks and
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weekly benefit amount to which he is entitled. As of July 1, 1972,
weekly benefit amounts paid to an individual range from a minimum
of $12 a week for 9 weeks to a maximum of $55 a week for 26 weeks.
This amount is determined by high quarter earnings and total wages
earned during the base period. Base period wages consist of wages
earned with a liable employer during the first 4 of the last 5 com-
pleted calendar quarters at the time of filing. The wage tape is estab-
lished from quarterly reports submitted by liable employer. If Federal
or State covered employment is involved, Form ESA-931 or ESA-404,
wage and separation request, are submitted to appropriate agencies.

All base period employers are notified at the time a claim is estab-
lished and are allowed 7 calendar days to furnish information regard-
ing reason for separation of the claimant. Base period employers are
debited on a pro rata basis for benefits paid to a claimant depending
on whether separation was of a disqualifying nature.

Those claims with no issue involved are allowed, forms are separated
and copies sent to the claimant and employer. On issue cases, a copy
of claimant's statement regarding separation is submitted to his last
employer (Form ESA-403 FF) advising him of a predetermination
hearing date and requesting his statement of the reason for claimant's
separation. An employer may submit comments in writing or personal
appearance on or before the predetermination date.

A nonmonetary determination (from ESA-403, 442, 442 FF, 442
R/C) is made based on the Georgia Employment Security Law after
claimant and employer statements are secured.

Section 5(a) of the Georgia Employment Security Law provides
that one who quits without good cause connected with the work re-
ceives a postponement and partial cancellation of his claim. The dis-
qualification period for disqualifying quits from last employer ranges
from 5 to 9 weeks according to the seriousness of the offense. To show
a work-connected cause for quitting, it is necessary for one to show
he quit on medical advice because the work had become detrimental
to his health and was, therefore, no longer suitable to him. Except in
apparent situations, a doctor's statement is presented to verify whether
work was detrimental to claimant's health.

Section 5(b) of the Georgia Employment Security Law provides
for a disqualification of 5 to 11 weeks when one is discharged or sus-
pended for failure to obey orders, rules, or instructions, or the failure
to discharge the duties for which he was employed.

All determinations may be appealed by the claimant or employer
within 7 days after the determination is hand-delivered or mailed.
If an appeal is filed, a hearing is scheduled and held by an appeals
referee. If either party does not accept the referee's decision, he may
appeal within 10 days to the board of review. Only rare cases are ap-
pealed to a court.

Under the Georgia Employment Security Law all claimants must
serve a waiting week in which they are otherwise eligible for unem-
ployment insurance although they are not compensated for that week.
Following the waiting week claimants are eligible providing they
meet all eligibility requirements of section 4(c) of the Georgia Em-
ployment Security Law.

Section 4(c) provides that an unemployed individual shall be eligi-
ble to receive benefits with respect to any week only if he is able to
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work, available for work, has actively and in good faith sought em-
ployment, is actively and in good faith seeking employment, and is
a bona fide in the labor market.

On each weekly and additional statement a claimant must certify
that he is meeting the above requirements and show any employment
and/or earnings for that specific 7-day period. Each form contains a
statement showing penalties prescribed by law for any person who
knowingly makes a false statement or withholds material information
to obtain or increase benefits.

A cross-check on employer's quarterly wage reports is used as a
means to verify unemployment on claimant's receiving compensation
during the corresponding quarter.

When a claimant has been determined eligible for unemployment
insurance benefits and has served a waiting week, he is placed on a
mail report except in extenuating circumstances; that is, a person who
cannot read or write. A claimant is called in for periodic interviews to
furnish in writing a list of job contacts for employment and to verify
any availability questions. The number of periodic interviews for each
claimant is determined at initial filing based on claimant's previous
work experience and his relation to the current labor market.

After a claimant has registered with the employment service, he is
referred to any suitable work in his occupation. Failure to accept such
referral or a refusal of suitable work could disqualify or hold the
claimant not eligible during a portion or the entirety of his claim.

Section 5 (c) of the Georgia Employment Security Law provides that
a disqualification, ranging from 5 to 9 weeks shall be imposed when
a claimant has failed without good cause either to apply for available,
suitable work when so directed by an employment office or to accept
suitable work when offered him. The longer an individual is unem-
ployed the more effort he must make to secure work and the more will-
ing he must become to accept work of a less desirable nature.

When a claimant files an unemployment insurance claim and is
attending a vocational training course, which is agency approved, the
availability issue is waived as long as his attendance and progress is
satisfactory. A weekly certification is required from an official of the
training facility.

In addition to unemployment insurance payments, the Unemploy-
ment Insurance Division of the Georgia Employment Security Agency
processes entitlement forms and payments to trainees attending train-
ing under the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) of
1962 and the Work Incentive Program (WIN). These programs are
Federally funded with the State paying 25 percent of the WIN pro-
gram.

Unemployed or underemployed individuals are referred to MDTA
training and enrolled in training by the employment service. Enroll-
ment forms are referred to the training payment unit. Eligibility re-
quirements are verified, and if eligible, forms are processed and pay-
ments made on weekly basis, based on information submitted by the
trainee and training facility. These trainees may not be paid unem-
ployment insurance and training allowances concurrently; however,
the training allowance may be increased to the weekly amount of un-
employment insurance claim if otherwise eligible for unemployment
insurance benefits. Training allowances may be paid in addition to the
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allowances paid under the Veteran's Educational Assistance Act of
1966 or the War Orphans Act.

Welfare recipients are referred by the welfare agency to the WIN
office which is a part of the employment security agency. These
trainees are paid on a bimonthly basis and they may receive unem-
Ployment insurance concurrently with these payments.

Unemployment insurance payments may be made concurrently with
benefits paid under the Veterans' Administration Act of 1966. A
claimant is not eligible for unemployment insurance if receiving
veterans' vocational rehabilitation or War Orphans Act benefits.

MDTA allowances may be paid concurrently with veterans' educa-
tional assistance payments and payments under the War Orphans Act.
They may not be made concurrently with benefits under the Veterans'
Vocational Rehabilitation Act.

COMMENTS

In my opinion the Georgia employment security law is written in
such a manner that allows the law to be easily interpreted and com-
prehended.

It is my personal opinion that the extra tax imposed with the pas-
sage of the new law covering employers with one or more employees
is too much of a burden on small businesses such as contractors and
service stations.

Since some State and Federal employees are covered under the em-
ployment security law, I think it is only fair that all State employees
be covered under the law.

The greatest problems with claims center personnel are a lack of
space and trained personnel to properly serve the public. Of 16 claims
centers in this State, only five have separate office facilities for un-
employment insurance personnel. All other offices share with the
Georgia training and employment service. Limited space creates a
hardship for the unemployment insurance claimants and employment
service clientele who are waiting to be served.

Due to the inadequate base staff allocated by the Federal Govern-
ment a great percentage of claims center personnel is contingency/
intermittent personnel. Since they are authorized to work only 1,000
hours, it is necessary to continually train new personnel. This results
in poorly trained contingency personnel since base staff personnel
have little time to properly train. In fact, due to limited time avail-
able, all new personnel receive inadequate training. Other than on
the job training, I received approximately 3 days' formal training.

In this State, Georgia training and employment service personnel
are at least one grade level above unemployment insurance personnel
after the interviewer's level which prompts capable and qualified
personnel into leaving unemployment insurance for other programs.
This too, results in constant retraining of personnel to serve the public.

It appears most of these problems could be solved with an adequate
budget allocation designed specifically for unemployment insurance
purposes.

(The forms referred to in Miss Raskin's statement follow:)
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CLAIMANT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. L-. NI me-. ntasSca euin, N..be Issge
ANSWER ITEMS I THROUGH 19 m. Ls l. SI'

3. M ai4al 4 No. of children nder 16 1I Are h-re my. during h erk whenyohcanno ork)
MSinil _ Diorced Ages

.M-osiod Sop.rsod Child Iare by:
_.Widowd

5. Yor g 12. a. Between tht h...o s b. Wh., hift.s
you work? yo. work?

Your sex ________

6. CirclohighobooghrgdocorrplI,Id 13. Wh-1 oo~nrIYooo-I -Ilo. -d Ioo -kn
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12 I 2 3 4

College
Year you kIr schooI Orhrranring

7. Rh kind of rk r you looking for? 14.Inr whatloaI1hi-s-a yo willingtokwork?

Firstcbicho ic
Socoddchoice

8. .. W you told youou-ld b clld bck to ok by yoursI 15. H.o. muh t are you wllig, ospnd goig o. job?
oployon? . Yos _ No
If ' 'Yes", wh.t ws td youre to t o wor k?-_____

8 b An you a meb of a-union? .Yos ._No 16. Dscribe any physical hdicop m. y liHi, work youcn
If -o, do you go, your johs bhrogh ,h. union
businss gent? - Ye. _-No

9 How do you usually gt, your jobs? 17 H.o. do you xpe o find wk?

10. Tht. at ing'wage 'ill you accept on younewn jrob?

IS. H. .any work boon offeed you since you bc onemployed? . ... Y. = .. No
b Do you on or oprae a business or do yoo ploo to become self-employed? _Yos .No
c Are yo-rIor soy member of yoor f oily living ird, you, fnoing? ... _Y-s _-No
d. Anoyo goingto school or do yo. plno attend schools? Yes -No
e Do-you receive orb ha yourquo-d .ponsioo of ly kind? s....Y. s .. No
I. 1 th-n any Jesos sby yoo coold no- no, a folsiai job immedia-oly? . .- Yes -- No
g. (wRom- ony) A. you n0w pregna.n? . . . ....... _Yo -No

19. Li., your I.. trbee jobs. . Lgh H. did Y00 Rwork.- f.r
(L.s, je Ifi-s Kto hf corryected o fob Do above P aYns, e an, h s job h pni.g

CiY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o

E~nploy.,

Cl,9

providd by I.. for sid~holding .,fonsorioo or giving Ironooos infornorion
'o b,.in bnofils improperly.

(Ianororvior's sigrrso-o) (Clsin.s.'s s..igntre)

ESA-85 1
(R- /70)GEORGIA DEPARV.ENT OF LABOR -EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

( c.dI
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CLAIMS CENTER USE ONLY

0c. Codo Assigned CLAIMANT PROFILE

Add-oss
TolIph-oc --

A. Kind(.) of -1, Ci., should lok. B- Ned for refo...I .o ES fo C. Ned Ior oot-ioiog. (Indic. ioo .khr

Vhen -7 _________

D. Id-oifi cn.. of P-robloo (Spocify f.lly .g-tding -k ... bility of skill., .ocondooy Occp.zit., oto.) ~

E Job A,-ch-eoo

n N, Job 4,choen,

E. S-soch Fo, Wodk PI.n (ISOXs in dOil)I

F. . G. Co n-s ti. hl -*

-_______.- _-_

__ _ __ _ I _I _.

P.&,
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

REQUEST FOR WAGE AND SEPARATION INFORMATION -UCFE

Name SSA No.
(Capitalize all letters in last name)

Local office _ Date new claim filed_ Date of request

The payroll office address is (] is not O based on SF-8. If "not," the claimant states that SF-8 was O was not 0
issued by your agency. Claimant also states that he is/was O a regular full-time employee; E an intermittent or
part-time employee. 7 Date of birth
I I Employee number(s)

Position title

Place of employment

|COMPLETE THE ITEMS BELOW|
AND RETURN WITHIN 4 DAYS

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(Use reverse side, if necessary)
1. FEDERAL CIVILIAN SERVICE (alvays complete items la and lb):

a. Did this person perform "Federal civilian service" (as defined for UCFE purposes) for your agency at any time
during or after the base periods shown in item 2a below? Yes E No E
If "No," explain why this person's service was not Federal civilian service.

b. Enter State of this person's last employment with your agency (or, if outside U.S., enter counrtry).

(Obtain from SF-50, Item 25, "Duty Station," or, if SF-50 not used, record duty
station or equivalent entry as shown on other separation document your agency uses.)

2. a. '(NOTE: Enter gross wages in Federal civilian service; if
BASE PERIOD - REPORT OF WAGES "None," so state. Do not include as wages any: (1) severance

QTR. ENDING YEAR GROSS WAGES- pay; or (2) lump-sum payment for terminal annual leave
19 $ reported in item 3a below.)

I 19 $ ~~~~~~~~~b. If this person's identifying information (e.g., SSA number19 . (s) or date of birth) listed above is different from that
19 $ . shown on his SF-50 or other separation document, record
19 $ . information from your agency's records.

/_//X: TOTAL $ .
3. TERMINAL ANNUAL LEAVE AND SEPARATION INFORMATION:

a. Did this person recei-e a lump-sum payment(s) for terminal annual leave on or after the beginning date of base
period shown in item 2a above? Yes El; No U. If 'Yes" -r if currently entitled to such a payment, show for

each payment (or entitlement) since such date: terminal-leave period, from, to-_
. Amount of lump-sum payment $- - Date paid Hourly pay

rate $ Duty hours: Workday ; Basic workweek

FOLDo b. Date of separation_ _ . c. Last day of active pay status (including annual and sick leave) if earlier
than date of separation, or if employee not separated . . d REASON FOR SEPARATION OR NON-
PAY STATUS. (Obtain from item 12, "Nature of Action," and item 30, "Remarks,' of SF-'50 or, if SF-50 not used,
record equivalent information from other separation document (s) your agency uses. See Federal Personnel Manual
for standards. If payroll office records are incomplete or inadequate, based on need for Forms ES-934 in similar
cases, refer request to personnel office. ATTACH COPIES OF DOCUMENTS, IF APPROPRIATE.)-

e. Did this person receive, or is he currently entitled to receive, severance pay provided by section 9 of Public Law
89-301, other Federal law, or agency-employee aereement (e.g., TVA)? Yes 0; No 0.

I certify that I have examined this report which constitutes the findings of this agency, and to the best of my knowledge
it is a correct and complete report. Signed

Title Dlt a te
Name of parent Federal agency (e.g., Dept. Army,
Dept. Interior, NASA):

I I O Mark this boo if your agency is a military non-
Mail to: Wage Records Unit appropriated fund activity.

Employment Security Agency Aildiexs of pa~yoll office if different from that shown
Georgia Department of Labor in space at top of this form: r
State Labor Building
Atlanta, Ge-lgia 30334 ES-932 mailed to UCFE Control Unit, U.S. Dept. of

Atlanta, Georgia 111334 1 L abor, W ashington, D .C .

ORIGINAL REsi W-s uSC'
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR -EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY
Phone: (404) 656-3136

REQUEST FOR WAGE AND SEPARATION INFORMATION

Name SSA No_
(Capitalize all letters in last name.)

Claims Center Date new claim fil Date of Request

Enter below name and address of employer.
GEORGIA ESA ACCOUNT NO_

F 1

The initial claim filed by the named individual shows that

employment with you began

L J and ended

COMPLETE THE ITEMS BELOW AND RETURN WITHIN 4 DAYS OF DATE OF REQUEST.

1. a. BASE PERIOD-REPORT OF WAGES
QTR. ENDING YEAR GROSS WAGES

19 /
19 S -

19 $

TOTAL S

b. If this person's identifying information (e.g. Name and/or
SSA No. listed abave)is different from that shown on your
records, give information frla your records.

2. Did this persan perform service (as defined for Unemployment Insurance purposes) for you at any time during periods
shown in item 1. a. above? IZIYes FJ Na

3. Date this person last worked with you.

4. Date of separation.

5. REASON FOR SEPARATION OR NONPAY STATUS. (Attach copies of documents, if appropriate.)

Employee received: 2 Wages in Lien of Notice Separation Pay Li Vacation Pay

In the amount of $ for period from through

Employee carried on payroll during this period: J Yes ONO

Mail to: 1 Employer Name

Claims Operations Signed

Employment Security Agency

Georgia Department of Labor Title

State Labor Building Date

L Atlanta, Georgia 30334 J

MR. EMPLOYER: Complete all copies, retain yellow copy for your records and return original and blue copy to above address.

ORIGINAL .......
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NOTICE TO CIAIMANT -
Unemployment Insurance Laws require that every

claimant must be registered for work with the State Employment Service. To
file your application for work, please take this form to the address checked
below BEFORE YOUR NEXT REPORTING DAY.

Metropolitan Manpower Center, 1 Peachtree St. N. E.

L~ Professional-Clerical-Sales Office, 161 Peachtree St. N. E., Room 310

East Point Office, 1737 W. Washington Ave., East Point.

-AZZ7-2Youth Oooortunitv Center. 522 West Peachtree St. N. E.

Name Registered
Occ.

SS# C de
Date
Filed RD By Interviewer

Inactive DNR CR.EXH. N.V. TRSFRD

_AT-S (REV.2-68)
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la
STATE LAEOR BUILDING EMI ENTW SECURITY GENCY

ATLANTA. GEORGIA TS1 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CLAIM DETERMINATION ESAiI (RK-Tl
| CLAIMANT'S NAME <F . 'II INS SEN. YR ENDS n n. F EOCIAL SECURITY

EMPLOYER NAME - EMPLOYER CLAIMANT'S BASE PERIOD WAGE RECORD

NUMBER OL YR 01R. YR QTR. YR. OTR YR. EMPLOYER TOTAL

MONETARY DETERMINATION =WAN-MUANT. WE. QTR. WAGES QTR WANES QYR WANES I TR. WAGES TOTAL WANES

NOTICE TO CLAIMANT
All mT -nnl-n -NaIaA. En thl A,-ny a l I. lime thk da~tnm~nal- - -tsmd. ia f,RII d n naamnn dan Cw. If The.

de.iaWn IffIN.d. dn.mEIH~menT i.n-D-TS hla been a.1-ed.

No: oIn hA bobn- of on .psli , nqn.an f. ncon-idaatinn this detmfnon-bama finol 7 daya frm data of moilingtn ft Ah.eplnyeofrm
dataof nmilngno pe-s--l dei.eY iH climont by Cim Cen-an t anHflel

Detemnanfion 'a mailad Hr linen i no ni-ant on

COMPLETE AND MAIL THE ATTACHED FORM AS INSTRUCTED BY YOUR CLAIMS TAKER.

SEE BACK OF THIS FORM FOR EXPLANATION OF THIS MONETARY CLAIM DETERMINATION

CLAIMANT S NAME W S IE j |

PRINT OR TYPE YOUR ADDRESS FOR PAYMENT:

STREET
---- ec -1 . . . . . . . . . . . . I

CITY & ZIP
STATE I . I tI I I I I I I I . CODEL. I I IL I W IEEK ENDING DATE

Cann lene tho Weanna, bael cad -n the neaie aide, den. and mail .a SUNDAY an MONDAY -nmediai.In1, Eooaia . D.i nntend hSae ._.-I
I anabnneaialaInnennkaandlanm nenplnnean, IncaneenI n. -nemee ..di, OaSa he.n

1. Dainal hiaeak. did - -nk or eom .aa n (e f 7m l in lbe ianaai.nn ea ed-balm0 ) Y.ea N. O

ATEISI WORKED HEEPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS OINE.S 'NA' BEFOREAll EMPLOYERS NAME AND ADDRESS I ~~~~~~~~~~WORKED IDEDUCTIONS

ESA al 1 (K-/71 I

Re.anD Tan aa.ane.ln In- m eaT . ennl-nmi -hma b-ain Jlb Ended 0 Oai 0 Dianhengad 0 Sil Win*Gg 0

CONTINUE ANSWEIUNG QUESTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE

STAIE OF GEORGIA. DEPARTMBNT OF LWlOR. CEETIFICATION OF UN GMPLOYMWNT INSURANCE
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EXPLANATION TO CLAIMANT

wsiET M~. A tIA-P

SWEILY AIOUN7: .I mg -d -d i ilwd--.t- Wni Avn. m h idwebh b i

*. THE 26402 0A0O0 9T .d 1 T NUM.. i OF. FULlW 2019- OF ANf.AI 9L.,090 67 1I95- f 1 yes - . AId s yea b . -nT m to b is -. ,
djsbv~~~~~~~~i d.-- b, 'd d, oe~ °p ~78 he' wmbrc ~sfr.ihI e9eS1

p .y .5. . . .... t .s .. .s , a. I6- I . y s .a d a s e . 4 . s1as l y s a a .s a t a .l. a e-
7. Yt O U NI 0P t M 72t 155080505 2012 LbSI L ANO- i 11Eaau a.5.Iltao c .aty a e s '.y io. TI s s tl t y a a t sd .I s eat l a y e.,

Fat S52. ALL YtUr EA5-N-N6 DUEIN6 YOUI CL.AI Wyl- , E U6,3 12 25,llln tHETl,2 03 NOT YOU PAVE 32 SAID.
T. a y a d a s ae, p y y e s r a a, . s o- ..t .,1- b I a l s I.a a 5 .. ..a .. .t y r a S .) b .a s e r ,p to -d .t4 -, al O W Ws f I , ; tt 2 ~ l st b i e o tl o. e e 2. s tf
*-To arlso~lmse 2026. .sy yt-e d. rlisi .e a 1,.,. t e Iesia a -IO , l )..y l . . I . be d b . a .- -bdt.. .tt 3 i59sowlabicaatk.) t reea. .a.,laaes.22.tA. yt ya6sly.,a +eatmEalss 2..asslya,- 6,,2ihtyii.alslse msidyt.akt bat..s ltesyaIted ia*l..aaqr osaam pytye
sta.g a-alm a . .ytL .. at t .t e . Iiat bv .l'c s 4.s d 6 7 .m t o a as d .n d e idIsa. .2 . 6,2,9

5. 9 0 0 C A N NO I *E 7 u I D 0 5 N 9 6 0 0 4 5 N 9 b 2N 2 A 5 0 5A 5 N 1 tl e i -~ i h .5 e 0 .o o n ~s s ..a a") w d r y e a9 o ti 4 . a ,i nd r ls te a t I ! 5 3 4 . a , a . m a s 6 .o . ' a e 5 i l. a a_od~~~~~~~~~~~4- ANmE." -i

_-it d v~tIAEI56 2, .226. A ~ 6E25.11. t W HICH O pb pt;° I 26 o yea 2. tS rf.,r ny, (.2lR t 6 t 2 y.

I.. T 0113 O 5 9E y O O m 0 20 206 0 2 0 ) 3 . Wft y t 2 0 0 2 sle sAe e- C t. IF e- Y - - - C o 4992E. c 0, 0m 3 A -0 44 6SA~tOSLE 2035 dl a, 24aet.,,Iy qata altasdisE.s .05,724 A.,s-sa tett.,e-tkaatasMd l~a55E1 ls s d s d b E s. t m y a d , s c t d a y 1 e 4 t y a p y 2 It l g a -s7at t n .2 ̀  fore. S It. . o o k LIN1 y t s i s l a ~ e ~ y ~ t a t a o t e y

5 2 .2 ~ . o 'ao . -o s .o 7 2 _ o . ,n a ~ , t o d s ;,s .2 .to y 3 7 5 9 2F . a yeTl tSl

CONTINUATION OF QUESTIONS:
2. Dunig th). waL were you be , aailabl, and actisly s.e. ngoq ot6 (if no. .spl.(n)

3 During th5) oe. did vou refu-e any wsiL sffard I (If yes. esplain)

Yr Q No O

Y., E No.

IF FILING AS AN EX-SERVICEMAN. COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS BELOW:
4. I hs- applied fo, or am .e.eiing on educ-tioyl.saatsnoe a(2oeanoy f(77 the Veterans Admiri69,ytion under the

Vaternan Resdju..trent Ben-Fs Act of 1966, (If yea, espli, i2 date.l below.) Y-a O No 0

5. I h-n app)ied for or am 24230(29g a.uhsstanoe b llosance from the Vytetarna Admniatratioo for -ocation-f

ahabilttatioy. (If yes. *spIain in dotsil bSlo.) t.a 5 No 0

6. I haoe applied fo or am rectoring educational assist ane under the Wa, Orphan. Eduoafion-l AsaistOrce Act of

1956. (If ye. esploin in datatI below.) Ye, 5 No.

I oitify thAt duning the week sho-n on the rat-r aide I was unemrloyed. I haoe rot applied for or eetid Unamplyoentt Insunr-ce or Wok.

men. Componaetion undet the Lao of any othen Stia. yr of the Uni.ed Slates I uyde-fnod that the law p-ooides penalies fon m-Ling fWIae

ato.ement. in conne-tior with ftling this claim. Th. ahoo o .tements am Itue and contest to the bhet of my knotIadge.

Date Signed -Climenta Signatoy.

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. 3 - 19

If Y-, Hialest Id Yaar Y-,a

OaenteR ag e s Tota l W aaes W eeklyLie, byasly~~- W "., A m ka,
t

N..b., From T.: E&eed 12

M 228. . 8 174.9 $0
(2) I h . X 2... ..75M.2 S 922 1 2

(3) X .X .. . . . 324.9 46 23
(4) 32528 449.99 524 14
(5) 2 50.X . ... 474.9 54s IS

(6) 3h.X . . . . . 9.9 576 26
(7) 40M .. . 424. 622 27
(8) 4 528 . . 44 9 6 W 48 28
(9) 4 W0 . . . . . 47a.99 684 19
(24) 475.X8 . . .... .. ..4 9. 99 .7 20 32
I I ) 5X.X" . . . . 52499 756 21
(22) 525.X .2.8 .. . 54.99 792 22
(13) S 508 . . 571.99 828 23
(28) 275.28 .. . . . 29 9 RU 24
(II) 6282 .. .. . 624.9 9M 25
(26) 625.28 . . 6999 936 26
(17) 62042 . 6749 42 27
( t 8) 6 7 5 2 .: . 6 9 9 9 2. 2 8 2 9
(29) 7M2 82 . . 72499 .244 27
(2) 72s.2 .. . 99 .711." .M 307

If IYmr Highe-t Ad Y.oo YT,
0.44.,r Wages Total Wy.es W.ekly

Lis. Racqe O.alor AmoEst
Namber m To: Eceed . 1

(21) S hOX m. $ 774.9 52.116 $31
(32) 773m.28 79.9 l.lP 32
(n) b8X .. 2... v.." 1.16u 33

(242 225.W 6 4A9.99 1.274 34
(25) 7202M 6 . 8749. 2.228 35
(24) m7 . . . 9".9 .26 75
(27) 9MM.X .. 9 4.9 1.332 7T
(29) m.xW . . 949.9 1.3t3 38
(29) 90.X . ... . 978.99 2.4 29
(39) m x97 ... .99 .9.4. . 42
(21) I .XX. X . 2.2. I. 2499 1.976 4l
(32) 2.X25W . .. . 2,99 I 2.512 42
(334) .X9.. . .27499 1.5 4 3 42

(2411h) .275... 9. 2.544 '4
(352) I X .. . . 2. 2. 2 49 2.62 5
(36) 1,125. . . .2. 49.. 12.6 4
(37) 2,250X .. ... . 1.17499 :.6& 4
(28) 1 Ih.2X . . ... .9. ..728 48
(39) I.2 .. .. .. .5.8.9 2.76417 49
(44) ).725M.X daer l.ow so
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3.

ICitr) (Stat (MZI Cod)

2 Age .3. County of Residen ce. .

4. Enter below name and address of loat employer.

mRFD

oity

(Zi. Cd*)

SS.No CF

Benfit Year
Beginning Date

County
SR-Code o Ie l

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

[ZADDITIONALF-] Cl. WIr. aa.iOlne Dast

5. I worked for the above employer fion, through I last worked as
INa of ltat lab)

and earned $ per .I loot this job because of: Lack of n Other (Qoit, discharged, F]
tsr( redd) work F J labor dispute, leave, etc.) |

6. Clabmant', Statement_

7. I received or will receive pay for wages in lies of notice for a period afer my loat day of work. No D Y. E
If "Yeo" enter Amouot $. Fro Through

8. I received vacation pay for a period after my loat day of work. No D Ym D
If "Ye." enter Am-mt S _ Fro, Throgh.

9. I have applied for or am receiving Sociol Secority or other retirement pension. No F Ym F
10. I worked for the Federal Goveeomeot or seved in the Armed Foreeo doriog the loot 18 montho. No Yes [C
11. I have applied for or am atteodiog ochool or vocational troioiog. No [ Yes .

12. I hove worked under another name doring the paot two yearo. No Yes [
If Yeas", enter the ame

13. 1 am uoemployed, able to work, available ftr work, actively seekiog work, and I hereby claim Unemploymeot Ios.roce under the
Georgia Law. I eertify that the information furniohed above io true and correct. I onderotaod that the law prescribe penaltim for
any peron who koowiogly makm a false stateme-t or withholds information to obtain or inceese benefit..

CI.is. TnkeW'. Sian.,ea Dat 00,. WiMd Ct AIMANT'S SIGNATURE (M..s -e ite mn I abe)

) Insrane allowed. I a 2 C 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 1 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 7 0 9 0
) Not eligible at present time. Q D R.W. L.D. O.R. O.P. NA FTR 4f 4g 4h 16f
) I-s-rance postponed from through ond full weekly paysenta

totaling $ ore canceled under provisions of Section _of the Georgia Employment

Secority Law becoue claimant:

E]E Caimsi. Si, n a (R & A Cod..))) DO. 0 l Dat
NOTE: In the absence of an appeal or reqoeot for re-oosidemati.o, this detenination becomes final 7 dayo frew date
of mailing to the employer or from date of mailing or peroonal delivery to claimaot by Claims Center personoel.

CENT L OFFICE COPY NEW/ADDITIONAL CLAIM
CENTRAL OFFICE COPY ESA-4013 CO/fl (R-9/71)

-W-- Tn -) (Middl.) (L�)

I.- - - .1

---- -1--

(
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR-EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY
DETERMINATION

1)iddk) (itiu
S.SNo S n

Claim
Beginning Dat-

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

LO. #

Zip CoOI [
S. The above named individal's claim for nsemployment Insurance under the Georgia Employment Serurity Law haa been afforded

carefl roosideratlon. The following determination bl rendered under provision. of Seetion _ of the Georgia

Employment Seoority Law.
A. ( ) Eligible and i-u.raoqe alowed -s of

B. ( ) Not eligible at this time and insouanee denied a. o asl .til it is shown that

the conditions iodieated under remarks no loger exist nnd all eligibility conditions are met

C. ( ) Insrance poatponed for weeks beginnbng and ending

ad foll weekly payment totaling S a e caneelled beeause:

(1) ( ) Volotarly quit.

(2) ( ) Weu disehrged.

(3) ( ) Refused to apply for or accept suitable work when offered.
After eapiration of postpmaeaset he may claim for weeks he is onenployed aad unable to secure work and metcs
other eligibility eonditiom-

4. REMAREKS:

P. O. C. No Return.d to LO.
Entered for payment Cla.s E l,. a64 ec (R&A Ce(s.)) IDlt.)

Week(s) endim

Unless an- pertIae.t facts are submitted or nn appeal is filed by clalmunt or employer with the Ilenl oiffe at the addreos shown
above, this determiomtion beeomes fine 7 days from date of mailiog or delivery.

Form ESA 442-Rev. v/69

1.N:w_^)

2 Employer:

v_ r__

I I

I
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I. No: (IOin) (Midle) (Lat)

2. Issue (other than 3) Specify:

3. U 401, 0 401-A, 0 Separation

sNio

Cit, CIDsi. Co.&

S. S. No. I I R-D
Claim Week
Beginning Date.

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ I W .Mk .) Si ...id for

4. Claimant's Statemeot: I eek Eodio | If.. l , oter E- rP.= 1wo/r
I__ I n 11

5. I am nremaployed, able to work, available for work, acrtively oreksiog work, aod I hereby claim U-eploymeot Insuran ce
ude the Georgia Law. I certify that the information furniohed above in tiro and rrecyt. i underotnd that the law pmc-
scribes penalties for any person who knowingly matkes a faloe statnment or withholdo information to obtain or increase
benefits.

6 Cl,. Taker's Sis,- 7. Date:C LAIMANrS SIGNATURE (Mtst - ite m I.. I bm)

Remarak:

)Insuranceallowed. 1 0 2 f 3 0 4 0 5 1 6 0 20 3 0 4 0 5 0 70 90
) Not eligible at preseot time. Q D R.W. L.D. O.R. O.P. NA FIR Af 4g 4h 16f
) Insurance potponed from through

and. .f.ull weekly payments toaling $S are canceled under provisions of Sertin.

of the Georgia Employment Sevurity Law because claimant:

P.O.C. N. Returned to LO. I I ____Ce
Entered for payment Ciso ts.n.er-s Sig . (R&A CodOl) Date

Unless new pertinent facts are submitted or an appeal is filed by claimant or employer with the local office at the address shown
above, this determination becomes final 7 days from date of mailing or delivery.

FACT FINDING REPORT AND CLAIM DECISION

ESA 442 FF.Rev. 6/69

(
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

I. Da- 2.RD 3. ID__3

a. a oirt

6. S. 5 N..

7. Filld

s. -a or.- N..

I... .... I

9. tne

DETERMINATION RECONSIDERATION

10. The above named individual filed claim for unemployment insurance under the Georgia Law. A question arose with respect

to the determination rendered' .After investigation and consideration of additional
information, the following reconsidered determination is rendered thereon: (See Ilen Checked Below.)
A. ( ) Eligible and insurance allowed as of
B. ( ) Not eligible at this time and insurance denied as of and until it is showo that

the conditions indicated under remarks no longer exist and all eligibility conditions ace met.

C. ( ) Insurance postponed for weeks beginning and ending

and.......... fall weekly payments totaling S are cancelled

becaase:

(1) ( ) Voluntarily quit.

(2) ( ) Was discharged.

(3) ( ) Refused to apply for or accept suitable work when offered.

After eapfrntlnn of pastionensent he may claim for weeks he is unemployed and unable to secure work and
meets other eligibility conditions.

It. REMARKS:

(R&A CODE(s))

Unless new pertinent facts are submitted or an appeal is
filed by claimant or employer, this determination becomes
final 7 days from date of mailing or delivery. FOR AGENCY RECORDS ONLY

P. 0. C. (s) #-

P. 0. C. (s) for wehk (s)

ending entered for payment.

Frm rOA -o.o/I -Oi 5.69
7gM'2 r6

CLAIMANTS COPY

4. Employee:
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EXPLANATION TO CLAIMANT

WARNING: It is a crime to make aey false statemeet or to fail to disclose a material
fact in cor.eecdios with ae unemplayment insurance claim. VIOLATORS

WILL BE PROSECUTED.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE IS FINANCED WHOLLY BY AN EMPLOYER PAYROLL TAX; no port is poid by the worker Paoy
ments con be made only to those who meet all legal requirements.

TO FILE A CLAIM you mast be either {a) totally unemployed or IbI working port time, due to lock of work, and earning
wages which total not wore than your unemployment insurance weekly amount plus $7.50. YOU ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO FILE
A CLAIM WHEN ON VACATION OR LEAVE'OF ABSENCE FROM YOUR JOB.

YOUR UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE WILL LAST LONGER if you work all you can You may receive porti payments if you
work and earn eat more than your weekly amount plus $7 50. ALL YOUR EARNINGS DURING YOUR CLAIM WEEK MUST BE RE.
PORTED WHETHER OR NOT YOU HAVE BEEN PAID.

TO BE PAID UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE after establishing your claim, the low requires that you: ta) be unemployed, either
totally or prtiolly; hbI not be subject to a period of postponement; (c) be registered for work oa a Georgia Stlte Employ-
ment Service office; (di report for each week claimed; lel be able and available for work and be ctively seeking work; (fI
be ready to immediately accept suitable work as determined by the Agency; and 19) serve a waiing week at the beginning
of your benefit year It is your responsibility to have adequate fransp-rtaion to work.

ALSO, you most have returned to work and hone earned insured mages equal to at least 8 times the weekly amount of your
claim since I) establishing a previous claim; Ib) voluntarily retiring to receive a pension; or Ilv uoluntarily quitting your job
because of pregnancy, if you ore filing o claim before birth of child.

YOU CANNOT BE PAID UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE for any week in which you are Il on vcation or leave of absence ot
your own request; (b1 receiving wages in lieu of notice, vcation pay, or workmen's compensation for temporary total or par-
tia1 disability; ic) out of work due to a labor dispute.

THE NUMBER OF FULL WEEKS YOU CAN BE PAID IS REDUCED IF YOU RECEIVE A POSTPONEMENT YOUR INSURANCE
WILL BE POSTPONED AND A PART OF IT CANCELLED if, within the 52-week period prior to the dote you filed your claim,
you. la) VOLUNTARILY QUIT your job WITHOUT GOOD CAUSE CONNECTED WITH YOUR WORK even though you have
good personal cause; IbI WERE DISCHARGED OR SUSPENDED from your job for FAILURE TO OBEY ORDERS, RULES OR
INSTRUCTIONS OR FOR WILFUL FAILURE TO DISCHARGE THE DUTIES FOR WHICH YOU WERE EMPLOYED; Icl FAILED,
WITHOUT GOOD CAUSE, EITHER TO APPLY FOR OR TO ACCEPT AVAILABLE SUITABLE WORK. The term "suitable work" does
not necessarily mean the lost type of work you performed, but may be any work for which you con reasonably adapt
yourself offer a short period of readjustment following the loss of your regular work The longer you remain unemployed,
the more nearly any availoble work approaches suitability, provided the work pays the scale of wages prevailing for such
work in the community.

YOU MAY CLAIM PARTIAL UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE if you ore employed on a full-time job with a regular employer and,
because of lack of work only, work less than full time during your work week and earn not more than your unemployment in-
surance weekly amount plus $7.50. See your employer or contact the Georgia State Employment Service office.
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

REQUEST FOR DETERMINATION OF FEDERAL MILITARY SERVICE AND WAGES

(Number non this fo in 5narrenp.h-s foti n the symybol # rela.to eqviale.st Form DD:214 Iten n-iubest)

a. Dais I----, rime. HmDLEt (Eu |. ..... R1.1 _ - `Es (#e |. snminas Nisi i#ai

6 Have you filed an unemployment compensation claim under any State or Federal law (UT, UCFE, UCX) Yes No
since your most recent separation frnm actve military service? (NOTE: C orrect answer may be "yes"
if you filed a claim even if you did not receive any benefit payments.)

7. If "Yes." when? S. Where?

Active Military Service. Ust all service, most recent first, any day of which was during the base or lag period.

9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
s ..v.n.e..rico onAc..En or eni.E.. ..FOM ETRY DATE DATE lAYS.Et accu.s LEAVE

Ile~l 1*1301 IgI(#1 (3.) tn R3) ( If .lst) 1 (#t1 f

b.

16. Ending date of most recent 1(7. ts E-serviceman a retiree? Y N . Es-serviceman's last
accrued leave period l pay g rde

19. Have you applied for, or are you receiving, from the Veterans Administration:

a. A subsistance allowance for voartional rehabilitation training (38 U.S.C. ch. 31)? FYies | No
b An educational assistance allowance under the War Orphans' Educational Assistance Act (38 U.S.C. ch.35)? ] Yes No

CERT1IFICATION. I, the claimant, hereby request deterination of Federal military service and wages under the Federal UCX
law (5 U.S.C. 8501 et seq.) with respect to all actve military service performed in the last nd months. I certify tat the in-
formation shown abeve is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and complete. I am aware of the penalties for malting false
statements .

24. State Agency Use Only. If answer to item 6 is "Yes," was a benefit year established? Yes No

25. Ex-snrviceman'o wage rate (fram Secretary's schedule) la. Per Month b. Per Day

26. hx-servicemans Federal Military Service and Wages:

a. Base Period b. Lag Period

QFannc Mithr S.eMR OrMa FROerE Milii By Seic 1de i Mu.
Edng Manths Dye WagS. Ediung Mo Wag o

$ Total UCX Wages in Lag Period * $

Total UCX Wages in Base Period. * $

-NOTE: Federal military wages equal Federal MDitary service multiplied by Item 25.

27. Far Official Use Only a. Ib.

28. Date UCX Central Control Foem ES-971 Mailed to UCX Control Unit,
U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

CENTRAL OFFtCE COPY
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. I want to thank you all for your excellent
statements.

We will proceed with the questions. I would like to ask you, Miss
Hanna, in general what are your responsibilities?

Miss HANNA. Well, my responsibilities are different than a case-
worker who is not in WIN, in that not only do I provide services-
the agency has always been service-oriented-but I also participate in
team decisions. We have a team meeting and we discuss the enrollees.
I give social information that I have in order to help the employment
counselor make a vocational decision.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Will you move that microphone closer to you
so that we can hear you better, please?

How do you get referrals, who is responsible for referring people
to you?

Miss HANNA. The caseworker's in the regular offices screen-
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The welfare offices?
Miss HANNA. Right, screen the cases. There is a regular procedure

that they go through. All the requirements are in it. If there were no
major medical problems, if they can arrange child care, and if they
don't have any other problems that would prevent them from coming
to WIN, then the workers refer the case to us.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you find out after they get there that they
do have medical problems that they can't cope with under WIN or
not? Or are they screened out?

Miss JIANNA. They come out. Let's face it, people do not get routine
medical care, they get emergency care. They are marginally fed, and
the kind of care that they give themselves means that they are going to
have medical problems. Occasionally we find someone and what hap-
pens is the caseworker says, "Would you like to be in WIN?" nodding
her head, and the client says, "Yes, I would." And they sometimes
don't tell us of medical problems and we find them out.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. What priorities are there for referrals,
who is trained first?

Miss HANNA. The mandatory referrals are 15 and 16 year old
AFDC children. Then women with all of their children in school,
usually six or older. And then women who volunteer who have chil-
dren younger than six.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Who do you find most interested in the job?
Miss HANNA. I couldn't say, we have had virtually no success in

working with the 16- to 18-year-old children.
Chairman GRIFrITHS. You have had no success?
Miss HANNA. Virtually none. I have had one who actually got a job.
Chairman GRInTHS. But have the kids wanted jobs?
Miss HANNA. They say they do, they are told they should have one,

but when you're 16 years old and you are a high school dropout and
somebody says, "Well, if you want to be a car mechanic you are going
to have to be able to read the manual so we want you to get a basic
education," when they have already failed in formal education any-
way they don't see that it is going to be of any help.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many volunteers do you have among
women with children under six?

Miss HANNA. I don't have the statistics on that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have some?
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Miss HANNA. A great many.
Chairman GRIFFImS. Are they successful?
Miss HANNA. What do you mean by successful?
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Well, do they get jobs, are they anxious to

come, do they miss more training sessions than other people, fewer
training sessions, or what?

Miss HANNA. Many times it depends on them, what hap pens to them
in the program. Someone can be anxious to come but when they get
in the program it is not what they thought it would be like. They
can many times lose interest. A mandatory referral is usually anxious
to come anyway. I hope that the people that referred them try not
to make somebody come into the program, because they are doomed to
failure. If you make somebody do something they don't want to do
then excuses are very easy to find to drop out. So most of them, even
though they are in the category of a mandatory referral, are voluntary.
I mean, they want to come into the program.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that in reality you are not really carrying
out the orders of the legislation, everybody is not referred, is that it?

Miss HANNA. Everyone is screened.
Chairman GRIFrTHS. Yes.
Miss HANNA. But there are alternative plans. We have several other

programs in the city that they might fit into due to several different
circumstances. Or perhaps they should just be referred for a job. They
are all screened for employment.

Chairman GRIFFIimS. Why do you only take women whose children
are of school age unless they volunteer?

Miss HANNA. Would you repeat that?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why are only those women referred whose

children are of school age unless the woman volunteers?
Miss HANNA. Well, this, of course, is just my interpretation of what

we have been told.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Miss HANNA. But we were told that these were the mandatory cate-

gories. However, every case is screened for employment potential.
When we do the initial social study 'they are screened for employment
potential. Some say they need to work even though they have a child
who is younger than 6. But the ones who have all of their children
in school are marked as mandatory. But, you know, WIN is dis-
cussed with everyone. They don't all want to come.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. Who arranges for child care if a mother needs
child care before she can attend?

Miss HANNA. The person who is referring talks to the mother. If
the mother feels that a nursery or an out-of-home plan is the most
beneficial to the child, or if no other plan is available, it's referred to
what used to be our division of children and youth.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Supposing the woman comes in and she wants
to go into WIN. How long does it take her to get in?

Miss HANNA. I really would hate to answer that because I do not
do referrals anymore. I have been in the WIN unit for 3 years.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. So you have interviewed her now and
you have decided that she is suitable for this. Can you put her im-
mediately in some class?

Miss HANNA. I don't.
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Chairman GRIOWrTHS. Who does?
Miss HANNA. When I get a case they have already been referred to

WIN. The regular worker you see
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. WIN has her or you have her. When

does she begin a class; when does she begin this orientatiton?
Miss HANNA. When I have the case the labor department has the

referral and they have 2 weeks from the date that they get the report
to either accept or reject her. And then if she is accepted she is sched-
uled for the next orientation class.

Chairman GRIFrrFHs. I see.
Miss HANNA. Then she would begin a 2-week orientation and then

they would make plans from there.
Chairman GRIFFIrrHs. Do you handle this, after she is in the class?
Mr. BERRY. That's right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long does it take you to get her into a

class?
Mr. BERRY. If the orientation is necessary and there is a scheduled

orientation class, we normally would take her in within a month.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You take her within a month. And then you

help her decide on some job?
Mr. BERRY. We develop an employability development point at that

stage.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long does that take?
Mr. BERRY. The employability development plan is done within 2

weeks after they are in orientation.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So how long would the plan that you have

developed generally take to work out before she would be considered
through the WIN program?

Mr. BERRY. Coming back to the individual?
Chairman GRIEFITHS. Yes.
Mr. BERRY. If I gave you a set pattern on it I would not be taking

into consideration what our program really is or what my interpreta-
tion is.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, are there things that you could do that
would make her qualified for a job in a month, 6 months, 3 years, 2
weeks, or what?

Mr. BERRY. First of all, here in this particular area, the educational
level of our average client is, I would say, around a 5th grade func-
tioning level. In a majority of the cases we have the first problem that
we have to solve is lack of education, especially if they want to have
a crack at the jobs that we have in the area. Since Atlanta is primarily
office complexes, we have a great many job openings in the clerical
field. Most of our clients are either entered in the clerical field or den-
tal field because we have openings in those fields. On the average, and
again it depends on the individual, some of them spend maybe 9 to
12 months in basic education and sometimes more. It depends, you
know, on how fast they can pick it up.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How often do your referrals to WIN prove
to be inappropriately referred?

Mr. BERRY. About 10 percent.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. About 10 percent. What are the reasons for

these cases being referred inappropriately?
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Mr. BERRY. There are various reasons. Some of them are because of
their physical limitations. We don't feel that we can place overweight
people very easily. Others are the client does not have a realistic goal
of what we feel she can ultimately achieve within a reasonable time.
And some of them withdraw themselves.

Chairman GRWFITHS. I have heard this overweight business now
about 2 or 3 times in these hearings. What does overweight have to
do with whether you can work or not? I have known a lot of fat
secretaries.

Mr. BERRY. I have too.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Pretty good secretaries too.
Mr. BERRY. We don't make any rule by a chart. We have a chart

which we could go by but we don't.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, let me tell you-
Mr. BERRY. We call the individual in and, you know, some people

can carry 220 pounds and carry it well, and others, let's face it, are
simply fat.

Chairman GRu1'rTHS. A man came in to see me in Detroit after I
had held these hearings in Detroit and he was connected with the
welfare department. And he brought up a situation which I thought
then was amazing. He told me that he had observed closely a WIN
team and that one of the problems was that if people were overweight
when they came in before that team they were automatically out. He
said he thought that maybe the team did not realize themselves that
they were automatically getting rid of people who were overweight.
But, they just wouldn't take them. You know, that's real tough.

Mr. BERRY. Ours is not automatic, I can assure you of that.
Miss HANNA. Can I give you an example of what I think he's talking

about?
Chairman GR1FFITHS. Yes.
Miss HANNA. We had a woman who really wanted to be in power

sewing and we found a class for her. But they rejected her because she
was too fat to sit behind a sewing machine. So a lot of times it depends
oii her vocational goal as to whether or not she can do it. We never
did find anything else that that particular person really wanted to do
and she was ultimately terminated. But she really wanted power sew-
ing yet they would not accept her. She was refused by another train-
ing facility because of her overweight condition. She was extremely
obese.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I really feel that it's remarkable to think that
being overweight disqualifies you from a job. I used to sit on the crimi-
nal court and I distinctly remember that the best confidence racket per-
son who ever arrived in that court was a woman who was about 5 feet
tall and must have weighed 200 pounds. And she was just taking every-
thing that anybody who came close to her had. She talked them into
giving it to her. So I am not impressed that being overweight actually
disqualifies you from anything much, except of course you couldn't
be making plans if you were way back -in that little tiny section at the
back. The reason I raise it is because this is about the third time I have
heard that overweight business. And it is applied particularly to WIN.

Miss HANNA. As a service though, we do talk to them about dieting.
They are given a diet and many times if they have lost 10 pounds be-
fore they are interviewed they are accepted; isn't that right?
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Mr. BERRY. Right. But when you talk of overweight you have to talk
in terms of what employers in the area will hire. Regular employment
service offices also have had difficulty placing people who are over-
weight. Some companies, because of their insurance regulations in ref-
erence to physical examinations, will not take them.

Chairman GEIFFITHS. Miss Hanna, your statement indicates that the
handling of people with need for more basic education is a problem.
Is that right?

Miss HANNA. Say that again.
Chairman GlrnTnS. Do you feel there is a need for more basic

education in the handling of these people?
Miss HANNA. I'm not going to say more, I think we need a different

kind.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Oh, what kind of remedial education do they

receive in these cases?
Miss HANNA. The board of education provides the team with a

teacher.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Miss HANNA. And we also have contracts with-Mr. Berry does

this-the Atlanta Skill Center, which is another part of the labor de-
partment, to also provide remedial education.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Let me ask you then, Mr. Berry, is it realistic
to encourage an adult with a fifth grade education to complete high
school and take up nurse's training?

Mr. BERRY. In many cases I think that it is a correct assumption
to go ahead and do it. We have many people who have been nurse's
aides for years. And we are constantly reminded about upgrading
people. We can't do it unless we can take them through and secure
for them a basic education. Otherwise they are not going to succeed.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But the real intent of WIN is to put people
to work. We have had testimony that has preceded you as to the
rapid change in all of these WIN directives. If you start somebody
with a fourth grade education through high school on the theory
that you are going to make a nurse out of them, the truth is that we
may cut out the WIN program before that.

Mr. BERRY. True.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that there is some question, in my opinion,

as to whether that is a realistic course and whether that was really
the intent of Congress. What we were really seeking was jobs for
these people. And if she is a nurse's aide, she has already got a job.
Wouldn't there be something that could be done to train people for
jobs that don't require all this basic training, or do you generally
find, as you have already pointed out, that you need a pretty sophisti-
cated worker.

Mr. BERRY. We do really for the majority of jobs, unless you want
to get plain dead-end jobs. And those we can put them in without
any training. You don't need a WIN program for that.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think, Miss Hanna, that people are
sometimes encouraged to put their sights too high and hope for what
you call "glamour jobs?"

Miss HANNA. In a way they do it to themselves. Many times we
ask somebody what they want to be. Well, you know, I'd like to be
the President maybe, but I know I can't be. We don't ask them, "What
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do you think you can be," and many times they are just unsophisti-
cated about what a job entails. Let's face it, if you're poor you'd like
to have a job so you can say, "I'm an office worker, I'm a white collar
worker," instead of being a maid, which for many of them is their
background. So, they want something that is going to give them
prestige in the eyes of their neighbors and friends and children. And
many times they are unrealistic because of that. They have many
desires that you have to deal with in trying to reach their vocational
goal. We have problems in that they are not really sure what a job
entails. They say they want it, but if they really knew what they
would have to do they would not want it. So we have to educate
them. You can't say, 'What do you want to do" if they have never
worked.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
In your statement you said that the selection of enrollees for WIN

is still a matter of educated guess. When you make this educated
guess, which factors do you consider most important?

Miss HANNA. Again, I do not select them but I do interview them
after they have been selected. I talk to them about what kind of work
they want, whether they are able to solve the problems that come up
just on their own, you know, how resourceful are they. A working
mother has got to be pretty resourceful or she is going to let her
everyday problems get her down. Their general health, how realistic
are they about their situation, and whether they want training that is
going to be 2 years if their financial situation is such that they could
not go 2 years without a job.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Which jobs are the glamour jobs?
Miss HANNA. Clerical. A lot of the medical jobs such as lab tech-

nician, dental assistant, licensed practical nurse (LPN). But everyone
who has gone into LPN and really has completed more than a quarter
of the course has done well and has been placed. It's a hard job. It's not
that well paid. But many people want to go into that because it is a
helping profession, and they would like to do that.

Chairman GRIFF1THS. You also referred to skills that are diminish-
ing in demand, jobs you sometimes train people for that cannot be
found. Which jobs are these?

Miss HANNA. One of the main ones I can think of now is keypunch-
ing. The situation is that you can't get a job without experience and you
can't get experience without a job. And offset duplicating is another
one. Everyone is going to automation; they have these fantastic ma-
chines that do it all themselves and they don't even need anybody to
do anything but turn it on.

Chairman GitiwlTHS. Which kinds of jobs are WIN trainees most
frequently placed in?

Miss HANNA. I think you should ask Mr. Berry that.
Chairman GRIrrTHS. All right, Mr. Berry, what kind of jobs do

they get?
Mr. BERRY. The majority of them are in the clerical field.
Chairman GRImITHS. Are there any types of jobs to which you

usually refer people? Is there one category of training and one cate-
gory of employment in greater demand than others?

Mr. BERRY. Overall it would be the clerical field.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you use the State employment service?
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Mr. BERRY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Is that the only way you locate jobs for people,

or do you have other means?
Mr. BERRY. We have other means.
Chairman GRIFFITHrS. What else do you do?
Mr. BERRY. Well, we have job development done on an individual

basis. For instance, in the medical field we have people qualified in
that. We find that we have to go other routes to try and place them
because in the medical field the employment service has a good
relationship with hospitals, but as far as individual doctors, they just
don't have any expertise in that field. So we have to go develop them
ourselves.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If a recipient refuses to take a job to which
she has been referred, what action is taken with respect to the assist-
ance payment? Do you notify the welfare department that she has re-
fused to take a job?

Mr. BERRY. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You do. What system do you have for know-

ing when a client has obtained a job or has refused a job or training?
Mr. BERRY. We have job coaches that followup after they are as-

signed to a job, after they are placed on a job. They do regular follow-
up for 6 months after they are placed.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All agencies of Government have been in-
effective in getting women off welfare and into jobs. What do you
think are the major reasons why more women are not working?

Mr. BERRY. That's a real loaded question.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Pardon?
Mr. BERRY. I said that's a real loaded question.
Chairman GRInFITHS. I don't think it is at all. There isn't anything

loaded about it. What do you think is the reason more women don't
work, Miss Hanna?

Miss HANNA. They have other responsibilities. It costs money to
work and the only reason you would get a job would be to make money
in addition to what you have. If you have to pay everything out in
wages, if the job you get doesn't pay you enough, why work?

Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that in reality what you are saying is what
we are saying, that the reason women don't work is because they are
getting as much on welfare as they make working, right?

Miss IJANNA. I would like to consider that they are making a choice
between sitting at home taking the dole and getting out and being
productive in society, but some people really do feel they should be at
home to supervise their children. If they have no skills and the only
jobs they can get are boring, hard labor type jobs that sap most of their
energy, they then have to return to their homes and use what energy
they have left to try to make it as nice a place as possible for their
children. I think that you have got to consider your family when you
take a job, and to many of those women sometimes it costs them more.
Child care is a tremendous cost. If you're only making $60 a week and
you have five children, if you're a conscientious person-

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But really and truly, there isn't much idealism
particularly in this situation. You can just look at it mathematically,
and I notice that a lot of these people with a fifth grade reading level
had a sixth grade math level. That's what I have thought all this
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time. They are quite able to add and subtract. All they have got to do
is look at the situation. They are really doing better or at least as well
on welfare, in many instances, as they would be working. Isn't that
right?

Miss HANNA. I don't have your statistics.
Mr. BERRY. I don't think they are in this State.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. They aren't? Then why don't they work?

You already have more women working than most States have, but why
don't the others? Is it because there are not jobs available?

Miss HANNA. There are other problems such as transportation.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. OK, that's what I want to know.
Miss HANNA. Or children in the home who need supervision. At-

lanta has a terrible bus system. There is no 'bus -that goes around,
every bus comes to town. If you live far out you have to spend 45
minutes just getting to town before you even get on a bus to go to your
job. This can mean 3 hours a day in travel. Sometimes women have
people who are in need of attention at home.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's a reason for not working, obviously.
But this is really what I am interested in. This is true all over the
country, and there isn't any question that in a lot of areas that a woman
is getting more on welfare than she could make working. Now, she
may not be doing it in Atlanta, but she sure is doing it in Detroit. And
she certainly is doing it in New York City and she certainly is doing
it in California.

Miss HANNA. The maximum payment in the State of Georgia with
four children is $184, and that's not very much.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That is not very much, but when you add to
that medicaid, and you add to that free school lunches, and you add to
that free milk and in some cases free breakfast, and you add com-
modity distribution, it gets up to be quite a lot of money. So that you
have got to have a pretty good wage level to beat it. Now the intake
workers told us yesterday that they worked hard to see to it that any
person would draw at least $1 in welfare so they would have all these
fringe benefits available. The other things, and that is really what we
are here to discover, is how all these programs are working together.

Are health problems a major barrier to work? What do you think
can be done to provide more incentives and opportunities for women
to work? What would you think, Miss Hanna?

Miss HANNA. I have racked my brain, I think we need more child
care centers that are closer to the homes, better transportation. I feel
that many women do need training. In Atlanta I don't think there is
very much light industry such as assembly work. And what there is
is out far away from town. You don't have to be able to read very
well to do that kind of work. Perhaps if they had access to that kind
of work they would be better helped. Better health facilities, being
able to do something with the children that they are at home having
to care for-the ones who are retarded and that kind of thing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you familiar with the recent amend-
ments to the AFDC program which will require that all employable
recipients be registered for the WIN program except students, mothers
caring for children under 6 years old, and incapacitated persons?
There is also a requirement that at least 15 percent of the recipients
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registered be certified for the WIN program. How much difference do
you think this will make in your operations?

Miss HANNA. I don't know. I know our director has been attempting
to make plans so that we can implement that. We apparently don't
have any guidelines as of yet, and it's hard to implement programs
without them. I'm hoping that we will be able to, and this will result
in keeping in closer touch with people. And let's face it, there are peo-
ple who should be working who don't work, simply due to our caseloads
and that type of thing, that we do not do something about. Perhaps
if we became more specialized in this area, we would be able to follow
up on these people and make a decision to help them get employed.

Chairman G[RIFuIHs. Do many WIN-placed clients wind up back
on welfare, do you know?

Miss HANNA. What do you mean back on welfare?
Chairman GRiFFrrHs. Well, they never got a job, they just finished

the course, whatever it is in WIN, and then they are still on the wel-
fare rolls, and that's it?

Miss HANNA. I don't have the percentages.
Chairman GRIFmIns. Do you knew, Mr. Berry?
Mr. BERRY. We have some. I think it was running about 8 percent

the last time I had any statistics.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You mentioned that the WIN worker has 15

forms to fill out which pertain only to WIN. What kinds of forms are
these and what are they used for?

Miss HANNA. We have to keep statistics, controls, because we need
to know. The State keeps statistics on how many people are employed,
what the change of the grant was, and we have to fill out forms to in-
form the local department of change of address, change of grant,
change of telephone number. We have to keep a whole set of these
forms which have to be

Chairman GRiFFiTHs. When we send this record to you for correc-
tion, could you send us a copy of each form, please?

Miss HANNA. Sure.
(The following forms were subsequently supplied for the record:)
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WIN REFERRALS

Caseworker _ _ Case aR's Name________________Counselor________ WIN #______
R's Address Case Name_
Birthdate Education _ Predominant Employment Race
Husband's Whereabouts
Children's Names, Sex, Birthdates_

Date of Referral Date of Acceptance Date of Refusal_Reason for Refusa

Type of Assignment

Date of Termination Reason for Termination
If Employed at Termination,
Place of Employment Amount of Earnings
Fo I llo-up

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 20
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Form 193-A Georgia Department of Family and Children Services

(6-69)
WORK INCENTIVE ENROLLMENT FORM

-SUPPLEMENT-

Department of Family and Children Services Telephone Number_

County
Georgia

FOR DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES USE - REFERRAL

I certify the referral of the person named below to the Work Incentive Program:

Mr.
Name: Mrs. P.A. Case Number

Miss
S.S. Number

Address:

Signed:
(PeRsoN CERrIrYING REFERRAL)

Title:
(OF PERSON CERTIFYING REFERRAL)

Date:

To the Applicant:

This is to certify that you are being referred for participation in the Work Incentive

Program. The Georgia State Employment Service will notify you when you are to report for

an interview.

If you have questions or are dissatisfied with your referral, please contact the Depart-

ment of Family and Children Services for additional information. You have the right to

appeal if you are dissatisfied. Your caseworker will help you with this appeal or you

may write to the State Department of Family and Children Services, Atlanta, Georgia.

Prepare in duplicate
1 copy- Recipient
1 copy- Case Record
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GueuGia DecenTvuT nr AM-iLn Aus CEi-o-E. S-EsICS

WORK INCENTIVE ENROLLMENT FORM

County Department of Family and Children Services

Georgia Telephone Number:_

PART A - REFERRAL FOR DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDnEN SERVIrCES IE

I certify the referral of the person named belmo to the Work Incentive Program:
Mr.

Nasm: Mrs. P.A. Case Numher::
Miss

Address: Social Security Number:_

(cn- )TArE) (zi coDE)

Date signed: Signature:

Titl.e

(lEcsor CE-IIrysn rIFEe-uc)

IPEeso- c-EvTirIoc nRFE-RnL)

PART B - ENROLLMENT OR REFERRAL FOR MANPOWER AGENCY USE

After having the Work Incentive Program explained to him, the apolicant: [ Has agreed N Has refused
to participate to participate

STATEMENT OF APPLICANT:
I refuse to participate in the Work Incentive Program.

Date signed: Signature:

Name of Manpoaer Agency:

Date signed: Signature:
(.An uP cezency O Ic Ic I)

PART C - REFERRAL RECALLED BY WELFARE AGENCY FOR MANPOWER AGENCY USE

Describe circumstances:

PART D - REASON FOR REFUSAL TO PARTICIPATE FOR MANPOWER AGENCY USE

If the applicant refuses to be enrolled, give details. If the refusal is to take a job, describe job, its location aages,etc., and why the applicant refused it. Indicate if applicant has asked for a hearing.

PREPARE IN TRIPLICATE: 2 COPiEs nO GSES 00- I COPy Ty CAsE cEC...

Form 193
(7 -69)

.. .. .-
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.tOfci -0P5 0 o-r OF -o, -. -LOOEs SERolcts I .E.rE.. On I

EMPLOYABILITY REFERRA FORM

n 0WOR LNCENTIVE PFSGRU [] SERVICES OF EMMFULOiENT SERVICE

FOEM 14
(1-691

TO: Georgia State Faployment Service

, Georgia

PROIM: County Department
of Pamily and Children Services

SECTION I

Name: _ Birthday: Sex: -

Address: Caoe Number:

Social security Number

Public Housing? -Yes []NO Tel No.: _ Last School Grade Completed

SECTION II

Applicaot is: UnemPloyed Father g AFDC Mother E Youth E Other

Sau Participated In the Polloeing:

O Connunity Work and Training Program 0 Vocational Rehabilitation 0 Other Welfare

o Title V - Work Experience and Traioing Program 0 MDTA and Other Ibnpomer Programs Programs

Areas of Vocational Training or Special Educationa

Dates of Participation:

SUCTION III

Amount of Monthly AFDC Payent: EARS MONTHS

( A Consecutive time since most recent opening of cone ._........

Length of Time on AFT.C (

( B. Total time during last five years...........

Dependents: Age 0 c6 6 - i 1 65 2 1104 010 0.OVE Total Number Dependents:

Number I _ __ 1 _ __ Number Included in APDC Payment:

SECTION IV

List ages of family members for whom special care (nuoing, child care) most be arranged ood describe conditiors of

planned care bhich could affect training and/or employment:

Descrihe limitations, if auy, arising from physical or mental conditions:

Date of latest medical examination:

List personal charwoteristics. special interests and other factors (such as court orders, garnishment of wages. etc. )
relating to potential employability:

Did applicant volunteer to participate in Worh Incentive Program? Y es No

t--FERR Nc- ....RKR 1- I. .O. I
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... RC C- .- A.I.- . -. 1 ...lL -"D ....eoC ...-...I.RV. a.r
I-[. 5,7

AUTHORIZATION FOR WORK-RELATED EXPENSES

WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM

SECTION A - CASE IDENTIFICATION:

S.-T-R -A --.. S.- - -U-LIREO SELow R WI wPATI C... TAS
D^AsURD CE COreTe MAILINC ADRess IScUIJOIa ZIP COOK) COUNTY

\ CASE NO. __________________

SEX-RACE: 1. WM 2. WF

< _ > a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E 3. NM [] 4 NIF

NAME OF AFDC GRANTEE-RELATIVE _

O SECTION B - AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT: EFFECTIVE WITH THE MONTH OF_

I hereby certify that the participant named above is enrolled in Priority 11 of the 'WIN" Program

and is eligible to receive for work-related expenses a monthly payment in the amount of $25 (continuously

until notified).

E] SECTION C - AUTHORIZATION FOR TERMINATION: EFFECTIVE END OF THE MONTH OF__________

Payment for work-related expenses to the participant in the "WIN" Program as named above is hereby authorized
to be terminated for the reason given as follows:

E SECTION D - AUTHORIZATION FOR CHANGE IN CASE IDENTIFICATION AS INDICATED BELOW:

D New Cas No ._ __ __ __ ____ New Address ST_...___ ___ __ __ __ __CODE SEOI*L suaPSVUrO STREET oR RP S . O.

O New Name cav___ __ __- _ __C _ _s

SECTION E - AUTHORIZED BY:

---- ~ ...vC^ OIRECTOR. COUNTY DEP-ATME-T or -AM CRv A -C-SL-D CEVSCls

ROUTING

ORIGINAL to State Department Accounting Section
DUPLICATE to AFDC Case Record

TRIPLICATE to 'WIN" Participant
QUADRUPLICATE to County Dept

Contrm File
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ASSESSMENT FOR EMPLOYMENT OR TRAINING - AFDC

CTION A. - IDENTIFICATION AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

|Item I.

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C
Iten 11. Status of Individual Item Ill. Sex Item IV. Minority Group Classification Item V. Date of Birth

1. AFDC Father 1. Male 1. Negro
2. AFDC Mother 2. Female 2. Oriental Enter

Mooth-Day-YVor
3. AFDC Other Adult 3. American Indian of birth
4. AFDC Child 10 or Over 4. Spanish Surnamed is boe below

6. Other Individuals 5. Other minority grasp
9. Not member of minority group V

LII E NE ORC COEi Ioo THIS 0 iA ~XR ElIS DETeRe CORRECT 00DE IN0150 L HI llo
SECTION B. - ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL DATA

ENTER CORRECT CODE IN BOX BELOW

00 = YES -Referred to Georgia Department of Labor, Employment Security Agency for WIN.
01 = YES Referred to Georgia Department of Labor, Employment Security Agency for other employment and/or training.
XX = YES -Referred to an agency other than Georgia Department of Labor.
10 = NO -Illness disability and/or advanced age.
20 = NO - Remoteness from Employment Servire Office (ie WIN reunty).
21 = NO - Remoteness from Employment Service Office (ie non WIN county).
30 = NO -AFDC child aged 16-18 attending school.
40 =NO -Requircd in home because of illness or ineapacity of another memb-r in household.
50 =NO - Adeqoote child core not available.
60 = NO -Required in home because of age or number of ehildree.
70 = NO -Currently receiving or referred to Vocational Rehabilitation.
80 = NO -Currently re-eiving or refereed to other education or training.
88 = NO -Currently employed part-time.
89 =NO -Currently employed fall-time.
90 = NO -Other reason. Specify:

SECTION C. REFERRED BACE TO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

BY GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY

REASON FOR REFERRAL SACK TO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

XI m Refued without good eause to aept work for trainingaeeepting ouneil.
X2 Refused without gooi cause to accept wurk or training, not accepting cuuncil.
X3 - Refused without good rouse following GO days co.n.iling to accept work or training.
S 0 w By mutual agreement between Deportment of Labor and Department of Family and Children Services that referral was

Int appropriate. Changes in personal circumstancen.
10 = Advent of illness or disability of the individual.
20 = Remoteness from WIN combined with a breakdown of adequate transportation.
30 =AFDC child aged 16-18 returning to full-time school attendanee.
40 = Required in home because of advent of illnesn or incapacity of another member of the household.
t0 = Breokdown of adequate child care arrangements.
97 = Failure to keep appointment.
| 98 Failure to report to assignients after enrollment.
99 = Absent excessively from assignments after enrollment.

I N THSDo.

Mail Coipiried Form Ta

State Department of Family end Children Services
STATISTICS SECTION
State Office Building

Atlanta, Georgia 30334

(See Isiraesiasu u -maca1 Pars V Tofi- iiJi
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

STATUS REPORT ON WIN ENROLLEE
Frm 194

(12-7II

Name of
WIN Participant:

AFDC Case Number:__ ID:_ _

SECTION I - ENROLLMENT

Date WIN participation began:

Amount of AFDC grant: S Number

Amount of gross earnings prior to enrollment: S

SECTION 11 - EMPLOYMENT

County:

Date of Referral:

Mandatory: []Yem M No

Priority:

included in grant:

Did enrollee complete training assignment? [I Ym No Date training assignment completed:

Date employment began: Job title:

Gross monthly income from earnings: S

Amount of reduction in AFDC grant: S Anticipated reduction: $

Grant terminated: []Yes D No

SECTION III - TERMINATION

Date of termination:

Reason:

A. Completed 6-month follow-up after employment

Gross monthly earnings: $ __ Amount of grant: S

B. Indicate reason for termination if other than employment:

If terminated for refusal to participate or failure to cooperate, indicate action taken:

Was referral mandatory: [ Yes [E No

REMARKS

Arsare in Duplicate: Orrginal - Send to Work Training Officer in State Office
Duplicate - File in caw record
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Form 196 Georgia Department of Family and Children Services(6-69)
AUTHORIZATION FOR STATUS CHANGE

WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM

TO: Georgia State Deployment Service Date:

, Georgia

RE: Case Number:
(NAME SF ENS SLASE

D7 CHANGE ADDRESS TO:

Telephone Number:

IC ITY)~~~( ASS)T (ALZP EASE )

a7 CHANGE IN NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS: From To

D CHANGE IN AUTHORIZED PAYMENTS: AFDC: From $ To $-

To become effective:-._
(month-year)

[7 CHANGE IN CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS:

Explain:

REMARKS: List any changes in the enrollee's personal or family situation which
affect his participation in the Program.

(IGNSAONTE OF ESSEWAMKER)

Prepare in duplicate County DFCS
1 copy- GSES
1 copy- Case Record
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-eOnRo- -e-Teny Or eaIlty -D 0corconr once yen

INTEROFFICE REFERRAL FOR WIN-DAY CARE

Date of
Referral:

Cane Nuber:

Parents Ne _ ___

Telephone NHuber:

A. Children for awbn day care is required:

Name

Parent has stated preference regarding type and/or location of day care ssrvices: C] Yes [J No.
Describe:

Transportation is available: ] Yes f NO Describe:

Proble. areas: (Decrlbe IV special problem areas such as health, behavior, etc. ):

C. NaRe and location of day care facility:

Date of
Placement:

Telephone nuber:

D. Notification of ineligibility:
Child on no longer eligible for WIN day care services Reason:

Parent mill nsnune cost and child -ill reaein in facility []Yees []*D.

E. Termination of day care services: Date of termination_
Reason_

REIMARKS:

slswAT1en or .o..en
c.t....... .Cnmoa . tCRI-so .0,40

FROM:

1400 Na-e

Address

D.-
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FORM 197

(7-69)

I'll OF

.ER-IA I EPAROT EIT OF EAIIIT A.D C ILTREc STAT ICES

'WIN' IN-ROME CHILD CARE AGREEMENT

_ - ___ _ I_ RT IC I.1 : -T -

(COOT.SERIAL-SAFE 0.C AOL IDA)(STATE) (ZR COR

I. the above oared attendant. agree to provide in-hone child care services for the helow listed child(ren) of the

designated 'WIN' participant. beginning on _ _ for _ dayo per week, with
MONTNO-DAT TOOTEA

ocnpensation therefor hased on the following financial arrange.ents:

1. Monthly rate of pay ................................... ....... $

2. Less: Contrihutions from AFDIC facily ..- $.......DE.IN ....a . . S EAS - OLLOAS)

3. Net monthly County Departnent paynent rate .............. TL

--IL cI 1
SAME AF CR110 SEA-RACE TATE 51510 DATE uL AR A

2.

3.

4.

5. _

6.
TULOTI T NOA 90 AETET aTM CIOTT AC T O
.. FLLK Is DEF INE As 6 OYMOE ... RS 1-- --4 -H I DciCH-Er- (I )-ON

I understand that the payment to be made by the County Department for in-home child Rare services. ao rendered by me
under this Agreement, will he made on a monthly basis as per the above financial arrangements: that above specified
financial arrangements are subject to change to becoe effective at the beginning of a subsequent calendar month by
e.ecution of n new Agreement: that In the event the services rendered are less than a fall month, the net amount to
be paid by the County Department will be computed on a daily rate hasis times the actual number of calendar days
elapsed during the month of service; that payMent will be made by check issued on the bank account of the below
designated County Department of Pamily and Children gervices upon receipt ofa properly prepared invoice 0sr. 342-WIN)
at the clone of the calendar month services were rendered, and that this Agreement may be terminated at any time by
any one of the parties conceraed.

Furthermore. it is my understanding that the APDC family contrihution (if aoy), ns indicated In the above financial
-rrangements. is strictly an arrangement between me. the attendant, and the AFDC family: and that the collection
thereof will be my responsibility and not the responsibility of the County Department.

All parties, whose signatares are affixed hereto, are i full agreement with the above stated provisions.

SI ENATUTE OF TARE S T A...
I 0-SAME CSILO TAHE ATTENDANT (TORT .AAT TEAS )

OR] ID, ..... IY TO c...T F, --~ ALRc I certify that the above children =eet the child careASI-A CAPT TA C.... ORT FINANIAL. REC S proaisicna of the "WIN. Frograc.

[] TR1 I LIA .DYT AFDC C-S -M S- ......URE OFIIEOKR AES GEC _AHACTAPLICATE COrT TO AFDC CASE SEcDRD COST __________________________ County Department of Pamily
and Children ervices

-,, ... ,� ., -- ,-

I----
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FOFA 342-w N
17-691

S -c is e- T. 1 E v - I -. I . .o - I * R I IE I

IN-HOME CHILD CARE INVOICE - WIN PROGRAM

PER AGREEMENT DATED_
IOoRTwO cec viw)

TO: Coonty Depertmeot of Fmily *nd Children -ervices

IN ACCOUNT WITH

-. CRN
I'ell OR~ ~~~~~~~~ - STORE? 00 Re D )

I 1- v -, .. . . A

In-home child care Fromw To _ _inclusive
(-ON-v.- IMOR) To -OcEOR

ot the net monthly Coooty Deportment pry rate for_ _ children ss per Agreement.
INooo-R )

I hereby certify thot the abohe re-ice. Were rendered duriog the specified period and that paoyent io whole or in
Part hbo not been received frow moy source.

Dote:

Approved

(CAsr EoweeR

I .T it ...N T)

I hereby certify that ob.ve child core serrices Were
received

(AFDC eAnsT)

FOR COUNTY DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Net Co..ty Deportment pryent rote 5 ..

Doily rate .

No days servces rendered ...............

Check No ___ Ao0nt of chech h .
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.ecrgia State Ernar'.r. nt o' Family and Children Services

DAILY :- _C1U:FFY __P2RIENT PAY.!20' RATI_ CdAR:

IN-HOME CHILD CARE

(TO CON VER T MON THL Y RA TES TO OA IL Y RA TES)

Monthly
Rat e

$20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
24. Co

25.00
26. 0o
27.00
28. 0o
29.00

30.00
31.00
32.00
33.00
34. 0o

35.00
36. 0o
37.00
38. 0o
39.00

40.00
41.00
42.00
4^.oo
4-,.00

Daily
Rate

$ .66
.70
.73-
.7o
.80

.83

.86

.90

.93

.96

1.00
1.03
1.06
1.10
1.13

1.16
1.20
1.23
1.26
1.30

1.33
1.36
1.40
1.43
1.46

.NI HLY TANU UAILY IN-HOIME CHILD CARE RATES
Monthly
Rate

$45.00
46. oo
47.00
48.oo
49.oo

50.00
51.00
52.00
53.00
54.oo

55.00
56.oo
57.00
58.oo
59.00

6o. Co
61.00
62.00
63.00
64. Co

65.00
66.0o
67.00
68.0o
69.oo

Daily
Rate

* $1.50
. 1.53
. 1.56
. 1.60
. 1.63

. 1.66

. 1.70
, 1.73
. 1.76
. 1.80

. 1.83
. 1.86
. 1.90
. 1.93
. 1.96

. 2.00

. 2.03

. 2.06

. 2.10
I 2.13

. 2.16
I 2.20
. 2.23
. 2.26
. 2.30

Monthly
Rate

$70.00 .
71.00
72.00 .
73.00 .
74. 0o

75.00 .
76.0o .
77.00 .
78. 0o
79.00

80.00 .
81.00 .
82.00
8300
84.00

35.00 .
86. Co
87.00 .
88.0o .
8g.0o .

yc.00 .

Daily
Rate

* $2.33
, 2.36
. 2.40
. 2.43
. 2.46

. 2.50

. 2.D3

. 2.56

. 2.60

. 2.63

. 2.66

. 2.70
, 2.73
. 2.76
. 2.80

. 2.33

. 2.86

. 2.90
93

2.f6

. 3.00

Procedure for using chart:

1. Find the daily rate by reading down the column "Monthly Rate" to the
particular monthly ir-home child care rate and then across to the
adjacent column "Daily Rate".

2. If the monthly in-home child care rate is larger than the monthly rate
extended for this chart, divide such amount by 30 days for 2omputing
the daily rate.

REV 4.701
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FUITON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
CouN~ry ADMINIsTRAnioN BLDG.

165 Central Ave., S. W.

ATLANTA, GA. 30303

Dear

This letter is to inform you that
child care payments paid by our agency will end on
After this time if she continues to use your services, she will
be responsible for the payments. We appreciate the care you have
given the children during her participation in the WIN Program.

Very truly yours,

FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

Caseworker II
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FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
COUNTY ADMINISTRATiON BLDG.

165 Central Ave., S. W.

ATLANTA, GA. 30303

Dear

This letter is to inform you that effective

we will no longer make child care payments to_
for your children as

_ If you continue to use the services of the attendant

after this date, the attendant will have to be paid by you. If you have any
questions, please feel free to call me.

Very truly yours,

Caseworker II

FULTON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
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IN-HOME DAY CARE INFORMATION

Parent's Name:

Business Address:

Business Phone:

Doctor's Name:

Doctor's Phone:

Relative to Notify if Unable
to Reach Parent:

Phone:

Caseworker's Name:

Phone:

Children: Special Information, Formula

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. OK. Do you ever find that clients miss a day
of work or training in order to be at home when the mailman arrives
with their check for fear it will be stolen?

Miss HANNA. Yes. And a very valid fear at that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Berry, how would you describe the WIN

program's record in Atlanta?
Mr. BERRY. I would say we have had moderate success.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's great. What percentage of your people

have you placed on jobs?
Mr. BERRY. About 20 percent.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What are the major factors involved where

clients either don't complete their training or fail to gain jobs after
completion.?

Mr. BERRY. You mean they've taken training and have not obtained
a training-related job?

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes; don't finish it or they don't get jobs.
What is the major problem?

Mr. BERRY. Well, we have found some, but they are in a minority,
who actually came and received the training. And in the cases of some
private schools, I would say that we have found that the training really
was not adequate. And we were unable to place them in that field.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How successful have you been in placing peo-
ple with very low achievement levels?

Mr. BERRY. I'd put us in the moderate class again. Most of those
we use in on-the-job training (OJT) slots with employers.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How well are the different levels of Govern-
ment functioning in getting recently enacted WIN amendments into
operation?

Mr. BERRY. You're talking about the Talmadge amendment?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. BERRY. We haven't received the new operations manual yet.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I am going to have to tell the Senator that the

Federal agencies have not been very prompt.
Your statement indicates that requiring one-third of WIN clients

to be on-the-job training is excessive. Why do you think that on-the-
job training should be a smaller share of the overall WIN effort?

Mr. BERRY. I'm basing that on the majority of clients that we have
who I really believe need basic education.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mr. BERRY. That statement should be corrected, it should be one-

third of its funds should be used in OJT and public service employ-
ment.

Chairman GRIFFrITHs. One of the caseworkers yesterday argued that
WIN keeps people out who have very minor ailments. What are the
health requirements for WIN?

Mr. BERRY. I don't believe we are too guilty of that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, she said all you had to do was have a

hangnail and you're out.
Mr. BERRY. I think that's an overstatement.
Chairman GRIFFrTHS. You think that's too much, OK.
Mr. BERRY. I'll stand on our record.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right.
Does WIN ever try to place people in jobs without first undertaking

training?
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Mr. BERRY. We have on a very, very limited basis. They haven't
been real successful in that field. If we are going to do that, I don't
see any reason for them to be in WIN. They can go directly to the
employment service office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You mentioned that you are opposed to the
family assistance plan. May I ask why? You have lots of company, I
might say.

Mr. BERRY. My basic reasoning is that I'm afraid it will start out
small, and then it will continue to spiral, like so many other things.
And that the working people will all be paying taxes so excessive that
I don't think we will be able to carry the burden.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, it isn't even going to start small, it's
going to start pretty big.

Mr. BERRY. I'm afraid of it mushrooming, to be perfectly honest.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Mr. Sparks, do you ever have informa-

tion that jobs are available in other locations in Georgia or in other
States which could be filled by some unemployed persons in Atlanta?

Mr. SPARKS. Yes; we receive this information.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you suggest to people that they move to

where the job is?
Mr. SPARKS. We are supposed to do this.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Do you?
Mr. SPARKS. We do, but not as often as we should. This does not

receive the attention that it should receive.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, the employer could pay their way to that

j ob and get a tax deduction for it, couldn't he? Can you do it?
Mr. SPARKS. Are you referring to the TMRP people?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. SPARKS. Yes, they do.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. They can, just under the regular tax schedule.

An employer can pay a new employee's way to the job. But you also
can pay their way, can't you?

Mr. SPARKS. I am not familiar at all with that program. It's handled
at another office, the professional-clerical-sales office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you find many people who are willing to
move?

Mr. SPARKS. No, we don't.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. More than 90 percent of the Upper Penin-

sula of Michigan in the 1930's, was on relief. And you couldn't get
them to move out of there. People just don't like to move away from
home. If you're going to be in a tough situation, it's better to be among
friends, I presume.

I have heard it suggested by employment experts that the availabil-
ity of unemployment insurance, especially extended and emergency
benefits, make many people much less willing to move to another area
where there are jobs. Would you think that would be true in Atlanta?

Mr. SPARKS. I would think that would be true to some degree.
Chairman GRIFFrrHs. In recent years more and more low income,

perhaps less skilled workers, have been referred to public employ-
ment offices because of the work requirement under AFDC. This has
changed and is changing the composition of your client population
quite considerably, isn't it?

Mr. SPARKS. I wouldn't say that it is changing considerably.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 21
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is the impact of the operation on your
local public employment officials with these massive numbers of re-
ferrals? We have heard it suggested that some employers won't call
the employment office anymore, they go to private employment offices.
Do you have any knowledge if this is true or not?

Mr. SPARKS. It's definitely true.
Chairman GRiFFFiTHs. It is?
Mr. SPARKS. Yes.
Chairman GRwFFITHS. What effect does the existence of private

employment services have on the effectiveness of your operation?
Mr. SPARKS. I think that the employers have gone to using the pri-

vate employment agency because of the clientele that we deal with.
The experience of the employer in the last, I'd say 5 to 8 years, has
not been very acceptable to them as far as our service is concerned.
So in their search for the more qualified applicants, they are using
the private agencies, among other resources.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is there a difference in the type of job list-
ing which employers give you and the type of jobs employers typically
list with the private employment services?

Mr. SPARKS. Oh, yes.
Chairman GRNFFITHS. Could you explain these differences and tell

us how they effect your operations?
Mr. SPARKS. Well, because of the type of person that uses the public

employment service, employers know that if they call our office and
ask to place an order they are going to receive a person that has multi-
ple problems and will probably be a liability to them if hired. So,
they do not place their order with us . They are going to private
agencies and placing their so-called good orders. By this I mean the
better paying jobs and the jobs that have higher requirements. They
feel they will get a better quality of job referral.

Chairman GRIFFiTHs. Do you have anything to do with administer-
ing the work test under unemployment insurance?

Mr. SPARKS. No, I don't.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you, Miss Raskin?
Miss RASKIN. I don't exactly know what you mean by work test.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, as to whether or not they are capable

of working, whether the work is suitable.
Miss RASKIN. This is, as far as we are concerned, yes. They tell us

when a person possibly has refused a job that is suitable.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Suitable.
Miss RASKIN. We do not handle the actual job offers. We handle

strictly the filing of claims.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that you don't know how you define

suitable.
Miss RASKIN. It's a big term. It depends upon a person's past

record, work experience, the job that is referred. If there is a labor
dispute or some type work stoppage, that is not considered suitable.
A job that is below minimum wage especially if the person has made
a higher salary, would not be considered suitable. Certain jobs that
have a health type restriction might not be suitable. When we have
a job referral from the employment service, we look at the person's
past work experience, how long they have been drawing unemploy-
ment insurance, how long they have been unemployed. On that basis
we judge whether it is suitable or not.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. If we have a welfare work test, would you
assume there would be any trouble in administering it, based on the
same type of attitude?

Miss RASKIN. I'm not really sure, because we only get these when
they actually refuse it. A person can file for unemployment insurance
and receive welfare and be in the WIN program, but we handle
unemployment insurance strictly. The welfare worker might contact
us and we will give him the information concerning how much they
are drawing, and this would have a bearing on what they get, but as
far as actual job referrals, we would not be involved.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If they can get unemployment insurance in
Georgia, be in the WIN program, are they also available for
medicaid?

Miss RASKIN. I don't know because we have nothing to do with that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are they, do you know, Mr. Sparks?
Mr. SPARKS. I don't know.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you know whether or not their children

can get free lunches in school?
Miss RASKIN. Certain schools in the area have them, but I don't

know if all do.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are they eligible for surplus food

commodities?
Miss RASKIN. This is strictly from the welfare standpoint. You

can have a person drawing unemployment and welfare, but a person
to draw unemployment has to have earned a certain amount of money
in a certain period of time. So it's typically a woman who may have
had a husband die or something, a change in the situation.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is it possible that a person could draw unem-
ployment insurance in Georgia, receive whatever else is available,
pay no taxes on it, and come out with a higher income than they were
working for?

Miss RASKIN. No. Because unemployment insurance is prorated
depending on how much you earned during this period. You can have
anywhere, as of July 1, from $12 to $55. Right now it's $12 to
$50. So to get $50 a week for 26 weeks, which is our maximum, a
person would have had to have worked at least 5 to 6 months and have
earned at least $90 up a week. Otherwise, if they made in the range of
$60 or less, they would be getting possibly $20 per week or less. So
you actually have to earn enough money to get into the high
bracket.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In Michigan and in many other States, with
the unemployment benefit schedule that you have, and in every State
it is a percentage of what you earned, if you have that percentage,
plus welfare, plus medicaid, plus food stamps, and no taxes

Miss RASKIN. It's conceivable.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You can arrive at a situation where you are

drawing more than you were earning.
Miss RASKIN. Right, real wages as opposed to what they are actually

paid.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Wouldn't that be true here?
Miss RASKIN. It possibly could be true. I don't think it's typical

because there are not that many welfare recipients drawing unemploy-
ment insurance, and you do have to have earned a certain amount of
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money. If you worked a full 12 months, you get 26 weeks. If you work
less, you possibly could be drawing for 9 or 10 weeks.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Sparks, you say that only 63 percent of
all the people referred by the welfare department respond to your
request for them to come to your office, and that only that 47 percent
of those come into the office for help in finding jobs. What do you
mean when you say they don't respond?

Mr. SPARKS. Well, the program works like this. A determination is
made at the Department of Family and Children Services whether
a person is able to accept a job or not. We are notified by a form that
gives us some information about the individual and it is our responsi-
bility to make a contact with that person and get them into the office
for employment assistance. We can only make contact with 63 percent
of those people. And of the number we contact, we actually effect an
interview to offer employment assistance with 43 percent.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why don't people respond and come in for
help?

Mr. SPARKS. I don't know that. Maybe they could answer that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You say that it becomes apparent to some

welfare recipients the lack of effort to seek employment does not
jeopardize their welfare check. What has led you to believe this?

Mr. SPARKS. That is in response to a feeling that our employment
counselors have. That is, if a person does not come into our office for
employment referral, or if they do not accept a referral, or if they
take the referral and do not report to the employer, this will in no
way interfere with their welfare payment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. It's supposed to.
Mr. SPARKS. Well, it is possible that it could. However, this is the

feeling that we have. It is possible when we return the information
to them that action is taken, but we don't get this feedback. This is
an impression we have.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You tell the welfare department that they
have refused to accept work or they are not really looking for work?

Mr. SPARKS. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. But you don't hear any more from the welfare

department?
Mr. SPARKS. No.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. As far as you know, people go on getting their

welfare checks.
Mr. SPARKS. Unless they refer them again to us.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Miss Raskin, if she refers somebody for em-

ployment that is on unemployment insurance and they don't go to
work, I'll bet you don't pay unemployment insurance, do you?

Miss RASKIN. No, we stop it. If they refuse the job-
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Suitable work.
Miss RASKIN. Suitable work without good cause. Now, we tend to,

we're doing it, when they refuse them there is an availability question,
and on the question of the availability, the majority, better than the
majority of them, are held not eligible for unemployment.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. But the fault of not stopping the welfare
check lies with the welfare department?

Mr. SPARKS. As far as I know.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. As far as you know. Would you say in your
own view that this really protects the jobs for the people who now have
them?

Mr. SPARKS. Protects them?
Chairman GRIFn'THS. Protects them. If welfare people really are

not required to have jobs and really don't lose the welfare if they
don't hunt those jobs, would you say that the establishment is sort
of protecting the people who are in those jobs now?

Mr. SPARKS. I don't quite know how to answer that question.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Okay, we'll let it go. You also say that follow-

up action has been indecisive because of lack of a common understand-
ing of many aspects of the program. Who lacks this common
understanding?

Mr. SPARKS. I think both agencies.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Both agencies. Does this mean that the welfare

department, and you have said it, takes no action on this, that the
agencies don't work together?

Mr. SPARKS. I'm saying that we feel like they take no action.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Based on your experience would you

say that the welfare work test, as it now operates, is very meaningful
in Fulton County or is not meaningful at all?

Mr. SPARKS. This work test that you keep referring to has got me
puzzled a little bit. Is that what we are talking about now?

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. SPARKS. Would you please repeat your question?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would you say that the welfare work test as

it now operates is meaningful in Fulton County or not?
Mr. SPARKS. No.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It is not meaningful?
Mr. SPARKS. It is not.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is the same true of the commodities food

program tests?
Mr. SPARKS. I do not know. I'm not concerned with that at all.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have people referred to you because

they get the commodities?
Mr. SPARKS. No; we do not.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You don't? You suggested that alternatives

should be provided for those who are able to work but are reluctant
to do so. By alternatives, do you mean penalities?

Mr. SPARKS. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What should the penalty be?
Mr. SPARKS. I'd say their payments should be reduced or completely

removed.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Should assistance be terminated if an em-

ployable recipient fails to come to the employment office?
Mr. SPARKS. I think it would have to go a little further than that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. When he refuses the job offered?
Mr. SPARKS. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If he doesn't come to the assistance office,

how does he know that he is employable?
Mr. SPARKS. I think probably you would have to make a personal

contact with him 'by visiting, or have some means of determining that
they don't qualify other than just not being able to contact them.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. You describe the Talmadge amendment's tax
credit to employers who hire welfare recipients as a step in the right
direction. Could you suggest other ways to encourage employers to
hire welfare recipients?

Mr. SPARKS. Other than the Talmadge amendment?
Chairman GRiFFrrHs. Yes. Do you have any other ideas?
Mr. SPARKS. No; I don't. I tried to think of some other ideas to put

in my statement.
Chairman GRiFFITHs. But at least you think we're going the right

way?
Mr. SPARKS. I think so, yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You said that your employment service op-

erations should provide incentive for welfare recipients to seek and
accept employment. Apparently the earnings disregard is not pro-
vided as sufficient incentive. You know, there is an earnings disregard.
What do you think, why has it not provided sufficient incentive?

Mr. SPARKS. The statement that you read there I am not familiar
with. Is that in my statement ?

Chairman GraFFTHS. Yes. You said that your employment service
operation should provide incentives for welfare recipients to seek
and accept employment. That's what you said. Now, what I am saying
is that apparently the earnings disregard has not provided sufficient
incentive. Would you have any opinion on that?

Mr. SPARKS. No, I don't.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. In your statement you referred to a special

unit of employment interviewers who provide preferential services
to veterans. What do you mean by preferential services?

Mr. SPARKS. Well, they are supposed to have first exposure to the
job openings that are listed with us; that's the main thing.

Chairman GRIFFITUHS. Those are required by law.
Mr. SPARKS. Yes.
Chairman GnnFFITHs. One of your offices specializes in professional,

clerical, and sales jobs. Does this office refer women?
Mr. SPARKS. Which office?
Chairman GRIFFrrHS. You do have an office that specializes in pro-

fessional, clerical and sales jobs. All right, a woman comes into that
office and wants a job. Do you refer her to a professional job, a clerical
job, or a sales job ?

Mr. SPARKS. They are referred to any job for which they qualify.
However, that office is not under my jurisdiction, but I do know this to
be true.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do your other offices treat women differentTy
from men in any way?

Mr. SPARKS. No, they don't; not that I know about.
Chairman GROWFTHS. One of the job requirements that you described

as difficult for applicants to meet was the following: "Must have re-
liable child care." How can any mother hope to work unless she has
reliable child care? How do most mothers find reliable child care, do
you know or not?

Mr. SPARKS. That's usually done on an individual basis. I would
say this is a thing that an employer will look at when he is considering
a female for employment; do they have children, if so, do they have
adequate child care d
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Chairman GRIFFrriis. Are you aware that under the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 they can no longer ask this question?

Mr. SPARKS. No, I wasn't.
Chairman GRiOIWTHs. Well, they can't. So the next time they ask

you, you tell them that's out. They are in no better position to ask
that question concerning a woman than they are a man, because the
minute they start asking that, they are really saying that a woman's
children are entitled to less than a man's children.

Mr. SPARKS. That's understandable, I agree with you.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So you know, they don't ask men those ques-

tions and they wouldn't ask whether the man has children and if he is
a widower.

Mr. SPARKS. That's right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If he has children under 6 and he is a wid-

ower, he just might as well stay home as a woman. What you are doing
is consigning a woman with children to less well-paying jobs, because
if you get that pay low enough nobody is going to bother about whether
her children have care or not or whether she has children under six.
So you're making a distinction between the children, really. And you
know, politicians and clergy and everybody run around about how
anxious they are about children. But when you get right down to it, the
children they are referring to are the children that a man acknowledges
and not the children of women.

You said that 40 percent of your job orders are in the service and la-
bor category, require hard work, and are low paying. Exactly what
kind of jobs are they?

Mr. SPARKS. They are in the service occupations, dishwashers, wait-
resses. laborer jobs, warehouse jobs.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Miss Raskin, could you describe your proce-
dures for determining whether applicants are qualified for unemploy-
ment insurance benefits?

Miss RASKIN. Well, we take information concerning their separa-
tion, and Georgia requires that to quit you must have good work-
connected cause. It rules out any personal reason. It has to be a change
in working conditions in some manner, either detrimental to your
health or it's instigated by the employer. As far as a person who is
discharged, the employer must discharge him with cause connected
with work. And that means that discharge because he doesn't like
them, or a person lacks experience, or tardiness where there are no
warnings involved would not be considered good cause connected
with the work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I had a letter just before I left Washington
from a woman in Georgia. She was objecting to the equal rights
amendment and she pointed out that in the job in which she worked
she was now being required to lift 50 pound weights. Now it just hap-
pens that Georgia has the ideal weight lifting law in the whole Na-
tion. In Georgia no one, man or woman, is required to lift a weight
beyond their strength, isn't that right? If I send you that letter, will
you advise that woman of her rights?

Miss RASKIN. I will.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Because I know what is really happening there

If that place is unionized, that union is really part and parcel of that
whole thing. They are trying to intimidate that woman.
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Miss RASKIN. If she had filed a claim this would be considered good
cause connected with work, especially if she had medical advice to
some extent.

Chairman GRiFFiTHs. I just thought about that, that would be
real great.

How do you find out whether or not a person quit his job voluntarily?
Miss RASKIN. This has been a procedure for the last few months

and will be from now on, basically because of the Java decision.
Each time the employer-the last employer-is notified at the time
the person initially files a claim. After July 1, the State legislature
has just passed new admendments, we will automatically notify any
base-period employers also at the time of filing. We give them a cer-
tain amount of time, usually 7 days or the next reporting day of the
claimant, to respond either in person or in written form, making
comments on the separation.

Chairman GRiOTHs. I take it that a person who is guilty of gross
misconduct and is fired is not eligible for UI.

Miss RASKIN. They are entitled to file, they will probably receive
a postponement. After that postponement is served, if they are still
unemployed and are still considered a bona fide member of the labor
force and meet all our requirements, they can draw unemployment.

Chairman GRIFFITnS. What are the rules for disqualifying women
on leave during pregnancy?

Miss RASKIN. It depends on whether the woman requests the leave
or whether she is placed on leave by the employer. Someone who re-
quests a leave, whether it's pregnancy or medical, is keeping their
own job attachments for fringe benefits or what have you, they are
considered not eligible. If an employer puts them on leave, he's con-
sidered not initiating the act so we do allow them in a situation like
that.

Chairman GRrFFITHs. I think that's pretty good. What about a
woman who may quit work to marry a man living in another city,
would she be disqualified?

Miss RASKIN. This would be considered personal reasons and not
work-connected.

Chairman GRIFnTzTrS. The same rule applies to a man?
Miss RASKIN. The same rule applies to a man, we do not differentiate.
Chairman GRIF&THS. Good for Georgia. Suppose a worker builds

up eligibility in a covered job and quits his job. Later he is laid off
from an uncovered job. Is he eligible for benefits?

Miss RASnIN. He's entitled to file. If he filed right now, this is the
second quarter of 1972, so his base-period wages would cover the first
four of the last five completed calendar quarters. This would mean we
would base his claim on wages earned in 1971, all the quarters. Each
quarter this changes. Possibly if he had enough covered employment
during 1971, even though his last employer is nonliable, he could be
entitled to establish a claim and draw.

Chairman GRIOTHS. Do you allow persons to file their initial
claim by mail?

Miss RASKIN. They have to file in person and anyone, whether they
are able or not, is entitled to file a claim.

Chairman GRIFnTHS. I would presume there must be situations in
which they could file by mail.
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Miss RASKIN. There are no situations, they must come into the office
to file.

Chairman GRnms. What if they get a broken neck ?
Miss RASKIN. Then they are not entitled to unemployment insurance.
Chairman GRiFFIms. They go to disability then?
Miss RASKIN. Unemployment is strictly for those who are employ-

able, available, and able to work at the time they file.
Chairman GRIFFrrns. Really?
Miss RASKIN. Right.
Chairman GRIOTHs. If you broke your neck on the job-
Miss RASKIX. He could file for workmen's compensation, but not

unemployment insurance.
Chairman GRIrTHS. I see. OK, do the checks have to be picked

up in person?
Miss RASKIN. No, they are mailed.
Chairman GROITHS. Does the claimant have to answer questions

about job search and talk to counselors every so often?
Miss RASKIN. Right. They are referred depending upon their past

work experience, and if they could easily get a job on their own, we
have an extended and periodic review program which handles the
unemployable. Other than that, the maximum they are called in is at
least every 6 weeks.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Every 6 weeks?
Miss RASKIN. Depending upon whether they can find work or not.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. UI benefits have to be reduced when earnings

exceed certain levels.
Miss RASKIN. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Benefits are also reduced, I understand, for

other types of income like social security.
Miss RASKIN. It depends. If a person is drawing social security,

they must not restrict their earnings to social security alone, with
the $1,680. If they do restrict this they are not eligible for unemploy-
ment. If they do not restrict their earnings to qualify for social se-
curity, they can receive social security and not have it deducted from
their unemployment. But the moment they say they are only willing
to take part-time work to maintain social security benefits, they are
considered not eligible for unemployment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you verify that the people have in-
come and in what amounts?

Miss RASKIN. The only way we can verify it is after each quarter
to check on every person that has been paid anything during that pre-
ceding quarter. A check is run against liable employers. After July 1,
I mean January 1 of this year, most employers are considered liable
so it will be a lot easier to check. But we do verify the wages. We may
not catch them until 3 or 4 months later and at that time they are made
to refund the money. But they are all verified after the quarter.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Every quarter they are reverified?
Miss RASKIN. Every quarter.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What measures do you take where deliberate

fraud is detected in reporting income?
Miss RASIN. We have an investigation section and they handle

what we call the 16-F, those are the fraudulent cases. Before they make
a fraud determination, if there is an employer involved we try to get
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some information from him and to get a claimant's statement. If the
claimant is considered to have committed fraud he is not entitled to
unemployment insurance benefits for the next five quarters, basically
four full quarters. They can be prosecuted and they are prosecuted.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are they?
Miss RASKIN. They are. They are put in jail and they are made to pay

court expenses. Most do pay before they get to court. They are all pros-
ecuted and none reach the point of statute of limitations.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why would they prosecute those when every-
body in here has told us they don't prosecute fraud in welfare 2

Miss RASKIN. Well, we prosecute them.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You have your own attorneys on it then?
Miss RASKIN. Right, attorneys.
Chairman GRIFrnTHs. Do you bring a civil action or a criminal

action?
Miss RASKIN. I imagine it's criminal, I'm not sure.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Are you allowed to use social security

records to check employment or unemployment?
Miss RASKIN. No.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you allowed to check UI records to see

whether another employer is currently paying the UI payroll tax
for a UI claimant?

Miss RASKIN. Let me back up, when you said social security records,
we check according to the wage quarterly reports that we receive.
This is our check and we can check with other States when other
States' wages are involved.

Chairman GRIFFrrns. And you do check on all the employers, you
said?

Miss RASKIN. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Could you tell me about the Georgia UI

statutes, what they require in the way of active job search and regular
reporting to your office?

Miss RASKIN. This depends upon the person's type of work. We
consider personal contact to be the main basis. If a person is not actu-
ally making personal contact, going to an employer, filling out an
application, he is not entitled to unemployment insurance benefits.
It could be for a week or for a period of time. In certain field r4sum4s
are strictly the only type of way that they can contact the employer,
we do accept this, but the longer a person remains unemployed the
more he must be willing to accept other types of work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Do you very often have to take action
against people who do not report for interviews for a job?

Miss RASKIN. If they do not report for an interview for a job, the
claim is cut off at that time and they will have to come back and re-
open it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. How many claims are cut off annually,
do you know?

Miss RASKIN. I don't know.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. When we send you the record could you sup-

ply that answer?
Miss RASKIN. I will try to get that information.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much. What problems do
you have with the practice of referring UI claimants to j obs?

Miss RASKIN. We don't really refer them. Each time a person files
an unemployment insurance claim he must register with one of the
employment service offices, except when they are in what we call the
itinerant points, the areas of small towns where there would be no
employment service. But they are required to register and we depend
upon the employment service. When they offer a job, a suitable job,
and a person refuses a job or an actual referral, they refer it to us
and then we take action from there. Or, on our periodic interviews,
we go over the past work search of the claimant and find out whether
they refused an offer of work.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If a UI claimant is also eligible for public
assistance and food benefits, the UI benefit is deducted from the wel-
fare grant. Do you notify the welf are office?

Miss RASKIN. No. The only way that I know of that we have as far
as he files a claim with us, and then if they are on welfare, they are
supposed to tell the welfare office, and then they call us and verify it
and change the amount of earnings. The unemployment insurance
earnings does not change, it's the welfare.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes. Do you know how many of your clients
receive surplus food commodities or welfare, or live in public
housing?

Miss RASKIN. I have no idea, but I do not believe it's a high per-
centage. I would imagine it's very low.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. As I understand the way you all work UI in
Georgia, a partially unemployed beneficiary has his earnings in ex-
cess of $8 a week deducted from the UI benefits. Do you think this gives
people a reasonable incentive to seek full-time work?

Miss RASKIN. I think it does.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have any evidence that people are

aware of this rule and minimize their work efforts so as not to have
their benefits reduced?

Miss RASKIN. No, I don't think they are. I think unemployment
insurance is a good program. Most people on unemployment insurance
are getting a weekly amount much less than what they had previously
made, and they cannot live on that alone.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Could you explain the interstate ar-
rangements for paying claims by one State to residents of other
States ?

Miss RASKIN. If a person has a claim based on Georgia wages and
lives in another State, he reports to the claim center in his area.
They act as a middleman. They refer every one, every thing to us,
we make the determination. As far as his weekly contacts, they have
forms they fill out and they are referred to us. When we receive the
forms we do pay them. We depend upon the other States to tell us if
the claimant is not making an active search for work or if there is a
particular isue that has just come up. Otherwise, we do go ahead and
pav them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What services do you provide for claimants
being paid by other States?
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Miss RASKIN. We work the same way, we act as a middleman, we
help them gather the information and let them if it is improper.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. I want to thank all of you very much
for being here and for testifying. You have been very helpful.

This committee is adjourned until in the morning at 10 o'clock when
we will hear Mr. Earnest C. Jackson, director of housing, Atlanta
Housing Authority; Mr. E. Lamar Seals, Director of the HUD Area
Office, Mr. A. W. Tate, Director of the Veterans' Administration
Georgia regional office, and Mr. Ralph White, Adjudication Officer
of the Veterans' Administration, Georgia regional office.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 3 :11 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., Thursday, June 8, 1972.)



PROBLEMS IN ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC WELFARE
PROGRAMS

THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1972

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FISCAL POLICY

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 318,
Old Post Office Building, Atlanta, Ga., Hon. Martha W. Griffiths
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Griffiths.
Also present: Alair A. Townsend, technical director; James R.

Storey, staff economist; Sharon S. Galm, staff counsel; Patricia Kelly,
legislative assistant to Representative Griffiths; Leslie J. Bander,
minority economist; and Drew V. Tidwell, legislative assistant to
Representative Blackburn.

Chairman GRIITHS. The committee has with us this morning Mr.
E. Lamar Seals, the director of the HUD area office. Mr. Seals is ac-
companied by: Robert J. McHan, Special Assistant to the Area Di-
rector; Ralph L. Johnston, Director, Operations Division; Francis
X. Reardon, Director, Housing Management Division; Harold L.
Kopp, Chief, Loan Management and Property Disposition Branch;
William Hampshire, Management Specialist; and Edward J. Bluhm,
Chief, Mortage Credit Section.

We also have Mr. Tate, the director of the Veterans' Administration,
Georgia regional office; and Mr. White, an adjudication officer of the
Veterans' Administration Georgia regional office, Mr. Tate and Mr.
White are accompanied by Mr. L. A. Townsend, Deputy Director of
the Compensation and Pension Service, VA central office in Washing-
ton, D.C. Hopefully Mr. Jackson, director of housing for the Atlanta
Housing Authority, will arrive soon. Nevertheless, we are going to
start, and first I would like to welcome you and thank you all for being
with us.

Mr. Seals, we will begin the hearing with you.
(1153)
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STATEMENT OF E. LAMAR SEALS, AREA DIRECTOR, ATLANTA,
GA., AREA OFFICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT J. McHAN, SPECIAL
ASSISTANT TO THE AREA DIRECTOR; RALPH L. JOHNSTON, DIREC-
TOR, OPERATIONS DIVISION; FRANCIS X. REARDON, DIRECTOR,
HOUSING MANAGEMENT DIVISION; HAROLD L. KOPP, CHIEF,
LOAN MANAGEMENT AND PROPERTY DISPOSITION BRANCH;
WILLIAM HAMPSHIRE, MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST; AND ED-
WARD J. BLUHM, CHIEF, MORTGAGE CREDIT SECTION

Mr. SEALS. Madam Chairman and members of the committee, I
appreciate the opportunity to outline to you the administrative aspects
of the homeownership and rental assistance programs of the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development.

1. HOMEOWNERSHIP

There are several homeownership programs designed to assist a
purchaser in obtaining a home both in the form of insurance of mor-
tage loans and through subsidy payments by HUD.

Of the three basic homeownership programs, two are unsubsidized
and one is subsidized.

Section 203B is an unsubsidized, no-income limit program, which
permits a mortage as high as $33,000.

Section 221 (d) (2) is the low- and moderate-income nonsubsidized
program. The mortage cannot exceed $18,000 to $21,000 in Georgia.

Section 235 is the low and moderate income subsidized program for
the income eligible purchaser. The mortage limits are virtually the
same as for section 221 (d) (2).
Administrative steps involved in purchasing a home

The administrative steps involved in the purchase of a home are
essentially the same for all HIUD homeownership programs, whether
subsidized or unsubsidized.

However, no housing is built under the section 235 interest subsidy
program, per se. Applications for the construction of new housing
are processed under one of the regular mortage insurance porgrams
such as 203,221 (d) (2).

In the case of new housing which is to be built on land not yet
developed, there are certain steps necesary to qualify the land for ap-
plication processing.
Precommitment processing (new construction on undeveloped land)

1. First submission.-Two sets of "application for subdivision feasi-
bility analysis" are filed.

2. Feasibility analysis.-HUD issues a letter stating that the sub-
division is feasible and requests submission of complete preconstruction
exhibits.

3. Second submission.-The developer submits three sets of exhibits
for preconstruction analysis.

4. Preconstrtction exhibit analysis.-Upon approval, HUD returns
one set of preconstruction exhibits to the developer indicating re-
visions, if any, and invites applications for commitments on individual
properties.
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Conditional commitment (appraisal)
On new construction cases:

1. The mortagee submits application form 2800 for individual
properties on behalf of the builder.

2. HUD completes architectural and valuation approval anal-
ysis and issues commitments.

3. Construction may begin upon issuance of commitments..
4. The builder notifies of construction start and calls for inspec-

tions as construction progresses.
For an existing or older house, no preliminary analysis is required.

The standard application for appraisal is submitted, house and site
are inspected and a conditional commitment is issued. This commit-
ment contains the appraisal, mortage amount, and any special con
ment contains the appraisal, mortgage amount, and any special
conditions.

An average of over 80 percent of applications for appraisal are
completed by the Atlanta office within 5 working days.

H. SUBSIDIZED HOMEOWNERSHIP SECTION 235

The section 235 program enables lower income families to obtain
homeownership with the aid of federal subsidy payments and mortgage
insurance. If the home buyer cannot afford a mortgage payment with
20 percent of his income, HUD will reduce his interest cost on a market-
rate mortgage to as low as 1 percent.

The regular mortgage limit under section 235 in Atlanta is $18,000
with an added increment of $3,000 for properties with four or more
bedrooms purchased by a family of five or more persons.

The maximum interest rate that can be charged by the mortgagee is
presently 7 percent plus an annual mortgage insurance premium of
one-half of 1 percent mortgage insurance premium. The downpay-
ment must be at least $200.

Eligible homebuyers must have an adjusted family income before
taxes which does not exceed 135 percent of the local maximum ad-
mission limits for public housing. Adjusted family income equals
the gross annual income of the family from all sources, before taxes
and withholding, minus certain exclusions. In addition to these limits,
there is a maximum asset limitation.

The income limits applicable to Fulton County for section 235:
Number of persons in family:

1 -4, 860
2-----------------5, 940
3 -------------------------------------------------------- 6,210
4 - ----- --- ----- --- ------ ---- ----- --- ----- ---- ----- ----- ---- ---- -6 , 4 8 0
5--------------------------------------------------------------- 6,750
6--------------------------------------------------------------_7, 020
7 ------ --- ---- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- ----- ---- ----- ---- ------ -- -7 1 5 5
8---------------------------------------------------------------_7,290
9 -------------------------------------------------------------- _7,425

10 ----- -7--,--------- --------------- 7, 56N

To be eligible for subsidy under this program, the purchase must
be made for family use. A family is defined as two or more persons
related by blood, marriage, or operation of law; a handicapped per-
son; or single person 62 years of age or older.
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Public assistance recipients
Those receiving public assistance are considered eligible for home

purchase under interest subsidy as well as all other mortgage insurance
programs. The source of income is disclosed on the mortgagor ap-
plication as well as in the credit report accompanying the application.
The application for public assistance purchasers is accompanied by
evidence of the allowance provided by the local public welfare agencies.

The area office estimates that approximately 6,000 mortgages have
been insured for public assistance recipients, 4,000 of these under
section 235.

Assistance payments are made pursuant to a mortgage assistance
payment contract between HUD and the approved mortgagee.

The assistance payment is an amount representing the difference
between a monthly mortgage payment based on the full interest charge
and the lower of a payment based on (1) a 1-percent interest charge,
or (2) 20 percent of the applicant's adjusted monthly income.
Application for a firmr com'mwitnent (buyer approval)

The following steps for a firm commitment under section 235 deal
with approval of the purchaser. Application for approval of the home
buyer originates with the mortgage lender.

1. The first step in the process is the mortgagees application
for mortgagor approval and commitment (form 2900). The in-
formation in the application is obtained by the lender from
the mortgagor. This document must be executed by both the lender
and purchaser as to authenticity.

2. If the application discloses bank deposits, the lender must
request verification of deposit f rom the depository.

3. The lender initiates the request ror verification of employ-
ment from the purchaser's employer of other source of income.

4. If the applicant is self-employed, a profit-and-loss statement
and the balance sheet is required with the application.

5. The lender also forwards a credit report. We are advised
that the credit reporting bureau generally confers with the mortga-
gor applicant before issuance of the report.

6. A purchase agreement previously executed between buyer
and seller accompanies the submission.

7. The purchaser qualifying for interest subsidy must execute
application for homeownership under section 235 (form 3100)
which provides information as to family composition, age of de-
pendents, assests disclosure, and contains the worksheet which
allows for computation of the amount of subsidy for which the
family might qualify.

The firm commitment issued to the lender is accompanied by the
calculation reflecting the Government's portion of the monthly pay-
ment for the approved buyer. Processing by the HIUD office currently
requires 1 to 3 days.
The homebuyer under section 235

The homebuyer is responsible for finding the house he wishes to buy.
The area office maintains a public information register which iden-

tifies builders and location of proposed construction in approved
subdivisions as well as available rental housing being developed.
Assistance is is also available through the services of the area office
housing counselor.
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Case studies
A summary of information is attached as exhibit I covering four

actual cases of subsidized home purchase under section 235, all of
which are public assistance recipients. We have outlined on each of
these cases, which are considered typical, the income, purchase price,
downpayment, total monthly payment, homeowner's, and HUD's
share of the payment.

Section 235 volume of applications
Approximately 19,000 section 235 recipients have been approved

by the Atlanta area office.

HI. SUBSIDIZED MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

The two basic subsidized multifamily housing programs are section
235 and rent supplement.

Section 236
Section 236 is an interest subsidized rental program for low and

moderate income families and single persons over 62 years or handi-
capped. The housing is privately built and privately owned. Assist-
ance, in the form of interest payments at 1 percent, is provided by
HUD to the lender. Rentals are thus reduced to the lower income
tenant who is required to pay 25 percent of his adjusted monthly in-
come. Income limits are identical to those under section 235.

Income limit restrictions do not apply to tenants who pay the fair
market rental, provided priority for renting is given to those within
the income limits.

Rent su7pplement
Up to 40 percent of the units in a project may be occupied by tenants

receiving rent suplement payments. By using this program in tandem
with section 236, families at public housing income levels are provided
with expanded housing options.

The project sponsor must establish a basic monthly rental and a
fair market monthly rental for each dwelling. The basic monthly
rental charge is based on operation of the project at a 1 percent interest
rate on the mortgage and the fair market rental is based on competitive
market rents.

Multifamily processing stages
All multifamily projects are developed procedurally in the same

basic manner. The basic steps include the following:
1. The sponsor-developer makes initial contact with the HUD

office on the proposal;
2. The sponsor -prepares the application with related exhibits

outlining the proposal;
3. HUD analyzes the application, determines value and accept-

ability of the site, market for the type of units proposed and land
use intensity;

4. A formal feasibility letter is issued to the sponsor inviting
application for firm commitment. If the sponsor's architect has
a proven record of designing marketable housing projects, HUD
may accept his certification of compliance with minimum property
standards, building codes, and other requirements;

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 22
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5. The sponsor, and his architect, prepares the required final
application documents including schematic architectural draw-
ings and outline specifications;

6. The application for commitment is filed with the HUD office;
7. HUD issues the firm commitment. With the issuance of a

firm commitment, the date for initial closing and the date for
start of construction are agreed upon by HUD, the mortagagee
and the sponsor;

8. Initial closing is held and the loan is endorsed for mortgage
insurance;

9. A preconstruction conference is held before construction
starts with HUD outlining responsibilities of the parties to the
transaction with respect to equal housing opportunity, prevailing
wage requirements, and fair employment practices;

10. The project is constructed;
11. Certification of actual cost is furnished to HUD; and
12. Closing is held for final endorsement of the loan for mort-

gage insurance.

Rental arrangements
Low and moderate income eligibles desiring to secure the benefits

of subsidized rental housing are responsible for locating a unit of
their choice. As previously stated, the area office maintains a register
of projects under development and the assistance of the housing
counselor is available to them. Tenant selection is management re-
sponsibility under all HUD multifamily programs, although rent
supplement recipients must be approved by HUD prior to their oc-
cupancy. An application disclosing family composition, income, and
assests, similiar to the section 235 application, is executed for deter-
mination of tenant eligibility and the amount of the tenant's subsidy.
Case studies

A summary of information is attached as exhibit II covering five
actual cases of tenants of which one is subsidized under the rent supple-
ment program and four under section 236 interest reduction. These
tenants derive their income from welfare sources, wages, social secu-
rity and retirement annuities.
Section 236 and rent supplement volume applications

Under the section 236 program in Georgia, 28 projects of 2,943 units
have been completed and occupied, 46 projects of 4,399 units are under
construction, and an additional 39 projects of 3,704 units are in
process or committed. The section 221 (d) (3) program which accounts
for most of the rent supplements, includes 49 projects of 5,342 units
completed and occupied, six projects of 738 units under construction,
and four projects of 304 units remain in process.
Action taken to reduce or curtail deficiencies in subsidized programs

All application irregularities which come to our attention are
referred to the inspection division for investigation. Violations of the
law are sent to the Department of Justice for prosecution. Following
whatever action is considered appropriate by the office of the U.S.
attorney, administrative action is taken by the area office.
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Since inception of the section 235 program, 103 cases have been
referred for investigation, of which 37 -are now pending. Violations
of varying degrees were found in 16 cases and hearings were held
involving real estate and builders offenders. Warning letters were
forwarded or adverse action determinations considered where appro-
priate. The remaining apparent irregularities, involving individual
low- and moderate-income families, reflected problems which might be
considered inherent in their social and financial characteristics, such
as, unemployment, unusual illnesses, family problems, ignorance of
real estate transactions, and other factors. It is anticipated that these
investigations and hearings have acted as a detterent to more wide-
spread abuses in this program in Georgia.

Following an on-site review of a large number of properties in-
sured under section 235, corrective measures were taken to eliminate
unsatisfactroy appraisal and inspection pracitces by our personnel.
This included an intensified number of field reviews and.establishment
of closer coordination with the Veterans' Administration on cases
where that agency was involved.

With respect to subsidized rental housing, irregularities involving
tenant eligibility, which come to our attention are likewise referred for
investigation or audit. Spot checks are made of applicant files by
management personnel of the area office. Project owners are required
to adjust and collect any rental deficiencies occurring as a result of
errors or discovered misstatements in computation of the tenant
subsidy.
Recomnmendation for changes

The most recent recommendations of the Department are contained
in the Housing Consolidation and Simplification Act now before
Congress under H.R. 9331.

Madam Chairman and members of the committee, this concludes
my prepared statement. I will be glad to attempt to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

(The following exhibits were attached to Mr. Seals' statement:)

EXHIBIT I

CASE STUDIES- SECTION 235 INTEREST SUBSIDY

1. "Wyatt and Audie Smith"-age 63 and 59-0 dependents.
Income from welfare $32; social security $139; salary $75_----- $246. 00
Purchase price of home--------------------------------------- 18,000.00
Downpayment (covers prepaid items) ------------------------- 200.00
Total monthly mortgage payment------------------------------ 149. 00
Homeowner's share of monthly mortgage payments-------------- 79. 61
HUD's share of monthly mortgage payments------------------ 69. 39

2. "Janice M. Brown"-age 22-2 dependents.
Income from salary $325; welfare $114._-______________________ $439. 00
Purchase price of home-------------------------------------- 18,000. 00
Downpayment (covers prepaid items)------------------------ 200.00
Total monthly mortgage payments----------------------------- 150. 00
Homeowner's share of monthly mortgage payments------------- 80.61
HUD's share of monthly mortgage payments------------------ 69. 39
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3. "Roosevelt and Lizzie White"-age 29 and 25-3 dependents.
Income from salary $361; Welfare $79________________________- $440. 00
Purchase price of home-------------------------------------- 17, 700.00
Downpayment (covers prepaid items)------------------------- 200.00
Total monthly mortgage payments----------------------------- 150. 00
Homeowner's share of monthly mortgage payments -- _______ 82. 49
HUD's share of monthly mortgage payments------------------ 68. 23

4. "Esther W. Jones"-age 34-5 dependents.
Income from salary $343; welfare $90________________________- $433. 00
Purchase price of home-------------------------------------- 18,900. 00
Downpayment (covers prepaid items)- -_____________ 200.00
Total monthly mortgage payments---------------------------- 158. 71
Homeowner's share of monthly mortgage payments------------- 85. 86
HUD's share of monthly mortgage payments------------------- 72. 85

EXHIBIT II

CASE STUDIES-SECTION 236 INTEREST SUBSIDY

1. "Jane Doe"-age 43-5 dependents:
Yearly adjusted income from welfare and social security_----- $1, 948. 00
Market rental]---------------------------------------------- 189.81
Tenant's monthly rental payment ------------------------ 109.35
HUD's share of monthly rental payment---------------------- 80. 46

2. "Mary Doe"-age 21-3 dependents:
Yearly adjusted income from welfare and wages --____________ 4, 070. 00
Market rental --------------------- ------------------------- 175.36
Tenant's monthly rental payment----------------------------- 108.07
HUD's share of monhtly rental payment----------------------- 67. 29

3. "Betty Joaes"-age 65-1 dependent granddaughter:
Yearly adjusted income from welfare- -____________ 780. 00
Market rental--------------&------------- ------------------ 158.56
Tenant's monthly rental payment----------------------------- 30. 27
HUD's share of monthly rental payment------------------------ 69. 00

4. "Mr. Coe" and his wife-age 23 and 20-1 dependent:
U.S. Navy yearly adjusted income----------------------------- 3, 291. 00
Market rental----------------------------------------------- 153. 82
Tenant's monthly rental payment----------------------------- 96.34

'HUD's share of monthly rental payment----------------------- 57.48
5. "Fred Jones"-age 66-0 dependents:

Yearly retirement income------------------------------------ 4, 225. 00
Market rental -------------------- -------------------------- 139. 04
Tenant's monthly rental payment----------------------------- 88.00
HUD's share of monthly rental payment- -___________ 51. 04

Chairman GEIFFITHS. Thank you very much, Mr. Seals.
We will next hear from Mr. Ralph White.

STATEMENT OF RALPH WHITE, ADJUDICATION OFFICER, GEORGIA
REGIONAL OFFICE, VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY A. W. TATE, DIRECTOR; AND L. A. TOWNSEND, DEPUTY
DIRECTOR, COMPENSATION AND PENSION SERVICE, VA CENTRAL
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WHITE. Thank you for the opportunity of appearing before
the subcommittee hearing on the administrative aspects of the Na-
tion's welfare program *to comment on how the Veterans' Admin-
istration assists veterans, their families. and their survivors. I have
with me today, Mr. L. A. Townsend, Deputy Director of the Com-
pensation and Pension Service, VA central office, Washington, D.C.,
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and M. A. W. Tate, Director, Veterans' Administration regional office,
Atlanta, Ga.

The Veterans' Administration administers programs of income
maintenance which are directed at special segments of this Nation's
population, but as such, does not operate a public welfare program.

The basic income maintenance program operated is pension. The
pension program is operated under the authority of chapter 15, title
38, United States Code, and of regulations based upon such authority
which may be found in title 38, Code of Federal Regulations, and as
printed in the Federal Register.

Chapter 15 of title 38, United States Code describes the various
programs of pension and prescribes the rates of benefits which may
be paid. The programs as well as the rates undergo continuous scrutiny
by both the executive department and the Congress, and revisions are
regularly made, with major revisions and rate structure changes
being recommended and enacted during the past few Congresses as
well as a major change during the 92d Congress.

Our Nation has long maintained a liberal program of compensation
and pension providing financial assistance to disabled veterans and
their dependents.

Pensions to persons who have served in the Armed Forces of the
United States are not a modern contrivance, but go back as far as the
turn of the 18th century, when pensions were provided for veterans
of the Revolutionary War. The veteran, the citizen who served his
country in a time of crisis, has been the recipient of pension in one form
or another for over 150 years.

The basic philosophy behind the disability pension program has
been to provide a measure of support to certain needy, totally disabled
wartime veterans 'and their survivors when their income and available
assests are below levels of adequate self-support. The modern day
program developed as part of the economic -policies of the Government
to meet the needs of its citizens in the early years of the depression
period of the 1930's.

The existing program aids veterans with 90 days or more wartime
service who are permanently and totally disabled due to non-service-
connected disabilities. It was designed to provide an honorable means
of assisting veterans who do not have sufficient income to maintain
themselves at an adequate level of support. The benefit paid has not
been considered as full support but rather as an income supplement.
The basis of the monetary payment has been need as measured by
income and net worth.

With your permission, I will first summarize the highlights of the
disability and death pension programs; then I will discuss the admin-
istration of these programs within the State of Georgia, and trace
the complete processing of an application for pension through the VA
regional office. This should provide you with the complete picture.

First, let me emphasize that the disability program is not to be
confused with the disability compensation program which provides
financial assistance to compensate for the loss or reduction or earning
power resulting from disabilities which were incurred in or aggra-
vated by service. The disability compensation program is the largest.
both in the number of veterans receiving payment and in total expen-
diture. Nor should the death pension program be confused with the
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death compensation and dependency and indemnity programs which
are payable when the veteran dies in service or from disability which
was incurred in or aggravated by service.

The disability pension program is the second largest of the programs
and is paid to wartime veterans discharged under than dishonorable
conditions after 90 or more days service, or because of a service-con-
nected disability, and who are permanently and totally disabled for
reasons not traceable to service and who are in need of financial
assistance.

The periods of wartime service for pension eligibility are as follows:
Mexican Border Period-May 9, 1916, to April 5, 1917, in the case

of a veteran who during such period served in Mexico, on the borders
thereof, or in the waters adjacent thereto.

World War I-April 6, 1917, to November 11, 1918; extended to
April 1, 1920, for those veterans who served in Russia; also extended
through July 1, 1921, for those veterans who had at least 1 day of
service after April 5, 1917, and before November 12, 1918, and who
served after November 11, 1918, and before July 2, 1921.

World War II-December 7, 1941, to December 31, 1946.
Korean Conflict-June 27,1950, to January 31,1955.
Vietnam Era-August 5, 1964, to date to be determined later.
One requirement for entitlement to pension is the veteran must be

totally and permanently disabled. The Veterans' Administration
rates medical disabilities according to a schedule of disabilities, with
ratings assigned by percentages in 10 percentiles running from 10 per-
cent to 100 percent.

If the assigned percentum is less than total, pension may nonetheless
be awarded if the veteran is actually unemployable due to disability.

The permanence of disability will be held to exist when such impair-
ment is reasonably certain to continue throughout the life of the dis-
abled person.

Unemployability will be held to exist when it is determined that
the veteran is unable to secure and follow substantially gainful em-
ployment by reason of disability. When a total rating based upon
individual unemployability is claimed but there is evidence of sheltered
or marginal employment, it is important to submit detailed statements
disclosing the type of supervision required, all special job considera-
tions granted the veteran with reasons, the amount of time lost due
to disability and the manner in which the veteran's job performance,
pay and supervision differs from that of the average worker in the
same type of job in that community. The important consideration in
sheltered employment cases is to furnish a basis for deciding that the
veteran's pay and employment is more of the nature of special favor
or charity than through remuneration for meaningful work performed.

As previously stated, pension also is based on need. A determination
of a veteran's income is made by the VA and includes the income re-
ceived by him (less specific exclusions) and under certain circum-
stances income received by his spouse.

The annual income cutoff figure under the current program, above
which no pensions are paid, is $2,600 for a single veteran and $3,800
for veterans with dependents. Basic pension payments range from
$150 monthly in the lowest brackets for a veteran with three depend-
ents (or $130 monthly for a single veteran) down to $33 for a veteran
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with one dependent ($22 for a single veteran) whose income is equal
to the cutoff figures given above.

The size of a veteran's estate is also a determining factor for en-
titlement to pension.

Certain unusual medical expenses (not reimbursed by insurance)
may be excluded.

Veterans within the income limits and in need of regular aid and
attendance will receive an additional $110 a month or if housebound,
$44 a month.

A veteran who is receiving non-service-connected permanent and
total pension and who is so disabled as to require the regular aid and
attendance of. another person or is entitled to housebound allowance
is entitled to outpatient treatment. If medically indicated, the VA
may prescribe outpatient treatment by his own physician and he is
eligible to receive drugs or medicine ordered on prescription.

There are three pension programs now operating for veterans. For
those veterans who served during the Spanish American War and
meet eligibility requirements, there is a fixed pension payable, the
amount of which varies depending upon the veteran's having
served 90 days or more or between 70 and 90 days, with the rates of
$101.59 for 90 days service and $67.73 monthly for those with lesser
service. The veteran's income is not a factor for this pension program
only. A veteran who meets the 90-day service requirement may also
make an election of pension under the current law program.

The pension program which was provided for World War I vet-
erans in the 1930's and later for World War II and Korean conflict
veterans was also a fixed rate pension program, with an income
limitation applied in addition to the requirements for eligibility of
90 days wartime service. The income limit was increased for veterans
with a wife or children, but no additional pension was payable where
the veterans had dependents.

This program applies to veterans and widows who were in receipt
of pension on June 30, 1960, and who have not elected to receive
pension under the regular pension (new law) program which became
effective July 1, 1960. This program is called protected pension (old
law). The benefit payable to veterans under protected pension is $66.15
monthly or $78.75 monthly if the veteran is 65 years of age or has been
in receipt of pension for a continuous period of 10 years. A more
seriously disabled veteran who is housebound may receive $100 monthly
in lieu of basic pension; and if he is in need of the regular aid and
attendance of another person may receive $135.45 monthly. Under
protected death pension, the monthly rates payable are $50.40 for a
widow without a child; $63 for a widow with one child plus $7.56 for
each additional child; $27.30 for one child where there is no widow;
two children, no widow-$40.95; three children, no widow-$54.60;
plus $7.56 for each additional child. A widow who is in the need of
regular aid and attendance is entitled to an additional $50 monthly.
Under protected pension, benefits are not payable to an unmarried
veterans, or to a widow without a child, or to or on account of a child,
whose annual income exceeds $2,200; or to a married veteran, or a
veteran with a child, or to a widow with a child, whose annual in-
come exceeds $3,500.
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This early program had visible drawbacks. For one thing, there was
an inequality of aggregate income between the veteran with no income
and one whose income was at or near the income limit. The program
also provided for the exclusion of certain income, such as railroad
retirement benefits, permitting payment to a veteran who, on the basis
of available income, was over the income limit. A third drawback
was the abrupt reduction in total income when a small change in in-
come would result in complete loss of pension.

In recognition of the effect of these drawbacks on the program,
Congress enacted Public Law 86-211, which created the current law
program which has been operating since July 1, 1960. With the enact-
ment of this law, no additional persons could receive benefits under
the then existing program which became restricted to persons who were
receiving benefits on June 30, 1960. These persons were protected
in their right to continue to receive pension under that program, and
had the right of election to the new program, which was irrevocable.

The current law program in 1960 provided a graduated three step
system of income levels, originally in $600 levels to a maximum of
$1,800 for veterans with no dependents, and in $1,000 steps to $3,000
for those with dependents. All those falling within one income group-
ing, that is between no income and $600, $600 and $1,200 and $1,200 and
$1,800 received the same payment, with the pension reduced from $85
to $70 to $40 as the veteran's income varied to change the group within
which his income fell. A similar structure applied for the veteran with
dependents, with the veteran whose income was less than $1,000 receiv-
ing an additional $5 per dependent up to three dependents, so that he
received $90 if he had one dependent, $95 if he had two and $100 if he
had three.

The pension program has gone through a number of refinements,
the latest occuring January 1, 1972, with the enactment of Public
Law 92-198. The graduated three income level groupings evolved
first into one of $100 increments, each with a separate pension rate
payable. This has now been refined through the introduction of aformula approach, whereby the highest rate of pension is payable
to those veterans with the least income, and as the veteran's outside
increases, the amount of pension is reduced by a set amount for each
dollar of increase. Under this approach, when a veteran's income
from other sources increases, and when an adjustment in pension
is made, his aggregate after the adjustment will be greater than his
aggregate income before the change was made unless he loses his
entitlement to pension.

Pension payments are not made at the same rates for survivors as
are paid veterans with the same amount of outside income. The Na-
tion's prime obligation in this field has always been to the veteran.
The veteran's survivors are derivative beneficiaries, with the Govern-
ment assuming some responsibility to contribute towards their
support.

Widows and children of wartime veterans who have died of a non-
service-connected cause are also entitled to a pension under certain
conditions. The veteran must have had 90 days of wartime service,
unless discharged or retired sooner for service-connected disability,
and have been discharged under conditions other than dishonorable.
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The widow must have lived continuously with the veteran from time
of marriage until the veteran's death except while there was a separa-
tion due to the misconduct of or procured by the veteran without
fault on the widow's part. Remarriage following the death of the
veteran makes the widow ineligible for pension based on the death of
that veteran unless the marriage is void or has been annulled or has
been terminated by death or divorce. A widow may also be ineligible
if after death of the veteran she has lived with another man and held
herself out openly to the public to be his wife. Should such relationship
terminate she may reapply for benefits. Children of deceased veterans
are entitled to pension benefits until they are 18 years of age or until
age 23 if they are attending an approved school. Otherwise, qualified
children who become permanently incapable of self support because
of mental or physical defect before reaching age 18 may receive pen-
sion as long as the condition exists or until they marry.

The annual income cutoff figure, above which no death pension is
paid, is $2,600 for a widow and $3,800 for widows with children. Basic
pension payments range from $104 monthly in the lowest brackets
for a widow with one child (or $87 monthly for a widow alone) down
to $42 for a widow with one child ($17 for a widow alone), whose in-
come is equal to the cutoff figures given above. An additional $17 is
paid for each additional child. Where there is no eligible widow a
child may receive $42 a month with $17 added for each additional
child and the total divided among them. A child is not entitled if his
income, not counting his own earnings, exceeds $2,000.

Death pension is not payable to those whose estates are so large that
it is reasonable to look to the estates for maintenance.

A widow who qualified for pension may also be granted an addi-
tional special allowance of $55 monthly for aid and attendance if she
is so severely disabled as to require the regular aid and attendance of
another person, or is a patient in a nursing home.

Under the protected pension program, welfare payments were con-
sidered income. When the pension program was studied and improve-
ments leading to the adoption of the current program were made in
1960, welfare and charitable contributions were excluded from in-
come counting. Today, in determining the level of assistance under
public welfare programs, all income and resources which may be
available to defray the needs of an individual or a family, are con-
sidered, and the welfare allowance is used to close the gap between
available funds and need.

The pension program recognizes the special status this Nation has
always accorded veterans and their survivors, in providing pension as
an honorable means of supplementing income for those who, after
considering all of their income, except for welfare and certain other
exclusions and offsets established by law, require assistance to meet
needs yet unsatisfied. To the extent that these needs are not met, vet-
erans and survivors may avail themselves on an individual basis, of
the assistance afforded all citizens under welfare programs.

The Veterans' Administration requires that pension recipients
promptly report a change in dependency, networth, or income status.
Further, as a condition to continued receipt of pension, a person, other
than a child or person who has attained age 72 who has been paid pen-
sion during 2 consecutive years, will file an annual report showing
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total income he received for the preceding year, the corpus of his estateat the end of the year, and his estimate for the then current year of thetotal income he expects to receive.
These annual income questionnaires are mailed with the Octoberpension checks received about November 1. An instruction sheet is fur-nished with the questionnaire and an envelope for mailing the com.pleted card to our annual income questionnaire special processing unit.The information furnished on the questionnaires is captured,scanned, and compared with existing data in the record for the pensionaccount. We may then authorize continued entitlement at the samerate, increase benefits retroactively, or prospectively, or decrease bene-fits prospectively dependent upon nature of reported income data, orwe may request additional or clarifying data.
The annual income questionnaires must be returned to the specialprocessing unit by January 15 each year, or we will suspend paymentseffective January 1. When a delayed report is received, payments maybe resumed or adjusted as appropriate. Followup questionnaires aremailed at the end of March to those claimants whose accounts are stillin a suspended status for failure to return the income card. If thefollowup questionnaire is not received by the end of April, the pensionaward is terminated retroactively to the first of the year for which theincome or net worth was to be reported, or the effective date of theaward, whichever is the later date. Of course, the claimant may makea report at any time thereafter to have pension restored or adjustedthrough the date he was last paid. To receive benefits effective afterthe date he was last paid, he must furnish expected income data within1 year from the date of notice of the termination of benefits and result-ing overpayment due to failure to furnish questionnaire.
Let me now discuss the administration of the VA pension programwithin the State of Georgia. The Atlanta regional office is, of course,the focal point of the program and is one of 57 such regional officesmaintained by the VA-one in each of the 50 States, with four Stateshaving two offices each. There is also an office in the District of Colum-bia, Puerto Rico, and in the Republic of the Phillipines. Each office hasa jurisdictional area. The Atlanta regional office has for its jurisdic-tion the entire State of Georgia. WithMin Georgia there is a total popu-lation of approximately 4.6 million people with a veteran populationof 494,000 as of December 31, 1971. Population breakdown by wars is

as follows:
Vietnam era ---------------------------------------------------- 93, 000Korean conflict --------------------------------------------------- 79 °°°Between Korean conflict and Vietnam era---------------------------- 54, 000World War II--------------------------------- 248, 000World War I------------------------------------------------------ 

20,000
Veterans are being discharged into the State of Georgia at the rateof approximately 2,000 per month. We estimate we have passed thehalf million mark at this time. With reference to payment of pension,the VA's annual report of the Administrator of Veterans' Affairsshows as of June 30, 1971, 52,222 beneficiaries were receiving non-service-connected pension benefits. These pensioners were paid $56,-479,068 during fiscal year 1971. Broken down by wars, there are 12,028World war II veterans receiving pension and 12,530 nonservice-con-nected death claimants; World War I-10,645 veterans and 13,138death claimants; Korean conflict-1,009 veterans and 1,884 deathclaimants; Vietnam-49 veterans and 163 death claimants. There
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are two veterans receiving nonservice-connected pensions from Mexi-
can border campaign and one beneficiary receiving nonservice-con-
nected death benefits.

The average age of all compensation and pension recipients is 55.5.
The average age for World War II, non-service-connected recipients,
is 58.2; World War 1-77.1; Korean conflict-40.8; Vietnam era-
26.9; and Mexican border service-77.7.

Assistance to veterans is provided in most cities and towns in the
State of Georgia. Counselors are located at the VA Regional Office, 730
Peachtree Street, Atlanta, and in the four VA hospitals. We have free
telephone service covering the entire State so that any person desiring
application forms or information can secure data by calling without
charge. Applications are mailed on request. The State of Georgia
through its State department of veterans service has an office in 60
cities. Their 161 employees provide itinerant service in each of the
159 Georgia counties. The American Red Cross and national veteran
service organizations have trained service representatives who also
provide counseling for veterans and their beneficiaries. The American
Legion has 276 posts; VFW-136 posts; AMVETS-35 posts; and
DAV-34 posts. The American Red Cross has 105 active offices in the
State of Georgia. All of the service organizations have a service officer
who primary duty is to provide assistance in the filing of and prosecu-
tion of claims. There are other veteran groups, such as Veterans of
World War II, Spanish-American War Veterans, Jewish, Catholic,
Purple Heart, et cetera, who provide similar assistance. Also, the Urban
League, NAACP, Social Security, and Welfare have knowledge of VA
benefits and refer claimants to the proper places for assistance in com-
pleting applications. There are countless other persons who have gen-
eral knowledge of VA programs and can give counseling to veterans.
These include insurance agents, undertakers, lending agencies, bankers,
and other business organizations. We feel that the availability of the in-
formation and the availability of assistance in completing forms is
more than sufficient to render such service as is needed. Information
and help is certainly widespread.

As the last step in our presentation, let us trace the processing of an
application for pension at the Atlanta Regional Office. (I should point
out here that procedures are identical in each regional office through-
out the country). A formal application is the first requirement for the
payment of pension. However, benefits may be paid on the basis of an
informal application if the formal application is received within 1
year of the date of request. A veteran uses VA Form 21-526, Veteran's
Application for Compensation or Pension, for this formal applica.
tion. The widow or children use VA Form 21-534 for their formal ap-
plication. Detailed instructions are included on both forms. Attached to
the VA Form 21-534 is VAF OA-C24, Application for Survivor's
Benefits payable under title II of the Social Security Act. When the
death claim is processed, the Veterans' Administration completes the
bottom of the social security form showing the evidence of marriage
and dependency that has been received or requested from the claimant.
It is then forwarded to the Social Security Administration as a claim
for their benefits. I think that I should add at this point that an ap-
plication for survivor's benefits received in the Social Security Ad-
ministration is also an application for pension from the Veterans'
Administration.
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As previously indicated, veterans and their survivors who desire as-sistance in completing their applications have many sources for such
help. At VA offices or State of Georgia veterans offices, full-time
trained counselors provide full assistance in completing applications.
The counselor reviews the entitling criteria. The applicant is informed
as to the evidence which will be necessary and is encouraged to submit
it without delay. Where a child over age 18 is in school or has become
disabled, applicants are told to secure the necessary evidence to prove
entitlement to benefits. If the applicant does not have proof of military
service with him but has it at home, he is encouraged to submit it tothe Veterans' Administration without delay and a notation is placed
on the application that this and other evidence will be submitted. Theapplication is then forwarded to the Veterans' Administration whereit is date stamped.

In disability pension cases this is usually the earliest date fromwhich benefits can be paid. In death pension, benefits are payable
from the first of the month of the veteran's death if claim is received
within 1 year of the date of his death; otherwise, the effective dateis the date of receipt of claim in the VA. If the application shows
existence of a previously assigned claim number, it is associated withthat claims folder and forwarded to the adjudication division. In the
event this is an original claim, a teletype contact is made with our
computer in Austin, Tex., for assignment of a claim number. Onreceipt of this claim number, the permanent claims folder record isprepared and the original application is then forwarded to the
adjudication division. On receipt in the adjudication division, theinitial processing step is by development clerks. Here the claim isreviewed for adequacy of evidence relating to the statutory require-
ments-such as 90-day service in a wartime period, income limitations,
et cetera-and where necessary, additional evidence is promptly re-
quested and the case submitted to an adjudicator. If a bar to benefitsexists at this time, the claim is disallowed and notification is sent to
the claimant. This disallowance letter contains notice of the right ofappeal within 1 year of the date of the letter. If the veteran is 65 yearsof age or older, total disability is presumed by law and the claim is
forwarded to an adjudicator for immediate processing of an awardaction if income and net worth criteria are found by him to be met. Inthe event the veteran is under 65 years of age, an examination bv the
Veterans' Administration is requested or if sufficient medical evidence
is received with the claim or is already of record, it is forwarded fordecision directly to a disability rating board composd of a medical.
legal, and occupational specialist. In either event, when the claim is
received in the rating board, a determination is made as to whether theveteran's disabilities are permanent and total and preclude him fromsubstantially gainful employment.

This decision is recorded on a rating sheet and after signature bythe three-member board it is returned to the authorization section for
preparation of an awarded or disallowance action, as appropriate.
When the disability requirement is met in disability pension, and indeath pension, an award is prepared for submission to the finance and
data processing division, on the basis of the income, net-worth and de-pendency status. On receipt in the finance and data processing division,
necessary input is prepared for transmission to the computer payment
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center in Hines, Ill. During each of the processing steps at Hines vari-
ous audits and edits are made to detect any inconsistencies in the input
transmission and statistical and budget data are also accumulated
there. Concurrently with the preparation of this input, the claimant
is furnished a letter notifying him of the amounts and effective date
of his award. An attachment to this award letter advises the veteran
of the caveats of his entitlement; that is, to report changes in income
dependency, et cetera.

In the administration of the pension program, we accept the appli-
cant's certified statements on applications and on the annual income
questionnaires which are used to verify the amount of their income,
unless there is conflicting evidence in the records. In such cases, formal
additional evidence is requested.

In order to insure that the claimant receives the proper payment to
which he is entitled by the laws and regulation, strict quality controls
are in effect. In a regional office, we have a validated quality review
procedure. Under this procedure, 10 percent of the claims adjudicated
daily are listed, using a random selection process. From this listing,
again through a random selection technique, certain claims are selected
for quality review by the various section chiefs. The selected claims
are reviewed in detail and exceptions taken as to any errors noted. The
results of this quality review are reported to the VA central office on a
monthly basis. To insure that a VA regional office has proper quality
controls, the VA central office in Washington, D.C., conducts a staff
appraisal at approximately 18 month intervals. Several hundred claims
folders are called into central office for review by technical experts.
These cases include some of those reviewed by the regional office super-
visors as well as some not previously quality reviewed. In the
quality review there are three categories of errors: (1) Substantive
errors-which include errors in the rate of pension or erroneous grant
or denial of pension, (2) judgment deficiencies-where there is ques-
tionable judgment as to the application of the laws and regulations;
(3) procedural discrepancies-lesser errors of procedural nature which
have no actual or potential effect on entitlement rights. A classified
quality code is assigned for each error detected. There are operational
limits within each of the error categories and a regional office must
stay within these limits. As a part of the staff appraisal, two or three
technical experts from the VA central office staff visit the regional office
and make a detailed analysis of the management, manpower utiliza-
tion, and quality control of the adjudication division.

I am happy to inform you that during the last staff appraisal the
Atlanta regional office received the VA's highest performance evalu-
ationthat of "Excellent" in both quality and management.

(The following forms were attached to Mr. White's statement:)
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F h E d S T - N
...... ,..! -.7 91

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE)
DEPARTMENT OF APPLICATION FOR SURVIVORS BENEFITS

HEALTH, EDUCATION, (PAYABLE UNDER TITLE 11 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT) VA DATE STAMP
AND WELFARE IRPOVTANT - ed )imJ))mi. GD!VTD 1111mg in (mm DctcY DAd 'ADiT ONLY

I .F145T A.El; -MloD1r N^Mr .ST .oMV) OFT ( r2

NOTE: If IhE SeciaD SDtVE-i(y NW. Is nk- twnf11LA IS IE4,, S.6 -Ad 7 G bOAAV A

E A.1 -I.T.-EATIET ]~hAA
Z sol^LsIc l_ _ _ _ _F V _ _ _ N j o _ _ r O F l F _ _= _

o. DID TAT VETEEDR EDEE IN TAE tE-DA A INDDATET AT DA D TIDE O D AFTR -1

NOTE -The IAIIADIA5 IDIAEDRIIDA sIAh hed I AE AiRhAEd IDE each pER d A IdhE D TE.e'R RD DE se-vicE ONEl SDtAenbAIE 7. 1939, iA the AEDY. NA Ry, Ail
FPrce, MoGDD CAETA A) COIOAAIIId fl the UYiDEd SI-ED ot SE -i E. F Eeas A DAiDDi- d duc iE t Ihe CASE O.d GDdEfic S.vey Al Public HEDAltA S-eDi-A

ENTERED ACTIVE SEAVICE 1 SEPARATED PROD ACTIVE SERVICE NY GRAAE, RAND AR RATIN,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O G l, __. _~~ A.D.._ _IR .C__.._.A. A^TE sn. -Tcr so EIAT. I 'E. _E C. SERVICE DO ORUASIZATIDRSADC 9AECA

ED. rELDToNEA . AALICDNT TAV ETEEA |i I DATE ATE OAF I Ia |12. VT. -EEDMIDRSTEDT.NA --

...D. II CN)EL [JEDRET fF In ' IIE)

CHILDREN: ShoA EDmED of DE-iDIAg unmaA Tied child-D (IDA'IAdIiA DiTptdhiIdEA, Adoplrd, .Ad ilegd-iT" "hildO.) of thi v h.d mert
(a) Under 18; (b) 18 tO 22 ODd g~i.g tA SchSDt; (C) Ae 18 OD AVEr if disabled beiDre 18.

I3 I . I ' -

I DA I 1_ __

I cettify UhaD Uhe AbAye sEITEmets EI-D tI.e, kDANi~g that SAyDEC who makes a false stEt.emEt AT NiSDepresents iD EADctiiDD with RD appli-
ODtiAD for Federal beDefits is cAD Diig r cArime pADishable AndeE FedeEdI law.

O. DVEIDfAd..th, dny. VAD O1|5I SIARAVTARE OF AECIVA^T (Fm¢.m mn i A)

SIGN
HERE

IS, RAI.ADD.. ESR AT APLI.NAT (N-od, .Nc... Ad ZIP CA-R) IT T.EEDDD EiND.

WITNESSES TO SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT IF MADE BY "X" MARK
IEA. El.SATADE DFD TETNN EDn ADDrESS AT ENT.RES (No. SA .DAEE, AlT. E) d ZIP CdE)

IDA. SIGNATUrE A IT...A j IRn AEDDi A RITNESS (NA.o Ad.IOEI, Air, A1)., 2 ZIP CZd )

ITEMS BELOW TO BE COMPLETED BY THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (VAT -T-TD I., "RTE-krD")
3D. TAD-AS DECEIVE rY.Dt) 2I PE DDTS REAERTTED ADO.LAIRANT A TAR-S (SVEDC-')

O DEDDAT. .. RARR.E O DEATA OA-l lE

O AT. _ _____A____l_________-_ _ _C_

AD. CARD |OA-C24aDDorsOFT^SITIGvsr~c

l

J__ OA-C2 suIr-r r E C2 E. N s
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM OA-C24

Fill in each item o- the attached appliction. Form OA-C24, fo
soec bhenefits under Title 11 of the Scil; S Ooty Act ior
rapt the ite-s 20 throug 23).

When signed and dated the Iotm SHOULD BE LEFT ATTACHED
to yooa application fot dependency and indemnity comp ensation a
death pension.
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES
APPLICATION FOR DEPENDENCY AND INDEMNITY VA DATE STAMP

COMPENSATION OR DEATH PENSION BY WIDOW OR CHILD

(INCLUDING ACCRUED BENEFITS AND DEATH COMPENSATION, WHERE APPLICABLE)
ItPORTANTRbd i-olei-os. bAote fillA-gin tonp Ans-. e P-,aio Iotj Del o-d -IAiN ONLY lhO in

h c Ifoo ohee 11 FODnV i. ried .OIAC, ddSi .. I hEA .-eVd id-liOF bdMMFA & ile- R-n.

-.LS N ,FlRST NAME . lDDLE NAMF OFOErCEONEOVETERDN (Oyp.Dorpnnl

AF --T NAME.. DDI .NE. LATNNMOF CLDIMMMT (7y-po oln ABTELERONENO

And ZIP GoAe) VETERAN 10001 oooI

El WIDOW LI oMILO
A. IFO ETERON RrvIALV AP"LIED To T.r 4CIDNECecITr NUMBER O.....LF s OO-AETI-REENTsETERAN- ANoMNIRATON

INS--- .1A.. .... E.. IIFFNW

PART I - IDENTIFICATION AND SERVICE IN FORMATION OF VETERAN (See INONRO N,- p If mpHO F & G)
T. DATE OF mITN PLACE OF -IRTN MO ATEOF DE.TR ID LOCE OF DAT

DANA E DF DKDD-ATT ) Io-I ..A, ..... O.pI F) lI ORE TOYCDMGNN THDT TOE CAUSE OF b DATO RON DUN TO DERANGE

Cl TDS El NO.~ ~ ~~~- .

12A ENTERED ACTIVE SERVICE IZC SETARATED FROM ACTIVE SERVICE l2D GRADE, RANK 00 RATING
12e. SERVICE NO ORG-NiZATION AND BRANCH

DATE FLOcD DATE PLACE OF SERVICE

-V ..... ER A AET IFTE T- T NP AT -IO -N RELATIN TOM 1M RIE F(Do A r...DNCED o.N. R N T.T ARM

PART 11 INFORM"ATION RELATING TO MARRIAGE (S- PI..-ti-., ;,A,4~ PP^N)

INFORMATION RELATING TO VETERAN

1oNWtA- TI.-s -~ VETER.. MA-E.'

N-A RARIAGE IE C OOWMORRIAGE 1K. MARRIAGE ENDED
1CM. TO D.OOM DADR ED ENDED (DE-lS,

DOTE -LOCE divrce, ow) DNTE FLACO

INFORMATION RELATING TO RIORW OR MOTHER OF THE CHILDREN FOR WHOM THIS CLAIM IS EWING MADE
LI .DMR MVTIMEN s RIDD ERN MARRIE' IA -NN IDOD REMAMRIDD.NNE DEATO DFO TE.RAN? - DATE REMDIE.D I A PLACEN -M-DREr

El TEI . RO (.
1

. F MM/ CY DII I M Moad 'I)
DOG. RARRIAGE 200. 000 eA1ROIAGE DO2D. AORRIACE ENDED
ZOAE IMARRIAGEZOO TO .- 10 MARRIED ENDED(DR.h, I AT F I ED

OMNE PLACE divoIceRetc.) DATE c.)

NOFR 21-534

VA FDR- 2-534 111rRIEIEI VA FDRM Zl--Z "^ "' i-
_N'c Wl oNT B. II-rD

* G20 I§n o -es-ISl
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PART 11 INFORMATION RELATING TO MARRIAGE (CoDDToHfd)
NOTE If ctEi2 oD2HII DIE HIo ' Nh id-AN, o it -1013 211t 

25
6. I-1I Si-E

I -I AIH DE VNT E N - t S A ' 1 D I N 3-221- 13311 2. NATE A E N T D

23. EL E OF -ENITN 2 " S A NS EDL ND N IN DF S D ' S AS o oIDpo .IV E DNVI.THoH SLT NITI
.5 .A .. TT ND T 5. T .E E VI"NA " CHIT 1tM

... E T. .. T. or -- 9't

HE NO SEPN TIDN. (T. u.. l 1 1 3 ir A RD. d -l. 31 .t.12UD- -d i TIE It R3011 3l Ny E N DdE . H * HE H d E- y DES t 2.h.)

PART III -INFORMATION CONCERNING CHILOREN (SDc IgDHIiASH pHHIpSh I)

IDENTIFICATION OF CHILDREN AND SNFORMATION RELATIVE TO CUSTODY
NOTE -U s I .boI- Itb E-R fol E DAN. IHtd chlId ol bt, HeINISH iIcEIdiRg Ndopld Ehild Ht £epcfhildd UNdN 18 .e.. oHf AgE DI tmdt. 23 (0013 of
2EE if -It.diA E N Shfol). I ol So SIF If ppID HI H i I H I UPSNIIHFpot bh -n.ND of -I ,.I D phiyscal delect If IS. biDIh ol hild oN tIh

NOTE Jf n EIhild H aSe li-IId In ilHAE 33 SRd 34, do . fill in IIIIN 35

m3 S~O NS HE HL3 I ISsTEN IN ITESH m ADD 34 NED ENRE NE.E N.. HE TAO AETE HIA ' S D- - NE D OL. AT TI.M Do VETERAN' NAN T (tII-ET N1H

NOTEE If DhI en disd EhilS in NHiH s- ie V . it hS hd RH NeHieN sft., Apwf 5, 1917. do UD fill ir P.DS IV, V, A VI.

PARTlI -ANNUAL INCOME OF WIDOW AND/OR CHILD lBt cA.3Ed.I 27N10)

IMPORTANT -RNad Eo fitHiIH IN V III S. pOEDEph J, bS fDI. .HN.e... hoNg itnr All INNS tN itotd IA SN flilltd in NAsl St SHSNNIRd FULLY
COEDERCIAL LIFE IMSIMAUCE PUtNENTI TO CEDIASET

NOTE: DEt6dA FsdoEiN EDpEItN N G -Hn=D-I Lilf INDARn. BUT do Eol i-CtAdN I.D.C..EN piy, Ele by VNIeI3 AdiNDiA lioo.

I6A TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED OD EYPECTER S

YsO ADOUNT DECEIVED OR EHPECTED DURING THE YEAR IS NHICH VETERAN DIED S

Cs AMDODT RHEElVED OR EPECTE0 NUING TUE FOLLOWING YEAR S

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 23

278. DATE H 2 220 NAMe AND UDNRESH OF PERSON HAVING CUSTODY DF
VA. NAMED; CAILD NINTD 2C. PLACE DE NINTH EUCD CHILD

2eDo y uAm EF T' 'S -PF1CT-~ TO n .. I- c~ lrE. CL.s -mO T.. -TEttAN S
NOTE -II.. 28 to btt t.n d by d id-w H if HL S-ENL I3TDINiTEN oHDRE NDT I..N .AN T.DT'
.oY chi Id lis~td ab.. i. ~ in ho, _lut.d, t

ADDITIONAL INFHOIMATION RELATISH TO CHILDREN LISTED IN ITEM VA
2 3 NHMEH T.ELELLT DT.-EDIL DVIID -1,EONLPL'NHAl Et

3S -NES DP DIlLDNEM OF USE 10 I ... 22...... TTT-D S LHDDL NESULADLY (11333., tl "HAHN")

33.N~ r r LLGI~tA~i ttLD(//....,T1I* "tN"I boo D4 ENOTEND3ILDIITDO.r103"SND"I
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PART V -ANNUAL INCOME OF WIDOW AND/OR CHILD (Dy LaeINd, y-At) (Co-li-d)

OTHER INCOME

AMOUNT OF INCOME

(RI -CI (DI (El
LINE (Al NAME OF CHILD NONE OF CHILD HOME OF CHILD
No SOURCE WIDOW

NOTE: INCOME RECEIVED FROM JANUARY I TO DATE OF DEATH OF VETERAN Mr if DAiA I filed Ate Ih-ANa eAt f-tef the ete dwd,
iNDNA te-eited f- D JSNDaty lID date HAD SIH Itis appllD..DN

37A EARNINGS FROM ALL EMPLOYMENT N

3ESOCIA'L SECURITY S, S S

37C OTHER A-NUITIES OR RETIRERENTS

3D DIVIDENDS. INTEREST. ETC

37E ALL OTHER INCOME

37F TOTAL INCOME S N S

Do NOT -ApIMI iHMS 37G DNd 37H ifA yo hNd No iDc from ShAN NAurcEN

GR0SS INCOME FROM SELF-EMPLOYMENT, FARM OR
07G EUSINESS (Includc NNI income liNe 37E) I S

DROSS INCOME FROM RENTALS FROM REAL ESTATE
37 (INHIdN NN iNDO.A iR He 37E) S N S S

NOTE: INCOME EXPECTED FROM DATE OF DEATH OF VETERAN TO DECEMNER 31 THAT YEAR iLf Iai. iS filMd h. .NA O yeal
h.D, tl t-FAe dMed Iacomm EDDMIeAd flmE the dA-I yDN Si NhiS Dppli-IjN mD D-beDMSO 31 Af the NOme ymat

3NA EARN-NGS FROM ALL EMPLOYMENT N

I3U NICNL 3ECURITY N N

Y3C OTHER ANNAITIES OR RETIREMENTS

3SD IOIDENDNS INTEREST. ETC.

3SE ALL OTHER INCOME

SBF TOTAL INCOME S S

Do NOT -AmplN- li-HS 38G .Ad 38H if aA hNd iN-NAD ftID (SAN SA. ...

DRoSS INCOME FROM SELF-ENPLTMENT. FARM OR
380 EUSINESS (IAdINANNItNH in ONN 3SE) S

DROSS INCOME FROM RENTALS FROM REAL ESTATE
ION (IMHIAAN Nmt inLADc iM iN JSA ) S N s N

NOTE: INCOME EXPECTED FOR THE NEXT CALENDAR YEAR If YII a.A NblD H i-SI A hI -- i- pp-iN- .......
e.peDMd

(NA EARNINGS FROM ALL EMPLOYMENT N

39B SOCIAL SECURITY N N S

39C OTHER ANNUITIES OR RETIREMENNT

39N DIHIDENDN INTEREST. ETC

3NE ALL DTtER INeCSE N

39F TOTALINCDME S S iS

D. NOT -1-lel /It- 39G a.d 39H if Vou had t--nmm from th-. o~

HGRoS INCOME FROM SELF-ENPLOYTENT FARM OR I

S UU1NE33 (( I dN -N i~ iA liN 39E) 3 S S S |

|GRE IMCOE FRO. RENTALA FRAD REAL EITDTENNND
3EH | -1.lde ne icO.- i. lIte 39E) | S |S |S |s

N1 . T'l [l Ai Pt ED O R - CA - E(INT TA NDE) - A- --N -F .O. -F

ItOpALNNAI NFNSINSONNION..IHIIMMIIUAIAHIAA O..N- aSAPHAIMAM

DATE Y NH DAM RAIm S 3 - HDOA3UN.. 1

If p(tH f Y.., i-- i. ft.. any bt, -i-l pi.., -d-- i--.c b-d .,o y-, -,pq.-I, fil-m 41A .42.
4- E.-- eEl~N ATE | -E MO-TLYtOUT| AtFY- O PI. (3 e1- adrs
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PART V DEDUCTIBLE EXPENSES

NOTE -Y.., 4mc -, bF 1 d-d E y " hO -IA f -ncbu...d c.pse o thc - --. ' hi. ehild'. I-A s illNeS S NNd b.ISiI ANd Ahe
us- &bls which -c Fid by -o fl-e hs d-lh~ BF -u .o snude .. incom i. --~ 37E. 38E ..d 39E sny -. b .... Ien acie am lhes- -
Fr- o, deb.. See P., "K" of mn -icc.i I. orl ningm Fmy-a~ nd! aimb J .F.ts=dc s/te fili.K o/ ya clai..

A3A NUDE AND AODRESS OF PERSON 432 TOTAL AMT OF 4QC NATURE OF 3E. AM
TO WHOd PAIO EXPENSE OR DEBT EXFENSE OR DERT 430 DATE PAID PAID BA YUA

N $

N N

PART VI NET WORTH PF WIDOW AND/OR CHILD OR CHILDREN (See IAALAAIIAAA F=' L, I-A54 44A IA 44E iElC)

I. O E -. ~E o1 r- c . 01 C.L A. ^E O F C.-L
NO. SOU~~~~RCE RIDAD

44A STOCNS ON. DROANK DEPOSITS S $ A C

446 REAL ESTATE

440 OTHER PRDPNRTT

4AT TOTAL DEeTS

AE NET WRUTY S $ iS

PART VR] MISCELLANEOUS INFOCRIIATION
.1. -UL -AE OF v;ET-wA S Mo.En mA FULL sAM- OF -ET-- I.FT.E.

.F -OsS rVT--N ..T.-n I~ 1 IIICJHA~ESD ETERA- S ATIER, IF LIVIKD

45A -A TH E WID OF 01 LD =EVIUL .mF-- O Esn nWOE --nvi CLAI. W1, MAE| E LA TIONS11= TO CL 1AIM~T

fl Fl (II TAN 'ElI,0 OAR A R . - .-.. T.E-- R.

FlLED ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 AFINNFFLAAIlSIEDEI FAAIn0 SIAAAAHDENFARAOURLLRHFF

C S N - lNo (h -- -NcAIAU
NAME INSA ApAAA OF NAR A---AAI 5A3,HA A T OFA EE

CERTIFICATION I CERTIFY THAT Ale /oregoing NIAIeFeAIS AI I-e And c.-ecl AE Ihl bes- Al ly . IRAD-dgc snd beliel

WITNESS TO SIGNATURE OF CLAIMYANT IF MADE BY IX MARKU NoSI -Si~na~A .Ude by 02-k RADI be inASSNd by lIA p- O- IA RA Ob.
pAIAH R4k-I IhE --AIRIAnA is k.AE -Ad DhAIeN i-A-FA A-d Add-S-eA of NCEh AinNsR - ASI - e shown below

PENALTY - -TA IN N.AAIA.A e EA A AE A AIIRA ANARNNA I.AISA, I- A hI N . -IAr AN AI.A5 ANAA olA o AN mANI1A iAAA.....E- NINA. 01011-, IIN A AIN A A ....AYeNR IcIAR U S we- m N .S -RNRIAN FAIRAII

1. -- TUR .1 .- � I 11 1111ATU -.

- - .1T.- I 11, .1 -.-
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR VA FORM 21-534
READ VERY CAREFULLY, DETACH, AND RETAIN THIS SHEET FOR YOUR FUTURE REFERENCE.

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS FULLY OR ACTION ON YOUR CLAIM MAYBE DELA YED.

A. PAYMENT OF BENEFITS-GENERAL ma!loepo natre rcam gn eonzed by
(1) Dependency and Indemnity Compensation may teVtrnAdisraonoassthmnpoecting his

be payable where the veteran dies: attorney or
(a) From disease or injury incurred or aggravated agent so employed may not legally charge any fee other

in line of duty while on active duty or active duty for tan ktallowed and pad hy the Vetrans Administrationtraiung. and whih is deducted from benefits otherwise payable to
(b) From injury incurred or aggravated in line of the claimant.

duty while on inactive duty training; or C. HOW TO FILL IN THE APPLICATION FORM
(c) From a disability compensable under laws ALL THE INFORMATION REQUIRED IN THIS

administered by the Veterans Administration. APPLICATION MUST BE FURNISHED AND THE QUES-
(2) Pension may be payable where the death of a TIONS MUST BE ANSWERED FULLY AND CLEARLY.

veteran with wartime service is not due to service provided IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE ANSWER TO ANY
income is within certain limits. Rates of Pension and QUESTION SAY "UNKNOWN". YOU WILL FIND IT
income limits are shown in tables below. EASIER TO ANSWER THE APPLICATION FORM IF

WIDOW-WITHOUT CHILD YOU FIRST READ ANY INSTRUCTIONS TO WHICH ITREFERS.
An nal ul D. MINORS AND INCOMPETENTS
income Monhy coe Monhly If the person for whom claim is being made is a minor

Not Over Payent Not ovrr Pnynent or is incompetent, the application form should be filled in
$ 300 iss $1500 ~~~~~~~ and filed by the legal guardian or, if no legal guardian has$300 50 le00 548 been appointed, it may be filled in and filed by some person

S00 79 1700 45 acting on behalf of the minor or inrompetent.
600 78 1000 41 E. EVIDENCE-GENERAL
700 73 2000 33 if you are unable to furnish with this application form
900 70 2100 29 any of the required evidence listed below, state why youI000 67 2200 23 are unable on a separate sheet. Evidence fled previously in
2I00 64 2300 17 the Veterans Administration need not be filed in connec-

1300 30 oe tion with this claim.
1400 5 If public or church record evidence does not exist, do

not establish such record for the purpose of this claim.
WIDOW WITH CHILD Instead, the next lower class of evidence listed in para-

S 600 $91 $2200 $72 graphs G, H and 1, as required, should be furnished.
700 98 2300 70 F. SERVICE INFORMATION (See application form,900 97 2400 68 Items 12A, 12B, 12C and 12D)

1000 96 2600 64 Complete information should be furnished for each1 l00 94 2700 62 period of the veteran's active service in the Army, Navy, Air1200 92 2800 59 Force, Marine Corps or Coast Guard of the United States or
1300 90 2900 56 service as a commissioned officer, in the National Oceanic1400 55 3000 53
s000 86 3100 5 Iand Atmospheric Administration including officers of the1600 84 3200 48 Coast and Geodetic Survey and Environmental Science1700 52 3300 45 Services Administration or Public Health Service.

1900 78 3500 41 If the veteran never filed a claim with the Veterans
2000 76 over Administration, you should furnish a copy of the discharge2100 74 3500 oor certificate for each period of service listed. If you do not

Add $16 nonthly for eash child is exceso of one.: for have this document, we will obtain a copy.example, widow and thrrr children, aonnuol 6,comnt - G. PROOF OF DEATH (See application form, Item 1A)
$1000, moathit role is l127. The iocsm of child or childrn Death of a veteran in active service of the Army, Navy,In nt t hr included. Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, or in a United

CHILDREN-NO WIDOW States Government institution does not need to be proved
NUMBER OF CHILDREN MONTHLY PAYMENT by a claimant. Otherwise, the claimant should forward acopy of the public record of death, certified by the

I CHILD $40 custodian of such records, or a duly certified copy of aEACH ADITIONAL CHILD 16 coroner's report of death, or a verdict of a coroner's jury.
Wherr theer in more than one hild, thr amoont payabl wie H. INFORMATION RELATING TO MARRIAGE (See
bh rmi ly divided among them. Pension shoe not be paid to application form, Part 11)achild whose annual icom. excluding earned income, that (Ois, .income fro. salts y, wpag and selW-pioym-t, -- ceda) PROOF OF WIDOWHOOD. The marriage of an, l fo o widow claimant to the veteran should be established by one

of the following types of evidence in the order of
(a) Pension may be payable on behalf of a child preference indicated:

or children even though the widow's annual income is (a) A copy of the public or church record of
In excess of $3500. marrIage, certified over the signature and seal of the

(b) The income limitations given above do not custodlan of such records,
apply where the veteran's death was due to service. (b) Affidavit of the clergyman or magistrate who
(3) $55 additional is payable each month to widows officiated.

who are patients in a nursing home or are otherwise Originalcertificate of marriage.determined to be in need of reguLar aid and attendance. (d) Affidavits of two or more eyewitnesses to
(4) Unless a claim is fled within one year from date the ceremony

of death, neither benefit is payable prior to the date the (2) HOW MARRIAGE ENDED. IMPORTANT .Com-
claim'i received in the Veterans Administration. plete information concerning all marriages entered into by
B. ORGANIZATIONS AND ATTORNEYS either the widow or the veteran and the termination of such

You may be represented, without charge, by an marriages must be furnished in Items 14 through 20D.
accredited representative of any organization recognized by Specific details as to date, place, and manner of dissolution
the Administrator of Veterans Affairs. While a claimant oT each marriage must be included.
VA FORM2 SUPERSEDES VA FORM 21-534, JAN 15960
JUN 1971 W1534 WHICH WILL NOT BE USED.
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1. INFORMATION CONCERNING CHILDREN (See
a (liato PROOF*r OF.G AND RELATIONSHIP OF

CHIL~D. Evidence to establish the fact of birth of a chil'~iIConsist of a copy of the public record of birth or a
copy of the church record of birth or baptino showing dat
of birth of each chid and the names of the parents,
certified over the signature of the custodian o such
records. If neither of these records Is obtainable, there
should be forwarded the affidavit of the physician or
midwife in attendance at birth, showing the date of birth
and the names of the parents. If a child Is a legally adopted
child, a copy of the court order of adoption, certified to by
the custodian of the court record, should also be furnished.

(2) HELPLESS CHILD. If any child for whom
dependency and indemnity compensation or death pension
Is claimed Is insane, idiotic, or otherwise permanently
Incapable of self-support by reason of mental or physical
defect and has never married, It must be shown that such
incapacity existed prior to the data the child attained the
age of 18 or In some cases the age of 16 years. The nature
and extant of the physical or mental impairment should be
shown by a statement from the attending physician or
other medical evidence, forwarded with the application.

NOTE-IF THE VETERAN DIED WHILE IN ACTIVE
MILITARY, NAVAL OR AIR SERVICE, OR IF HE HAD
NO SERVICE AFTER APRIL 5,1917, YOU NEED NOT
COMPLETE PARTS IV, V AND VI OF THE FORM. DO
NOT FURNISH THE INFORMATION REGARDING
ANNUAL INCOME. DEDUCTIBLE EXPENSES OR NET
WORTH DESCRIBED BELOW.
J. ANNUAL INCOME OF WIDOW AND/OR CHILD (By
Calendar Year) (See aplication Form, Part

(1) MINORS AND INCOMPETENTS. If application
is filed 'As Guardian" or "As Custodian" of thewidow or
child, do not report your own Income but only the income
of the widow, or child named on the application form.

(2) WIDOWS WITH CHILDREN. When a widow files
application mn her own rigpt, she must also show the
separate income of each child in her custody.

(3) ANNUAL INCOME. Income includes money re-
celved from all sources except:

(a) Ten percent of payments to an individual
under public or private retirement, annuity, endow-
ment or similar plan or program.

(b) Six months death gratuity paid by the
Armed Forces.

(c) Donations from public or private relief or
welfare organizations.

(d) Compensation, pension, dependency and in-
demnity compensation, and educational assistance or
special training allowance for sons or daughters of
veterans paid by the United States Government under
laws administered by the Veterans Administration.

(e) Payments under policies of Servicemen's
Group Life Insurance, United States Government Life
Insurance or National Service Life Insurance and
payments of Servicemen's Indemnity.

(f) Lump sum death payments made by the
Social Security Administration.

(g) Bonus or similar cash gratuity paid by a State
based on service In the Armed Forces of the United
States.r Proceeds of fire Insurance policies.

I) A child's income from wages or senf employ-
ment.

(j) Payments received for jury duty or witness
fees.

(k) Profit from sale of real or personal property
other than In the course of a business. However, total
net proceeds should be reported as NET WORTH.

(i) Amounts equal to prep syments on real psop.
ert mortgages on the principal residence of a vetera
and spouse made after desth of the vetra, during the
year of death and the following year.

(in) Bequests, devises and inheritances of prop-
erty (not money). Proceeds should be raported as NET
WORTH.

(n) Amounts In joint accounts in banks and
similar institutions acquired by reason of death of the
other joint owner. Proceeds should be reported as NET
WORTH.

(o) Employer's contributions or reimbursement
for premiums paid for Supplementary Medicare or
private health insurance plan.

(p) Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan
annuities.

IMPORTANT

YOU SHOULD, HOWEVER, REPORT THE TOTAL
AMOUNT AND SOURCE OF ALL INCOME RECEIVED
INCLUDING THAT FROM THE ITEMS LISTED ABOVE
AND WE WILL COMPUTE THE AMOUNT THAT DOES
NOT COUNT. Include all severance pay or other accrued
payments of any kind or from any source. Attach separate
sheets if additional space is needed.

K. DEDUCTIBLE EXPENSES
(See application form, Part V)

Any expenses of last ioness and burial of the veteran
or his child, or, just debts of the veteran paid by you, for
which you receive reimbursement after the filing of your
claim, should be promptly reported to the office in which
your claim is located.

L. NET WORTH
(See application form, Part VI)

(1) MINORS AND INCOMPETENTS. If application
is filed As Guardian or As Custodian" of the widow or
child, do not report your net worth, but only the net worth
of the widow, or child named on the application form.

(2) WIDOWS WITH CHILDREN. When a widow files
application in her own righ, she must also show the
separat net worth of each child in her custody. This
information is requested for use In the event the widow is
not entitled to benefits.

(3) CHILDREN ALONE. When application is filed on
behal of a child in bis own right, the child's net worth
should be reported.

Itm 44A-lnclude market value of stocks, checking
accounts, bank deposits, savings and loan accounts, cash
and currency.

Itm 44B-Do not include the value of the single
dwelling unit or that portion of real property used solely as
your principal residence. On all other real estate reduce the
market value by amount of the indebtedness thereon.

Item 44C-Report the total market value of your
rights and Interest in all other property not included in 44A
and B. Do not include value of ordinary personal effects
necessary for your daily living such as an automobile,
clothing, furniture and the dwelling (single family unit)
used as your principal residence.

Item 44D-Report all debts except mortgage(s) on real
estate.

Item 44E-Report the total of Iams 44A through 44C
less 44D. This should be your net worth.
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Chairman GRIFFuris. Thank you, Mr. White, for your statement.
Mr. Jackson, will you please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST C. JACKSON, DIRECTOR OF HOUSING,
ATLANTA HOUSING AUTHORITY

Mr. JACKSON. Madam Chairman, members of the subcommittee, lad-
ies and gentlemen, it is with a great deal of pleasure that I come before
you today to discuss the operational aspects of a program that is near
and dear to my heart and the hearts of the staff and residents of pub-
lic housing in Atlanta.

We felt quite honored when Miss Townsend called upon us to talk
directly to such a distinguished group, rather than through statistics,
data, fact sheets, and officials far removed from the actual daily work-
ings and contact at the local agency level.

You have already heard testimony from one of our staff members,
Mrs. Dollie Buck, who on a day-to-day basis is even more closely as-
sociated and comes into more direct contact with our clients or custom-
ers than I do, at my level.

It is my sincere wish and hope that from our discussions will come
edification and enlightenment of our highest level elected and ap-
pointed governmental officials to our plight, our frustrations, our
hopes, our successes and failures, so that the necessary legislative,
financial and public support that we do desperately need, can be a
reality.

Despite all the problems and criticisms that one may hear from time
to time, the benefits realized far outweigh the drawbacks.

Most important, however, over 1 million families in this Nation are
housed in standard accommodations and are paying rent at a level
commensurate with their ability to pay. All of this, of course, is made
possible through the continued faith and confidence that the Congress
exhibits in local public housing administrators through the legislative
and appropriations process.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Some 38 years ago, this Nation embarked upon one of the most bold
experiments and goals it has ever undertaken; namely, to make an
attempt at providing decent, safe, and sanitary housing within the
means of every American citizen. This worthwhile goal seemed not
only attainable, but necessary, due to the economic conditions and the
impoverishment that a substantial percentage of our citizens were
experiencing at that time. And so came the birth of the public hous-
ing program in this Nation. Imbedded in this rationale was the more
that with the exception of a small percentage most recipients of this
assistance were ingrained with bootstrap traditions and would only
need such assistance for a temporary period of time. Thereby, the idea
of public housing being a way station for persons only temporarily
down and out was stamped upon the program. For over 10 years this
was virtually the result.

The urban renewal program came along in the early 1950's and the
pattern began to change, for it introduced into the scheme of things
two different elements. First, elderly low-income residents who
remained until they were no longer able to live independently or until
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death. This group gave a stabilizing influence to many communities
but usually fell into the lower rent ranges due to fixed and limited in-
come. The other group represented low-income families, a large per-
centage of whom came from broken families, with female heads-of-
household employed in low-paying jobs or on public assistance. This
group also was destined to remain indefinitely as their children be-
came the next welfare generation.

With their different values and life styles, they represented a rapidly
increasing element that economically mobile 'way station" families
were unable and/or unwilling to cope with and thus began the rapid
exodus of "way station" families from public housing programs.

Due to the incompatability of life styles, public housing adminis-
trators found themselves in a very precarious position. Restrictive,
and in some cases, regressive policies, procedures, rules, and regula-
tions were imposed due to the antisocial behaviorial patterns in-
troduced to this setting by multiproblemed socioeconomically deprived
residents. This became parodoxical in that those socioeconomically
motived way station residents, whom such actions were designed to
protect, found themselves caught in the middle and frustratingly did
not care for either the new group of residents or the constraining
policies, et cetera. Thus began an even more rapid exodus. Administra-
tors were perplexed over the realizatiton that their higher rent paying,
nonproblematic families were leaving at such a pace as to cause a plum-
meting of rental income levels at a time when expenses were beginning
to spiral and escalate at dizzying proportions. As budgets were an-
alyzed there were few if any places where cuts could be made, for mini-
mum staff levels were essential to cope with the ever-increasing multi-
tude and complexity of problems mounting each day. Utility rates
were an item for which they found themselves at the mercy of the
utility companies. Most frustrating was the fact that as projects began
to age, no real property manager, "worth his salt," could idly stand by
and watch his physical plant deteriorate without trying to do some-
thing to keep it up, especially with the contractual and legal mandates
upon which the program was founded, namely, elimination of slums
and replacement thereof with decent, safe, and sanitary housing.

With that bit of background information ladies and gentlemen, I
now move to the points of discussion for today.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Public housing administrators have carried a heavy burden for
some time while trying to persuade and convince this Nation that
drastic steps needed to be taken. The image which the program had
developed was adversely affecting it, not only financially, but in such
other areas as: (1) location and availability of desirable sites; (2)
sufficient allocations of units to meet an exploding need, particularly
in urban areas such as Atlanta where potential applications migrated
to the city from rural areas in large numbers; (3) the need for special
funds to modernize and renovate older projects in order to bring them
up to modern day standards making them conductive enough to hope-
fully attract and retain more socioeconomically mobile families; (4)
the need for more funds to make the communities more safe and secure,
in that they by virtue of their manner of existence, have become easy
prey to all that is not desirable and wholesome and, (5) a refusal on
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the part of officials to allow the allocation of funds for the coordination
and/or delivery of direly needed social services with the comment
that this program is designed to house people only, not to take care
of their other needs. Since there are other agencies established to pro-
vide such.

Housing administrators of the past caught up in the statutory and
public constraints placed upon them over the years did the best they
honestly felt they could do, but in so doing made grave mistakes
which are only now. A number of the more important areas are listed
as follows:

1. Limited statutory room limitation costs, which forced the
building of high density "jungles" lacking amenities and socio-
recreational outlets, so essential to a successful program.

2. Deferred maintenance and improvements which have re-
sulted in some projects almost becoming brick and mortar public
housing "slums," while residual receipts were turned back to the
Government due to fear that we would be thought of as poor
businessmen if our operations ran a deficit.

3. Failure to exert direct influence in the coordination and
delivery of social services exacerbated and further compounded
complex problems.

PROGRESSIVE OUTLOOK AND APPROACHS

Housing administrators were greatly encouraged by a recognition
and change in attitude on the part of HUD and the Congress toward
its plight when in late 1967, the modernization program was
announced. Almost unbelievably this program incorporated and
combined the physical upgrading of deteriorated projects with the
mandate for commitment to the attainment of social goals through
maximum involvement of residents. This policy was further promul.-
gated as a national policy in early 1968 and represents the most
significant recent policy change in the history of this program, second
only to its enactment. Following closely on the heels of this revolution
were the enactment of the Housing Acts of 1969 and 1970 incorporat-
ing the Brooke amendment provisions and the promise of operation
subsidy payments.

Each of these provisions made reference to the initiative and in-
sight of local agencies to review and analyze their operations so as to
insure that they were doing all within their power to operate their
programs as efficiently and economically as they possibly could. The
Atlanta Housing Authority accepted this challenge and in 1970 en-
gaged the services of an international consultant management firm,
Touche Ross & Co., to assist in a thorough and comprehensive review
of its operation.

From this study a major reorganization was undertaken, which was
designed to group similar functions in appropriate divisions of opera-
tion, with the most significant changes being the establishment of a
technical services division and a family and community services divi-
sion. All of the functions transferred were originally included in the
divisions of housing, urban renewal, and finance. The most significant
changes to occur in the housing division were: (1) the transfer to the
technical services division of certain functions which resulted in the
creation of a highly skilled and specialized central maintenance func-
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tion; (2) the establishment of district offices within the housing divi-
sion to allow for an improved span of control and supervision of in-
dividual project locations; and (3) the transfer of all social services
functions to the division of family and community services.

The team of key personnel we have assembled in this agency repre-
sents, without a doubt, some of the best expertise available in this Na-
tion today and most significantly three of the five division directors are
in the less-than-40 age group bracket and the director of our manage-
ment improvement demonstration program is under 25 years of age.

An equally important change was the establishment of an operations
analysis function which is responsible for analyzing and recommend-
ing changes in operational systems and procedures as well as monitor-
ing a manpower utilization system which measures the output and
effectiveness of maintenance and clerical employees. This component is
thereby in a position to recommend increases or decreases in staffing
level as deemed necessary to effectively and economically carry out the
responsibilities of this agency.

This authority, of course, eventually took advantage of the modern-
ization program and brought its precepts totally. It is my considered
opinion that you will not find an LHA in this Nation more committed
to social goals, involving such concepts as, maximum resident involve-
ment, effective delivery of social services and resident training and em-
ployment in meaningful and marketable skills and jobs. To date this
program has provided some $6 million of special funds to begin the
long process of upgrading our physical plant, so that our dwelling units
meet today's expectations and standards. However, we have a total
need that exceeds $25 million, so that this represents only a start. By
the way, included in this total need is the modernization of the first
and oldest public housing project in this Nation; namely, Techwood
Homes.

The next step we took was to seek additional funds from other
sources. After some research we were able to determine that we could
take advantage of title IV-A and title XVI funds available through
HEW under the 1967 amendments to the Social Security Act. This
we have done to the extent where using our matching fund capabilities
of one-fourth share, we are now operating a $1.2 million social services
program involving comprehensive child care, social service, health
service, homemaker service counseling, and youth services and com-
munity organization. We plan to extend these programs to cover co-
ordination and delivery of special services to elderly, disabled, and
handicapped residents. But the funds just scratch the surface for our
total needs.

Each day we are seeking ways and means to stretch our limited
resources and to find new funding resources. We are now in the process
of pursuing additional funds under LEAA, Emergency Employment
Act and DOL programs as well as pursuing the availability of coop-
eration, support and funds from local, public, and private sources,
including volunteer organizations.

MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

On October 18, 1971, the Atlanta Housing Authority submitted a
proposal to Washington officials regarding a comprehensive public
housing management system. Experience and time have shown a need
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for increased resident services at a more rapid delivery pace as well as a
need for an improved method of coordination of these services.

AHA has proposed a three major component-36-month plan to
design and implement such a comprehensive management system which
allows for innovation in public housing management, major institu-
tional change, and which values efficiency as an obtainable goal.

The three major components are: (1) program administration; (2)
human and environmental; (3) basic management. These three com-
ponents, in some way, zero in on virtually every aspect of public hous-
ing management. In addition to alleviating current management prob-
lems, improving management, resident relations, implementing new
goals and initiating new changes, it is hoped that this plan will result
in a manual suggesting and recommending a sound system and proce-
dure in management that will be of value to other authorities through-
out the country.

The Atlanta Housing Authority feels indeed fortunate to enjoy a
management-tenant relationship which we feel is second to none in this
Nation. We foster and encourage maximum dialog and participation
of our project resident associations, which are the formally recognized
spokesman organizations for each project. The resident leadership for
each community is elected through a democratic process and, in turn,
represent their communities on a citywide advisory council. In addi-
tion, two resident positions are established as a part of our board of
commissioners in a nonvoting capacity.

We have over the last several months negotiated with our resident
leadership lease and grievance procedures which though motivated by
the HUD model lease and grievance procedures, in our estimation,
represent an improvement over and above the models.

Exposure of our resident leadership to other communities at the
regional and national level, particularly, through participation in the
National Tenants Organization further enhances our belief that we are
far ahead in this area, as well as moving in the right direction.

Another area of great significance to us is the dispersal of public
housing sites throughout the metro area of Atlanta. Initially, court
action was required to partially overcome some of the resistance to this
effort. However, out of this experience came the appointment of a spe-
cial commmittee to recommend potential future sites scattered through-
out the entire metro area and the gratifying emergence of numerous
fair housing organizations in support of this concept.

PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS

Our radmission policies over the years have understandably been
weighted heavily in favor of those families with the greatest urgency
of housing need and thereby families with other problems such as
health, family relations, et cetera, carry a lesser priority. It is evident
from the inquiries received from your offices, the news media, agen-
cies, and general public that as heartbreaking as some of the situa-
tions are such a policy is incomprehensible. We are therefore propos-
ing that the Congress consider giving equal weight legislatively to
humanistic factors in addition to housing condition factors.

Public housing administrators have found themselves in a predica-
ment where they have had to build high-density family units that
have tended.to concentrate families of low income in what we would
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refer to as a fish-bowl situation in the various communities. This, of
course, has caused negative public reaction due to the fact that this
concentration of families based upon the previous testimony that I
have given to you in the historical background section, have created
an adverse opinion on the part of the general public toward the public
housing program.

With the intense pressure and great concern in this day and time
about the dispersal of public housing in outlying, affluent neighbor-
hoods and surburban areas, these same anxieties and fears on the part
of the residents of those particular areas have manifested themselves
to a great extent, where they have created problems of resistance to the
location or dispersal thereof.

It has been this factor, together with the problem of high land costs,
that have caused public housing officials over the years to locate and
concentrate the units in high-density complexes within the inner city.
Inner city residents now are up in arms, filing court suits and getting
injunctions, calling the hand of public housing officials in continuing
this saturation process. The residents and the applicants themselves
also form a formidable force of opposition to this continued pattern
because of the problems of the inner cities of this Nation today. Jobs
are continually moving outward, from the inner city into the affluent
ring of suburban areas and it creates tremendous transportation
problems, particularly the excessive hours involved thereof for inner
city residents who are fortunate enough to get jobs in the outlying
areas. These are the individuals who cannot afford automobiles for
transportation and have to depend upon public transportation which is
geared to routes that can best serve the economic interests of the trans-
portation owners. Therefore, their rides turn out to be very lengthy
propositions each and every day going to and from work. Therefore,
such combinations of pressure have been brought to bear upon public
housing administrators, together with statutory room limitation costs
which, because of their nature, sometimes tend to price right out
of feasibility the location of various low-income housing communities
in such areas and place the entire program in a very precarious position.

We have a springing up in many cases within our communities, many
proponents of the dispersal concept representing fair housing groups,
who feel that we should proceed with all due haste to achieve dispersal
in concert, therewith, it is the considered opinion of proponents, as
well as opponents of dispersed public housing, that high-density fac-
tors be totally eliminated.

The joint court appointed committee, which considered various areas
and possible sites for public housing throughout our metro area, recom-
mended to the court and city government officials, concur that family
units for public housing should be limited to complexes somewhere in
the vicinity of 50 to 100 units and where possible, even smaller com-
plexes. This, of course, places a tremendous burden on us, in that, we
have had to utilize the concept of larger numbers on a particular track
of land to bring the unit or room costs down to an acceptable level
where the project would be feasible and affordable. Even in so doing,
we have found that we have had to leave out and cut back on many of
the desirable amenities that people expect in rental units today. For
instance, the elimination of tile on the floors so that residents move into
new projects with bare concrete floors and closets without doors.
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The other things that has suffered greatly has been the amount of
recreational and community space that can be made available to ade-
quately take care of needs of families so that the project will not re-
ceive the kind of intense pressure and possible abuse that could come
from the lack of such facilities. So, you can readily see from this line
of testimony, that we find ourselves in quite a position.

My recommendation to this committee, to pass along to the entire
Congress would be, that the statutory room limitation costs be in-
creased. Also, that a more flexible system be devised which is geared in
more realistic manner to the desired dispersal of public housing in
higher land cost areas, where not only lesser units are built but all of
the various amenities are included in projects so that they more readily
blend into the surrounding environment. Otherwise, we will find that
if we continue to try to expand and provide housing resources in out-
lying areas, where the jobs are moving to, that we will experience an
almost impossible task of doing what the citizenry of the urban
area in Atlanta are demanding of this program today in order to be
more palatible and acceptable to those particular neighborhoods.

When Congress enacted the provisions of the Housing Acts which
were referred to as the Brooke amendments, this agency, as well as
many others, I am sure, rejoiced. For the first time, legislative, man-
date, this Nation recognized the need for the establishment of policies,
whereby, residents would only be required to pay rent commensurate
with their ability to pay and in this process of so doing, a legislative
pledge was made that, to the extent that local housing authorities
adopted these provisions and implemented them, appropriate opera-
tion subsidy would be made available to offset any losses in current in-
come that our agency might otherwise have received. Most authorities
in good faith, moved forthrightly to implement these provisions. For
a period of several years, the necessary operating subsidy to replace
the revenue loses resulting from the Brooke amendment implementa-
tions were fairly well forthcoming. With the advent of this current
fiscal year, a different approach crept into the picture. HUD after
some deliberation, came up with a very unique and well received idea
of what we call a forward funding of operating subsidy. The advan-
tage that this particular approach had was that it gave a local housing
authority the benefit of knowing in advance, at the time that their an-
nual budget for the next fiscal year was approved the amount of sub-
sidy funds committed so that there would not be any guess work about
how much would be available. This was all very laudable and very
commendable, but in so doing, someone injected one other ingredient
which we interpreted as a step backward. A step which has placed us
as well as most other authorities, particularly those in urban areas in
a position where we find our backs against the wall.

For the system was derived in the allocation of operating subsidy
involved a rather narrowistic interpretation. This was that the only
funds that could possibly be made available for such needs had to come
out of the difference between the debt service, fixed, annual contribu-
tion and the maximum statutory annual contribution. A classic example
of what this meant in our situation, was that we had a total debt service
annual contribution of something in the vicinity of $8.5 million against
a statutory maximum annual contribution of $13.1 million. This, of
course meant that the difference in those figures would only allow us
to draw annual operating subsidy of approximately $5 million a year.
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In our preparation of what we call a total need budget, we found that
this figure together with the availability of subsidy under the special
family subsidy category would only provide enough subsidy to cover
our minimum needs but our total needs budget of something in excess
of $2 million, which under this arrangement is unavailable to us.

The most frustrating and disappointing part of this factor was that
when the Brooke amendment was passed, we had always envisioned
and were told that not only would the operating subsidy replace the loss
of income in terms of what the family was originally paying and what
their new rental rate would be, but that the operating subsidy would
cover the difference between the rental rate the family could afford and
what the actual operating cost was. This meant that if we had an oper-
ating cost projected to be $50 per unit per month and a family was
formerly paying $40 a month, we had a $10 per month deficit. Upon
implementation of the Brooke amendment, if such family had a rent
reduction of $25 a month, then the operating subsidy would make up
the difference between the $25 a month new rental rate and the $50 per
month projected rate of operating cost involved for that particular
dwelling unit.

This meant that we would have expected a $25 per month subsidy
on that particular unit to offset the loss. This, of course, is our quan-
dary as far as the new approach to the allocation to operating subsidy
is concerned. The problem becomes even further perplexed when we
stop to realize that recently we submitted, as I told you, a total needs
budget and what we call a minimum needs budget, which would not
result in a deficit. Yet after we submitted this budget, we found that
where we had determined that our operating subsidy needs were in
excess of $5 million that the total amount of money available and re-
maining in the allocation that the area office had received could only
satisfy this need to the extent of approximately $1 million. This means
$41/2 million in funds that we expected, anticipated and feel we were
entitled to, even under the HUD formula, apparently are not available.
This, ladies and gentlemen, in no uncertainy constitutes the greatest
disappointment we ever experienced and we feel that we have been led
down a primrose path in carrying out and implementating law, policy,
and procedure mandated to us by the Congress and HUD.

All of these things were done in good faith and I would therefore
recommend to this committee to recommend to the total Congress, par-
ticularly the Appropriations Committee that this entire situation be
reviewed and another means, other than the annual contribution ap-
proach be devised to insure and guarantee the necessary level of oper-
ating subsidy funds to meet agency needs. This suggests the direct
appropriation of funds from the Treasury similar to what is being done
in the FHA subsidizing housing programs, as opposed to the annual
contributions approach.

One other very perplexed concern that the new system has caused
is that if it continues to operate in the manner in which it has been
described to us, it would virtually ring the death toll to the modern-
ization program for it is out of the same formula approach, that local
housing authorities have been able to draw modernization funds for the
updating of our older communities. If all of these funds have to be
poured into operating subsidy for authorities to exist and keep their
heads above water in doing the routine and minimal nonroutine main-
tenance items, then the extensive costly items that have been envisioned
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under the modernization program become an unattainable goal, and
therefore, we start all over again to experience what we were experienc-
ing prior to the advent of the modernization program, namely a serious
deterioration of our physical plant which, if allowed to continue on
an extended basis, would bring about chaotic results. I respectfully
solicit and beg the cooperation of this subcommittee upon your return
to Washington, to sit down and discuss this matter intensely with your
colleagues and see if some type of relief could be provided. It is also
most important to see to it that when Congress appropriates funds nec-
essary to carry out the mandates of the program, that the funds are
allocated by the administration in office at that time. It is a rather
uncomfortable feeling to see the funds impounded and held back
while we squirm, scratch, suffer, and become persecuted in our local
communities because of our failure to meet our responsibilities due to
unavailability of funds that we, in all genuine honesty, expect to be
forthcoming. Our agency has a documented need for the immediate
allocation of some 3,000 additional units of public housing which does
not anywhere nearly meet our total need of approximately 7,000 to
10,000 additional units and yet all we could get out of the last allocation
from our area office of HUD, based upon the allocation that they re-
ceived, was some 819 units. As to the allocation of operating
subsidy, it is my understanding that some figure in the vicinity of $8
million was allocated to the area office of this State when the needs of
the Atlanta Housing Authority alone was approximately $5 million.
Therefore, when you add up all of the other approximately 199 author-
ities in this State who have proportionate needs for operating subsidy,
you can see how impossible this situation becomes.

In summary, I am trying to point out to you that failure to arrive
at a satisfactory solution to this financial crisis will result in a chaotic
downfall of what we feel can still be a successful program with the
necessary patience, funds, and public support that is so crucially needed
during this period of time.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide this testimony and
we look forward to continuing dialog with you in the future.

Chairman GRIFrnTHs. Thank you very much.
I would like to talk first about HUD problems. Mr. Seals, I-IUD

home purchases programs for low income families have resulted in
a scandal of nationwide proportions, and I would like to tell you that
Detroit is the worst, absolutely the worst. Houses have been aban-
doned en masse, many of the abandoned houses have been damaged by
fire and vandalism or are in such bad shape that they have to be de-
stroyed. These programs are not meeting any of their original pur-
poses. There has been a huge cost to the taxpayer and the only ones
who have benefited are the sellers and lenders who collect the full
cost with high profits for unusable houses. HITD not only pays for
the houses, but also has to pay for destroying many of them. It's a
pretty high cost to end up with an empty lot. Many homes have been
sold under 221 (d) (2) and 235 programs in the Atlanta area, have they
not, Mr. Seals?

Mr. SEALS. In the Atlanta area and in the State of Georgia
I think approximately 19,000 235's.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have been sold?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, Ma'am. And the 22 (d) (2)
Mr. McOAN. We don't have figures on the d2's.
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Chairman GROWTHrs. When we send you the record will you supply
that figure if it is available? Thank you.

(The following information was subsequently received for the
record:)

Insured loan activity under Sec. 221(d) (2) from 1968 to date: 1968-158;
1969-414; 1970-669; 1971-476 and January 1, 1972 to June 6, 1972-346,
totaling 2,063.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many of these have been new homes
and how many have come from existing stock?

Mr. SEALS. The majority of our 235's have been new homes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Will you tell me the approximate cost of

those homes built under 235?
Mr. SEALS. I would say the average cost of 235 homes in the State

of Georgia would be around $18,500.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. $18,500?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many rooms do they have in them

generally ?
Mr. SEALS. They would more than likely have three bedrooms.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many baths?
Mr. SEALS. A bath and a half.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Are they carpeted?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am; the majority.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they have cookstoves in them?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they have refrigerators?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they have washing machines?
Mr. SEALS. That's an optional thing. I believe. Generally, no.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Generally, No?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. If they don't have washing machines, they

don't have driers, I would assume.
Mr. SEALS. That's right.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And that really would not be necessary in
this area. Is the lawn put in before the home is sold?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am; we require a lawn to be sown before the
home is sold.

Chairman GRIFFrriTS. In the front and back?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mr. MCHAN. It depends on the season when the loan is closed out

whether this is possible or not. We have provisions for putting in the
lawn at a later date if the season would not permit it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's wonderful, because this is not being
done in some areas and the result is just terrible.

Mr. SEALS. If it happens to be in the winter season, of course, they
put out rye and we require them to come back and put in what we
call a permanent lawn of grass when the

Mr. McHAN. We have some problem with owner maintenance of
these. The builder will plant the lawn according to the specifications
and the homeowners don't maintain them. The owners claim the build-
ers don't plant them properly.
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Chairman GiiIFjrrHs. I have seen some of those complaints.
Is utilization of these programs increasing or decreasing? I noticed

in the morning paper, I believe that you're putting up some more.
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am. I can say right now that probably the 235program has leveled off in this State. We have taken a couple ofmeasures to see that 235 homes are dispersed throughout our State.

I think it may be a proper time for me to bring this in.
Chairman GR=FITHS. Please do.
Mr. SEALS. We have in the past month or month and a half, setup a limitation of 20 percent 235 to go in any subdivision when the

contractor or builder comes in with a subdivision of more than 50lots. We've found by experience and looking at other cities through-
out the Nation, and of course we have several cities in the State ofGeorgia, that when you develop a large subdivision-we're speaking
of 200, 300, 500 homes-and they start out building homes and thenselling them under the 235 program. if they begin the 235 they tend
to want to stick with 235's and we end up with a total 235 subdivision.,
We have stated that in any subdivision of over 50 homes we will takea long, hard look before we will approve more than 20 percent of these
homes under 235.

Chairman GRrFFrrms. Ten homes?
Mr. SEALS. Twenty percent.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. But if there were 50 homes in the subdivi-

sion, you would get 10 homes in there under 235.
Mr. SEALS. Or under that. If someone comes in to open a 50-lot

subdivision we possibly might go 100 percent 235 homes, depending
upon the need in the location. Our concern was to stop large develop-
ers with block developments under 235. I have seen throughout the
Nation that this tends to be where we get involved in difficulties inthe 235 homes.

Chairman GRIFFrTHs. I congratulate you on that too. I have beentold of a development outside the city of Detroit where there are800 section 235 homes built. And it's really a disaster area practically.
Mr. McHAN. It produces a concentration of all the problems of

the low-income people in the area.
Chairman GRIFFrTHs. Of course.
Mr. McHAN. This we're trying to avoid.
Chairman GRrFFITHS. Well, good. How many homes in the Atlanta

area under HIUD are in the repossessed inventory now?
Mr. SEALS. Speaking of 235's or all of FHA homes?
Chairman GRIFFrrias. All what?
Mr. SEALS. All FHA homes, that come under FHA?
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Separate it, 235's, what have you got?
Mr. SEALS. 235 program in metro-let's say in the State area, ourrepossessions are running about 4.6 to 4.7 percent.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. OK, how about the rest of FHA?
Mr. SEALS. 203's
Mr. McHAN. We have about 250 or 300 homes in the Atlanta area-

350 homes in the Atlanta area. Does that answer your question?
Chairman GRIFFITHs. What is the cost of maintaining a vacant

home?
Mr. Kopp. About $120 a month.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Please identify yourself for the record.
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Mr. Koprp. My name is Harold Kopp, I am the realty officer in the
Atlanta area office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is the average length of time a house
is vacant?

Mr. Koprp. About six-
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would you mind coming up? You may as

well sit with us.
Mr. SEALS. We brought several members of our staff.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's fine.
What is the average length of time a house is vacant?
Mr. Kopp. Approximately 6 months from the time we acquire it

until we dispose of it.
Chairman GRIFFITnS. What kind of problems do you have with

vacant housing?
Mr. Kopp. Vandalism and abandoning the homes and things like

that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What kind of vandalism?
Mr. Kopp. This is mostly kids.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you lose many of the stoves or refrigera-

tors?
Mr. Kopp. Frequently.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is the carpeting cut up?
Mr. Kopp. Many times.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is the cost per house?
Mr. Kopp. The cost of repairing these homes runs approximately

$3,000. $2,000 or $3,000 depending on how old the house was.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have any suggested solutions to any

of this?
Mr. Kopp. Right offhand, no.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why don't you board up the house immedi-

ately when it's vacated?
Mr. Kopp. We do, but they break in, they take the plywood off.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mr. SEALS. I think, of course, we don't have a remedy to it. Of course

it's easy to say when we get it back on the market within a 2- or 3-
week period of time.

Chairman GRTFFTTHS. Or 2 or 3 days.
Mr. SEALS. Or 2 or 3 days. And not have to board it up, that would

be the simple solution. But we just haven't come up with a way to do
it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And the answer is that anything more than
2 or 3 days and some of these homes are already vandalized.

Mr. SEALS. In many cases. I'll cite you an example. I took a sub-
committee to a particular subdivision of about 50 houses, and the
bulk of those homes were 235. As we drove up, seven or eight of us
got out of the car to visit one of the vacant houses. We had three
or four little boys come up to us. They had BB suns and they said,
"What are you guys doing here?" So they immediately followed us in
the house. and I'm sure after we left they did a little job on the house
because prior to our getting there several windows were broken. We
do have this problem thronuhout the State.

Chairman GRTFFITHS. Why don't you hire house-sitters? Couldn't
you hire somebody just to stay in that house? Some of these people
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on welfare, I think, would be delighted. It would be less expensive than
$2,000 or $3,000, wouldn't it?

Mr. SEALS. That is certainly a consideration that we should look
at.

Chairman GROIFWTHS. This is a widespread device used privately
in many affluent suburbs. People who are leaving for Florida or for
a vacation hire somebody to sit in that house.

Mr. Kopp. I might say this $2,000 or $3,000 repair is the cost to
bring the house up to what we consider standard for today. When
the house was insured perhaps it did not meet that standard, so it is
not $2,000 or $3,000 worth of vandalism, it's repairs bringing the
house up to today's code standards.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But in some events it's the brand new 235
home that is abandoned, and $2,000 or $3,000 would be a whale of an
amount. And if the stove is being taken and the refrigerator is being
taken, and the carpeting is being taken, and all the windows are broken
out, you're going to have quite a little cost. Do you ever have the
plumbing removed?

Mr. Korp. Yes, ma'am; it has happened.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that you are really playing with a good-

sized investment. If you can get somebody to sit in it for $100 a month
or $200 a month, it would be cheaper, lots cheaper than putting up
with getting these things back to their original condition.

How many of them have you torn down?
Mr. Kopp. 235's?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. Korp. None.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. None, all right. How many homes are in

jeopardy of being repossessed?
Mr. SEALS. I would say we could probably stick with our 4.6 and

4.7 ratio, of the homes that we have.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long can you stay in a home in Georgia

without paying anything?
Mr. SEALS. Without paying anything?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. McHAN. Usually a lender will foreclose in about 90 days; 30

days and the loan is in default. At the beginning of the second month
the lender can foreclose, but they try to work things out with the
mortgagor, if possible, if it's hardship of any type. So generally it's
about 90 days. Maybe up to 5 months; 3 to 5 months sometimes.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Michigan had a law enacted during the de-
pression when Michigan was really the hardest hit State in the
country-

Mr. SEALS. This, I guess, is the major problem we do have with 235
homes. Most of the people, as you well know, are on minimum in-
comes. I don't know how it's running in other States but I would say
30 to 40 percent of our 235 homes only have a mother as head of the
household. If the mother is sick and if she misses a week or two of
work, then she misses that pay. And she's behind a month or two.

Chairman GRIFFITHIS. She can't make it up.
Mr. SEALS. She can't make it up, and what we are trying to do is

work with mortgagees throughout the State, and if this be the case I
would rather try to help her along and let her catch up than to run
her out. But then again-
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. It would be far better because you then would
not be facing any repair bills.

Mr. SEALS. That's correct.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Or the problem of selling it over again.
If I walked into your office today and asked to see the record of

homes sold under 235 by address and name of purchaser, could you
produce it?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am; we could.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You could?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Congratulations.
Mr. SEALS. Right here.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You have a record, do you keep it separately?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Mr. Kopp. Are you speaking of foreclosed properties or all

properties?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Any property you have sold.
Mr. SEALS. We keep it. We are keeping a strict record on our 235

homes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You are. You know the address of the home

and you know who bought it, so that if I send the GAO out here and
ask them to go over these records, you are going to be able to tell me
that Mary Smith is drawing $100 or $145 welfare and she is liv-
ing in a 235 home. Are you aware that this is not generally done in
the United States?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I really want to congratulate you because this

is a Government subsidy, somebody within the Government is respon-
sible. It's incredible that anybody, any office could answer, "We don't
have records like that, you have to go out and see the real estate
people."

Mr. SEALS. This brings up one of the problems you are talking about
on repossession, getting the house back on the market. If you don't
know where it is, it may sit there 2 or 3 months before you know about
it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why, of course. The whole thing is ridiculous.
They are giving many reasons for the failure of these programs, such
as inability of the resident to pay for immediate repairs, unemploy-
ment, erroneous appraisals, and the high rate of defaults by welfare
recipients. What do you think are the major reasons for the poor rate
of performance?

Mr. SEALS. That is somewhat difficult to pinpoint. I would say one
of the major reasons would be the type of individual that you put
into the home. I am going to give you some examples of where 235
homes have been built throughout the State and the developer in cases
went out to public housing and got his purchasers from public hous-
ing. He put them into the 235 program stating, "If you don't make it
in the 235 program, you can always go back to public housing." We
need a better way to screen these people. You're giving people an op-
portunity they have never had before to reside in a home with very
low downpayment, $200. At the same time I think we have an obliga-
tion that goes along with that to determine if this person is capable of
homeownership. And I myself don't think every person in the United
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States is capable of homeownership. And I think we have gotten inmany areas very close t) that thin line of public housing receipients-
and I am not saying that public housing recipients are not capableof living in a private home, but that in many cases you find peopleon the borderline-who would be better off in public housing than theywould be in a 235 homeownership.

Chairman GRIFnTHS Uinder the Brooke amendment wouldn't pub-
lic housing be cheaper to a lot of these people than homeownership?

Mr. SEALS. That is true, but then sometimes maybe these peopleare not told all the facts of what this home really is going to costthem. For example, the purchaser may be told his house payment is$60 a month, and then it is not explained to him that he has gottaxes, insurance, maintenance. and upkeep on that home, heat, andutilities. So that $60 very easily could turn into $125 a month.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Whose business is it to tell them that underyour program?
Mr. SEALS. It's the developer's business to tell them, it's the mort-agee's business, we try to make it everybody's business. I don't thinkyou can tell them too many times what their obligations are. Through-out the country we may not have done as good a job as could be donein telling these people, but if you're going to put the question to any oneperson, the developer is the person who should explain this programthoroughly.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, I don't think the developer is.
Mr. SEALS. In many cases he is not.
Chairman GRIF=IHs. The realtor feels that it is the Government'sresponsibility, because the taxpayers are paying this whole thing,and that somebody in the Government is responsible for seeing toit that these people know before they start. One of the things I don'tunderstand is why the welfare department isn't invited into thesituation. It seems to me that you could call in the welfare department

and they could at least tell you which of these people, in their judg-ment, seem to be the most responsible. At least they could tell youwhich ones have always paid the rent.
Mr. SEALS. We're attempting to do something similar to this now.If we know we have a welfare recipient or someone coming frompublic housing, it would be very easy to get in contact with that par-ticular authority and get a credit rating, so to speak, a brief creditrating on that individual. But again, when you get outside of publichousing, they have the form to fill out, they have got the variouscredit ratings, they feel that person really deserves to do a better job,and maybe a tighter job. It goes back to the point I stated before ofscreening people.
Chairman GRIFFiTHS. In that record that you have of who boughtthe house, do you not have a record of whether or not they are on wel-fare or this is private income?
Mr. Kopp. We only have this in the application file itself.Chairman GRIFFITHS. But the application was not to you, was it?
Mr. Kopp. The application was to us, this is turned in to us, yes,ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It is turned in to you, and when you get thatand you have a file if you get it, and you know this person is on welfare,why can't you set it up so that you check with welfare?
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Mr. Korp. Only a limited number of people who are 235 purchasers
are on welfare. Only a limited number.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. So that then you don't really have a record
of how good the credit background is, do you, or what their situation
is? Supposing a newcomer comes into Atlanta with limited income.
Could that newcomer buy housing under 235?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Mr. Kopp. One of the application requirements is a credit report,

and this includes information from the previous location.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. From the previous location.
Mr. Kopp. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Somehow or other, in my opinion, it really

is the responsibility of HUD to see to it that those people know what
kind of problem they are getting into.

Mr. SEALS. We would agree with you there. What we have done in
this case is set up quarterly meetings for mortgagees and developers
and builders throughout the State to explain to them our overall pro-
gram and total obligation, hoping that with the combined forces of
the Federal Government and mortgagees, developer, and builder, we
can get across to these people who are occupying 235 homes the full
story.

Mr. Kopp. Under our insured loan programs the lenders originate
the applications after having contact with the buyer and seller, and
our relation is sort of a third party relationship. In our dealings with
the lenders, we have numerous times pointed out to the lenders their
responsibility for making this type of information known about the
details of the loan repayment and that type thing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. One of the real miracles of the lenders is that
a lender is just plain anxious to lend money under 235 to a woman
drawing welfare at the same time that he won't lend a dime to a wom-
an making $10,000 a year to buy under an FHA mortgage. You know,
it's one of the nonexplainable things in the country. How can people
act like that? But they are. Any woman on welfare in the city of
Detroit can buy a house, but you just be making some money and try
buying one under a regular FHA mortgage. They have a terrible
time.

Mr. Kopp. You're talking about a single woman?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. Kopp. We approve single women as home purchasers.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's great, but you know it is not done

every place. And FHA is the real culprit in the whole thing. The hous-
ing bill says that is for housing for Americans. She's an American.

Mr. Kopp. We don't have any prohibition against approving them.
Mr. Bluhm does the approving, he can tell you first hand.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right. How many divorcees, how many
single women have bought houses in Georgia?

Mr. BLIJHM. A fair amount. Everyone that is supplied to us, the
full credit treatment and every consideration is given.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is this because the bank is willing, in the
first place, to lend them the money?

Mr. BLuTIIM. Right. They have to initiate the request for a loan
under FHA.

Mr. Kopp. We are insuring loans made by the lenders. If they don't
file the application, naturally we can't insure it.
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Chairman GRIFFITis. The secretary of the Governor of Michigan
couldn't buy a house in Lansing with a $12,000 a year income. FHA
wouldn't insure it.

Mr. Kopp. She could in Georgia if she qualified otherwise.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The problem is what lender do you go to?

I really feel, I regret to say, that FHA has been overprotecting this
country. I think people were originally so thrilled with FHA that
nobody ever looked to see what they were doing. And some of the
things they are doing I am not very impressed with at all. In my dis-
trict they are setting the price for every home. You can sell the house
and get a buyer at a price, and FIA comes in and says, "We won't
guarantee that loan at that price," and reduces the price for you
$4,000. This is from people who are perfectly able to pay, so that FHA
is setting its own prices. In my district they have made a deliberate
attack on some of the best housing in America to destroy those homes,
and they are doing it.

I would like to ask you also about zoning enforcement once people
get in these 235 houses. Suppose it is in an area where there are zoning
restrictions, one family to a house. Two weeks after they move in
there are three families living in the house. Do you have any control?

Mr. Kopp. We don't enforce zoning, this is done by the municipality.
Chairman GRIFFrTHS. I see.
Mr. Kopp. We have no further knowledge of what happens to the

housing in that respect.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You don't look to see what is happening?
Mr. Kopp. Right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. As a matter of fact, and I've heard complaints

about this, 2 weeks after a house was sold to an individual family
with five members in the family, there were 18 people living in that
house. There isn't any zoning in housing today that will take that.
That house is destroyed quite rapidly, and it ruins the area around it.

Mr. Kopp. Overcrowding is a code violation, but it has to be en-
forced, such as the city of Atlanta Housing Authority.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. I agree, but as a matter of fact don't
you think you have some responsibility?

Mr. SELLS. It's a bad connotation on your program when this takes
place.

Chairman GRIFFmIs. Certainly.
Mr. SEALs. The general public, they are fearful of this taking place,

if one family moves in the possibility of several other people mov-
ing in with them. That's true.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And the trouble of it is that the taxpayers are
paying for this. The housing stock of America is a great natural re-
source. Frankly, I just don't think that the taxpayers of America can
pay to rehouse this country over and over again. I don't think that
homes should be destroyed, and yet it is being done.

Mr. SEALs. I would agree with you there. I would like to see control
of the number of people or families living in a home. We are paying
for that and I think we should have some basic restriction on the use
of the house.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think we should too. And I think the Secre-
tary of HUD has the ability to put those restrictions on. You know, the
housing bill is in real trouble this time. I don't think there is anything
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at all wrong with Secretary Romney saying "Look, when this house is
sold we are going to state the number of people in the family, and you
can't move in 10 more."

Mr. Kopp. They're required in the application for 235 to state the
number of people in the family, and if they do not state the correct
number, of course, they are f alsifying.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What happens to them?
Mr. Kopp. If they are caught at it, then they are asked to-Well,

this determines what the amount of the subsidy and so forth, it was
taken into consideration.

Mr. SEALS. Here again
Mr. Kopp. Generally they would not report it to us.
Mr. SEALS. When this takes place it is reported to you by a next door

neighbor or someone across the street.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right, then what do you do?
Mr. SEALS. We don't really have any recourse.
Mr. Kopp. We don't have any recourse on overcrowding, but you

won't find where they report this. They will report their immediate
family, they will not report the other families.

Mr. SEALS. She's saying if it is reported.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right, it's reported. What do you do then ?
Mr. Kopp. We would probably refer it to the housing authority as a

code violation and ask them to do-something about it?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have you ever done it?
Mr. Kopp. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. REARDON. In this case the mortgagee does have an obligation to

protect his investment and he does have a right to inspect, and if he
does find that the family is abusing the house so that his investment
is in danger he would have the right to foreclosure.

Chairman GRIFFrTHs. Has anybody ever done it?
Mr. REARDON. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman GRIFFrrHS. That's the problem, nothing is ever done

about it.
Mr. SEALS. We well know as long as the mortgage is paid what's

going to happen.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's right, he doesn't care because he is

going to get his money anyhow. So he just gets his money, but the
house is destroyed. I frankly, think this is a problem of HIUD. I think
you ought to do something about it. It think it is unconscionable that
this is happening, and it is happening all over this country. You move
in five people and the next day 26 are living in the house. I think some-
thing ought to be done about it.

Now, you could increase the payment, couldn't you? You could de-
mand that the payment be increased, couldn't you?

Mr. SEALS. Well, if we did this, really I think we would be prob-
ably defeating our purpose. I think we should hold it to a minimum
number of people, we'd be better off.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Under what circumstances can you increase
the payment?

Mr. SEALS. We'll let Frank Reardon answer that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. OK. Would you mind coming up, Mr. Rear-

don?
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Mr. REARDON. The amount of payment is limited by the law itself,
so we could not increase the payment except according to the law itself.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right, how does the law permit you to do
it?

Mr. REARDON. The law requires that the mortgagor pay 20 percent
of his adjusted income in the sense that he, of course, will reach a
limit. If that subsidy would reduce his payment to more than what
he would get under 1 percent money, he has to pay more than 20 per-
cent of his income.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many people have ever had to increase
their payment?

Mr. REARDON. A large number of people, anybody under what we
call formula 2 has to increase his payments. A formula 2 family would
be the family that has the maximum subsidy and whenever the taxes
would be increased or hazard insurance would be increased, or any
element that makes up the payment would be increased, that mort-
gagor, as a matter of fact, must bear the added burden.

Chairman GRiFFTrHs. Let me ask you this. Supposing the income
increases, what do you do?

Mr. REARDON. If the income increases we must immediately recertify.
If his income increases because he takes a new job, he must immedi-
ately recertify. If another member of his family takes a job he must
immediately recertify. The payments in both cases would be increased.
If he stays on his own job, if he doesn't take a new job, and gets an
increase in his salary he does not have to immediately report that. But
each year he has to recertify.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Each year or each 2 years?
Mr. REARDON. Each year.
Chairman GRIFiTHSs. Each year. Do you ever check up to find out if

they are giving you a full report?
Mr. REARDON. Yes, ma'am, we do. By the way the requirement to

report and recertify each year was just recently implemented.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It was 2 years, wasn't it?
Mr. REARDON. It was 2 years up until now. We just advised the

mortgagees at a meeting yesterday that the annual recertification with
optional recertification at any time is in effect. But we do get a number
of cases where the mortgagees suspect that somebody is not telling
the truth. In this instance, the mortgagee sends the recertification back
to the family and says, "Would you please check and make sure that
you are correct?" If they are still not satisfied, they refer it to us and
we refer it to investigation.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. After I had held this hearing in Detroit, a
young woman came to see me whose mother I happened to know. And
she told me that she had bought a house under 235 in a very large
development. Ten days after she moved into the house, and she moved
in in September, she married a skilled worker with a good sized in-
come. And she called up HUD and said, "Look, I shouldn't have this
subsidy anymore. We have a good sized income, and where should we
pay it and what should we pay?" The man in HUD said to her, "Oh,
forget about it, just wait, we will recertify this in 2 years." That was
the angriest girl you have ever seen because right then she was a tax-
payer and she knew that she was paying for other people in the same
circumstances who were gettingr things to which they were not entitled,
and in spite of the fact that HUD was notified, they didn't do a thing.
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Mr. REARDON. The policy was, even during the period of 2-year re-
certification, that at the time of marriage there would be a required
recertification immediately, to be implemented immediately.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, she did notify HUD, and their response
was "Oh, well, forget that, just pass out the money, we don't care."
But it makes people mad. You know, they are getting the subsidy and
all at once they are paying the taxes for other people to get this. And
I think really, that when the revolution hits America 235 is going to
be gone. And one of the reasons for it is that you are having one family
living right here paying the full price, and another family moving in
next door in an identical house under a subsidy and in many cases
they are not disclosing their full income. Or, they are living in a situa-
tion that is extralegal. The wife is on aid to dependent children, the
husband has a good job, and he's living in that house. Now, maybe you
folks don't have as much of it as we're having in big cities, but we
in big northern industrial cities are having this situation.

Mr. Kopp. Our written statement shows that we have referred for
investigation over 100 cases. Any case where we find there is any indi-
cation of irregularity in the application, we report it for investigation,
and then we take whatever action is appropriate.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. This young woman told me that in a sub-
division of 800 houses, she thought that at least 95 percent were occu-
pied by women drawing ADC and at least 50 percent of them had a
man living in the house, with an income other than the aid to depend-
ent children. Now, that's really beating the system. It is not set up for
that.

Is HUD taking more responsibility for seeing that appraisals are
honest and reflect the true value of the property and have been made
properly?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am. I'd say that we are doing a very good job
there. We could have Ralph Johnston, our director of operations,
answer that in more detail.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right, we'll be glad to have Mr. John-
ston answer it.

And will you identify yourself, sir, this gentleman, the second one?
Mr. SEALS. This is Bob McHan.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Bob McHan. OK, Mr. Johnston, let's hear

your answer.
Mr. JOHNSTON. I'm Ralph Johnston. I feel that we perhaps recog-

nized the problem a little earlier than some other areas did in refer-
ence to putting enough requirements to bring the house up to standard.
We have gone out and we have looked at most of the houses, and where
the requirements were not met according to our objectives, we trained
these appraisers. Well, let me put it this way, after we made these
first reviews we found out under the 235 that there were a number of
discrepancies there and we didn't like it. So we came back and in
line with all the requirements, we are beginning to train people that
under the existing houses there are many more requirements there
that should be put on the additional commitments. And each 235,
where we find there is a problem, we contact directly the appraiser
involved and explain to him the various things that he missed. We
have a training session every week in which these main problems are
brought to the attention of all appraisers. We discuss the problems,
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we discuss the corrections. This, of course, went on even before the 235
problem came to a head.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are these appraisers part of your own staff,
or are they real estate people hired by the day?

Mr. JOHNSTON. We do this with both staff appraisers and fee ap-
praisers. We went back and retrained, continually retrain staff ap-
praisers and fee appraisers. We have now invited all our fee appraisers
to come even to our regular training sessions held each week. We went
back and gave additional training sessions to all our fee appraisers and
our staff appraisers, and I require at least twice a year our fee
appraisers to come in for a special training session. Even so, we find
mistakes in relation to fee appraisers. We bring them in and show them
mistakes and attempt to train them to where they can put the necessary
requirements.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they enter the house when they go to
make an appraisal?

Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes, ma'am, they do. They are required to go under
the house and into the attic, both interior and exterior.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you know that in Detroit in a recent 8-
month period only 1.1 percent of the FHA appraisals were given a
field review and in all but a very few instances only the exterior of the
house was inspected.

Mr. SEALS. Were these fee appraisers for the most part?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes, I believe so.
Mr. McHAN. You're speaking of reviews rather than initial ap-

praisals. On initial appraisals they are always required to do this.
Under reviews they may do something less.

Chairman GRIFnTHS. I see. What less do you do?
Mr. JOHNSTON. Well, in order to make a proper review appraisal

they should go and really inspect the house the same as the initial
appraiser did. This is the only way they can do a proper review.

Chairman GRIFFrTHs. Do you need additional personnel?
Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes, ma'am; I don't think there is any question

about it.
Chairman GRIFFrnHs. Have you requested them?
Mr. JOHNSTON. We have.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What did they tell you?
Mr. JOHNSTON. It is our indication that they are working toward

getting us additional personnel.
Mr. SEALS. We should have new allocations by July.
Mr. JOHNSTON. The other thing too, they are attempting to go to

quality processing and say you only process what you can handle on
a quality basis, so we are recognizing that.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right, if you start doing that then, that
means that these people with the houses that are vacant are going to
have them vacant longer, aren't they?

Mr. JOHNSTON. Which houses are you referring to?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. All these 235 houses.
Mr. JOHNSTON. That are vacant now?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes; if you are going to have to do this on a

quality basis.
Mr. JOHNSTON. You are talking about the foreclosed houses at

present?
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Chairman GRIFITHS. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSTON. He's attempting to turn those over.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What are you going to do about checking up

on them if you are going to have a staff that is struggling with the
quality, what do you do in trying to give good appraisals and so forth
and so on, where are the people going to be that are out supposed to ap-
praise this stuff?

Mr. JOHNSTON. We have a housing management division, we have
the operations division that takes care of initial houses, and the hous-
ing management division handles them after they have been insured or
foreclosed. And at that time, I think Harold can answer you better on
that.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Okay.
Mr. Kopp. We have our own staff.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You have your own staff do this, OK. What

is being done to insure that purchasers can and will remain in the
houses and make the payments they have agreed to make?

Mr. SEALS. Again, I think this may be handled through our housing
management.

Mr. REARDON. We are trying to do a lot of things. I think lots of time
we have the f ailure right in the original process. I hate to use the word
counseling for it, but bringing the people to the point of awareness of
what homeownership is, I think, is really going to be important. We
are talking with mortgagees asking their cooperation. We have started
to talk with the public housing officials whose clientele, as a matter of
fact, are preferred under the program, to ask them to enter into a
program of cooperation so that these people who are preferred are
actually being prepared for the responsibilities. We're asking them to
help us in evaluating those families that are upwardly mobile, that
might really quality.

Chairman GRnFFITHS. Does the welfare department enter into this?
Mr. REARDON. I'm talking to public housing officials right now. We

are talking to officials of the welfare department, State of Georgia.
The problem here is that funds for counseling, as you know, were never
provided. It was authorized under sections 235 and 237.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, you know, it's a disgrace that it is not
provided. We are destroying the country, really.

The seller is responsible, isn't he, for getting the information about
family income, deciding about eligibility to be insured, or is the lender?

Mr. REARDON. They use the builder sometimes, but we are stressing
very strongly that the lender himself must establish a personal rela-
tionship with this buyer. We have instances where the buyer goes back
to the builder when he runs into problems, not even knowing what
sort of help is available. And we have advised the lenders of this situa-
tion and they are disturbed. They tell me, we don't want our people
going to the builder. And I think they are beginning to cooperate much
more in that involvement.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Can you submit copies of your application for
our record?

Mr. MOHAN. A sample 235 application?
Chairman GmrFFITrs. Yes.
Mr. MCHAN. We'll be happy to.
(The information referred to follows:)
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had any record of her employment.

F 6/71 1753. 1151. 1-60-3
HF No record
C No record
B 10/71 208. 152. I-1
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COPYRIGHT - 1971 - CREDIT BUREAU REPORTS, INC.
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do solemnly swear under oatt2~f

that for the past , I have been soparated.i..

°___________ and do not

Isve any inte n of reuniting with _____ (him, her).

Signature

NOTICE TO RECIPIENT OF THIS REPORT: .,

This Credit Bureau has in file information On
wvamei of Spouje

whicb is available upon request. . .-
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Peparbneizt Of gamily ofnd ekdi/dren Services
TEL9PIHONE 924.2068 1l

GEORGIA

- June 23, 1972

Reply to: (Mrs.) Brenda Pollock

Re:

Dear Mrs. Powell:

The above named recipient receives $184 per month from this Agency for
herself and five children.

3 me chi1k&,names and es follows: age 11,
_ 9,O 10, , age 8, and

_ : ,~~~~ age 1.

APPROVED:

Y <- a
(Mrs.) Jane C. Broadhurst
Deputy Director I

BP/sp

Sincerely,

SUMENR COUNTY DEPARTMN9T OF
FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
(Mrs.) Marian M. Harris

Kenneth S. Oxford 6
Casework Supervisor I

6/ ) Brenda Pollock
Casework Aide

'his 13 to certifv that I have been senarated From
mv husband Por the last P years. He contributes $30.00
a i-Toek child sunnort. HIis navlnr habits in the last years
have been nromnt.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 25

1� -- Nfiww�.
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SALES CONTRACT

' a;:dersigned BUYER agrees to buy and the undersigned SELLER agrees to sell all of that certain

io' or land so . Z . Georgia, _ - County, together with
ai. -aiprovements situated thereon, and described as follows:

All of Lot_

Fr a price of EIlHT'EEN THOUSAND Three Hundred Fifty-Five ($18,355.00

To b paid as follows: Do llars & a4o/±uu

;. 'i JTAL PRICE $ 18,355.00

2.: ISH DOWNPAYMENT, RECEIPT HEREBY
-CNOWLEDGED BY SELLER $ 55.00

ALANCE OF DOWNPAYMENT DUE BY BUYER h

)AN TO BE OBTAINED $ 18,300.00

f'':t is obtaining an (FHA) (VX) Y WKTl 7 %., 30 year loan
. amount as set forth above.

BUYER is unable to obtain a loan in the amount set forth above, BUYER'S cash downpayment
x. refunded by SELLER and this contract considered cancelled. If BUYER'S loan is secured and

`.. does not accept it, SELLER may keep BUYER'S downpayment as damages; otherwise, BUY-
downpayment will apply on phrchase price as set forth above.

* E will furnish BUYER warranted good, valid and marketable fee simple title subject only to
...1 restrictions and easements of record and zoning ordinances affecting the same.

.R agrees to give BUYER complete possession of said property within days from the
red is signed by the SELLER conveying said property to BUYER.

' S to be pro-rated as of the date BUYER takes title to the property. All special assessments are
... aid in full by the SELLER.

the aforedescribed property be improved and such improvements be wholly destroyed by fire or
rents before sale is consummated, the loss shall fall on the SFLLER. If such loss is partial,

*. t the option of the BUYER, the SELLER shall repair or restore the premises to their former
: . on or the BUYER shall be allowed to deduct from the agreed purchase price, the amount neces-

.a repair or restore the premises to the condition of same prior to the casualty. If the parties are
I to agree as to the amount necessary to repair or restore the property each party shall name one

.. 'er and the two appraisers shall name an umpire and the decision of the majority shall deter-
. .. he amount to be deducted from the purchase price, which decision and award shall have the

a.nd effect of a statutory award as provided by the law of Georgia.

. . ontract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties, and shall be binding upon and
to the benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns of the respective parties here-

.;iowing special stipulations shall, if in conflict with the printed matter, control:

. AL STIPULATIONS:
rurcraso- agrees to nay nrepaid items at time of closing-in the amount-$145fD:
Seller agrees to nay all closingom corts.
naver a-rees to close loan at maximum rate of interest allowable by FHA.
n"u"rs 'till not he charge'i T`A amrraisal fee under any conditions.
"aarchaser acknowledges t200.r0 cash on hand as personal savings.

sealed and delivered this -1th day of 7lan 15 72
presence of:

-Buyer

J L .. N
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Chairman GRIFIrrHs. Who retains copies of that form?
Mr. McOfN. The lender retains them and we have a copy in our

insured loan file which goes to the Washington office, and which is
put on tape, I believe. It's available.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In your statement you said the lender ini-
tiates a request for verification of employment or other source of
income. Must the lender initiate such a request? Does he have to?

Mr. MCHAN. It's part of the application document. We would not
approve a loan for insurance unless we had the necessary verifications.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How is the verification performed?
Mr. McHAN. Verifications are sent, given to the bank or to the

employer, and they have to be delivered direct to the lender. We do
not allow any intermediate parties who have an interest in the trans-
action to get hold of this document, and this includes the credit report
as well.

Chairman GRIFnITHS. I see. Is proof of income presented to your
office, too?

Mr. McHAN. It is. The verification from the employer.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You also said that the lender forwards a

credit report to the HUD office. Even as prestigious a firm as Dun &
Bradstreet has been accused of giving false credit ratings on section 235
purchasers. Do you think credit ratings are reliable?

Mr. McHAN. Mr. Bluhm, do you want to answer that?
Mr. BLuHM. I would say
Chairman GRIFinTHs. Would you identify yourself, would you just

come up ?
Mr. BLUHM. Edward Bluhm.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is your position, Mr. Bluhm?
Mr. BLuHM. Chief, mortgage credit. I would say basically that the

credit reports we are obtaining from the mortgages for each and every
case binder are not so good. We have got individual bureaus through-
out our whole jurisdiction that are affiliates of Credit Bureau Reports,
Inc., who have been approved as individual bureaus and also collec-
tively to have the facilities, the staffing, and. so forth, to develop the
trade records and the checking of public records, and so forth, and
develop the credit activities and manner of handling their accounts,
and so forth, for each and every one of our individual applicants.

Mr. McHAN. We are set up on national standards for the things
these credit bureaus are required to do in order to get accurate infor-
mation. Such as checking public records and maintaining a continu-
ous record of old credit information as well as current.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Evidently, you are not using Dun & Brad-
street.

Mr. McHAN. Are we, Mr. Bluhm?
Mr. BL-uHM. Well, we haven't had occasion to use under a single-

family operation reports from Dun & Bradstreet because they are pri-
marily a commercial-type report that develops data on individuals that
are self-employed, and that is not our typical 235 loan applicant.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. Who is responsible for the annual recertifica-
tion of income?

Mr. REARDON. The mortgagee.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, he really doesn't have any financial in-

centive, does he?
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Mr. REARDON. He has the financial incentive that's in the 350 he gets
for servicing this and the money he is making off the loan. But since
he does have a 100-percent loan, you can make an argument for the
fact he doesn't have much financial incentive.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Not a bit, no incentive at all. Why should he
make money trying to find out whether these people are going to pay?
He's going to get paid no matter what. This is really what happened in
Detroit. Two lenders made more than a million dollars each in a period
of months.

Mr. REARDON. He should do it, because if we find out he is not serv-
icing the loan, we're going to take away his approval as a mortgagee.

Chairman GRImrTHs. If they get that first million they don't really
care. I mean, we in Detroit did it too, but it was too late.

Mr. SEALS. I think we might revert back to the statement made
earlier about the 20-percent plan. I think again that we have gotten in
trouble throughout the United States by -allowing large tracts of 235
to exist where a particular mortgage firm, it could really be worth
their while, within a six- or eight-block area, could have a good deal
of money invested in there. If you can keep it down to small units, this
is what we are going to do in this State of Georgia in the 235 program.
We are going to keep it down and we're going to keep it small so that
we can have better controls over it.

Chairman GmiFiimvs. Of course, I not only agree with you, I not only
think that's the way to do it, but I think it has a lot of social advan-
tages too. You're never going to teach anybody to live who doesn't
have a model. They've got to be able to see somebody that knows how
to live, that knows how to maintain a home, that knows how to take
care of things. and if all they are going to see is somebody that doesn't
know how, they never are going to learn anything. And this is one of
our really big mistakes. But the only organization that really is going
to gain from knowing that these people have the money to pay and
that they pay, is the U.S. Government. Why don't we do the recertifica-
tions? Why don't we check up on the income-you know, the young
woman that was married. And of course, one of the other things that
is in this 235 that a lot of people don't understand, you people do,
and another thing that shocked this little girl terribly was that about
2 weeks after she shad notified them that she had been married and
she could now pay more and they said, "oh, just wait," they got a notice
that they could deduct about $620 in interest for that year on their in-
come tax. They just about fainted. She said, "We hadn't even made a
payment and we were entitled to this on our income tax." So she was
really shocked. But it's the Govefnment that really stands to lose or
gain on all of these. So why don't we do it?

Mr. MCHAN. We had one that was the other way around. One of
the neighbors reported that this young widow had more assets than
we permitted. And we referred this to investigation. We found out
she did have more assets, and unfortunately, this was the insurance
money that she had gotten when her husband had been killed. And
we had to insist that she was not eligible under the 235 program be-
cause the assets were too much. We were real sympathetic with her,
but she didn't fit in, and this was a real problem.

Mr. SEALS. I think this probably should have been a major area of
concern. Of course, that's controlled. And if people are not offered
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an incentive to do the work, they are not really going to do what
they should do. Now, we check it out, I'm not saying personnel would
solve all our problems, but we would need additional personnel to do
this, and I feel like in the long run probably much more money would
be saved if we did do this. But under our present setup we could not
do it due to shortage of personnel.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do I have permission to quote you in the
House debate on the housing bill, that you need some more money
down here?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
Mr. REARDON. The recertification package which just went into effect

requires that at the time of recertification and at the time of the
original submission the person furnish the Internal Revenue Depart-
ment a letter advising them that their tax returns are to be turned
over to the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and
any time we need that information in order to check, we can check
that. So again, it takes a tremendous amount of people to be able to
do this, and we are asking the mortgagees whenever they have a ques-
tion to forward the certification to us and to advise us if they think
there perhaps may be something that isn't exactly right. We will
have this to help us.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. We've already got a system by which this
can be circumvented, too. They can write Mr. Ball and get a new
social security number and work under a different social security
number and a different name and they are home free on that, you
know. We're beating ourselves every day. We're setting it all up in
Washington.

According to your prepared statement your office has insured about
6,000 mortgages for public assistance recipients. Four thousand of
these under section 235. Under which programs are the other 2,000
insured?

Mr. MCHAN. It's probably under section 221 (d) (2).
Chairman GRiFnITns. Yes. Have there been default problems with

public recipients at a higher rate than with nonrecipients?
Mr. SEALS. What's our nonrecipient?
Mr. REARDON. The default-this includes everything, they are not

really broken up.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Could you break it down for the record

when we send you a copy of the record?
Mr. REARDON. We should be able to break out the 235's, yes.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:)
We are unable to break down Section 235 defaults involving welfare recipients

according to source of income unless all such files are recalled from the Wash-
ington office and this information is extracted manually. Such procedure would
be rather voluminous, however, if that information is essential to your Com-
mittee, we will nevertheless secure the statistical information requested.

Mr. SEALS. 235's right now are 4.6 to 4.8 percent.
Mr. McHAN. I don't think we can break down who are welfare

recipients exactly, which cases they were.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Has Georgia law restricted foreclosure on

these homes? I understand that you have a homestead law that ex-
empts from levy and sale $1,600 of the family's real and personal
property.
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Mr. McHAN. This law doesn't have anything to do with the fore-
closure.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What does it deal with?
Mr. McHAN. I'm not really sure. You would have to have an at-

torney to answer this.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. OK.
Do you think that the 235 subsidy program is a feasible way to

assist low-income families to obtain adequate housing and to improve
housing in Atlanta?

Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am. It's got a lot of if's on it though, I guess. Of
course, we need a better policing system than what we presently have.
As I stated earlier, I think it can be done in a more effective way if it's
done in smaller units. This is why we have instructed our staff that we
are not going into large subdivisions anymore with 235's. Overall, if
you look at a 4.6 to 4.8 percent default rate which we presently have
in Georgia and consider the people that you have reached with the
program, I would say in Georgia that it has been beneficial. I don't
think you can say that in some other States. But we can, I think. Cer-
tainly you have got to scrutinize the 235 program, probably more so
than any other program you have. At present I would say it's a a-- A
program, but we keep both eyes on it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The Mississippi Congressmen tell me that it
has been very effective in Mississippi. What happened in Detroit is
beyond me.

Mr. SEALS. I think you got involved in the urban problem.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. At the present time it is estimated that HUD

is going to own one in 10 houses in Detroit very shortly.
Mr. McHAN. Our program is perhaps different from other areas

in the country in that most of the 235's have represented new hous-
ing production rather than older, inner city properties. We have had
quite a number of those too, but the great majority, I don't know
What the percentage is but I guess about 80 percent or more, is new
construction.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. One of the better places was Milwaukee.
The director there really did a very good job and Secretary Romney
fired him and then had to hire him back as a concession when he got
into trouble.

Now, I'd like to talk about the rent supplement, the 236 pro-
gram. In your statement you said that under the section 236 programs
in Georgia about 3,000 dwellings have been completed and occupied
and more than 4,000 more units are under construction. The section
221(d) (3) programs, which accounts for most of the rent supple-
ment, includes more than 5,000 dwelling units completed and occu-
pied. Do you know how many or what percentage of the tenants re-
ceiving section 236 subsidies are welfare recipients?

Mr. MCHAN. We don't have it broken down by welfare recipients.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You don't know then how many of the tenants

receiving rent sunplements are welfare recipients?
Mr. MCHAN. We could probably dig it up.
Chairman GRIFFITrs. When you got this record, will you see if

you can answer that?
Mr. SEALS. Yes, ma'am.
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(The information referred to follows:)
Sixty percent of the tenants under our rent supplement progam ('Section221(d) (3) 'and 236) receive welfare assistance; that is, 832 families out of1,366.
Other welfare recipient tenants are also receiving subsidies in the Section236 interest reduction plan in the form of lower than normal market rents.However, no statistics are available.

Chairman GRIrnTHs. A tenant receiving 236 subsidy pays rent which
is equal to 25 percent of his adjusted monthly income. How is the ad-
justed monthly income calculated?

Would you identify yourself please, sir?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. My name is Hampshire and I am with the housing

program.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. How is the adjusted income figured?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. The total family income includes income from all

sources after the verification. There is deducted an amount of 5 percent
of gross total income. There is deducted an amount of $300 per minor
child in the household. They are allowed a deduction for predictable
and continuing medical expenses. All of these are deducted from thegross income to arrive at the income on which the rent is based.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How is that determined for welfare recipients?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. The same as for anybody else.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The same way. Where does a person apply for

a rent supplement?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. To the particular project that they want to be in.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do people find out about rent supple-

ment projects?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. I don't know.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is it just accidental, or do they find out byword of mouth?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. Word of mouth; people that they knew who areliving in the development.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Who is responsible for getting information onfamily income and deciding if the family is eligible under this pro-gram?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. This is done by the managing agent, or by the per-

son actually operating the project at the local level.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is verification of the income required?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. Right. Under 221 (d) (3) programs the application

as well as the recertifications are sent to our office for review and ap-proval.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. How do you know that it's done prop-erly? You just take the word of whoever does it; is that it?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. We have a rent supplement specialist on the staffand this person has had years of experience dealing with the computa-

tions of income, possibility of unreported incomes, and this sort ofthing. He has had years of experience in dealing with public housing
where this is also a requirement.

Mr. McHAN. Maybe we ought to point out that on rent supplements
we have to approve each application in this office. We do the approving
on rent supplement by specific application.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If the original check though is done by thelandlord, what incentive does he have to know that it's right? He gets
the same amount of money.
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Mr. MCHAN. He has to submit supporting information.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What supporting information does he submit

with a rent supplement application?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. The rent supplement application would include all

of the verification of income, and it would include verification of the
previous housing conditions in certain cases. This does not apply to
elderly people.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Didn't I read in the paper the night I got
here that you have a high apartment vacancy rate in this city?

Mr. SEALS. Yes.
Mr. McHAN. Vacancy ratio of all apartments, FHA as well as

uninsured.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, what is to keep some of those landlords

from letting in some of these people if they want to under a rent
supplement? They could, couldn't they?

Mr. SEALS. It woud have to be done under the FHA-insured program.
Mr. McHAN. The project would have to be a rent supplement project

to start with, before they have an allocation of funds to permit this.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Could they convert any of these to that

sort of thing?
Mr. JOHNSTON. Basically the answer would probably be no, because

it requires that rent supplement would either have a new or substan-
tially rehabilitated project in order to be 'able to convert.

Mr. SEALS. We are having some experiments whereby they are
providing the recipient with housing assistance, and it's his choice
to move into whatever unit he would like to move into, and to use what-
ever means are provided to him according to his economic level. I
don't know the cities that are going to be involved in this yet, but I
think this is along the lines of what you are talking about.

Mr. McHAN. This is the housing allowance program.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, in New York, where they are main-

taining people in luxury apartments under welfare, the city is supple-
menting their rent, isn't it?

Mr. SEALS. I think that's correct.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The city funds, they are probably getting

part from the Federal Government. I might say that one of the
southern Congressmen told me that when his mayor called him and
urged him, "For heaven's sake, vote for the revenue sharing bill." He
said to him, "Do you mean to tell me that you want me to vote to
have our State pay taxes to send it in to John Lindsay to keep some
family down at the Waldorf ?" And this is really what you start doing.

Does your office check on the eligibility of tenants or review applica-
tions to be sure they are correct under these programs?

Mr. REARDON. We do check.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You do check them all, you certify the income?
Mr. REARDON. We just spot check. We spot check these, and the time

to do this is limited. We do some of it.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have a record there of who these

families are and the supplements they receive?
Mr. REARDON. No, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Does anybody?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. Under the rent supplement program we would

have, in each instance, a complete record of them. On the 236's I think
this is done.
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Mr. MCHAN. The project only has this and we have, on occasion,
gone to the project and spot checked from their files.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Don't you think you really ought to have a
record though? You know, it's incredible, this is a tremendous amount
of money spent and the Government is relying on somebody else to
administer it properly.

Mr. McHAN. We receive a copy on the 236.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think it ought to be right down in some

Government file. Here is a subsidy for which Federal taxpayers are
paying the bill.

Mr. SEALs. We would agree with you 100 percent. I'm not poor-
mouthing on staff, but here again at the present time we are not doing
these things that we talk about that we agree with you should be done
because we would be able to use 40 more people just in our housing
management section alone.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I'm going to tell every bit of this, I think it's
terrible. You need the people. This is one of the great American
resources, and we're just letting it be destroyed and we're letting peo-
ple use it and we don't know who they are and we don't know whether
they are correctly using it or not. There is nobody in the Federal Gov-
ernment who really is charged with the responsibility.

Mr. McHAN. We're not able to police it properly. We're not able
to police it with the staff that we have.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think it's terrible, absolutely terrible.
How often do you recheck income, recertify income, any of this

stuff? The law specifies 1 year for rent supplements and 2 years for
section 236.

Mr. HAMPSHIRE. Two years for 236, annually for the others.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are tenants required to report changes in

income as they occur?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have any of them ever done it, ever reported

any increased incomes?
Mr. HAMPSHIRE. I can only speak for the rent supplement program,

because we do get recertifications from time to time showing changes
of family composition.

Mr. SEALS. I think if the truth were known, probably 95 percent
don't report changes until they are checked on a year or 2 yeax basis.
I find that to be human nature. They get away with as much as they
can.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think that's true. Two years is ridiculous. It
ought to be more frequently than that. The GAO did a study of section
221 low-rent projects in 1968. They found out that project owners did
not verify income and employment information of about one-fourth of
the families prior to occupancy and did not recheck income of one-
fifth of current tenants during the year. The GAO also found out that
one-half of the families in the project they studied may have had
higher incomes than they reported. Neither the family nor the project
owner had any real incentive to report higher income. And nationwide
I doubt if anything has been done to correct any of this.

Well, I certainly do appreciate your testimony. I do feel that you
are trying harder than most areas and I'm very glad that you came
here and helped us learn about your administrative problems and pro-
cedures.
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Because, in my opinion, you're really dealing with considerable
amounts of money, but you are also dealing with a resource we don't
want to have to replace. To put up an $18,000 or $20,000 house and
have it destroyed and have to be rebuilt really isn't right. That house
should last for many years. And the taxpayers just can't afford this.
So anything you can do to help take care of it I hope you make known
to all of us so we can help you. And I think it's unconscionable that you
don't have all the help you need.

Mr. SEALS. Well, this would certainly help us to solve many of the
problems we have. I'm not saying that it would solve all of the prob-
lems, but it would certainly help us to do a better job in these areas.
And we admitted, I think most anybody would admit, that you do not
have the proper tools right now to police the amount of money that this
Government is allocating under some of these programs.

Chairman GiRFFiTHs. I think there ought to be a little file some-
place in one of your offices which shows the names of every person, the
address of every person, and the amount of money we are subsidizing.
We ought to know.

Mr. SmiLus. We agree with you.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you all, and I'm going to excuse you

at this time. Thank you very much.
Now we're going to worrv about the veterans. I'd like to say to you

that I am one of those people who think that World War I veterans
have been the most mistreated group of people in America. I think it's
just terrible, and I think that World War II veterans are responsible
for it under their very, very ungrateful attitude for everything their
fathers did for them. Because World War II veterans got the very best
deal of all.

Mr. White, would you explain to me the primary distinctions between
the compensation and the pension programs?

Mr. WHrrE. Yes, ma'am. The compensation program is a payment
for disability for injuries that were incurred during service. This is
based on their degree of unemployability and the disability. The pen-
sion program is an income supplement program on the basis of need.

Chairman GRIFrrHs. Well, when does a veteran become eligible for
a pension?

Mr. WHrTE. After having 90 days' military service in a period of
war, and being permanently and totally disabled, unable to work
because of disability, and meeting the income criteria.

Chairman GRIFFrTHs. When a pensioner dies, do his survivors auto-
matically become eligible for a survivor's pension?

Mr. WHIrTE. No; not automatically, it's on the same basis as the vet-
eran in that it is an income supplement program. We don't pay the
same rate of benefits to a survivor as we do a veteran. We feel that we
have some obligation to them, but our primary responsibility is to the
veteran.

Chairman GRlFFr-ns. Weren't Spanish-American war veterans pen-
sions really the social security of the 1920's?

Mr. WHITE. This I don't know.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think so.
Mr. WHrrE. I don't know exactly what you mean by that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That is, before social security there was a vet-

erani's pension that was about the sole opportunity for a pension in this
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country. It seems to me that these veterans were real good catches asmarriage partners, no matter what their age. They had to put througha special bill. A special bill went through Congress to pick up anyindividual survivor under a Spanish-American war pension.
Mr. WHITE. The laws generally change as the number of veteransdecrease, and of course at the present time the Spanish-American warveteran does get a pension and there is no income requirements on hispension.
Chairman GRIFFIrHS. How many Spanish-American war veteransare left?
Mr. WHrrE. We have 38 in Georgia. I don't know how many thereare nationally.
Chairman GRIYFITHS. The last one in Congress was O'Hara of Il-linois who was a drummer boy when Teddy Roosevelt charged SanJuan Hill. That was the last of the Spanish-American War veteransin Congress.
Mr. WHITE. Monday night I attended a Spanish-American auxil-iary banquet and they had one member there from the Spanish-American War who was 92 years of age. He told us all about it.Chairman GRIMM&ruS. The widows are younger, I take it.Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am, some of them.
Chairman GRIiirmrs. Quite a bit younger.
Mr. WnrrE. We have 3,000 Spanish-American War pensionsnationally.
Chairman GRIEFFIMS. Would you speak into the microphone, please?It's hard to hear you. In what ways do survivors become eligible forpensions?
Mr. WHiTE. They have to have the same basic eligibility as theveteran for a pension, and the disability or the death is due to a non-service-connected disability. Here again, we have the same distinc-tion that we had in the veteran's benefits in that if the veteran's deathis due to a service-connected disability, then widows are entitled todependency and indemnity compensation. For the service-connected

death program payment is made on the basis of the veteran's militaryrank.
The death pension for the widow is based on generally thesame requirements that existed for the veteran, 90 days of war-time service for the veteran, and then there is the income and estatelimitations.
Chairman GnRIMrTHs. Is there any help for a veteran with a re-tarded or disabled child?
Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am. This child is continued as a dependentbeyond the age of 18 if it remains incapable of self-support and isunmarried.
Chairman GRnrFrrHs. How are survivors' eligibility pensionsterminated?
Mr. WHITE. Pensions are terminated on the basis of a determina-tion of nonentitlement, the same as it would be at the time of initialdetermination, if their income increased to the level that they no longerwould be entitled.
Chairman GRIF=11HS. You state that if a widow lives openly witha man but remains unmarried you terminate her eligibility as if shewere remarried. How do you prove it?
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Mr. WHITE. We will generally get an anonymous report from afriend or a neighbor as to this situation. We send one of our field at-
torneys out to check with the friends and neighbors and interview
them. Of course, we do make an investigation at the time it's re-
ported. The law requires that they be living as man and wife. A friend-
ship relationship is not enough to terminate them.

Chairman GRTHins. The fact that the widow is the housekeeper
won't terminate it, does it?

Mr. Wnrnm. Yes, this is true. They have to be holding themselves
out as man and wife to the public.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, you know Mr. White, there are just not
that many people that care that much anymore. They can beat this
just as simply as welfare recipients can beat it.

Your statement mentions that payments can be made for a year
based on an informal application. What does that mean ?

Mr. WHITE. That means if we get a letter from the veteran saying,
"I'm totally disabled, I'm unable to work and I want to claim a pen-sion." Let's give the example if that was received on May 5. We'd
send him a formal application, and then if that is received by May 5of the following year, we can go back to the date that the informal
claim was received and pay him retroactive benefits if entitlement isotherwise established.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you recognize or identify a veteranor his survivor? What do you ask for?
Mr. WHITE. I don't understand your question.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Supposing a person comes in and says, "I'm aveteran and I need a pension." How do you determine he really is a

veteran ?
Mr. WHITE. We require a copy of the military service records, or ifthey don't have it we get enough information so that we can go to

our record center in St. Louis and get verification.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. OK, 30 years have passed. How do you

know that's his record?
Mr. WHITE. This is something you would have in any program. I

really wouldn't know how to answer it.
Chairman GRiFFiTHs. You can't, really, can you?
Mr. WHITE. No, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It's equally difficult to make sure that it's asurvivor of the veteran, isn't it?
Mr. WHITE. I would imagine that a man would be able to memorize

the information on it until he could file a claim. But in the years that
you keep up with him, it just seems impossible to me that he couldget away with it continuously. You would find out eventually some-
where, and then we've got the military service records in St. Louis.
When they come in there is a name of a father, a child, a birthplace,
a date, he would trip himself up some way.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If you had a number, if a social security num-ber had been issued to the person at birth and a thumbprint put on
the card, you would have a positive means of identification.

Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I'm working for this. Do you think you have

ever paid out money to people who really were not veterans or really
were not the survivors of veterans?

Mr. WHITE. To answer no that question, of course-
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. There has to be something, and
Mr. WHITE. There has to be some, yes, ma'am. In any organization

you have this type of thing and we do our best to hold it to an absolute
minimum.

Chairman GRiFFITms. With respect to the VA pension program, you
measure any pensioner's income on a calendar year basis, don't you?

Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Could you, under your procedures, verify

reported income?
Mr. WHITE. Yes, they are required during the year, if there is a

change in their income, to report this to us at the time of the change.
Then in the fall of the year, November 1, we send an income question-
naire card with a pension check and that is to be returned to the VA
in Philadelphia where we have optical scanning equipment to reduce
the cost of processing. This has to be received from the pensioner by
January 15 or we discontinue their payments as of December 31. Then
we follow up on that and if he continues not to report for the pre-
ceding year we retroactively create an overpayment for failure to re-
turn that card.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If an income goes up or down during the year,
how rapidly can you adjust the pension?

Mr. WHITE. In the Veterans' Administration we have the end-of-
the-year rule from a law which was passed during the past several
years. If the income increases he continues to receive the same payment
to the end of the vear. The same on a change of dependency. If he loses
a dependent during the year, there is no adjustment until the end of
the year.

Chairman GPIFFITHS. I see. So that you are rarely bothered with
overpayments then.

Mr. WHITE. Rarely, I think would be the answer; yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You generally only adjust payments during

the year if the change would increase rather than decrease the grant.
Since many people who are eligible for veterans pensions could also

be potential welfare applicants, do you have any procedure for noti-
fying the local welfare office when persons are certified for pensions?

Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am. It's in our requirements that if the appli-
cation or the information in the folder shows that he is a welfare
recipient, when we award the pension we notify the local welfare
office.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If he does not disclose this information
though, you don't notify the welfare office?

Mr. WHITE. No, ma'am, we don't know where to notify them.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How often do you receive inquiries from the

welfare office about the pension status of welfare applicants?
Mr. WHTITE. Frequently. We get letters from them asking if they are

entitled. Mv understanding is that the welfare questions the veteran
in this regard and requires that they file their claim for pension to
determine entitlement if there is a possibility they are entitled.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you routinely check the record of the
Social Security Administration or Railroad Retirement Board, or any
other agencv?

Mr. WniTE. No, ma'am, not routinely.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would railroad retirement benefits affect the

amount of the veteran's pension?
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Mr. WnITE. Under the new pension law it would count as income,
but under the old pension law in effect prior to July of 1960 it does not
count as income.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How did railroad retirement benefits escape
being counted when you couldn't get out of counting social security?

Mr. WHITE. I don't know. Do you know, Mr. Townsend?
Chairman GRmFFrrHs. I've been trying to get Tiger Teague to ignore

social security for veteran's pension purposes since we started.
Mr. WHITE. Let me correct that. Railroad retirement does not count

as income in live cases but it does in death.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mr. WHITE. Does that answer your question?
Chairman GrrFFITHs. Right. Do I understand that VA and social

security use similar application forms for survivors and automatically
change them?

Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am, we use a joint form. I have a copy of one
of them here.

Chairman GRIFFITrs. Good. Will you give us a copy?
Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am. You see, attached to this is an application

for survivors' benefits and they fill that out at the same time and
we would refer it on to social security.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The regulations for the pension program re-
quire that an applicant's net worth be below an unspecified dollar
amount for him to be declared eligible for benefits. The regulations
are vague as to what this amount is. What is the amount?

Mr. WHITE. There is no amount; that has to be a judgment decision.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. How do you administer the test?
Mr. WHITE. It has to be on an individual basis taking into considera-

tion all of the factors in the case. I think I would have to give you
some examples to bring it out. Let's take a veteran, a young veteran
who was totally disabled and had some children who were going
into college. You would take this into consideration as to his future
needs. On the other hand, let's take the other extreme, the veteran who
is past 60. He has, let's say, no wife, no one but himself. He would
be allowed a lesser amount. So you look at the entire family pic-
ture and determine whether or not they should be living on a part
of their accumulated savings. Now, we make a formal finding and
set out all of these facts in each one of the claims. It's approved by
a supervisor.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, then if you went to a pretty sympa-
thetic person you might get something, just like with bankers or wel-
fare caseworkers, where if a person were less sympathetic you might
not. Isn't that right?

Mr. WHITE. We have quality checks in our work and this type of
thing has to be approved by an authorizer. We rotate our workload
and the people on a periodic basis until we feel that we have a pretty
systematic system on it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Let's have Mr. Tate explain this quality
control system. How does it work?

Mr. TATE. All of the work in our office is subject to quality control
of one kind or another. We have various guidelines that we use, we
have statistical information that has been developed by specialists in
the field of work measurement that tell us whether or not a sampling
would or would not be valid under a certain percentage.
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Chairman GRrFFiTHs. You mean that you don't actually check any
of these statements individually?

Mr. TATE. The statements of the claimants?
Chairnan GRiFFiTHs. Yes.
Mr. TATE. We don't actually go out and verify.
Chairman GurFFiTHs. There is no verification.
Mr. TATE. The income that a person reports on his income state-

ment-he swears or certifies on the form itself that this is correct
information.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why don't you check it?
Mr. TATE. This is not required under the regulations.
Chairman GRiFFrrns. Why don't the regulations require it? Do you

really think you're getting full and honest reports?
Mr. TATE. I think a great percentage of the people that we deal

with are honest in reporting their income.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. Every now and then, you know, you read one

of these things in the paper or it comes before a congressional com-
mittee that somebody is getting one of these pensions that has millions
that were never disclosed to the VA.

Mr. Wnm. I'm sure this could happen, as it could in any program.
But we feel that with our sophisticated system or income question-
naires and placing this into the computer, that while this could hap-
pen, you cannot guarantee on anything. We can't get it down to zero,
but we think that in our program the percentage on this is real abso-
lute minimum. A man reports social security and income from cer-
tain sources this year. This goes into the computer. It's reported next
year and he doesn't report social security. The computer immediately
makes a writeout and it comes back to us. He reported social security
last year, what happened to it? The same would apply to income from
other sources. And then if there is a great variance in the income this
is checked too. So while I would agree with you a millionaire could
be on the rolls it is improbable.

Chairman GRIFFrTHS. If a widow draws a pension and she does not
report that she has remarried, the computer is not going to point out
anything on that case, is it?

Mr. WHITE. No. ma'am. But she has an awful lot of real good friends
and neighbors that keep us notified.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I know that that is right. The only way most
people could protect themselves from this is by not disclosing their
own affairs, and there are just not that many people who will keep
quiet on what they are doing. But your quality control is only a check
of worker performance, isn't it? It's not really a check of what these
people are reporting to you about their income and family status.

Mr. TATE. We go to Social Security and ask them for verification.
We have many, many letters in our file that the claimant has brought
in showing the exact amount of the social security benefits. We regu-
larly, where there is any question about their benefits, have them send
us a copy of their award, and they do send them.

Chairman GRIFFITIHS. Well, how do you check back that the person
may have stocks, bonds, a good sized bank account, or anything like
that? You don't check that, do you?

Mr. TATE. Not unless we get conflicting information as to his in-
come. If we find that the information in the file is conflicting, we
can send a field attorney out to review, to interview the banker, the
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neighbors, the friends, the county records, to make a complete investi-
gation on any person's income and net worth, and make a report
to us.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I settled an estate one time where I think
when the woman died it was assumed that the house was worth about
$4,000. But in a few intervening years, the property was worth about
$25,000. Does some of this happen? Supposing some of these people
retire. They have been living in a modest home, and they decide to
sell that and go to Florida or someplace, and that modest home is
now in a very valuable area. And so they sell it and, really, the land
is worth more. Then what?

Mr. WHITE. The home now is not considered in the value of the
estate for payment of pension. However, when it is converted to cash,
here again, the increasing value of the estate, if it was an item that
was to be considered, we check this each year.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But you don't select at random even a group
of these people and actually check them out, do you?

Mr. WHITE. No, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think that your rate of over-

payment is?
Mr. WHITE. I don't have any figures available as to the rate of

overpayment. I could get that.
Chairman GirFFrITs. What are the main reasons for overpay-

ment-unreported income, unreported marriages, or what?
Mr. WHITE. These are basically the reasons. We find out later about

the failure to report. Then we make a retroactive adjustment.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Supposing you were required to do a 10-

percent check on all pension applicants. Would this be administra-
tively feasible?

Mr. WHITE. It would depend on the basic requirements on it, and
it would be like anything else. W"hat would you do? A mail check?
You're getting the same thing. If you're going to a credit type checkwhere you go out and investigate, you can see now how many days
it would take to check even one case if you did a 100-percent perfectcheck. So it would depend on what the requirements were, to answer
your question as to whether it were feasible. I really don't think thatthe savings would offset the cost. No, ma'am, I don't.

Ohairman GEIFFITHS. Did you notice a court decision the other
day where a court determined that it was not impossible to check on
the income of a husband of a woman in the Armed Forces, but it
was just ridiculous to have to check on the income of a wife?

Mr. WHITE. No, I didn't read that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. In my opinion, the court should have been

impeached.

What application items do you think would be most difficult to
check thoroughly?

Mr. WHITE. One wouldn't be any more difficult than the other.
Again, it would depend on the basic requirements on it and what
you would want to do.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. To check out this thing?
Mr. WHITE. To really get this thing, to check it out and to be

sure that everything was reported, you would have to go to all of the
banks where there were hidden accounts. I really don't know how
you could ever really check it all.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 -26
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Chairman GRIFFiTnS. Do veterans over age 65 automatically meet
the test for disability in the pension program? Mr. Tate says they
do.

Mr. WHITE. The law states that they are assumed to be totally
disabled if they meet the income and estate requirements.

Chairman GRifrrrrs. What percentage of veterans receiving vet-
erans pension funds are under 65?

Mr. WHITE. Mr. Townsend, do you have those figures? While he's
looking that up, I might tell you that last year for the first time
we did not send income questionnaires to those over 72 who had
received benefits for 2 years. And this was a 52 percent reduc-
tion in the number of income questionnaires that went out. Personal-
ly I didn't realize there were that many.

Chairman GRInniTHS. You mean that 52 percent of them are over
72?

Mr. WHITE. Yes, ma'am. It was just unbelievable when I heard the
figure was this great.

Chairman GRiFFrmrs. Penicillin is a great thing.
Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't believe that I have the figure on the number

over 65.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. When we send you this record for checking,

would you please supply that?
Mr. TOWNSEND. I will supply that.
(The information referred to follows:)

Peniioner8 by age

Veterans on pension rolls (Sept. 30, 1971)_------------------------ 1,075,672
Over age 65_------------------------------------------------ 737, 860
Percentage over age 65_-------------------------------------- 68. 6

Veterans over age 65 by period of war:
World War I---------------------------------------------- 623, 762
World War II---------------------------------------- 110, 572
Spanish-American War--------------------------------------- 3, 348
Mexican Border period-------------------------------------- 100
Korean conflict-------------------------------------- 78

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is eligibility in the under 65 group deter-
mined purely on medical grounds, or is the concept of occupational dis-
ability a major consideration?

Mr. WHITE. He meets the disability requirements first. He must
have disability. But it is on the basis of whether or not a person is
unable to work-he is not substantially gainfully employed is the
term that we use. And we have certain basic requirements that the
rating board applies to them if they don't meet those percentage re-
quirements, then it comes to me as adjudication officer and I can
waive these requirements if the evidence shows that he is unemployed
by reason of his disabilities.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What if you are 55 years old and can't find a
job, is that unemployability ?

Mr. WHITE. No, ma'am; the disability has to cause unemployment.
A man may have 40-percent disability but it should not preclude him
from finding a job.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why do you let Senators and Congressmen
and Governors draw 100-percent disability?

Mr. WHITE. This is probably the service-connected disability that
you are talking about. Most of us in World War II, I say most of
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us, an awful lot of people in World War II are drawing service-connected compensation. This is on a basis of a rating schedule whichtakes the average person into consideration, and we have a percentage
for the severity aspects of the disability.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Suppose a 56-year-old with no high schooleducation has been unemployed for 2 months, and his lack of educa-tion and age prevent him from finding a job. Will he qualify?
Mr. WHITE. With those exact facts; no, ima'am. He would have tohave a disability on the basis of all the evidence of record. It wouldbe determined that he was unable to work because of these disabilities.Just because a person is not working is not evidence of unemploya-

bility. This takes into consideration, of course, the type of experiencethat he has had and the type of jobs that would be available to him.Let's take a person who has been a common laborer all of his life.There are other occupations, lighter occupations, and here again thisdepends on the type of disability he has.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, can medical records developed for other

programs like disability insurance or aid to the disabled be used to
apply for veterans benefits?

Mr. WHITE. We use any medical records from any source.
Chairman GRIFFrrrs. Who pays for these examinations?
Mr. WHITE. The veteran pays for those that he sends in on his own.

Now, if he needs an examination and is unable to pay for it, we will
provide that examination.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Take a person over 72. Supposing a new so-
cial security bill passes with the provision that anybody drawing aminimum has that minimum increased to $100 a month. The man isover 72. Will you check on that, will you reduce his benefits?

Mr. WHITE. This would be in our computer and this would just be
programed into it and it would be a computer adjustment. This is done
each time there is a social security increase.

Chairman GRIx1nrrrmS. We have examined the pension benefit sched-
ules and we find that the average rate at which benefits are reduced
as other income increases vary widely, from 15 percent to a widow
with three children to 44 percent for a veteran with one dependent,
for example. That means that if these two beneficiaries go to work
or get entitlement to social security benefits, one pensioner's total in-
come goes up by much more than does the other. As an administrator,
do you think that's fair?

Mr. WHITE. I would have had to have been in on your study and
know more about it to say whether it's fair or not.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, how can you really justify giving one
more than the other? Do you receive many complaints about thesechanges in benefit incomes?

Mr. WHITE. No, ma'am. I guess I just don't follow your question
enough. I thought that our income maintenance program, and espe-
cially the refinements that we have put into it within the past year or
two, that-let's take for example if income has increased $1. There
is an adjustment in the benefits. Or, if it's decreased $1 there is an
adjustment. So I didn't really know that these discrepancies werein the program.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Tate, how do you treat the income of thespouse in determining the veteran's eligibility?
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Mr. TATE. We have certain guidelines on this. If she is working,
we don't have to count her income under the new law. But when she
is retired then we begin counting it if the veteran is drawing a pen-
sion. This is one of the things in the law that we sometimes get
complaints about. I recall a case where the lady was teaching school.
As long as she was teaching we didn't count it. But when she started
drawing teacher's retirement then we did start counting it.

Chairman (RIFFITHS. Isn't that ridiculous ? The height of the ridic-
ulous. Do you know why things like that get in the law? Because
the conmmittee that writes the legislation never even thought seriously
about the fact that a wife mnay work. That's the real answer to it. Their
wives don't work, it never occured to them that there are wives who
do work, so they didn't count those earnings. But it did occur to them
that some of these people must be drawing retirement income because
wives under social security who didn't contribute anything to social
security get 50 percent of their husband's social security benefit.

Mr. TATE. There are certain exclusions on this retired income which
I didn't cover here. But in general I believe 10 percent is excluded
and then I think there is a dollar amount exclusion. Isn't it up to
$1,200 ?

Mr. WHITE. Basically, her earned income or $1,200, whichever
is greater is excluded. And there are so many sidelines from that that
I would have to ask for help if you go into detail.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, supposing the wife were the veteran
and her husband worked, what, the same?

Mr. WHITE. Spouse, the same, the law doesn't say wife, it says
spouse.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. It says spouse, that's wonderful, and quite
unusual.

How many people in Georgia receive both a pension and a wel-
fare benefit? Mr. Tate, do you know?

Mr. TATE. We don't have any information on that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you aware of any situations where receiv-

ing these pensions or getting a pension increase has made people worse
off by eliminating their eligibility for welfare and putting them out
of food programs and the medicaid? Are there such cases?

Mr. WHITE. I don't know of any in this area. But this is something
as we mentioned a while ago, that would be reported to the welfare
department, and as I had understood, theirs was a determination of
need and they were taking into consideration our benefit, but I don't
know of a person like that.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I understand any veteran can get free medical
care at a VA hospital simply by declaring his inability to pay; is
that right?

Mr. WHITE. Now, you're going to get into an area that I am not
real familiar with in hospitalization, but on the basis of a bed avail-
able, yes. And then there are certain priorities as to service connected
and non-service-connected, emergency, wartime; yes, ma'am.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is the basis for determining the ability
to pay?

Mr. WHITE. The statement by the veteran.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are statements of financial resources ever

verified?
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Mr. WHITE. I don't know. As I say, I don't know enough about that
program to answer you specifically.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I've been getting a lot of letters complaining
about my national health care bill from veterans who are objecting
to the idea that somebody else might go to their hospitals. You know,
I'm really shocked, because my health care bill exempts the veterans.
It doesn't bother their hospitals at all. But to me it's unconscion-
able that any American could object to another American receiving
health care because he didn't want them in his hospital.

Could you describe the children's pension program in terms of its
purpose and how it is administered, Mr. Tate?

Mr. TATE. Yes. This program is available to children of veterans,
you might say, almost without regard to income. If they have certain
unearned income or they are drawing certain moneys, they are not eli-
gible. But for the most part, the people that we deal with here in
Georgia are eligible, and this is usually without regard to the amount
of insurance or estate that might have been left other members of
the family by the veteran father. It usually begins by an application
from the widow, sometimes on behalf of her children alone, because
she recognizes that her income is going to be a bar to a pension case.
Maybe she is employed and her income from employment is above
the limit. She goes ahead and files on behalf of her children and

Chairman GRIFFITHs. And the children draw?
Mr. TATE. The children are eligible unless they are some of these

people who have had a very sizable amount left to them in their
father's will, or if they are child movie stars maybe and receiving a
great amount of money from investments.

Chairman GRIFFITnS. But the widow's income is no bar to the chil-
dren? You don't do anything about the widow's income. Supposing
she works?

Mr. TATE. It doesn't count.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It doesn't make any difference?
Mr. TATE. It doesn't bar the children from drawing.
Mr. WHITE. We determine who is basically entitled to a pension, and

the example he gave, if the widow is entitled, of course the children's
income doesn't count. She receives for children as dependents. If the
widow's income is such that she is not entitled, then the children be-
come the basic persons entitled and we only consider their income.

Chairman GRIFFITHS Yes. I want to thank you, each one of you for
appearing here. You have done a very good job. Thank you very much.

Mr. WHITE. Thank you, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, Mr. Jackson, I want to know all about

public housing. Mr. Jackson is housing director for the Atlanta Hous-
ing Authority.

How many federally assisted public housing units and tenants are
there in Atlanta?

Mr. JACKSON. We have, at this particular time, approximately some
14,000 units that are occupied. This is approximately 50,000 individ-
uals. That would be 14,000 families. And we have approximately 2,000
units being constructed or in the planning stage.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That is just remarkable. I congratulate you
on the fact you are really getting some additional public housing. I
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think I pointed out yesterday or the day before, Detroit I don't think
has had any built for 20 years.

Mr. JACKSON. We are getting some additional housing. We're not
satisfied with the number, but we're getting it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. About what proportion of your public housing
units are occupied by welfare recipients?

Mr. JACKSON. Approximately 60 percent, when you take into ac-
count that some people are totally on welfare, others have partial
welfare.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is there any procedure for exchanging infor-
mation or is there a centralized recordkeeping system so that the pub-
lic housing and welfare authorities can reduce their separate adminis-
trative burdens for their overlapping group of tenants?

Mr. JACKSON. To the extent that the caseworkers work intimately
with the welfare recipients, we have information in our files. The case-
workers normally work with the project manager in getting the in-
formation that they need. Insofar as assisting them in not overlapping
and duplicating, in many cases we have welfare satellite offices right
there on our project sites which make accessibility better.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have rent scales available?
Mr. JACKSON. No; we do not. This has only changed since the 1st of

December.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are the rents which welfare recipients pay

generally higher or lower than similar families who are not on welfare?
Mr. JACKSON. We use a rent-income ratio schedule that is based

strictly upon family size, amount of income they receive, and their
ability to pay on a percentage basis. We do have two schedules. Even
the regular 20 percent rent ratio under our regular existing schedule,
which of the two results in less amount of rent, and that's the one we
apply.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is the highest income of anybody living
in public housing in Atlanta, would you know?

Mr. JACKSON. That would be difficult to say, if you're talking about
gross income.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes; gross income is what I want to know.
Mr. JACKSON. That would be difficult to indicate to you because we

do have a system of exemptions, deductions, et cetera.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And disregards, yes. Mrs. Sullivan of St.

Louis was on the Banking and Currency Committee and told me that
they have reviewed cases where people were living in public housing,
she didn't name the city, with incomes of $12,000 a year, and under
the Brooke amendment they were paying 25 percent of $2,000.

Mr. JACKSON. You do realize, of course, that the definition of in-
come

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I understand completely. But you know, if
they are living out someplace where housing is not subsidized, they're
not going to be paying 25 percent of $2,000. They're going to be pay-
ing not according to their income, but according to what type of hous-
ing they feel they can afford.

Mr. JACKSON. I think the major point on that is that the deduc-
tions allowed by the weight of so much for each minor.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Has the Brooke amendment had any result
in reducing the income that you are realizing in public housing?
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Mr. JACKSON. Drastically.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. What are you going to do about it? Are your

revenues now down below where you can maintain the housing?
Mr. JACKSON. We're in a fiscal crisis. The crisis results from the fact

that we have in good faith implemented the laws and mandates re-
quired, and what we find is that we expected commencement of a sub-
sidy to offset those losses to be forthcoming, and they have not been.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. They are not forthcoming?
Mr. JACKsoN. No, we're in a fiscal crisis.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. The Office of Management and Budget has

not sent you the money?
Mr. JACKSON. It's impounded, they refuse to release it.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you want to explain this?
Mr. JACKSON. It's in my testimony, I'd like you to read it.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I'd be glad to.
How long is your waiting list for public housing?
Mr. JACKSON. We have approximately 7,000 families on our wait-

ing list.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you allocate these units~ do you have

some priorities set up?
Mr. JACKSON. Yes, our allocation system is based strictly on urgency

of housing. We use the housing score system that provides that families
actually without housing on the street have the highest priority. Then,
someone who is about to be in substandard housing, and right on down
the line. In those broad groups of priorities, we have some preferences
that we give to persons that might be displaced by governmental action,
et cetera. They may be veterans, et cetera. So that we have a very
sophisticated system of arriving at their score and the score is the basis
on which we house the families. Unfortunately we have some problems,
as the statement will show you, wherein some consideration needs to
be given in some way, and some weight to the humanistic elements
involved in addition to the housing elements. To state it more clearly
we have many cases, as late as yesterday, of a family with a tremendous
health problem that needs to be placed in housing immediately, but
when you apply that kind of factor against the urgency of housing
need based upon whether or not they have a house, their score is so low
that we cannot reach them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Let me ask you, actually when you work out
these priorities, aren't you really putting some people in public housing
where there are other people equally in need, and they are not put in?

Mr. JACKSON. We certainly do, but it's simply a matter of logistics,
available units. With 7,000 people

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But it's darned unfair to the person who
doesn't t in.

Mr. JACKSON. We have to arrive at some system. If you came up
with a different way, someone would feel that they would be mis-
treated and it's unfair. Over a period of 30 years that the program
has been in existence, we've used the urgency of housing need situation.
We've had cases where a family can get off a bus at the bus station
now and go to our application office without any place to go, and would
be housed that day, as opposed to someone who has been waiting for 2
years living in town. Our problem is that we do not have resources of
housing that low-income families can afford that are not under the
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public housing program. We just do not live in this community and
leave a family on the street.

Chairman GiRFFITHs. But a part of what we are interested in
these hearings are all of these inequities. You know, some people are
being treated one way and some people are being treated another way,
and they are all in about the same position.

Mr. JACKSON. That's right.
Chairman GRiuiTHs. And it just isn't fair. A part of it is the law

itself, you know. I'm not criticizing you.
Mr. JACKSON. I understand.
Chairman GRiFFIrHS. I am merely criticizing us. We ought to do

something better, different than others. Some of this stuff is just
stupid and some of it's lazy, some of it is we don't know and we're
trying to figure this out.

Mr. JACKSON. I think more important is sufficient allocations. Then
you wouldn't have to worry about somebody being treated unfairly.

Chairman GRIFFims. I understand.
We have heard that there is a case pending in this area where the

suit is seeking to bar discrimination against public assistance recipi-
ents seeking admission to public housing. Do you know about it and
could you describe it?

Mr. JACKSON. I have some general knowledge of the case. This in-
volves the whole spectrum of the fiscal crisis.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How would it affect your operations?
Mr. JACKSON. It would affect it to the extent that we are having to

consider the same action as the housing authority that the suit was
filed against. I think that particular one was not under the same
financial system such as ours would be. But it affects us to the extent
that we are going to have to establish what we call written ranges and
pass other people who otherwise, other than the fact that their income
is too low, would be the next in line to be housed, and pick up persons
who can pay higher level rates in order for us to remain solvent. Here
again is another inequity.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think this could lead the local unit
manager not to look too thoroughly into the income of these people
-so as not to run the risk of losing some of the higher income tenants?

Mr. JACKSON. It certainly could. Up until this time we have stressed
and emphasized though that our main responsibility is to try to house
persons, regardless of their means of income, their ability to pay
higher rents. Our regulations will not allow that. But at the same
time we are trying to encourage families in the higher rent paying
ranges to remain in housing as long as they are eligible.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. As a matter of fact, if you had somebody in
there in the highest income eligibility range and you suddenly had
reason to think that maybe that income had increased a little, you
might not be too interested in kicking him out if you knew that you
were going to have to take in a very low-rent paying person in his
place.

Mr. JACKSON. That possibility exists. Of course, regulation and
procedurewise, we're not supposed to take that approach.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But you're human.
Mr. JACKSON. Yes.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. And you've got to make up that deficit, haven't
you?

Mr. JACKSON. Unless the subsidy is forthcoming.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. I'd like to know now about this checking

into the income once people come into housing. Are there rules as to
how often these facts or income must be verified?

Mr. JACKSON. Yes, by law.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How often do you check it?
Mr. JACKSON. Tenants are reexamined once a year.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How do you check it? Do you send them post-

cards, do they visit the office, or' what?
Mr. JACKSON. They visit the office and go through an interview with

what we call our housing consultant who takes an application for con-
tinued occupancy. This information is then verified. For instance, they
are working in a factory and state how much they earn. We send a
form to that particular factory.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If they are getting social security, do you
check with Social Security?

Mr. JACKSON. Generally if it's social security we can see the check,
the latest check they received.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How about these veterans pension people?
Mr. JACKSON. The same thing.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are people supposed to voluntarily report

changes in income or family size between these verification periods?
Mr. JACKSON. At certain times under certain conditions.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they do that?
Mr. JACKSON. Some do.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do they report their income?
Mr. JACKSON. I can say this, they certainly do if it means a reduc-

tion in rent. If it means an increase, they are not so inclined.
Chairman GRIFFITSS. They are not so speedy when it goes up, I see.

Do you have a unit that selects some sample of tenants and does some
independent investigation to determine whether the information given
by the tenants is correct?

Mr. JACKSON. No; we do not.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have any audits or quality-control reviews

ever been done by any local or Federal agency to determine tenants
actual income and whether they are paying the correct rent?

Mr. JACKSON. Yes. But not recently. I'm sure Mr. Seals has ex-
plained to you their problems with staff, et cetera. We used to have,
consistently, what we call occupancy audits each year. But we have
not had that for some 3 years now because of staffing problems.

Chairman GRIFFITrS. You do not have a unit that checks tenants.
Do you have a unit that checks applicants oui the correctness of their
statements ?

Mr. JACKSON. Only to the extent that we do mail out verification
information. If they are employed we depend upon the employer to
certify the information that has been received as correct. Many times,
of course, a person will say they make one thing and when we verify
it's different, and we adjust on that basis.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Since rates are related to income, if some-
one's income increases early in the period after verification and you
know about it, do you increase the rent right then?
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Mr. JACKSON. Only if it involves the circumstance we have dis-
cussed. For instance, if someone has a new admission to the family,
say a cousin moves in with them or something, that's income coming
into the family. They are supposed to report it because that person
has to go on the lease. And if they don't, they certainly jeopardize that
person's right to remain there.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you do about checking up on people
who come in to live with a family, and maybe they are there 5 days
a week and 5 nights a week, and then they move over with somebody
else for the other 2 nights. Do you check up on those incomes?

Mr. JACKSON. Our lease provides that a person can have guests for
a week's period of time. Thereafter, if the person is going to remain,
he has to come in and report it so that he can be placed on the lease.
There are two reasons behind that. The income factor and considera-
tion and also the overcrowdedness and this may be a considerable
thing. But for our ability to check into this, we don't take the checking
role. Frankly, we don't have the staff to do that type thing because
of our fiscal crisis. I don't know that we would want to. I think what
we find is that basically most of the people are honest about it. We
have to take that attitude. For the 10 percent-or maybe 1 percent
actually-that don't, we could spend all of our time spinning our
wheels and policing and checking them and not taking care of the
90 percent.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What about a situation where you have a
low-income person who is earning that income and all at once the
wage earner becomes ill and for 2 months there is no income?

Mr. JACKSON. We have a hardship policy where they come in and
report it.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You can drop the rent immediately?
Mr. JACKSON. Yes.
Chairman GRIFITHS. That's good. What happens when a family's

income exceeds continued occupancy limits, do they have to move out
right away?

Mr. JACKSON. We give each family at least 6 months from the time
it is determined they are over income to find suitable housing within
the means that they can afford, either in the FHA programs or the
private market.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes, do you recommend this section 235 pro-
gram to them?

Mr. JACKSON. The 235 program would probably not be the way most
persons over income in public housing would go. We have a few who
go that route, but most of the time they move from one renting situa-
tion to another. As you are probably aware, in public housing itself
wve have a home buyer or homeownership program that we are carry-
ing out which does provide some higher income limits than the normal
ones. And we have a market in that area also.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do many people leave public housing because
of increased income?

Mr. JACKSON. Let me see if I understand your question. You mean
leave because-

Chairman GRIFFITHS. They are no longer eligible because they have
too much income.
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Mr. JACKSON. Up until the last several years they have had to. It's
been a very strict policy that they would have to move. But in recent
years, let me make the other point, even after the families are given
the 6 months, at the end of the 6 months they may still have not found
housing that they can afford. If you are talking about one-, two- or
three-bedroom units usually there is an adequate supply. If you talk
about a low income family trying to find a four-, five- or six-bedroom
unit, it's just hopeless. And in those cases where we know they do not
exist, we just normally don't send them that type of notice. We know
it's not there. And of course, here again, this helps us a little with our
fiscal crisis.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. At any rate, you don't want to get rid of
them.

Mr. JACKSON. There is another factor. Not only the fiscal problem,
the leadership. Normally these are families who are more stable, two
parents, father and mother. And our percentage of that is very small.
We have mostly female head of households. So we try to retain some
socio-economic mix and cross-section.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I really think that is very advisable and very
desirable. I think some fathers ought to show up in some of these
houses too, I'm for fathers.

Mr. JACKSON. We have males in there, but we don't think they are
always what they should be, in that situation.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Once people's incomes do rise, do you find
that they tend to seek private housing or do they stay as long as they
can in public housing?

Mr. JACKSON. It depends on the supply of housing in the commu-
nity and how much they think they ought to pay for it. If it's a small
bedroom unit in a complex, an adequate supply and in the location
that they want to live, then of course, they do not hesitate to move right
out. But we just find with the economic conditions in the Nation today
and the fact that we don't have an adequate supply of the other types
of subsidized programs such as the FHA type, that for the most part
families stay and ask for extensions and right on down the line.
And we certainly accommodate them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In Detroit a young man who was head of
public housing came in to testify and he was blasting public housing
as a terrible thing, just putting all these people off in sort of ghetto
situations, and it was real mean and thoughtless of Congress and so
forth and so on. And I had to explain to him that I have a public
housing project in my district and it's one of the best in the whole
country. It has 10,000 units, it's a garden type project. It looks like
a real high-class apartment house or condominiums. When it was first
set up a good many years ago, almost every person in it was a college
graduate, and he was most shocked. He said they must have had very
low incomes and I reminded him that 25 years ago people did have
very low incomes. But as those incomes increased there were a lot
of these people who didn't want to get out of there because, of course,
it was a wonderful deal. Finally, they just had to pass a regulation to
get them out. And they told them they had to move. They found people
living in the project then who might have had an income of $1,800
to $2,000 when they moved in and they were teachers and lawyers and
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so on, but the incomes had become $10,000 or $15,000 and still they
wanted to stay.

Mr. JACKSON. We have had some of that same experience in some
of our older projects. I'm sure you are aware that the first public
housing project occupied in the United States was in our particular
city, Atlanta.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. This must be why you people are smarter and
trying to get some housing projects now.

Mr. JACKSON. University Homes, which is right in the center of
Atlanta University complex, this was occupied by students for a
number of years.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I commend you highly, I think you have done
a fine job.

We have heard that the possibility that the social service appro-
priations may be closed-ended has been spurring on considerable
spending on social services, since money for future service dollars
would be based on current spending levels. Have you seen any evi-
dence of this in Georgia?

Mr. JACKSON. The greatest evidence is our authority itself. We are
right now going at a neckbreaking pace trying to get an amendment
to our proposal to the State in title 16 for services before June 30. I feel
that the closing of this particular legislation at this time would be
tragic. I don't believe we have had sufficient opportunity yet to catch
up with places like California who beat us to the punch 3 years ago
and took all the money. What it would mean to us, we have been able
to, through these programs, offer and deliver social services and try
to come to grips with solving some of our very drastic problems that
we are having. If legislation is closed up on the levels we are spending
now, then the ones who had enough initiative to get into it first are
the ones who will suffer. Because, frankly, when the State gets its
next allocation on a closed-end basis, they have got to spread it among
everybody and it cuts us back. It is not going to be based upon those,
as I understand it, who apply and receive funds. The funds will have
to be split up among all the people who apply. And we would be
drastically cut back.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. What do you use these funds for?
Mr. JACKSON. They're used for the provision of counseling service

to families, in the homemaking area, health services, social services,
budgeting problems, health problems, and so forth. They are used
for youth services, thev are used for child care, comprehensive child
care demonstrations. They are used insofar as providing for trans-
portation and cultural outlets, recreation, just whatever we can do to
try to help people to bring themselves up and make life a little better
for them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Your statement refers to tenant associations.
What role are they playing in the public housing projects?

Mr. JACKSON. A very vital role.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Harassing, you mean?
Mr. JACKSON. No; to the contrary.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. They are helping?
Mr. JACKSON. It used to be that way. In the last year certainly we

have seen a remarkable change in the management and tenant rela-
tionship, attitudes on both sides.
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Chairman GRIFFITHs. Good, what are they doing?
Mr. JACKSON. They are a voice that we use in our community to

give us constant input on what the needs and desires and wishes of
the families are that are involved in our kinds of projects. To get day
care in the communities, to get agencies located in the community.
We have summer camp programs. Every type of conceivable thing.
At least they are also informed insofar as getting the other kinds of
things that they need from city government and from us when we don't
do what we are supposed to do immediately. An", the main thing about
the relationship we have with our tenant association is that ewe have a
citywide advisory council made up of the individual projects associa-
tion presidents who meet with us at the highest policy level each
month to discuss the across-the-board overall policy matters. We have
negotiated a new lease, a new grievance procedure. They're involved
in that, the whole grievance procedure is totally tenant-oriented.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. One of the problems that I keep hearing
about from the public housing residents in my district is that the
kids bother the older people. They snatch their purses and do things
they should not be doing. Can tenants associations help you with that?

Mr. JACKSON. They can to the extent
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are they willing to try? Are they willing to

think about it?
Mr. JACKSON. The approach they are taking with us is to try to

give these kinds of kids something to do, to not be idle so that they feel
they have to do this type thing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's better, but you know one of the great-
est forces in the world for anybody conforming is the neighbors.
There is nothing like the neighbors saying, "Well, that's not the thing
to do, you are not supposed to act like that." That's one of the reasons
I think that people leave little towns, and I came from a little town
originally, because there is too much butting into your business. But it
is also one of the great moral forces that is missed in big cities. But
can you, in a housing project, use it?

Mr. JACKSON. We have had over the last 3 to 4 years a tremendous
amount of laxity in this kind of thing because of the recent problems
involved with tenant rights. We're the first to admit to you that the
local housing authorities for many years have always spelled out
clearly what the rights of the authority were and what the responsi-
bilities of the tenants were, and never what their rights were-never
vice versa. And now you see it in court suits and everybody else de-
manding and insisting on this. I think many administrators in this
town pulled back into a shell because, every time they look around,
they are being hauled into court or being demonstrated against, and
they have just let things go. And this is, in many cases, what the
tenants thought they wanted, and things got very loose. But now the
communities are coming around to the point that they have had
enough too, and they are beginning to reestablish some of the concern
and we've got things like tenant grievance committees that hear griev-
ances. If we have a problem with a family that is abusing, disrupting
the neighborhood to a point where it threatens the overall environ-
ment and we feel they must be evicted, the manager initiates an action
like this. Of course, the tenant has a right to his hearing, and the
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grievance committee that sits and hears this consists of his neighbors
and tenants, and they are beginning to support what we are doing

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If you could get the tenants to demand that
some of these people that are not obeying the rules be tossed out, you've
come a long way and you will then establish real order without much
trouble. There used to be an old saying when I was a freshman in law
school that your rights end where my nose starts. And it really would
be helpful if tenant associations would do that sort of thing.

Mr. JACKSON. We find now that the tenants associations are a very
formidable influence for good that has happened to us to bring out
this change of attitude and get around the laxity and become involved
in the grievance committee. and concerning themselves as citizens and
neighbors cooperate among themselves so that they can live as neigh-
bors together.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. A whole group can really take care of that one
bully that is in every crowd if they can just force him out of there.

Mr. JACKSON. It doesn't take too many of those kinds of actions to
finally get those people to go on up.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. They conform; everybody starts conforming
if that's the general standard of behavior and it is enforced. That
would be marvelous.

Are there any additional comments you would like to make on cur-
rent public housing laws and regulations, or any recommendations
about the future of public housing?

Mr. JACKSON. There is one area I would certainly like to go into
before I leave. You had one of our staff members here the other day,
and there was one reference to a question that was posed to her that I
would like to take a shot at.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. All right.
Mr. JACKSON. This is the matter of dispersal public housing. We

are unique insofar as having had a court suit filed against us to try to
stop dispersal of public housing sites into suburban areas. We won
that suit, all the way through the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. So
those units are now under construction. Out of that suit came, I sup-
pose, one of the best things that has happened to this community. The
joint committee, made up of citizens of the overall community, spent
considerable time going over the entire area looking for potential sites
where public housing could be dispersed in all quarters of the area. We
came up with a very expensive report. We now have this to go on so
that we can get around a major problem we have of resistance of sub-
urban areas to public housing. Not without some justifiable reasons.
We realize our reputation has not been the best in the world and we
are trying to change this. But certainly by this kind of effort involved
in the joint committee, everybody now knows where housing should
be placed. Everybody feels now they will be getting their fair share.
It used to be, "Oh, I don't mind public housing, it's good, but don't put
it here."

Chairman GRIFFITHS. As long as it's two blocks away.
Mr. JACKSON. This now has it to a point where everybody appears

to get their fair share of it. And the question that was raised the other
day was whether the persons would want to live there. I can assure
you that right now we have some units located in outlying areas within
the city limits. And we have no problems. As a matter of fact, our
problem is the fact that 7,000 people come to us every day, anyone that
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hears that we may open a project somewhere. I don't think there are
any problems. Another thing about it is, and my statement addresses
itself to this, that because of the transportation problem, many of our
families or individuals who work in the suburbs will get on buses at
5 in the morning to cover a long route to get there, and they know
more about what is going on than some of the people who live there
because they are in town working. So we do not feel this should be a
problem.

And another thing is that we have a tremendous market of people
still out in those areas. They won't admit it and it is not highly publi-
cized, but there are many people who still qualify for our program
and they've been out there now in substandard conditions. People don't
believe this, but I know where we can go through a very exclusive
residential district and all of a sudden you come on this housing right
in the middle. So there they are.

As far as the future of public housing, it looks bright based upon
two things. If we can get sufficient numbers of units allocated, if the
subsidy that we have understood is supposed to be forthcoming to us,
based upon the things that we have done by legislative mandate, comes
to us; and if the legislation on the social services is not closed up too
soon, then I feel we have at least a half a chance of making it. If these
things do not happen, then not only are we in a fiscal crisis, we are in a
program crisis that may just carry us all down. As I understand, na-
tionally this program houses over a million people who would other-
wise be in who knows what kind of housing. We are laboring to take
them in at a rent they can afford on their ability to pay and give them
standard housing.

This is my appeal to you, Madam Chairman, and to Congress.
Chairman GRiFFITHS. I will carry your appeal back to Washington,

I assure you. And I hope I am going to be sitting on the conference
committee on the Social Security bill, and I will do all I can to help.

I want to say again it seems to me like in Atlanta you certainly have
less cheating and less ripping-off these programs than you have in a
lot of cities in the country. Maybe you're not passing out as much
money as they are in many cities, but it seems to me you are doing it
more fairly and more honorably.

Mr. JACKSON. I think you will find that to be the fiber and the basic
ingredient of this community. It's an amazing place.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. It's certainly a beautiful place too, and we've
enjoyed being here.

If there are persons in the audience who would like a copy of the
statements that have been presented today, they are available on this
table. And this committee will now adjourn until 2 o'clock this after-
noon.

(Whereupon, at 12:21 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman GRIFFrrus. If it's all right with the rest of you, we are
going to begin.

The witnesses are: From the Georgia Department of Labor, Don R.
Bryant, assistant director, Manpower Services Division; Mrs. Evelyn
England, assistant unemployment insurance director, Claims Divi-
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sion; and William L. Wood, assistant director, Manpower Services
Division. Mr. Wood directs the WIN program in Georgia. From the
Georgia State Department of Family and Children Services, we have
Robert J. Friel, director of assistance payments who is representing
Herschel Saucier, acting director of the department; and Eugene W.
Owen, assistant director for administration. We also have a state-
ment submitted for the record of William Peace, special assistant to
the State director of the Department of Family and Children Services.

Thank you all for being with us today.
Our first witness is Robert J. Friel. Mr. Friel?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. FRIEL, DIRECTOR OF ASSISTANCE PAY-
MENTS, GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHIIL
DREN SERVICES, APPEARING ON BEHALF OF HERSCHEL SAUCIER,
ACTING DIRECTOR, ACCOMPANIED BY EUGENE W. OWEN, ASSIST-
ANT DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION

Mr. FRIEL. Thank you, Madam Chairman. The present welfare sys-
tem is presently under attack from all quarters. It is bitterly criticized
by its clients, called ineffective and inefficient by the public, denounced
by its own management and judged a colossal failure by the President
of the United States.

In the face of such criticism it is easy to forget that this same welfare
system has helped millions of the Nation's poor to survive and to even
uplift themselves since its inception in 1935. Despite its weaknesses,
which are many, we wish to recognize this fact at the outset.

The welfare problems in Georgia probably reflect the state of the
welfare system in the Nation. The grant levels are too low, the pro-
grams are discriminatory and inequitable, and they are extremely
difficult to administer efficiently. In our opinion Georgia's problems
with the current assistance payments programs can be classified in
three broad, general categories: human, administrative, and legal.

THE HUMAN PROBLEM

Georgia pays a maximum grant of $184 in aid to families with
dependent children and $91 in aid to the aged, blind, or disabled.
Because of limited State funds and those provisions of the 1967
Amendments to the Social Security Act which required State welfare
agencies to adjust assistance standards to reflect cost-of-living
increases, Georgia also installed a percent of deficit payment mecha-
nism in June 1971. Instead of paying the difference between family
need and income up to a maximum as we previously did, the depart-
ment now pays a percentage of that difference. At present this is 70.2
percent of the deficit in aid to families with dependent children and
86.7 percent of the deficit in aid to the aged, blind, or disabled.

This means that an eligible family consisting of a mother and three
children with no outside income would be eligible to receive $149 aid to
families with dependent children, and a single adult living alone with
no outside income would be eligible to receive $91 aid to the aged,
blind, or disabled. These payments by most standards are woefully
inadequate and enable welfare recipients to barely survive at most.
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Another human problem is the fact that the categorical assistance
programs exclude many poor people who meet the State's need stand-
ards but do not meet one or more of the categorical eligibility require-
ments. These exclusions include the 64-year-old needy widow who does
not meet the age requirement for aid to the aged, the severely or tem-
porarily disabled person who does not meet the State's definition of
permanent and total disability, victims of disasters such as flood or fire
unless they are otherwise eligible, and intact family units consisting
of an able-bodied father, mother, and children. Since Georgia does not
have a statewide general assistance program, the vast majority of these
needs are unmet. Although we recognize that the State has a responsi-
bility to meet these needs, it is doubtful that the State can fiscally afford
to do so in the foreseeable future. The fact remains that the federally
matchable categorical assistance programs do not cover all of the
poor and there is no fiscal incentive for States to initiate general assist-
ance programs.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEM

Both Federal and State welfare regulations complicate eligibility
determination, make the system extremely difficult to administer, and
invite deceit on the part of welfare recipients. Policies and procedures
related to need determination are probably the biggest offenders. For
instance, there are different income exemptions for each category of
assistance, and in aid to families with dependent children income ex-
emptions are applied differently for applicants and recipients. Federal
regulations permit us to exempt the first $30 and one-third of the re-
mainder of a recipient's wages. The needs of an applicant, however, are
determined without applying this exemption. It is conceivable under
this income exemption policy to find two aid to families with dependent
children families of the same size and circumstances living next door to
each other with each mother working at the same place of employment.
One family qualifies for aid to families with dependent children and
medicaid benefits because they were receiving public assistance when
the $30 and one-third income exemption was initiated. The other family
applied after this event, does not qualify for the income exemption,
and is determined to be ineligible. If the ineligible mother can find
a way to lose her job, she will then qualify for aid to families with de-
pendent children. Furthermore, if she returns to the same job after
she qualifies she may continue to receive aid to families with depend-
ent children while working.

Another major problem is the so-called simplified method of eligi-
bility determination, which is mandated in the adult categories by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. In our opinion the
simplified method of eligibility determination is a good example of
how a good idea can be doomed to failure by poor administrative plan-
ning. We do not dispute the fact that a modified version of the present
simplified method would have benefited both the agencies administer-
ing the assistance payment programs and the beneficiaries of these pro-
grams. We do find fault with the way in which the regulation was man-
dated on the States, which in our opinion defeated the purpose of
the policy from the very beginning. This could have been avoided if the
assumptions on which the policy was based had been adequately tested
prior to implementation.

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -27
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The simplified method of eligibility determination has not worked
in Georgia for the following reasons.

(1) The policy assumes that in the majority of cases eligibility can
be determined from information which the applicant/recipient lists
on a declaration form without a personal contact with the agency. Our
experience has proven this assumption to be false. The complex eligibil-
ity requirements set forth in both Federal and State regulations do not
lend themselves to written declarations. Our declaration form con-
tains six pages and we still have not succeeded in obtaining enough
information to establish eligibility without a personal contact with
the applicant/recipient. Furthermore, many of our clients cannot read
or write and the worker eventually completes the form for the client.

(2) The policy assumes that a declaration method will save time
and reduce the number of eligibility workers. We have found that it
takes more time and workers when combined with the separation of
eligibility and services.

(3) The policy assumes that the simplified method will generate no
more eligibility errors than conventional methods of eligibility deter-
mination. This has not been the case in Georgia. Our error rate in the
areas of ineligibility, overpayments and underpayments have increased
in the adult category and quality control has documented that this is
directly related to the simplified system. Furthermore, when we dis-
continued the simplified system in aid to families with dependent chil-
dren where it is optional our error rate decreased in the area of in-
el'gibility.

Another administrative problem concerning the public assistance
programs is what we call the means-end-reversal. This occurs when
Federal regulations permit State welfare departments to circumvent
the intent of policy or law by changing methods of operation.

A case in point is the mandatory requirement set forth in the 1967
amendments that State welfare departments upgrade their need
standards to reflect cost of living increases. Certainly, the intent of this
legislation was to insure that welfare recipients' income would not be
frozen as living costs increased. Georgia complied with this mandate
by increasing its need standards but concommitantly installed a per-
cent of deficit payment mechanism because funds were not available
to increase need standards and to continue using our old payment
mechanism. This was acceptable according to Health, Education, and
Welfare regulations. Many welfare recipients did not receive in-
creases in public assistance and some received reductions. In this way
the intent of the law was circumvented. From an administrative stand-
point it would have been better to keep our old payment mechanism
and not to have increased need standards as the results achieved from
changing our method of payment did not justify the time and money
which was expended in what could be considered an exercise in
futility.

At the present time Georgia's most severe administrative problem
relative to assistance payments programs is the incompatability be-
tween the categorical assistance programs and the food stamp and
commodity programs. The food programs are federally administered
and funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture whereas the cate-
gorical assistance programs are federally administered and funded by
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Health, Education, and Welfare. The eligibility requirements for the
two programs are different and this means that the eligibility worker
at the local level must apply different criteria in determining eligibil-
ity for the two programs. Furthermore, eligibility standards for the
food programs are more complex than they are for public assistance
and the food programs generate higher proportions of work for the
eligibility workers. The net result of these differences is that both
programs suffer. We believe that the high incidence of error identified
by our quality control section in the public assistance programs is
directly related to the complexities of and the man-hours required by
the food programs.

THE LEGAL PROBLEM

There is no doubt that Federal and State court rulings on welfare
issues during the last 5 years have improved welfare programs in most
instances. They have been instrumental in protecting the legal rights
of the poor and have, in some cases, eliminated policies and procedures
which were demeaning to welfare recipients. At the same time, these
same court rulings have vastly expanded the welfare rolls and made
it extremely difficult for State welfare departments to administer the
system efficiently.

Between October 1967 and April 1972 the number of public assist-
ance cases increased from 153,151 cases to 228,899 cases which repre-
sents a growth rate of approximately 49.5 percent. Also, the volume
of fair hearing requests quadrupled in a 2-year period. The following
court rulings and Health, Education and Welfare regulations were
primary factors contributing to this roll growth.

October 1967-Federal court action resulted in change of policy
which required Aid to Families with Dependent Children mother to
prove that she was unable to locate a job.

April 1968-Federal court ruled that agency could no longer en-
force policy prohibiting supplementation of earnings of Aid to Fam-
ilies with Dependent Children mothers employed "full time."

August 1968-Supreme Court declared substitute father policy un-
constitutional.

August 1968-DHEW ruled that stepfather could not be held re-
sponsible for his spouse's children unless the State had a specific
law requiring such financial responsibility. (DFCS proposed step-
father responsibility law in 1970 General Assembly but it did not
get out of committee.)

January 1969-DHEW (Regulation SRS 0-7) required liberali-
zation of income disregards to promote work incentive. Disregard
was to be applied to gross rather than net earnings and only income
actually available could be counted. Also the following were not to
be counted:

(1) All earnings of children under 14;
(2) Work expenses necessary to earnings;
(3) Scholarship grants or loans;
(4) Home product value;
(5 All earnings of full-time student;
(6) First $30 plus one-third remainder of family earnings;
(7) Incentive payments under Manpower Training Program.
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Jcnuary 1970-DHEW (Regulation SRS 20-7 C-1) required ex-
emption of:

(1) Bonus value of food stamps;
(2) Value of surplus commodities;
(3) Highway relocation payments;
(4) Relocation payments under Housing Act of 1969.

April 1970-Federal Court restrained the Department from termi-
nating or reducing benefits prior to a hearing in those cases appealed.
Required advance notice of reduction or termination increased from
7 to 15 days.

Perhaps even more significant is the fact that most of these court
rulings demonstrate that the policies and procedures of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare in many instances are not
in conformity with the U.S. Constitution and even with Federal wel-
fare legislation. Most of the policies and procedures which were elimi-
nated by the above court rulings were ones which either had the
approval of HEW or which were permitted by their regulations.

This state of affairs has placed State welfare departments in a
very vulnerable position because it is at the State level where most
of these litigations are initiated. The problem as we see it, is not so
much whether we win or lose in court, but the severe strain which
these litigations place on the State's assistance payments system.

During the past year, for instance, the Department adopted a
standard deduction for work expenses on the basis of quality con-
trol reports which had identified our old policy as a major cause of
errors. The Federal Court, however, in the Adams vs. Parham case
ruled that this policy violated provisions of the Social Security Act
and Federal regulations even though the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare submitted an amicus brief supporting our plan
for a standard work deduction.

The installation of the new policy and the subsequent elimina-
tion of that policy by the court consumed thousands of man-hours
and public dollars. Also, the activities required to affect these changes
disrupted ongoing program activities for a period of several weeks.
Other court rulings on welfare issues in Georgia have similarly ex-
act'd a heavy price on the State's fiscal resources, manhours, and pro-
gram activities.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present State of Georgia's public assistance programs are
being strained to the breaking point by forces over which the Depart-
ment has little control. Welfare laws, Federal regulations, and Federal
court decisions on welfare issues have all contributed to this breakdown
which is confirmed by recent quality control reports. During the period
July 1971 through December 1971 Georgia exceeded Federal tolerance
levels in the areas of ineligibility, over payment and underpayments;
and these figures are below the national average as reported by the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Although we have made
some progress in reducing these errors in recent months, we see little
likelihood of significant improvement in the long-haul unless present
welfare laws and regulations are modified at the Federal level.
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We offer the following recommendations to the Subcommittee on
Fiscal Policy.

(1) If H.R. 1 or some version of welfare reform legislation is not
passed this year, consideration should be given to amending the
Social Security Act to eliminate categorical assistance requirements
and to make need the only test of eligibility. Such a system could be
either federally or State administered and need requirements should
be standardized and mandated on a regional basis.

Such legislation would eliminate much of the complex technical
eligibility process, and cover all poor people whether or not they meet
present categorical requirements. In this respect it would accom-
plish the basic goals of H.R. 1 by amending the present welfare
system.

(2) The simplified method of eligibility determination should be
modified and made optional with the States. Despite the sound theory
on which it is based the policy is not working in actual practice and
this is confirmed by quality control reports. Those provisions of the
regulation requiring the use of the declaration form without an
interview should be eliminated. However, we recommend the retention
of those provisions permitting general acceptance of the client's state-
ment when there is no reason to doubt its accuracy providing this is
determined from the client during a personal contact.

(3) Legislation creating new programs should contain provisions
which authorize the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
to conduct pilot projects for the purpose of testing the effects of the
programs before nationwide implementation. The results of these
pilot projects should be reported to the Congress before full imple-
mentation.

(4) The food stamp and commodity programs are basically welfare
programs and should be administered by the same Federal agency
which carries major responsibility for welfare programs. We rec-
ommend that the food programs be transferred to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare with a mandate that the policies and
procedures for these programs be brought in line with those of the
categorical assistance programs.

(5) Methods should be found to eliminate the duplication of ef-
fort which is precipitated by the lack of coordination among various
Federal "welfare" agencies. In many instances the same family re-
ceives benefits from various assistance payments programs which are
funded differently on the Federal level. These may include public as-
sistance, social security, veterans benefits, railroad retirement bene-
fits, and unemployment compensation. Each of the agencies respon-
sible for these programs has different eligibility criteria and payment
mechanisms, and the income from one source may affect the level of
payment from another source. It would make more sense for an in-
dividual or family to receive the total maintenance for which it is
eligible from one agency rather than from several agencies. This
possibly could be done through a contract arrangement between one
or more of the appropriate agencies.

(6) We recommend that the program separating services and eligi-
bility be continued even though this has created some logistical and
personnel problems for the States. Georgia's experience with sepa-
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ration of eligibility and services has demonstrated that the program
has considerable long-range value despite the initial, short-range prob-
lems it creates which we believe are only transitory. We have found
that the separation program promotes efficiency in both the assistance
payments and services programs.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you for your statement. Our next
witness is Mr. Bryant. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DON R. BRYANT, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, MANPOWER
SERVICES DIVISION, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. BRYANT. Thank you, Madam Chairman. The Georgia Depart-
ment of Labor has 34 local offices of the Georgia Training and Em-
ployment Service as well as some outstationed individuals primarily
on special projects. These outstationed personnel are primarily located
in the Atlanta area, however. This scattered coverage of the State is
much more effective for serving individuals who possess their own
transportation rather than individuals who have to depend on public
transportation, such as welfare recipients. This department also ad-
ministers a variety of manpower programs basically designed to move
individuals into entry level employment.

The employment service serves the welfare or food stamp applicant
in much the same manner as a regular applicant, giving veterans pref-
erence whenever applicable. If a food stamp applicant is offered em-
ployment which is determined to be suitable and does not take the
position, action is taken to report this offer to the Department of
Family and Children Services. In order to understand the parameters
under which this program works, the following are some guidelines to
be used for determining suitable employment.

No employment shall be considered suitable if:
(1) The wages offered are less than the highest of: (a) The appli-

cable Federal minimum wage; (b) The applicable State minimum
wage; (c) The applicable wage established by valid regulation of the
Federal Government authorized by existing law to establish such
regulations; or (d) $1.30 per hour.

(2) The employment offered is on a piece-rate basis and the aver-
age hourly yield the employee can reasonably be expected to earn is
less than the applicable hourly wages specified under the preceding
subdivision.

(3) The registrant, as a condition of employment, is required to join,
resign from, or refrain from joining any legitimate labor organiza-
tion; or

(4) The work offered is at a site subject to a strike or a lockout at the
time of the offer.

(5) The degree of risk to the registrant's health and safety is un-
reasonable;

(6) The registrant is not physically and mentally fit to perform the
employment, as established by documentary medical evidence or relia-
ble information obtained from other sources;

(7) The employment is not in the registrant's major field of experi-
ence unless after the lapse of a reasonable period of time of unemploy-
ment it becomes apparent that the job opportunities in his major field
of experience in the area are not likely to be offered; and
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(8) The distance of the employment from the registrant's residence
is unreasonable. Determinations in this connection shall be based upon
estimates of the time required for going to and from work by means of
transportation that is available or expected to be used, and whether
or not it would be reasonable for the registrant to expend the time and
cost involved for the expected remuneration from the work. In no
event shall commuting time per day represent more than 25 percent
of the registrant's total worktime.

The Georgia Department of Labor has certain responsibilities under
the Food Stamp Act detailed in a formal agreement with the Georgia
Department of Family and Children Services. The Department of
Labor is notified that certain specific individuals 1 receiving welfare
are able to work. The responsibilities upon receiving this notification
are:

1. Take and maintain an employment application file of food stamp
recipients interfiled with regular active file or in a separate file; in
either case filed occupationally with veterans applications in front
of nonveterans.-The choice has been made to maintain separate files.

2. Maintain a food stamp recipient trading system in cooperation
with the Gerogia Family and Children Services through a numerical
cross index file by food stamp case number at a local office of the Geor-
gia Department of Labor-Employment Security Agency.

3. Provide food stamp recipients with the same services that are
provided to all applicants.

4. Enter the food stamp case number on local office application
forms and use this number in all communications with the Georgia
Department of Family and Children Services.

5. Notify the Georgia Department of Family and Children Services
of job placement or of any possible disqualifying situation as described
in the Federal food stamp regulations.

6. Submit reports as required by mutual agreement of both agencies.
Forms have been designed to meet the above responsibilities. It

should be noted that the level of activity in this program has been
much lower than initially anticipated.

The three basic geographical areas that have been designated as
examples for cooperating programs between the Labor and Welfare
Departments in Atlanta, Talbot County, and Fannin County. These
example areas all vary widely in success, as the program does through-
out the State.

In Talbot County, which has only had a food stamp program since
March 1, 1972, a total of 15 people have been referred to the employ-
ment service. Only nine of these kept their appointments to register
for work. Of the six that did not keep their appointments, four have
new appointments scheduled and two have been returned to the local
family and children services offices for failure to respond. Talbot is
not a county where there is a local employment service office, and this

I Exemptions Include:
A. Younger than 18 or older than 65.
B. Not able-bodied.
C. A parent or other personr responsible for caring for a dependent child or children.
D. A parent or other person responsible for caring for an incapacitated adult or

adults.
E. A student enrolled at least half time, as defined by the institution or program, in

any school or training program recognized by any Federal, State, or local governmental
agency.

F. An employed person working at least 30 hours a wveek.
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physical distance, plus the lack of jobs developed in the Talbot County
area hamstrings the effectiveness of the program substantially. No
individual has been referred on a job interview or placed on a job as
the result of the food stamp program in Talbot County. There was no
new position available in the Columbus, Ga., local office which serves
this area for working with food stamp recipients.

Fannin County in North Georgia has had a food stamp program
since the beginning of this cooperative agreement between welfare
and labor. After 5 full months the experience has been quite different.
A total of 140 individuals have been referred to the Labor Depart-
ment. Of these, 88 kept appointments and half found employment-
24 found their own jobs and 20 were placed by the employment serv-
ice. Currently, there are 44 individuals in the Fannin County em-
ployrnent service food stamp file. Of the 52 that did not report, some
have come into the local office, and registered on their own following
the removal of their food stamp eligibility. Fannin County has a local
employment service office in the county and has better contact with
the local industry and can provide more adequate service than those
areas where no local office is available.

The Atlanta area has commodities rather than a food stamp pro-
gram. There is, however, a similar agreement with the Welfare De-
partment to refer able-bodied clients to the Labor Department for
assistance in finding employment. The employment service office has
had extreme difficulty contacting the clients to make appointments
for registration. The success in actually having these individuals keep
their appointments and be registered has been negligible. The large
proportion of those that come in to register have severe employability
problems and are counseling cases rather than job ready. The high
proportion of counseling cases from welfare referrals has made it
impractical to serve these individuals through neighborhood service
centers which would be somewhat more convenient for the client. All
must report to the manpower center where counseling facilities are
available. As long as there is no punitive action taken when a client
does not report for registration, it is doubted that the program will
improve appreciably.

JOB BANK

The job bank has been in operation in the Atlanta metropolitan
area since December of 1969. Currently, there are plans to make job
bank statewide, beginning with the Albany area later this year. This
statewide system will be implemented in three major segments.

In Atlanta, job bank produces books of current job orders on a
daily basis and distributes these books to 43 different locations through-
out the metropolitan area. The system now has centralized ordertaking
and referral coordination so that all information will be consistent
and number of referrals in line with the employer's wishes.

Job bank is set up to identify in the Atlanta areas those jobs to
which referrals of welfare recipients have been made. There is special
coding built into the system to determine whether welfare clients keep
appointments to which they are referred. This is one of the inputs into
the employment service automated reporting system.
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'WIN

The WIN program has 400 slots in Atlanta, none in Fannin County,
and about 25 in Talbot County served out of the Columbus local
office. The WIN programs, besides having slots of their own, use
MDTA, Job Corps, and NYC slots as they are available. In placing
trained individuals, the WIN program makes extensive use of the
employment service job order listings and a high degree of coordina-
tion between WIN offices and local employment service offices is
maintained.

OTHER MANPOWER PROGRAMS

There are a number of training programs operated by the Georgia
Department of Labor through employment service offices that also
serve welfare recipients. Welfare recipients are served along with
other applicants on a first-come, first-served basis. There is no pro-
vision within the training program for recruitment of welfare clients,
but each program has stipulations as to the percentage of enrollees
that must be disadvantaged which would automatically include many
welfare recipients. The programs are MDTA-65 percent disadvan-
taged, JOP-50 percent disadvantaged, NAB-JOBS-100 percent
disadvantaged, and Job Corps-100 percent disadvantaged youth.
These programs are statewide; however, NAB-JOBS is structured
for larger industrial facilities and is concentrated in the cities.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The above describes generally how the Georgia State Training and
Employment Service Division, Manpower Services Division, the WIN
program of the Georgia Department of Labor and the Georgia De-
partment of Family and Children Services are working together to
achieve a degree of success. It also points out what I feel is the most
glaring problem that faces this or any other State. There exists now,
and without some overt effort, there will continue to exist, a gap in
employment and training services for the rural resident, particularly
the poor with limited transportation. While manpower services are
not adequate in the larger towns and metropolitan areas in Georgia,
they at least exist. Over one-third of Georgia's work force lies in
counties that presently do not have manpower services within reason-
able access. Thus, the rural applicant and welfare recipient alike,
needing manpower services, has not fared as well as his urban counter-
part. One local office when asked about their success with the food
stamp program was pleased with the cooperation received from wel-
fare and clients alike. Their main problem was developing jobs in an
area that was some distance from their local office. They found that
additional people, along with the welfare recipients, would come to
register when it was found that Tuesday was the day that the GTES
had a representative in their county taking applications. Of the serv-
ices offered by the Georgia Department of Labor, 82 percent of the
services were provided to residents of urban communities, leaving
approximately 18 percent of service for the one-third work force that
lives in the rural areas of Georgia. According to census figures for 1970
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by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Georgia's
total population of approximately 41/2 million, 60 percent of the popu-
lation was urban and 40 percent was rural. By any standard of meas-
urement, be it work force or overall population, it is evident that when
the work force becames scattered in rural areas innovative approaches
to manpower services are mandatory. Better manpower services in
terms of training and job placement help to diminish the need for
welfare assistance by giving individuals salable skills.

In April of this year, in a speech by Senator Herman Talmadge,
he reported that two-thirds of the Nation's substandard housing was
in rural America and that infant mortality in rural areas was much
higher than the national average. He also reported that education is of
a far lower quality and that health care in rural areas was woefully
inadequate. In short, he said, the rural area is where you find the
worst housing, the worst schools, the lowest health standard, the least
adequate community services and the greatest absence of existing op-
portunities for improvement. In 1967, in a President's Commission
report, it was declared that rural poverty is so widespread and so
acute as to be a national disgrace and its consequence have hit our
cities violently. The influx of welfare recipients into cities is clearly
evident. This fact alone makes it clear how large a stake the people of
this State and of this Nation have in an attack on rural poverty. If
poverty and welfare are going to decrease, manpower programs must
be stepped up to give adequate coverage throughout Georgia.

In recent years, the primary emphasis from the Federal Government
has been to help the cities and urban areas of this country, while giving
little attention to the development of the vast rural areas. This, in a
way, only compounded the problem of the urban area as hundreds of
thousands of rural residents poured into the already bulging cities
seeking better education, better housing, and a better opportunity for
improved economic conditions. This increases welfare rolls, because
in many instances, these individuals have no readily salable skills and
cannot find employment after they migrate.

Although existing ES personnel have performed well, considering
their limited numerical strength, in providing services to the rural
population, many Georgia citizens, including welfare recipients, have
not received services. Many residents of rural counties are unexposed
to manpower services simply because of inadequate personnel to pro-
vide manpower services to the areas in which they live. Moreover, due
to the rapid change in status of job openings and training slots, in-
formation concerning these opportunities is needed on a much more
timely basis than is provided for by the present service system.

A report on the work force estimates by county in the State of Geor-
gia reveals that one-third of the total work force of all Georgia coun-
ties have no local GTES facility available to them. Further, of this
work force, one-quarter of the unemployed do not have GTES services
available to them in their immediate county. It is understandable,
then, that the average unemployment rates in these rural areas are
much higher than those in the urban areas. The report, "Georgia An-
nual Average WTork Force Estimates by Area, 1967-70," prepared
in the manpower resources division of the Employment Security
Agency, Georgia Department of Labor, shows the average unemploy-
ment rate in 1970 to be 3.6 percent for the six standard metropolitan
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statistical areas. In contrast, in the same year unemployment rate of 8.9
percent-over twice the rate of above-mentioned urbanized areas-
was posted for some contiguous rural counties, including Baker, Co-
lumbia, Douglas, Effingham, Pulaski, and Talbot.

In order for job applicants, whether food stamp, welfare or regu-
lar, to obtain employment in a given area, there, of course, must be
employers located in the same general area with available job open-
ings. In too many instances, job applicants are not aware of the job
opportunities which are available in terms of a labor force to meet
his worker needs. With its already established experience in matching
applicant skills with employer worker requirements, the GTES per-
sonnel could perform a much needed service for both the job seeker and
the employer by providing a clearinghouse for job information in
these communities, mostly rural, where they do not now exist. The
Sowega project, a rural manpower project in southwest Georgia,
where this has been tried on a pilot basis points out that this is valid.

Since the work force makeup of most counties in Georgia is pre-
dominately nonfarm, consisting of both manufacturing industries and
nonmanufacturing, it would seem that a substantial potential exists
for job development opportunities for the area residents whether on
welfare or not. Also, with the availability of manpower training pro-
grams, particularly on-the-job training arrangements, employer and
applicant could be brought together for mutual benefit of both. This
training could prevent the large numbers of untrained and unskilled
flocking to cities, to wind up jobless and on welfare rolls.

The training provision potential could also be utilized in another
important manner. While there would be no intent to lure the em-
ployed farmworker away from agriculture, emphasis could be placed
on assisting the unemployed, surplus farmworker through training,
education, and other supportive measures as needed by him to develop
his employability. If his eventual choice or necessity was to live in a
more urbanized area, he would arrive with job skills rather than
arriving to find no job available only to end up on welfare rolls.

With the improvement in services to employers in rural areas in
terms of qualified applicants, labor market information and other as-
sistance as requested, it can be assumed that these rural employers so
serviced will reciprocate by relying increasingly on GTES to fill their
worker needs. Employers receiving a variety of services from the
GTES would constantly become more positive about hiring and up-
grading welfare recipients with employability problems. This, in turn,
will be of benefit to the community as a whole, particularly in the
stabilization of the community's work force. This stabilization will
help to solve the Nation's welfare problems at the source rather than
forcing unprepared people into urban areas in order to receive man-
power and other assistance.

The listing of job openings, training opportunities, and the avail-
ability of counseling and other manpower services in the rural ap-
plicant-s own community would eliminate the necessity of his having
to leave his home area to seek employment information in different,
and sometimes, unfamiliar surroundings. At the same time, pressure
on the urban centers to provide services to an ever increasing number
would be reduced by the curb of migration of rural residents to the
urban areas.
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It appears now that what is most needed to help welfare recipients
in Georgia and America, is a service that would provide our rural areas
with-

(1) A job information service and job placement service to the
unemployed and the underemployed,

(2) Training opportunities to those in need,
(3) Labor market information for employers,
(4) Reduction and reversal of incidence of outmigration of

workers from rural areas to urban areas,
(5) Referral to supportive agencies of those seeking work who

need aid in removing arriers to employment,
(6) A source of available labor supply information for local

planning groups and employers, and
(7) A resource to determine occupational shortages and training

needs.
This is not to say that our efforts in the urban areas should be re-

duced in any measure, to the contrary, those services should be in-
creased until they are adequate. It does mean, however, that a concen-
trated effort to serve the rural residents would benefit both urban and
rural, particularly the poor. This does mean making a concentrated
effort to bring rural manpower services to a point at least with those
in urban areas is not only needed, but if this country is to progress and
prosper is mandatory.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Thank you for a fine statement. Our next wit-
ness will be Mrs. England. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF EVELYN ENGLAND, ASSISTANT UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE DIRECTOR, CLAIMS DIVISION, GEORGIA DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR

Mrs. ENGLAND. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Economic insecurity
due to unemployment is a serious menace to the health, morals, and
welfare of the people of this State. Involuntary unemployment is
therefore a subject of general interest and concern, which requires
appropriate action to prevent its spread and to lighten its burden
which now so often falls with crushing force upon the unemployed
worker or his family. The achievement of social security requires
protection against this greatest hazard of our economic life. This can
be provided by encouraging employers to provide more stable em-
ployment and by the systematic accumulation of funds during periods
of employment to provide benefits for periods of unemployment,
thus maintaining purchasing power and limiting the serious social
consequences of poor relief assistance. The legislature, therefore, de-
clares that in its considered judgment the public good and the gen-
eral welfare of the citizens of this State require the enactment of
this measure, under the police powers of the State, for the compulsory
setting aside of unemployment reserves to be used for the benefit of
persons unemployed through no fault of their own.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE GEORGIA UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE LAW

The Georgia employment security law, covering collection of taxes,
become effective January 1, 1937, and covering payment of bene-
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fits, effective January 1, 1938. This original law covered only those
employers who had as many as eight employees for some portion of
20 days, each day being in a different calendar week within the same
calendar year.

On January 1, 1956, an amendment was passed which reduced the
required number of employees to four. Effective January 1, 1972, the
number of employees required for mandatory employer coverage was
reduced to one or to an employer with a gross payroll of $1,500 in any
calendar quarter that year. One exception to this required coverage
is that of the nonprofit organization which employs less than four
employees; another exception is that of the State-operated hospitals
and State institutions of higher education which are now required
to be covered.

The maximum amount of weekly benefits payable to any claimant
has been, through legislative amendments, increased from the original
$15 in 1937 to the present level of $50 in 1969. The 1972 general as-
sembly approved a proposed amendment to further increase the
maximum weekly payment amount to $55, effective July 1, 1972; to
$60 effective January 1, 1973; and to $65 effective January 1, 1974.

GENERAL PROCEDURE OF ESTABLISHING LIABILITY

Employer liability is adjudicated from status reports completed
and signed by the employer.

A.D.P. prints and mails quarterly report forms to the employer.
When these reports are returned, with the tax payment, the total and
taxable amount of quarterly wages of each employer and the name,
social security number, and quarterly wage of each employee are put
on A.D.P. tape.

GENERAL PROCEDURE OF ESTABLISHING CLAIMS

When an unemployed individual files a claim for unemployment in-
surance benefits, his name and social security number are matched
with the ADP tape to produce a printout of his wages during his
qualifying, or base, period (the first four of the last five completed
calendar quarters immediately preceding the filing of the claim). The
validity of his claim is then computed, on the basis of his wages as
applied to the benefit table contained in the law. An otherwise eligible
individual is entitled during any benefit year to a total amount of bene-
fits equal to 26 times his weekly benefit amount or one-fourth of his
wages for insured work paid during the base period, whichever amount
is less; provided that such total amount of benefits, if not a multiple of
the weekly benefit amount, shall be adjusted to the nearest multiple of
the weekly benefit amount.
A. Eligibility regarding-Able and available

The first requirement for monetarily establishing a valid claim is
that an individual must have worked and earned insured wages in at
least two of the first four of the last five completed calendar quarters
prior to the effective date of his claim.

Other eligibility requirements are that the individual must be unem-
ployed or must be employed less than full time and, must be able to
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work, available for work, must have actively and in good faith sought
employment, must be actively and in good faith seeking employment
and be bona fide in the labor market.

The law provides that one shall be disqualified for benefits after he
has left work voluntarily without good cause connected with the work
or has been discharged for failure to obey orders, rules, or instructions
or for failure to discharge the duties for which he was employed. Also,
an individual is disqualified for benefits if he has failed without good
cause, either to apply for available suitable work or to accept suitable
work when offered him. The minimum disqualification is 5 weeks, the
maximum disqualification is 11 weeks; as a general rule, a 5 weeks' dis-
qualification is made.

The agency employs postaudit detection activities by (1) quarterly
cross-matching wage records against benefit payments, (2) industrial
surveys, (3) employer protests of benefit payments charges to his ac-
count, and (4) investigation of leads from outside sources and from
claim center complaints. An individual is held to be guilty of a mis-
demeanor if the documented facts are adequate to show that he know-
ingly made a false representation or knowingly failed to disclose a
material fact to obtain or increase benefits or payments. In this event,
in accordance with provisions of the law, he is held to be not eligible
and forfeits all unpaid benefits for any weeks of unemployment sub-
sequent to the commission of that act and/or omission, including any
benefits to which he would otherwise be entitled during the remainder
of any incompleted calendar quarter and the next four completed cal-
endar quarters immediately following such determination.
B. Effect of social security on unemployment insurance claim

There is no provision in the Georgia employment security law to
disallow or reduce benefits when an individual is receiving social
security payments. However, a retiree who restricts his availability
to avoid earnings which will disqualify him for or reduce his social
security payments is considered to not meet eligibility requirements
of the Law and benefits are denied while this restriction exists.
C. Other programs administered by unemployment insurance

In addition to the regular unemployment insurance claims, the
agency also administers the following programs for unemployed
individuals:

Trade readjustment assistance, under the Trade Readjustment
Act of 1962.

Disaster unemployment assistance, under the Disaster Relief
Act of 1969.

Unemployment insurance for Federal civilian employees.
Unemployment insurance for ex-servicemen.

After approval for and referral to a training facility, by Georgia
Traminincf and Employment Service personnel, enrollment forms are
reviewed and verified. If in order, payments are made by the unem-
ployment insurance division to enrollees training under the following
programs: Manpower Development and Training Act and work in-
centive program.
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MOST RECENT PROBLEM ARMAS

A. Inadequate tape
In the fall of 1970 unemployment insurance directors from this

region attended a conference in Charleston, S.C. At that time they
were advised of the added coverage provided by the bill which was
introduced by individuals in Congress; A representative from the
national office informed the conferees that the national office would
send to each State a composite tape made up of information regarding
those employers who made monthly reports under social security, in-
come tax, and various other Federal laws and/or programs. They were
also advised that on the tape, codes would be provided to enable the
State agencies to identify nonprofit organizations, State institutions,
agricultural employers, and so forth, and that the employer would be
further identified as to the type of entity: proprietorship, partnership
or corporation, and so forth.

When the tape was received, it was quite different from that prom-
ised: there were no entity codes on any entity, there were duplicate
Federal numbers and multiple numbers for the same business (inac-
tive accounts along with the successions shown), codes were incorrect
and/or insufficient to show profit or nonprofit status and Federal,
State, county, and city employees were included, such as Federal
judges, school lunchrooms, military post nurseries, military unit funds,
and so forth.
On original tape---------------------------------------------------_324,000
Were duplicates- -___________________ 108, 000

Total -________________________ 246, 000

Of these, 80,000 did not indicate code and 80,000 did not identify
profit or nonprofit.

(Some overlap in these two groups.)
Subtracting the 38,000 previously liable employers (under the old

Law), we had 208,000 remaining names. Of these, there was sufficient
information to identify only 51,000.
First mailing status reports October 1, 1971---------------------------- 51, 000

Response ------------------------------------------------------ 26,000
Liable --------------------------------------------------------- 18,000

Second mailing November 16, 1971_----------------------------------- 25,000
Response -___________________________________- 12 700
Liable ------------------------------------- 7,000

Total liable--------------------------------------------------------- 25, 000
Field deputy assignments------------------------------------------- 18, 300
Additional received to date-----------------------------------____ 12, 100

B. Difference in projected needs-Ours and Federal
In preparation for implementing the 1970 amendments to the law,

to comply with Public Law 91-373, the agency estimated that 36,100
new employers would be added by this coverage extension, and, based
on these additional employers, requested 186 additional positions to
implement the amendments. The national and regional offices esti-
mated that 20,626 new employers would be added and allocated the
agency only 59 additional positions to implement the amendments.
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It now appears that 32,300 new employers will be added by the ex-
tended coverage, and the national and regional offices have allocated
81 positions to implement the amendments; this agency contends that
85 additional positions are needed to implement the amendments.
C. Inadequate finanming-Personnel and equipment

One of the most pressing problems of administering the unemploy-
ment insurance program in this State is that of inadequate financing
for needed personnel and equipment. We frequently experience dif
ficulties because of a seeming lack of coordination of efforts by the
Federal offices of the Manpower Administration; program personnel
will indicate that money is available for specified programs, but when
a request is made of budget personnel for funding the program, moneys
are delayed for lengthy periods. A case in point is the agency's recent
administrative budget request for processing claims and making TRA
payments to former employees of Bibb Manufacturing Co. The orig-
inal budget request was made in November 1971; a second request
was submitted in February 1972, and funds were made available April
21, 1972, following verbal notification that funds were "frozen" and an
urgent request was telephoned to Senator Herman Talmadge by our
unemployment insurance director. Under current budget procedures,
the State agency prepares its budget request for the ensuing fiscal
year, after cosnultation with the regional office personnel of the
Manpower Administration regarding the number of positions avail-
able. The State request is submitted to the regional office for review
and approval and it is then submitted to the national office for review
and approval.

The unemployment insurance budget request for personnel is com-
posed of two components, contingency and noncontingency funding.
Contingency funding is based on claims workload items. The agency
is budgeted on an annual basis for a minimum base contingency staff
which is based on workload established by the regional office.

Workload estimates are made by the State prior to each quarter. If
estimates indicate additional positions will be earned the next quar-
ter, a revised request is sent to the regional office for approval. The re-
gional office personnel reviews the request and budgets positions for
the ensuing quarter on the basis of its own and the State estimates
of the workload.

During the current and the past fiscal year we have been budgeted
an average of 79 positions more than our base staff. This has resulted in
the unemployment insurance division having to operate with 37
percent of the staff being part-time and/or intermittent employees.
Because these employees are not regular State employees, they are
limited to a maximum of 1,000 hours per calendar year in accordance
with a stitpulation agreed upon by the State Merit Board and this
agency for noncertificate no-test positions. This continually poses a
problem in maintaining an adequately trained staff to conduct this
tremendous operation. During fiscal year 1971 this agency processed
payments for unemployment insurance in excess of $37 million, a mul-
timillion-dollar business operated with over one-third of the staff
composed of part-time and/or intermittent personnel.

Frequently, for many reasons, more contingency positions are
earned during a quarter than can be utilized in that quarter. Currently,
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the funds for these positions cannot be carried forward to the next
quarter and be used to complete work that accumulated during the
previous quarter.

D. Java decision
The U. S. Supreme Court has handed down a decision (the Javea

case) requiring that a State's law and procedure provide for:
(1) Paying benefits promptly after a determination has been

made in the claimant's favor, regardless of the pendancy of the
appeal period or of any appeal that has been taken from the
determination;

(2) Providing reasonable notice to both the claimant and the
employer of the time and place of a predetermination factfinding
hearing.

Paying benefits pending the appeal hearing and subsequent decision
has resulted in a great increase in the number of overpayments made
to the claimants, which requires the agency investigation unit to recoup
the overpayment by collection or offset of future benefits.
Conforming with the predetermination factfinding hearing require-

ments has caused much additional clerical work to notify employers
of the time, date, and place of the hearing; in addition, personnel had
to be made available to conduct the predetermination factfinding
hearings. A statewide total of 14 positions, less than one position for
each of the 16 claim centers and central office, has been tentatively al-
located, on a quarter-to-quarter basis to accomplish the additional
work required by the Java decision.

The organizational structure of claims operations is based on a 100-
percent claims center concept and mail claims reporting. The non-
monetary decisionmaking process will be decentralized July 1, 1972.
E~ach claims center will have a claims examiner(s) permanently as-
signed to that office to make determinations and deliver or mail the
determination to .he claimant and the employer no later than the day
following the predetermination factfinding interview.

Chairman GrIFFrrns. Thank you, Mrs. England, for a fine state-
ment. Our next witness is Mr. Wood. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. WOOD, ASSISTANT DIVISION DIRECTOR,
MANPOWER SERVICES DIVISION, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR

Mr. WOOD. Thank you. My name is William L. Wood. I am assistant
division director of the Manpower Services Division, Employment Se-
curity Agency, Georgia Department of Labor. My responsibility is
the operation of the work incentive program for the State of Georgia.
My staff and I have been responsible since the beginning of the work
incentive program for the planning, fund procurement, implementa-
tion, and operation of the program which presently serves 1,500 AFDC
recipients in 21 counties of Georgia.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee in the
hope that any information I furnish can be used to assist other per-
sons responsible for operating programs which provide comprehensive
manpower services to the client group that can benefit from these
services.

80-329 0 - 72 -pt. 3 - 28
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It is difficult to provide a step-by-step preview of the various prob-
lems and situations that occur in a day-to-day administrative role such
as mine. I would, however, like to give you my views on some of the
problems of greater magnitude in order that your committee might
have a better understanding of the situation at the working level.

The first step necessary in administering the WIN program is pro-
curement of funds. This is accomplished by preparing and planning
estimates in order to ascertain the amount of funding that will be made
and in order to determine the State's portion of these funds. The
Georgia Department of Labor, Employment Security Agency, has
assumed the responsibility of dealing directly with the State legisla-
ture to procure the State's matching portion for WIN. We prefer this
method in order to be definitely assured of receiving the State matching
that we deem necessary to provide services. Usually to procure these
funds a budget estimate is prepared and submitted to the State budget
bureau and then at the time the legislative appropriations committee
meets, a personal appearance is made by the commissioner of labor, the
director of employment security agency and State WIN coordinator in
order that any questions may be answered or any points of discussion
clarified for members of the committee. This budget request is co-
ordinated throughout its development with the State department of
family and children services who must also go before the appropria-
tions committee in order to procure program operation funds that
might be necessary for that department.

Once the amount of State matching has been established and ap-
proved by the legislature, a State WIN plan and budget are prepared
and submitted to the regional manpower administration for approval
and for obligational authority with which to operate.

Some of the major purposes for the procurement of funds and the
development of a WIN program are the purchases of certain materials,
supplies, equipment and supportive services, adult basic education,
medical, vocational and institutional training. There is a total lack
of correlation between Federal program guidelines and State purchas-
ing, procurement, and auditing guidelines. This has definitely created
a problem and will continue to do so as long as no consideration is
given at the Federal level for State mandates that must be followed
by WIN program administrators at the State and local level.

Another problem in the funding and planning stage of the WIN
program is that the State legislature meets in January and February.
At this time funds must be procured for use within the next fiscal year
beginning July 1. In most cases any changes that come in USDOL pro-
gram guidelines occur after the State legislature has met. This causes
considerable problems as the national office requests that you make
certain program changes when there has been no State money allocated
for this purpose. As an example, when Georgia appeared before the
legislative appropriations committee we were aware of the Talmadge
amendments; however, we were not aware at the time that public serv-
ice employment and OJT would play such an important role in the
amount of money that could be expended. We were also unaware that
it would be the responsibility of the State agency to begin paying the
training related payments that were formerly paid by the State wel-
fare agency. The lack of coordination from the national office with
States who must look to the State legislature for a percentage of pro-
gram funding is definitely a problem at the State level.
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Frequently legislation passed by Congress is ambiguous by the time
it is relayed in the form of guidelines to the State level. Consequently,
subjective personal opinions from many channels are used to interpret
the guidelines. This results in a discrepancy between the original intent
of Congress and the subsequent interpretation of the guidelines. It is
difficult to determine exactly what one's responsibilities are in provid-
ing services to the client group.

As supervisor of the work incentive program for Georgia, I would
like to go on record in making this statement: "I have heard in various
meetings at the regional and national level that most States run into
problems coordinating and operating the WIN program with the State
welfare agency. I have never encountered any problem in working with
the department of family and children services in Georgia that could
not be resolved as soon as a meeting could be scheduled and the prob-
lem discussed."

In the initial planning of the WIN program we decided that if we
were to work together as required by the 1967 Amendments to the So-
cial Security Act that it would be well to house both labor and welfare
staff together. This has been done since the initial phases of the pro-
gram. We would continue to house both State welfare and WIN staff
in the same faclity. This certainly takes care of the problem at the local
operating level and I would say it eliminates numerous problems for
the State administrator.

We are now in the planning stages to implement the Talmadge
amendments to the Social Security Act in Georgia beginning July 1,
1972. In view of the structure of our present program, we do not fore-
see any major problems with its implementation since we already havehoused our staff together and have joint staff meetings pertaining to
effective delivery of services to enrollees. The major problem that we
have at this point is procuring adequate Federal funds to insure a
statewide program in fiscal year 1973. The Georgia Legislature in its
1972 sessions provided us with adequate funds to implement a state-
wide WIN program based on the knowledge of the Talmadge amend-
ments that we had at that time; however, upon receiving the new WIN
manual in Dallas, Tex., in the week of May 9, we find that there have
been certain program changes written in that we were unaware of
at the time we asked for funding. It appears now that we might en-
counter some difficulty in inplementing the Talmadge amendments on
a statewide basis. We do feel that by the end of June 1973, we will be
providing services to a greater portion of the AFDC population of
Georgia who are in need of WIN services. Here again is an excellent
example of the time lag with which State administrators must cope
every year in attempting to plan, develop, and implement a WIN
program that will be effective.In Georgia we are fortunate that most all State agencies workclosely in joint ventures and cooperate in individual assignments where
outside expertise is needed. This is one reason why Georgia was selected
as one of the States to develop a model family assistance program in
the event that H.R. 1 became a reality. We have incorporated in our
plans for implementing the Talmadge amendments some of the knowl-
edge gained while working on this research project. If H.R. 1 passes,
that there would be only minor operational problems involved in order
to convert to the system ieeded from the pr esent basic structure in-
cluding the changes brought about by the Talmadge amendments.
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The staff members of the division to which I am assigned here also
been closely involved with the Governor's committee and other State
departments on working toward the development and implementation
of a statewide child development program. In addition to serving as
resource staff, we have already begun to develop agreements with the
various county educational systems to provide WIN enrollees through
on-the-job training contacts to staff these day care centers as they are
established.

We are also becoming increasingly involved with the tax incentive
credit certification of WIN enrollees to employers who want to avail
themselves of this financial assistance as provided them by the
Congress.

If you review statistical reports of the Georgia program, you will
find that one of our big areas of activity has been in the field of
remedial or adult education. We feel that Georgia now has an educa-
tional system of both public and vocational technical schools that is
adequate and effective. When I say that WIN has provided adult
basic education and remedial education for WIN enrollees, it is not
intended to say that the State Education Department has not done
its job. It is intended to point out the laxity of school attendance rules
which existed a few years ago in this State. We found that many of our
clients who had dropped out of school or did not attend regularly
enough to allow them to function on an acceptable level. We have
provided remedial work for enrollees in order to bring them to a level
of performance sufficient to enroll them in vocational or technical
classes.

Our experience indicates that from the time enrollees come into the
program, a period of 9 to 12 months is required before positive results
can be seen. After that period, employability development and job
placement results would occur. Now that we are operating at a fairly
constant level of 1,500 enrollees, we are beginning to see an upward
trend in placement activity. Certainly this is not a constant thing and
can be affected by local labor market conditions, the general economy
of an area, and other variables that influence employment.

The Manpower Services Division has total responsibility for the
complete operation of WIN. This is the concept recommended by the
national office USDOL in order that WIN operations be separated at
the State and local level. The new WIN guidelines which are to be
used in planning for the fiscal year 1973 program also called for
Federal WIN monitors at the State and local levels. I have been unable
to find this directive in the Talmadge amendments. This could be
interpreted as a move on the part of the USDOL to federalize the pro-
gram completely at every level of operation. Speaking as the State
supervisor of the WIN program and taking into consideration the
amount of assistance we have received from the USDOL to this point,
I feel that this money can be better used in the State programs as a
means of developing more and varied services for the client group with
which we are working. This is a personal observation based on my
experience.

Iam happy to report that as of April 30, 1972, the WIN program
in Georgia has shown positive results according to the State Depart-
ment of Family and Children Services. The reduction in monthly
Welfare grants is now $43,900. In the 21 counties served by WIN,
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there have been 124 individuals completely terminated from welfare
grants directly as a result of the WIN program.

Attached to this statement is a listing of contract services and job
placements for the WIN program in Georgia through November
1971. Also there is a sheet showing cumulative and current totals for
enrollment through the end of June.

(The following material was attached to Mr. Wood's statement:)

JOB DESCRIPTION-STATE OF GEORGIA

A. ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Position No.: 108-0011.
Date: April 17, 1972.
Agency: Georgia Department of Labor.
Working Title: Assistant Division Director-HRD.
Immediate Supervisor's Classification: Division Director-HRD.
Work Unit: Manpower Services Division.
County: Fulton.
Imediate Supervisor's Position Number: 108-0001.
Work Units You Supervise: Directs all operations of State WIN program

comprised of 30 local WIN offices, 157 man staff, and a state staff of 11 people.
List positions you supervise through immediate contact:

Classification:
Manpower Program Coordinator I (2)'
Manpower Program Coordinator II (2) 1

Manpower Program Coordinator III
Stenographer III (2) 1

Position No (s)
108-0037
108-0018
108-0046
108-0019
108-0047

B. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED (SEE INSTRUCTIONS)

C. IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR S STATEMENT

As the immediate supervisor of this work, I have studied this description and
find it to be complete, true, & correct.

Date: - --------- Signed: ---------------------------- - _---------- ---

D. OFFICIAL APPROVAL OF ASSIGNMENT OF DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES AND
SUGGESTED QUALIFICATIONS

1. As agency head or the official designated to organize and assign the work
of this agency or unit, I have reviewed this description and I approve this
delegation of duties and responsibilities.

2. If the position were vacant and I had to provide a suitable new appointee,
I would desire the following qualifications as the least that should be accepted.

Date: ---------- Signed:__________________

Instructions for Completing the Job Description

(Pleascrcad carefully)

A. Under Section A be sure that ALL items are completed. If they are not
applicable, insert "not applicable" in the proper blank. Be sure to insert the title
and position number of the immediate supervisor (the individual who gives
day-to-day instructions to the incumbent) and the classifications and position
numbers of those supervised (those to whom the incumbent gives day-to-day
supervision).

1 Position number not yet established.
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B. Under Section B please list the major types of equipment used such as
typewriter, bookkeeping machine, tabulating machine, etc.

C. The immediate supervisor (as defined in A above) is to complete Item Cafter reviewing Sections A, B, and E. He should correct any omissions or any
discrepancies in these sections.

D. Section D should be completed by the Department Head or his designee.
It is particularly important that for new positions the paragraph on "The
Qualifications of Appointees" be completed.

E. Under Section E, first give a capsule summary of the duties of the positionand the supervision (close, general, etc.) received. Then list the duties per-formed in detail. All duties should be listed in decreasing order of importance.Please do not use vague words such as 'assist". "prepare", "review", "super-
vise", without explaining just how you do these things. It should be emphasized
that Section E should be as complete as possible. Use additional pages if nec-
essary.

E. ASSIGNED DUTIES

(See instructions)

1. General nature of work and supervision received
Under the direct supervision of the Director, Manpower Services Division, isresponsible for the development and implementation and operations of a state-wide program to provide work training and work experience for AFDC recip-

ients as required under Title IV of the Social Security Act as amended.
2. Enumerated detailed description of duties and responsibilities in decreasing

order of imnportance (Use additional pages if necessary)
Directs all operations of a Statewide WIN program comprised of thirty localoffices, 157 man staff, and a state staff of eleven people. Directly responsible to

the Division Director for complete program management.
Interprets manuals, handbooks, and other USDOL materials designed to orga-

nize and operate the State WIN Program.
Works directly with Employment Security Agency Fiscal, Department ofFamily and Children Services Fiscal and State Budget Bureau to acquire fundsfrom the General Assembly to provide monies required to meet Federal match

requirements of 20% state money.
Coordinates program operations with other divisions of ESA, State WelfareDepartment and County Welfare Departments, to insure that quality services

are provided to AFDC recipients enrolled in the program.
Handles public relations and public information regarding the WIN program.
Develops necessary arrangements or contracts with other State Departments

for supportive services to insure continued participation of enrollees in the WIN
program.

Designs a systematic training program to provide state and local WIN staff
with up-to-date information and techniques.

Reviews and approves contracts, leases, and equipment purchases in accord-ance with State and Federal accounting, contracting and purchasing regulations
Coordinates statistical and fiscal reports with appropriate staff.Initiates action by the Manpower Service Division in undertaking manpower

responsibilities of the Work Incentive Program and promotes effective workingrelationships vith other State Departments in order to bring about a uniform
delivery system to AFDC recipients.

Develops or modifies state and local WIN plans of service to reflect agency
participation under Title IV.

Cooperates vith the state and county Departments of Family and ChildrenServices in developing and implementing Title IV programs to meet the needs of
AFDC recipients.

Arranges for subcontracting with other agencies, public or private, for specific
services to be provided for AEDC recipients enrolled in Title IV programs.

Cooperates with the State Department of Family and Children Services Indetermining caseloads of AFDC recipients, by county, and supervises others inobtaining and compiling basic characteristics of the AFDC recipients.
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Supervises the training, orientation, work experience and other phases of the
WIN program.

Promotes the training of WIN office personnel engaged in the program and
evaluates their performance through reports and conferences.

Supervises the preparation and adaptation of procedural material and tech-
nical information for WIN offices.

Supervises the preparation of necessary reports to evaluate the program.
Is responsible for the preparation of necessary procedures between the Em-

ploynment Service Division and the Manpower Service Division to allow WIN
enrollees to receive appropriate placement services.

WIN, FROM JULY 1969 TO MAY 26, 1972

Current Cumulative Placements this
enrollment enrollment month (May 1972)

Albany
Atlanta
Augusta --
Columbus -
Macon -
Savannah t-

State total-

203
415
184
253
187
206

1, 448

280
1,032

598
708
627
447

3,692

15
29
19
16
17
6

102

Number who have entered job entry

Albany ------------------- 71 Macon ------------------------ 309
Atlanta ------------------ 385 Savannah --------------------- 109
Augusta ---------------------- 289
Columbus --------------------- 270 State total_------------- 1, 433

AT umber who have completed job entry

31 Macon ------------------------ 129
116 Savannah--------------------- 61.
160
151 State total-________ 648

A lbany -----------------------
Atlanta --------------------
A ugusta ----------------------
Columbus -- --- -------------

25 Macon------------------------ 181
356 Savannah--------------------- 122
143
164 State total--------------- 991

Number of dropouts

A lbany -----------------------
Atlanta ---------------------
Augusta ---------------------
Columbus --------- _____------

21 Macon_---------------------- 130
145 Savannah------------------ 58
111
140 State total-0------------- 605

Number of placements

Albany -------------------- 78 Macon ------------------------ 324
Atlanta--------------------__- 455 Savannah--------------------- 128
Augusta ---------------------- 439
Columbus -______________ -- 459 State total_------------- 1, 883

A lbany -----------------------
Atlanta -----------------------
Augusta ---------------------
C olum bus ---------------------

Number of other terminations
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GEORGIA WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM

PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES AND CONTRACTS FOR TRAINING, LEASED FACILITIES, AND
SERVICES FOR NOVEMBER 1970 THROUGH NOVEMBER 1971

ALBANY WIN

Contractor and purpose Type Amoun

LEASED FACILITIES AND SERVICE CONTRACTS

Mrs. Elizabeth Tift: Rent for WIN facility ---- Private- - $11, 748
BIMCO of Albany: Janitorial services - -do 1,320
Barfield Shoes: Uniform shoes for enrollees - -do 152
Bausch and Lomb: Eyeglasses - do 288
Dr. Henley: Eye examinations -- do 390
Lee County Manufacturing Co: Uniforms - -do 64
John Ross Jeweler: Name tags -do 9
Joe Lee Hope Cab Co.: Transportation - -do 1,300

CONTRACTS

Monroe Division-Albany Area Vocational Technical School:
Secretarial training Public - 400
LPN training - - -do --- 2,050
Operating room technician training do ---- 120
Business education do 100

Albany Area Vocational Technical School: Nurse aide training -do 120
Albany State College: Education - - -do - 180
Albany Junior College: Preregistered nurse training - - -do ---- 260
Southwest Georgia Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center: OJT-Physical therapy aide Private -- 3, 328
Nurse Care Center of Albany:

OJT-Hospital maid - - -do 1,668
OJT-Nurse aide - - -do 2, 502
OJT-institutional cooking - do ----- 1, 668

CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Adlaine Witchard, WIN -Adult basic education.--- Lilliston Corp - Food service worker.
Eunice Hamilton, WIN do - - M. & W. Sportswear Sewing machine operator.
Clara Gaint, WIN -- do Bob's Candies, Inc -- Candymaker helper.
Rosetta Cruse, WIN -do - - do Do.
Emma Span, WIN -do -- do -Do.
Ida Daniels, WIN -do - - Trailways Bus Terminal_ Charwoman.
Gloria Samuels, WIN - - do -Aero Commander - Aircraft sheetmetal

worker.
Maple Hillman, WIN -do - - do Do.
Mary Teemer, WI N - - do -do -Do.
Ruth Porter, WIN - - do do- Do.
Delores Armstrong, WIN -do - - Georgia Care Nursing Nurse aide.

Home.
Carol Lee, WIN -do - - Flint River Cotton Mills Creeler.
James Strawder, WIN -do - - Midgett Superette Stock clerk.

Grocery.

ATLANTA WIN

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

LEASED FACILITIES AND SERVICE CONTRACTS
Caudle and Co.:

Rent-Team No. I - -Private
Utilities-Team No. I - -do
Janitorial service-team No. I -- do

Hailey Realty Co.:
Rent, utilities, and janitorial service-team No. 2 - -do
Rent, utilities, and janitorial service-JEVS - -do

Atlanta Manpower Center:
JEVS -------------------- ------------------------------------- Public -

Seace Beauty Salon: Rent and supplies for enrollees - - Private
Coiffures by Gene: Rent and supplies for enrollees - -do

$13,000.00
996.00
996.00

8,694.00
3, 300.00

10, 609.00
3,695.98

880.00
480.00
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ATLANTA WIN-Continued

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

CONTRACTS

Georgia State University: Special studies - -Public $700.00
Griffin College of Barbering: Barber Private 2,400.00
Modeling Institute of America: Fashion and professional modeling do - 1- t, 890. 00
High Forest Paramedical Academy:

Medical laboratory technician -- do - 11, 175.00
Medical assistant- - - do 8, 010. 00

S awyer College of Business: Steno-secretarial - - - do -- 825.00
DeKa bCollege: Business administration general - -Public 1,023.00
Atlanta Public Schools: Teacher-ABE - -do -- 6, 600.00
Moler Barber College: Barber -- Private 2,960.00
Georgia State University:

Secretarial science -- Public 740.00
Accounting- - - do 1, 480.00

DeKalb Tech.: Entry level jobs for regular economy - - do ------ 10,000.00
Tall Man Driving School: Drivers training - -Private 121. 00
Peachtree Center Models: Personal development course- - - do 15,000.00
Victor Business School:

Clerk typist- - - do 10, 515.00
Clerk typist and key punch operator - -do -- 4, 020.00

Moler Academy of Beauty:
Cosmetologist -- do ---- 4,337.40

Do - -do - 3,445.80
Do do 4, 337.40

Assistant to master cosmetologist and manicurist -do 12, 000.00
Cosmetologist- - - do 1,722.90

Do- - - do 3,445.80
Atlanta Tech.:

Medical course -- Public 384.02
GED -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -do -- - - t,0S 0.00

DeKalb College: Special studies -------------------------------- -- o---- 481.50
Victor Business School: Clerk typist - -Private 8,675.00
DeKalb Tech.: Vocational education - -Public -- - 3,000.00
Honeywell Institute: Computer operator - -Private -- 2,880.00
Mars Draughon Business College: Clerk typist - -do -- 5,000.00
Atlanta Tech.:

Vocational education -- Public - 15,000.00
GED - -do -- 940.00

Do - -do 4,320.00
Industrial Educational Development Corp.: GED - -Private - 2,940.00
Lane Custom Sofas Inc.:

Upholsterer OJT- - - do , 664. 00
Do ,do 2496.00

Darnell Advertising: Vacuum forming machine operator-OJT ----- - -2,do 2080.00
Citizens Trust Bank:

Clerk, general office OJT. -- do --- 2, 080.00
Teller JT -- -do 2, 210.00

Atlanta Voice: Offset duplicating machine operator-OJT - -do , 040.00
Import Bazaar: Form maker, plaster OJT - -do -- t, 040.00
Vel-O-Tone: Flocker OJT -- do 1,040.00
Hill, Jones & Farrington Law Firm: Clerk, general OJT -- do 912.00
Sanford Realty Co.: Clerk typist - ---- do 418.00
Level Slate Tile & Terrazzo Co., Inc.: Clerk, general OJT- - - do 418.00
YMCA: Secretary OJT Public- 1,040. 00
Professional Crown & Bridge: Dental laboratory technician a--- -- -Private 780.00
Flight Insulation Inc.: Power machine operator OJT - -do 5,040.00
Wrapco Inc.: Packager OJT -- do 1,664.00

CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Elizabeth Hicks, Atlanta Area Tech - Cosmetology Coiffures by Bene --- Cosmetologist.
Linda Jackson, Marsh Draughon Clerk typist ---- C. & S. Bank -Proof machine operator.
Mattie Jones, WIN Basic education - Tasty Dog Restaurant Countergirl.
Rosa Lockhart, WI N - - do W.T. Grant Waitress.
Willie Nowell, AEESC --- - Child development -- Rickerson's Day Care.--- Teacher.
Vann Porter, WIN Basic educationr Southern Cross Stapler.
Eliza Thompson, Atlanta Area Tech Clerk typist -- Big Apple -Stock Clerk.
Eliza Buckner, AEESC - - Power sewing -- Rushton Co -Turner.
Carolyn Carr, WIN - - Basic education. Crown Candy Co - Packager.
Maxine Morgan, WIN - - do --- -- Pleasant Hill Nursing - Teacher.
Betty Moss, WIN do. Red Carpet Car Wash --- Cleaner.
Sandra Kendall, Atlanta Area Tech Cosmetology -- Coiffures by Gene - Cosmetologist.
Annie Lyons, AEESC - - Power sewing. Lovable -- Sewing machine operator.
Delores Brown, WIN - - Basic education -- Davis Bros Busgirl.
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Sharlene Clarke, WI N -do S. E. Envelope - Folder.Brenda Costello, WI N -do - Continental Insurance Co File clerk.Phyliss Mahone, Montag -NAB - --- - Montag - -- Packager.
Earlean Ross, Atlanta Area Tech - Clerk typist - - Internal Revenue Service Clerk.
Charlene Fannin, Marsh Draughon - do - - Stouffer's Restaurant --- Countergirl.Ruby Gaines, Moler Barber & Beauty_ Cosmetologist - - Holcombe Armature ---- Armature connector.Edna Gates, Adult Basic Education - ABE - -Kingsford Convalescent Nurse assistant.

Home.
Parrie Haol, Marsh Draughon - Clerk typist - - William Street Coffee Short order cook.

Shop.
Elinda Hardeman, Atlanta Area Tech - Prehealth - - Emory University - Cleaner, laboratory.Mary Harris, Adult Basic Education- ABE - -Georgia Baptist Hospital_ Nurse aid.Dorothy Hart, Victor Business School Clerk typist - - Atlanta Association of Bookkeeper.

Contractors.
Luellan Hillman, Adult Basic ABE - -Atlanta Economy Drug Packager.Education. Co.
Sharon Johnson, Atlanta Area Tech-- Clerk typist - - Modern Finance Clerk typist.Annie Latimore, High Forest Para- Medical assistant -- North Star Research ---- Compiler.Medica Academy.
Elizabeth Lee, Clark College - Student home economics Souther Bell - Operator.
Brenda Lowrance, Atlanta Area Tech - Keypunch training - Revenue department ----- Keypunch operator.Dorothy Millsap, Marsh Draughon - Clerk typist - - Toleco Creditors - Clerk, general.
Shirley Reeves, Victor Business Clerk typist - - Department of Typist.School. corrections.
Lillie Robinson, Adult Basic Education ABE - -Dobbs House --- -- Waitress.Geneva Rockmore, Atlanta Area Tech Clerk typist - - Lerner Shop --- -- Stock clerk.
Ruby Royal, Wrapco Inc -Wrapco Inc., on-the-job William Street Nursing Nurse aid.

packager. Home.Deboris Sfaton, Marsh Draoghtos ---- Clerk typist -- ------ YMCA ---------- Secretary.
Mildred Stafford, Atlanta Area Tech- -do Atlanta Life Insurance -- Auditor.
Elaine Toney, MDTA -MDTA clerk typist - Southern Cross - Spring Assembly.Dorothy Weems, Adult Basic Education ABE - - MonClaire Wigs - Wig Dress.Mary Wilder, Adult Basic Education do - - Piedmont Nursery - Teacher.Violet Williams, Adult Basic Education- -do - Crawford Long Hospital -- Nurse aid.Sarah Windfield, Victor Business Clerk typist - - Kennesaw Life Insurance Typist.School. Co.
Almata Christian, Victor Business Typist - - WSB Radio-TV - Receptionist.

School.
Emma Dozier, WIN -Basic education -- Southern Cross Ind -- Stapler.
Stella Epps, Moler Beauty -Cosmetology - - Seace Beauty Shop - Cosmetologist.Josephine Grant, Atlanta EES Center - Power sewing --- Lovable -Sewing machine operator.Christine Harris, Atlanta Area Tech --- LPN - -Grady Hospital Nurse aid.
Sue Harris, Sawyer -Clerk typist- - Cafe Bonding Co - Clerk, general.Hazel Jarrett, Atlanta Area Tech- Offset duplicator -- Atlanta Voice - Offset duplicator.Kathnette Jones, Atlanta Area Tech- Clerk typist - - Georgia Department of Typist.

Vocational Rehabilita-
tion.

Nellie Mitchell, Atlanta Area Tech - Baking Gate City Table- Sander.
Hattie Price, Victor Business School --_ Typist - - Southern Bell -Keypunch.
Frances Saddler, Atlanta Area Tech- Medical office assistant- FDRS Caseworker.
Bobbie D. Printup, Atlanta EES Center-- Seamstress --- Lerner Shop -Stock clerk.Minerva Boone, Georgia Barber & Hairstylist - - Roadway Inn -Maid.

Beauty.
Vernita Johnson, Atlanta Area Tech.-- Cashier - - Mache Vending Co - Countergirl.
Bernice Jernigan, Atlantic Area Tech - Practical nurse -- Grad Hospital- Nurse aid.
Annie Higgins, Atlantic Area Tech - Child development - Dr. ilerson -Maid.Sylvia Davis, Atlantic Area Tech - Cashier - - Clairmont Hotel -Do.
Marva Middlebrooks, Atlantic Area Offset Duplicate operator Quality Screen Products_ Display assistant.

Tech.
Eleanor Bailey, Atlantic Area Tech --- Keypunch operator - Lerner Shop -Stock clerk.
Mary McBride, Atlantic Area Tech - Clerk typist -Mangels Clothing Address machine operator.Estella Alexander, Adult Basic Ed- ABE -Ray's Cleaners - Folder.

ucation.
Carolyn Bailey, Designs In Styro OJT On-thejob training - Tasty Dog Restaurant - Countergirl.Johonie Banks, Victor Business School Clerk typist -Jackson Atlantic, Inc - Packager.
Joyce Banks, Marsh Draughon - Clerk typist -Departmentof Family Typist.

and Children Services.
Annie Benton, Marsh Draughon . Clerk typist--- Doctors Memorial Dietary aid.

Hospital.
Diane Burke, Atlanta EES Center - Sewing machine operator Tippins Shoulder Pad Co-- Sewing machine operator.Bobbie Davis, Adult Basic Education - ABE - - - Denney's Restaurant - Dishwasher.
Myrtice Davis, Atlanta Area Tech - Prehealth course --- Bonterra Nursing Home--- Nurse aid.
Jacquelyn Dozier, Adult Basic Ed- ABE - - - Lerner Shop -Stock clerk.

ducation.
Mamie Evans, Professional Crown & Dental lab technican--- Professional Crown & Dental lab.Bridge. Bridge.
Eunice Slade, WIN -Basic education - Eastman Kodak --- Countergirl.Celes Slaughter, Moler- Cosmetology -- Arrow Shirt- Sewing machine operator.Gary Thomas, WIN -Basic education Coleman Bros- Machine operator.
Carolyn Williams, Moler -Cosmetology - Franz Coiffures Shampoo girl.Barbara Wright, WIN- - - Basic education --- Ramada Inn -- Folder.
Frances Lightfoot, WIN - -do Ashland LTD - Marker.
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Catherine Wofford, AEESC --- - Sewing machine operator Lovable --- Sewing machine operator.
Annie Scott, AEESC -do --- -- - do --- - Do.
Clara Ussery, Victor Business School- Clerk typist -- Liberty Mutual. Typist.
Emma Fennell, Atlanta Area Tech Licensed practical nurse- VA hospital -- - Licensed practical nurse.
Victoria Baker, WIN Basic education - Schwobilts Alterations.
Johnnie Phillips, Montag NAB-JOBS - Montag - - Packager.
Zelma Allen, Atlanta Area Tech Key punch -Staff Builders. Key punch.
Eleanor Alexander, Atlanta Area Tech Offsft duplicator - Scott Cross Var -- Packer.
Mary Armour, WIN Basic education - Davison's -Countergirl.
Mabel Copelin, AEESC - Food service -Butter Bean Restaurant Cook.
Mary Dawson, WIN -GED - Rich's Dept -Receiving clerk.
Brenda Fortson, WIN -do - U.S. Communicable Lab assistant.

Disease Center.
Dorothy Harpe, Victor Business School Clerk typist - Coastal States Insurance Typist.
Peggy Haynes, Victcr Business School- do -Scripto -Assembler.
Fannie Walker, WIN -Basic education - Carriage Cleaners -- - Presser.
Betty Allen, Atlanta Area Tech Cosmetology - - Seace Beauty Shop Cosmetologist.
Veola Hughey, Atlanta Area Tech. Leep typing- - Southside Comprehen- Clerk.

sive Health Center.
Frances Hall, Atlanta Area Tech -- - do - - Fulton County -Typist.
Ammie Putman, Georgia Barber & Cosmetology - - Henderson Coiffures- Cosmetologist

Beauty College.
Annette Sheppard, Atlanta Area Tech. Leep keypunch -- Revenue Department of Keypunch operator.

Georgia.
Annie Ross, Atlanta Area Tech Cashier checker -- Bronner Bros -Sales, clerk.
Estelle Tolbert, WIN -Basic education -- Cascade Day Nursey - Teacher.
Diane Jackson, WIN -Orientation - - Style-Rite Optical -- Order clerk.
Geraldine Andrews, WIN -Basic education -- Strogle Auto Service. Porter.
Alice Robinson, WIN -do - - Piedmont Hospital - Tray line worker.
Rosemary Benson, AEESC -Power sewing --- Lovable -Sewing machine

Uapertor.
Mary Ramey, WIN -Orientation - - Ashland, LTD -- Tacking machine

operator.

AUGUSTA WIN

LEASED FACILITIES AND SERVICE CONTRACTS

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

Pastoral Counseling: Psychological evaluation -- - Private - $269.00
Fort Gordon Bus Co.: Transportation - do - 2, 520. 00
Central Ogeechee Community Action: Adult educations Public - -- 1, 228. 00
YWCA Day Care Center: OJT child care --- - - - do -- 313. 90
Phillip Jenkins: Transportation of Burke County enrollees - do -- 1,135. 00
St. Michael's Church: Utilities of adult education class - - - - - - Private - 210. 00
Dr. Benjamin Bogla: Eyeglasses --- do 1,193.00
Silversteins: Name tags for enrollees - do 70.50
Elsie Kuhr: Adult education tutoring- do 835. 00
Dr.J. Paul Jones: Eyeglasses .. do - 75.00
Murphy & Robinson: Eyeglasses - do 56.60
Dr. Latimore Blount: Dental evaluations --- do - 70. 00
Josie Brown: Transportation - - - do. 246.00
City of Louisville: Utilities for adult education class ---- - Public - 245. 00

CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Naomi Adams, Wadley High School..-- Kitchen helper . Glendale Nursing Home Cook.
Annie P. Brown, Medical College of Nurse aide - - Medical College of Charwoman.

Georgia. Georgia.
Rhetta Johnson, Project 506, Medical Receptionist - - U.S. Department of Nutritionist aide.

College of Georgia. Agriculture.
Frances Cain, Operation Mainstream Clerk, G.O - Georgia-Pacific Corp -- Clerk, G.O.

Planned Suspense
Elease Brown, Medical College of Kitchen helper . Medical College of Kitchen helper.

Georgia. Georgia.
Dorothy Thomas, VA Forest Hills Nurse aide . University Hospital Nurse aide.

Hospital Voc.
Annie Singleton,-VA Forest Hills - ...do - -- do ------ - Do.

Hospital Voc.
Johnnie Dent, Blakeney School - Teacher's aide . Keller Aluminum Assembler.
Bertha Drayton, Boggs Academy.. Clerk, G.O do Do.
Sarah Martin, Gracewood State Kitchen helper do Do.

School and Hospital.
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Roberta Yarbray, VA Forest Hills Nurse aide - University Hospital.-.---- Nurse aide.
Hospital Voc.

Kathryn Kirkland, Vocational -do do - Do.
Janie Johnson, Vocational -- ---- do -do Do.
Judy Shuman, Medical College of Housekeeper - Medical College of Charwoman.

Georgia. Georgia.
Willie P. Curtis, Vocational - Nurse aide -do - --- Nurse aide.
Patricia Hamilton, Vocational -do.-o .- . Do.
Annie M. Freeman, Vocational -- do -Georgia War Veterans Do.

Nursing Home.
Marie Latson, Project 506, Medical Receptionist --- Project 506, Medical Nutritionist aid.

College of Georgia. College of Georgia.
Roberta Wells, Project 506, Medical Nutritionist aid -do -Do.

College of Georgia.
Irene Brown, Walker School -- - Kitchen helper - Individual -Maid, general.
McKinley Williams, Augusta Tech -- Vocational -- - Castleberry's Material handler.
Betty Lambert, Medical College of Food service -Blair House -Tray line worker.

Georgia.
Dorothy Moore, VA Lenwood Hospital Nurse aide -do -- Do.
Bessie Tucker, MDTA Planned Sus- LPN -Medical College of LPN.

pense. Georgia.
Ernestine Holmes, MDTA Planned LPN -University Hospital --- LPN.

Suspense.
Lessie Hilton, VA Lenwood Hospital Physical therapy aid Gibson Garment Co - Sewing machine operator.
Gussie Holmes, Blakeney School -- - Kitchen helper - Brook's 5 & 10 - Sales clerk.
Virginia Roberson, Boggs Academy - CDA- Burke Manufacturing Co Shade ticket marker.
Lena Hart, Medical College of Georgia. Medical records clerk Medical College of Medical records clerk.

Georgia.
Mary Huggins, MDTA Planned Sus- LPN -Bayvale Nursing Home .. Nurse aide.

pense.
Cecelia Brown, Medical College of Central supply aid - Medical College of Central supply aid.

Georgia. Georgia.
Thelma Taylor, VA Lenwood Hospital.. Nurse aide -Bayvale Nursing Home -- Nurse aide.
Mamie Elam, Griggs School - Kitchen helper - Laney School -- Kitchen helper.
Barbara Hughes, Medical College of Food service -Medical College of Do.

Georgia. Georgia.
Helen Gregory, C. & Y. Clinic, Clerk, G. 0 C. & Y. Clinic, Medical Clerk, G.O.

Medical Collige of Georgia. College of Georgia.
Johnnie Gordon, Vocational - Nurse aide - University Hospital - - Nurse aide.
Alene B. Johnson, Anchor Industries.. On-job-training -- Individual --- Maid, general.
Mattie Lewis, MDTA Planned Nurse aide -Bethany Home ----- Nurse aide.

Suspense.
Mary Flono, Project 506, Medical Receptionist -- -- Blair House ----- Cook.

College of Georgia.
Katie Bolton, Medical College of Food service -do -- --- Do.

Georgia.
Kathlene Coleman, Vocational - Nurse aide -- do - Nurse aide.
Carrie Hires, Vocational - -- do -do - Do.
Helen Johnson, Vocational- - - - do -- - - -do --- - -- - Do.
Deloris Odoms, Vocational --- - do -do - Do.
Annie Samuels, VA Forest Hills - do -Riverside Mill Twister.

Hospital.
Ethel Lampkin, Medical College of do. Blair House -Nurse aide.

Georgia.
Sarah H. Williams, VA Lenwood --- do -- ABC Day Care Center --- Child care attendant.

Hospital.
Linda Sharpton, Vocational - Clerk, G.O -CSRA Law Enforcement Clerk, G.O.

Center.
Virginia Givens, VA Lenwood Hospital - Nurse aide -Nonappropriated funds- Charwoman.

Fort Gordon.

CONTRACTS

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

Blair House: On-the-job training, nurse aide training ---------- Private ----- $0, 600. 00
ABE Day Care Center: On-the-job training,child care atnant----------------do ---- 654. 00
St.Paul'sDayCareCenter: On-the-job training, child care attendant------------------------ do 687.50
CSRA Law Enforcement Center:On-the-job trainingclerical - Public -- ---- 674. 91
Master'sBarberCollege:Vocationaltraining ---- do 190.00
Bolin's Business College: Vocational training -- Private 1, 470. 00
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Rosa Cunningham -Orientation -Blair House -Cook.
Deloris Andrews, vocational - Nurse aide -St. Joseph's Hospital-- Nurse aide.
Helen Gilbert, vocational -do -do-Do.
Ruby Gardner, vocational ------ -do -do -- Do.
Jessie Smith, VA Lenwood Hospital.---- Housekeeper- Nonappropriated funds, Charwoman.

Fort Gordon.
Alice Dennis, VA Forest Hills Hospital - do -do- Do.Mamie Daniels, MDTA Planned Clerk, G. 0 -Mt. Olive Memorial Clerk. G.O.

Suspense. Gardens.
Velvet Williams, Dental clinic, Fort Dental assistant - . Blanche Mill -Battery fill.

Gordon.
David Pierce, vocational -Auto mechanic - Individual Tree surgeon helper.
Eloise Baker, project 506, Medical Receptionist -Kwickie Food Store Cashier.

College of Georgia.
Annie Prince, VA Forest Hills Hospital Sewing machine operator. Homestead Draperies -- Sewing machine operator.
Sarah Kelley- Orientation -Wilson Shirt Co., Do.

WadleyGa.
Doris Ivey, MDTA Planned Suspense. Surgical technician - Medical College of Surgical technician.

Georgia .
Dorothy Williams, MDTA Planned Inhalation therapist --- University Hospital - Nurse aide.

Suspense.
Dorothy Jennings, VA Forest Hills Nurse aide -do Do.

Hospital, Vocational.

COLUMBUS WIN

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

LEASED FACILITIES AND SERVICE CONTRACTS

F. R. Spivey: Rent for ABE classroom in Talbotton County Private $470.00
City of Talbotton: Utilities do 182.81
Georgia Power Co. of Talbotton: Electricity do. 199.91
Johnny Miller: Rent for ABE classroom in Marion County do - 280.00
Woodruff Brown Co.: Rent for Columbus WIN office ----------------------------- - o- - 2,520.00
Southland Chemical & Supply Co.: Janitorial services do - 310.00
Chambers Janitorial Service: Janitorial services- - - - -do 660.00
Southern Bell Telephone: Telephone service .---------------------------- do 806.83
Gas Lights of Columbus: Heat for WIN facility -do 51.30
Georgia Power Co. of Columbus: Lights do 640,83
Columbus Water Works: Water -------- ------ - - do 40.03
Marvin Mills Heating & Air Conditioning Co.: Maintenance of air-conditioning and do . 70.00

heating.
Columbus College: GED exam and professional services do - 664.02
Dr. G. Jones: Eye exams ----------------------- do 750.00
American Optical Co.: Eyeglasses do 908.10
Dr. J. L. Stapleton: Physicals do 218.00
Beverly Uniform Shop: Uniforms for enrollees do.- d -- 40.74
H. L. Cook: Dental exams do 20.00
Phenix Uniform & Embroidery: Uniforms for enrollees do 15.00
Sears: Tools for enrollees do 184.35
Williams Welding: Charging fire extinguishers-- do - 3.00
White Co.: Key for timeclock -. do 1.50
Columbus Ledger Enquirer: Job opportunity do. 2600

CONTRACTS

Muscogee County Nursing Home: On-job-training ---- do -- 11, 355. 00
Pine Manor Nursing Home: On-job-training . do 3, 770.00
Columbus Area Vocational Technical School: Vocational training -- - Public - 724.91
South Georgia Vocational Technical School: Vocational training . .do -- 67.80
Perry Business School: Vocational training ... Private... 4 700.07
Charmette Beauty School: Vocational training 6do 44. 10
Columbus Beauty School: Vocational training do 470. 00
Columbus Medical Nursing Home: On-job-training -Public 4,152.35
Upson County Vocational Technical School: Vocational training . do 144. 85

CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Cook, instructor.
Cosmetologist.

Nurse aide.

Esther Allen, Muscogee Manor Maid, hospital Muscogee Manor..
Ethel Allison, Charmette Beauty Cosmetologist Charmette Beauty

School. School.
Lillie Anderson, Muscogee Manor --- Nurse aide.-------Muscogee Manor. --
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Leida Baskin, Muscogee Manor - Maid, hospital - - - - do. Maid, hospital.
Martha Battle, Muscogee Manor -- Nurse aide ------- - do------------- - Do.
Juanita Bonlware, Columbus area, Sewing machine operator Best Service, Inc - Kitchen helper.

vocational-technical.
Rose Brundidge, Muscogee Manor Cook, instructor -- - Muscogee Manor Cook, instructor.
Alice Burt, Pine Manor -Maid, hospital -- - Pine Manor -- Maid, hospital.
Annie Burton, Columbus area, Nurse aide -- Marion Memorial Nurse aide.

vocational-technical. Hospital.
Murmue Clagelt, Muscogee Manor- do - -- Muscogee Manor Do.
Helen Cohb, Columbus Medical Cook, instructor------Cnlumbus Medical Cook, instructor.

Nursing Home. Nursing Home.
Leola Ellison, Muscogee Iianor -do Muscogee Manor -- - Do.
Ella Gibson, Charmette Beauty School- Cosmetologist Charmette Beauty Cosmetologist.

Scbool.'
Bertha L. Harris, Muscogee Manar ---- Maid, hospital - Muscogue Manor . Maid, hospital.Lelar Harrison, Columbus area, Nurse aide.-------Medical Center ------ Nurse aide.

vocational-technical.
Mary L. Hinnant, Pine Manor, Inc - do Pine Manor, Inc Do.
Johnnie Jackson, Columbus area, Sewing machine Dynamic Enterprises Kitchen help.

vocational-technical. operator.
Ethel Johnson, Muscogee Manor Nurse aide Muscogee Manor Nurse aide.
Louise Johnson, adult education ------ Basic education Speedy Shop Food Store Cashier checker.
Rose Jones, Jordan Mills Creeler Jordan Mills ---- - Creeler.
Mildred King, Adult education - Basic education Mrs. M. L. Harding ------Maid, general.
Era, McLester, Columbus Medical Cook, instructor Columbus Medical Cook, instructor.

Nursing Home Nursing Home
Rosa Miles, Muscogee Manor - Maid, hospital . Buest Service, Inc. Kitchen help.Joy Nel son, Muscogee Manor .C---- l ark, G. 0--------Fieldcrest Mills.------Laboratory tenter.
Daisy Owens, Columbus area, voca- Sewing machine operator Opelike Mfg. Co Sewing machine operator

tional technical.
Peggy Sales, South Georgia, voca- Licensed practical nurse. Marion County Hospital- LPN.

tional-technical.
Carolyn Smith, Perry Business College. Clerk typist Super Foods - - Cashier checker.
Carrie Statham, South Georgia, voca- Licensed practical nurse---Marion Memorial Hospital LPN.

tional-techniczl.
Erma Stathums, Pine Manor Cook, instructor Pine Manor Cook, instructor.
Mary Strum, Muscogee Manor Nurse aide .------------ Muscogee Manor -- - Nurse aide.
Sadie Walk, Charmette Beauty School Cosmetologist Charmette Beauty School. Cosmetologist.
Hariette Walton, adult education Cook, instructor Talbot County Basic Cook. instructor.

Education.
Florene Willis, Columbus Medical Maid, hospital - Columbus Medical Nurs- Maid, hospital.

Nursing Home. ing Home.
Mary N. Williams, Perry Business Clerk typist Columbus Housing Clerk, G. 0.College. Authority.

MACON WIN

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

LEASED FACILITIES AND SERVICE CONTRACTS

Fickling & Walker Realty Co.: rent for WIN facility .. Private $15, 200. 00
Andrson-Flux Janitorial Services: Janitorial services do 975. 00
Dudley-Hughes: Rent for ABE classroom do 1,680.00Dr. Sconyers: Eye examinations do 252.00
Lee Optical: Eyeglasses do 432.80
Macon Area Tech: GED tests Public 35.00Brown & Son Electric Co.: Repairs to lights in WIN office Private 250. 00

CONTRACTS

Macon Area Vocational School: Vocational education Public S , 094 40
Bibb County Board of Education: Teacher's salary for ABE do - 5, 160. 00
Dudley M. Hughes Vocational School: Rent for ABE classroom ...- do -- 1,680.00
Community Medical Care Home, Inc.: On-the-job training nurse aide Private - 384. 00
Community Medical Care Home, Inc.: On-the-job training clerk, general office do. 371 20
Macon Junior College: College credit Public 335. 49

CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Nellie Adkinson, orientation .---------- N/A .- - - - Marshallville Manufact- Sewing machine operator.
uring.

Alice Askew, adult basic education. - N/A .- - - - Keenan Moving Van Co Packager, handler.
Dollie Boatwright, Macan Voc-Tech Nurse aide . .- Macon Hospital Nurse aide.
Eva Brown, Bibb County DFCS Community organizer ---- Bibb County DFCS Community organizer.
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Forine Brown, adult basic education- N/A -El Camino Inn - Waitress.
Edna Camp, Macon Voc-Tech- - Practical nurse - Macon Hospital - Practical nurse.
Anne Clark, adult basic education - N/A -- - --- WRAMA -Clerk, general.
Gloria Cleveland, orientation - N/A -Davis Bros. Motel ---- Maid.
Judy Collins, K-Mart Grocery - Cashier-checker --- K-Mart Grocery - Cashier-checker.
Lois Corbett: Macon Voc-Tech - Clerk, general - Community Medical Care Clerk, general.
Helen Davis, Macon Voc-Tech - Practical nurse - Macon Hospital - Practical nurse.
Mary Davis, adult basic education - N/A -Keenan Moving Van Co Packager, handler.
Gwendolyn Evans, adult basic N/A -Ramada Inn -Maid.

education.
Susan Evans, Macon Voc-Tech - Cosmetology -Kentucky Fried Chicken Cashier.
Charlene Finney, adult basic N/A -Kay Dee Discount Store- - Cashier.

education.
Gerties Freeman, adult basic N/A -Coliseum Park Hospital.. Nurse aide.

education.
Mildred Glover, Bibb County DFCS Community organizer - Bibb County DFCS Community organizer.
Sarah Gray, adult basic education N/A -- El Camino Inn - Waitress.
Frankie Green, Macon Voc-Tech Nurse aide -- Macon Hospital --- - Nurse aide.
Joann Gregory, adult basic education- N/A -Krystal Inc -Countergirl.
Dorothy Harris, Bibb County DFCS - Clerk, general -Bibb County DFCS - Clerk, general.
Connie Hike, Macon Voc-Tech do Bibb County Board of Do.

Education.
Jessie Hill, Macon Voc-Tech Nurse aide -- - Macon Hospital Nurse aide.
Carrie Jackson, adult basic education- N/A -Sandman Motel -- - Maid.
Florine Jones, adult basic education- N/A ---- Keenan Moving Van Co Packager, handler.
Lilla Jones, Macon Voc-Tech - Practical nurse Macon Hospital - Practical nurse.
Mary E. Jones, adult basic educationu- N/A - -- Katrina Inn -- Cook.
Mary J. Jones, adult basic education- N/A - -Keenan Moving Van Co Packager, handler.
Annie King, adult basic education N/A El Camino Inn -Waitress.
Laverne King, Macon Voc-Tech -- Nurse aide -Macon Hospital - Nurse aide.
Annette Lane, Macon- Voc-Tech -- -do ------- do -- - Do.
Mary Lester, adult basic education N/A -Cherokee Products Cannery worker.
Joy Lewis, adult basic education N/A -Bibb manufacturing Co Spinner, handler.
Ida Murphy, MDTA -Clerk, general- - K-Mart -Cashier-checker.
Geraldine Norman, Bibb County DFCS Clerk, general - - Bibb County DFCS Clerk, general.
Eva Paul, Macon Voc-Tech do Kings Park Subdivision. Do.
Olethia Pinkney, adult basic education. N/A -Ramada Inn Maid.
Gwendolyn Riley, adult basic education N/A -Macon Hospital --- Nurse aide.
Elizabeth Randall, Macon Voc-Tech-- Nurse aide -Community Medical Do.

care.
Sarah Rodgers, Waldorf's Pastry Shop Pastry cook ----- Waldorf's Pastry Shop Pastry cook.
Georgia Sharp, adult basic education N/A - -El Camino Inn- - Waitress.
Mary Smith, Macon Voc-Tech -- Nurse aide - - Macon Hospital -- Nurse aide.
Willie B. Smith, adult basic education N/A - Parkview Hospital Maid.
Bennie Stephens, Bibb County DFCS Receptionist --- Bibb County DFCS---- Receptionist.
Meltonia Stephens, Macon Voc-Tech Clerk, general - - Macon Legal Aid -- Clerk, general.
Ruth Stubbs, orientation N/A - - Neighborhood Service Survey worker.

Center.
Willie Terry, Macon Voc-Tech - Practical nurse -- Middle Georgia Hospital Practical nurse.
Willene Thompson, MDTA -Clerk, general - - Bell Telephone -- Telephone operator.
Louise Tuft, orientation N/A - -Cherokee Products -- Cannery worker.
Louise Turner, adult basic education.. N/A - do Cannery.
Mary Walker, adult basic education N/A Sandman Motel -- Maid.
Eleanor Wallace, Macon Voc-Tech Practical nurse - Macon Hospital ---- Practi cal Nurse.
Lillie Watkins, Macon Voc-Tech - Nurse aide - - Coliseum Park Hospital Nurse aide.
Madelene Welch, orientation - N/A - -McKesson-Robins -- Clerk, general.
Joyce Williams, Macon Voc-Tech-- Clerk, general - - Allied Finance Co-- Cshier.
Cllie Wilson, adult basic education ---- N/A - -Cherokee Products -- Cannery worker.
Joann Dubose, adult basic education.. N/A - -Thomas Radiator -- Receptionist.
Lonnye Roundtree, adult basic edu-- N/A - -Keenan Moving Van -- Packager, handler.

cation
Joann Collier, MDTA Co-op N/A - -Robins AFB - - Machine operator.
Elzadia King, Macon Voc-Tech Nurse aide …Nurse Care, Inc - Nurse aide.
Marie McLean, adult basic education - N/A …Mrs. Freeman - - Home attendant.
Betty Ross, adult basic education - N/A - -Lamb's Grocery -- Salesperson.
Christine Adams, Macon Voc-Tech.--- Nurse aide - - Macon Hospital -- Nurse aide.
Jeanette Allen, adult basic education.. N/A --- Robins AFB - - Laborer.
Dorothy Daniel, adult basic education.. N/A Food Service -- Howard Johnson Cook.

Restaurant.
Sallie Dixon, Department of Food service supervisor.. Department of Food service supervisor.

Agriculture. Agriculture.
Charlie Dodson, Macon Voc-Tech - Housekeeper - - Coliseum Park Hospital Housekeeper.
Betty Atmore, Macon Voc-Tech- - - -- do-- do - - Do.
Frances Hornea, adult basic education. N/A - -Bassett Furniture Assembler, inspector.
Direathea Johnson, adult basic N/A Eddie's Place Short order cook.

education.
Virginia Mitchell, JOB - - N/A -Bibb Manufacturing Co-- Yarn worker.
Ida Tarver, Macon Voc-Tech - Nurse aide - - Macon Hospital -- Nurse aide.
Hazel Williams, Macon Voc-Tech ---- Housekeeper - - Coliseum Park Hospital.. Housekeeper.
Margaret Williams, adult basic N/A - - Kandy Kane Kinder- Kitchen helper.

education. garten.
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Carrie James, Macon Voc-Tech - Optical techology -- Kibum's Prescription Lens grinder.
Opticians.Particia Foster, adult basic education N/A - -Macon Hospital - Ward clerk.Dorothy James, adult basic education. N/A ---- -------- Cherokee Products Co --- Cannery worker.Leavercy Middlebrooks, adult basic N/A - -do -------- Do.education.

Doris Moore, Macon Boy's Club, Inc. CClerk, general -- Macon Boy's Club, Inc - Clerk, general.Mottle Robinson, adult basic education. N/A ---------- - Bibb Manufacturing Co.-- Winder.Mattie Roberts. adult basic education.. N/A ---- -------- Macon Hospital ------ Ward clerk.Ella TamRer, adult basic education -- N/A - - Cherokee Products Co.--- Cannery worker.

SAVANNAH WIN

Contractor and purpose Type Amount

LEASED FACILITIES AND SERVICE CONTRACTS
Neighborhood Continuing Education Center: Janitorial and Utilities (pro-rata share) Private -- --- $150Savannah Transit Authority: City Proper Transportation, do - 1, 250Lois C. Brower: Transportation of enrollees to distant (out of county) training sites do - 828Mildred B. Perry: Transportation of enrollees to distant (out of.county) training sites do 828Rhinar E. Miller: Transportation of enrollees to distant (out of county) training sites do 2, 200Harry Anestos: Rent for WI N facility --- --- -- --- ---- ----- -- --- --do - --- 7, 200Utilities: Light, water, and heat - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -do - - -- 1, 320Southern Bell: Telephones do - 1, 888Hodge Optical: Eyeglasses do.. 281Dr. John Howard: Eye examination do 180Loretta Miller: Teacher, basic education do 8, 450

CONTRACTS

Atlantic Information System: Key punch operator training do 600AAA Drivers School: Drivers training do 864Savannah State College: Education.--- ------------------ Public ---- 3,135Meyer's Beauty School & Shop: Cosmetoli-o-- ai-ning -.-i-------- P -902Savannah University of Cosmetology: Cosmetology training do.. 385Armstrong College: Education Public - 310U.S. Army Flight Training Center: Nursing assistant training .do - 875Memorial Hospital: LPN training - do 2,240Madame Cargo's School of Cosmetology: Cosmetology training -- - - Private 225Savannah Area Vocational Technical School: LPN, clerical, cosmetology .Public 5,040Thomas Brothers Printing: On-the-job training-Clerk .Private 832Savannah Auto Supply Co.: On-the-job training-Clerk .do _ 912Rouse & White Bookkeeping: On-the-job training-Clerk .. .do - 920Atlantic Information System: On-the-job training-Key punch operator .do 1,192Hill,Jones, & Farrington, Attorneys: On-the-job training-Clerk .. do ------ 912Eugene Gadsden, Attorney: On-the-job training-Clerk .do 912

CURRENT JOB ENTRY

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Joyce Mills, MDTA Planned suspense City of Savannah . Clerk typistClara Wesley, Vocational School, Cyn- Vocational training Dr. Quattlebaum . LPN.thia St.
Annie R. Chisholm, Vocational School, do Memorial Hospital -- - LPN.Cynthia St.
Beverly Major, EOA Work experience Model Cities . Teacher, nursery school.Earlie Felder, Memorial Hospital do Candlar, Telfair Hospital Nurse aide.Minerva Simmons, Memorial Hospital Vocational training - Memorial Hospital ----- GPN.Patricia Grant, Savannah State College - do - -d- Board of Education . Teacher, elementary

school,Edna Parrish, EOA Work experience . EOA .Teacher, nursery school.Connie Gathers, EOA- do EOA .- - Do.Rose Anderson, Hunter Army Air Field -do a. Top Dollar Store . Cashier-checker.Mable Faison, Savannah WIN Unit. Basic education . Auto Carwash No. I . Automobile washer,Agnes Mitchell, Vocational School, Vocational training . Memorial Hospital . GPN.Cynthia St.
Florence Belle, Vocational School, ---do . . ..---------o----------GPN.

Cynthia St.
Catherine Battise, City of Savannah Work experience . City of Savannah - Clerk, G.O.Gussie Augustus, Vocational School, Vocational training Momorial Hospital - - LPN.Cynthia St.
Mary D. Frazier, Vocational School, . . .o --------- Savannah State Callege. Keypunch operator.Bay St.
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CURRENT JOB ENTRY-Continued

Enrollee and training site Training component Employer Position held

Mary Chastain, Vocational School - do -Ocean View Nursing LPN.Cynthia St. Home.
Barbara Katz, Savannah University of - do -Belks, Victory Dr - Cosmetologist.Cosmetology.
Josette Miller, Vocational School, do -European Health Spa - Clerk, G.O.Bay St.
Janette Jackson, Savannah WIN Unit Basic education - Dowling Bag Co - Bag and sack sewer.Henrietta Heidt,Savannah WIN Unit - do -do -Do.Saundra Brown,Sxvannah WIN Unit - do - - do Inspector.Gwendolyn Goyner, Armstrong State Vocational training - WTOC-TV -Ad copywriter.College.
Rettea Pugh, Hunter Army Air Field--- Work experience - Candler Hospital - Dietary aide.Brenda Lewis, Vocational School, Vocational training - Georgia Regional Hospital Nursing assistantCynthia St.
Annie Coleman, Savannah State, Work experience - Savannah State College Secretary.College.
Minnie Wade,Savannah WIN Unit - Basic education - Dowling Bag Co - Bag and Sack sewer.Janet Putney, Savannah WIN Unit - do -do -Do.Edith Capers, Memorial Hospital - Vocational training - Memorial Hospital - Nurse aide.Bertha Hill, Memorial Hospital -do -Mrs. H. D. Mann - Companion.Julia Reed, Atlantic Information OJT -Atlantic Information Keypunch operator.System. System.
Mary Black, Savannah Auto Supply OJT -Savannah Auto Supply Clerk, G.O.Co. Co.
Nancy Latson, Fort Stewart - Work experience - Foodtown -Cashier-checker.Avaline Brown, Hunter Army Air Field Vocational training - Memorial Hospital - Nurse Aide.Earlier Felder, Memorial Hospital - Work experience - Candler-Telfair Do.Mary L. Miller, Vocational School Vocational training - Savannah State College - Record clerk.Bay St.
Barbara Katz, Savannah University of - do -Styles By Tammy - Cosmetologist.Cosmetology.
Rosita Harvey, Vocational School do -Memorial Hospital- LPN.Cynthia St.
Edith Capers, Memorial Hospital - do - Savannah Yacht and Waitress, informal.

Country Club.Doris Cribbs, Atlantic Information OJT-Atlantic Information Keypunch operator.System. System.
Gloria Lawton, Hill, Jones & OJT -Hill, Jones & Farrington_ Clerk typist.Farrngton, attorneys.
Carrie Roberts, Vocational School Vocational training - Harris Memorial Nursing Nurse Aide.Bay St.Hoe
Naomi Calhoun, Attorney Eugene OJT HAttorne Gadsden Clerk typistGadsden. Atre ase - lr yitMary Frazier, Vocational School Bay St- Vocational training -- Elliotts Warehouse - Keypunch operator.Ethel Lockhart, Rouse & White OJT -W. Guyton Construction Secretary.Bookkeeping.
Adlaid Brown, "STEP" Suspense -City of Savannah - Clerk, G.O.Barbara Bartley, Vocational School Vocational training - Model Cities -Secretary.Bay St.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Peace follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PEACE, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO STATE DIRECTOR

OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES

It has now been more than twenty years since the Congress of the United
States pledged: A decent home for every American family. Yet at least 8million homes, two-thirds of them rural households, continue to be substandard.
Usually the homes of the rural poor lack central heating, few contain all plumb-ing facilities, many are so dilapidated that they compare with the most squalid
dwellings in economically undeveloped countries. A survey by the Tufts-Delta
Health Center of the homes of residents in Bolivar County, Mississippi, shows
that only three in every ten units have piped water, only one in four a bath-
tub or shower, while seven of the ten have "sunshine" privies-no pits, nopermanent 'siding, no rear wall. In winter some families are even forced to
cannibalize their own homes-to tear boards from the walls for firewood.

Yet only ten percent of 'all federal housing funds goes to rural areas, andmost of that fails to reach the very poor, the welfare recipient, and those inthe most dire need of adequate shelter. In Fiscal Year 1970 the Farmers HomeAdministration made housing loans and grants totaling $791.5 million up 55
percent from the preceding year. Half went to families with incomes of
$10,000 or more, and only five percent went to families earning $3,500 or less.

80-329 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -29
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An estimated 13.5 million new and rehabilitated housing units are needed
in the next ten years in rural America. If these 7 million or 700,000 a year
must be subsidized. At the current rate of 120,000 units a year-one-sixth ofthe necessary pace-it will take more than 50 years to meet the rural hous-ing problem.

In our region of the country such figures are not merely statistics, they arehard and critical realities in that 40 percent of all *housing in this region
was classified as unsound in the 1960 Census. Two-thirds of the nearly 5 mil-lion substandard units in the United States are located outside of standard
metropolitan areas according to the 1968 Census survey and the greatest por-tion of substandard rural housing was located here in the Southeastern Unit-ed States.

In the State of Georgia the most recent identification of the character-
istics of housing are contained in the 1970 U.S. Census of Housing. There
was a total of 1,466,228 year-round housing units in Georgia as of April 1,1970 (896,182 urban and 570,086 rural housing units). Approximately 71 per-
cent of the rural units could be classified as substandard. Undoubtedly, manyof these units were constructed years ago when provisions for such facili-ties for indoor plumbing, etc., were not then considered as minimum stand-ards or the lack thereof equate to a classification of substandard as is theoase by present day living standards. It is also safe to assume that thesehousing units, both rural and urban here in Georgia, are occupied by fam-ilies in the lower income category. Hence the problem of eliminating or re-placing such units can only be solved through the provision of an appro-priate number of standard lower income housing units during the coming
years.

The overriding statewide housing problem is that many Georgians do nothave access to a decent home and a suitable living environment. A substantial
gap exists between the overall statewide housing need and the supply of existinghousing units. This limited supply and the availability of housing units atpurchase price or rents that those in the greatest need can afford to pay is themajor crux of the problem.

When one examines the statewide per capita income as compared to thenational average, it is not difficult to understand why many Georgians cannot
afford or do not have access to safe, decent and sanitary housing, either pur-
chase or rental. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office ofBusiness Economics, in 1969 there were 24 counties in Georgia with a per capita
income less than 50 percent of the national average.

The housing problem here in Georgia is also compounded by the problem of
color. While Blacks comprise only 26 percent of Georgia's total population, theyoccupy 102,253 housing units lacking some or all plumbing facilities or 53 per-
cent of the 193,748 housing units ip this category. In addition Blacks occupy 63percent of those housing units lac ing inside running water, 53 percent lacking
flush toilets, and 55 percent of those lacking bathtubs or showers. Although pure
economics, example per capita income of Blacks may be a major factor in these
gross statistics, there is however clear evidence of discrimination in housing
having occurred either overt or covert.

Finally, what is housing as we have come to know it? In addition to provid-
ing basic shelter housing is an important psychological factor which determines
how a family perceives itself and is perceived by others. Housing and its en-
vironmental setting is symbolic of achievement of social acceptance and status.
Housing, therefore, generates a feeling of satisfaction or dissatisfaction which
effects the physical and mental health and well-being of the individuals and
family.

Although the problems entailed in meeting the nation's commitment to hous-
ing and the housing needs in particular of Georgians is extremely great, we have
not stood still. Our State has begun to move. The Honorable Governor Jimmy
Carter has moved a giant step nearer in our effort for a decent home and a
suitable living environment for every Georgia family through his initiated
Goals for Georgia program. Under this program both Georgia State Government
and the much maligned private sector are in the process of actively cooperat-
ing together in an effort to overcome our State's housing problems. Progress,
however, has been slow and there are many obstacles still to be overcome, butthere is positive leadership and commitment on the part of many Georgians who
are determined to see that our State does in fact meet its housing commit-
ments to all of its citizens.
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Presently eligible welfare recipients may receive a supplemental allowance of
up to $40 a month to assist in rental or purchase of housing. The results of a
survey made by the Department of local Departments of Family and Children
Services indicated a great need for local staff of such agencies to be knowl-
edgeable on the various federal housing assistance programs available to their
needy clients. To meet this and other housing technical assistance needs a
proposal for establishing a coordinated approach to the statewide housing
problem is under consideration at the State level. An Office of Housing Assistance
is contemplated. This concept was recognized in the "Report of the Joint Com-
mittee to Investigate State Housing Needs," January 1970 and more recently
was recommended by the Housing Task Force of the Governor's Goals for
Georgia Program. The aforementioned State level Office of Housing Assistance
is proposed to be located in the Family and Obildren Services reorganization
element of the Department of Human Resources as contemplated under the
plan for reorganization of Georgia State Government.

The State Office of Economic Opportunity recently transferred to the Depart-
ment of Family and Children Services by Executive Order December 16, 1971,
has provided housing technical assistance to many of the Community Action
Agencies in Georgia during the past year. The technical assistance of the CAA's
has been provided in such areas as eligibility requirements and proper procedure
for preparing applications to Farmers Home Administration for home improve-
ment loans, assistance to CAA staff on several innovative housing improvements
having financial assistance from the Office of Economic Opportunity; coordina-
tion of and presentation of multi-Community Action Agency workshops on vari-
ous federal housing assistance programs.

Numerous conferences on the problem of housing, both rural and urban, have
recently been held in our State for the purpose not only of studying, analyzing,
and evaluating the State's need for housing but for recommendations and for
proposed implementation of various innovative approaches to the solution of the
problem. These recommendations and plans toward implementation have been
requested by none other than the Governor of our State. The Department of
Family and Children Services which as a matter of record has over the years
been more actively involved and cognizance of our housing problem and is proud
of the lead role which it is playing toward the resolution of one of our State's
most pressing problems.

Chairman GRIFFITmS. Thank you all for such fine statements. Mr.
Friel, we will begin with you. For the record, would you submit the
total expenditures on public assistance by category, including medic-
aid, for 1971? It would be helpful if you would also show adminis-
trative costs as a percentage of total cost. Also, any data you have on
the other sources of income on public assistance recipients would be
helpful. We will send you this record for any corrections you may
have, and at that time you could just put that data into the record.

Mr. FRIEL. Fine.
(The material referred to follows:)

The following represent expenditures for FY 1971. Total administrative expense
is 11.3 per cent of benefits.

OAA -____________________________________________ $57, 977,410. 61
AB- -________________________________________ 2, 592, 876. 00
AD -____________________________________________ 27,261, 761. 00

Total adults___- _------------------------------------ 87, 832,047. 61
AFDC ----------------------------------------------------- 88, 808, 711. 83
AFDC-foster care_----------------------------------------- 1, 111, 706. 88
WIN -______________________________________ 1,311, 626. 07
Child welfare----------------------------------------------- 1,477, 793.21
Cuban refugee--------------------------------------------- 173, 938. 02

Total public assistance money payment benefits_-------- 180, 715, 823. 62
Medicaid benefits-------------------------------------------- 128, 527, 367.00

Total public assistance------------------------------- 309, 243, 190. 62
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Administrative expense:
DFCS counties------------------------------------------ $25, 851, 390. 76
DFCS State department-------------------------------- 6, 349,068. 37
Health department------------------------------------ 2, 804, 272. 60

Total administrative expense-------------------------- 35, 004, 731. 73

Chairman GRIFFITHS. There may be some differences in cost of liv-
ing from county to county. There are certainly differences in the aver-
age income among counties. Do you think that the AFDC grants from
the legislature reflect the fact that the income of the general popula-
tion in certain counties is very low?

Mr. FRIEL. I do not agree that the level of payment of our grants
actually reflects the cost of living all over the State of Georgia in
each and every county. However, I will say that it is much easier for a
welfare recipient to live on what we give him in the form of public
assistance in the rural areas of Georgia as compared to the urban
areas of Georgia. We have situations, for instance, in a rural county
in Georgia where the public assistance payment may be very adequate
for this particular recipient. To take it a step further, it may be that
compared to this particular community, it really reflects what the cost
of living is in that particular county. However, when you get into an
urban county I think you will find this is a different story completely.
The income is really not adequate, despite the fact that the urban coun-
ties do have more resources in terms of services which are available to
recipients.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When we were working on H.R. 1 on the
House side, of course it's practically so long ago we have forgotten
it now, but we found that a family of four under H.R. 1 would have
been drawing an income higher than the average person in some
counties in the United States. Now, this would be in some counties
all over the country, because there are poor counties in every State,
counties where there are very low incomes. Do you think it's possible
to adjust benefit levels within a State without encouraging migra-
tion from rural to urban areas?

Mr. FRIEL. I think it's possible to adjust grant levels without affect-
ing migration. However, I think that one of the root causes of the
total welfare program is the fact that the way the system is set up
now vthe grant levels vary from State to State. And this, in my opin-
ion, is one of the defects of the present system. I would advocate that
one of the things that is desperately needed is to abolish the catego-
ries of assistance and to put eligibility on a need basis only, so that
need would be the only test of eligibility. In addition to that, I would
recommend that the Department of HEW or Congress set stand-
ards for need which would apply all over the country, and per-
haps this could be done on a regional basis. The cost-of-living index
for a given region could be taken into consideration in determining
what the need standards would be.

Chairman GRIFFrris. In Indiana I believe that the top payment for
a family is $190 a month. In one of the beautiful areas of Michigan,
right against Lake Michigan, that family can, by moving just across
the line into Michigan, up that income something like $400. Now,
you know, it's just really unbelievable to say that nobody would move.

Mr. FRIEL. I agree. I think this is one of the inequities of the entire
welfare system as we know it today.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. It seems likely that the administration of
welfare programs might differ between rural and urban counties.
Could you summarize the differences that you have observed?

Mr. FRIEL. I think you have to look at this from two standpoints:
One, from the standpoint of how this affects the client; and second,
from the standpoint of how this affects the agency-in other words,
how it affects administration. In the first instance it's very clear that
the urban counties have considerably more resources in terms of serv-
ices, both medical and nonmedical, than do our rural counties. From
that standpoint the clients certainly benefit by living in one of our
urban counties. On the other hand, the recipient in the rural county
is much better off in terms of how far his public assistance dollar
will carry him. In rural counties one of our main problems is trans-
portation to and from medical providers. In the urban counties on
the other hand, transportation is not much of a problem at all, be-
cause public transportation is available and usually volunteer pro-
grams are more adequate in the urban counties. More volunteers are
willing to work. Administratively the urban counties have a number
of problems in just keeping up with our caseloads which are increas-
ing in proportion to the total State's caseload. However, we do have
some rural counties where the caseload has remained pretty much
the same as it was 5 years ago. So it depends on the area of the
State.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In some counties I would think, if memory
serves me correctly, that you might have approximately the same
caseload in many instances, only it's the descendants of the first case-
load who are still on the caseload. Would that be true?

Mr. FRIEL. Yes; this happens very often. Another distinction is
certainly the urban counties would have what I would call an across-
the-board caseload so they would have a number of AFDC cases, aged
cases, disability and so on. Whereas in some of our Georgia counties,
by virtue of the geography and other cultural factors, the caseload
may be made up predominately of old age assistance cases. In some
counties, for instance the urban counties, the percent of black recipients
would 'be much higher than what we would find, for instance, in
north Georgia, where the percent of black recipients would be very
low, comparatively speaking. So this represents another problem area
which confronts the agency.

Chairman GRIirrITI~S. Does welfare within the 'State reach nearly
every person who would be entitled?

Mr. FRIEL. In my judgment, at this particular time I believe that
we reach everyone who is entitled under present eligibility
requirements.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would that be true with food programs also?
Mr. FRIEL. This would also be true of food programs. And, Madam

Chairman, this is an opportunity for me to bring up a question about
the outreach program which is, as you know, comnected with the food
stamp programs. A lot of money, we feel, is going to be expended in
this outreach program which we really question a little bit from the
standpoint that we believe that people who are potentially eligible for
these benefits already have received the message. So from that stand-
point, I would say that every potentially eligible person has been
reached. I think if you had asked me that question 5 years ago I would
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have answered differently, I would have said no. But in 5 years time,
with the advent of legal advocacy for the poor, and with the welfare
rights organizations, and with the news media picking up welfare
issues, and so forth, I don't believe this is a problem at all. Especially
at this time.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Now, the workers within Fulton County who
testified felt that there was a problem with the food program because
they had only the commodity distribution program and it was dif-
ficult for people to get to the distribution center to pick up their food.

Mr. FRIEL. That is correct.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. They may have known about it, but they could

not reach the commodity distribution center.
Are rural counties more apt in Georgia to pick up food stamps than

the urban counties?
Mr. FRIEL. They have been. For instance, Fulton County is a good

example. They have kept the commodity program. Right now we have
123 counties out of 159 who are participating in the food stamp pro-
gram. Fulton County is not one.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you understand why?
Mr. FRIEL. Yes. I don't have, of course, all the answers. But I think

one of the reasons is that when the food stamp program was originally
initiated, the requirements at that time for purchase were much more
than our recipients were willing to pay. So that they did not believe
it was worth their while to put a big portion of their public assistance
check into food stamps, and therefore, are not participating. Now, since
that time the U.S. Department of Agriculture has liberalized the re-
quirements in this regard which has helped us to increase the number
of food stamp recipients. Another thing as far as rural counties are
concerned is that the political structure of our rural counties is such
that when a program appears that can benefit the total community,
there is not as much red tape to go through as there would be, for in-
stance, in a county like Fulton.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Of course, the local markets would fare very
well under food stamps as opposed to a situation where you brought
in the commodities and didn't benefit any commercial food outlets.

Mr. FRIEL. Exactly.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It was nothing but a pain in the neck really,

to be passing out commodities.
Mr. FRIEL. The county commissioners in Georgia, especially in our

rural counties, have praised the food stamp program.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Very sensible. One of the complaints you hear

all over the country is that people have to give up some of their cash
for food stamips, and you have just pointed out that people objected to
this too here in Georgia. And yet, it's a tremendous bargain.

Mr. FRIEL. It is a tremendous bargain.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It isn't that they are not going to spend any

of that money for food.
Mr. FRIEL. Exactly.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are there differences in the implementation

of the work requirement between the rural and the urban counties?
Mr. FRIEL. No, the work requirements are the same for each county.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are services, public housing, and similar bene-

fit programs, equally available in rural and urban areas?
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Mr. FRIEL. Not in all cases, especially housing
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Could you describe or give us the names of

some recent court cases that have had the greatest impact on public
assistance in Georgia?

Mr. FRIEL. Yes, I believe I can. The first such case that had impact
on the Georgia welfare programs was the Federal court action which
resulted in the change of our policy which required the AFDC mother
to actually prove that she was unable to locate a job. By the way, I'm
not saying at this point whether I agree or disagree with the court
decision, but these are decisions that have affected us.

Chairman GRIFEITHS. How did she prove that she couldn't get a
job? Did she have to produce turndowns?

Mr. FRIEL. This was a bad policy, there is no doubt about it. In fact,
we in the welfare department were glad to see the court kill this par-
ticular policy. However, I think you have to see this in a total pack-
age to get the idea how these court cases increase the rolls and the
administrative problems that we have. This probably was the first
court action which really had an impact on our programs. Connected
with this was the fact that we, prior to another court decision, did
not supplement the wages of a so-called "full-time" employed AFDC
mother. The county board at that particular time determined whether
or not an AFDC mother was employed full time. She may perhaps
have worked 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, and they would say that
was full time so she was ineligible for AFDC. However, she may only
have made $30 a week, and have had seven kids. The court ruled that
this was unconstitutional. So for the first time we began to supplement
the wages of AFDC mothers and children. Of course, in August of
1968 the Supreme Court decision which outlawed the substitute father
rule had a tremendous impact in Georgia because we, at that time,
did have a substitute father rule that was enforced rigidly, and many
AFDC families were ruled ineligible as a result of our old policy. So
this, of course, expanded the welfare rolls.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But don't you think we are stuck now with the
situation that if the wife can just get rid of her legitimate husband
and join up with somebody else, she's better off ?

Mr. FRIEL. I agree completely. I think the policies that we are work-
ing under now certainly encourage family breakups.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Of course. The law itself says to her, "Just get
rid of your husband."

Mr. FRIEL. In all fairness, I should say that Georgia does have the
option to embrace what is called aid to families with dependent chil-
dren unemployment segment, which is an optional program that
HEW has. If we took this option, of course, we would be giving assist-
ance to some intact families with the father present. We have not
opted to do that.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think we really have to do that or we are
just absolutely saying, "If you are married now and you need money,
kick him out. Go get on welfare, and if you want to marry somebody
after that, marry him and he doesn't have to contribute."

Mr. FRIEL. It's very clear that a good many of the welfare policies
and procedures, some of which are made on the Federal level, some
of which are made on the State level, encourage deceit.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. And some of which were made by the courts.
They have never really considered the family at all. They look at
money but they don't look at the social effect of what they are doing.
Are there other relevant court cases?

Mr. FRIEL. Well, the notorious stepfather rule, I believe you're fa-
miliar with, which Georgia does not have, a law which requires a step-
father to be responsible for his stepchildren. In the absence of that
law, according to HEW, we cannot include the income of that step-
father in determining need for the AFDC children which are not his.
So this, of course, will have some impact too.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. In the WIN program are you training step-
fathers? Which of you is the WIN director?

Mr. WOOD. I am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you train stepfathers second?
Mr. WOOD. We have very few males in the program at all, Madam

Chairman. These are usually young males who are included in the
mother's grant. No, I'd say we don't have any adult males over 18 or
19 years old in the program in Georgia.

Chairman GRIFFITMS. Is there an HEW requirement that you train
fathers first, stepfathers second?

Mr. WOOD. There is in the U.S. Department of Labor-WIN guide-
lines and I think in the 1967 amendment to the Social Security Act. In
Georgia we have a ruling, I won't say law, as I am not sure it is a law,
that we don't have able-bodied males drawing aid for dependent chil-
dren. Therefore, we do not service able-bodied males.

Mr. FRIEL. That's correct.
Mr. WOOD. No adult males in Georgia.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You know, you have to be schizophrenic to

write a regulation that you train fathers first, stepfathers second, but
the stepfathers are not responsible for the children. Yet we have found
States where they are doing that, where stepfathers receive second
priority in WIN, but they have no responsibility to provide for the
woman's children. We have also found WIN programs where the
WIN people were saying that the persons they're having the toughest
time with are the stepfathers. They don't want to be trained, they don't
even want in the program. You know, some are married for a free
meal ticket, as far as I can see, and they are not about to be trained.
Any other cases?

Mr. FRIEL. One case I should mention is one that we have recently
been involved in. This is a case that came about as a result of action we
took as a result of quality control findings which indicated that one of
our areas of weakness was in the area of computing working expenses.
So, we changed our policy, after careful consideration of the costs and
this kind of thing, and came up with what we refer to as a standard
rate for work deductions, which, of course, simplified the procedure
for the caseworkers also corrected the error quality control picked up.
We were eventually sued on this particular policy change and lost the
suit in court. We had to go back and undo what we had done so that at
the present time instead of having a flat rate work expense deduction
which lets the caseworker refer to a chart and give the client credit for
a flat amount, they now must take into consideration first all manda-
tory work deductions and deduct those and then take into considera-
tion any other expense that the client claims is an expense which is
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directly attributable to his employment. Now, as you can see, this com-
plicates the procedures that the caseworker has to go through. This
undoubtedly increases error rates and makes the system more complex.
So that we feel that this will have a tremendous impact administra-
tively on our programs, if not financially.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The administration of the medicaid program
in Georgia is handled by the State health department, is it not?

Mr. FRIEL. Yes, ma'am.
'Chairman GRIFFITHS. Although your department handles the eligi-

bility.
Mr. FRIEL. We certify eligibility to the health department.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Does this dual responsibility create any prob-

lems for you?
Mr. FRIEL. No, I don't believe so. In my opinion we have one of

the best arrangements in the country, and we can do this only through
I think it was the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1969, be-
cause Federal regulations require the welfare agency to handle
medicaid except under certain conditions. And we applied for a waiver
under this Federal legislation and it was granted. So that is why we
certify and the health department administers the program. I find
that this works and we have a good relationship with the health
department.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Some estimates and studies suggest that pub-
lic assistance caseloads have increased more in those Southern States
which do not cover the medically indigent under their medicaid pro-
gram, than in States which cover the medically indigent. This sug-
gests that since the implementation of medicaid, more people who are
or could be eligible for cash benefits apply for them since this also
makes them eligible for medicaid. Would you think that"s right?

Mr. FRIEL. Yes, I agree completely. I don't think there is any doubt
that this is happening in Georgia. This certainly is one of the primary
factors in our roll growth in this State. Since the advent of medicaid
and the advent of legal advocacy and welfare rights organizations,
the word has spread that if you are eligible for a dollar then you are
also eligible for the whole medicaid package. Prior to medicaid it
wasn't worth people's while to apply.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. It was so little they didn't bother?
Mr. FRIEL. Yes, they didn't bother. But now the $1 public assist-

ance payment actually represents a much higher figure in actual
benefits.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If you are eligible for that $1 are you also
eligible for commodities or food stamps?

Mr. FRIEL. It depends. Generally I would say yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Free school lunches for children?
Mr. FRIEL. That I don't know.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Milk in school?
Mr. FRIEL. That I don't know.
Chairman GRIFFITH5. As I was telling you before, a lot of people

don't want to count these noncash benefits as a meaningful part of
anything that anybody is getting but this is in reality the whole prob-
lem with which this committee is concerned. The fact is that in the
last 10 years all at once the noncash benefits have come to amount to
a very great deal. So then, in reality, the working poor are not draw-
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ing as much as those who are on welfare in many areas. I'm sure it's
true in every area, it just varies in terms of the income eligibility
level and the benefit amounts provided. But it's terribly inequitable.

Now, there is no question in my mind that people are going to be-
gin to move from States in which the medicaid benefits are great and
the annual income that you can have is high to States in which the
medical costs are tremendous but the income is low. People with any
judgment will just move. I read about three children in one family in
the upper peninsula of Michigan who were victims of muscular dis-
trophy. I'm quite sure that father could not have been making very
much, but it was probably high enough to preclude him from drawing
medicaid for those children. You know, all he needs to do is go to New
York State and those children will be taken care of. It's really non-
sense. What we need is a nationwide program for medical assistance,
and it ought to treat everybody the same way.

For the most part Georgia's medicaid covers only those patients who
are receiving or entitled to cash payments. What do other poor per-
sons do when they need medical care?

Mr. FRIEL. If they are fortunate enough to live in an urban county,
such as Fulton, medical services are available, say at Grady Hospital,
and other such places. They can get medical service.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Dulaney and Mr. Bennett and Mr. Dun-
can told us yesterday that they felt that some people move out of the
rural counties into Fulton County for that exact purpose, to get free
medical care.

Mr. FRIEL. Yes, this can happen.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And this was particularly true before med-

icaid. But still, the poor would have this problem now.
Do you have any recommendations as to who should be covered under

medicaid?
Mr. FRIEL. I, again, would look at this in the context of the total wel-

fare problem. It seems to me that the first thing that needs to be done is
to abolish these catagories, make need the only test of eligibility. This
would include the working people. And then take those eligible people
and extend medicaid to them with equitable standards nationwide.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. As of April 30, 1972, Georgia was purchasing
from other public and county sources about $29 million worth of social
services and spending about $18 million for services provided by the
department. Why does the department find it necessary to purchase
services, and what kind of services are purchased?

Mr. FRIEL. It is necessary for the department to purchase services
because without purchasing we would not have the capability to de-
liver the kinds of services that are being delivered.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What kinds of services are you purchasing?
Mr. FRIEL. The kinds of services that are being paid for with these

funds one comprehensive, including day care services, family planning
services, services for foster children. By the way, services programs
are not in my particular area of jurisdiction.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are, you paying nursery fees or something
like that?

Mr. FRIEL. Yes, we enter into a contract with, say, a church as an
example, and they want to operate a day care center for poor people.
It's conceivable under title 4-A of the Social Security Act that we can
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contract with them to offer the service for our clients, either actual
recipients of welfare or former and potential recipients of welfare.
They have to put up a certain amount of money which is called the
local share. We, as intermediary, will get the Federal share and match
the local share and pay for that program. This can be done in day
care, it can be done in family planning, it can be done in a number of
special service areas.

Chairman GRIFFTrHs. Senator Long's suggestion in the new bill is
greatly to increase purchase of day care services from private sup-
pliers. You know, if it's carefully and well done that's one thing, but
in OEO they wind up paying between $6,000 and $9,000 per person
for training purchased from someplace else, and the truth was they
didn't train them a bit better than they could have been trained di-
rectly by the Government. But I would assume you are probably
getting a very good deal.

Mr. FRIEL. One of the things we're building into our whole services
program now is a monitoring system. That way we can keep on top
of the nature of the services that are being delivered and how they are
being delivered, which will account for the taxpayer's dollar.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Good. Has the portion of purchased services
increased in recent years, do you know?

Mr. FRIEL. The purchase of services?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Yes, the proportion of purchased services.
Mr. FRIEL. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why is that?
Mr. FRIEL. Because of the 1967 amendments to the Social Security

Act which made it attractive for States to beef up their services
programs.

'Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is your evaluation of the separation of
services and eligibility in Georgia?

Mr. FRIEL. In Georgia I believe that the separation of eligibility
and services was probably handled and implemented as well as in any
other place in the country. We did this in a very methodical way with
good administrative planning, did it gradually, and as a result, mini-
mized our problems. This is not to say that we did not have problems
with this program because we did. In my opinion the program of
separation of eligibility and services is, so to speak, getting a bad rap.
I say that because I think some of the States went into it without
adequate administrative planning, perhaps with a little push from
HEW, and one of the sweeteners, by the way, was the fiscal incentive
that went to States which separated. So some States proceeded a little
too rapidly and found themselves in a situation which they could not
correct. We did not take that route.

We did this piece by piece, bit by bit. In my opinion, the separation
promotes better efficiency, not only in the services program but also in
the eligibility program. I can say this from personal experience be-
cause when we began to separate services and eligibility I had the
responsibility for both. Now I have responsibility only for assistance
payments. I have found that I can do a better job in making the assist-
ance payments program more efficient without having to worry about
the services program which someone else is worrying about now. Also,
I think that the short-range problems which are there are inevitable,
your staffing problems, your moral problems, your changing role
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problems. I think these will be outweighed by the benefits that will
result in this program in the long haul.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What is the average amount of training an
intake worker and a continuing eligibility worker receives?

Mr. FRIEL. Not enough. In Georgia all of our case workers partici-
pate in what we call staff development, and orientation-type institutes
are held at this time on district levels. Periodic staff development work-
shops are held after that. The training that really does go on is done
by the supervisor on a county level.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And the recipients.
Mr. FRIEL. And the recipients.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What recommendations do you have for the

simplification of the rules?
Mr. FRIEL. I hate to sound like a broken record, but if you're going

to simplify the rules, I think you first have to look at the root cause
of the problem. In my opinion that lies right in the Social Security
Act, because this requires us to set up categories of assistance which
creates a caste system for the poor. We put people in little boxes and
we say, "If you happen to be 65 or over, you can get help. If you hap-
pen to be permanently and totally disabled, you can get help. If you
happen to be blind, you can get help."' You can be literally starving on
the street and if you don't meet one of those technical eligibility re-
quirements, you can't be helped. To me this is where we need to start,
do something about this category system. The second thing we need to
do, I think, is to create some kind of sense out of the complex standards
that each State has. The third thing is to combine the first two things
with a meaningful work training program. I think the three of those
things would make for a more sensible and a more efficient welfare
program.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You had a study made by an outside consult-
ant firm and asked them how to improve the collection and support
payments within this State. They felt that if you did a few different
things you might increase these payments by about 9 percent. Do you
think that you could change the law so that it would be helpful? How
about a civil action to collect?

Mr. FRIEL. Madam Chairman, with your permission I'd like Mr.
Owen to answer this.

Chairman GRIFuITHS. All right, Mr. Owen, I'll be glad to have you
answer.

Mr. OWEN. Madam Chairman, we have just been in the process of
implementing the program by virtue of accumulating a staff. We think
there is real potential. We have good reason to believe, on the basis
of studies and projections scientifically done, that we can ultimately
realize an annual grant reduction in the AFDC category of approxi-
mately a million dollars a month statewide. That is the potential
within the foreseeable future. And I'm having reference here to the
next 3 to 4 years. We would hope to be achieving one-half that amount
of reduction. We will require some legislation to clarify the subject
of subrogation. We found when we did our study, to our surprise, may
I say, that actually fathers were voluntarily paying more than we
had thought they were.

Chairman GRIFFITHIS. We have a collection agency in the city of
Detroit that does one of the best collection jobs in the country. It's
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connected with the recorder's court and one of the things they have
found throughout the years is that there are many fathers who, when
contacted, not only are happy to pay for supporting their children but
are furious that their wives are drawing aid to dependent children.
They don't want their children reared on aid to dependent children.
But the money practically has to be thrust upon the wife. She doesn't
want it coming from him. She prefers her own check so that she
doesn't have to waste time withl the husband, apparently.

Mr. OWEN. Yes; we found that to be true in our studies here.
Chairman GRIFFITrs. That's really amazing.
Mr. OWEN. Yes; it is.
Chairman GRIFFIwHS. Could you briefly describe, Mr. Friel or Mr.

Owen, your statewide public assistance computerized information
system on clients?

Mr. FRIEL. I'm not--
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have a computerized information sys-

tem on clients in Georgia?
Mr. FRIEL. We do. I think, if I'm reading your question correctly,

we do have a computerized information system that picks up infor-
mation in certain areas. The data precessing section.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have any knowledge of it and how it
operates?

Mr. FRIEL. No, ma'am; this is not my area.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. Have you, either you or Mr. Wood, re-

ceived a final copy of the Department of Labor regulations pertaining
to the new WIN amendments?

Mr. WOOD. We're receiving things daily.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. These go into effect July 1; these are the

Talmadge amendments.
Mr. WOOD. I w-as just fixing to say we're working toward a June 15

deadline. I got the last issuance on how to prepare the budget just
before I left the office. So you can see the shape we are in right now.
But we have received the discussion manual and I understand there is
a revised edition on the way now.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, this is a sort of general question. Do
you feel that when we start making the law or HEW passes out the
regulations that you have a sufficient input from the local area on
setting up the law or making these regulations, or do you feel we
appear to be working in a vacuum?

Mr. WOOD. Well, we have some input, it just depends there again,
on at what stage. I would say this, the majority of legislation has
dealt with the WIN program in Georgia since we have had this pro-
gram. The legislation has not been the problem. We can usually write
Washington and get the printing from the Government Printing
Office and get the social security amendments, so to speak. But when
you're waiting for the guidelines to come from the U.S. Department
of Labor, for the U.S. Department of Labor and HEW national
office to get together and work out all their little problems, this is
where the time delay comes in. And we have some input sometimes,
but not a great deal.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Not too much. Do vou think that under the
new amendments any more people will get jobs?
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Mr. WOOD. I believe that certainly under the new amendments with
the tax incentive credit and the public service employment provision,
plus the fact that the Talmadge amendments have called for certain
ratios or certain portions of our funding or total budget to be spent
on on-the-job training.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You think this will help?
Mr. WOOD. I think this will help the job situation.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How much additional cost for admninistra-

tion and personnel will be required?
Mr. WOOD. We submitted a plan in Georgia to go statewide with

the WIN program, and it more than doubled our previous budget that
we had been working under by just serving 21 counties in Georgia.

Chairman GRIFrrITs. Do you think that you will reduce the amount
of welfare paid out sufficiently to pay for it?

Mr. WOOD. We're showing an increase every month in reduction of
welfare grants.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, ma'am. In January this was $31,000 and in April

it was $43,900. We're showing a substantial increase and we feel as
we progress in our AFDC plans we can reduce the welfare grants.
We have very few coming off welfare totally.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. But it reduces the grant?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Will you receive any additional funding for

the Department of Labor to cover this new volume of WIN effort?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, we've been told.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. At least you hope?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you feel that wage levels in rural or

isolated labor markets will be affected by the new WIN amendments?
Mr. WOOD. No, ma'am, not greatly. We start with the minimum wage

on our jobs unless this happens to be something like in a hospital where
the prevailing wage is below the minimum. But in most of our jobs
we've been able to place employees at minimum wage.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How about urban wage levels, will they
affect the urban wage levels?

Mr. WOoD. I wouldn't think they would, not that much.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What would happen if we really increase

welfare payments? Do you think that would have any effect on wage
levels? What if H.R. 1 goes into effect, $2,400 for a family of four
across the country, do you think that will have any effect on wage
levels?

Mr. WOOD. It possibly could. Of course, a family of four can't live
on $2,400 a year. But I think employers pick up on the fact more
money is coming into an area and this could affect the wage level.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think a family of four needs in
Georgia to live?

Mr. WOOD. I would say a minimum of $4,000, possibly more, and this
would be to exist. I wouldn't say really live, just exist.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What value will the tax credit have to
employers?
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Mr. WOOD. We see it as a great possibility as far as job placement
and opportunities for WIN enrollees. Small employers can benefit
greatly from this tax credit.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Who will decide which employers qualify for
the tax credit?

Mr. WOOD. Well, probably the State WIN program. The local WIN
operation people will do the initial study and survey to induce certi-
fication. Employers are now requesting this.

Chairman GhInFFITHS. Has IRS given you any guidelines ?
Mr. WOOD. We have a copy of the law that we got from IRS. They

assisted us in training some staff and we have seen several fliers that
have been sent out to employers with their regular quarterly tax
statement.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Friel, I understand that Georgia, like
other States, has had difficulty in making the new HEW-mandated
quality control system fully operational. What is the problem?

Mr. FRIEL. Our problem there is getting enough staff to do the job.
I might say that it is pretty difficult to talk about quality control prob-
lems unless you can look at this in relation to the separation of serv-
ices and eligibility and the simplified method of eligibility determina-
tion, because these programs are interrelated and the theory behind it
goes something like this: If you don't verify eligibility by the conven-
tional methods, some other method has to be devised, and that was
supposed to be the so-called revised quality control system. Many
States, including Georgia, have not been able to staff up so that our
present sample really is not adequate.

Chairman GRIFFrrHs. How many reviewers do you have?
Mr. FRIEL. We have at the present time 27 people, which includes

reviewers and supervisors.
Chairman GRIFFITHs. How many samples are you supposed to check

each year?
Mr. FRIEL. Each year I think it's between 4,000 and 5,000 cases, I'm

not sure. The standard that HEW does give us is something like 20
cases per month per reviewer. These cases, of course, are validated;
and by validation I mean documented. Employers are contacted,
receipts received. It takes a lot of time to validate one case.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you feel that the Federal regulations are
wise?

Mr. FRIEL. I do not believe that the Federal regulation requiring
simplified eligibility determination was wise at all. I certainly agree
with the theory behind it, it certainly simplifies it. However, in our
State the policy was mandated on the States too fast, without proper
planning at the Federal level. It's not working in Georgia; we have
verified that it is not working as mandated. In the adult category it
is not working, because our complex eligibility requirements do not
lend themselves to a client's declarations. This is not working out at
all. In addition, most of our clients or a good part of our clients can't
read or write, so the caseworker has to fill out declaration form any-
how. Secondly, the policy assumes that the simplified method will
save staff time and reduce the need for caseworkers. We find this is
not true, it takes more time. Thirdly, it assumes that the error rate
will be no greater than the error rate that we had with the conventional
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method of eligibility. Our quality control reports have found and
documented that the simplified system has increased our error rates in

the areas of ineligibility, overpayment, and underpayment.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think accounted for it?
Mr. FRIEL. The simplified system?
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The simplified system itself.
Mr. FRIEL. That's an oversimplification, but I see this as a primary

factor.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Quality control is intended not only to meas-

ure the extent of ineligibility and incorrect payments but also to pin-
point problem areas so that corrective measure can be taken. The use
of quality control findings as the basis of corrective action has become
even more important with the implementation of the simplified method
of eligibility determination. Has the quality control system in Georgia
been used as an administrative tool to reduce the extent of ineligibility
and incorrect payments?

Mr. FRIEL. Most definitely. One of the things I would mention here
is our initiation of a flat shelter rate which was done on the basis that
quality control had identified that our old computation of shelter costs
precipitated a high error rate. So we changed that and instigated a flat
shelter rate. At the same time we did this, we installed a flat work ex-
pense rate. We also eliminated some special items in our budget which
particularly lent themselves to error. There is one instance that I can
remember which was especially interesting. We had an old State law,
which was a little bit ridiculous, which required the caseworker to in-
quire if the adult recipient was soliciting alms. We corrected that by
amending the law. I might add that our problem here is that the courts
are striking down the corrective actions we are taking. Nine times out
of 10 we find that we are being sued in court because of the changes
being made and we're having to go back and reinitiate the same policy
that was causing the error in the first place. Thousands of dollars of
public funds are being expended as a result of these litigations, and
thousands of man-hours are being expended to undo what we thought
were constructive policy changes.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Can you give us an example?
Mr. FRIEL. Yes, ma'am. The most current example is the initiation

of the flat rate for work-related expenses which was done on the basis
of quality control reports which had identified this as a major source
of error. The court ruled that the adoption of the flat work expense
was unconstitutional and not in accordance with Federal welfare laws.
We chose to fight the plaintiff's challenge in court. We even obtained
an amicus brief from the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare in support of our position. However, the court ruled that our pol-
icy was in fact unconstitutional and not consistent with the welfare
rules.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Does this mean that you had, say, $20 as the
cost of getting back and forth to work, or the cost of that plus uniforms
plus union dues, plus whatever, but now you've got to itemize all this?

Mr. FRIEL. That's correct.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have you got to itemize automobile expense?
Mr. FRIEL. You may have to, it depends. You itemize automatically

the mandatory deductions like social security and income tax. But the
court ruled that we must also consider what is called reasonably attrib-
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utable work expenses. So the clietn comes in, for instance, and he's
a construction man, to give you an example. He says, "My employer
is requiring me to buy a hard hat." This is a reasonable expense con-
sidering this particular person's job. However, if a domestic comes in
and says that she needs a hard hat, then we would question that. But
it's up to the caseworker on the local level to take a look at these ex-
penses which are claimed and to question and verify to see if these are
reasonably attributable to this person's particular job. So it's a much
more complex procedure than having a flat standard rate for working
expenses.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, I understand that in California you can
buy a car, the payment is deductible, the cost of gas, oil, any repairs,
tires, insurance and so on, all that is deductible. But in other places
they just give them the flat 10 cents a mile. I saw some place where
you can't operate a car any longer at 10 cents a mile.

Mr. FRIEL. We allow 10 cents a mile.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. But you could be picked up on that, couldn't

you?
Mr. FRIEL. We have also written another little line in there and that

says that if the recipient claims more
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And can prove it?
Mr. FRIEL. And he can prove it and the caseworker verifies it, then

we can accept it, if it's reasonably attributable. This could apply to
hair styling too.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You mean you get to pay for the beauty
parlor?

Mr. FRIEL. One of the reasons we changed the old policy was, be-
cause it was a bit too liberal in our estimation, and quality control
picked up cases where hair styling had been accepted as a work ex-
pense. The whole policy was not being applied across the board as it
should have been. And of course, that's why quality control picked it
up, why we went to the flat rate. Now, if hair styling can be verified
as a reasonable working expense, if it's connected to a person's par-
ticular job, we can allow it. For instance an AFDC mother could
conceivably be working as a model.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How about clothes?
Mr. FRIEL. Uniforms. The uniform item is one of our major work-

ing expenses because many of our AFDC mothers work in motels or
in situations of that type where a uniform is required. What we will
do there is to get a statement from her as to how often and how much
she pays for the uniform and we will budget that as a work expense.

Chairman GRIFFITIHS. But there is a whole group of middle-class
women in this country who would like to deduct the cost of their
clothes as a cost of going to work on their tax returns.

Mr. FRIEL. These are the arguments, Madam Chairman, that our
attorney put forth in court.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That gets pretty ridiculous. I might say on
that hard hat business though, I had someone in my office the other
day who employs people who wear hard hats and use equipment and
certain tools that the employees supplied themselves. The employer's
objection was that the Labor Department first requires that these tools,
these hard hats and so on, be available. The union will not permit the
employer to look into the man's toolbox nor tell the man that he must
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wear the hard hat, but the Labor Department fines the employer if
the man doesn't have on the hard hat, or doesn't have the tool in proper
condition, and the employer has no recourse. Some of these people
ought to get together on some of this stuff.

Have your expenditures on social services increased in the last year?
Mr. FRIEL. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How much?
Mr. FRIEL. In fiscal year 1971, the Federal share of Georgia's social

services was $12.08 million. This figure was $31.31 million in fiscal year
1972, and it is rising.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The Supreme Court ruled that a State may
not discontinue AFDC payments if a woman does not cooperate in
efforts to collect support from an absent father. In 1971 the Supreme
Court also ruled that a State may not terminate AFDC because a
mother refuses to sign a criminal nonsupport claim against an absent
father. Finally, in the same year, the Court also ruled that a State may
not reguire a mother to name the father of her illegitimate child as a
condition of AFDC eligibility. Yet three county directors and several
caseworkers all testified that they will not certify such cases as eligible.
Why don't you follow the law?

Mr. FRIEL. That's a good question. As a matter of fact, I received a
call last week from the regional office of HEW wanting to know actual-
ly what our policy was. So I think we'll be hearing more about this
probably.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Either that or you will probably be in court.
Won't you?

Mr. FRIEL. We already are.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Would you like to explain it, Mr. Owen?
Mr. OWEN. Madam Chairman, I would like to observe that this comes

under a general grouping known as the Noleo clauses for policies which
have been invalidated by the courts by and large. However, we are ad-
vised by our attorneys that there is no legal obstacle in the way of say-
ing to that mother that if she will reveal the identity of the father of
her child we will indemnify her against criminal action. And we see
this as helpful, although this is a big problem. At the moment there is a
lot of controversy going on. We have not actually had a suit filed but we
are on notice that such may occur.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are you aware that Senator Long has written
into H.R. 1 a provision that you can only pay if the mother names the
father and assigns the right to collect to the State against the father?

Mr. OWEN. Yes, I am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think that will take care of the problem.
Mr. OWEN. Undoubtedly.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You argue that categories shorlld be eliminated

and that assistance should be based only upon need. Yet several of the
county directors we spoke to don't want to cover male-headed families.
What problems could be eased by broadening coverage?

Mr. FRIEL. Well, of course, the main problem that could be cor-
rected here is that in Georgia, because of our own lack of a state-
wide general assistance program, we are not meeting the needs of
many, many people. We also provide no welfare benefits to families
headed by an able-bodied male. In our view, if a father loses his
job and is unable perhaps immediately or within the foreseeable
future to find a job, why should we deny his children assistance when
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if that father were absent we would assist those children? This doesn't
make sense.

Chairman GRIFEITHS. Or another man in his place.
Mr. FRIEL. Yes, or another man in his place, so this doesn't make

sense. I don't agree with that at all. Another victim of the system is
the 63- or 64-year-old widow who has perhaps no major physical
health problems. She comes into the agency, 'has no relatives, has
no outside income, perhaps has a minimal pension or something.
But she can't get by on it. We can't do a thing for her because she
is not 65. Or we might have a widower who is disabled and can't
work anymore, and say he's 60 or so. No employer is going to hire
a man who is temporarily disabled or severely disabled, and he has
no means of livelihood. Yet he does not meet our definition of being
permanently and totally disabled.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What happens to those people in Georgia?
Mr. FRIEL. We are right now and have been trying to find out what

happens to those people. Usually they are taken care of very
marginally.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. By a private agency?
Mr. FRIEL. Church groups, private agencies, Salvation Army, a

whole host of private agencies, whose funding, of course, is very
limited.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Mr. Bryant, how many cities in Georgia have
computerized job banks?

Mr. BRYANT. We have one at this time.
Chairman GRirnTHs. One?
Mr. BRYANT. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are jobs listed only for that city or are they

listed all across the State?
Mr. BRYANT. The Metropolitan Atlanta area which encompasses

several adjoining communities.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How long has the job bank been in operation?
Mr. BRYANT. We're in the second year.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think of its contribution?
Mr. BRYANT. I think it has quite good prospects, but it has still

got some problems in it that need to be worked out. These are more
public relations problems and getting close to the employer and having
the employer feel like he is getting a good response from us rather
than throwing his order into a machine.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think that it would be effective if we
had computerized job banks all across the Nation and they listed every
job?

Mr. BRYANT. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. In recent years more and more low income

and perhaps low-skill workers have been referred to public employ-
ment offices because of the work requirements under AFDC and food
stamps. Of course, this changes the complexion of those people who
are being dealt with by the public employment offices. What is the
impact on the operation of your local public employment offices from
these massive numbers of referrals?

Mr. BRYANT. This added workload that we were not properly
prepared to deal with in the way of staff, training, and adequate
resources.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think that this has stopped private
employers from calling your offices?
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Mr. BRYANT. I think because we are putting more emphasis on
dealing with this group, yes, it has. If we continue our present efforts
to gain employer confidence the situation will improve.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How good are you at getting people jobs?
Mr. BRYANT. Better than anyone else.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Does the fact that two separate agencies are

involved make these work requirements hard to enforce?
Mr. BRYANT. There is a degree of coordination. I certainly don't

think that it is beyond the capacity of the two agencies involved in
Georgia to do the job.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Your statement shows that food stamp clients
are treated just like everyone else in terms of services. Doesn't this
mean that the effectiveness of the food stamp work requirement will
be no better than that of the employment service in general?

Mr. BRYANT. I think the statement was that they receive the same
services as other people, as well as individual services that are special
to them, but they receive no less service.

Chairman GRImnIs. Why do you think the level of activity in
serving food stamp clients has been so much lower than you originally
expected?

Mr. BRYANT. I think it's the degree of coordination I tried to point
out that in many areas we do not have the staff to go into these rural
counties to actually give proper service to these clients.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is that the reason you have trouble contact-
ing commodity clients in Atlanta?

Mr. BRYANT. The number of staff is part of the problem.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You state that many employment offices are

counseling places. What do you mean by this and what services do
they get?

Mr. BRYANT. Counseling is where we do provide additional services
other than just the matching of an individual with a job that hap-
pened to be listed with us by an employer. During the counseling proc-
ess we try to determine the problems that an individual might have
in trying to secure employment, be it child care or many of the other
problems. These problems are barriers to employment. We attempt
to alleviate as many of these as possible, so that a person can obtain
suitable employment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Your statement indicates that Fulton County
takes no punitive action when commodity clients fail to register for
work. Aren't those people supposed to lose their eligibility to receive
food?

Mr. BRYANT. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why don't you take the action?
Mr. BRYANT. It is not our action to take, we only report back to the

countv that the individual has refused suitable employment. Other
action at that time is not contingent upon us.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I see. But the welfare department doesn't do
anything?

Mr. BRYANT. We don't feel that the action is being taken. I did go
on to say why. It may be that they are short-suited on staff and other
resources.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Is there a difference in the job listings which
employers list with you and the type of jobs employers typically list
with private employment services?
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Mr. BRYANT. Yes, I think there is some difference. I couldn't pin-
point that difference, that's just a feeling I have.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. They are probably asking for a higher skilled
person from a private employment service?

Mr. BRYANT. I think so.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. What success have you had in serving the

WIN program?
Mr. BRYANT. As far as employment service is concerned, we've

worked very closely with the WIN program. The Talmadge amend-
ment has also set out that we will work closely with them again. The
job bank, I think, is a very good answer for us, if we can get job bank
statewide and consequently work even closer with WIN.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You state that many of your welfare clients
are still in MDTA and other training programs. Don't these programs
mostly serve single people or husbands?

Mr. BRYANT. No, we serve quite a few females with this program.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Because really, most employable welfare

clients in Georgia are mothers, aren't they?
Mr. BRYANT. That's right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. This is really true nationwide. Mr. Califano

and I parted company when he made the statement under the Johnson
administration that there were only 50,000 employable people on
welfare. Then when he began to explain it, he just ignored all the
women together.

Mr. BRYANT. That's almost the attitude.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. The whole committee, the whole administra-

tion, everybody in every administration is really trying to put men to
work because no man in the place wants to support another able-bodied
man. And I don't really know why we should be supporting able-
bodied women myself.

Mr. BRYANT. Very good.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. It's ridiculous.
Your statement stresses the need for more services to be provided

in rural areas. What do you thing we can do about it?
Mr. BRYANT. I think it will have to be an overt action, and I think

I made the statement that it be innovative. Those expanded rural
services will provide us with the tools and resources that we need, not
speaking for only the Labor Department but I speak for other
agencies too.

All of the emphasis in the past years has been strictly urban, Model
Cities, CEP's, and other type programs which are all in the cities,
and I think this is good. I think I made the statement that I don't see
that reducing this would really help. But unless we extend these
services into rural areas we are just going to compound the city's
problems by actually promoting the migration from rural to urban
areas.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. It would be a nice thing if we could put little
factories out in rural areas. Not ones that are creating a lot of dirt
and everything, but if we could just put a few small factories. I notice
that GE is trying this. They put a factory employing 20 people into
a town, and since they are adequately funded I think this would be a
big help.
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Mr. BRYANT. I think that's good, but I think it's more than small
factories. When I-75 was put down through the middle of Georgia
it gave tremendous resources for employment in service industries at
every exit and entrance to that expressway.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's right.
Mrs. England, what are the number of unemployment insurance

beneficiaries and expenditures on IU1 in Georgia for the most recent
month for which you have statistics?

Mrs. ENGLAND. The most recent figure I have would be the most
recent month, approximately 165,000 individuals.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are drawing unemployment in Georgia?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you have an extended period?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Not in the State, we went on a national extended

period.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. How many people have exhausted their

claims completely, do you know?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Very few. We have approximately 500 claimants

each week who exhaust the benefits on their claims. Very few.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's remarkable. How many people are

employed throughout the State in dealing with UII claims?
Mrs. ENGLAND. I might say for the U1 division in claims was 156.1

for fiscal year 1973. We are given a verbal approval on that many.
Our current staff, the most that we have is 129.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Does this figure include any manpower serv-
ice or counseling personnel?

Mrs. ENGLAND. No.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. As I understand the way you all work in

Georgia, if the beneficiary is only partially unemployed, his earnings
in excess of $8 a week are deducted from the benefits; is that right?

Mrs. ENGLAND. That's true.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We worry a lot about programs such as

AFDC in terms of whether the programs are structured to provide
work incentives. Do you think the structure of UI gives people a
reasonable incentive to seek full-time work?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes; I do. Because one of our main requirements
is that the individual must be actively seeking work to qualify for un-
employment insurance. I think if this were not true that we would
have a much greater number of exhaustees each week.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Well, almost every State really requires that
you actively seek work. Michigan does, Wisconsin does, and yet a study
of UI in Wisconsin discovered that people worked right up to that
point where they were going to start losing benefits and then they
quit work.

Mrs. ENGLAND. We have not had that.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. You have not found that to be true.
Are any audit or quality control studies done on a routine basis to

determine whether TI benefits are being paid in the correct amounts
and to eligible persons?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes. We do evaluation studies in our own division
and then, of course, there are Federal studies that are done too. And
we have a quality control check on our own work that we do indi-
vidually.
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Chairman GRIFFITHS. How often do you run a quality control check?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Current.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Current?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes.
Chairman GRIFFOTHS. The 1970 amendments extended coverage of

the unemployment insurance program to additional occupations. What
jobs were covered by that amendment in Georgia?

Mrs. ENGLAND. The law itself specified which ones would be cov-
ered. The nonprofit organizations that had four or more employees are
covered; employers who employ one or more persons instead of
four

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Who would those people be, lawyers and
doctors and so on?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Generally the small merchant, grocery operator,
this type of thing. But, generally, we anticipate it will be the profes-
sional worker in general. The only State employees that are covered
by that are employed in the State hospitals and institutions of higher
education.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. From your statement I gather that you ap-
parently have had administrative problems in working the new occu-
pational categories into your State system. And perhaps in locating
these small employers. Could you describe these problems?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes, indeed. In the first place, we have no actual
history on these people. It's a matter of going out and searching into
the hinterlands to find them actually. We were promised and assured
that we would be given the benefit of information from the Federal
rolls that have this information available for income tax purposes.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Have you been given this information?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Very inadequately, it was almost useless to us.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Really?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Almost useless to uis.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. And yet when you find these people they are

going to be liable for all back payments; aren't they?
Mrs. ENGLAND. This is true.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Which is really terribly unfair. Because with

some of those people, small businesses, it will be something that will
sink them.

Mrs. ENGLAND. Your statement is very true, but we have done an
educational program throughout the State. We have met with employ-
ers, with groups, we have contacted organizations and we have sent
out much material in search of these people. We have put it in the news
media and we think that we have done a good job of locating them on
our own.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Some of them will be located when they die,
and then that UI claim is going to come in ahead of the widow and
everybody else.

Mrs. ENGLAND. This is true, but one thing will help us in this line.
The individual comes in to file his claim and he works for an employer
who has not been held liable for unemployment insurance. If he has
insufficient wages to establish any claim and tells us this employer had
one or more persons working, we go out and ferret that employer out
and catch him at that time.
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Chairman GRIFFITH& That's good.
Have the laws extending the time over which UI benefits can be

drawn had any effect on Georgia?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Would you repeat your question?
Chairman GRiFFTrHs. Have the laws extending the time, the Federal

extension-
Mrs. ENGLAND. No.
Chairman GRIFFTHS. It hasn't had any effect. Has there been a

reduction of the rate at which beneficiaries are exhausting their eligi-
bility without finding work?

Mrs. ENGLAND. It remains fairly constant. It ranges from about 450
a week to not more than 600.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Your statement mentions several times the
difficulties you 'have in trying to administer a State program when
Federal and regional Department of Labor offices control the number
of employees you can have. Could you describe these problems of in-
ability to control either your caseload or the number of. workers to
handle the cases?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes; we have two alternatives for a base staff. Either
we can take a minimum base staff which will remain constant or we can
take a. minimum base staff which will remain constant or we can take a
base staff which will be augmented by a workload, and, as the work-
load goes down, permanent employees will be served from employment
with us. I think we have chosen wisely to take the base staff and keep
a nucleus of trained people with us all the time, regardless of the work-
load that we have. We have simply found that you cannot operate
efficiently with people that were coming and going. We need a nucleus
that knows what we are doing, so we take this. This would be fine ex-
cept that we are projecting our figures and by the time the emergency
is there the funds are not available. They are always a little bit be-
hind; by the time we get the personnel assigned to us, the emergency is
over.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. You mentioned that regional and local offices
give you different responses as to what money is available and so forth.
You cited the Trade Readjustment Act program as an example. As a
matter of fact, have you ever paid anybody under the Trade Read-
justment Act?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes; indeed we have.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Really?
Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes, ma'am.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Congratulations!
Mrs. ENGLAND. We have some positions pending now. We have two

or three. Whittier Manufacturing Co. in Atlanta was approved and
there were 550 workers involved; Bibb Manufacturing Co. has some
19 plants throughout the State approved, and there were some 1,100
people involved in those places. This again is another thing that is
bothersome to us. We waited months and months and months for an
approval on this. And within a week after they approved it, we were
asked when we were going to make our first payment.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When that act had been in effect I think for
2 years not a soul had been paid a cent. And we noticed that. In the
Ways and Means Committee we really gave the administration a rough
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time because it was almost illusory. People made claims and they could
not collect.

I was impressed yesterday during the testimony of Dianna Raskin,
who has worked on UI claims in Fulton County, by the apparent
ability of your administrators to run an efficient program. The use of
the employer records to check whether you have beneficiaries who are
also currently working, and the use of this type of record to deter-
mine eligibility for benefits were significantly administrative tools.
And the program seems to make good use of other Federal program
records too. Public assistance, food stamps and the commodities pro-
gram are all hampered because they don't have quarterly employer
records to get current earnings. Could you comment further on the
value of these State and Federal records for efficient and error-free
administration?

Mrs. ENGLAND. Yes. The only records that we, of course, are able to
cross-match against the payments that we make are the employers
who are liable to the State of Georgia for unemployment insurance. It
would be helpful if we had income tax records available to us. Of
course we know there are many employers who have not been held
liable for unemployment insurance who have been employing people
who have had sufficient insured wages to establish a claim. And we
know that these people will work up to a certain point. If we had the
records of these people, we would be able to do a much more efficient
operational cross-matching, and this is where we detect fraud in the
system. I might say that we have very little fraud in the State and I
think it's because we keep such close check on them.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Could you explain a little more fully why
it is you're forced to use part-time and intermittent employees for 37
percent of your staffing?

Mrs. ENGLAND. This is the matter that I just discussed of the basic
staff that we have, 127.1 at the present time. Our work load justifies
much more than that, 37 percent more. So we are forced to go out
and hire intermittent and part-time workers. The only way we can do
this in the State of Georgia is on a noncompetitive basis because we
cannot skirt the merit system and employ people who cannot get placed
on the merit register, which is good; we find no fault with that. But
to avoid our employing persons who could not be employed from the
merit system register, we aire limited to 1,000 hours each year for
each individual. So when we get a person and we reach that 1,000
hours we have to release them.

Chairman GRIFFITHs. That's indeed too bad.
You mentioned that your operations have been complicated by a

Supreme Court case, the Java case, which affected the hearing pro-
cedures. You mentioned that having to pay benefits pending the ap-
peal of such court decision has resulted in a great increase in the num-
ber of overpayments to claimants which then have to be recouped.
Could you supply for the record the number of cases thus far on which
clients have been overpaid pending unsuccessful appeals and the num-
ber of appeals which have upheld the client? And you can do that, if
you like, when we send the record.

Mrs. ENGLAND. I do not have that number with me, but I will try
to get it and submit it.
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(The information referred to follows:)
Records in our office show we have had 340 overpayments established as a

result of the Supreme Court decision in the Java case. These overpayments
totaling 1,500 weeks with a dollar value of approximately $80,000 represent
an increase of approximately 50 percent.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I'm interested to see the people who have
appeared here on unemployment insurance are women. I think you
might be interested to know that without any question one of the most
qualified witnesses who ever appeared before the Ways and Means
Committee was a woman employed by the Department of Labor to
work on unemployment compensation. I was sitting by Mr. Mills one
day, and he turned to me and said, "I don't know why these Secre-
taries of Labor come down here" (because it's always a Secretary who
appears before the Ways and Means Committee in executive session).
He named this woman and said, "She knows more about it than any-
body in the whole city knows. And all he has to do is send her and we
can find out right away in place of their opinions on what ought to
happen.

Mrs. ENGLAND. I might tell you this, you mentioned the TRA.
When some of the gentlemen were here from Washington they said
some of the most efficient work that they had had done was from
women. The women seem to get it done better than the men.

-Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's quite right.
Mr. Wood, would you briefly describe your position and

responsibilities?
Mr. WOOD. I'm assistant director of the manpower services division

of the Georgia Department of Labor and I have total program respon-
sibilities for operation of the work incentive program in Georgia.
Until just about 2 months ago, the operational portion of the program
was under the training and employment service and I was strictly a
technical supervisor. We have gone through a new organization in the
State level and now I have complete responsibility for the work incen-
tive program, operations and budgeting, funding, the technical side of
the program too.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. The statement that you made was a very good
one and I would like to point out, of course, that all statements will
appear in the record as if read. I would like to ask you, why does WIN
operate only in 21 of Georgia's 159 counties?

Mr. WOOD. When we first introduced the WIN program we were
told it was a blank check and that we could do whatever we wanted.
We could establish a massive program and really solve a lot of prob-
lems of the welfare recipients.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. And I suppose the check bounced.
Mr. WOOD. The check bounced. When we finally got it, though, and

reduced it down to people, they allowed us 1,250 slots. When we re-
ceived the funds the State and Federal Government could put in the
program we were able to increase that to 2,100 slots. We would serve
more than 2,100 people from year to year, but we're operating on the
basis of 2,100.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Are there other training programs available
in these areas or do they go to other areas?

Mr. WOOD. Yes, there are other training programs available. We
avail ourselves of these other training programs. We use MDTA, Na-
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tional Alliance of Businessmen programs, Job Corps, and any of the
other programs that are established in an area where we operate. This
is our first source of training or assistance for our enrollees, this makes
our money go further.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. When you get this record can you supply the
available statistics on WIN program costs, the enrollment, the place-
ment and savings in reduced welfare payments?

Mr. WOOD. Yes, ma'am; I can. I think part of it is in my statement
but I can give you the cost on these other things.

(The material referred to follows:)
Statistics on WIN (except where otherwise noted, the data are cumulative

since the implementation of WIN in Georgia):
Current enrollment (as of July 12, 1972)_----------------------------- 1,449
Cumulative enrollment- -___________________________________ 3, 823
Number completed job entry (placed and 90 day followup completed)____ 696
Number currently in job entry (as of July 12, 1972) (placed and in follow-

up) -------------------------------------------------------------- _245
Number tax incentive certifications ---------------------------------- 10
Number currently in on-the-job training (as of July 12, 1972)_----------- 43
Gross earnings for first month's employment_-------------------- $323, 217. 01
Amount of monthly welfare payment reduction- - _____ $46, 454. 00
Terminations -____________________________________ 1, 680
Other terminations (nonparticipation, moved, remarried, found own job)-_ 1,040
Dropouts ----------------------------------------------------- 640

The average cost per funded slot Including Lot I and Lot II is $1,008.00.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. OK. You mention in your statement that

only 124 people have been completely removed from the welfare rolls
through WIN training and placement. This is much less than the 1
percent of the current caseload. What percentage of cases do you think
can be removed from welfare if there were unlimited resources to do
the job?

Mr. WOOD. Well, I think we would have a substantial increase. I
might say here that these 124 I mentioned are individuals who have
been completely removed from the welfare rolls. We have quite a few
individuals who are in the process of this. They are employed and we
will be following up on them, possibly some more will come from that.
Mr. Friel was discussing earlier the State regulations pertaining to
income. The first $30, the next one-third of their earnings is not
deducted. This adds a lot of involvement as to whether they get off
welfare or whether the welfare grant is redui ed.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. If you had additional resources, where would
you put them?

Mr. WOOD. Well, we feel we have a balanced program in Georgia
as it is. I think I would just take additional resources and do more
of the same thing we're doing now.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. r see.
Some figures accompanying your statement show that while the

Atlanta WIN project has by far the largest number of enrollees, the
number of placements is no greater than in Augusta or Columbus.
What factors lead to these different results among the three cities?

Mr. WOOD. Well, other people have already discussed the rural
aspects of manpower programs. I think that Atlanta, being the hub
of the south, has enjoyed great prosperity as far as having manpower
programs giving opportunities to participate in programs of this type.
I really and truly think that a lot of our employers, if I might say so,
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are gun-shy. You know, they've been contacted by so many programs
pushing peopqe for jobs who are low income, poverty criteria, and all
these various terminologies that we use, that I really feel that em-
ployers are a little bit afraid to commit themselves to job openings.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Why do you think so many Atlanta enrollees
terminate before completing their training?

Mr. WOOD. We have more appeals on our terminations in the At-
lanta area.. I think there again that our program enrollees have access
to more advice, whether it be good or bad. I think it's just something
that is characteristic for a metropolitan area where they have more
exposure. People can go to other programs. They know if they leave
WIN they can possibly go to other programs and possibly more job
opportunities. Some of them are possibly moving to rural areas and
this would account for some of the terminations.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Wouldn't it be advisable therefore to put
more of the WIN program in some of the other areas where they
might have less of that situation?

Mr. WOOD. We felt it would be from the beginning. However, the
criteria for eligibility of an area dictates that in Georgia, Atlanta is
first. Atlanta has to be first.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. That's sad, we ought not do that.
Mr. WOOD. Well, in our subsequent planning we are going to leave

Atlanta at the level it is and concentrate more in areas away from
Atlanta.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. How are the Talmadge amendments affecting
your budget problem?

Mr. WOOD. The Talmadge amendments will assist us greatly because
it gives us more Federal money for the amount of State money that
we are able to get.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you expect the impact of the amend-
ments to be on the WIN program in Georgia?

Mr. WOOD. I think that it could make a great impact if we are given
adequate funds to go forward and establish WIN programs over the
State.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Do you think the results are worth the ad-
ministrative costs?

Mr. WOOD. Yes, ma'am, I do.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. I understand that Georgia was selected by

HEW and Labor as a pilot project for administrative planning for
welfare reform as proposed in H.R. 1. Have you been involved in this
planning project?

Mr. WOOD. I was involved to some degree. However, Mr. Bryant
actually was involved more so than I was in the actual H.R. 1 planing.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Did this advance planning benefit your State
agency in preparing for either the pending bill or the already enacted
Talmadge amendments, could you say, either one of you?

Mr. WOOD. I would say we gained experience, yes.
Chairman GRIFFITIIS. It helped to some extent. Do you have any

other recommendations to make on the WIN program?
Mr. WOOD. Well, I think my statement pretty well showed you what

my feelings were, and this lack of coordination of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor level in Washington and the regional level here in
Atlanta, and my level. As far as the time elements involved, the Tal-
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madge amendment was signed in December, our legislature met in
January. Since that time all these new things have come up. These are
additional responsibilities the Department of Labor must assume, such
as training payments and things of this nature. So actually what hap-
pens is it throws our budget estimates out and they are really out
of line now. We have just about got to start over. We have a fixed
amount of funds and we now have to go back and adjust to meet
the program demands and adjust the size of our operations to come
within our funding.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Could I ask any of you to express your
opinion as to why the tremendous increase of ADC cases on the
welfare rolls? It's true in this State and other States. What do you
think is causing it, Mr. Friel?

Mr. FRIEL. 1 think there are two primary reasons, one of course,
we have already covered, which is the legal cause. The other, I believe,
is caused by the liberalization of eligibility policies and procedures by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and in some
cases by State welfare departments. Again, my observation here
would be that these liberalizations, and I could give you examples of
these if you want them, are in many instances ways to get poor people
more money and to, so to speak, bypass certain constraints which limit
the amounts of State welfare assistance grants. In other words, I be-
lieve that what HEW is doing here is saying, "Look, the State has a
constraint, they can only pay so much for public assistance and this
was determined by the State Legislature. What can we do? We know
this is inadequate. What can we do to help States meet needs better."
and, they do this by creating various mechanisms. Usually these are
mechanisms which are related to need determinations, for instance, in-
come. A good example, which in effect makes more people eligible
for more money is the method which is used to determine need. Again,
I see this as legitimate, as a way to get more money to people who
need it. However, what this does 9 times out of 10 is to complicate
the whole eligibility procedure and process so that quality control
comes in and picks up higher error rates. So it becomes a vicious circle.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. What do you think would be an adequate in-
come for a family of four in Georgia? Not necessarily to live in ele-
gance and style, but to survive.

Mr. FRIEL. I would agree with, I think, Mr. Wood, who said $4,000.
I think realistically that if we could get $3,000 we could live with it.
I say this because I am familiar with the problems which the Senate
Finance Committee is now struggling with in relation to welfare re-
form and various levels of payments which are being advocated.
And I just don't see any way that we're going to get anything near
$4,000.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. Congressmen and Senators, after all, don't
generally even reach Congress until they are in their forties. And you
don't get to the Ways and Means Committee or the Senate Finance
Committee until the point where you have some power, until you are
a little bit older than that. I wonder if all of us are not looking back
at a time in our youth. You know, when I had my first job I worked
for $65 a month, and I worked hard.

Mr. FRIEL. I agree. I think we would agree wholeheartedly because
I think those attitudes or value systems or whatever you want to call
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them certainly are primary factors. And in Georgia and in many other
States, there is in many areas what I refer to as a bootstrap philoso-
phy, which has more to do with what used to be, not what is now.

Chairman GRiFFITrS. But isn't it also true that as welfare, social
security, unemployment compensation, veterans' pensions, and other
types of money 'have come into all of these areas, it has really made life
better for the people?

Mr. FRIEL. It has, and I think also-
Chairman GRIFFITHS. All the merchants.
Mrs. ENGLAND. Think of the purchasing power.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Of course, all the merchants. We are all inter-

dependent upon each other so that in reality it has made -life enormously
better. Now, we had a Veterans' Administration man here this morning
who gave really a very good discussion on veterans' pensions. And I
asked him if it weren't true that Spanish-American War veterans' pen-
sions were sort of the social security of the 1920's. He said [he really
didn't know. But I just happen to remember that my grandmother mar-
ried a Spanish-American War veteran, much to the relief of her sons
because he was able to support her. It took the burden from my father
and his brothers. And when the man had died, the way you got a sur-
vivor's pension then was that you knew the Congressman. You wrote
a letter to the Congressman or saw him when he was 'home and asked
him to make sure he got a special little bill through. And he did. But
my grandmother had been widowed in the 1890's and she never re-
ceived anything. So that there was no way of providing for people.
But all of these income maintenance programs not only help provide
for that person but has made life so much better for everybody else.
Of course, I think sometimes that we in Congress forget, and I am con-
vinced that another thing we have forgotten is that the world we rep-
resent is not the same world that was here 30 years ago.

Mrs. ENGLAND. Thank goodness.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. We are all doing lots better in that, so that

it would be very helpful if these income maintenance programs could
be considerably better, considerably less involved. Now you can see
what is happening and this is what we really are studying, how all of
these programs intermesh.

And I (have been looking at this. A mother with three children in
Atlanta gets $1,788 in cash payments from AFDC. She's totally un-
employed. But she gets $922 in noncash benefits. However, if she's
living in public housing, first she gets a 5-percent reduction off the top
of that $1,788, I believe. Then she gets $300 for each child. So finally
she is going to pay 25 percent of something substantially less than a
thousand dollars as rent.

I am positive that most people in Congress don't even understand
how that thing works. You know, each committee is passing out some-
thing. And all these agencies are passing out something else, and I'm
sure they don't know just exactly how all of it goes together, and that
is actually what we are trying to find out-Jhow all these things add
together.

Now, every person that has appeared before me, whether it's in
New York or Detroit or in Georgia, is pointing out that people in the
intake centers are doing their dead-level best to give these people at
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least $1 of welfare so that they are entitled to medicaid, and they are
entitled to food stamps or commodities, and they are entitled to free
school lunches for their kids. And in some States they are getting
better than $6,000 on welfare because by the time you have added all
these noncash benefits and all the rest of this stuff that goes in here,
they're doing mighty well and they are not paying taxes. But I don't
think all of us understand this and I don't think we understand ex-
actly how beneficial it is to the rest of the community.

Do you want to say something, Mr. Wood?
Mr. WOOD. I'd like to say one thing. I don't know if you've heard

this when you've been around the country or not, but we feel in Geor-
gia and certainly the welfare people have told me this, that there are a
lot of tangible results coming from a program like the WIN program
and all the other programs that you never see in statistics and you
never read in the paper. For instance, children's attendance in school
improves when the mother is involved in the program. The mother
has a purpose and the child begins to develop these habits.

Traditionally in the South the female in certain low-income fam-
ilies is the leader, as she has always been the head of the household.
But in their being involved and having a purpose, we feel the children
are benefiting and they are forming some habits and some good char-
acteristics that might not be seen for 10 or 15 years. You never see
this in statistics, but I just wanted you to know.

Chairman GRIFFITHS. I think that is absolutely right. I'll tell you a
story told me by Barbara Seaman, the editor of the women's depart-
ment of the magazine Family Circle. She told me that a friend of hers,
a psychiatrist or a sociologist, had been asked to write an article for
a new children's encyclopedia on a working mother. And her statistics
and her information showed that the effect of a working mother upon
a teenage daughter was very good, that the teenage daughter had a
much better opinion of herself and that she had less problems than
the teenage daughter of a woman who never worked. When the galley
proof came back to her to correct they had it changed completely so
that the affect on the teenage daughter was very bad and the mother
should stay at home. So this woman called up and said, "This is wrong.
you can't use that." And they, under those circumstances, refused to
put the article in the encyclopedia. You know, that's pretty rough.
That's a prejudice beyond our own understanding. But the truth is
that children who have never seen anybody work are not going to be
willing or able to work as others.

Mr. WOOD. That's right.
Chairman GRIFFITHS. Because they don't understand it.
I want to tell you what a real pleasure it has been for me to be in

Atlanta. I think you do a very good job here. All of you have answered
so well and so clearly. And I will try to convey the message you have
given us to the Ways and Means Committee and the Finance Com-
mittee, and in fact the entire Congress.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.)
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